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SHANGHAI EVENING POST A MERCURY.

DEC 291938

Nipponese Warned 
To ttomain North

Of Soochow Creek
Japanese living in Hongkew, as 

well as visitors from Japan, should 
shun, areas south of Soochow 
Creektest they fall victims to 
Chinese highway robbers, the 
Shanghai Mainlchi said in a 
featured article today.

Japanese plain clothes detectives 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police 
have; been .stationed at *the 
southern end of Garden Bridge 
and along Nanking Road to pre- 
vent depredations against Japan
ese by Chinese highwaymen.

These - precautionary measures, 
were being taken following the at
tacks tWd 4^panesote Chinese 
of the 
night. The Japanese were badly 
beaten and robbed of their money. 
Similar eases of robbery have 
since: baen reported, the Japanese 
daUy
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PLSA3E 38ÎÎ DIARY.

A.t 5.1? 0p.m. 16*11*38, C.D.Ss. 131 and MS and 188 

' C.D.C» M on the information of c*3*i’i. MS on ths 
Bund thji'T ths Garden Bridge arrested

(i) shu Ah Nyi mt ), 31^ rompo, 
s/rtrnjb MM . ,, ’

(2) «hung W»e Mn ( r- ¿4, 30-, Konpo,
s/Mmp, w jf.a.

on sue pi cion of being concerned in this offence.
At the Station they Wre questioned and aftnitted 

having robbed the two Japanese at the time and place 
reported and ifiQllcateti one chu siau S Ts ftSf )

whom they stated resided in .’’oatung«
J.D.8. 182 Sugimoto was called from Bubbling Wil 

Station and on instructions of B*S«X. Read proceeded to 
Pootung at 8p.m. with 2nd accused ft C.h.Ss. 131 ft 348 
in cf’art to locate Ohu Siau 8 To.

J.B.S. Sugimoto reports having obtained the aasistane* 

of Corporal Waberaoto J*erry office The Bund ft of Inapt« 
K.S. Wig attached to Pootung- Sub station of Ta Tao 
Government. The 2nd accused led the party to 23 Chong 

Shing Xl off Tong Chong mad, peotung, which was the 
hone of Chu Siau 8 To but ho was absent fnon hone. A 
visit to nearby bath house 92 Tong Chong Road also 

failed to locate Chu slau 8 To«
Inept. Wng and Cpl. Naboaoto have told jTJIe8« 

Sugimoto that they will keep observation for this men 

and should they bo able to effr*t hie arrest they wUl-■ • •'4wo^^wrs&.. I



3 (Sheet 8)

notify hlu di root«

At 18*J0««n* 17-11-36 lot œeuood led deteotlwd 

to 8<J/U7 shantung noud where ho ««id waa poeeible 

Ch»» Slat il T» would bo staying« chu «Jau 3 To vu 

not pre »«nt but mt« reang -'en wen ( ' i. ,■ ,.. J, ago 48, 

Kompo, tyfunenpleyei, who resided there «¿tattled knowing 

hl» «nd erfriitted at tin»« operating gambling «nonget 

eoollee In hie root»« no wu brought to the station 

and questioned re whereabouts of Chu sl«u 3 to but 

denied any knowledge* !W is not concerned In this or 

other el?ai; ar cases and wt»i» therefore released*

A?» fir»** has Been Insufflaient to make full enquiry 

end to notify eouplalnauts (in ThMgkew) to attend the 

Court e*m* 17-11-3© wo «berge lot presuit being pre- 

ferred but «p^lioatioo will le »»de for rit of Jeteti- 

lion In reepeot of let * 2nd eecueed »«• 17»ll*ag*

Copy to »*p. (speelal srench).

K / \J
sén. wtr >/••.. ik

**
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G. 150M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PO^IGE.- ^
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 2263/38.

Diary Number:— n

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

in[.Orviston.
S in za....... Police Station.

......19 38 •
Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The pul? er of Public Riesha No. 5871 Tsang
Nyl Zeu(‘f£^’-It )» Permit No. 13700, was brought to 

this station on the morning of 8/11/38 by C.B.S. 19.

He admitted that he had pulled the above riesha 

on the evening of 7/11/38 and stated that he had never 

at any time been in the vicinity of the Garden Bridge 

of Changsha Road.

J.D.C. 221 attached to Central Station was 

communicated with regarding the complainants attending 

an identification parade, and the suspected coolie 

was removed to Central Station until the complainants 

could be located. They attended Central Station 

shortly after 5pm. on 8/11/38, when the suspected 

coolie was placed amongst 11 other coolies. The 

complainants failed to identify this coolie as the 

man .«ho had pulled the riesha on which they rode.

The coolie denies that during the evening he 

lent or hired the riesha to any other person.

His employer guarantees to produce him should he 

be needed in the future, and he was then released.

Whether or not the complainants obtained the 

correct Licence- Number cannot be ascertained.

It has nov. been learnt from J.D.C. 221 that the 

two complainants are not newcomers to Shanghai, but 

have been in the City for about one year. They also
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G. 150M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 2263/38
Division.
Police Station.

Diary Number:— she et 2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

apeak a little of the Shanghai dialect, and are also 

apparently familiar with Shanghai streets. No 

explanation for their stpry as on Biary No.l can he 

given.

It is pointed out that the two complainants 

could hardly miss seeing the Wing On and Sincere 

Company buildings, and it is suspected that they 

proceeded to the address where the robbery took place 

for some definite purpose.

C.D.S. 19 has continued to make extensive 

enquiries in the vicinity of Changhsa Road, but has 

not secured any definite information from any of the 

residents of the area, although these enquiries are 

being continued.
I Cop^ to l/.C. (Special Branch).

Sen . jDet. D.S.I.



G. 150M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— 2263/38
.Division.
.Police Station.

Diary Number:— g/sheet 2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

apeak a little of the Shanghai dialect, and are also 

apparently familiar with Shanghai streets. No 

explanation for their stpry as on Hiary No.l can be 

given.

It is pointed out that the two complainants 

could hardly miss seeing the Wing On and Sincere 

Company buildings, and it is suspected that they 

proceeded to the address where the robbery took place 

for some definite purpose.

C.D.S. 19 has continued to make extensive 

enquiries in the vicinity of Changhsa Road, but has 

not secured any definite information from any of the 

residents of the area, although these enquiries are 

being continued.
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Crime Register No. Äz £. W«?U V ". s ...X _ |t|l<lu glWWI^*‘OVt>tw©3? r*n*> o8e9 ____ -TO

Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— 1®.

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

(Ug0pn.<.10pn.
7/h/.to7

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Changeha Hoad. Awnue 
Rdwnrd VII, The Mmd.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

F1nr«nU« descnPtlon of C hangelst Road near Ruling H««u3«
p rciTi i scs •

Time and date of offence. äWMBW 0**i?OptBg Oil 7/XX/liÖ>

„ », ,, reported. I on 7/M/am_______________________________

^Zs’of'ompYl'ant3114 W. 0. WÜB« pMtOgmj*»»» »*«.

Ww or six mie < hineoe of the ricaha*<ioolle, 

loafer type»

Arrests. Mil.

Classification of property 
stolen.

v. c 1*«O.Value >

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and Hate body was d»?eov-red.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death.
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) snould be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description, 
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking

of food etc.)

{•) Wok th« conplntoant and a friend to a 
puMto rltaha froo th« Harden WMg« end 
pulled town to n lonely port of Channel* R«ed 
t heire four or five nooe^ltoea, tm«MMd. held 
time tm and torteg • otrua lo otele a*«o 
from the cosvlntoant and dtmagod hl« olothtot;*



FW^ii e. no: i
*G. 8(PM-1-38

CRIME DIARY NO. f. (SHEET NO. 2)

0) What staff employed on premises t
(k) Are they all “old’* servants f
(1) 1/ not, what was their last employment 

and for how long t
(m) What was their “characters’’ 1
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason T

(o) Arc old servants suspected t
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected ?

Do not ©pply«

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to 
commented on by investigating officer).

At tUlOpn« on 7/U/36 1-D.C. 221 Wnliinago. 

attnched to Contml station. brought to 31»aft 

Station the <«uplnlimnt nunod W. S. Halm« a 

plntographor. and Hr. X, Hiaknwa. photographer.
i 

both r©aiding at Ro.*12 Changchun Road. off north 

snochuen Rond. end through hi» interpretation. the 
following parttoulam of thio offence wore obtained»- I

She nbove haw recently arrived in ¡¡hnughal. 

and are therefore not ftmilinr with shanghai otroots. 

Rlth the intention of purchasing nuaical inatrunento. 

thoy were tofomen by a friend of a shop ooUlng 

ouch Inotrunente located on Hanking Rood ophite 

the Ing on (aespnny. and at about (Jpn. on 7/11/32 

both arrived at the Garden Bridge »¡ d wore at once 

approached by a number of rlcohn coolleo it» wore 

waiting near the Bridge*

’.¡hey apeak no Chineo0» and not viuhlng to bo 

oepemtod. both oat in one rtceha end told the 

coolie to proceed alone the send« on arriving at 

Poking Bon* they evidently nistook thin for Hanking 

Rond and directed the coolie to poll then 'eat on 

that road* PVon vioite to the econo of the crino 

by detectives it woe nooertatoed that the coolie 

pulled th© rioaha beyond i ’eking Rond to Avenue 

Road. and than turned south an Changsha Rood« which 

la narrow at thia point, then croooed Ruling Read 

and stopped a few yard» over Mlag Road on Changsha 

Rood« At thia spot Changsha Road ends in a cm»de«eac.

She coeqilalnanta report that five or oix nalo 

CMneue of the coolie claou then ounminded the



G. I50M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME jlARY.

,IT-TT__ __ ..._____ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:——........................Police Station.

........................................................................................................ 19

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Timé at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

vehicle and pulled than iron it and started to go 
througii their pockets, She complainants resisted and 

S^?ska*o Jacket and trousers were torn and M,oo in 
cash removed iron Ms pocket* '¡hey broke and ran 

auay from the rrtoiiJclss, durinc hich the conplntoant 
dropped his spectacles and could not stop to retrieve 
than, Both complainants then ran Snot on ¿baling head to 
W Ynh Ching Road and then to linking Road, They then 
succeeded in smking their way to the Garden Bridge 
arid apokc to the J,F.C. on duty there, who directed 
then to < entrnl Reliee station* vhere they « ere 
totervioiTcci by 221,

J.P.C. m then took then by car over the route 
they had tenwlled, and ascertaining the scene of 
the crino to be in stnam district, took than to this 

Station»
lhe conpl sitiante would not be able to recognise 

the crinlnals again, but stat© that they took the 
number of the rlcshn, which wan Ko* 8871,

inquiries showed that thio riesha io owned by 
Pou Ping Knng( ), reniding Mo, 23 Tnh Wo

^ong, Avenue ISdvard *931,
C.D.iJ. 19 and the undersigned Malted that sddroes 

and learnt that rieui® no, 8B71 had been hired out 

at en 7/H/S8 to a Mier naoed Wang JTyl



F» 22 F
G. 150M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—gn&j/afi
.Division.
Police Station.

Dia,y 4. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

> 'z / «< /
Zeu( i u )» native of Kampo, Badge Number at 
present unknown. This man arrived from Kempe about six 

months ago and the owner of the Hong states that he 

has not previously boon in any trouble.
The ricaha should be returned to the Hong by 

12-^Ohh, on G/ll/38, but the owner states that if the 
coolie is out then curfew commences he sleeps in the 

street and nay return the ricaha in the norning or 

hand sane to another puller, Ho resides in the Hong and 

will in any case return to the Hong at about 1pm, on 
8/11/38, A detective has been left on the premises to 

effect hia arrest should he return,
( ,D«S, 19 »nd the undersigned also visited the 

Garden Bridge and examined the numbers of all public 
rieshas waiting there, but without result.

The nearest policeman to the scene nt about 6jaa, 
on 7/11/38 vould be 2667 on duty at Park and
Ruling Roads, about 150 ynrds from the scene* Ho was 
not aware of the offence*

C.D,s. 19 nnd the undersigned also made extensive
enquiries in the vicinity of Changsha and Ruling
Roads, there being several shops there, but no witnesses 

could be found, and it is quite possible that the 

complainants have mistaken the street in which the 

crime took place.

L



I

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

„.„_____________Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 2263/38* .........................Police Station.
...................................................................................................................................................................... ....................... '•.........................................fP

Diary Number:— 1/shset 5. Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

A March of the sweat failed to reveal any 

trace of the creiplainont’e apee tac leo.

A neasage haa been circulated asking that the 

puller he detained if seen, and to check all curfev? 

arréate»

D.D.O. and D.o. MBM info med.

copy to IUC. (special Branch)« 

inquiries proceeding,

IrIb..’ mb
«y™- ». Æ?

DJD.O. B

».S.I, »

■ . ■ 1
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G. 55M-I“38^ |

CONFIDENTIAL

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 5 ‘^EW;Z/ 1 
on Q_ • n '¿S. AS.l. Special Branch og>’

——" CDofe C^T———-■“••W’-.
REPORT n<lfit^Dec ember l,__zq 38.

e j,-. t J.W.E. Barrett (British) applicant for position in Revenue Department
of S.M.C.

Made .Forwarded by.

Reference the attached memo dated 29.11.38, addressed 

to D.C.(Special Branch) by the Deputy Treasurer-Revenue, 

S.M.C. requesting any information which may be available 

as to the suitability of Mr. J.W.E. Barrett, ex-Probationary 

Sergeant, S.M.P., for employment in the Revenue Department 

of the S.M.C. enquiries reveal the following* -

Barrett, who was born at Clackmannan, Scotland in 

1907, for some time served in the Scots Guards. He joined 

the S.M.P. on September 6th, 1927 and resigned on December 

10th, 1932. A copy of his Discharge Certificate is attached 

hereto, which covers the period of his service with the 

S.M.P.

After leaving the Police, Barrett entered the employ

ment of the Yee Tsoong Tobacco Co. Ltd. and was employed in 

the Thorburn Road Factory belonging to said Company, from 

June 1935 to December 1936, when his services terminated 

due to a reduction of the staff. His services with the 

Yee Tsoong Tobacco Co. Ltd. were, according to his superiors, 

entirely satisfactory. His next period of employment was 

as a salesman of the Ewo Brewery Sales Dept., Jardine, 

Matheson & Co., from September 1936 to July 1937, when his 

services were terminated due to his having got in debt to 

one or two customers of the last mentioned Company, as a 

result of his signing chits which he was unable to pay. 

His superiors in Ewo Brewery Sales Department speak highly 

of Barrett’s work with the company which, except for thé 
the 

matter of/debts mentioned above, was beyond reproach.
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FM. 2 * Flip No

G S5" 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................... Station,
REPORT 

Date........... ..    i g

Sub/ect^ - _______ ___________ - ,-........  ~ ___ ________.

Made by. .Forwarded by_

Regarding the signing of chits, it was stated by 

one of his superiors that though the company could not 

condone his action, there was some excuse for it, as his 

work involved the visiting of numerous Bars, Hotels, etc«, 

in the course of the day, to which he was endeavouring 

to sell beer and that many of his customers expected him to 

buy them drinks. Also that the buying of drinks was to 

some extent necessary in order to promote sales. After

the outbreak of local Sino-Japanese hostilities in 1937, 

Barrett joined the S.M.P. (Specials). On 1.4.38, he was 

given a position as a temporary employee of the Revenue 

Department, S.M.C., for the collection of Revenue on The 

Bund, and is still employed in this capacity.

Supt. Merritt, attached to S.M.P.(Specials) 

Headquarters, who was interviewed on 30.11.38, stated that 

in his opinion Barrett is diligent and trustworthy. 

Members of the S.M.P. attached to Central Station, whose 

duties are connected with The Bund Jetties, who have been 

in daily contact with Barrett, speak highly of his attention 

to his duties and alertness.
It would appear therefore that Barrett has been 

on the whole assiduous in his efforts to establish himself 

and that if appointed to a position in the Revenue Dept, 

he will, give satisfaction to his employers.



JT&sJJeputy Commissioner of Police
T.Robertson

FINANCE DEPARTMENT

for favour of any information which 
may be available as to this man's 
suitability for employment in the 
Revenue Office.
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G” 5000-^38

HSM

Subject...

.3. Henchman

, :̂M0K,rirnp0UCE /
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. I S.MRV^STRY 

Section 1, Special Hranc^/^/Jl^ “
REPORT Sv’^——~’~4z"—

Do/» Moyember 24,fp38> 
i cationfor employment in Revenue Department
of 8.M.C.

Made by...^ Forwarded by

Berry Verne lEnberg, Jewish, applicant for employment 

in the Revenue Department of 8.M. C«, was born in Lode. 

Poland. (According to his 8.V.C. record and a certificate 

issued by the Shanghai Jewish Communal Association, the 

date of his birth is given as 14 March, 1910, but MT. 

Wnberg claims that this is inaccurate and should be 8 March, 

1912.) He is not in possession of a passport and though 

described in various documents as an American, has no legal 

claim to that, or any other, nationality.

At the age of four years his father died and a year 

later Enberg was brought to China by his mother, who later 

married an American and was subsequently deserted by him. 

Mrs. Snberg died in 1927.

JEnberg received his education in Tientsin and after 

leaving school found employment as a proof reader for the 

Morth China star^on ths staff of which paper he remained 

until 1927. Leaving Tientsin he came to Shanghai and was 

employed as a salesman by the Leather products Manufacturing 
>■-1 Company, -«'rom the latter company he went to the American 

Asiatic Trading Company as a store-keeper and remained at 

this post until the end of 1934. Proa 1934 until early in 

1935, and intermittently after that date until the present 

time, Snberg was employed by Dr. William Che* () 

of ths KAi MSI Hospital, in a liaison capacity between ths 

doctor and hi* Russian client*.

In 1935 he returned to Tientsin and found employment 

with the Oriental Trading A Engineering Company (Pile D.4311)» 

He remained in the shipping department of this firm for two 

months and then returned to tftan^iai.



5000-9-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No.

...... Station,

Subject.

REPORT 
• 2 - Date. 9

Made by. .Forwarded by.

¡Since 1936 Enberg has been employed, successively by 
the General Electric Co», Messrs, ocharpf Guenter &Co., and 
the purchasing and disbursing office of the U.S. Navy; from 
all these concerns he bears excellent references. He has 
been, a member of the S.V.C. for ten years and now holds the 
rank of Company Sergeant Major in the Jewish Company.

General enquiries show that Enberg while not considered 

to be particularly useful if placed in an executive or 
supervisory capacity, ia, nevertheless, completely 

trustworthy and a very hard worker, his records, both
S.V.C. and from firms who have employed him, are good and 

there is nothing to his detriment in Police files, he 
appear» to be reasonably well educated, speaks English, 
Russian, Chinese (both Northern and Local), German, and 
would seem to be quite a satisfactory candidate for the

4?

P. A. to O. C

Revenue Department of the S.M.C
attached hereto tan the following documenta* •

Application for position in Revenue Department. 
Recomendation from American Asiatic Trading Company.

North China Star.
Oriental Trading & Engineering Co.
e.h.
General Electric company at China.
Scharpf Guenter & Company.
United States Navy Purchasing Office.
Officer Commanding Jewish Company S.V.C,

D. 3.

C. (Special Branch)





J.
: confidential

— • r fu File Nq...^.......
* ‘ * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ.’

feî. REG-L : RY
Special Bra

REPORT

Subject..........Willie haliETT..-..Applicant...for,.employment..in t^e Reyenue
..... Department, shanghai Municipal Council»

Made by D.S. Pitta. „ . .. O'.
•>..................................................................................Forwarded by ................... ..yS..

William HALLETT, American, born in Boston, Maas.

39 years ago, was honourably discharged from the United 

States Navy on July 7, 1933 after sixteen years service. 

He is still on the Fleet Reserve and is liable to be 

called up for active service at any time conditions 

warrant. He is in receipt of a retaining fee of

Gold $41.80 per month whilst on the reserve. He finished 

his navy career holding .the rank of Machinist's Mate 2nd» 

Class.

He is a widower, his Chinese wife having died a

few years ago. He has one son by this marriage

He is in possession of documents from various

a post that

independent sources,

liquor» Efforts

Nothing

Naval officers and authorities which state that he is 

a hardworking and reliable type of individual 

can be learned to his detriment locally from a criminal 

point of view although certain members of the United States

Naval Purchasing Office, 51 Canton Road, where, once

monthly Hallett goes to draw his pension, are of the 

opinion that the applicant is low in intelligence and 

a very heavy drinker and not fitted for 

requires long hours and abstention from 

made to confirm this version from other

however, h^ve failed,

In 1934 Hallett registered with the Salvation Army

Employment Centre but although this organization was 

unable to secure for him a position he is well spoken of 

by the staff. similar recommendations have been voiced 

hy other persons who have been acquainted with him 

a number of years. 
DC.(special Branch







CONSULAAT-OENCRAA^ *** "tOERLANOEN 
|*»WOOR M1-'O^^’^HINA.

HQLLANOIA.

Ho.2369 SHANGHAI, 18th AUgUSt 19i

Sir

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your 

letter of August 17. 1938. No.I.0.8847, concerning Adolpho 

^^CARPI^and to thank you for the information contained therein. 

^ggggH^tn view of the suspicious activities of this person.

I should feel greatly obliged to you for being informed from 

time to time concerning his movements in the Ear East.

I have the honour to be.

Sir,

Your obedient servanti

iron sul

4
) ' >*

T.Robertson, Esquire

Deputy Commissioner, Special nranch(

Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI



y *

August IT M*

Sir,
X have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No.2232 dated August 1, 

1938» and in reply to inform you that ainee 

1934 no new facts have been discovered that 

would in any way confirm previous suspicions 

that Adolphe CARPI was engaged in activities of 

a political nature* He is» however* still 

regarded with suspicion by certain responsible 

circles as being in some way, at present not 
clear, connected with the smuggling of narcotics* 

No specific instance has come to light which 

would indicate the exact type of activities in 

which he is engaged*

X have the honour to be* 

Sir«
Tour obedient servant*

fnclflrjl ~mr
(Special Branch)

J* Tan den



FORM NO. 3 
G. 40M-1-38 File No.A 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. '
Section 1, 

REPORT r? 38.
Subject (in full) idntph^ CARPI - Communication dated August 1, 1938 from..............
_________ _ __ Netherlands Consulate-General.

Made Forwarded by.

Since 1934 no new facts have been unearthed that would in

any way confirm previous suspicions that Adolpho CARPI was

engaged in activities of a political nature. On the other hand,

however, he is still regarded with suspicion by certain

responsible circles as being in some way, at present not clear

connected with the smuggling of narcotics Ho specific

- A.

instance has as yet come to light, however,

the exact type of activities in which he is

which would indicate

engaged

T D.C. (Special Branch)

3-?»!

Si& I ’



con«ulaat>qeneraal DER NEOERLANOEN 
VOOR MIODEN-CHINA.

* . TEL. AD. HOLLAND».

No.2232.

Sir,

With reference to your report of July 27, 1938,
concerning the movements of Adolpho Carpi, Italian im-
pressario, I have the honour to inform you that I should 

feel greatly obliged to you for letting me know whether 

sinoe February 1934, when the last report on Carpi's 

activities was received by this Consulate General, new 

facts have come to light which confirms the suspicion 

that this person is involved in the smuggling of arms and 

narcotics and in communistic activities.
I have the honour to be,

Consul.

T. Robertson, Esquire,
Deputy Commissioner,Special Branch, 

Shanghai Municipal Police,
SHANGHAI.



G. 40M-1-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
C.S.6,SpeaiftX„Bx

REPORT
Date.___ 38

Subject (in full)------------„ajLEl Shanghai fc.

Made Jfcsjfcing. .Forwarded by.* Inspe c tftr.

Adolpho CABPI, Italian impressario, aged 39, 

who was made the subject of Special Branch enquiries, being 

suspected of arms and narcotics smuggling and Communistic 

activities - I.O. 8847 and I.O.9412 - arrived in Shanghai 
from Hongkong on J>ly 22, 1938 aboard the li/s “Felix 

Roussell“.

D.C.(Special Branch).



1

CONSULAAT-GENERAAL OER NEOERLANDEN 
r VOOR MIOOEN - CHINA.

- TEL. AO. HOLLANOIA.

No.1825.
SHANGHAI,

Sir,

I have the honour to 

of your letter of June S, 
Adolfo Carpi and to thank 

contained therein.

acknowledge the receipt 

1937 No.I.0.8847, regarding 

you for the information

Major K.M. Bourne,

Officer i/o Special Branch,

I have the honour to be,

Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI.



June 3 37.

sir»

I have the honour to inform you that 

Adolfo Carpi* Italian* returned to Shanghai on 

May 27* 1937» on the s*s* "President Grant* from 

Manila* He Is now residing at the Palace Hotel* 

He is in possession of Italian Passport ITo.108693 

Issued In Hongkong on June 27» 1936*

X Have the honour to be»

Sir»

Your obedient servant»

(Sd) K. Bourne.

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

J* Van den Berg» Bsq*»

Motherlands Consulate-General, v

Shanghai*



FORM NO. 3 
G. 40M. 1. 36

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Special Branch. - 

REPORT
¿J

Date.......

Subject Adolfo CARPI - Movements of.

Made by. J.® •..................... Forwarded by...... ..........................................................................................

Jldolfo CARPI« Italian, who forms the subject of 

Special Branch Pile 1.0. 8847, returned to Shanghai on May 

27, 1937 on the s.s. "President Grant* from Manila. He

is now residing at the Palace Hotel. He is in possession

of Italian Passport No. 108693 issued in Hongkong on June 
27, 1936.



COHSULAAT - GENERAAL DER NEOERLAI DEnC- F. D. RE'S
||à VOOR MiDDEN-CHINA.

fio, 64 2.

Sir,
I wish to acknowledge the redeipt of 

your letter of the 26th inst,,No, 1,0,8847, 

regarding Adolfo Carpi, and to thank you 

for the information contained therein.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir,

obedient servant,

Chinese Secretary

T,p,Givens, Esquire,
Officer i/o Special Branch,* 

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
, _ SHANGHAI.



February 26 34.

sir*
X have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter dated February 23 to Er. Robertson 

and to forward herewith for your information a copy 

of a report which elucidates the point raised by 

you in connection with Adolfo Carpi.

I have the honour to be» 

Sir;
Your obedient servant» 

IliiExi Officer i/c Special Branch.

J. van den Berg» Eeq.»
Netherlands Consulate-General, 

Shanghai.

■I



Form No» 3-
C. 25,000-1-34

MUNICIPAL POLICE

No. L O.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

s.2, I
REPORT

Subject (in full)...............................................................Adclfo.-Carpl............................................... .............. ........

NIade~ by......... D».S.»..Sa(n.S.Q.ini....................... Forwarded ..........................

----------------------- With reference to the letter, dated Februar.V-22,____ 

1934, of the Netherlands Consulate-General regarding.the_

____ flat at No»l Canton Road, said to have been occupied by______

Carpi and hie wife, Azzarette, and Dr« K» Noll, the following 

_____is an elucidation of the point in question <-_________________

_______________ Carpi rented unfurnished, Flat C, Union Building, 

_____ 1 Canton Road, at $275 per month» The flat consisted of____

six rooms, two of which were sub-let to Dr, Noll and used 

by him as consultation offices«___^aae.sn to these two rooms

_____may be gained through a separate ent ranee r

------------------- -----------—--------------------------------- CtA. *

------------ ---------------------------------------------------------------——D»__S»____

Officer i/o Special Branch.





February 19 34.

sir»

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter No.404 of February 7» and in reply 

to forward herewith for your information a copy 

of an amended Memorandum on Adolfo Carpi.

X have the honour to bo»

Sir»

Your obedient servant»

Officer i/e Special Branch.

J. Van dig»»erg, Msq.»
Motherlands Consulate-General,

Shanghai.

1



MKMORaHDOM OH ADOLFO CARPI

Mr. Adolfo Carpi, Italian Imprestarlo, has organised 

many operatie and revue companies with which he has toured 

the Far Hast on various occasions since 1923.

During 1929/30 he shared an apartment at 1 Canton 

Road with M.A. Lourie Ettingoff, an enthusiastic Soviet 

worker, but enquiries failed to establish the existence 

between them of any relations of a political character. 

Previously, the French Police, acting on the instructions 

of the Italian Consul, effected a search of Carpi’s residence 

but were unable to unearth any evidence on which to substan

tiate the suspicion that he was operating as a Soviet agent.

In June 1932, it was learned that Carpi and Francesco 

Contini, another Italian, were living up to a standard of 

people drawing $1,000.00 per month and making frequent trips 

to other parts of the Far East, though neither of them had 

done any legitimate work for about 3 years. It was further 

learned that Contint, who arrived in Shanghai during 1926 as 

a chorus singer in an opera company under the management of 

Carpi, had visited Italy during 1932 and there came under 

suspicion of being connected with the 111 International.

The movements of these two persons were closely checked 

during June 1932, and it became strongly suspected that their 

efforts in the operatic and revue world served as cloaks for 

purposes identified with the smuggling of arms and drugs. 

This suspicion remains unconfirmed.

Carpi last staged an opera locally during October 1932, 

when the gross takings barely covered the expenses incurred. 

At that time he remained in residence at 1 Canton Road where 

he shared a flat with U. Aszarettl, manager of Venturi, 

provision and wine merchant, 116 Szechuen Road, Dr. Kurt 

Holl and his (Carpi*s) wife. This flat was vacated by the 

party during August 1933, when Carpi left Shanghai, presumably 

en route for Singapore. His wits remained in Shanghai and



( 2 )

obtained employment at Dr* K* Moll*» Hospital on Avenue 

Joffre, «nd it is confirmed that she has definitely severed 

her connections with Carpi*

Carpi and his operatic troupe returned to Shanghai 

from Singapore on February 3» 1934 after having been refused 

a visa for admission into Hetherlnnds India*

Cent ini was last heard of in August 1933, when he 

vacated his apartment at 690 A venue Road (which he rented 

and used in addition to sharing a flat at 1 Canton Road) 

for rn unknown destination*



)
Form No« 3

C. 25,000-1-34 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLK J &

S#2, Sp<
REPORT

Subject (in full)... ...4.dolfo..C!arpi.•„.onsairy.. fro».

Made by.P.»?.».. Sansom

DateX

______________ With reference to the attached letter, ...dated _______  

January 7, 1934, received from the Netherlands Consulate,

I have to report that A. Carpi and hie operatic troupe________ _

returned to Shanghai from Singapore on February 3, ItM,_______

____ __________ It appears that the Netherlands Consul-general

is under the impression that Carpi severed his connections 

with Shanghai during 1931, but as this impression is______ _

incorrect a memorandum bearing_Qn. the subject is appended______ 

hereto#_____________________________g___________________ _

Officer i/e Special Branch#



^■
8

CONSULAAT-GENCRAAL DEH NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

' TEL. AD. HOLLANÔIA.

3W8®IMLP8LE£
1 D 
¿ O

SHANGHAI,
No <404

sir,

I have the honour to inform you that the Netherlands

Consul-General at Singapore has refused a visé for admission

into Netherlands India to Adolfo CARPI, an opera singer, of
Italian nationality.

In February 1931 I had reported that this person lived at 

No.l Canton Road together with one M.A.Lourie(t)-Ettingoff, a 

Soviet agent who tried to induoe Carpi to engage red artists 

for the opera company of which at that time he was director. 
Furthermore in November and December 1930 Carpi had interviews 

with Rover, an agent of the Comintern, and with Hamilton, a 

Soviet-impresario.
>\ a

It appears that since that time Carpi has severed his con

nections with Shanghai, where he is reported to have abandoned 

his wife, who is said to be an assistant in Dr.Noll’s Hospital, 

1856 Ave.Joffre.
However, in case anything should be known locally about 

further communistic activities on his part, I should be very 

grateful to be informed.

I have the honour to be,



I

Form *.
1C SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. C‘ ’ D*

Ak /. a.Z^'.u.-A

•t REPORT 'S f
tli? P*®F' oXAiuicy .w*»

SwA/wf fhUj

Made by

Adolfo Carol and Carpi*s Light Opera Company.

D.P.S. Pitts. Forwarded by

With reference to the remarks of the Officer 1/c 
Special Branch on the attached file, I have to state that 

a.party of forty-seven members of Carpi*s Light Opera Co. 

travelling as second class passengers, arrived in Shanghai 
from Tongku on October 14^ 1932 by the s.s.”Shengking.w

In view of the fact that there is strong reason to 
believe that Adolfo Carpi*s various operatic and revue 

enterprisesmerely serve as cloaks for purposes Adenti-

fled with the smuggling of drugs, enquiries were made whlc 

go to show that the formerventures are definitely not 
financially successful, indicating that Carpi must derive 
an income from other sources, in order to live as he does.

In connection with the season that .opened at the Em
bassy Theatre on Tuesday October 18, 1932, it is interesting 

to note that the artistes and orchestra comprising the com
pany wore recruited by Carpi in Harbin. It is said that 

several members are Soviet cltlsens. hut up to the present

no confirmation of this statement has been obtained..
The company gave recitals in Harbin anfd T1entson 

before coming to Shanghai. The cost of the passage from Tien
tsin to Shanghai amounted to $1410.00, which was paid by

The gross takings for the first four opening nights 
at the Embassy wore $1181, $932, $514 and $582 respectively 

$3209 in all. Against this must be written $1600 - the cost 

for hiring the Embassy being $400 per night W leaving a

Further expenses are entailed by artiste«* and orchestra s 

salaries, wardrobe (which is an extensive one), advertising



File No._____G. 5000*v^o 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

__ i_________ _Station, 
REPORT

Date................. .............   19
2

Subject (in full)............. ...........„........................... ........ ... ............ ................................................................................

Made by... Forwarded by_____

and various sundry items. It is thus not difficult to 
appreciate that whatever Carpi’s other aims are, his present 

operatic endeavour can hardly be termed a financial success._

Mr. Skuse, Chief Tidesurveyor of the Chinese Maritime 
Customs, who stated that Carpi is definitely known to be a 
morphine smuggler, informed me that the wardrobe and scenery 

was very carefully and systematically searched when the com
pany arrived. No contraband however, was discovered, although 

the persons of the members of the company were not searched.

I
_____Further enquiries are being made in this connection

and should anything of note come to light, a report will 

be submitted. /ft

________MRMPWip .s. w___ __ ________

Officer 1/c Special Branch.



North China Daily News, October 14, 1952

File 1.0. 8847.

AHRlVAt^F

Russian Tru.pe from 
Harbin, Tientsin

Carpi’s Light Opera Company, 
JLOO strong, arrived here yesterday 
morning in the str* Shengking and 
are Rooked to open at the Embassy 
on Tuesday in "Columbine,” which, 
according to northern reports, had 
a splendid success there.

In the company are 60 artistes, 
while the ballet M directed by M. 
Seroff, with O. P. Mangeley the star. 

!• Aft.. orchestra of W, pieces, (which 
may be augmented locally, is con
ducted • by D.: I. Gelgher.It is • re
ported that the company have 
brought all scenery, costumes, and 
lighting effects from the mirth» 

'• Their first week’s programme in- 
; eludes, in additionto “Cplummne,” 
Lehar’s Werry ¡Widow” ori Wednes
day, "Goddess of (Fire” on Thursday, 
and "Secrets of • it Jlarem” on

Officer i/c Special Branch «.............

Gelgher.It


Forra No. 2 
'G.‘25,OOO-Ì-32

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE c. i. o. re
Speci alk

REPORT

Subject (in full) Ad.®?- Í9... Garp,i..and._ Franc e s co.. Co nt in.i

Made by D>&....liQor.e. ■Forwarded by

Ponte Giorgio del Bono» acting Consul-General for Italy

was interviewed during the morning of August 9» 19Sg and shown 

the attached file containing the results of investigations made 

by P.P.8. Pitts concerning the two above named Italian an«pentn---- J

and a watch maintained on their movements between June 20 and _J 

June 24, 1932« Mr. del Bono expressed the opinion that it_____ ‘

would be advisable to discontinue the present enquiries but ‘ -4
_ requested that the Police bear in mind the names of theilso i

named persons«____________________________________________________________



POLICE
C. I. D.

FonnNo.2
G. 25,000-1-32

? >
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Sped a]MBr4n$fr
REPORT

li,

Subject (in full)......Means., of .livelihood of Adolfo CARPI and Francesco CONTINI.^

Made by D.P.S Forwarded by
........&.

With reference to the endorsement of the Officer i/c 

Special Branch^on the attached report» I have to state that 

diligent and exhaustive enquiries over a lengthy period 

have failed to ascertain the means whereby CARPI and CON

TINI derive their livelihood.

In view of the discreet nature of the enquiry, and 

bearing in mind the ’clannish' attitude that has been met 

with in dealings with members of the local members of the 

Italian community, it was deemed advisable to discontinue 

investigations in order that no inkling of the enquiry 

_ might reach the ears of the people under discussion.

_ 1t would appear that Contini, wljo .is financed by 

Carpi, is a small fry in the latter's affairs. It is said 

that both Carpi and Contini gamble very heavily in Shang

hai, but the location of the haunts that they frequent cannot 

be ascertained. It is also reported that Carpi's various 

efforts in the operatic and revue worlds merely serve as 

cloaks for purposes identified with the smuggling of arms 

and drugs, but unfortunately, this information Cannot be 

confirmed._____________________________________ ___________

This matter will be born in mind and further enquiries 

will be mad.e, and in the event of any reliable information 

coring to light, another report will be immediately sub

mitted.; 

D, S.

Officer i/c Special Branch.



REPORT

Subject (in j. di

Forwarded by-^

Form No. 2
G. 25,000-1-32

SHAB$zmCIPAL POLICE 
c. 1. D. registry

Made by........ P»

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

... Wat ch. mai nt.aln.ftd.. at. .1.. .Canton. Road 
Adolfo CARPI and Francesco CONTINI

residenceof

5ft 1

I attach herewith memoranda on the watch maintained

on the movements of CARPI and CONTINI which terminated on

June 24 in accordance with your instructions

It has been ascertained that Adolfo CARPI rents
unfurnished, Plate, Union Building, 1 Canton Road, at

___ 1275 per month» Hie, his wife, Francesco CONTINI, and.

one U. AZZARETTI, manager of P. Venturi, Provision and
Wine Merchant, 116 Szechuen Road, reside in this flat

Further, two rooms having a separate entrance

are sub-let to Dr. Kurt Roll, a local physician of good 
standing, who uses them as a consultation office»

AZZARETTI is an old China hand, and is said to

haye resided 1ocally for over 25 years; according to___
unimpeachable information, he is a person of good___

standing and morals, being very well known among the 
Italian community here»_

Officer i/c Spe c i al Branch*....



Watch maintained- at 1 Canton Road connection with

CARP I and. COiCTIITI

June 19, 1932.

June 21, 1932.

Hobody of any importance was Wwb to 
enter cr leave the premises.

At 10.50 a.m. CARPI and CONTIHI were seen 
to- leave the premises and make their way to the 
Robert Dollar Lintj-Building, Canfenn Road, whi« 
CARPI entered whilst COI^IITI reraained outside. 
Ten minutes later they proceeded to the Central 
Ar'cade.*- entering by the iTanking-Szeohuen Roads 
entrance; they both made theii way upstairs and 

cr®nained. there for about five minutes.
CO.TTUTI then retuxiied to 1 Canton Road 

whilst CARPI made his way by tramcar to the 
Hmbasay Wsatre<' Rfe had not^ft the tMeMre 
by 1.30 qj» agent tdpk h-ig tiffin.

At 2.35- p-.SOlJTIin left-; 1 Canton Road 
and proceeded to. 39 Canton Road - a block of 
offices ~ where he remained until 3 p,m. 
He was- then seen to malge- his we^r back to 1 
Canton Kbd. At¿#.10 Wm. he walked t» 
452 Kiangse Road J* offlees - which watered, 
remaining tli^re for but a few 'nix.-tes. 
paving these nremise tfy he proceeded to 1*. 
iFentiiri ^Co.,/il6 Szechv.en Road and latex* 
Zei-i ,f or 35 Jinkee Hoad - -premises hoiafeifa a 
block of offices. Some 10 miq^wfe lajggSfe» 
proceeded to his residence at 1 Canton Road.

.^ither wu^fthen seen till.-.d,30
the watch was terminated.

At 9.0 a.m. j^JRPI andt^cojjjiisz^^gre seen 
to leave 1.Canton Road v/hen tliey .msoie their way 
to the Auction Roosis of Hoel, Mur.'^y & Co., 
11 Hankow Rbad w®re they renu..'.ned for some 10 
minutes. Leaving, they made their'way to the 
American jZxfiress Co., 15 K4$akiang Road. 0U||p?I 
entered the premises -«List C'OITTUTI remaihSd 
outside. Sor^ miaMfces '«ter CARPI came nut 
and v.'ith COSTIITI proceedajrto Kiukiang and 
;Kiangse Roads wliere'.^ie former was seen
to hand the latter money* ■

5ar'‘:*ins company at. about 10.10 
made his waJ|ly to tlje Kavitaa 
Rubbling ’Jell Road. At 11 a.: . he retur»xed to 
the Cent?:’al. Di a trio# and ^ade hi^Ssy toy^^fc

't-ion. Rooms of L. Moore and Co., 
-Road where', he met -.CARPI. ..again.* .

They then boarded a western bound bus 
which moved too quickly for the age^

At 3 p.s . CARPI returned to. Ro^^
axid on the premises until

s he

t he ir wWPil^fe^alt

11 ny walke 1 to 

terminated*



km™* > ■ Pnnr’vX<k. C4* w j w <u w.,.;. a, ■ r.: j

f\-; <*^T “• ¿*1-j' ^* ^ ’i ’’’^ “f* vt ■«■*■? -:> ‘4* ’^'■•h-.* ^>. 4*. -O ■f’*?

At 10.20 a.m. CARPI - ’. his waiysgtaF■ rl<slafc... 
to 36'iirJ-ee Road vdie:^K^ remained until 
11.10 a.m* $5»; then proceeded on f 
Szeohuen Road (P»t^eiAuri Co.) 
until 2*3.0 p*m. when he' left and made his way. 
hytiOosha. to< -1S2 Bian^sey Bietad. He returned- ta' 
1.. Canton Road at 3.15 n.^yy^y?asi:^^fe oeayto 
lea-^e j^se premises, '-¿jain up till

teiTninated»

At 10,30..;|^||j COHTIHI made •higg^y.' to 
the Postio$.at ci Ru^^^^fcisulat^wh.ere 
hs pttreh ■ l a Quantity of'i"paiWWge statepa.-' 
Leaving®.he slowly ',^W® his way to 
4B^><xo19|jb 
at . 11.40 a*^g^hd w^ed .to* Vagturi

Road 'I
Aazareti for about 20 minutes, after v.'ftioh he ■ 
1‘eturned to Canton Road which he reached at 
12.25 p.m.





Special Branch

June 17,1932.

S.2

Although these men have done no legitimate 

work for three years, they are living up to the 

standard of people drawing Tls 1,000.00 per month, 

and make frequent trips to other parts of the Far East, 

usually travelling 1st Class. While on a trip recently 

to Italy, Contini came under suspicion of being connected 

with the III International.

The Italian Consulate requests that a discreet 

watch be maintained over their residences and movements 

for a few weeks. Please arrange to have this done and 

result reported.

Officer i/c Special Branch.



FRANCESCO CONTINT,Italian

I Canton Rd •••He arrived in Shanghai about six years ago as a 

chorus singer in the Italian Opera Company under the management 

of Mr.Adolfo Carpi»Italian.

During the last three years,after the disbandment of the Opera 
Company,he has had no fixed Job.Nominally,he is a Secretary to 

his former impresario,A.Carpi.
He is married to a Russian woman and speaks Russian.
He went to Italy few months ago and came back to Shanghai two 
months ago.

ADOLFO CARPI,Italian
I Canton Rd.-Impresario.-During the last three years he has not 
done any kind of work.He is never permanently in Shanghai,as he 
travels a lot,going to North China,Harbin,Japan etc .etc.
Three years ago the French Police gave a confidential information 
to the Italian Consulate General that Mr.A.Carpi was probably 
acting as an agent for the Bolsheviks.A search was made at his 
house without any result.
Mr.A.Carpi has resided many years in Russia and speaks excellent 
Russian•



CONS ULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEOERLANDEN
’ g VOOR MIDOEN*CKINA.
“ TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.3716.

GONFiDENtlÈu

SHANGHAI,

Sir,

I wish to acknowledge the receipt of yourz^k«*'«^^ 

letter No.1.0. 8847 dated the 26th instant re

garding A. Carpi and M.A. Lourie-Etingoff and 

to thank you for the information contained therein.

I have the honour to be

Sir

■¥eur obedient erervant,

Chinese Secretary

R.C .Ai ers,Esquire,

Deputy Commissioner of Police,

Crime & Special Branches,

SHANGHAI. •



[ — I. D. REGISTRY

- ■ , jtjT, ~ ('r,_ 3o.

C 0 N y I Q Ji 3 T I A 1

November 26, 30

Sir, 

a A. Carpi and M. A. Lourie-Etingoff
*• * X-

I have the honour to refer to your letter No, 3499, 

dated November 11, 1930, and to state that there is nothing 

in the records of the Municipal Police against A, Carpi or 

any member of the cast in 1989 of Carpi’s Opera Company,

However, enquiries show that Carpi has been sharing 

an apartment at No. 1 Canton ^oad since April 1929 with one 

M. A. Lourie-Etingoff. i'he latter is known to be an

enthusiastic Soviet worker, and it is more than likely that 

he has used his influence with Carpi to find employment 

under the latter for “Red“ singers and dancers.

It is reported that Carpi is at present organizing 

a Musical Revue Company with which he will tour Manila 

and Java in the near future. ?he Musical Revue Company 

will consist of sixteen members, but the names of these 

are not yet available.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient aervant, O

Offi c er-in-Charge 
( Special Branch ) 

The Consul-General for the Netherlands,

Shanghai



File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Special Branch ..No® 2.®.. Station,

Date...Noy enber.. 2,l.»./93 0.

Subject (in full) Report..Pn.. A.®..Carpi and members.. of his..Opera Company

Made Forwarded by

Sir»___________________________ __ ____________________________

With reference to the attached letter of November _______------------------- t

11» 1950 from the Consulate General for the Netherlands 

concerning A» Carpi and the members of his Opera Company»_______

_ enquiries show that there is no evidence available regarding 
4

the alleged relations between Carpi and Communist agents* 

except the fact that M»A® Lourie-Ettingo^f, a well known 

Soviet Agent, hasresided atCarpi’s house, 1 Canton Road, 
’ * i ♦ 1since April 1929»'__________ ________

_ A report is on record that Carpi and Lourie-Ettingoff

met about 12 or 13 years ago in Harbin wherethey were engaged 

in some business the exact nature of which was not established®_

__ _________Enquiries have failed to establish the existence________  

of any relations of a political character between Carpi and 

Lourie-Ettingoff, but it is believed that some of the Soviet 

agents may be introduced by the latter into Carpi’s troupe 
under the guise of singers* dancers etc®_____

It is reported that Carpi is at present organising 

a Musical Revue Company which will consist of 16’members and 

with which he intends to go to Manila and Java in the near -  ?r_>-------  
future® The list of members of that company is not yet 

definitely known®________________ _------- ______
|There is nothing in Municipal Police records to 

the detriment of any of the members of Carpi’s Opera Company
of 1QPQ*



.aat-gencraau der nederlanden
W VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No. 3499. *
shanghai, 11th November 1930.

Sir,

I should be much obliged to receive some in

formation as to the antecedents of Mr. A, Carpi, 

and the members of his troupe (Italian Opera), who 

visited Netherlands East India in July 1923, JunA 

1929 and December 1929. It appears that Carpi is 

suspected of relation/ with communist agents and 

the authorities at Welt evreden * would welcome any 

Information concerning him and the members of his com

pany.

R.C.Alers,Esquire,

Deputy Commissioner' of Police, 

Crime & Special Branches, 

SHANGHAI.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, 

~~Yptm^Cbedient servant,

for—Cbnsuii-Gnen era 1.



| ' ’«a
I ¿a.

July 20, 9

L»O* 8847« Dear Colonel*
With reference to your letter of 

July u, 1929, inquiries shoe that there is nothing 
in Police records concerning the following members 
of the Carpi Opera Coy*

1. a*L*M* Brodsky
2. B*J« irelvashin

'<3ipP1!!» 3tank '|p|I 
‘ fefc-®* ^paaova> 
, 5. ®* Korah

8« A*Xw Pokrop ' 
^K-’X» Ohy K
10. P. Kouverein (and a Pole Israel Nuks)

Of the above, Hos. 1, 2, 3, 7, 8, and 10 

have been members of the ourpl Opera Coy for sometime 
and formed the subject of a report (»#• 1*0» 8847) sent 
to 8.W. Jeffery, So^«, Consulate-General on

12«4«29« .
Yours sincerely,

Heut. Col. G.B«Re y*i-ll^nd, O.B,S>, 

Worth China Gcmwind.



Form No. 2 FoA&-
Gr. 20000-1-23 .<*

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

;* Foreign Section*.....  Station,
REPORT 

Date.......July .19.,..___ 19 29

Subject (in full)^.... Members. .of ....the.. Carpi Opera Co*...... ..........    :

Made by. D.*.... S• Maklaevsky• Forwarded by

Sir*_________ '_______________________________ . '. ... . .. ................ .....
______  With reference to the attached letter from Col, Ha Hand_____  

of July 11, 1929, inquiries show that there is nothing in Police 
Records concerning the following members of the Carpi Opera Coy:

1. A»L.M,Brodsky_ __  _ _ ___________________
2* B*J.Sirolvashin _  _______ ___________
3* T.Stenk

4, N.Gromova  _____ 

5, E*Korch_______________________________ _____
__________________6» JUTalavikoff________________________________

7» _K*J.fflise _____________________________

6» A*L*Pokrop______________________________

_____________________ 9»__I*0ny______________________________________  
10* E*Kouversin (and a Pole Israel Koks)

Of the above, Moe* 1* 2, 3, 7, 8, and 10 have been members
__of the Carpi Opera Coy for some time and were reported as such

in a memo. Wo» 1» 0» 8847 of 12*4*29 addressed to E. W. Jeffery
Esq*, H*B*M* Consulate General*



~Y ______ >

SECBBT H. B. M. Consulate-General,

Shanghai, 

nth. July, 1929.

i ।l<y dear Mere,

Carpi, the manager of the Italian 

Opera Company at present in Singapore, has applied 

for visas for India for the following ten Russian 

members of his troupe:- 

* 1. A.L.M.Brodsky 
2. B.J.SiroIvashin 

z 3* T.Stenk 
4. I.Gromova 
5. E. Kerch 
6. A. Talavikoff 

' 7. X.J.Glise 
8. A.L.Pokrop 
9* I.Qny 

iX 10. T. Kouversinj (and a Polo 
)lsrael inks

Would you kindly let me know whether you have any 

information against any of these individuals and 

whether you have any reason to suspect that any of 

them is connected with Bolshevik activities or 

other hostile organisations.

Tours sincerely,

AlwFo| >

Assistant Commissioner of Police,

Criminal Investigation Department, 

shanghai Municipal Police, 

SHANGHAI.
i



*1».

e. l o.mc»s7»f 
Afo. /. 0.. ?

LjtUts. . /-<?■

With reference to your Memo of April 12»

I have to inform you fnat there is nothing in 

roliee records regarding the following members 

of the Carpi Opera Co.,:

Mrs. M* Navatakaya

Mr. ji.h.M. Brodsky*/

Mr. Boris I. dirokvashin^

Mr. V. ‘ ouversin \

i.r. dthek

Miss /t.L. Pokropivny

Mrs. K.J. Clise.

I am, dir,

four Obedient Servant,

A/' Director of Criminal Investigation.

Jeffery Esq.»

H.B.M. Consulate General



<£J-*<~¿. i~*c/(r. .

/4.¿-, /Q. Z^WzQ/éÿ t *** 7^ 

(^(¿rf^. (^,
/ ^¿^pAva^m^. ** 74- *¡

(ait fxjf. / <- /Z , < //
rîy, F. KokAj-^r^c^ t

3w i^c •



File No.

(C.I.D.) Office Notes

April,12, 1929

a/D.C.I.
There is nothing in Police Records concerning any

of the persons ment 

E.W.Jeffery, nor ar 

the Foreign Section

ioned in the attached memo from Mr.

e any of them known to the staff of 

•

- rt|| i7”

Mt |

0



CONSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

^0.715.

SHANGHAI, 6-3-1929.

Sir,

I beg to acknowledge the receipt 

of your No.I.O. 8S47 dated the 4th instant 

regarding Mrs. Maria Henkina and to 

thank you for the information contained 

therein.

I have the honour to be,

The Acting Director

of Criminal Investigation,

S.M.P.,

SHANGHAI



Ao z.a.iX5.^..7...

Marsh 4th» 9

Sir,
I have th« honour to refer to your letters, 

Ref. Vos* 663 and 699 dated February 28 and lUroh 4» 
respectively regarding Mr«. Maria Hankina and in 
reply to infox* yon that there io nothing in Polio« 
records oonoemlng the lady in question»

X have the honour to he, 
g|BK li||

Your obedient servant, 
JgggK

'" ‘■■•••'/•\.- . ■ lO'* .

Acting Direotor of Criminal Investigation.

The Consul-General for the Motherlands,
SfruafigHn ^ T



CON^JULAAT-GENERAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

SHANGHAI.

(: C. L 17. i
: Ao. U.W1....... ,
d™.........r!‘.55'!
1_______._________ i

The Netherlands Consulate General requests the 

Director of Criminal Investigation kindly to substitute 

for Mis Henkina’s address, in the letter of February 28th 

No.653 : 108 Route Vallon, Apartment 4 .

Shanghai, 4th March 1929.

The Director of Criminal Investigation,

S.M.P.,

SHANGHAI



Form No. 2 j? lie No....... ...... »
G. 20000-1-23 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

......CElTt’RAL.. I. B. ‘itatica*
REPORT 

Date.. ^9^.......i»29

Subject (in full).____ ......„..Mrs., Mar.  il|a . H.Qh.kifia*.    

Made by............•?C..b.Maklaeysky...........Forwarded by

With reference to the attached letter No. 653, 

dated February 28, 1929, from the Consul-General for the 

.Netherlands, I have to report that there is nothing in 

Police records concerning Mrs. Maria Henkina.

P. C. 3.



——> J
wAWRwiWNWimia i

CI.D.«6CISTRY ।

Dot», M

March 1st» 9

jjgW
I have the honour to aoknowledge.receipt of 

your letter Ho. 653 dated 28th February 1929 
regarding Mrs. Maria Henkina and to inf one. you 
that the matter is receiving attention.

X have ths honour to bo»
‘ff;

Your obedient servant»

IBs Consul-General for Netherlands,



) f

SfcAiirHAi MUNICIPAL POLICE 
C I. P. REGISTRY

CONtfULAAT-GENERAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

no. zrz
lilïl®

shanghai. 28th February 1929

Sir

feria HENKINA (Arkadey), widow of

born at Ekaterinburg on 13th September 1896,

No. 109 Seymour 'Road 

naicnovsKy,

desires- ton

proceed to Java, where she wishes to join Hr.Carpi’s opera

should, feel greatly obliged if you would kindly find

out whether anything is known from a point of view of poli

tics or of'morals against this lady

I have the honour to be,

Sir

Your obedient servant,

Consul-General

The Director of Criminal Investigation,

S.M.P.,

SHANGHAI



Form No. 2
G. 20000-1-28

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL* POLICE

REPORT

.-----------------------------

c. I. o ftfiCJCTriY
V ' z> fl6#
‘ .s.AS«® W
¡'a:a................................... .J

iTtate........ .... 18.^ iy 2 9

Subject (in full)....... ........ Arx.i.v.a.1 ...-Q.£.-JMxH^jLaif._flLaiiMe.£a__l.iJ......Bhangha.i...'-------

Made by...........................£..•..&.• ........Forwarded by

ISlidk reference to the attached inquiries show that..the troupe

_ of Russian dancers, who arrived here on January 9,._x22a^_by— . 

the s.s. "Korea* from Manila and Hongkong, consists of the

__following persons.________ ■ 1

_ Mr. and Mrs. Se ro f f Both Soviet subjects. Resided

__at_ 19, _T rue ey ..1’jerrac.a.__Leftfor—

—_Harbin on January 17, 1929 by______________________

__ .____ _  the s.s. ..¿Hoten..Mary1*. 

Mr-.....Lensky----- —_______ __ _______ Russian.tist-, Soviet Subject

_Resides._at 31 Tracey Terrace.

—Kis.s_.ule.dler____________________ n._balle.i dancer. .Thite Russian._____
Resided at 85 Joffre Terrace.

_____________ ....... __ ..........___________Left for Manila in the "presidnnt---  

—-------------------------------------------------- Brant" on January 16, 1929.________ ;

—Mss Ganina__ ________________ ballet dancer. 'Thite Russian._______
>*• 

...Resided at 151 Bubbling ’.Veil Road.

---------------------- Left for Manila on January 16, 1929 

-----------------in the"President Grant" .___________

---- - -------------- This troupe of dancers was organized in Shanghai by 

—-k1.. liarpi.,—ut_present in Manila, in -December 1928 to tour_______

—Mani la_and_ JHonßk nog

i



A troupe of Rus^f^dancers | 
arrived here on th^ -steamer• 
dorea.
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DECEMBER 12, 1928.

Italian Grand
Opera Company I

Mx.>dudQlfo JCarpi, well knowrl 
impressario, has organized a new! 
Italian opera company for the 19291 
Reason. The company has already! 
deft Milan bound for Manila, where 
the season will commence early in 
January, and from Manila the 

}Opera will play at Hongkong and 
than Shanghai, arriving here early J 
•in February. Mr. Carpi hasr 
acquired some excellent Angers who |

Mr. Adolfo Carpi

| have been loudly acclaimed both 
| by press ahd public in all the prin- 
| cipal continental ports. No pains 
■ have ‘been spared to make the new 

Opera one of the best to visit the 
Orient. Over $50,000 has been 
spent on new scenery and costumes 
specially supplied by Italian con-

Alfter , the conclusion of th« 
Shanghai season the Opera 
proceeds to Tokyo to fulfil a 
three months’ engagement with 

•the Imperial Theatre. It is nearly 
two years since Shanghai was i 
visited by an Opera Company. 

|lJ|usic v. lovers will, therefore, 
• appreciate Mr- Carpi’s efforts in 
LBiis direction.



(P. 331.)

SHANGHAI MilKtSìPAL fOUGEj

NO. C.I.D. I55I/I928.
NUMBER AND DATE SUONI,D 

BE QUOTED IN REFERENCE
TO THIS LETTER

Criminal Investigation Department, 
POLICE HEADQUARTERS 

HONG KONG.

18th October, 1928,

Sir,
1.0, 8847, Parisian Revue Company.

I have the honour to acknowledge with thanks, 

the .. <sipt of your letter dated the 10th Instant, 

the contents of which have been noted.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant, 

director of C^i^^^^^felligence,

Ihe Director of Criminal Investigation, 

Shanghai Municipal Police,

Shanghai



c, i.
**. J.

October 10,
XXXXXXXXX

Investigation.

Sir,

With reference to your letter 

of September 27, 1928, No. C.I.D. 1551/1928, 

re: Parisian Revue Company, I have the honour 

to inform you that there is nothing known to 

the C.I.D. of the Shanghai Municipal Police 

detrimental to the members of tnis company»

Of the members of the Parisian 

Revue Company mentioned in your letter, only 

three were members of the original Company, 

which performed in Shanghai. They are 

Mr. A. Carpi, Manager, Mr» B.A.Seroff and 
iMrs. Mangeli.

I have the honour to be, 
fit Rir,

Your obedient servant,

Director of Criminal Investigation.

Director of Criminal Intelligence,

Hongkong Police»



File No.



No* C.I.D. I55I/I928.
NUMBER AND DATE SHOULD 
BE QUOTED IN REFERENCE

TO THIS LFTTER.

SHANGHAI MVNI&P£L POUCE.

POLICE HEADQUARTERS, 
HONG KONG,

CCS FI BESTIAL 27th. September, 1928.

Sir,

I have the honour to enclose herewith list 

of members of the "Parisian Revue Company" which 

passed through Hong Kong on the 24th Instant 

en route from Shanghai to Manila on the S.**. 

Empress of Canada.

Mr. A. CARPI, the proprietor of the Company, 

has applied for passport facilities to enable 

his Company to perform in Hong Kong, and I shall 

be obliged if you will be good enough to inform 

me if anything is known to your Department regard

ing the members of the Parisian Revue Company.

I have the honour to be,

Your obedient servant,

The Director of Criminal Investigation, 

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

Shanghai.



- ,..^«S>i=-sS--™. ..........- - «* • V ' .U,_,. , .

*
PARISIAM REVUE COMPANY.

I. A. CARPI, Italian, proprietor.

2. CHARLES HUGO, U.S.A. of Sturgis, Michigan, U.S.A., born 
I2-I2-I883. U.S.A, passport No. 6 
issued Hong Kong, 3-12-26. Manager.

3. Mr. UMBERTO CONTINI, Italian, Italian passport.

4. Mrs. • • • • •

5. Mrs. ADELAIDE ELIZABETH CHAILLET, 32, French^»born at 
Batoum, Cauoasia, French passport 
No. 285 issued Harbin 6-5-22. |p

6. Mies. A. gamin, - Russian born at Harbin I9II, Chinese 
passport No. 2706 issued Shanghai 
29-8-28.

7. Miss N, GAMIN, - Russian born at Harbin 1910, Chinese 
passport No. 2707 issued at Shanghai 
29-8-28.

8. Mr. C. ring LENSKY,- Russian born at Omsk, 1889, Chinese 
passport No. 2705 Issued at Shanghai 
29-8-28.

9. Miss N.M. SKAVORTZOVA, Russian born at Vladivostok 10-II- 
1907, Chinese passport No. 1821 
issued at Shanghai 8-5-28.

xo. Mr. £»A. SEROFF, - Soviet oitisen born at Odessa 
14-12-1898, Chinese passport Mo. 
165 issued at Shanghai 4-9-28.

Xi. Mrs. O.P. MANGELI,- Soviet oitisen born at Odessa
30-12-1903, Chinese passport No. L ,
166 issued at Shanghai 4-9-28.

12. Mr. F. JU ST OME GOFF,-Russian born at Samara 19-3-1897, 
Chinese passport No. 2757 Issued 
at Shanghai 12-9-28.

X3. Miss. A. NEDLER, - Russian born at Vladivostok I9II, 
Chinese passport No. 2718 Issued 
at Shanghai 1-9-28.

14. Miss. A. TALAVIKOFF, Russian born at Harbarovsk 20-12-
1896, Chinese passport No. 2734 W
issued at Shanghai 5-9-28.

15, Mrs. E. KORCH, - Russian born at YUrlev 18-1-1887, 
Chinese passport No. 2737 issued 
at Shanghai 6-9-28.



CARPI, Adolfo / /

Italian Jgfpressario. Arrived in Shanghai during 1926.
Visited Italy during 1932 and there feame under suspicion 
of being connected with the 111 International.
Suspected of smuggling arms and drugs.
In April 1929 shared apt. at No. 1 Canton RoM with

M. A. LOURIE-ETINGOFF.
SMP: No

18
1.0. 88’47 

August 1938



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP 

_____ OFFICE

FILE NO...D...8fl.52.(.C.)____

SUBJECT:

W. G. WALLACE.

D. I. Papp’s reports re activities.

PARTICULARS OFFICE FILE NO.
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*
FORM NO. 3
G. 40M-1-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.) SKA..

REPORT

Subject (in full) -Rsoorted arrival—of Japanese women f aring£S.t.....

Made ............ Forwarded by........

With reference to the attached cutting from the 

North China Daily Nows dated November 16, 1938, regarding 

the above subject, I have to state that the information 

contained therein is not corrects Mrs. Muro Fukushima, 

aged 66, arrived here from Nagasaki aboard the s.s. 

Shanghai Maru on November 14, in company with four Japanese 

women, one of whom is her daughter while the others are 

employees brought here by her for the purpose of working 

in her entertainment house. Mrs. Muro Fukushima resides 
at No. 27 Mei-mei Lee(^^H IL ) off North Szechuen Road, 

where she operate an entertainment house for Japanese A 
sailors.

D. C.
*AWO. C .(S».8M

(bpecial branch).



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

NOV 1 6 1938

Japanese Women Farmers* 
For Central China

Group Arrives to Take Up 
Agriculture Here

Determined to become women 
farmers in Central China, nine Japan
ese women, led by Mrs. MurO FufcU’ 
shima, arrived in Shanghai on Mon
day in the ss. Shanghai Matu. They 
brought their own agricultural im
plements.

Also aboard the vessel was Lieut.- 
Gen. Bunshiro Tanabe, retired, 
director of the Dojinkai Hospitals, 
who will visit the various clinics 
operated by the Society in Central 
China. Dojinkai units are active in 
Shanghai, Nanking, and Hangchow.

Passengers included 94 in the first 
class and 273 in third-class.
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FM. 2_____ , gfle No.______ i

G S5M138 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s 5. REGiSTf^X I

Section 1, Spe.aii ----- r-
REPORT 38 .

Subject.__ Clomiau4a,i4ia.tioja.„xia.ted...X7.^1Lfc3H..£i:om...tha..NeiherJ.njaiLa...........................................
____ Consulate-General concerning Mr. V.I. Soboleff._______ /?.................  

blade Sx.?.*.... P.r.QjSQ.f.i.?.?._______Forwarded by...... -------------------------------------------------

Valentin Ivanovich SOBOLEFF, Russian, born on 

December 27, 1885 in Chernigov Province, Russia. When 

registering with the Russian Emigrants* Committee, 118/1 

Moulmein Road, on 6.3,33 he stated that he left the U.S.S.R. 

for Manchuria in 1929 and subsequently resided in Harbin 

where he was employed with the Municipal Administration for 

about one year. Early in 1930 he arrived in Shanghai 

and resided for various periods in this city and Hankow until 

1932 when he left for Nanking, reportedly to work in the 

Central Mint. In 1933 he proceeded to Tientsin where he 

is reported to have since been connected with Twyford 

Engineering Co., 113 Rue de Chaylard.

He returned to Shanghai on November 13, 1938 and has 

since been residing at 635 Rue Ratard, House 4.

According to his own statement, he is a graduate of 

the Polytechnic Institute, St. Petersburg (1912) and from 

1914 to 1918 served in the Russian Army.

While in Shanghai he did not come to the notice of 

the Municipal Police in connection with any activities of 

an undesirable nature.

D. S. I

D.C. (Special Bra.nch)



CONSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

---------- TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.3312.
SHANGHAI. 17th

S. U. RtGJSTÇY 
No. S. £i.

/f ' J7

I have the honour to inform you that Mr.Valentin Ivanovich 
x ■ ■
Soboleff has applied to this Consulate General for a visé for 

admission into the Netherlands Indies.

Soboleff is in possession of a Chinese passport No.2056, 

issued by the Bureau of Public Safety in Tientsin on the 18th 

November 1937, valid for one year.

According to this passport he is born at Tchemikoff, 49 years 

of age and a mechanical engineer by profession.

His wife and daughter, who have a separate passport are re

siding at Tientsin, where they will remain for the time being.

On November 22, 1937 Soboleff obtained a visé for admission 

into the Netherlands Indies from the Acting Consul of the Nether

lands at Tientsin.

However circumstances did not allow him at that time to leave 

for Java.

He has not given up however his intention to establish himself 

in the Netherlands Indies where he wants to start a business for 

his own account.

He resides at 635 Rue Ratard.

I should be greatly obliged to you if ypu would let me know' 

whether anything is known about this person from a political or 

moral point of view.

I have the honour to be,



November

b. I)

30

Acting Consul-General, 
Netherlands Consulate-General, 
Shanghai.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt

of your letter No.3312 dated November 17, 1938, 

and in reply to forward herewith for your information 

a copy of report regarding Mr. V. I. Soboleff.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedieht Servant,

Deputy'Commi gs ion er 
(Special Branch)



CONSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDER 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.3435.

SHAHCr’** ’

No. S. IL L 
shanghai. 30th’ lI.OTeir.ber

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter 

of even date, No.D.8855, concerning Mr.V.I.Soboleff, and to thank 

you for the information contained therein.

I have the honour to be,

The Deputy Commissioner,

Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.



dí^«7



J>$2£L— ~
FORM NO. 3
s- *»*-"-»• Fils No

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

‘ sa*
REPORT I -r, // o* 'J#

38• • I
Subject (in jull) J.D. Blackwood. • ■

■ J. _ ........................................................— ........ ,

Made ¿y...D KS • MçKe own .F ormar de d by.

In accordance with the instructions/of the D*C

(Special Branch), it has been ascertained from Captain

Manlove, Staff Captain, S.V.C. that J«D« Blackwood was last

on parade not later than April 1956

DeC*(Special Branch )

present movements of J.D. Blackwood

Since forwarding the report dated February 8, 1938

no further information has been obtained concerning the

ÉcTa.u?--^^

« « (Sp. p^A.toD*

D.S



FORM NO. 3 
s. toM-ii-36 rite No............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

3 •1 • 3.p®£i.?A. z
REPORT ’ ’-i

Date, .. xL ®.>— 19 f 38«

Subject (in full) J,D- ^ao^wood...........................................................L.-.- .̂...

Enquiries by D.S. Larby in the InterZationa?

Settlement and the French Concession have failed to establish 

that J.B. Blackwood has been resident in Shanghai for the 

past year.

According to information from a Japanese source, 

Blackwood is said to be now residing in Kobe, but the nature 

of his employment is not known.

With regard to the whereabouts of the missing S•V•C• 

equipment, the general opinion among Blackwoodfs former

associates is that it was pawned many months ago.



From'

. < HEADQUARTERS.

SHANGHAI VOLUNTEER CORPS.

Shanghai,................. 1.3th January,............193 8.

Ref : 111/61.

To.....CpmM.s§.ipn.e.r....o.f....Po.ll.c.e.^

Shanghai ...Municipal- Rolice •

Subject: BLACKWOCD J.p. - PRIVATE ADDRESS«

I would be very grateful if you could furnish me 

with the private address of the abovementioned, who was 

a member of the Shanghai Volunteer Corps.

He was until recently with Blackwood, Capes <% Co«, 

at 131 Museum Road, but has dissolved partnership with 

Mr. Capes.
This information is required in order that his 

firearms and kit may be collected.

Thanking you for any assistance you may be able to 

give me.

Captain, 
Staff Officer, 

Shanghai Volunteer Corps.

TWO
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The 1st accused Zung Kyung San ( E ) alias 

Sung Koo Jen ), the leader of the so-called *War

Service Party of the Shanghai Students’ Wandering Group*, 

was placed on board the s.s. •Leesang" of the Indo-China 

Steam Navigation Co., which sailed for Swatow at 11 a.m. 

December 22.

D. S. I.
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The seven remaining youths, all members of the "War

Service Party of the Shanghai Students’ Wandering Group", 

have been dealt with as recorded hereunder, on the

Instructions of D.C. (Special Branch).

(1) Tsaung Yung-chong 
( » ,j. s J

Wong Ching-di

(4) Sung Mi ng-1ah
( "fl )

Released on December 14th on 
guarantee bond supplied by 
Woo Wei Sung ( -£ it ), a 
cousin and an accountant in 
the Chung Hwa Book Company, 
Foochow Road.
Handed over to his father 
Tsaung Vung-ming ( jjl ¿u/j ), 
a coolie in the employ of the 
Fuh Tan University Alumni 
Association, Pootung Guild 
Building, 1454 Avenue Edward 
VII and his uncle Chen Te
ising ), Manager of
the Foh Tai Dried Goods Shop, 
717, Poo Tung Road, Tu San 
Wei, French Concession, where 
he will stay«

Released on December Sth on 
guarantee bond supplied .by 
Miss Yao KWei Li ),.
partner of the Ting Shen (a^ )
Rice Shop, 19 Markham Road. 
Handed over to hie^ Stepfather, 
Tsang Zai Dong ( & 4A ),
employee of Zang Sung (-& X ) 
Dried Longan Shop, 133/135 
Fokien Road, where he will 
stay«

Released on December 9th on 
guarantee bond supplied by Loh 
Siu-pao ( % 9 ), residing
House 12, 1st Lane, Tai Lai 
Faung, Gordon and Macao Roads, 
employee of the 1st Special 
District Court, Morth Chekiang 
Road.
Handed over to the care of an 
aunt named Sung Tung Dz 
employed as a maid-servant in 
the home of Mr. W.H. Spencer, 
British, residing at 236 Rue 
Porte de 1'Guest. The latter 
has found employment for the 
youth in a Tropical Fish Depart« 
ment maintained by him (Vide 
attached letter)«
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(8) Chen Woo-zoong 
ist

Released on December 9th on 
guarantee bond supplied by Loh
Siu-pao, residing at House 12, 
1st Lane, Tai Lai Faung, Gor
don and Macao Hoads, employee 
of the 1st Special District 
Court, North Chekiang Road* 
Handed over to the care of an 
aunt named Sung Tung Dz,'em
ployed as a maid-servant in 
the home of Mr. W.H. Spencer, 
British, residing at 236 Rue 
Porte de I’Oueat. The" latter 
haf found employment for the 
youth in a Tropical Fish De
partment maintained by him 
(Vide attached letter)*

(5) Li Lang-loo
( Iti Released on December 15th on 

guarantee bond supplied by
Koo Wei Sung )» a
gold broker, residing 5 Dah 
Teh Li, Sinza Road* 
Handed over to the care of his 
mother Li Yang Sz ( S-),
a maid-servant in the employ of 
the guarantor Koo Wei Sung at 
the above address where the 
youth will be kept.

(?) Feng Wen-singt Released on December 16th and 
escorted to the s.s. Hannah
of the German Far Eastern 
Steamship Co., which sailed 
for Ting-hai, Ningpo at 1.45 
p.m., December 16th* His 
mother Feng Hu Sz ( -Stft ft )» 
who accompanied him on the 
trip, purchased the steamer 
tickets and obtained the necess-; 
ary guarantee forms which are 
demanded by the Chekiang 
Authorities before passengers 
are allowed to disembark.

(6) Loa- Mh( A ) Released on December 19th on
alias
Lo cl Rialzi ang<4 )

guarantee bond supplied by his 
uncle Loo Zau-an ( a
shareholder of the Shaoshing 
Transportation Co., 36 Louza
Ka, off North Foklen Road, and 
handed Into the care of the 
above. He will stay with his 
uncle at hie home at 40 Loh 
Yang Taung, Connaught Road*
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Before release the youths were given a strong caution 

against mixing with their former associates or indulging 

in similar undesirable activities in future.

The cnee has now been concluded with the exception of 

arranging for the disposal of the 1st -18t scused Zu ng Kÿung-san
( 13- ), alias Sung Koo-Jen -r / »

K ), the leader 
of the group in question*

DeCa (Special Branch)

w ici iK c



December 8,1938

। min ii-^inifa*l*l<* WM***1***11**—Date............................. *...........

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Commissioner

Sir,

Reference this case, I suggest the release of

these youths on bond furnished by their respective 

guardians* The principal accused, who was engineering 

the transfer of these youngsters to the interior, is 

still in custody and I should like to hold him for a bit 

yet before arranging his trip south*

D. C. (Special Branch
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In connection with the eight youths detained for 

participation in the "War Service Party of the Shanghai 

Students Wandering Group, on the instruction of D.C. (Special 

Branch), the 3rd named Yao Tseng (*^ê ), aged 18, native

of Pootung, was on December 3rd handed into the care of his 

elder brother Yao Nien Sz 1? ) and his uncle Yao
Cheng Ling manager of the Ting Shen (^ )

Rice Shop, 19 Markham Road, on guarantees supplied by tne 

latter for his future good conduct.

With reference to the other seven youths investigations

been completed and are detailed hereunder» 

Father, Tsaung Vung-ming(»^ of ), a 
coolie in the employ of the Fuhtan 
University Alumni Association, Pootung 
Guild Building, 1454 Avenue Edward VII, 
wishes to take the boy back and supply 
a guarantee for his good behaviour in 
the future.
Step-father, Tsaung Zai- doongC^-^^ ), 
an employee of the Zang Sung( £ 1 )
Dried Longans Shop, 133/135 Fokien 
Road, and mother, Wong Chang ),
175 Pan Ka Wan Road, Tan Ts Wan, Chapei, 
wish to take the boy back and keep him 
at the step-father*s shop for two or 
three months and thereafter introduce 
him to some employment. They wish to 
supply a guarantee for his good 
behaviour in the future.
Aunt, Tung Ah-lienC^fi), 32 Ai Jen
Li, Avenue Foch, near Hart Road (Fr. 
Concession). She has been asked to 
decide what to do with the boy, but has 
so far failed to come forward.

Uncle, Li Tsing-dung(Jh ), an
employee of the Yu Tai($g )Coal Shop, 
275 Rue Ratard, wishes to supply a 
guarantee for the boy*s future good 
behaviour. He is prepared to keep the 
boy under his control and introduce 
him to employment*

G 55M ,-38r SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s.u.rlcsirY

Section 1 " “ ¿a
REPORT Qwe----------

D^APeceffli2.ej’.....8.,.zp38..

Subject ^§£ Service Party of the Shanghai Students Wandering Group - 

____ ..._.i!uu:.uher...janq.uixijs.&.----------------------- ---  

Made by.JH^St^^___ 2ia.cA.die.------------- Forwarded by

into their cases have

(1) Tsaung Yung-chong

(2) Wong Ching-ding
< X )

(4) Sung Ming-teh
< < )

'5) Li Lang-loo
4 £ )
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(6) Loo Dih. 
fi «

Cousin, Liu Yung-sung(l*| $ , Lane 15,
12 Hart Road, wishes to send Loo Dih to 
his native place at Ningpo. he states, 
however, that being poor, he doubts 
whether he can obtain the necessary 
money for the passage.

(7) Feng Wen-sing Uncle, Chow Zing-ling(^ ), x-ng 
Kong Li, Rue Bluntchli, wishes to e;..u 
the boy to his native place at Chiki. 
He is willing to make all arrangements 
for the passage himself.

(8) Chen Woo-zoong 
( '

Sung Tung Dz f ¿J ), a di stant aunt, 
who serves as a maid—servant in the 
residence of Mr. William henry Spencer, 
a chartered accountant, 236 Rue Porte 
de ^*?ueSÌ* Wi8hes Revise means to 
send the boy to his native place at 
Ningpo»

/J. fy'Lu.. -
D. 8. i.

D.C.

A A. t» À C. (8».

(Special Branch)
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Further to Special Branch Report dated 23.11.38, 

the four accused appeared before the S.S.D.Court on the 

morning of November 26th when application was made by 

the Municipal Police for the Writ of Detention under which 

they were held to be withdrawn. This was granted and 

the four accused were handed over to Special Branch for 

disposal.

The 2nd accused Yang Yang ( ) and her mother

Yang Woo Sz( /alias Yang Woo Shing-ts()
were handed over same day to Zi Ti-li( $ cousin

of the last named after the latter had supplied a form of 

guarantee. Similar steps were taken with the 4th accused 

named Lee Chun ( ), alias Zia Li-kuo( ),

aged 15, who was handed to the care of his father Zia Tsoh- 

ming ( ) • Guarantee bonds supplied by the re

latives of these three accused are attached to this report.

With reference to other members of the party who 

were to be sent to the interior by the 1st accused Zung 
kyung-san( ), alias Sung Koo-jen ( A ),

a visit was paid by Special Branch detectives to the Dee 

Loong Refugee Camp on November 27th and 28th and eight 

youths all below the age of 20 were located in the camp 

where they were awaiting instructions from the 1st accused. 

According to the 1st accused the 6th Group consisted of 

20 persons, including himself, the 2nd and 4th accused, 

the eight youths in the Dee Loong Camp, and nine others 

who have returned of their own accord to their homes in
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Shanghai•

The eight youths who are described hereunder all 

denied having any parents or relatives in Shanghai and on 

the instructions of D.C. Special Branch were taken into 

custody by West Hongkew Station staff, 
lib

(1) Tsaung Yung-chong ( '7\ ), aged 19, a
native of Changshu, Single, student.

(2) Wong Ching-ding( ), aged 18, a native
of Kading, Single/student.

(3) Yao Tseng (), aged 18, a native of 
rootung, Single/student.

(4) Sing “‘ing-teh ( ), aged 17, a native of
^ingpo, Single/stucient.

(5) Li Lang-loo ( ) aged 18, a native of
Soochow, Single/student.

?'■ ), aged 18, a native of Ningpo, 
_ t. ’

>2 *
(7) Feng Wen-sing( 3^1. ), aged 18, a native of 

Chiki, Single/s tudent•

(8) Chen Woo-zoong ( ) aged 18, a native
of Ningpo, Single/sttadent.

The 2nd and sixth are being detained in West hongkew 

Station, the 1st, 3rd and 5th in Sinza Station and the 4th 

7th and 8th in Chengtu Road station.

Subsequent enquiries however, reveal that most of 

them have either parents or relatives in Shanghai with whom 

they were staying before joining the group and whose per

mission to leave home was not obtained.

Apart from the eight youths above, the 1st accused 

states that all other persons connected with the group 

have returned to their homes. However thorough investigations
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are now being made both to locate the guardians of the 

eight youths and to confirm the reports of the return to 

their homes of the remainder.
The 1st accused Zung Kyung-san is being detained 

at Central Station until the completion of the case.

■ I

p.s.l.

F. 'A.

D.C.(sPecial Branch)
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In connection with the case against four persons 

who were arrested by the Municipal Police on November 18 

and are being held on a writ of detention on suspicion 

of abduction of four young girl students (Vide Sinza 

Misc. 539/38 report dated November 19, 1938), the four 

suspects have been interrogated by the personnel of the 

Special Branch and their statements are forwarded herewith.

A resume of the events prior to arrest follows :- 

about two months ago, Zung Kyung-san ( ?|L ) alias

Sung Koo Jen { jfa'»J), aged 25, then Manager of the 

Dee Loong Refugee Camp, Lane 568, 3 North Shanse Road 

(1st accused), in conjunction with his fiancee named 

Yang Yang ( ) alias Yang Ngoeh-hwa ( )

aged 19, (2nd accused) formed the so-called "6th War 

Service Party of the Shanghai Students’ Wandering Group," 

a secret organization. The object of this group was to 

recruit young gxxi students or ex-students who were willing 

to wander about the country in the interior and carry out 

national salvation work. Both claim that this group is 

supported by Wong Chao-dz ( _i- & ) and Sung Chun-dz

( YtL , two well-known "national salvation* leaders,

who were once arrested and imprisoned by the National 

Government. The city of Nanchang, Kiangse, was the 

centre where members would disperse and individually conduct 

national salvation work under the auspices of the "National 

Salvation Association." About thirty members are at 

present in Shanghai, awaiting transportation to the
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interior, most of whom are young persons under the age of 

twenty and are being sent off without permission from their 

parents. A case in point is that of Li Chun ( )

alias Zia Li-kuo ( $■] t$) ), aged 15 (4th accused), who

worked under Zung Kyung-san (1st accused), and who left his 

parents without their permission who have been endeavouring 

to find their missing child. There is little doubt that 

this group is a menace to young students and their families 

It is a fact that five batches of young students have left 

Shanghai for the interior through the machination^of this 

group and their present whereabouts are unknown to the 

people who despatched them. The 1st accused readily admits 

being a committee member responsible for the first batch 

which left Shanghai in March, 1938, for Hankow.

The depredations of this group on the other hand 

are detrimental to the repatriation of refugees as it gives 

cause to the Japanese authorities to interfere with the 

repatriation of those people. As will be seen from the 

statements, the first batch for this cause left Shanghai 

in the name of repatriated refugees and numbered sixty. 

Those people being accommodated in the 70th Refugee Camp 

on North Kiangse Road (now closed) through arrangements 

made by a promoter of the group who was concurrently the 

Manager of the 70th Camp. Free passage tickets to Hongkong 

were obtained from the Repatriation Section of the Shanghai 

Emergency Relief Committee, Pootung Guild Building, 1454 

Avenue Edward VII. It is worthy of note at this juncture 

to recall that the Japanese Military Police in company with
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the Municipal Police (C.I.) searched the office of the 

Shanghai Emergency Relief Committee, on May 7, 1938, with 

the object of investigating the committee’s procedure in 

the repatriation of refugees to various places. They 

claimed that they were acting on information received that 

the refugees being repatriated were being recruited for 

work with the Chinese army in the interior.

The 1st accused still continued his work in this

direction and the 6th batch of recruited members,by dint 

; of his position as Manager of the Dee Leong Refugee Camp 

of the Federation of Charity Organizations was placed in 

this camp?and on November 8 he secured free tickets to 

Wenchow from the federation (Jen Chi Tang), 35 Yunnan Road, 

for those members under the pretext that they were refugees 

being repatriated. The steamer was due to leave for Wenchow 

on November 12 but owing to the trend of hostilities in the 

South the sailing date was delayed. In confirming this, 

enquiries at the federation elicited that in the interval 

of the postponement, the federation discovered the existence 

of this political group and refused to issue further new

( passage tickets to. the 1st accused. The federation also 

instructed him to leave the camp, which compelled him to 

live in the Yuan Tan Lodging House on Avenue Edward VII, 

the place where he was arrested. Those people whom he 

had attempted to transport out of Shanghai, according to 

the accused, are still living in the Dee Loong Refugee Camp 

pending transportation.
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The 1st accused Zung Kyung-san claims in his 

statement that he resigned of his own accord from the post 

of camp manager because of his intention to leave Shanghai» 

out investigations made at the Federation of Charity 

Organizations, reveal that this statement is not true. 

According to Mr. Chao Poh-ch’u, Chief of the Refugee 

Reception Section of the Federation, the Federation received 

on October 22 an annonymous letter stating that the 1st 

accused, the then Manager of the Dee Loong Camp, was 

embezzling the rice issued to the camp and an investigation 

was commenced in which the allegation was more or less 

confirmedtbut sufficient evidence was not forthcomings so 

Mr. Chao Poh-ch’u on October 24 asked the 1st accused to 

I resign his position in the camp.

It will be seen in the statement of the 1st accused 

that he denied having the intention of retaining those four 

girl students and of sending them to the interior but in the 

statement of the 4th accused Li Chun it will be seen that 

on November 17 he and the 1st accused instructed the girls 

to be present at the Yuan Tan Lodging House at noon .November 

18, should they want to leave Shanghai, which the four girls 

did. The four girl victims also stated that the 1st accused 

Zung informed them that 1100 would be required for travelling 

expenses if they decided to go with the group. Further he 

knew the parents of those girls and even visited one of them 

on November 18th but made no mention that their daughter was 

about to leave Shanghai even when he knew the parents objected.
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There are still some young persons under the age of 20 

being kept by the group in the Dee Loong Refugee Camp 

without the permission of their parents, but the Xst 

accused is the only person able to identify them.

D.C. (Special Branch).

The accused in this case could 
be charged under A£t.24O Sec.l and 
4 of the C.C.R.C. but should the 
evidence produced in Court appear 
in the newspaper, the Japanese 
Authorities no doubt would remember 

I their visit to the Pootung Guild 
| and adopt a scheme to obstruct 
I refugees being repatriated. On the 
I other hand the Shanghai First 
I Special District Court may look on 
I the case as one activated by 
jpatriotic motives and not entertain 
it giving it unnecessary publicity.
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My name is Zung Kyung-san ), alias

Sung Koo-J en I am 25 years

old, a native of Hangchow and single# I was the 

Manager of the Dee Leong ( ) Refugee Camp, Lane

568 3 North Shanse Road, from which post I resigned on

November 12, owing to my intention to leave Shanghai#

I am residing in this camp,

I was a student of the Ruhtan University, Kiang,

wan, between 1932 and 1934» In that school, I served

as a staff member of the Propaganda Department of the Fuhtan

InUniversity Students* National Salvation Association

1938, I established the Tsungming Primary School, ( )

at 4 Tseng Ping Li, Hart Road, which closed down a year

later owing to financial difficulties* Between 1935

and 1937, I was employed in the Noong Tseng ( )

Jfews .Agency, 100 Avenue Joffre, as a reporter* Meanwhile

I used to contribute articles on Chinese literature to the 

China Times (now defunct) under the nom^de-plume of Sung 
Yoeh ( V t-^ ).

Following the., outbreak of hostilities in August

193.7^.1. joined, the. Shanghai. Cultural Circles ’National

Salvation *ascciati on,. ,5th ..floor*. Pootung Guild Bui Id ing, 
.1545 Avenue Bdward VII (now defunct), as a staff member of

In March, 1938, Sung Foh__ the Propaganda Department

. ding ( J \ and Yu Zuan*chien then

—lasiabers. of ...the Qiung Foong Z<be ( )» a secret

..„..organisation of the C.C. Clique of the Kuomintang, promoted
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a HShanghai Student Wandering Group

(Mr. Pan Kung-chan ( a Æ ), Commissioner of the now

defunct Bureau of Social Affairs, Shanghai City Government,

was in charge of the Chung Foong Zoe). The object

of this group was to unite those young students in Shanghai

who were willing to proceed to the interior to carry out

national salvation and Red Cross enterprises and thereafter

to send them in groups to the interior. Sung and Yu, 

the promoters, both of whom are my friends, are now stated 

to be in Changsha. Then, there were about sixty mem

bers and I was appointed as one of the committee members 

of the group* On March 12, 1938, the group left for 

Hankow, by steamer via Hongkong. We obtained free 

passage tickets from the Shanghai Tihxergency Relief Committee, 

1545 Avanue ISdward VII, in the name of refugees of 70th 

Refugee Camp, North Kiangse Road (now closed) whowished_ to 

be repatriated. The arrangements for the free passage| 

were made by Yu Zuan-chien, who was then concurrently the 

Manager of the 70th Camp. On arriving at Hankow, all 

the members dispersed and carried out national salvation _____

work individually under the auspices of the-National___________ |

Salvation *s s oc i at i on * *______I myself-.was. introduce d to

_join._the Ants!. Club, -(.this....club, was removed in 193.7..fram.the— 

_ Continental .'imporiurn BuiIding, Nanking Road, Shanghai, _ t.o--------

Hanknw), and a e rv ed as. a. s taf f member.-in-the Library Section-, 
which aimed at national salvation propaganda work. In_____
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July, 1938, Sung Chun-dz ( )» a well-known 

national salvation leader and a committee member of the

People’s Political Council, issued an instruction ordering 

me to come to Shanghai and assist in national salvation 

work here* I was introduced to see Chang Tsoong-ling 

( )» a university professor in Shanghai, whose

residential address is unknown to me.* Chang Tsoong-ling 

Vias communicated with through the medium of Tao Ying ( ),

an employee of the Publication Department of the News_ 

Digest, 160 Avenue Hdward VII. Chang instructed me to 

endeavour to persuade local refugees to return to their

native places to conduct national salvation work* In

this connection he introduced me to Chao Pah-chru (

Chief of the Refugee Reception Section of the federation

of Charity Organ!zationsK (Jen Chi Tang), 35 Yunnan Road,___  

who in turn posted me in the Dee Loong Refugee Camp, North

Shanse Road, as theCamp Manager. In the Camp, I got_

_ into touch. with a number of my friends among local students

their friends „and formed the 6th ^hr Service

.... Party „Qf. the *’Shansliai Students_, Wandering Group*._____ In . „

the past five parties left Shanghai in rotation for the

interior I was in the „first party to Hankow only and

__ therefore do not know what happened to the 2nd to 5th__ 1
' parties* There are altogether 30 members*

r

Sy

placed all these members including two females, namely my
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fiancee Yang Yang ( ) and another girl aged

about 18 named Chang Chi ( ), a student of the

Tseng Yuin Middle School for Girls, Avenue Foch (Chengtu

Road District), in the refugee camp under my management,

and on November 8, I obtained 30 free passage tickets 

from the Federation for the s.s. * Liang Chow” ( )

due to leave for Wenchow on November 12. Miss Chang

Chi claimed to have obtained permission from her parents, 

but I have not taken the trouble of checking her claim.

The free passage tickets were obtained on the pretext of

repatriating refugees» We all boarded the steamer on 

November 12, but it failed to leave Shanghai owing to the 

unsteady situation at Wenchow. Our destination is 

Nanchang, Kiangse, where we expect to see Mr. Wong Chao-dz 

( -i ), a national salvation leader, for ins

tructions»

Of the 30 persons, twenty have decided to raise 

some money and leave Shanghai under any circumstances and 

are living in the Dee Loong Refugee Camp for the time being.___

The .„other ten have returned to their respective homes»

On November 16, I rented Room 28, Yuan Tan )__

__Lodging House, Avenue Edvard VII (French Concession)., which . 

„servedas a communicationaddress for the Group.______ At______ _

¿¿¿¿L _____ ________ —-L )» a committee___
member of the Group, came to the room with a .girl student______ |

... named Wong Bei-ngoeh (__) and...inf orme.d....me... that... -......

.
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four girl students including Wong would like to proceed 

to the interior and carry out national salvation and 

Red Cross work* I promised to consider this request 

later, whereupon Wong left*

At noon November 18, Wong Bei-ngoeh and three

others came to my room. On ascertaining from -m 

that they had no permission from their parents to leavi, 

I told them to return home. They, however, refused. 

Thereupon I, together with Li Chun and my fiance, Yang 

Yang went to the home of Wong Bei-ngoeh, 227 Race Course 

Road, with the ostensible object of collecting some 

contributions for the Group, but really to ascertain

whether her family had agreed to her departure for the 

interior. When we were there, it happened that a 

teacher of the Shanghai Middle School, in which Wong is

studying* called at Wong’s home and reported the girl^as

missing*___ The teacher remarked that most probably she

was on her way to the interior as she had long desired to

do........ Upon this we promised to try to make some en- 

qui rie s. for ..the family and inform them, later if she could

be Located.______ We failed* however, to inform Wong’s

__ parents, that., the girl was with us in the lodging house and 
___ that we had r efused them permission to leave Shanghai with

us*_______ (Notet Li Chun ( )>_other accused

in the same case, aged 15, a student _of the Fuhtan Middle

School, Avenue Haig, is with Zung's Wandering group, also
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without permission of his parents, yet Zung keeps him 

■without notifying the parents.)

On learning that Wong Bei-ngoeh*s parents 

objected, to her intending departure, we returned to the 

lodging house at 3 p.m., and again attempted to persuade 

the girls to return home. They again refused and 

intimated that they would commit suicide if they were 

rejected from the Group« Shortly afterwards I left 

the lodging house and went to the Italo-Chinese Steamship 

Company operated by Mr. Yu Ya Ching at 93 Canton Road, 

and requested the issue of free passage tickets to the 

group to Wenchow» A representative of Mr« Yu Ya Ching 

named Mr» Chen ( ) received me and promised to

give us ten free tickets should I be able tosupply shop 

security for the passengers» ThereuponI proceeded 

to the Dee Loong Refugee Camp and discussed the jnatt er 

with other members of the Group. At 7 p.m., the same 

the mother of my fiance came to the camp and looked 

for me and her daughter, as she had learned of her intention 

of leaving Shanghai. The mother, my fiance and myself 

then went to the lodging house,______Ho girl was in my

room. At 9 p«nu, a girl named K&o came and I again 

instructed her to return home but still without avail.

At about 9.30 p.m», the same day (iTovember 18), 

the Municipal Police came and arrested me, my fiance and____

the girl KSio (__ ______)« ..... . .My mother-in-law, then
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staying in Room 37, Kaotung Lodging House, Avenue Sdward

VII (Prench Concession), was taken into custody later*
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My name is Yang Yang alias Yang Ngoeh-hwa (real 

name). I am 19 years old, a native of Peiping and 

single. I reside at Room 7, 150 Bank of China Snployees’ 

Quarters, Jessfield Road, O.O.L. I am a student of the 

Jao Kwang Middle School, corner of Haiphong and kerry Roads. 

Iwas engaged to marry Zung Kyung-san ( ) alias

Sung Koo-»jen ( A-• ) (1st accused) in January, 1938<____

My father is anemployee of the Registry of the General 

Affairs Department of the Bank, of China, Hongkong,___

_JPhr.ing the summer vacation of 1937, I was a mem-

ber pf thè Students’ Circles National Salvation Association,___

Pootung Guild Building, .1545 Avenue Edward VTI._____ T
. jt -14- meanwhile Joined the ’’Service Group to Villages” ( v’J 

_JkJt li ) formed by Mr. pan Kung-chan ( i..“4.).

Commissioner of the now defunct Bureau of Social Affairs,_______

Shanghai City Government» and proceeded to Wusieh, where I,__

together with 90 others, carried out propaganda work Among.... ....

the farmers for the promotion of public healthy opium sup- 

pression and national salyati_on,

About two months ago, my fiance and I promoted

.the 6 th. Wr..Service..Party of the Shanghai Students* Wandering__
Group (__Jl ¿JU jC..) with a communication____________1

ad.dr.esjs.. in the. Dee LoongRefugee Camp (.^u..I.tl+..Horth_____

Shanse Road«_____ The object of this group is to recruit__ ___ |

local students and ex-students willing to proceed to the_______ | 

interior and to send them inland. I know that this______ :___ 1 
■group is supported by Mr. Wong Chao-dz ( JE JcL- ^ ),_________ |
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a Rational Salvation leader, now at Nanchang. Altogether 

five batches of young people have left Shanghai in rotation. 

These people have dispersed inland to carry out national 

salvation work individually under the auspices of the 

"National Salvation Association". There is no headquar

ters or office in the interior. Up to now there are 

about 20 members. Almost all of them are young boys 

and gills under the age of 20. I do not know if they 

have obtained permission from their parents to join the group 

and to leave for the interior. The Group executives

have not made any investigations in this connection. Among 

the members, there are only two females, myself and Chang 

Chi ( ), a student of the Tseng Yuin Middle

School, Avenue Foch (Chengtu Road District). She is 

18 years old. I know that the parents of Chang Chi did 

not give her permissi on to leave her family and the mother_

once sailed at the Dee Loong Refugee Camp with a view to 

locating her daughter, but without success.___ Through the 

influence of my fiance who was the Manager of the Dee hoong

Refugee Camp, they entered the refugee camp as refugees 

andare still. st.aying_th.er.e _p.end.ing. transportation to the______ |

_ interior. On November 12, with the assistance of the

Federation of Charity Organizations (Jen Chi Tang)>_ we

--------tried to send .them.to 'ienchow., _ but. failed..______________________ J 

—------------------- ''ffith reference to the f our girl students. whQ...are .___._^_.4

concerned, in the present case, I have, to state that X have_ ___
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had no previous connection with them; they were intro

duced to the Group by Li Chun ( ), another accused,

who is one of the committee members of the Group. At 

7 p.m., November 17, Li Chun, came to the Group’s Com

munication address, Room 28, Yuan Tsn Lodging House, Avenue 

Fdward VII (French Concession), with a girl named Wong Bei- 

ngoeh. Li informed Zung Kyung-san and me that four 

girl students, whose identities were unknown to him, 

intended to join the Group and proceed to the interior 

to carry out national salvation.and Red Cross work. Zung 

and I replied that we should have to consider matters

__ before we allowed them to join. At noon, November 18, 

the girl named Wong and three others came to the room. 

As they were too young to proceed inland, we refused to 

allow them to leave Shanghai. At 3 p.m., November 18,_

_ Zung, Li and I went to make enquiries at Race Course Road, 

___  .......the home of one of the girls named Wong, with a view to 

ascertaining the attitude of the parents. As a

—._ ..___ result of enquiries, we learned that the parents knew ____

nothing of her intended departure and strongly objedted.____

—___ We returned to the lodging house and advised the grils_________

to ret urn home. ____They, however, refused. Ve did not

--------- ________ inform, the parents that their daughter was with us in the__  

——. lodging house nor did we endeavour to send the girls home.  

------- We advised them to return of their own accord, but they____  

intimated that they would commit suicide if they were
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refused, permission to join the group* Shortly after

wards I left with my fiance for the Italo-Chinese Steam

ship Company, 93 Canton Road to request Mr. Yu Ya Ching, 

the Manager, to issue 15 free passage tickets to Wenchow.___

Mr. Yu’s representative, one named Chen ( _

received us, agreed to issue 10 free tickets. Thereupon, 

we proceeded to the Dee Loong Refugee Camp and reported 

the matter to the other m hers of the Group.

While in the Dee Lq<ixg Refugee Camp, my mother___

came to see me and asked me why I had not left for Wen- 

chow by the s.s. *Liang Show* ( _ )^_on November _12__

as originally intended. I explained to her that orders 

had unexpectedly been received from the Wenchow Authorities 

to delay the voyage. ........Then with my mother and fiance,___

I proceeded to Room 28, Yuan Tan Lodging House, where we

saw one of the four girl.s. named. Kao*_____ 7e agai n asked___ 

her to come home,, but again without avail*....

... At9.3Qp.m., November 18, the Municipal. Lolice

.came and arrested,me*..my. fiance .and..the..girl. hamedKao*—

_ My ..mother.. was.. inJRoom JdZ. Kiaotung Lodging. House, Avenue

. Jldward VII (ErenchConcession.), and. was .later. taken, into 

custody. We opened the room in the Klaotung Lodging 

House in order to show our decision to separate from t^A 

our girls who at that time intended to.occupy.theroom

in the Yuan Tan Lodging House»_______________ -
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Woo
My name is Yang/Shing-ts» I am 40 years of 

age, a native of Peiping and married* I am residing 

in Room 5, 150 Bank of China Employees1 Quarters, Jessfield 

Road, 0.0.L. lay husband is an employee of the Registry

of the General Affairs Department of the Bank of China, 

Hongkong, being transferred there from Shanghai on August 1, 

1938« •____
In 1918, I graduated from the Peiping Girls* 

Normal School, Peiping. In 1931, I served as a teacher 

in the Chung Tseng ( M7 } Primary School in the Bank 

of China Bnployees’ Quarters on Jessfield uoad, 0,0,1»,_____

which was established by the Bank of China for th^.chlldren _ 

of its employees, and in 1937 [spring) I was employed by 

the.Chinese Staff Employees’ Association, Continental. 

Emporium Building, Nanking Ajad, as a teacher in Mandarin*__

Meanwhile .1 held.the position as a.teaoher in the. Feng Ling_
_ Primary School ( 4^ ) , 5'en& Jaor O^ Route___

.Ghisl,____ This_ school, was established by the Chinese Red

Cross Society for the children of its doctors and staff

. employees». ....... Iremained. idle foULowingithe_^utb.reak : of

J. hostilities in Shanghai on August 13th, 1937,_________________
i - M

1___ ________ I am not connected with the Shanghai students’______

Wandering, jGroup*____ This, group was formed by 2hn^J8yung-san

_L.. J*. the_ flânes,_Sf_®L dau&iter. Yang .Yang < 7
----alias Yang Ngoeh-hwa ..) flat and.2nd. accused-------
. respectively),_____My daughter and her fiance intended to____

....... I.. proceed tA...tIw...interLQr. and conduct national salvation, and.—
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Red Cross work. As my daughter is engaged to Zung 

Kyung-san, I have no objection to her going away with 

her fiance.

I have also no connection with the matter of 

the four young girl students who intended to leave 

Shanghai with the group without the permission of their 

parent 8»

My presence in the Yuan Tan Lodging House and 

the Kiaotung Lodging House, Avenue Edward VII (Stench 

Concession) on November 18 was for the purpose of seeing

my daughter who was scheduled to leave for Wenchow and 

I intended to jpass the night (November 18) with her in

the Kiaotung Lodging House for the purpose of having a

private talk with my daughter leaving the next day.__ I

was arrested by the Municipal Police ij^J^he Kiaotung

Lodging House at about 10 p.m., November 18._
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My name is Li Chun ( ), alias Zia

Lee^kuo (real name}« I am 15 years old, a native of 

Canton and single* I_resi.de at 25 Yung An Fang, Rue 

de Laguerre, French Concession*_ I am a student of the

Fuhtan Middle School, Avenue Haig»

Following the outbreak of hostilities, 1937, I 

bacame a member of the now defunct Choral Circles National 

Salvation Association, Ming Kwang Middle School on Kiaochow 

Road• During the summer vacation of 1938, I joined the 

Chinese Y*M*C*A>, 123 Boulevard de Montigny, which assigned 

me to teach refugee children in a refugee camp on Rue. Hue *

In the school, I used to receive secret publications of a

national salvation nature such as "Unity*, "Students’ 

Livelihood“ and “Etoaancipation" from my school mates* I 

am quite. willing _t.o...QfXe;iL.w
the present crisis* On Bbvemher 1, 1938» I wasintro-...

_ duced by a s choolmate named Bao Shih—ling (

(now student in the 3rd Junior ..Class),..to. join, the "Shang
hai Students JSfender Lug Group*._£_JL.2J^ ,

Dee Loong Refugee Camp, North Shanse Road* The object 

of_this group is to receive students who wish to conduct

national salvation work in the interior*___ The leader is
named Wong Bing ( JL _)* who has left for Wenchow,________

supposedly, on his way to Nanohang, but whose present. 
whereabouts are not known»___ Zung Kyung-san (_ / -S- ),

Miss Yang Yang ( 4^ ) and myself constitute the

committee of the group in Shanghai*_____ There is a membership

I_resi.de
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of 25 persons including two females named Yang Yang and 

Chang Chi ( J )» All of them, are students of

various schools, some of whom know Zung personally while 

others joined the group on the introduction of members»
This group is supported by Mr* Wong Chao-dzu ( ^), 

a national salvation leader and a founder of the Cultural

Circles National Salvation Association, now at Nanchang.

At about 5 p»m., November 12, I called at the

Federation of Charity Organizations (Jen Chi Tang), 35__

Yunnan Road,jwith a view to interviewing Mr» Loh Teh-sung 

(__ ) and Lang Joong ( _________________ ), but was 

unable to see them as they were absent* The object of

------ -______ the interview was to seek the permission of the Federation 

_---------------________ to.,allow the.members of the..group_to stay in the Dee Loong_____ I

------------------ ---------- Refugee Camp for the time being*______However, I met four______ J

——__ gi r1 a tudent s, hithe rt o unknown. to. me., whe were...then. . ..__ ______ I

I____________ .__ asking the Federation to issue free passage tickets to________

;___  the interior, but without success»_____They are named 1*_______ ।
L—_ _ ____ _ __ Wong Bei-ngoeh ( JL_.),2» Chen Wei-lai (

|_________ '---------------3. Yu Sih-feng ( Ml ) and 4* Kao (Jgl )« all ¿kl

|_______ _____ ______ school students; I do not know the exact schools in which I

|—----------------- they, are studying* They seemed absolutely in despair,____________ |

I—------------------------ whereupon I approached them and on ascertaining that their_____ |

|-------------------- - ------object._of going to the interior.was.to .cond.aGt national_____ i---- 1

*------------------- salvation and. red. cross, work, .X .suggested that, they Join---------------------1
_____ ____________  the Shanghai Students f Wandering Group which has exactly_______ ’
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the same object in view* They agreed, whereupon I 

promised to refer.the matter to the chief of the group, 

Zung Kyung-oan for approval. One of them named Chen 

'.Vol-lai ( )> a student of the Shanghai Mddle

School, Chengtu Hoad, stated that If I wanted her, I might 

get into touch with her through a certain telephone, the 

dumber of which I have forgotten. Chen also asked me 

to give a reply to hex* at her home, 417 or 419 Race Course 

Road, a little after b p.m., November 18. At the 

appointed time I mat her in front of hex* house, We did 

not talk for long owing to the objection raised by her father» 

We met again at the same venue at about 8 p»m,, on November 

17. On this occasion another of the girl students named 

Wong Bei-ngoeh ( * ) wa® with Chen» Chen left
soon after owing to another engagement. Wong and X went 

to see Zung Kyung-sun, the leader of the group, at Room 28, 

Than Tan Lodging House, Avenue lidward VII ( Trench Concession) 

Zung promised to allow two of them named Wong H«l-ngoeh 

and Yu Slh»feng to proceed to Nanohang with the group. As 

we expect to obtain some free tickets to Wenchow from Mr» 

YU Ya Ching and leave on November 19, lung and X ordered 

them to be present at the lodging house at 12 noon on Novem

ber IS if they washed to go» At 12 noon November Id, 

all four girls attended the lodging house» We asked

whether they had obtained permission from their parents« 

They replied in the negative. We thereupon told them
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to return home unless permission from their parents had 

been obtained# They refused# (It will be noted 

later that Li Chun himself has left his parents without 

their permission and consent)» Zung, Yang and i went 

to the home of Wong Bei-ngoeh, Wong Yung-chu Dentists’ 

Shop, Race Course Road, with a view to ascertaining the 

attitude of her parents in the matter» We disguised 

ourselves as intending to collect some contributions for

the..Shanghai Students ’ Wandering Group»____ During our J

stay there we met her school teacher(ShanghaiMiddle_

School), who was reporting Wong Bei-ngoeh being missing»___ _|

Seeing the strong objection of the parents, we ........ I

returned to the lodginghouse at about 3 p.m. .... We again....

advised the four girIs to return home. They again 

refused and intimated that they would commit sulci de. .should.___ i

they be rejected._____ At 6 p.m., I returned to.my. lodging 

in the Dee Loong Refugee Camp» North Shanse Road, leaving

the. four. girls.. at...th© lodging. ho.u s© t.0 decide. the j®stt©r_

themselves»____ __ I do not_ know how things transpired later»

At about 1 p»m. ,.November 19, I was. arrested by. the..Municipal

Police at the.said.refugee, camp*__ __■__ ;____________ ;_________ _

My ..father is. the manager of the ZiaPihKee________

Export Merchants, 25 Yung An Pang,..Rua deLaguerre.-------- My....

connection With the said Group is not known to my parents*___ J

__ , They opposed my departure .fQr..the interior .to take- part in__

national salvation work#. — On October 30 or 31, I wrote
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to agt parents informing them of my intention to leave

Shanghai for Nanohang» I understand that my parents are 

doing their best to locate me*
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Date : December 19, 1938.

Loo Dih aged 18 a native of Ningpo
alias Loo Kia-ziang

having been engaged in recruiting 

young persons under the age of twenty years for service 

in the interior and sending them away from Shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be 

released on a guarantee given by me. I guarantee that 

the above mentioned I«oo Dih will in future
alias Loo Kia-ziang 

refrain from all such activities and will c "ire himself 

or herself to matters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or, any attempt to induce person to 

leave Shanghai, while he or she stays in shanghai.

Signed : I<oo. Zau-an (uncle 
of Loo Dih)

address: 40 Loh Yang Taung, 
Connaught Road.

Position: Assistant Manager of 
• the Shaoshing

Transportation Company, 
Witnessed D.S.I. MacAdie Louza Ka, off

D.S.I. Kao Yen-ken iokien Road.
C.D.C. 362. (chop of the firm).



xtecember 15, 1938»
Ente : ÄfcxtoitgKknnxxxxxx

Soochow,

Li Lang-loo aged 18, • native of

having boon engaged in recruiting

young person« under the ago of twenty years for eorvioe 

in the Interior and sending them away from Shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the oonsent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be 

released on a guarantee given by me. I guarantee that

the above mentioned Li Lang-loo will in future

refrain from all ouoh activities and will confine himself 

or herself to natters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to induce person to 

leave Shanghai, while ho or she stays in shanghai.

signed i aoo Wei-sung«

Address: 5 jjah reh Li, binza nd 

Position: Gold broker.

Witnessed i-
Uncle:
id Tsing-dung, 

of the yi
Rue

, -- — Yu 
u®1 Shop, 275 
Hatard.

H <1 iK f



Date * December 14, 1938

Taaung Yung-chong aged 19» a natiTW of

Uhangahu,
buying been engaged in recruiting 

young persons under the age of twenty yeare for service 

in the Interior and sending then away from Shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Urnlolpal Police and will now be 

released on a guarantee given by me. I guarantee that 

the above mentioned Taaung Yung-chong will in future 

refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or heroelf to natters entirely unconnected with any 

politioal Movement or any attempt to induce person to 

leave Shanghai, while he or she stays in shanghai.

Signed । *oo wei-aung.

Addresst 111 Tai An id, north 
Shanae xoad.

Position! An employee of the 
Accountants' Office, 

♦ < Chung Kwa Book Companywitnessed |. Ghen Ta-talng, Poochow Hoad.
Manager of Poh Tai Dried 
Goods Shop, 717 Poo Tung 
Hoad, Tu San Vei.
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Date j December 9, 1938.

Sung Ming-teh aged 17 a native of liingpo,

having been engaged in recruiting 

young persons under the age of twenty years for service 

in the interior and sending them away from shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal police and will now be 

released on a guarantee given by me* I guarantee that 

the above mentioned sung Ming-teh will in future
refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to matters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to Induce person to 

leave Shanghai, while he or she stays in Shanghai*

Signed : l*oh Siu-pao 

address» 12, 1st alleyway, Tai 
lai Pang, corner of 

Position:Gordon & Macao noads.
Pemale employee of the 

Aunt : Detention Room of the
Witnessed Sung Tung Dz, shanghai special District

a maid-servant Court*
at 236 Route 
de la Porte de 1'Quest.

X X/LW



Otte : December 9, 1938.

Chen TFoo-zoong aged 18, a native of ¿»ingpo»

having been engaged in recruiting 

young persons under the age of twenty years for service 

in the interior and sending them away from Shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police anu, will now be 

released on a guarantee given by me. I guarantee that

the above mentioned chen Woo-zoong will in future

refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to setters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to induce person to 

leave Shanghai» while he or she stays in shanghai.

signed t i<oh siu-pao.

Witnessed i-
Aunt i
Sung Tung-dz, 
a maid-servant 
at 236 rtoute de la 
Porte de 1’ouest.

address» "0.12, 1st alley way,
Tai lai j»nng, corner

Position i of Gordon & Macao ¿toads 
female employee of the
Detention ¿toom of the 
Shanghai Special District 
Court, North uhekiang ¿toad.

/\^
K ih







.Date I December 8, 1938

’.Tong Ching-ding aged 18, « native mfxKaMkXM

of Kading, a student of the Kuo Hwa Middle School, corner of 

Gordon & Robison Rda, having been engaged in recruiting 

young person® under the age of twenty years for service 

in the interior and sending them away from shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without theoonsent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be 

released on a guarantee given by me. 1 guarantee that 

the above mentioned Jong Ching-ding win in future 

refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to matters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to induce person 

to leave Shanghai, oh lie ho or she stays in Shanghai.

Miss Yao Kwei-lee.

Address« 19 Markham Road.

Signed i



Date I December 3, 1938

Yao Tseng aged 18, a native
of Shanghai, living at 19 Markham Road,

having been engaged In recruiting 
young persons under the age of twenty years for service 

In the interior and sending them away from shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the content of their parents 
was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be r 

released on a guarantee given by me. 1 guarantee that 

the above mentioned will in future
refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to matters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to induce person 

to leave shanghai, while he or she stays in shanghai.
Signed » C. L. Yao (Yao Cheng-ling), 

Address* Ting Shen Rice Shop, 19 Markham Road. 
(Chopped).

Positlost Manager

Witnessed »- N.S. Yao, Salesman, Medical Department, 
Messrs Jardine Matheson & Co.



CABLES •• BROWNEHILL”

CODES USED: BENTLEY'S 

SCHOFIELDS & PRIVATE

ROOM 16-A. CENTRAL ARCADE 
119. NANKING ROAD.

P. O. BOX 1378 
TEL. 18286

Shanghai.....3.Qth^..__llQVJELnih.er_.. 193 B—

T. Robertson Esq.
Deputy Commissioner oi mice.

Sxr,

According to report my bro-ther Tao Zung is now
being detained in the Sinza Police Station. Being his elder 
brother and guardian, I make -Sold to ask your kindness to permit 
him to be released on bail.

Because he disappeared, our grand-mother worried so much 
thar she fell very sick, and has been anxious to see the grand
son. His release will mostly probably make the old lady better 
and recover sooner.

T have been a member of the Special Police for seven years 
and I have a very good record. My brother’s detention is a 
stain on my reputation. Hoping that my humble request will 
receive your favourable consideration.

Your faithfully.

N. S.*Yao,

N. S. YAO

MEDICINE DEPT.. 
JARDINE MATHESON & CO.. LTD.

27 THE BUND 
SHANGHAI TEL. NO. 15290



Date i November 26th, 1938

Yang Woo Sz aged 40, a native

Hopei
having been engaged in recruiting 

young pei’eons under the age of twenty years for service 

in the interior and sending them away from Shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be -k— 

released on a guarantee given by me. I guarantee that 

the above mentioned Yang Woo Sz will in future

refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to matters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to induce person 

to leave Shanghai, while he or she stays in Shanghai.

Signed « zi Ti-li

Address: 110 Tung Shing Li, Taku Road. 
Position: Merchant.



Pate t November 26th, 1938

Zia Li-kuo 15 a natiVd

Canton 
haring bean engaged in recruiting 

young persons under the age of twenty years for service 

in the interior and sending them away from shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be r 

released on a guarantee given by no. l guarantee that 

the above mentioned Zia Li-kuo will in future

refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to natters entirely unconnected with any 

political movement or any attempt to induce person 

to leave Shanghai, ehile ho or she stays in Shanghai.

signed i Zia i'soh-ming 

Address« 25 Yung An Fong, Hue de Laguerre 

Position« Merchant

Witnessed »- Jang Pah-ying, 16 Rue Souers Allegre



Mt* I November 26, 1938

Yang Yang

•t ¡topei

19 a native

having been engaged in recruiting 
young persona under the age of twenty years far service 

in the interior and sending them away from Shanghai 

unbeknown to and/or without the consent of their parents 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now bo r 

released on a guarantee given by m. 1 guarantee that 

the above mentioned Yaig Yang will in future

refrain from all such activities and will confine himself 

or herself to matters entirely unconnected with any

political movement or any attempt to induce person 

to leave shanghai, while he or she stars in shanghai* 

signed i zi Ti-li
Addressi 110 1‘ung Shing Li, Taku Road.

Position» Merchant

Witnessed »« T.s. Chen LL«B, Lane 103/30 Rue Chevaliis

\ *. at-* 4<t $. t *

? : *
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REGISTRY
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Nov. 28, 38.

i»it of Detention, Suspected. abduction.
The four accused again appeared before the 

3.S.D. Court on 26/11/38, when they were ordered to 
be releaaed.

Copy to specie! Branch.



Memorandum.
Fm. 1
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G. 15011-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER Nor— Miao. 539/38.

Diary Number:— J? t

„_________ Division.
_____S.ÌRÌL®__ Police Station.
____________ ,r J|jCBt^,Mgrp S8 »

Nature of Offence:—

CONFIDENTIAL
Time at which 

investigation begun 
and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Mt of Datentlon, Suspected Abduction.

The four accused appeared before the 3.S.D. Court 

on 19/11/58t When they were order 1 to be detained for 

one week.

As the result of enquiries made during the period

©f detention, 1t was found that there w«s no intention 

on the part of the accused to abduct the four girls. 

The four accused will therefore be taken before the 

S.3.D. Court on £6/ll/*8, when application for their



Shanghai Municipal Police 
Headquarters.

Date...... ? 4 N O V. 1938



Moe« 539/36 Sinza
ITov. 19th, 38

vrit of Detention, suspected Abduction,

At 9.40p,n, on 18» 11-38, one named 3ung Sang Ling

Contractor, 419 Racecourse Hoad, came to this 

station and reported that his daughter, Tung ’’•* 
aged 14, was missing from aWve address sine« 

8a, m, on 18-11-38, and that two girls who could give 

information as to her whereabouts were in the Shanghai 

Middle School, 466 chengtv Road,
C*I),S. 193, C.D.C. 303, and the undersigned proceeded 

to the above school, where two girls named
Wag Pei Kyoh ), 16, 227 Racecourse Road,

and T'yue isai Ling 1S» 23 ?uh hyi Sing Tsung
vft R&ge Road, were located,

Ttien questioned, the let named stated that the girl 
Tung Tel Lai could be found in a lodging house in the 

French Con cob ai on. Assistance was obtained from the 

Trench Police, and in Room Ho* 88 of a lodging house at 

891 A Venue Bdse*^ VII, r/concession, sung wi Lai end 
another school girl named Tung nrei Ung ^7/J^), 16» 

7 Kyung We Li, Avenue Rdward VII, were located, one 

male and one female deacribod below found in the room 

were arrested on suspicion of abducting the girls:-

(1) an« xymg san 2»,
‘VvEnemtfloyed, and

both roftdlhg. X60 vooeng w Pih s Off
fill



1 (sheet 2)

In Roon Ho. 37 of a lodging house at 874 Avenue 
Bdward VII, y/Concwsaion, a female Chinese, mother of 

the 2nd accused, was arrested on suspicion of being 
concerned in this case!»

(3) Tang Woo 3« 40, Peking,
M/yemale, Ho, 37, Tooong Ang Plh s off 
jessfield Road.

The 1st. 2nd & 3rd. accused were handed over by the 
French Police, and at 1.30a.m. on 19-11-38, through 

information obtained from the let accused, another male 
Chinese was arrested in a refugee camp at Ho. 3, lane 
668, North :ihanse Roads- ,

(4) lee Kyuin (j?). 15, Can tea, 
f>/un an ployed, above address.

From enquiries made, it was learned that the four 
girls, (1) !5ung 'vei Lai, (2) Wig Pei Nyoh, (3) Nyue 
Mai ling & (4*) jftmg Kwei Ung, were all student friends 
attending the Shanghai Middle school, 466 chengtu Road, 
and about one week ago they planned to run sway from 
home and proceed to wamehew to take part in Red Cross 
work« About 2p.n* on 15*11-38 they went to the JSung Kyi 
Daunt Welfare Association, Tlmnan ^oad, and
requested free passages to wichow, but this was refused, 

and they wore advised to return to their homes* On
'Willi WflW I

leaving the above institution, they stood discussing the 

matter, when the 4th accused approached them and informed 

thus that he know scancme who could get them free«



1 (Sheet 3)

passages to ’.wnchow. On 17-11-38 the 4th accused net 

”ung ' el lai and '"ong Pel Myoh on Racecourse load, and 

led then to Rosa Vo. 28 of the lodging house at 891 

venue ’’dunrS VII, where he Introduced then to the let 

accuser: as the person who would arrange their passage* 

to the south.

About Xp.ii. on 18-11-38 all four girle proceeded by 

thandwt to Roon 1*o, 28 of above lodging house ?md 

were ®et there the 3 st and 2nd accused, who were 

later Joined by the 3rd and 4th accused. Ihe 1st 

accused infomed the girls that the sun of about 

*100.00 would be necessary for travelling expense«, and 

the two girl«, ’®»ng Pel Myoh and Myue Jftti Ling, pro

ceeded to the Shanghai Middle :®ho>l, Chengtu Road, for 

the purpose of trying to raise sone money and to collect 
their bel^^Mh*« They were detained at th« 

the staff and their parents notified, with the result » 

that tide station was inf «med as reported above.
«g w

The IsV «w* 4th# •««»•»< both state that they 

»erely attempted to help the gin» to get to ao»th 

China, where tliey wished to t«be up Red ^’ork, 

while the 2nd ft 3rd accused deny being ooocemod in any 

way. It is suspected, however, that the four aeouoed 

intended to abduct the girls for the purpose of gain, 

and they will bo taken before the 3.3.D. Court Ou 

19-n-i», when a wit ef uetentioo win be e^dlied * J



o allow of further enqvlrie« being made.
D«I »Crawford, ".peclai Branch Informed.
Copy to special Branch.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.’). J™
T e»M. ..../£ ¿/¡p’

CRIME DIARY. <xxzte-------------

........ P.--------Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Ulso.170/40.

Diary Number:— *♦

WftS.te. H.QllglcÇW _ Pq Hce $ tati on.

Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

12.40. a. m. to 2.30.a.m.
16.4.1940

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Station Offioo. 
239 Cunningham Road.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Recovery of 7 male Chinese alleged 
to have been abducted from Frenchtown.

At 6.37.p.m. on 17.4.1940 a teleprinter 

met -«ge (T.B.C.13) was received from the French Police 

requet» information regarding 6 youths ages from 

14 to 17 who it was believed were Intending to leave 

Shanghai without the consent of their parents.

At 12.40.a.m. on 18.4,1940 C.P.C8 472 A 346 

telephoned to station to the effect that having know» 

ledge of this enquiry they had made enquiries in the 

lodging houses on their beat and had located seven 
likely persons In the Woo Byung ( Î/Ï- '&) Lodging house, I 

239 Cunningham Road. Enquiries were made by D.S.I.
Guess and C.D. 0.276 and the seven youths were brought 

iàMl 
to station where they gave personal details as followst*|
1, Sung Yoong Liang (M ),17,Shanghai,S/Btudent I 

20 Rue du Mngpo, F.T.
2, Loe Hwo Tsoong raine** 1 2 3 4 5 6*]?1 |

3. Zau Zung Tsang ( Ï1 ¿A ê ),16,Paoshan, S/Student9 |
24 Rue du Nlngpo, 7»T.

4. YUe Yoeh Tuh /A )>16,Bing»ot S/Btudent
21 Lei Ylh Li, Rue Touraine,

5, Wong Tuh Ling ( X TA),15,Kingpo, S/Btudent, 
1 Ah Tuh LI, Rue Touraine.

6, Koh Chia Shing ( W w )tlS,21ngpo, S/Btudent, । 
147'Rue Palikao.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No
Division.
..Police Station.

t>iary Number:-— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

7« YU Ling ), 15, Anwhoi, S/Student,
2i Tsang Yue Li, Taku Road.

From interrogation of these youths it was 
ascertained that another named Tsang Shih Zung fa,, 

residing at 6 Xdward Li, Rue Touraine, F.T, had become 

dis*satisfied and had returned home«
It appears that these youths had been approached

by one named Sian Ah Foh (fjy ¡ffij who persuaded them
to leave home and proceed with him to Chingkiang to join 

the new 4th Route Army, The youths met on 16«4«1940 

and later proceeded to the voo Myung lodging house, 239 
Cunningham Road where they engaged rooms Ros« 33 * 40« 

)n 17,4«1940 Sian Ah Foh visited them and at 2.p,m.took 

Jung Yoong Liang to obtain the necessary, passes and to 

change the local currency into Japanese currency« Sung 

Yoong Liang returned at about 5«p«m. and stated that 
Siau Ah Foh would returne£—at about 10«p«m. Up to the 

time of detectives* visit Ah Foh had not returned but 
io cording to Sung Yoong Liang the man will return on 

the morning of the 18,4,1940, Observation will be kept 
>y French and Settlement detectives with a view "to this 

man's apprehension« 

The French Felice wore communicated with and 

},s,Tranoff and C.D.C.152 visited the station with photo

graphs of the missing youths« The matter was referred to
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

......................................Division.

CRIME REGISTER No:— ................................ Police Station.

  19 

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

.investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

D*D.O."0* Division and with his permission six of the 

youths were handed over to the French detectives«

The 7th named, wu Ling, being a resident of the 

Settlement was not required by the French Police and is 

being temporarily held at station for possible interrog- 

ation by Special branch and until his mother is located« 

Instructions as to the disposal of this youth are re

quested«

D«D.O*"C" Division«

D.C. (Special Branch)«



April 16, in40. Morning Translation

Ta Mei Pao ?-
MISSING STUDENTS OF LOCAL lUDTfLE SCHOOLS BECOME CAPTIVES

OF JAPANESE IN NANKING AND SOOCHOW

Of late the French Municipal Police have been
repeatedly receiving reports from the residents of the 
French Concession informing them that more than ten students 
of the various middle schools in the French Concession 
have gone missing. The close search made by the F ranch
Police of the various hotels and apartments in the 
Concession in the past ten days in the hope of obtaining 
clues of the missing students has proved a failure.

Yesterday about 6 of missing students
suddenly returned to their homes. They were immediately 
called upon by the French Police inquiries, as a result 
of whtoh it was found that they wore patriotic youths who 
desired to proceed to the fallen areas south of the 
Yangtze to join the Chinese New 4th Route Army and the 
racr of the Chinese National Army at Chinghua, Ningpo, or 
to enlist in the Military College of the National Government 
in Chungking. However, they failed to complete their 
trip because of lack of passage money. Also a shameless 
traitor who pretended to be a member of the New 4th Route 
National Army and of the National Government in Chungking, 
played a trick on the students by telling them that he 
would be responsible $|r sending *hem to their destinations. 
All these young stud aits, not hawing had much experience, 
fell into the trap. They were sent by ship to Nanking 
and other fallen areas and also soma of them were taken 
to Soochpw overland. It is learned that upon their 
arrival at the various places, they were forced to become 
soldiers.

The 6 students who safely returned to
Shanghai yesterday were lucky enough to make their escape 
from the bn nds of their abductor*

As a matter of public safety and good order
in the French Concession, the French Police is paying 
strict attention to this serious affair. It has issued 
an order to arrest all kidnappers of students in order 
to bring them to bock f or their crimes.
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World Viewed from Germany

VICTORIOUS STRUGGLE OF THE 
SUPPORTERS OF PEACE

A weekly Review of Foreign Politics by l£ax Ba:imann

Although the world has for some weeks again been 

hearing the shrill screams of war-agitation, and the 

vindictive howls of the mischief-makers, the diplomatic 

and political endeavours to strengthen the tendency of 

peace have been continued and progress has been very evident 

especially during the last few days. The two fronts are 

opposed to each other with the same violence« on the one 

h\nd the triangle of order formed by the States of identical 

ideology, i.e. Germany, Italy and Japan, and on the other 

h°nd the centre of all activity of decomposition» Soviet- 

Russia with its adherents in Red Spain, and latterly the 

United States of America. Between these two front-lines 

there are numerous nations who on the one hand like to 

> adopt an attitude of idealogically irrelevant rejection of

the "Authoritative" states, but who cm the other hand are 

realising more and more what a dangerous role Bolshevism is 

playing in the struggle of world polities. It is becoming 

continually more and more evident that there must be a 

definite and clear decision in the long run either for 

or against this power of "disorder on principle«" It 

apparently seems necessary to repeatedly point out to the
I 

other nations that the prineiple of order in the community 

of nations does not by any means necessitate the adoption

a dictatorial regime. Both Mussolini and the Fuehrer

*- ‘■Wew , and Chancellor have repeatedly declared that Fascism and 
/yis . *S»tional-Bocialism must in no way be considered "articles

P.A. to »’’•)



for export," but that each nation must create a political 

formula according to its own requirements. It is, however, 

inevitable that the struggle against the powers of disorder 

Bolshevism and the Jewry, cannot only be confined te 

foreign politics, but this problem also greatly affects 

inner-political arrangements.

These inner-political consequences are at present 

clearly shown by the serious crisis in France. A People's 

Front-Government, to a great extent under liarxistic 

influence, has brought the country into serious danger 

by maladministration, and the only cure can be found in 

the radical emergency-decrees now issued by the Minister 

of Finance, M. Reynaud. As the People’s Front may in 

any case be considered completely broken up by the 

awakened opposition of the healthy elements of the people, 

the Marxistic circles are using the endeavours of the 

Government as a welcome pretext for bringing about a 

decisive battle. There is no doubt whatever, that the 

strikes and the attempts to create strikes as well as the 

recently announced general strike for 24 hours as also 

the communistic threats regarding the intended visit of the 

German Foreign Minister in Paris, all emanate from one 

source and it is proved that these occurrences are not 

spontaneous and locally limited actions, but they are 

carried out according to plan. Germany, in principle, 

does not in any way interfere with the internal problems 

of any other state, but the observation of the occurrences 

in France is inevitable, because any changes of a serious 

nature would necessarily influence the foreign political 

situation.

In the first place such an unstable situation of 

home affairs makes France less worthy of credit from 

the point of view of foreign politics, whereas on the 

other hand the happenings will Show the French statesmen 

the necessity for quick and energetic decisions. This



(3)

is of importance to us* because the negotiations regarding 

a German-French Agreement parallel to the Munich Agreement 

between Germany and England, have progressed very far, and 

the signing of such an Agreement during the visit of 

Foreign Minister von Ribbentrop to Faris is planned* France 

has evidently desired such an Agreement for some time* 
after being none too pleased about the special success of 

Mr* Chamberlain in Munich, Foreign politics in Paris 

suffer to an extraordinary degree from fears, which are in 

actual fact unjustified, but ufaich emanate from the 
apprehension that the position of power held by France 

to
may be adversely affected/an unbearable degree. For this 

reason the Anglo-French discussions regarding the Munich 

meetings, and its possible consequences were followed by 

new conferences between Mr* Chamberlain and Lord Halifax 

with the French statesmen* The principal subjects of 
discussion were matters of a military nature, if the 

statements published are to be believed, and it should be 

pointed out that the prominence given to military points 

of view in Paris and London, which have been very noticeable 

lately, do not throw an entirely positive light on the 

political policy of Western Europe,
Foreign countries have used the unsatisfactory 

military position of England and France during the Czech 

crisis as an excuse for the attitude of Mr* Chamberlain, 
and to a certain extent that of Mr* Daladier, in Munich. 

The necessity of military measures was stated to be the 

consequence» and indirectly it was evident that, if any 

European crisis should arise in the future» it was intended 

to adopt a different attitude* Is it necessary in this 

connection to point out the great reserve» which has always 

been displayed by Germany in its foreign policy? We have 

never demanded anything but Germany territory» as is 

proved by the settlement of the amalgamation with Austria,
1 A„Li Ml
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and the clearing up of the question of the Sudeten districts. 

Are the other powers able to supply evidence of similar 

restraint? From a military point of view we have only 

taken back what was taken from us In Versailles with 

the assertion that our disarmament, and we only took back 

our military freedom, and re~occupied the demilitarised 

sone, when it was Indubitably certain that an 

International disarmament on the part of the strongly 

armed states was not seriously intended at all.

These German measures s In no way sufficient 

reason for the armament campaie wMch has recently set 

in, and German foreign policy has always been so 

straightforward and clear that nobody can believe that 

we will in future suddenly make immeasurable demands, 

especially as this would be contrary to the definite 

statements of the Fulhrer and Chancellor. If, In spite 

of this the possibilities of war ate mentioned, and If 

details of possible British landing corps are discussed, 

one Is reluctantly forced to come to the conclusion that 

preparations are possibly being made for some "General 

Settlement of Account* which may take place In future. 

This Is no doubt quite In accordance with the hopes of 

the continually active Instigators, the Churohlll-Eden- 

group in England, and the single front between de Kerllles 

and Marxists in France. We hope however, that the 

responsible loaders of politics have dispensed with such 

dangerous and warlike thoughts. We do not express this 

hope for reasons of fear, because In London and Paris 

one will have to realise that from a military point of 

view we are in every way safe, and also from a political 

aspect we to-day have a sure and firm position In Europe.

As political negotiations are now taking place In 

Europe, we think we may come to the conclusion that England 

and France have accepted the now position in Europe,
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recognising therefore our predominance in the South-East, 

as much as Italy's claim to be considered the leading 

power in the 'Mediterranean. We presume that they also 

recognise that our legal claim for our oolomies is being 

maintained, and that the fulfilment is not in any way 

contrary to the colonial necessities of England and France. 

Above all, however, it is simultaneously considered agreed 

that Soviet-Russia is to the greatest possible extent 

eleminated from Europe. This means that from a world- 

political point of view Bolshevism, which is working 

towards a world revolution, has lost ground, which it 

considered extremely important, and for which it is still 

struggling desperately in certain Instances even to-day. 

Examples are the occurrences in France recently, and the 

rather less important struggle in Red Spain. These 

struggles, however, cannot alter the fact that owing to 

the triangle Berlin-Rome-Tokio, Russia is playing a 

losing game not only in Europe, but probably also in Asia. 

The extent of the necessity for a thorough combat 

against the Bolshevistic danger oan be realised by the 

echo of the day on which the Antlkomintern Agreement 

between Germany, Italy and Japan had been in force two 

years. The three powers on that day openly declared through 

their Foreign Ministers that they are willing to continue 

the struggle with increasing intensity, and that the 

importance of this action is extremely far-reaching. A 

special point is the factor that the struggle is not of a 

negative nature, and not only aims on the elimination and 

removal of Bolshevism, but that its real object is the 

positive strengthening and combination of all powers of 

order. For this very reason the triangle has^become a 

centre of crystallisation for a great variety of positive 

tendencies and powers. In the South-East the bolshevistic
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and People's Front demooratio tendencies are 

retreating all along the line« and everywhere the intention 

is felt to establish contact with the strengthened and 

constructive powers of the axis. Accordingly, a large 

new block has been created to deal with the requirements 

of order and economics in the Far East, and this is to 

cover China after inner renewal as well as Manchoukuo, 

Korea and Japan. No doubt, it will be successful in 

spite of opposition from the imperialism of.the U.S.A., 

its capitalists and the Jews.

The three powers of the Antlkomintern-Agreement, 

apart from the political aims, have recognised the necessity 

to fundament their work by spiritual power, and to 

supplement their political agreement by cultural oo~operation. 

This is the object of the culture agreement recently 

announced between Germany and Italy, and Germany and Japan. 

These agreements take consideration of the principle 

differences of the peoples concerned, which are only able 

to be sustained by their own personal vigour, nut, apart 
from this the way is being eleared for fruitful 

Interchange, creative suggestions and mutual completion, 
very far removed from internationalism and collectivism. 

The connections between the antique the guardian of which 

in many ways in to«day Mussolini’s Italy, and the Northern 

sphere of culture, the inheritance of which Germany has 

taken up, are manifold. There are, however, many fertile 

possibilities for cultural interchange, and mutual 

suggestions also between Germany and Japan, and ho doubt 

German science, such as medicine, or German art are 

important factors, whereas we have to be thankful to the 

Far East for many wonderful Inducements. It may be 

expected that this agreement may be supplemented shortly 

by a Culture Agreement between Japan and Italy, which is

SSibr'



still outstanding.

It is understandable that such a firm block of 

peace and order, as has been created between Germany, 

Japan and Italy, is fascinating and must be attractive 

for the nations who are situated in the midst of a world 

of hate and disorder and continual threats, and who are 

longing to find a way which will enable them to work 

peacefully. This effect is found in the South-East, 

where one turns to Germany not only owing to its organic 

geopolitical position, but also at the same time one turns 

away from the principles of the Western-nationalistic 

states, who forget the peoples for reasons of state, and 

the former surely plays the most important roll in inter

European relationship. A new spirit of mutual goodwill 

is gaining ground. The settlement of the relationship 

between Germany and Cseoho-Slovak!a is a fine example 

of these new possibilities, because after the elimination 

of the Benesch-cliquo, westernised and freemasons, Prague 

immediately turns to Germany, and it is certain that 

Csecho-Slovakia is not threatened with suppression or 

violation. Honest and straight forward co-operation for 

our mutual benefit is desired, and these are not mere 

words, but prineiples which will have effect in deeds as 

is proved by the Agreement Just reached between Germany and 

Csecho-Slovakia for the solution of traffic problems. The 

motor-road which is to be constructed through Csecho- 

Slovakia territory, but which will be considered 

exterritorial, has been described by International Jurists 

as an outstanding development, tor us it is only important 

that also in this instance life itself and its necessities, 

were the basis of negotiations, free from all formalities, 

and this is only possible when both parties show a 

goodwill. There is no doubt that both Germany and
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Czecho-31ovakia will benefit to the same extent by this 

new great traffic route, which is of considerable 

impartanee for us, because it shows to what extent the 

Czecho-Slovakian State, which was once established by 

Benesch and Masaryk with the consent of the Allied 

Powers as a harrier, has now been endowed with a spirit 

of co-operation which allows us unhindered entrance on 

a broad front to our natural sphere of influence in the 

South East.

Germany has regulated its relationship with 

Czecho-Slovakia, and the fundamental lines for the future 

construction of this State have evidently been defined. 

It is to be an Allied State, which will consist of throe 

autonomous sections, the Czechish, the Slovakian and the 

Carpathian-Ukraine districts. It appears, however, that 

there are still some difficulties to be overcome before 

this construction can be carried out, especially in 

connection with the Carpathian-Ukraine. Apparently both 

Hungary and Poland expected the solution of the question 

to be different to the deoislon which the German*Italian 

arbitration tribunal arrived at in Vienna. These two 

States have, therefore, now repeatedly stated that the 

Buthenians, the inhabitants of the Carpathian-Ukraine, 

are not satisfied with the solution. In view of its 

own Ukraine population Poland is demanding a part for 

itself, whereas Hungary demands the rest on the 

principle of "ro-ostabllshment of historic frontiers.* 

In addition there io a persistent rumour in foreign 

countries that the two states are prepared, If necessary, 

to create a direct Polieh-Hunger!an frontier by force. 

Ho doubt, this may be considered a source of future 

complications, perhaps the importance of this matter 

may shortly become evident. The principle of the now 

conditions in the South-last io, however, not in any way 
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affected. The same applies to the inner-political 

difficulties of Hungary, which became evident through 

the crisis, which the Imredy Government has Just had 

to overcome. It became evident at the same time how 

necessary it is for Hungary to overcome the feudalistlc- 

reactionary forms as well as the Western influences 

of the People's Front. The social questions of Hungary 

should be thoroughly re-established in the spirit of the 

Hungarian people.

Germany has turned principally to the South-Fast 

as far as its interests are concerned, but this does 

not mean that we are not interested in world politics 

or overseas affairs. Our colonial claims are an example, 

and our economic interests in overseas districts are 

principally found in South-America. We have already 

in the past pointed out to what extent the agitation 

against Germany In the United States is created by the 

wish to destroy our economic position in hatin-America, 

and to replace same by a stronger Influence of Potlar- 

Imperialism. Naturally, Washington cannot state this 

openly, because the -Latin-American States very mush 

distrust their Northern brother, who is always preaching 

peace. A certain detour is therefore used by robbing the 

Monroe-Doctrlne of its imperialistic U.S.A, character in 

an endeavour to establish same as a general principle on 

the American Continent. The object is, therefore, the 

creation of a special "continental consciousness", which 

is opposed to other continents, in praotloe principally 

against Germany, Kor this reason endeavours are made 

with the help of inconsiderate agitation in the Jewish 

question and all unclean methods available to Sorth- 

American politics, to awaken the belief that a 

military danger for hatin-Amorica threatens from Germany«
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Some time ago the ridiculous idea was spread that the 

German settlers in Brazil would be the cause of the 

minority question being opened up by Germany with the 

demand that an annexation of the German districts should 

take place, thus establishing a military platform on 

the American Continent. It is now being said with 

commendable speed that any possible German colonies on 

the Vest Coast of Africa might and were intended to be 

a threat to America, and unfortunately the irresponsible 

statements of Mr. MacDonald, the British Dominion 

Minister, and the Trench General Veygand could be given 

as reference.

It ie not necessary to say that such absurd 

rumours have any foundation in fact. On the other hand, 

however, the increasing strength of the polities! block

of peaces Germany

influenced by such

this were realised

in the U.S.A., but

Italy and Japan, oannot be detrimentally 

rumours, and it would be as well if 

not only by the opponents of Germany 

by the mischief«makers all over the 

world
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The World Viewed from Germany

COLONIAL QUESTION AND THS TWO EUROPEAN AXIS . - •

A weekly review of foreign politics / by Max Baumann

A speech held by Herr Rudolf Hess at the close of 

last week was an accounting for past events and a review of 

the future. The contaits of this speech, which was held on 

the occasion of the incorporation of a new political district 

into the National Socialist Labour party in Germany, again 

dealt with the world historical developments which led up to 

the settlement of the Sudetan problem, an event which did more 

for the establishment and maintenance of peace in Europe than

innumerable conference of the past years. These developments 

were more effective than ’written agreements and nice speeches.

A second spe ech held at the commencement of the new week by the 

Fuehrer and Chancellor deals in a very direct and Just way with 

the agitation of foreign countries, especially with the loudest
I

of these agitators for war, Mr. Winston Churchill and Mr.

Greenwood, who apparently can reconcile the speech which he held 

as duty for the Leader of the Opposition with his apparently

destruction of

elimination of

and attitude of*

peaceful attitude.120
the

In his speech Mr. Greenwood demanded the

million human beings as well as the total

authoritative states. The realéharacter

this group of irresponsible politicians is not

often shown so shamelessly to the world. It was, therefore

particularly necessary that the Fuehrer and Chancellor of Germany

should strongly protest, and he pointed out that the much

constitution of democracy creates the danger that this

reenwood may one day become a member of a British Governasi t
and would thereby receive the opportunity to put his attitude

into effect. We have declared often enough that we would like 

to live in peace and friendship espe cially with England, but 

of course be prepared for and protected against the we must



danger mentioned.

The existence of these warmongers in the opposition 

need not in any way belittle the earnest and continuous endeavours 

of the British and French Prime Ministers in the interest of an 

European understanding, but,’unfortunately, a prominent place is 

being given to these methods of the opposition by discussions 

in the press which are now commencing regarding the necessity for 

disarmament, such as was a short while ago recommended by Lir. 

Ward Price. The Fuehrer was quite correct when he pointed out 

that the principal necessity was a '’disarmament of minds.” The 

willingness to allow other countries to continue in their own way 

and in a friendly spirit must be the foundation for collaboration 

in Europe. Germany is in a very dangerous position in the 

centre of Europe. Its territory is unsafe on all sides owing to 

its geographical and political situation, and it cannot forego 

its right to carry out necessary armaments, owing to its responsi

bilities towards the peaceful world and employment of its inhabit

ants, at any rate not until there are no longer groups of 

politicians who may one day become members of the government of 

their countries and who already now declare that, according to 

their opinion, the destruction of the authoritiative states is a 

necessity. We have ¿ust recently had an instance of the continual 

endeavours which are being made to cause international mischief. 

This was when a Soviet vessel on the way to Leningrad was sunk 

by an auxiliary cruiser of National Spain near the coast of 

England. This event was utilised as a reason in England and 

France to commence a wild and unjustified agitation against the 

Franco Government. Unfortunately, even the “Times” considered 

it neceesary to arrive at the conclusion that the Franco regime 

could hardly be granted the rights of war-waging party, but 

this conclusion was, no doubt, arrived at on the strength of 

completely onesided reports of the facts. On the other hand, 
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the reports of the British Government authorities clearly state 

that the occurrence took place outside the three-mile zone, and, 

therefore, the agitation against National Spain was not particular

ly successful. In accordance with an old-established recipe one, 

therefore, turned against Germany in connection with this matter, 

and the attitude was based on the statement that apparently a 

German submarine had been seen. The broadcasting station at 

Strasburg marches at the head of these agitators. Mr. Daladier 

only a short while ago confirmed the necessity that propaganda 

and agitation in the press must cease and that an objective 

attitude towards the German neighbour must be adopted. We 

sincerely welcome this point of view, but have unfortunately 

been forced to come to the conclusion that up to now this has 

only been theory and there has been no actual influence on the 

activities of the agitators.

There is very much room for improvemeit both in 

England and France in connection with this matter. Last week 

we already pointed out that a settlement of these questions and 

the establishment of a stronger innerpolitical stability are of 

the utmost importance if European negotiations are to be * 

continued with any likelihood of success. W are certainly 

prepared to recognise that M. Daladier is continuing his efforts 

towards bringing about satisfactory negotiations, and it certainly 

would appear that the Popular Front ideology in France is dying 

out and has lost all political canvassing power. The attitude 

of silence which has been adopted by the Foreign Minister M. 

Bonnet appears to prove to what extent French politics are 

undergoing a period of change, and further that efforts are being 

made to dissolve a complicated net of politica^&greemests and 

liabilities towards other countries. M. Bonnet in his speech at 

the party meeting of the Radical Socialists not only restric ted 

his speech in view of the fire catastrophe at Marseilles to a 

statement of facts, but he evidently wished to avoid a review of 

future plans, because France is evidently now remembering what 

is necessary and of vital interest for the French population.
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The time when the Little Entente in the soutn-east 

of Europe was utilised by France as a barrier against Germany 

appears to lie in the very distant past. Those countries in 

the Balkans and the Danube districts appear to have come to 

their senses to a very large extent, and even Paris recognises 

that an isolation of Germany not only permanently endangers the 

peace of Europe but also of France as a working country. jt$y 

recognising these facts France must also realise that Germany 

holds a special position in the south-east of Europe. This 

position not only emanates from many years of cultural inter

change but also from the geographical and political situation 

which closely links the heart of Europe with the inter-European 

belt of states, often called the "devil’s belt* by England 

because the complicated ethno-political conditions always 

appeared menacing to them. In addition, it should be remembered 

that economic connections between Germany and the states of the 

south-east have continually improved, and this is attributable to 

the mutual advantages mentioned, to an interchange of organized 

economic requirements as well as a certain balance between the 

agricultural trade in the south-eastern countries and the 

industrial supplies of Germany. This close connection.and the 

special position which Germany holds in view of the above in 

the south-east were clearly recognised by the British Prime 

Minister Mr. Chamberlain in his last speech before the house 

of Commons on the 1st November. His words deserve special 

attention and recognition, because this was the first instance 

when the special rights of Germany in the south-east of Europe 

were clearly recognised by England, and because such an attitude 

is a pleasant proof of the sincere desire on the part of the 

British Prime Minister to bring about really stabilised and 

natural conditions in Europe.

It should, of course, be remembered that these words 

must not be considered as a present for Germany which could 

just as well have been withheld, but the statement made must 

be considered as the natural consequence of an objective 
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consideration of actual circumstances. The south-eastern 

states are really on an intimate and confidential footing with 

Germany, because they realise that Germany recognises the rights 

of the young states according to its own political and general 

doctrines and, of course, these states are at present also on a 

permanent and firm footing of economic exchange with Germany. 

A wonderful triumph in proof of this attitude of confidence was 

the arbitrary decision recently given in Vienna in connection 

with the frontier disputes between Hungary and Czecho-Slovakia. 

Both these states declared from the beginning that they would 

abide by the decisions arrived at by the Italian and German 

Foreign Ministers. The verdict was actually given in due 

course in accordance with the ethno-graphioal'situstion, but at 

the same time the sensitive national feelings of the peoples 

concerned were respected and taken into consideration as far as 

ever possible. This is especially necessary when the question 

of frontiers in the centre of Europe is being considered, even 

if the complications caused thereby are considerable. It is very 

noticeable that the Vienna verdict was given by the two nations 

of the axis Berlin-Rome, whereas France and England, whose 

participation was at first intended at Munich, stood aside. This 

is, of course, in accordance with the actual situation resulting 

from the close connections between Germany and Italy and the 

south-eastern districts, whereas, on the other hand, the western 

powers have only superficial interests there. Owing to their 

increased interests in other political spheres, the collaboration 

between Paris and London has become stronger, and it has appeared 

lately a’s if the Anglo-French Entente is likely to develop into 

a second axis in European politics, Germany has no objections 

to such developments as long as it is perfectly clear that close 

co-operation is essential and that willingness is shown by all 

parties. It is possible that this will be clearly established 

during the next few days, because France has invited the British 

Prime Minister and the Foreign Secretary Lord Halifax to proceed 

to Paris for the purpose of various discussions. Although this

visit may be considered a "return of the compliment" as an act
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of international courtesy in view of the recent visit of French 

statesmen to London, there appears to oc no doubt that it is 

intended for the visit to also help in clearing up various 

problems of European politics affecting both countries.

It may be assumed that the Question of the colonies 

will play an important part in these discussions. It should be 

remembered that simultaneously the Union of sOuth Africa is 

bringing up this Question, having sent its.Minister Mr. pirow 

to Europe to discuss matters. Up to now Mr. pirOw has made 

no statements regarding his powers, nor has he given particulars 

of his mission, but it is felt that certain interested parties 

are making every effort to cause confusion in connection with 

the whole problem. The attempts which we heve already mentioned 

to make the small colonial states adopt an inimical attitude 

towards Germany by stating that a transfer of Portuguese, Patch 

or Belgian colonies is being considered are, Of course, being 

continued and, therefore the fundamental point of view can only 

be repeated. The Fuehrer and Chancellor and General von Epp 

have definitely stated that the return of the colonies is a 

question of right and of German honour. The problem as such also 

has an economic side in the necessity to supply Germany with 

necessary raw materials, but the transfer of colonies of other 

states who have never been opposed to us in the colonial sphere 

cannot result in a satisfactory settlement of the actual problem. 

The settlement can also not be reached by Germany maki ng certain 

demands which would then be discussed with a view to arriving at 

a compromise. In principle, the basis must be that our 

opponents have the morel and just obligation to make up for a 

fault. Certain parties now declare that the loss of our colonies 

must be considered the result of our having lost the war. It 

must be stated, however, that the so-called legal point of view, 

which was adopted by the creation of the Versai-lles Treaty with 

its libellous statement regarding the cause of the war and the 

establishment of a system of Mandates, is now to be suddenly 

dropped. This Germany will not agree to I
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Owing to the fact that at present the decision lies 

with the other parties, it is not considered an opportune time 

to deal in detail with Germanyrs claims for colonies, especially 

as valuable and sufficient German literature is easily available. 

It should be pointed out, however, that close co-operation between 

the axle Berlin-Rome on the one hand and London-Paris on the other 

hand is largely dependant upon the settlement of the German colonial 

problems. It is hardly necessary to state that, in addition, 

other political decisions will have to be taken in Europe. The 

expression Four-Powers Pact has a bad reputation with a number 

of politicians and statesmen, and we, therefore, would like to 

avoid same as much as possible. As a matter of fact, however, 

it should be realized that the co-operation between the four 

great powers must result in deciding the destiny of the continent 

of Europe, and this means that Soviet Russia must be considered 

excluded. The Pact between France and Soviet Russia is still in 

force, but the position is evidently critical, and criticism in 

France against this pact and the consequences which may arise 

therefrom is continually increasing. After all, the obligations 

resulting from the pact are not in any way in accordance with the 

vital interests of the French people. There is no doubt that 

political circles in France will sooner or later have to face the 

consequences. It is possible that the anti-French attitude which 

has lately been adopted in a very sharp manner by the Soviet press 

will make the decision somewhat easier for France.

There is also no doubt that such a clear separation would 

be of great benefit in securing the peace of Europe and in 

strengthening the innerpolitieal stability of the continent. Owing 

to developments in non-Euyopean countries, the dissolution of such 

an agreement would be very welcome. As far as the Far East is 

concerned, the aim of Japan, as proclaimed on behalf of the 

Government in Tokio through the Speaker of the Foreign Office, the 

press and by Prince Konoye through the broadcasting system, a new
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three-powers block ie to be foxmed, which will result in co

operation between China, Manchukuo and Japan. It has been 

cleaxly stated in Tokio that the Pact of Nine is completely out 

of date, as fax as China is concexned, and Japan therefore 

demands special rights in accordance with its geo-political and 

economic situation. These rights must result in the creation 

of a huge Japanese territory. The United States, who adopt 

a doctrinaire and anti-peace attitude, are defending their 

commercial interest against the coming developments by pro

testing sharply and endeavouring to find support from the European 

powers. If Eurppe wishes to avoid being involved in such a 

conflict in the Pacific by Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. Hull it is 

necessary to do everything possible immediately in order to bring 

about a firm and solid co-operation between the European nations.
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The world viewed from Germany ’ '"""1 ............. '

THE ATTITUDE Off WORLD POLITICS

A weekly review of foreign politics / by Max jaaumann 

Events in foreign politics as well as the 

speeches held during the past week show with particular 

clearness to what extent the traditional forms and political 

systems, as well as the political and economic relationship, 

are going through a process of change. This process is in 

many ways working towards unknown ends, but there is no douot 

that the ideal foundations of the liberal capitalistic world 

principles, which have been finally buried, cannot be revived 

thereby. The economic relationship of the world in the form 

existing to a certain extent during the period before the great 

war, but still more propagated by the theorists and proclaimers 

of dogmatic ideas of capitalistic economic science as a 

desirable end, has finally disappeared, and the system of 

democracy which may at one time have been able to justify its 

historical importance for the counteracting of feudaliste forms 

of society has now proved itself as totally inadequate in view 

of the present day political, social and economic problems, 

which have to be solved now. This must be specially mentioned 

as a counterpart to a leading article in the "Times,1’ in which 

that great English paper deals with the conditions between 

dictatorships and democracies. The article praises the 

democratic system of government in England, and mentions the 

necessity to explain to the German Nation that the progress 

made to-day in Germany would also have been possible under a 

democratic system of government. <e quite understand that 

Englishmen are in favour of their own system of government, but 

we think that the actual political occurrences in England and 

France point quite clearly to endeavours being made to strength

en the authoritative tendencies in the system of government.

V
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We would like to point out to the “Times," however, that it is 

useless for others to trouble themselves the salvation of the 

German people, because we lay special stress on the fact that 

we wish to live according to our own political convictions, and 

in addition we are of the opinion that there is sufficient material 

in England for those who wish to preach improvement.

Such exertions could, for instance, commence with the 

question of the speeches across the ocean, which have been very 

prominent lately since Mr. Churchill considered it in good taste 

to lecture the American broadcasting listeners on his complaints 

against his own government, Lord Halifax answered on the 26th 

October, and tried to show the Americans that Mr. Churchill was 

in the wrong. It seems to us to be a proof of the extent of 

political morality of the democratic countries that the same 

American press, which reported Mr. Churchill*s speech in a 

sensational and prominent manner, did not consider it necessary 

to also deal with the answer given by Lord Halifax. (Hearst*s 

stand against the agitators is a laudable exception.) Actually, 

however, this is not surprising, as the President of the United 

States himself apparently considered it necessary to support to 

the utmost of his ability the agitation of the American press. 

During the crisis he sent pathetic telegrams to the European 

statesmen, adopted the attitude of the great supporter of peace. 

But, on the other hand, on Thursday, the 27th October he held 

a speech in which he endeavoured to plajp off one European state 

against another. He, of course, accused German militarism, and 

stated that the U.S.A, have to defend the sanctity of agreements, 

in the end he took the part of the “Helpless people* who are 

hunted all over the globe, and are unable to find sanctity or a 

home anywhere•

Two arguments should be used against this speech: 

Humanity and respect for a given word are certainly indispensable 

for political morality, but these two virtues have, as far as 

we know, never been characteristic of the politics followed 
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by the U.S.A., certainly not to the extent which Mr. Roosevelt 

is now trying to make out. All who have studied the dark 

and bloody history of the American policy of extension, and 

have gone into the details of destruction and repression of 

the India», race will really have gathered a shocking impression. 

We know that the difficult times of colonial pioneer work cannot 

be judged by the standards of to-day, but we think that just 

for that very reason the U.S.A, should avoid premature estimates 

of value. The world has already had to suffer once under 

the fact that there is little fundamental knowledge of European 

conditions in the extensive American Continent. We do n°t wish 

to have Mr, Roosevelt giving authoritative judgements today 

on questions which are purely European matters. This was un

fortunately done by the renowned President Gilson, and we 

would not like a repetition. It would be more to the point 

if one endeavoured in America to concentrate on the fact that 

the people of America came from Europe, that its culture 

emanates from European foundations, and that without Europe 

America would be nothing. it is, of course, understandable 

that Washington pays strict attention to the problems affecting 

European politics, as these are of great importance to the 

developments of world politics as a whole. it is, however, 

undesirable that this attention on the part of Washington should 

develop into continual interference. The country which applied, 

its Monroe-Doctrine everywhere, should especially understand the 

necessity for reticence; instead of which, however, the inter

ference of the U.S.A, has gradually reached such proportions, 

and has assumed such a character that a strong protest is 

necessary.

Secondly a word should be said about the defence of 

the Jews on the part of the President of the U.S.A, it is a 

wellknown fact that Jews have always played an important part in 

his vicinity, commencing with the famous "brain trust," up to 

the prominent men of Wall Street, who to-day again carry on 

dollar-diplomacy with Roosevelt in spite of all innerpolitical 
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contradictions. Naturally Mr. Roosevelt is uhder a steady 

infleunce from this quarter, and the extent of such influence 

must increase simultaneously with the dissatisfaction of the 

European people towards the Jews. The puolic of the world 

should know, however, that President Roosevelt does not judge 

objectively in this matter, but alters the actual problems 

according to his own tendencies, it should be made known that 

the actual point is not that poor persecuted people must be 

supplied with sanctuary, but that the unbearable predomination 

of a race over many nations should no longer be countenanced. 

The consequences which Roosevlet is forced to accept owing to 

his connection with the Jews, had to be particularly realised 

in England recently. This was when the U.S.A. Ambassador in 

London asked that the promises given by Mr. Balfour should be 

kept, at the same time demanding that Palestine should be 

retained as the home of the Jews in spite of the Arabs’ fight 

for liberty. It is for England to deal with this diplomatic 

step, whereas we can only consider same in the light of a symptom.

This attitude of the United States, and of certain 

agitators in the democratic countries of Western Europe, stands 

in strong contrast to the new development which commenced in 

Munich, and which was supported at the Radical-Socialist- 

Congress in France by the speech of Prime Minister Daladier, 

endorsed by the resolution passed on that occasion. The strict 

political doctrines, which hare really governed France since 

the revolution of 1789, have recently collapsed tr a great 

extent, and the way is now free for a fundamental improvement 

in the relations between France and Germany. Endeavours to 

bring about such an improvement have repeatedly been undertaken 

during the last few years, but up to now without success. The 

close collaboration between Paris and London as the fundamental 

principle of French foreign policy has again been accentuated 

in Marseilles, and in this fact we see a special possibility 

to facilitate the coming re-arrangement. As Soviet-Russia has 

now practically to a great extent been eliminated from European 

politics, the decision lies with the four Great Powers, which
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are divided into two groups: On the one hand England and France 

and on the other Germany and Italy. This simplifies matters 

greatly, especially if good will can be found on both sides in 

an endeavour to clear up the existing differences. Important 

progress has been made in this direction between England and 

Italy by the Anglo-Italian Pact, which is to come into force 

in the middle of November. No doubt, this agreement will ease 

the position considerably for some time to come. It is certain, 

however, that the final settlement of the Spanish problem is an 

indispensable factor for the complete understanding between these 

two countries. This question will have to be tackled urgently, 

but it must be remembered that victory on the part of Bolshevism, 

and its allies in Spain would, according to the statements of the 

Italian officiator Gayda, be unacceptable for Italy. If it 

should be possible to arrive at an agreement in the Spanish 

question, this would cause a considerable improvement in the 

Italian - French relationship, which at present leaves something 

to be desired, General Franco has contributed voluntarily to 

the settlement of this problem by the discharge of Italian 

volunteers from his forces.

Such a tendency of development would naturally be 

strengthened by an actual stabilisation of the German-French 

relationship. The foreign press has published numerous 

rumours, and ostensibly reliable information regarding a long

term Non-Aggression-Pact, and also regarding suggestions for 

the restrictions of armaments, but, we do not intend to deal 

with these questions to-day. A primary condition for the 

improvement of the relationship between Berlin and Paris and also 

Berlin and London, is a further factor: The establishment of 

sufficient political stability within these democratic countries. 

We have just heard the critical remarks made by Mr. Herriot in 

Marseilles, whereas the anti-German element in England (Churchill, 

Eden,etc.) was a short while ago supported anew by the senile
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voice of My. Lloyd George, the only living accomplice of the 

Treaty of Versailles, who considered himself competent to 

say that England had “purchased peace at the price of its 

conscience and its honour." All these men are trying hard 

to displace the statesmen at present in power in France and 

England, in order to obtain the appointments in question for 

themselves. We, however, take the liberty of asking what value 

can be placed on the political agreements made with well-wishing 

Mr. Chamberlain, and the ex-soldier Mr. Daladier, if there is a 

possibility of their being replaced to-morrow by others, who 

are definitely anti-German, and who agitate for war ? These lattei 

would consider the agreements made to be only of theoretical 

importance, and in the light of scraps of paper. The question we 

have r<. ed shows that the stabilising of inner-political 

conditions France and England must be a primary condition, 

if an understanding is to be reached in Europe, and a real and 

sincere spirit of good-will predominate.

In addition to this question of principle the individual 

point must also be dealt with, and from this angle the fact 

must be welcomed that the question of colonies held a 

prominent place in the recent political discussions in England. 

Unfortunately a disturbing intention was in several instances 

clearly discernible. On the one hand one tries to cause 

entanglements by stating, contrary to the truth, that Germany, 

is endeavouring to deprive the smaller Powers of their colonial 

possessions, either totally or at least in part. On the other 

hand it is said to have been declared that small countries 

such as Belgium, Portugal and Holland do not give sufficient 

guarantee for the administration and cultivation of colonial 

possessions such as must be demanded in view of the whole 

European interests to-day. Then again an attempt is made 

by declaring that the English would be prepared to allow the 

refund of those colonies which are at present principally held 
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by French mandates, but the British people are simultaneously 

informed that German South West-Africa and the Tanganjika- 

Territory could not be given back to Germany owing to the large 

values which would be involved.

Against such arguments it was unavoidable that the 

German point of view should again be clearly stated, and. this 

was done in the form of an official statement during the speech 

held by General von Epp on the occasion of the opening of the 

Colonial School Building at Lade near Bernau. It was stated 

definitely that the restitution of the German Colonies, which 

were•confiscated on the strength of erroneous pretexts, was 

a question of right and honour, and we therefore demand to 

receive back all our former colonial possitions, whereas 

the colonial possessions of other countries are not in any 

way connected with the vital problem. In view of the spasmodic 

endeavours to make the question of German colonies just at 

the present time a point of discussion in the foreign press, 

it had to be clearly pointed out that we will not allow anyone 

to prescribe the time to us when we will deal with this 

question in a concrete manner, it is after all the duty of 

the present Mandate-holders to take in hand the restitution 

of a wrong, and therefore the return of the Colonies to 

Germany is quite unsuitable as the subject of a political 

barter-transaction. Is it to be hoped that the English 

Cabinet quite clearly realized the position when it apparently 

dealt with the colonial question recently.

The points raised above were naturally also discussed 

between the German Foreign Minister von Ribbentrop, and the 

Italian Foreign Minister Ciano together with Mussolini, during 

Ribbentrop’s recent visit to Rome. As is usual on such 

occasions, the sensation-mongers of foreign countlies immediately 

pounced upon the Conference and tried to explain the reason 

for these meetings with the help of their imagination. But, 

they were all agreed that certain differences had arisen 

between Berlin and Rome. It would have been very easy for 



them to have based their calculations on the great strength 

which the axis Berlin-Rome proved during the Czech crisis, and 

no doubt they would then have been able to explain the necessity 

for the discussion of international political problems as a whole. 

It is natural that for instance the problem of the Hungarian 

claims against Czecho-Slovakia should be discussed, especially 

as a satisfactory agreement between the two countries could not 

be reached, and also particularly in view of the fact that both 

Germany and Italy are interested in the final peaceful settlement 

of South East Europe. After both parties had decided to request 

Germany and Italy to act as arbitrators, it was essential that 

this problem should be clarified during the discussions in Rome 

in preparation for the Conference between the four Powers, which 

is taking place in Vienna to-day. All rumours, however, which 

dealt with serious differences between the National-Socialist 

and the Fascistic point of view have been proved completely 

wrong by the announcement of complete agreement between the German 

and Italian negotiators. No doubt, in the case of these rumours 

the wish was father to the thought &

In conclusion it should be stated that European agreement 

and the establishment of stabilized order in our Continent are 

ill-served by the hopes that serious differences might arise 

between the friendly nations or - still worse - if endeavours 

are made to cause dissent. The friendly relationship'between 

England and France is considered the fundamental basis of further 

political activity in the West, and in the same way the firm and 

unchangeable axis Berlin - Rome constitutes the incontestable 

basis of our foreign policy. This fact should be remembered 

by statesmen and politicians when considering further steps 

towards an understanding between the nations.
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November 30, 1938« Afternoon Translation.

News Digest and other local newspapers!

THE ATTEMPT ON MAYOR HPS LIES

As a result of the attempt on the life of 
Mayor Fu Siao-en ) in Klangwan, the Japanese
Gendarmerie Headquarters in Hongkew, at the request of Fu 
S^aO'en,.yesterday placed under arrest one Chang pah- 
liang 1jL)i Chief of the Second Section of the Police 
Bureau» and one Wong Tsing-feng (JLjiJiL»)» a Sergeant of 
the Police Training Depot. All the seven officials of 
the Second Section arrested the other day have been 
released.

Chang and Wong were arrested because they were 
the persons who had recommended the deceased assailant 
to the. Police Guards Corps at the request of Chiang Dong** 
nyi CM-'XJX? )» th® guarantor, who is stilliat large.

e
On November 2R, Li King-piao 50

¿years of age, a native of Tientsin, who ia^a councillor 
to the Shanghai Special Municipal Government, was dismissed 
and placed under detention. Fifteen years ago, he was 
an outstanding detective in the Woosung-Shanghai Police 
Constabulary, and had several thousand followers. He 
was at <me time Divisional Commander of the Chihli - 
Shantung Allied Force under GeneralM0hang Chun-chang 
($£#$) and General Chu YU-poh i* • He was 
*wanted* on a warrant issued by the National Government.

The shooting caused Mayor Fu auoh a shock 
that he became ill» and is now recuperating in the Foo 
Ming Hospital where he will stay for about ten days. 
A councillor named Wong Zang-tsung ) will act as
Mayor during his absence•



SHANGHAI TIMES.

NOV 30 1938

Gun Used In Attempt On Life 
Of Mayor Fu Has History \

Maybe there are these who haye 
doubts about the efficacy of ballis
tics—the identification of pistol 
bullets, shells and the guns from 
which they are fired. But there is 
no doubt in the minds of police 
officers on this point. Bullets and 
the guns from which they are fired 
may be identified with the infal
libility of the fingerprinting system.

It is a long cry from the seizure 
of a pistol on the person of a Chin
ese detective of the Public Safety 
Bureau, in 1936, to the attempted 
assassination of Mayor Fu Siao-en 
of the Reformed Government in 
Shanghai, a few days ago. Yet 
the pistol which was seized in 
1934, and subsequently returned to 
the« Chinese authorities, was the 
very one which was used*” in an 
attempt to snuff out the light of 
Mayor Fu at the fortner Kiangwan 
Civic Centre. The Arms Identi
fication Department of the S.M.P. 
have established this fact beyond 
question.

Just how it' got into the hands 
of the would-be assassin is some
thing which the police would like 
to ascertain. It had bec& & 

hands since it first came to the 
attention of the police, more than 
two years ago.

In 1936 a Chinese detective 
attached to the P.S.B. was arrested 
in the Settlement and was found 
in possession Of a “Union” .32, 
pistol, issued by the Chapei authori
ties. In May of the same year an 
armed robbery and murder was 
committed on . Myburgh Road, in 
the Sinza District. A subsequent 
raid brought in members of the 
gang and also a pistol. Ballistic 
tests proved that it was the same 
gun which had been returned to 
the Chinese authorities. The gun 
was ordered Confiscated by the 
Court and again disappeared from 
the ken of the S.M.P.

The Japanese authorities, follow
ing the attempted assassination of 
Mayor Fu in Kiangwan a couple of 
weeks ago. handed a pistol over to 
the Arms Bureau of the S.M.P. to 
see if it had a “history.” It did.

It was the old “Union” .32 back 
again. This time it will remain in 
safe custody-—unless .it again, makes 
< reappearance in another crinie.
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

NOV 30 1938

Echo of Attempt on
New Mayor’s Life

Gun Used in Attack Known1 
To Municipal Police

From information received, by the 
Shanghai Municipal Police yesterday 
it has been ascertained that thè re
volver used in the abortive attempt to’ 
kill Mr. Fu Siao-en, who was re
cently appointed Mayor of the Jap
anese sponsored Shanghai municipali
ty, was the same weapon which was 
used in an armed robbery and at
tempted murder at 1393 Myburgh 
Road on May 20, 1936.

A full history of the weapon was 
published in the *iPolice Gazette” in 
October, and all cities are being fol
lowed up to trace the owner of the 
revolver.

The attack on Mr. Fu took place at 
the Civic Centre at Kiartgwan on 
November 25 and although the 
assassin’s bullet missed the new 
Mayor, a Japanese Sergeant named 
Sojuro Tokuiza was killed during thè 
shooting. Another man later identified 
as Chow Wen-shen, a minor official 
of the Greater Shanghai Municipality 
was killed by a Ta Tao policeman on 
a bicycle as he was running away 
from the scene.

r
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November 29, 1938 Morning Translation

Morning Leader -
THE ATTEVJTgP, ASbAbblNATION ON MAYOR MJ bUO-EN

When the home of Chow Wen-san (/^ i// ), a
policemen who was shot dead when an attempt was made on the 
life of Mayor JU Siao-en at the Civic Centre at Kiangwan 
the other day* was searched, a sum of ^6,000 was discovered 
in a bed cover in notes of five's and ten's. Hie Japanese 
now believe that Chow's attempt to assassinate the Mayor had 
been instigated by others. Chiang Tong-nie the
guarantor of the deceased policeman, disappeared with his 
family three days before the attempted assassination. The 
amount of money found in Chow's bed is so large that only 
high puppet officials are in a position to command such sums.

The Japanese are interrogating the persons
arrested, namely Chen Ching-tao Chief of the
Guard Corps, Chang Ts-chuin (i# J- ), the instructor,

fig* and some 30 others. More than 200 policemen undergoing 
training in the depot will probably be sent to Hongkew for
detention. Meanwhile, the reorganization of the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government will be proceeded with. The 
pistol used by the assassin was a Browning.

After the attempted assassination, the Shanghai
Special Municipal Government dismissed U Ching-piau(-$ 
a Counsellor, who is a faithful follower of Soo Sih-wen, the 
former layor, and replaced him with Ling Chi-hung 
Commissioner of the Social Affairs Bureau. Woo Wen-tsong 

), the Chief of the Judicial Department (formerly 
known as the Suppression and Prosecution Office) will take 
over the Social Affairs Bureau.



Morning Leader and other local newspapers:

THE ATTEMPTED ASSASSINATION OF MAYOR FU SI AO-MN

The puppet officials are still attending to 
their duties but their . e'crts, sinceAthe Attempted 
assassination of Mayor L’ao-en full of
fear. On November 27, Six or seven officials of the 
Police Bureau were taken to the Japanese Gendarmerie 
Headquarters on suspicion of being implicated in the 
attempted assassination.

As *or the detention of Chen Ohing»tao 
> ti’w’v of the Guard Corps. Chang Ts-chuin 

the instructor, and some 30 others. Chang and 
20 others were released yesterday, but the First Section 
Chief Wong Tsing-foong a native of Shantung,
will not be released until he produces the man who had 
recommended and guaranteed the assassin Chow Wen-san 

)» a native of Weining (fjt'a )» for service as 
a pollsemen in the Guard Corps. Chow had started 
work on November 8, 

^i«iax A suspicious letter from Chiang Tong-nien 
(-3t’’ln(') aas found under Chow's bed} it contains a line 
saying that there will be no leisure time on Friday (the 
date of the shooting) or on Saturday* The letter is 
regarded as evidence of an appointment, so the Japanese 
are anxious to effect Chiang's arrest.



Morning Translation*November 27, 1938*

Shun Pao and other local newspapers 1-

4TTWPT ON THE UPE Off JU SIAO-ZN

On November 25, an attempt was made on the 
life of Ju Siao-en )* Mayor of the Shanghai Special
Municipal Government, in front of the Municipal Government 
Pull ding in the Civic Centre* As the assess'n was a 
policeman of the Guard Corps of the Municipal Government* 
the Japanese authorities are making an investigation into 
the nature of the ease* On November 26, Chen Ching-tao 
(/%$£'&)' Chief of the Guard Corps* and some 30 of his 
subordinate officers* were arrested and taken to the 
Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters in Hcngkew*

On November 25* Ju Siao-en left hie temporary 
residence in the New Asia Hotel ( Hcngkew* ty
car* A Japanese gendarme was with'him in the car to 
protect him* while two Chinese bodyguards followed after 
the motor car on a motor cycle* At 9.50 a.m* the motor 
car reached the Special Municipal Government* whereupon 
Ju alighted and the Japanese gendarme followed him* 
Chow Ven-san )• the policeman of the Municipal
Government* who fired the shots* was standing on duty 
in uniform and fired a shot at JU. He missed but JU fell 
to the ground from fear. The assailant fired three more 
shots at the Japanese gendarme who was about to draw his 
pistol* &nd killed him.

After the shooting* the assailant escaped* 
but seeing that a large party of Japanese soldiers and 
Chinese policemen were chasing him and that he was sure 
to be surrounded* Chow shot himself* Before his death* 
the assailant raised three fingers to make some indication. 
The Japanese took out the heart and liver of the assailant 
end placed them before the killed Japanese gendarme as a 
sacrifice*

The assailant Ghow Wen-san* some 20 years 
of age* a native of Hupeh* joined the Guard Corps only 
ten days ago on the recommendation of a section chief 
named Chiang ) of the Training Institute of the Police 
Bureau of the Special Municipal Government. Chiang* a 
native of Hopei* was a oadet in the Training Institute 
of the Public Safety Bureau of the former Shanghai City 
Government when General Tsai Ching-ohun was the Commissioner 
of the Bureau. Meter he became an inspector of the 
Bureau. At present he is serving in the Training Institute 
of the Police Bureau of the gpeoial Municipal Government. 
He resides opposite the office of the Training Institute 
in Pc. Tuh Li ) at Yang Ke gah Pootung*
On the afternoon of the day of the shooting* Japanese 
soldiers visited Chiang's home in order to arrest him* 
but it was learned that three days ago Chiang asked for 
leave and that he had taken his family to an unknown place.

In view of the fact that the Guard Corps 
was formed ty Soo Sih-wen hi reoto r-Gen eral
of the fonser Shanghai Municipal Administration* and that 
officers end men of the Corps all support Soo and dislike 
Pu Siro-en* the Japanese authorities regard the attempted 
assassination of Jra a» strife among the officials of the 
Special Municipal Government.



Soo Sih-wen proceeded to Japan two weeks ago, and it la 
likely that he is strongly suspected of being connected 
with the shooting case, because dissension exists between 
JU and Soo« Yesterday» Chon Ching-tao, Chief of the 
Guard Corps, Cheng Ts-chuin )» thQ instructor,
and some 30 others including section chiefs of the Corps 
and policemen at the scene of the shooting, were taken 
to the Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters in Hongkew for 
interrogation« Japanese soldiers are now on guard at 
the Special Municipal Government, and the movements of 
the officers end policemen of the Training Institute of 
the Solice Bureau are being watdhed*

The report that JU Siao-en had committed 
suicide by swallowing some poison after the attempt on 
his life is untrue. On November 26, he attended his 
office st the Special Municipal Government under the 
protection of many Japanese gendarmes. He discussed 
with his dose followers measures to deal with the shooting 
case«

According to observations, a serious reaction 
will take place out of the strife between JU Siao-en end 
Soo Sih-wen and JU will use the pretext to demand a 
reorganisation of the Special Municipal Government end 
a clearance of pro-Soo Sih-won elements«

Ta Ying Yeh Pao (26/11) and other local newspapers f-
At the point when the policeman, the 

assailant, was about to die, he raised three fingers 
indicating that certain persons had ordered him to undertake 
the work by offering him a sum of #3,000.

i Loo Ying (& > ), Commissioner of the Police
I Bureau, was severely punished because of the shooting case«



MAIN IC HI H

At 10 a«m« November 25 as Mayor 
Fu 8iao hn of the Shanghai Municipality was about to 
alight from his motor car t enter his office in the 
Shanghai Municipality at Kiangv.an, he was fired at by 
•cm* person unknown. Gendarme Sergeant Tokutani, 29« 
who was on duty to guard the Ihyor, covered the official 
with his body and was struck by several bullets in the 
head and chest and died almost instantly« The culprit 
made good his escape in the confusion« However a clue 
has been found and it is believed that the assassin is 
a person in the service of the Municipality« The 
murdered Sergeant Joined the Gendarmerie in 1933 and was 
dispatched to Shanghai on August 30, 1937« He was one 
of the most promising members of the Japanese Gendarmerie.

After the shooting the assassin 
attempted to run away but was chased by several bodyguards 
of the Mayor and surrounded behind the Municipality 
building where he was shot dead after a pistol battle. She dead Chinese was later identified as Chov ',.en Shan, 
a minor official of the Greater Shanghai Municipality« 
The motive of the attempted assassination and the 
connections of th«, dead Chinese have not yet been ascertained 
In the belief that the dead Chinese may be connected with some political organization,the Japanese authorities 
are making a very careful investigation«



November 26, 1938, Morning Translation

Standard and other local newspapers i-

ATTEkFTEP ASSASSINATION OF FUSI4O-EN

After assuming the post of Mayor ,of .the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government, Fu Siao-en lived in
Kwang tun g Ka Hongkew, as he was afraid of entering
the area south of the Soo chow Creek, He has two bodyguards, 
while the Japanese authorities detailed a Japanese gendarme 
named Tokutanl as his escort, ostensibly to protect him but 
in reality to keep a watch on him*

Yesterday morning Fu Siao-en left his home in a 
motor car to attend his office at the Civic Centre and 
arrived there at 9,15 a.m, As he was about to mount the 
stairs to his office on the first floor, closely followed 
by the Japanese gendarme, shots were heard in front of the 
orderly room on the left side of the staircase* The 
Japanese gendarme was struck and collapsed, while Fu dropped 
to the ground. At this juncture, Fu's bodyguards and the 
policemen on duty at the entrance of the building fired at 
the assailant, killing him instantly.

It v»s at first thought that Fu Siao-en had been 
wounded, but when he was assisted to his feet, it was found 
that he was not hurt but had sustained some cuts to his face 
and wrist from the broken lenses of his eye-glasses; he was 
in a nervous state. At this time the whole place was

, teeming with policemen and Japanese soldiers« Fu was removed 
V" to the Foo bin Hospital. Strict precautionary measures

were adopted and e/ery member of the puppet regime was 
subjected to a rigorous search, Cara passing along KLangwan 
Road were examined, while at the Garden Bridge, Szechuen 
Road Bridge, etc,, Chinese were not allowed to leave or 
enter the district. All the officials of the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government were closely examined by 
Japanese soldiers and up to a late hour yesterday a number 
of these officials were still detained in the building.

Inquiries made by our reporter show that the 
former Municipal Library now houses the office of the 
Shanghai Special Municipal Government, It has three 
storeys« The ground floor is occupied by the Social 
Bureau, the first floor by the Mayor's offices and the 
second floor ty the Education Bureau« A staircase is 
located near the main entx’ance to the building and the 
orderly room is on the left. On ordinary days most of 
the officials of the puppet regime do not use the main 
entrance; they enter end leave by a side door where there 
Is no policeman on duty« Tradesmen who have transactions 
with the puppet regime also use the side door. The reports 
that the offices of the puppet regime are strongly guarded 
are untrue« Thus, it is quite easy for an assailant to 
enter the building without being noticed«

According to another report, the young assailant 
was a policeman of the puppet regime named Chow Wen - san 
(/?) ), attached to the 5th Company of the Guard Corps
of the Shanghai Special Municipal Government, The Guard 
Corps was formed by Soo Sih-wen ) when he was
Bl rec tor-Gen er al of the Shanghai Municipal Administx*atlon.



It is said that an acute strife exists between 
7u Siao-en on one side and Soo Sih-wan and Loo Ying )
on the other ever sinoe J?u assumed the post of liayore'It is 
possible that the present shooting may further aggravate 
this situation»
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Killers Make Attempt 
On Life Of New Mayor 
In Attack In Kiangwan 

OFFICIAL ESCAPES
DEATH; JAPANESE 
GENDARME KILLED

Chinese Assassin Shot By Police; Entire Area 
Barricaded Off, Japanese Search All Cars 

Leaving Hongkew; Fu Prominent Here

Political Motives Still . Unknown
Stepping into a line of fire directed at Mr. Fu Hsiao-en. 

recently installed “mayor” of the Special Municipality of 
Shanghai, a Japanese gendarme this morning was killed and 
his bullet-ridden body slumped before the shell-scarred Ad
ministration Building in the Civic Center at Kiangwan.

Mr. Fu was* unhurt.
Chinese police acting as bodyguards, assisted by Japan

ese gendarmes, killed the assaillant, a Chinese.
Shot In Chest

Slain by the assassin’s bullets 
was Gendarmerie Sergeant Sojuro 
Tokutani. He was shot through 
the chest.

Through his influential Mends, 
he won a reprieve from the na
tional government and was allow
ed to return to Shanghai two years 
ago. He resumed his banking

The bold attack occurred at 
about 10 o’clock in the morning. 
Details of the assassination^ at* 
tempt were unavailable as Japan
ese military authorities roped-oft 
the area.

The area in which the attack 
occurred is within the proscribed 
zone in Kiangwan, where np 
Chinese, without a pass, is per
mitted to enter.'

v Area In Uproar f
After ths? shooting, Kiangwan 

was apparently kt an uproar us 
Japanese inyestigators rushed • to 

rt^sp^J>-^ro<>ps - threw' acordon 
around the entire area and no 
one was allowed to leave without 
being examined.

Cans coming out of Hongkew 
were stopped on all bridges lead* 
ing to the South-of-the-creek 
area and stect searches were made 
by the sentries. Pedestrians were 
also given an especially vigilant 
once-over.

business.
Became Mayor

Upon the withdrawal of Chinese 
troops from Shanghai, Mr. Fu de
veloped a close connection with 
the Japanese and eventually be
came '«mayor hi Shanghai 
forcing out Mr. Soo, Shih-wen 
from his “Ta Tao City Govern
ment1’ post. A serious grudge de
veloped, resulting in Mr. Soo’s 
appointment as “mayor” of Han
kow. He is now in Tokyo.

While it is. generally believed. 
that pro-Chinese terrorists were 
looking for Mr. Fu, whose names 
figure prominently in the black
list, inter-factional disputes , cul
minating in the struggle for supre
macy under the Japanese, may. 
also be responsible for the bold 
attack this morning. The arek 

i where the murderous but abortive 
attack took place is in the special 
zons where no Chinese is admitted 

iunless he is armed with a special
Prominent Locally » »pass.

A prominent member in Chinese 
business and banking circles, Mr. . 
Fu was chairman of the Chamber : 
of Commerce in Shanghai during 
1926 when he was alleged tb hav e 
.supported General Sun Chuan- ‘ 
fang in resisting the Nationalists 
during the anti-Northem Expedi
tion. When the Kuomin tank 
gained control of Shanghai, he 
fl-3d to Dairen. A warrant for his 
arrest was issued.

Sen Denies Rumors
Only this morning Mr. Fu’s son, 

Fing-kwei, an official of the Chung 
Wai Bank, published a. notice in 
the Chinese papers emphatically 
denying rumors that he was help
ing his father to reorganize the 
Shanghai «Municipal Bank.

Since Mr, FU’s installation to 
his post, he has rarely returned 
to his private residence on Avenue 
Jofire.
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EVENING ECHO

NOV 25 1938

| ATTACK MADE AT ENTRANCE OF
OFFICIAL RESIDENCE IN 

KIANGWAN DISTRICT

Mr. Fu Siao-en, recently-installed Mayor of the Special 
Municipality of Shanghai, narrowly missed death this morn
ing when he was made the target of assassins in Kiangwan. 
He was unhurt.

One unidentified member of Mr. Fu’s suite was killed.
Chinese police, aided by Japanese 

gendarmes, were claimed having 
seized one of the assailants. He 
is a Chinese.

In Kiangwan
The attack occurred at about 10 

o’clock yesterday morning at the 
entrance to Mr. Fu’s official resi
dence. Details of the assassina
tion attempt were unavailable im
mediately after the attack, the 
type of weapon used being undi
vulged.

The area in which the attack 
occurred is within the proscribed 
zone in Kiangwan, where no 
Chinese without a pass, is permitt
ed to enter.

Nippon Sergeant Shot Dead
Boldly steeping into a line of fire 

directed at Mr. in Siao-en, recently 
installed Mayor of the Special 
Municipality of Shanghai» a J apañ
ase gendarme this morning sacrificed 
his life as his bullet-ridden body 
slumped before the shell-scarred 
Administration Building in the 
Civic Centre at Kiangwan.

Chinese pólice acting as body
guards, assisted by Japanese gen
darmes, killed the assailant, a 
Chinese.

Slain by the assassin’s bullets 
was Gendarmerie Sergeant Sojuro 
Tokutani. He was short through' 
the chest.

Details of the assassination at
tempt were unavailable as Japanese 
military authorities roped-off the 
area.
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Official Identified In
Connection With Attack 
On City Government Head

Chinese Who Was Shot Dead In Affray Is Said To 
Be Man Who Fired On Mayor; Japanese Guard 

Loses Life In Protecting Fu Hsiao-en
SHOOTING OCCURRED JUST IN FRONT OF 

FORMER LIBRARY AT KIANGWAN

The attempted assassination of Mayor Fu Hsiao-en, of the 
Municipality of Greater Shanghai, was perpetrated’ by a minor 
official of the same regime, according to a statement issued by 
the Japanese Army press section at a late höur last night. It 
was stated that the assassin was the Chinese wha was shot d^td 

he attempted to flee from the sceneandUm/nainelwaFgi^n 
as Chow Wen-shan.

In an earlier "'report it was stated that a Chinese policeman 
was suspected of having been connected with the case, while 
the man who was later identified as the assassin was at first 
merely taken for an accomplice. Several suspects, it was added, 
had been rounded up for questioning. It was not. stated in the 
reports whether or not Chow Wen-shan shot Japanese Gendar
merie Sergeant Sojuro Tokuya, who was killed during the
shooting.

The attack occurred in front dt: 
the new administration building, 
which was formerly the Kiangwan 
Library, it was stated. Mr. Fu nar
rowly missed death as the target of 
the assassin but he escaped unhurt. 
It was understood that Chinese 
police employed’ by the City Govern-, 
ment assisted the Japanese gendar
merie in tracking down suspects 
after the shoot-up.

The attack occurred at about 10 
o’clock yesterday morning, and it 
was considerable time bef ore details 
regarding the circumstances were 
made available. & is understood 
that a nuinber of newspapermen 
who appeared on the scene some 
time later were asked to wait until 
preliminary investigations were con
cluded before any official announce
ment regarding the case was made.

The. area in which the attack 
ocpU^red is within the, proscribed 
zope ip kiangwan which is for
bidden -to Chinese without passes. • _,v ■>

/ According to ia. report through 

pomei, the Japanese gendarme who 
löst his life ip; the attack wgs 
attempting to protect thè mayor 

■ and actually got in the way of one 
i of the bullets intended for the 
Chinese official.

Mr. Fu is well-known in Shang
hai and was chairman of the 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce in 
1926, having allegedly supported 
General Sup Chuan-fang in resisting 
thè Nationalists during the North* 
era Expedition.- Having fled to 
Dairen when the Chiang Kai-shek 
regime came into power, Mr. Fu 
resided there until two years ago. 
At. that tim® he returned tn 
Shanghai and resumed his’ interests 
JPi banking here.

When the Chipege forces with
drew from Shanghai a year zgp Mr. 
Fu{ opened negotiations with the 
’Japanese, and was later invited to 
become Mayor of Greater Shanghai, 
taking* the., plaçe of Mr, Soo Shih- 
wen of the* Ta Tao régime.
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Attempt Made 
On Life Of 
Local “Mayor”
Chinese Policeman Is 

Suspected; Several 
Held For Inquiry

As si result of the attempt on his 
life at the Civic Center in Kiangwan 
yesterday morning, Fu Siao-en, 
recently installed “mayor” of th? 
“Shanghai City Government,” has 
made application to the Japanese 
for a stronger bodyguard, according! 
to information available in semi-i 
official circles south of Soochowj 
Creek last night.

Fearing that the attempt might 
be repeated, the “mayor” is said to 
have spent yesterday afternoon and 
the evening in his rooms in 
Hongkew, heavy special guards being 
posted at all entrances. Japanese 
naval and military patrols in the 
areas north of the creek were still 
maintaining close watch at most 
street intersections and bridges.

The wholesale search of auto
mobiles leaving Hongkew carried 
cut during the morning hours was 
stopped during the afternoon al
though a closer watch than usual 
was kept oil all machines passing 
in a southerly direction of the 
Garden and Chapoo Road bridges.

Sergeant Killed
The attempt on the' life of the 

“mayor” occurred about 10 a.m. The 
scene pf the shooting was the gate
way to the battle-scarred Admini
stration Building in the Kiangwan 
Civic Center.

“Mayor” Fu ana his bodyguard, 
consisting of several Chinese police 
and Japanese gendarmes, had justj 
entered the gateway when two! 
Chinese gunmen appeared on the 
scene and opened fire on the party.

Sergeant Sojuro Tokuya, of the 
Japanese gendarmerie and a mem
ber of the guard, stepped ¿into the 
line of fire and, according to Jap
anese reports of the incident, 
stopped a bullet intended' for the 
“mayor.” The sergeant was struck 
in the chest.

Other members of the bodyguard 
went into action, opening fire on 
the would-be assassins. Cne of the 
two men was literally riddled with 
bullets. Z

Area Rcped Off
Japanese military authorities 

roped off the Kiangwan area im
mediately after the shooting and 
the district was still under heavy 
guard last night. Full-details con
cerning the shooting uncovered by 
the Japanese» however, were not 
released for publication.

Japanese sources last night de
clared were to the effect that more 
than one gunman had participated 
in the assassination attempt. The 
same report declared that, in addi
tion to the gunman who was shot 
to death, several suspects had been 
arrested, and are being questioned.

The fact that the Japanese in
stituted a wholesale search of cars 
leaving Hongkew and tightened * 
restrictions in areas north of the 
creek is regarded as evidence that 
they -believt? some members of the 
assassin gang were stressful in 
getting. away, as slated at last 
nights Japanese press conference.

Motive Unknown
The metive for the attack on Fu 

has not been established, according 
to* some . Japanese reports. One 
theory is- to the effect that pro-

7 terrorists: 5 managed tc 
escape the vigilance' of the guards 
in . the; Civic Center area and 
op^bed fire on Fu nut pf patriotic 
mbtivesu.. ’ \ . ... . •/. Xv

. dEffll another theory is that the 
‘‘hjayo?* was the victim of an attack 
staged by disgruntled persons withti 
thB* “Shanghai City Government” 
organization.

Well-known in local Chinese busi
ness sand banking circles, Fu was 
chairman of the Shanghai Chamber 
c£ Commerce in 192$ and, dfieged- 
l^^v;supiK>rter pi General Sun 
Chpan-fang who was engaged in 
resisting General Chiang Kai-shek. 
When' the Kuomintang gained 
cphtrplof. the shanghai area, Fu 
fled to Dainn. He was given a 
pardon two years later and return
ed* 5fo Shanghai to resume his 
banking business.
. Upon. the . withdrawal of the Chinese from this area, Fu est- 

afallsh-’d a close connection with 
the Japanese and became “mayor” 
of the Japanese sponsored govern* njm^Agow ‘wwri* *:^’'jpowef 
local Japanese. controlled. territory we removal • or sbd * shih- 

of - 'toe
Tao Government.” ¡Sob, however, 
was repeatedly named “mayor” of 
HUhkoW and is'noW said to be in 
Tokyo.

«Japanese military police in
vestigating the case suspect a 
Chinese policeman of being th? cul
prit, a Japanese spokesman also re-1 
vealed at the press conference last 
night. . ■
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Mr, Fu Siao-en

Assassin’s Bullet
Misses Mayor

Japanese Gendarme Killed 
At Civic Centre; Terrorist 
Makes His Escape

Mr. Fu Siao-en, who was recently 
appointed Mayor of the Japanese- 
sponsored Shanghai municipality, nar
rowly escaped death at the hands of 
an assassin at the Civic Centre in 
Kiangwan at 10 o’clock yesterday 
morning. The-^ssailani->who instead 
killed a Japanese member of Mr. Fu's 
bodyguard, escaped, but a suspected 
accomplice was shot Jiman^e^by \ 
Chinese bodyguards and J apanese | 
gendarmes near the scene of the 
attack. The surrounding area was 
promptly cordoned off by the Japan
ese military, and innumerable sear
ches were made throughout the day 
within that sphere and in the North
ern district generally as far as the I 
Garden Bridge.

The assassin, a Chinese, approached 
Mr. Fu and his entourage as they 
were leaving the Mayor’s residence in 
one of the repaired Civic Centre 
buildings. It is understood that he 
fired only one shot from a pistol, the 
bullet lodging in the chest of Sergeanl 
Sojuro Tokuiza, of the Japanese Gem 
darmerie, who died almost instantly. 
Other members of the Mayor’s per
sonal bodyguard immediately opened 
fire and killed another Chinese.

Agsailant^ Escapes
The attempt on Mr. Fu’s life was 

probably the boldest act of its kind 
perpetrated by a Chinese since the 
establishment of the “reformed” ad
ministration in Shanghai. It occur
red in broad daylight at the very 
centre of a special zone, teeming with 
Japanese military and Chinese fol
lowers of the new régime, within 
which no Chinese is permitted to 
enter without a pass. It was almost 

a foregone conclusion that the in- 
truder/^nce-beLZhad opened~~~fire, had 
np~~cli^cp of escaping, yet he sue- 
ceedecTm so.doing-
•*Xs^soon as the excitement sur
rounding the shooting had subsided, 
orders were given by the Japanese 
officials present to isolate the area 
and to search exhaustively for the 
murderer and for further members of 
the attacking band, as it was believed 
accomplices were not far away when 
the assassin opened fire. ThgLjdept- 
ity of the Chinese who was killed, 
if knownThatmot beehTdivulged by 
the investigating authorities aCa late 
hronrfîior bad details of the attack 
been given out.

It could not be ascertained last 
night whether the elaborate search for 
the escaped gunman had resulted in 
his capture. It was estimated that 
hundreds of Japanese military and 
Chinese police in the employ of the 
“reformed” administration, as well as 
members of the Settlement Police, 
participated in the daylong manhunt.

During the day several suspects, 
all members of the new Chinese 
municipal administration, were de
tained for questioning. The authori
ties believed that the culprit, thought 
to be a member of the Ta Tao police, 
was among those being held.

The dead Chinese was later identified 
by the Japanese gendarmerie as Mr. 
Chow Wen-shan, a minor official of 
the Greater Shanghai Municipality. 
He was running from the' scene of 
the crime when he was overtaken by 
a policeman on a bicycle and shot.

----------------
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Attempted Assassination
The abortive attempt upon the life of Mr. 

Fu Siao-en, Mayor of the newly formed 
Shanghai Municipality is an unpleasant re
minder that the war of assassination has not
yet ended, and that there are still misguided 
persons in Shanghai who think there will be
some sort of settlement of political issues by 
the use of the pistol. There is not a single 
good thing which can be~ said Tor attempts, to 
gain pohtical-jend«-l>v- me^nsof the assassin, 

mildest term whichcan be applied to 
it musteffi phased’ its contemptibility. Tf politi
cal murder fOUld” ever achieve anything of 
value the Machiavellian mind might find some
excuse for it, but as it cannot its very futility 
carries with it its own condemnation. As this 
journal has pointed out on other occasions. 
eVeh though China and Tapan are still fighting, 
there, is a need for sonie^ Chinese of standing 
fjTdp- what Mr, fru is doing, Tn theTnteresfe bl 
the people who are - foesenFunder Japanese 
domination, ancL a real mediator "petwegfi the 
Japanese military and^he^naxticjjlate Chinese 
masses TS n Very pressing necegsityT That ~This 
attempt was macteas a result of niter-factional 
disputes_ aiming to secure power~Tmder the
Japaneseaegis cannot be disregarded?!}!!! even 
that fails in any way to justify such a crime.

bliKEWHi

Special mention must be made of the gallantry 
of Sergeant Sojuro Tokutani, who is reported to 
have stepped between the assassin and his 
intended victim and to have received the
bullets meant for the latter, as a result of 
which he died. This devotion to duty is an 
excellent demonstration of the high traditions 
of brave men all over the world, and as com
pared with the cowardly behaviour of the 
assassin affords a striking contrast entirely 
favourable to the Japanese officer. Mr. Fu is 
tp be congratulated on his very narrow escape, 
and it is to be hoped that it will be a vdfy- 
l^ngTTffie before he is again the*Vlutini of such 
unpleasant attentions. ' ~~—



n
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REPORT 1 • »
38.

Subject further assistance to Royal Danish Consulate-JeneraT "regarding 

J. Albeck.
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................■■--■r.................................................................

blade by D.lJ.-Hook-i-ngF orwarded ¿y...........I.n.Si}ÍL?..t.0.X.__ ..................................

A telephone message was received by the 

undersigned at 2.30 p.m. on 1-12-38 from Mr. M.G.I. Melchior, 

Vice-Consul of the above Consulate, to the effect that the 

Danish subject mentioned in their letter of November 28, 1938 

had failed to appear in accordance with arrangements made 

for his repatriation.

Mr. Melchior stated that owing to the known

habits of .T. Albeck, it was possible that he had been detained 

by the Police on a* drunk and disorderly charge. A tele-

printer message circulated to all stations and enquiries

instituted with the Trench Police brought no information

regarding the man but on the morning of 2-12-38 Mr Melchior

again telephoned stating that Mr. Albeck had put in an

appearance at the Consulate a short time before, in a drunken

condition

----- Mr. Melchior is undecided at present what will

be done with Albeck and made the request that the Municipal

Police should no longer concern themselves with the man’s 

whereabouts, at the same time expressing gratitude for

Police assistance. He further stated that should Albeck be

I detained at any time, the Danish Consulate would appreciate 

’jbeing informed.

s-

' A. n

J. F. A.
visions)

D.C,(Special Branch).

F
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Letter from the Rovai Danish Consulate-General.
Subject------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

, D.S. Hocking Made by.—”?---...................... Forwarded ¿y.......

With reference to the attached letter from 

the Royal Danish Consulate-General, requesting assistance 

in locating a Danish subject named J"ack Albeck, the under

signed has been verbally informed by Consul-General Poul 

Scheel that the man in question has been contacted by the 

Consulate-General since their communicating with the 

Shanghai Municipal Police. He states that arrangements 

have been made whereby Mr. Albeck will be repatriated to 

his home country, sailing from Shanghai on December 1, and 

an official ktter to that effect will be forwarded to the 

Commissioner of Police after that date.



November 28 38.

The Consul General.
Boyal Danish. Consulate-General, 
3 HA N G H A I,

Sir,
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter No. J. No 61 K. 359 dated November 2P, 1938, 
and in reply have tc inform you that the matter is 
receiving attention the results of which will be com
municated to you in due course.

I have the honour to be, 
Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Fd. K. M. Bourne,

Coamissioner of Police.

YP/



ROY^L DANISH CONSULATE-GENERAL 

SHANGHAI.

0 R g E H T,

Shanghai, 28th NMember, 1938

j.no. 6i cMsäöä]X...ay..y
I ...... .... .¿7...y 3T I...  * ...... . ’W—

Sir,

I have the honour to ask you kindly 

to assist me in locating Mr. Jack Albeck, a 

Danish sailor, whose last known address has 

been, Baikal Road, No.150, House No.4.

I have the honour to be, 

> Sir,

Your obedient servant,

The Commissioner

The Shanghai Municipal Police

Shanghai



December

The Consul General,
Royal Danish Consulate-General, 
Shanghai•

sir,

I have the honoui* to acknowledge receipt of 

your Letter No. J.No. 61 K. 359 dated December 5, 

1938 and to inform you that, the coo-tents have 

been notei.

I have the honour to be

Sir

Your obedient servant

f !. K. IVI. Bourne.

Oonmissloner of Police

Clk/



Shanghai, 5th December,

J. No. 61 K. 359

1938ROYAL DANISH CONSULATE-GENERAL

SHANGHAI.

Sir,

With reference to my letter 

of the 28th ult. regarding Jack Albeok, 

a Danish sailor, I have the honour to 

inform you that I am now in touch with 

the said person.

I have the honour to be,

The Commissioner,

The Shanghai Municipal Police,

Shanghai



■
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Standard l-

ASSASSINATION OF A »BEFORkHlp GOVmiOSNT" OJiTOJAL

The following is a biography (compiled by our 
reporter) of Chu Kbh-ping R# 4 >» Chief of the Soochow- 
Wusih-Changchow Garrison Corps of the MBeformed Govemment*, who was shot dead on November 28 at the intersection of 
Chekiang Bo ad and Avenue •“■dward VII »-

Chu, aged 41, was a native of Changchow, At 
one time he was a ^regimental commander under Marshal Peng 
Yu-hsieng ^x-j¡5 ) but ctianiseed and came to Shanghai 
where he eked out a living by managing law-suits on behalf 
of others« About three years ago he was entrusted by 
Voong Dee J? )» an 18-year old concubine of a former 
Ching Dynasty Tso tai named Liu (%<] ), to open negotiations 
with her husband over certain matters» as a result of which 
the concubine received $7,000 and she later became Chu’s 
concubine, With this money Chu secured an appointment as Chief of the Blver Police of Soo chow, Wusih and Chang** 
chow. Upon hearing that Chu was keeping another concubine at Wusih, Voong Dee went to Wusih and laid a complaint 
before the authorities and he was removed from office. He then came to Shanghai with his wife and two concubines, 

the outbreak of the Sino-Japan ese hostilities last year, 
vhe assembled the men who formerly served under him and was 

appointed by the National Government as Chief of the Third 
Corps of the KLangsu-Chekiang Movement Committee, After 
the withdrawal of the Chinese forces from Shanghai, his men 
were reorganized into mobile units to disturb the rear of 
the Japanese forces. It is said that several of the big 
terrorist oases in Shanghai had been carried out by his 
men and as a consequence the Japanese authorities paid 
close attention to him. Subsequently, his avarice led 
M»n to betray his country for he accepted the post of Chief 
of the Sooohow-Wusih-Changohow Garrison Corps of the 
"Beformed Government” and undertook certain activities 
against the mobile units« For this he was deeply trusted 
ty the Japanese, but there were mepy people who were 
anxious to lay hands on him« Chu’s last visit to Shanghai was in connection with a very important matter« to plan the 
murder of a certain high official residing in Shanghai, He 
took elaborate measures to conceal his movements and the 
reports current last month that he had been killed by 
Japanese at Chengchow were spread by him as a amoke-screen. 
However, he was shot dead soon after his arrival here«



4005/38* Louza
Dec* 1st,

Further to crime Diary 1, an inquest was held at 

the Public Mortuary on the 28-11-38 on the body of 
deceased, Chu Kuo Bing(l^the procurator handing 

down the following verdictg-

"Death due to Bullet Wounds" •

As a result of an Autopsy held at the Mortuary, 

two further bullets of *380 calibre were extracted from 

the body of deceased these being sent to the Arms

Identification section for examination*

A copy of D*S.I* Swins Report based upon his examin: 

tion of the Spent bullets ana cases is appended, here-

undert-

A.I*3. xiojort No. 4268/38*
Examination of oix cartridge cases and five bullets 

found at the scene of the Murder of one Chu Kuo Bing on 
Chekiang Hoad*
(1) 3 Cartridge cases and 2 bullets are from a *32 

calibre pistol. (Fired from one pistol)*
( 2) 3 Cartridge cases and 3 bullets are from a *380 

calibre pistol* (Fired from one pistol)*
(3) *32 cases and bullets have no record* (4) *380 cases 
and bullets fired from one of three pistols used in 
th® Murder of Chen Yuin on Sinza Road 30-8-38(B*Well 
C* Reg. 1842/38).

The two weapons used in this crime are included in 
a group of five pistols, which have the following collec 
tive records« Murder vide Chengtu Rd. g. Reg, 625/38. 
Murder of a Japanese vide G.R. C* Reg. 818/38. Attempted 
Kurder vide Lonza <j. Reg. 2234/38 and Attempted Murder 
vide Louza 0* Reg. 3804/38*

It has now been ascertained that at the time the

deceased w&s shot dead, he was accompanied by a male 
Chinese friend named Tsang Kyi Hwei(M.^-^ this



person iramediateiy ¿?esnpin¿* and. inforaiing deceased*s

wife of r.hxs erred to as

vsho resides at

iuse ?<«•■ 12 One Sea oft Ferry Bead and

not the * »eel/ÍM7 ai Pieviouoly reported

t o de t • -c t i ve s« v 

know the present 

the fact that he

,en Questioned stated 

abode of Ta® ng Wf H: 

r®rides soase place •,■?.

that she does not

beyond

tiiin the 4ai ibh

’4{ jtj- alleyway off Ta Bing Jao(y French

Ounce? si tn»

Body ■■*’" "-?--d hss nov been reeved by his wife»

Wrthei®j|Ä|ttlrios have so far felled to definitely 

connect the deceased aith being' a present serving 

"«eabcr of an,; oro—Japones© or Anti-Japañes s society»

Further enquiries are nov. being conducted by C»S 

though LouKa Investigating cirtactive*? a&ve b¿en infox&ed 

to use their ntratst endeavours in order to obtain in- 

formation likely to bring thia ease to a successful

conclusion«

"A*
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Mntt/ta ............ ...............Police Station.
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Diary Number i. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offence:— •

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day 2Ü-U*3fc.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

?l@ae® see diary«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises. On Chekiang Bend near Ave« IM« VII.

Time and date of offence. Afe about 3«B9«F«®« 26*11*38*
,, >, ,, reported.

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

Number of criminals with I 
full individual description.

<«02«p«n« 28*11*38 by telephone«
s. .s./b «aMÀ»

1 /ut .■ u7 ;a>qs*

( 1) Mie Chinese« age about 23/G« height about
S*3/4% eli® build, hair cut abort« wearing 
black foreign e tylo clothi ne*

(2) Shle Chinese« age about 26/7« height about 
SM/S*« nedlura build« hair cut short« wearing 
blt-ck foreign stylo overcoat*

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Classification of property 
recovered.

Value $

Value $

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body-
(c) Apparent cause of death-
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (¡) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be fully 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

(a) 3*SS*p.a* 28*11*38«
(b) eying fuco downward® la the roadway in omll 

pool of blood« head pointing toward» the 
iiortli footpath nod feet pointing in a ^outh

---------aaeterlg1 direetien*------------------------------------------
(c) Gun ©not wound®«
(d) Kot ascertained« bat believe rolitlcnl«
It) H&o automtlc pietol®«

jg.,% The deceased whilst walking along Chekiang 
Rond near Ave* ^d« VXX was approached and shot 
by eased ten, he receiving fatal wounde«
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CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises?
(k) Are they all “old” servants?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long?
(m) What was their “characters”?
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected?
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected?

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be A.1» 4*02 • J) • I0 • 2 0“ X 3Ô g 3»
commented on by investigating officer).

was received from C.P.C.1644 per Street Telephone 

to the effect that a male Chinese had been shot and 

lay fatally wounded on Chekiang Road near Ave.Rd.VII.

Upon receipt of the message, station 

detectives under c/I Chamberlain and D/l Bennett 
attended and upon arrival found a male Chinese as 

described, laying in a pool of blood on the roadway, 

West side of Chekiang Road about 20 yards North of 

Avenue Blward VII.

The Sire Brigade Ambulance which had been 
summoned by Inept» Gash arrived on the scene soon 

after the arrival of Police and conveyed the injured 

person to the Lester Chinese Hospital»

Doctor’s Chit statesi-

"Brou^tit in dead*.

A search was made in the vicinity Of the 

crime, this resulting in six spent cartridge cases 

being picked up by C.P.C.2516 on the roadway outside 

of No*9 Chekiang Road, i.e. the premises outside of 

which the deceased had been fatally shot* 

inquiries made in the vicinity at this stage 

of enquiries failed to locate any witness to the 

shooting, pedestrians, shop assistants and hawkers 

who abound in this vicinity all averring that 

although they heard several shots fired yet they did 

not see the persons firing same, whilst as the 

crowd in this vicinity were running away from the 

scene of the shooting they could not single out any 

Person as being possibly responsible for this crime*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

...............................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 4005/38. ...............................poiice Station.

.................. 19
Diary Number. 3e Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
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Detectives then visited t.,e Lester Chinese

Hospital where an examination of the deceased’s tody

showed that he had received four bullet wounds, the 

bullets penetrating his body as follows«-

One bullet entered the deceased*s body above the 
ri^it nipple emerging under tne left 
arm-pit»

One bullet struck the deceased a glancing blow on his 
' right side, making a furrow about 2* long

but only grazing the skin« From the. 
appearance of this wound At appears that 
the person firing the shot had stood at 
the right side of the deceased»

One bullet entered the deceased's body under the left 
shoulder blade, but did not emerge, the 
bullet being noticeable, causing a slight 
swelling on the deceased's upper chest»

One bullet entered deceased's body under the right
—— shoulder blade and is still believed to 

be in deceased's body»

Whilst a search was being made of deceased's

clothing, two spent bullets were found, being of a »32 

and »38 calibre respectively, these being found between 

deceased's under vest and short Jacket*

A search of deceased *s clothing revealed the

following papers»•

(1) One red covered note book containing $40 »00 cash, 
(8 $5»00 notes all of the Bank of China, serial 
numbers not consecutive)»

(2) Biz name cards bearing the following names t-

| (a) Mr. T. Horiba - Shanghai Cotton Manufacturing
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(b) Wong Tsoong Mng President etc*
(c) Tsong Lee Lung Ifegistrute He eshing*
(d) Doo Mi {fy ffiahgchow.
(?) Yang Lung I)» Wusieh.
(f) Tsang Ping fee

(5) On? plain sheet of paper on which is written 
the wastes and addresses of three ment-

{«•) Sih pah Van (pf .1 Bast Rue de Saigon.
(w) Yang Yao Ching 3S ?Oh Tub 14,

Z&i Zu tig Loo tig Clislpi Bo^d •
Doh Tsoong ih (f "'ft Chefoo Road.

(4) C iT tailors shop receipt made out in the name 
of Oho, issued, by the Grand Tailoring Shop, 
310 Hoopeh Road.

(5) One Japanese pass, Ro.23594 issued by the 
Hongkev; office of the Japanese Gendarmerie and 
authorising the holder Chu Kuo Bing to proceed, 
to Hongkew, Welch and Hangchow.

(6)0ne piece of ruled paper- bearing the following 

printed inscription "Xooiig Hwa Hao So*®*»

24 The Bund. Tel. No.18541•

This piece of paper bears written Chinese 

characters and from the phrasing of the sentence^ 

would appear that a written conversation has been 

carried on between p Chinese and. Japanese inasmuch as 

the written characters appear to have been written by a 

Japanese.

Also on this piece of paper has been written a 

telephone number i.e* 45688»

A translation of the questions on the paper

appear hereunder»
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*Ta 811 staff,

proprietor will not able to come as he 
pocsei-ses no p&aa • Pleose phone him at hie 
residence at 8*a.m* to-morrow for arrangoent* 
Tel* Ho*45688.•

Enquiries made at the Telephone Co. ascertained

that telephone Ho*45668 is registered under the name of

T. Tokuaga, lan® 58, House 25, Kaehing Road*

(7) Ona brown envelope bearing the following names 
and telephone nuntoe rs.

(J) Zung 70755»
(k) 18541.
(1) Mr* cnu 71.

Items J & K have beeffl ascertained to be register

ed &t the telephone company as followea*

U) T^n Yung T»ei* pat-sage 372, House 13 
Route de C'lec«wel*

(k) Yoong Hwa Hao, Room 8a, 24 The Bund*

(8) One chop bearing the name of Chu KUO Bing*

(9) A copy at a petition made to the 2nd 2 .T .3 »Court 
by one nested Yang Yeo Ching, toe lawyer making 
the petition being one naiaed Teen Ying Hwet

149 a“<4“® Boad*
Yttrttier enquirlee made at the scene of this

offenee eventually located a hawker naned Zoa Keel Idhg 

^ho upon being questioned stated that at about

4*p*sa 26-11-38 he heard the sourM of several ahote being 

fir«, on Ciiskiang Hoad and looking in the direction from 

whence toe eounu came he observed a mia Chinese laying 

upon toe ground, and too male Chinese dressed in foreign
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style clothing hurriedly running froi< the scene» they 

re-placing a pistol each into their pockets*

The witness further aide that upon reaching the 

entrance to the Soong Kiang Loong the suspects turned 

laast into the Soong Kiang Loong and disappeared«

A description of the two suspects is appended on 

Sheet Bo«l of this report* The witness states tuat he 

w?uld recognise the suspects if seen again and in view 

of this he will be accompanied by detectives to various 

anuBe”»nt resorts in an effort to identify these people 

among the patrons thereof»

In a further effort to identify the deceased» 

D.c. fouler (0*8) together with C.L.r.g 149 and 86 

proceeded to the offices of lawyer Tseu Ying Hwei 
149 -ijechuen Road» where the address of Yung Y&o Ching 

l*e* the person who cade the petition to Court^found in 

possession of deceased) was ascertained*

Let activen then proceeded to Yang Yao Ching*® 

hoiue locates at Ho «35 ¿3oh iuh Li off Lai Lung Loong» 

Chekiang Road» he informing detective® that he had 

given the said petition to one named Uhu Kuo Bing 
| (deceased) who resided in Room Uo«22 Liang Ghe ) 

Lodging House» 144 Soopeh Road» in order that he could 

amicably settle the affair pertaining to the Court 

petition«
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translation of this petition will be forwarded

later

Detectives thcsi proceeded to the ctoove address*

wherein the tw? mie Chinese were located*

<1) Sung Wh ^unn 44* Wsiehe
2/lk^i^loyed* residing jio*19 sung Bing Li*
Rue da Del gon* /

(2) (SU. ng Ah >U {^^£4 44* Sooc&jw*
i/Truck Weter* residing 22 Taung Blhg Li* 
me Baron f?ros3*

The above named upon being question»! adndtted 

knowing Kuo Bing they stating that Chu Kuo Bing had 

a®ked the» to await in the abo-je room pending his return 

at ■ 28-when he had promised to take them out

to dinuex-

ftirtaer «inquiries wade at the Liang uhe Lodging 

House ascertained that uottr Bo*22 hau teen engaged by 

Ghu rw Bing »t 12 mon on the 28-ll«38»

At 26-ll«»3^ the deceased was visited

in the abovs mentioned lodging house mo® by Zang ^oh 

the d'C©«a®efi infaming this person te wait in the 

roai until he returned at 6*p*n* on the 28-ll»38»

Zang Sbh sung when questioned how he knee the 
deceased te be residing in i&oom Bo*22 of tiie mentioned 

lodging he«»« stated that at about 3*p*»* 27-11-C8 

whj 1st walking along yooenow Bond he net the now
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Ceeeacec, who then informed hlr that he» the d«ceee«d« 

intended fc give a Mmer on the to a zmdber of

prominent Wsieh. * Gontleraen”, asked : ung Foh **ung 

to meet him at about 2«p«K. in isoom L2 of th« Meng Che 

Lodging House.

Accordingly» he» lung Fou hung attended the 

lodging hou«o at 2«p»m. this date» meeting the now 

$®&[h® we about to leave the premises for an 

untUeolosed destination» Lung Foil wig later going to 

^oai -■••0*209 of the ..»n Tung ) lodging Hous«» Hooped

uo&d ’fiisar® he pl.yrx; 'ah Jongg until 6.30»p.!3. with 

deceased*® brother*! n*law9 one saned Mu Voosg Teno 

m<5a*
Tung JMh nmg when further questioned how he 

be-oase acquainted with the nw d«e«M«d» stated that 

about two months ago he was introduced to hi» at a 

dimer ¡parts’ chief tenant one naaed Lot: Yoong 2eu

t*'ie doceaeed at this time informing 'iung J?oh 

tlung that he» We not? decreed,was about to be appointed 

Chief Police Officer in the Garrison Conaaander’s Office 

11 Mai eh«

(tiing '41 ssau shen questioned stated that he became 

«c^aiated with tnc no's decoaeed throu^i tiie course of

bucinoBc at coochov» tue now doceasod being then 
exaplayed in tae Garrison coaaMuad«r*e otri««»
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tart-ier enqoirie» sho1- t;¿at at about ]«p»s» 

28—11—311 a Chine.; e bro'ujht a e to hi©)

his horn asking that ha at*end soon :-lo»22 of ♦ r Mang 

lie lodging House dt 6»p.a« 28-11-38 »nd th er** n»*e< 

the now c'ec».ao intended to give a dinner party to 

his friends» and it m-.; whilst waiting for tne return of 

deceased.» tb&t detective© arrive! at the rao . anu 

brought Mm together vita 2ung J(& sung to this r tut ion» 

íhü above nuaieá UtMMm when further cuebtlon» 

led at&ted taut the deceased was arrested "bout one nonth 
I
¡ago in Hanking by the Japanese 'llitary '.uthorltieo and 

taken to ’“oocb.o® where he w* gaoled for t* period of 20 

days* he being cusp acted by the Japanese ”11! ♦/•xy 

'4it.hu ri ties of being i» collusion with Chinese 

gaerlllas»
I

3S> proof being obtained agaiwt t e < ecoui cd* 

he was subsequently released and ©e¡sr to tumghal* she?*', 

he inf arced zone rimg and Ching A n»u of f t above 

facts«
ctateoents of wltnes©ee attached«

C.C»sAddd and 2ftld who were on duty ut 

Chekiang Ave* ®A* VXI Corner about ¿0 yvrdw

when this ehooting affray took place» wnen 

Questioned by the undersigned stated that although they
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hoard the sound of gun “hots, cy the tim th«y arrived 

on the seen® the men iwpocsible for saoe had disappeared, 

as' ae st this ti?w ail pedgptrians in the vicinity <«re 

rooming they were- unable to pick out uny suspicious 

individual ( statements attached)«

The bullets and cartridge cases found at the 

sceaa nf this eri»w were sent to the /jm» ’deatffiestlon 

Section for examination, this shoeing that the same 

pistol had been a®«

A full report on the findings of B.S.I. Wins 

will le fowasded in due course*

The body of deceased full description is 

a^pstfeied iierwMder ha®-'Sow ‘been removed to the-Public 

kortuary pestling inquest and autopsy *3 be held on the

1♦

Ou Sue Mng age 42, native of changCho^

The above named has no® been Identified by 

wltnossos F-ung Foh Sung »»¿»Tao Tao Ching and M a® 
and ids wife Chu i>e Sa (^^4) residing st Roues IS 

off ferry Road who caa» to this station at

lOapeHie 28»ll»38 ol' IW<
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a farther ai&sr, will bt famdleö an tb* 

axicilj. 4*1S i>X3<:6®C-i Wg*

jftn^er Print Buxe&U iiU‘G»®ató*

Ci rcui&ted»

"en. c ’• ouzo.*

S*i*e*^.

.T." .«: » 1ÄV«



FORM 48 
G. 2000-8-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.B* ?
- *■>9o£— ——goo4* 1 ———

' I
............................................ Station, m. Il Inquest No..............................

Application is hereby jnade for an inquest to be held on the body of a 
person, named.... .................................................. ( t/jyXj ), aged......42..... ...,who met-jA-death,
in the following circumstances, so far as at present'can be ascertained, at....ah.Q.U.t...4*p................ -.....tn.,

on.........................2^11-38.......................193 , at (place)........9?..Chekiang.Hoad.near .Av.«..........

........................... .S4.? .VI.X..................................

Deceased whilst walking along Chekiang Road near Ave* "Sd. VII 

was shot at and fatally wounded by two male Chinese who later 

absconded into the suagkiang Icong and made good their escape«
The deceased was removed to the Lester Chinese Hospital 

where he was pronounced "Dead on arrival«*

Relatives informed*
Pinger print Bureau infoima^.

Officer in Charge.

Medical Certificate:— «Brought in dead«*

Verdict:—

Procurator...........................................................

C.D.9.S 149 & 214*
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,Zee \wel Ling (I"- 'm)» age 46» ^/iuawker«

Tsungrdng« C*»*C« 241«
st®< 2 8-11 -SB. W?>*d lerk, Cheng J»« Ying«

I reside in a kitchgg1 rooen of Tlouse Ho« 2 Shing 
Chong id off ¿tue den Pares» y«C*

Weagr dey I set up a stall of selling fruit at the 
rnutH of Soong Klang Leong off Chekiang Rosa« at about 

4 p*m« to-day when I ate standing beside ®y stall» I 

suddenly heard trnnl shots fired and i imaediatelgr 

looking out saw a able chinone lying at. the front of a 

confectionary »hop situated at So« 9 Chekiang iioad» he 

having been shot«
It wee probably that the deceaeed walked 1« horth 

to Houth Direction and the place «here he was shot ie 

more than 10 yards from sy »tail« cubsequent to the 

shooting X san two men dressed in foreign style clothes 

acting euapielouely and putting their pistole into their 

poc&cts« Both of then d»castped penali® through the Booag 

diaug l4>Ohg» ‘¿hekleng Hoad then to HoOpeii lioad towards 
^outh direction«

signed & crosenurtLt 

tee Kwid ling«

?m dwwinttem at the two abannudod nen>-

(1) hgt about 2^6, ht* about sila build» dressed
in black foreign style suit«

(t) 1«« about 24/T» ht« «bout 6*VS«» mediua build» hair 
cut short» veering black foreign style overcoat*
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C*?.C* 2661

Lou«« s»fc aa-u-M. Cleric* Gheng JU *!*«•

At S.55 p*a. 25-11-38 when 1 was walking to
wards the Tseng Wn Hotel* Avenue Edward VTT*

I suddenly heaxd. four or five »hot» earning from the 

direction of Chekiang Hoad* and I taking out jqy pistol 

ran towards chnidaag Roa<* Arriving at the mouth of 

th® Soong Kiang Leong off Chekiang Road I '«as sa-owa by 

a hawker there to the :iastern direction* i*e* along 

the Soong Kiang Leong off Hoopeh Road» I then turned 

back and ran by way of Avenue advard VII to Soong 

Kiang leong off Hoopeb Road* Upon arrival there I 

found nedrther any perpetrators nor suspects but found 

on the ground of the seen« four cartridge sheila which 

I later handed over to goxeign deteeti vss •

A. {l 

xl



FORM 40. '

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
' "■ . f 3-

The following is the statement of......C .......

native of................................................................taken by me....*¥*........................ -.........................
3^**?« ..on the....?8-ll-38............and^3^*by----C^ “****

I was detailed for traffic duty on Chekiang Road and 

Avenue LXlward VII corner between 12 noon and 4 p.m. on 

23-11-38.

At 3.55 p.m. on 28-11-38 I heard the reports of gun-shot 

about 4 or 5 times behind mo on Chekiang Road and at the same 

instant a Route 5 Traacar was proeeedlng from north to couth 

on Chekiang Road cor ing towards me and the sounds of gun-shot 

arose from the rear of this truncar.

As soon as I heard the reports of gun-shot, X took out 

i?iy own pistol, X loaded it and X ran to the place about 70 to 

80 yards away from ray post.

Only a few steps I ran from my post but I heard no more 

reports of gun-shot •

Upon arrival at the scene all pedestrians have scattered 

and X only saw the murdered man lying cm the ground and I asked 

him by whom he was killed but he gave no answer. Apparently he 

was dead.

I asked different shops in the near vicinity if they saw 

the murderers or into what direction they esoaped but they 

denied seeing anything. «hen X looked around but X did not 

see any suspects.

I hastened task to ny post and X reported the facts to 

Station over telephone.
Signed« C^.c. 1644 Hyung Ching Kwel

-___________ _ ----------- a—,— ---- ------------------- ------- ------- . __ _____________—.—|
\l



Chir® Ah Bm (g; fy fj) age 44,

Sooohw * elf
idttaB n<a‘ 88-11-38

I reside House Ho.22, Tsung Bing u, ^e Boron Gros 

I am n cotton dealer. On the ¿8-11.38, t received a 

ehit from friend named Chu Kuo Bing which stated that he 

requested me to attend a feast st ¡loom 3O«22 of Mang Chi 

■odglns House» Chekiang Hoed« At G.p.». to-day» i accordingly 

»ent there at the appelated time« .‘.h®i I have ? sited m the 

room for about 10 :<nutes» the Police officers visited the zoom 

to mke enquiries and later they brought me to the station.

As regard to the jwrder of "hu Kuo Bing I teat* nothing 
about it.

As I also do the t rant port at ion business I always go to 

Foochow and and dhu Kuo Bing lea enief polled officer

of Roechow, Chengchow and Wei eh and ®o I kno* bi®.

True etateuMUt*

Signed and cross »».rted«



Lot»«

«h El ah

Zttiit. Poh Sing. \ » ®c * 44,

sal f 
transited „ o .28-11-38 /////// Clerk Sih tun Pal.

1 reside a* Bouse fio.lfi Sunt 3ing Li f ID» 

Rus de Saigon, ft" «neh Cone «sai on.
formerly 1 was a silk & cocoon dealer. La*er 1 »as 

employed as a sub—In spect or, Bur san of cubile Safety (De*ac— 

* ive Sec* ion). Xn oc*ob»r, 1935, I was ♦ anal’erred *o *he 

De*®<jt ive onice, Garrison Commanders Office, Hankow, as an 

ln$p«c*or. In April, 1937, I ws again transferred *o p« 

an oflicer in *he De* ee*ive Sec* ion, financial Bureau,

mangiai.

1 bscame unemployed since *ta outbreak of Slno-

Japanes* Hoe*iU*iee on 13*h Augu^", 1937. Up t0 the present

1 did no* leave Sbancai, as 1 learned *Le* asy country bouse

had been destroyed.

About L or 3 months ago, *Le chief * want ©x’ ay

pre rent address naagd 

a* *te Dah Hoong *ung

Loh Yoonfc Zeu gave a feast

Restaurant and ire^ues*ed ae

to attsnda I attgQhg^ tnis dinner party, and mde acquaint

ance with ose named Chu Auo Sing «^o £*s*ed t»t he

was g>lu£ t© Tu si ah t0 *ake the position ©f a chief police 

officer. Since *faen I did not see or hear of Chu Kuo Bing.

Seine: a sked t0 be an a**end®.t at a feast ¿iven by 
4 /

Chu Kuq Bl^t *o on® ) of SUaiah, a* d.p.m. *o-day,

I accordingly P.«. visited *he Liang Chi Lodging

House, from where X was later (at abou* d.p.m.) brought *o

Police Station hy detectives.

Signed A ero as-marked;
Zunt mug.



^5M-.-3r „ --111 File No-----------
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

LWK/ ■■ JTSTWi'
S.l, Special Branch।

REPORT ’

Subject Assassination of Chu Kuo Ping ) at the corner of

Chekiang Road and Avenue Edward VII on November 28 y. .y...

Made ¿y...D,_I.. Pan..Lien-pih______ Forwarded by ^¿. -

At 4 p.m., November 28, Chu Kuo Ping, a native of 

Wusieh, aged about 40, was shot and killed by unknown 

persons on Chekiang Road near Avenue Edward VII. It is 

learned that this man was at one time secretary to the 

Suppression and Prosecution Bureau of the former Shanghai 

Municipal Administrative Office, and resigned during April, 

1938. Following his resignation he returned to Wusieh 

and made the association of members of the guerilla units 

at Wusieh and Changchow. Some time in July, 1938, he 

went to Nanking and interviewed the "Reformed Government" 

officials and put before them a plan for his surrender 

with his followers, numbering 1,000 who had been engaged 

in guerilla activities at Wusieh and Changchow, if the 

"Reformed Government" cared to pay a certain amount of 

money. It was suspected, however, that there was 

something else behind the scheme and he was put under 

detention and was only released at the end of October 

when he came to Shanghai.



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

NOV 291938
¡Another Murder in)
Troubled Lonza

Political Motive Seen in < 
Avenue Edward Shooting; I 
Desperadoes Escape

I
Yet another murder of a Chinese | 

took place in the Louza district 
yesterday afternoon when unidenti
fied desperados riddled their victim 
with pistol bullets at the crowded 
intersection of Chekiang Road and 
Avenue Edward VII, and escaped. 
The target for the assassins* fusillade, 
who died almost instantly, was Chu 
Koh-piftg, 42, a native of Changchow 
who was formerly an employee of the 
Garrison Commander’s office of the 
new “regime.” No-one else was 
wounded.

The bold attack occurred at exactly 
3?55 o’clock. Apparently the gunmen 
waylaid their victim, who was on 
foot, and sprayed him with bullets 
at close range. His head and body 
had six wounds, attesting six direct 
hits, 'when examined later at the 
Lester Chinese Hospital, where he 
was taken in a Fire Brigade < am
bulance. Two automatic pistols were 
used, one being of .38 calibre and 
*he other a .32.

Possibly more than six shots were 
fired by the murderers, but only the 
half dozen took effect in the victim’s 
body. The rain of bullets (naturally 
caused a panic among pedestrians 
and others at the populous crossing 
and made scores of persons scamper 
nto alleyways and shops in search 

of safety; It was considered remark
able that no-one else wias hit by the 
fusillade.

Political Motive?
The body was taken to the Public 

Mortuary last night. The man was 
of the “loafer” type, to which the 
Chinese terms “pi-san” or “liu-mang” 
are applied. The murder was sus
pected to be of political nature, and 
hence detectives of the S.M.P. Head
quarters special homicide office were 
called in to assist Louza Station in 
the investigation.

As a result of yesterday’s assassina
tion and two previous ones, all of 
which took place in the same dis
trict ‘inside four day?, the police 
redoubled their efforts last night to 
comb the Louza lodging-house 
neighbourhoods and alleyways for 
suspicious characters. Search-parties 
operated at regular intervals and 
many suspects were challenged both 
on the street and in houses. Head
quarters detectives also made a 
number of raids through the day 
and evening. '

Other Victim Identified
• His fingerprints yesterday identified 

the Chinese who was shot in a Can
ton Road lodging-house on Sunday 
night. The man was wounded in the 
head at 9 p.m. that evening while 
:n room 40 of the Pao Woo Lodging 
House, Lane 420, Canton Road. He 
died in the Lester Chinese Hospital 
about two hours later. Only one 
bullet was fired, from a .32 calibre 
automatic pistol.

The victim was subsequently 
■dentified by fingerprint experts who 
:ound that he possessed a criminal I 
record in Shanghai, having t been i 
handed over to the Chinese authori
ties here by the Settlement Police in: 
1932 tb answer to a charge.

His murderer escaped f from the 
Canton Road lodging-house and has 
not been identified. The motive for 
the killing was probably political 
also in this case.

00788
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Crime Wave
Sweeps City
During Day --
Late Woosung Garrison 

Officer Assassinated 
On Avenue Edward

IMPORTANT ARRESTS 
MADE BY POLICE

Station last night were interrogat
ing a young Chinese witness in 
connection with the murder of Chu 
Kuo-ping, 42, a former captain in 
the Woosung Garrison, who was 
shot four times by a lone gunman 
at the intersection of Chekiang 
Poad and Avenue Edward VII, 
shortly before 4 o’clock yester- 

’ terday afternoon.
The victim, who received bullet 

I injuries in the forehead and chest, 
! succumbed to his wounds within a 
few minutes of the shooting, while 
the gunman managed to make his 

s escape in the large crowd ! present 
in the vicinity at the time.

The witness to the attack, a 
•young Chinese bill-board painter, 
was being detained by the police 
for further questioning this morning.

Armed Robberies
Shortly after 6 o’clock last even

ing a gang of seven Chinese, three 
of them armed with pistols, entered 
the premises at 18 Lucerne Road 
and after intimidating the inmates, 
took money and jewellery to the 
value of $600. Although no alarm 
was raised, one of the robbers fired 
his pistol carelessly and wounded 
himself in the right leg and had 
to be ass&$$ by two other mem
bers of the.; gang when they made 
their getaway.

A': lone Chinese pedestrian was 
held up oq Great Western Road 
by a gang of eight men, only: one 
of whom was armed with a short 

.pistol, at 6.50 pan. yesterday. After 
taking their victim into an alley
way, the robbers relieved their 
Victim of $60 in cash and then 

, escaped in the direction of Bub
bling Well.

Four Chinese, all of them, armed 
¿with Mauser pistols, entered a 
Chinese residence at 130' Bren’an 
Road at 7 o’clock last night 
and ¿after intimidating the oc
cupants, stole $75 in cash and then 
decamped.

A crime wave, unprecedent
ed in several months, broke J 
out in Shanghai yesterday, 
when one Chinese, believed to* 
be a former officer of the 
Woosung Garrison, was shot 
on Chekiang Road, while a 
series of four armed robberies; 
were committed in different 
parts of the Settlement during 
the early hours of the evening. 
The police, however, were: 
active, and it was reported late* 
last night that important 
arrests had been made both in 
the French Concession and in- 
the Settlement, including the | 
apprehension of 10 suspects 
believed to be implicated in 
several major crimes commit-; 
ted recently.

While no confirmation was ob
tainable, a strong rumour was cir
culated in various Quarters last 
evening to the effect that among^ 
the 10 persons rounded up by the 
police, several were alleged to be 
involved in the assassination of Loh 
Lien-kwei, former Chinese Super-; 
intendent of the Municipal Police; i 
who was killed two months ago in J 
the Oriental Hotel, Nanking Road.

Pistols Found
Meanwhile, in the early stages of 

police investigations last night, 
three pistols were found among the 
possessions of the suspects.

The men were taken into custody- 
from various places in the French 
Concession and International 
Settlement, being quarters in dis* I 
reputable lodging houses.

Deeper investigations were being 
pushed by detectives attached to 
Settlement Police beyond press-time 
early this morning.

Officer Shot
Detectives of Louza Police)



Baa tern Times J-

THS MURDER OF A FORMER WUSIH POLICE CHIJSF

At. 4«15 p.m. yesterday several shots rang out 
in quick sucoe '»ion at the crowded intersection of Chekiang 
Road and Av,enue Edward VII. During the commotion a man of 
medium height was noticed lying on the ground in front of 
the Lao Dao Shiang Tsung Candy Shop ), No.9
Chekiang Road, his body riddled with bullets. He was 
dressed in a blue serge padded long gown, dark woollen 
jacket and Chinese shoes. His heir was closely cropped.

According to one Zee Kwdi-ling ),
native of Ningpo, a orab stall keeper at the entrance of 
Sungkiang Alleyway (sfe )t who witnessed the shooting, 
the victim, who had crossed over from the French Concession, 

Was waylaid near the Sungkiang Alleyway by three ordinarily 
dressed men, two of whom produced pistols and fired seven 
siots at him, killing him instantly. The assailants then 
made good their escape. 

It is learned that the murdered man was one
Chu Koh-ping )» age 46, native of Changchow, who
was the Chief of the'Soochow-Changchow-Wusih Garrison Corps.



November 29, 1938 Morning Translation

At the time. 6f .hie death he had in his possession two cents 
and a pass issued by the Japanese military authorities, on 
w iich his address was given as No*22 Teh bhing Li )
Hashing Road«

Chu was formerly a regimental commander in the 
North-Western Army, but was dismissed by Marshal Feng Yu- 
hsiang because of his bad reputation* After giving up 
his army career, he returned to his native place at Chang- 
chow «here he remained until the outbreak of the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities last year. After the withdrawal of 
the Chinese troops from Changchow, he, together with a 
number of loafers and army deserters, first oppressed the 
people by levying taxes and later they surrendered to the 
Japanese who organized them into a Soochow-Changchow-Wusih 
Garrison Corps of which he was appointed Chief* The Corps 
is ebout 700 strong and well equipped* However, the 
Japanese had failed to psy his men their wages of $20 each 
a month as promised* About two months ago, the Corps was 
disarmed and he was arrested by the Japanese as he had 
refused to render assistance to the Japanese soldiers in 
the campaign against guerrillas* He was taken to Soochow 
and yossibly through the efforts of certain persona he was 
later released*

Chu came to Shanghai four days a^o in company 
with several others ard was staying in Room No.22 of 
the Liang Chi Lodging House Ho op eh Road* He
had many acquaintances among the loafers in the western 
District of Shanghai* Last night one Zung Foo-sung(/$^ ) 
and one Ching ) invited him to supper, so he hurriedly 
returned to the lodging house in the hope of meeting his 
friends at the appointed time*

It is said that Chu had some experience of 
military operations and was a gdod Chinese scholar* He 
often wrote scrolls for others* On the day following his 
arrival, in Shanghai* he went to the Ta Sing tailor shop 
( in ) on Foochow Road and ordered an overcoat*

Standard and other local newspapers »•

It is ascertained that the man who was murdered 
yesterday at the intersection of Chekiang Road end Avenue 
.3d we rd VII was one Chu Koh-ping, age 42, native of Chang
chow, who was formerly the Chief of the Police Defence 
Corps at Wusih* He lived at No* 12 Ferry Road near the 
Kawamura Memorial Tower* He used to write scrolls for 
bthers for a living* His son-in-law, Tsu Vee-ming 
()» native of Wusih, is a painter with an office 
in the accountant’s room of the Liang Chi Lodging House, 
No*144 Hoopeh Road*

The Police are investigating the murder*





Hwa Mei Wan Pao of De a enter 1 »-

THE ASSASSINATION OP A "WOMB GOVEBffljTRNT* OF'FTCIftT.

Zien Ying-ching ) alias Zien Ching-
ping (Sv ), Chief of the Debenture Department of the 
Ministry of finance of the "Befoimed Government*, was 
attacked at his residence at No.10, Lane 46, Zau Ka KLao 

Hart Boad, at 9 a.m. November 29, and died in 
the Bed Cross Hospital on Avenue Haig« He was a native 
of Tsungming, aged 63» He obtained the degree of B.A. 
in the Tsing Dynasty and studied in Waseda University of 
Japan at the expense of the government« His eldest son 
is the engineer who constructed the Chien tang Bridge«

During the regime of the Pei Yang warlords, 
x Zien Ying-ohing was Chief of the Currency Bureau and ha 

misappropriated more than a million dollars« A warrant 
z for his arrest was issued by Yuan Shih-kai but this was 

withdrawn upon payment of <300,000. At one time he,ira.e 
in charge of the Ministry of Finance xhen Chen Lu 
was Vice Minister« Chen Lu is at present Minister of 
Finance of the “Beformed Government*. it was he who 
appointed Zien Ying-ching as Chief of the Debenture 
Department. Zien was also a Director of the China 
South Sea Bank of which he was a large shareholder«



November 30, 1938 Morning Translation

Standard and other local newspapers s-

AbLASSINATION OF A "REFORMED GOVERNMENT" OFFICIAL

Yesterday a murder took place in House No.10, 
Lane 64, Zau Ka Kiao (^3- fâ ), Hart Road, the victim 
being an official of the "Reformed Government".

Enquiries made by our reporter elicited the 
following information.- Zien Ching-ping j, age 63
native of Tsungming, lived with his wife, Zien bung Sz

age 40, at House No.10, Lane 64, Zau La Kiao, 
Hart Road. He had srved as a Departmental Chief of the 
Ministry of Finance in the 4th year of the Chinese Republic 
(1915) v en Yuan Shih-kai was President. After giving up 
his political career, he devoted himself to philanthropic 
enterprises and had served .on the committees of the Sing 
Vee Relief Society ( ), the Yellow River Flood
Relief Association and the Federation of Charitable Bodies. 
He was also an ardent promoter of Buddhism. He had been 
l.ving at the present address since the outbreak of the 
Sino-Japanese hostilities in Shanghai. Following the 
occupation of Shanghai and thé establishment of puppet 
regimes, he was appointed Chief of the Debenture Department 
of the Ministry of Finance of the "Reformed Government" 
under the name of Zien Ying-ching

At 9 a.m. yesterday three men, one armed with 
a pistol and the other two with axes, entered Zien's home 
and attacked Zien who was still in bed. He was struck 
in the head, hands, shoulders and chest and was rendered 
unconscious. His wife was also hit twice. The three men 
made good their escape. The injured couple were later 
removed to the Red Cross Hospital on Avenue Haig where the 
man succumbed at 3 p.m. while the wife was discharged after 
having her injuries dressed. The Police are investigating 
the affair.
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Diary Number 1. (Sheet No. 1.) Nature of Offer

E. Ì
registry

*1®* _____—Division,

Bett p^j;^.Station.

Boyember.... I9 38.
ice.—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

9.10a.m.-12. 30 p, rn 

29-11-38.

Places visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day.

Scene of offence, 
Aed Cross Hospital, 
Detective Office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Place or description of 
premises.

C.D.H. at lane 64/10 ¿au Ka Jaot^^^jjaoad^^^^*3^

Time and date of offence. About 8g 15 29*ll«*38o

,, „ ,. reported. 9,10 a. m, 29-11-38» ______________________

Name, occupation and ad
dress of complainant.

¿ien Ching Bing|i|&f^/5), age 63, retired, above 
____________________________address.

Number of criminals with 
full individual description.

(1) Age 30-35, 5’7/8", medium build, faoe(?), dark 
grey long gown, Kompo dialect.

(2) Age 30-32, 5*4/3*, medium build, facet?), dark 
short Jacket and pants, Kompo dialect, short

J

pistol,
(3) Kompo appearance, armed with an axe.

Arrests.

Classification of property 
stolen.

Value $

Classification of property 
recovered.

In cases of Murder or
Suspected Murder points 
(a) to (d) should be
answered.

(a) Time and date body was discovered.
(b) Position, appearance and marks on 

body.
(c) Apparent cause of death-
(d) Motive if known.

Full Details of Method used 
in Committing offence.

In cases of larceny, housebreaking etc., 
all the points (e) to (i) should be answered, 
if known. In all cases in which there is 
fraud, the false pretence and the character 
assumed by the suspect should be folly 
described.
(e) Mode of entry, including manner of 

approach to premises.
(f) Means used (tools etc.)
(g) Character assumed by criminal, and 

story told, etc.
(h) Mode of transport and description.
(i) Peculiar act (poisoning dog, partaking 

of food etc.)

Entered by open door on pretext of delivering a 
letter to the complainant. Herded Inmates an 
ground floor into small room. Vent to 1st floor, 
dragged oomplainant from bod to landing, and uhllf 
one held complainant’s wrists the other struck 
him with the axe. 
Axe. 
As above.
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CRIME DIARY NO. 1. (SHEET NO. 2)

(j) What staff employed on premises V
(k) Are they all “old” servants ?
(1) If not, what was their last employment 

and for how long ?
(m) What was their “characters'* f
(n) If any suspicion attached to any of 

them and if so, which one and for what 
reason ?

(o) Are old servants suspected t
(p) Are friends and visitors above suspicion 

if not, who is suspected f

Remarks

(Any outstanding or peculiar feature to be 
commented on by investigating officer).

Snqolrioe by JJ.S. Sara, J. 3.1* Ju Ghen Mo, 

C.9. 5.142 and 0.9.0.271. z

At 9.10 ft.,ta. 29-11-38 lung Hoen )•

living nt lane 64/10 ï«u Ka Ja© 9aad(near Hart Hoad) 

cine to tc.e Station «nd reported that at 8.IS a«n« 

aa attempt ht J. been mde with an axe to taurder his 

distant utuk :im Ohlng at the above

addr ass.

a 5.1?. 3. ambulance wee st&inaoned. At the same 

tizx- detectives went to the above address and

learned the following»-

ihne 64/aO £au Ka Jao Hood la occupied by lien 

Qhing Blag who sss Assistant Conuai sei oner in the
rGt

Ministry of Finance inA Imperial tfovemsent at Peking 

up to the fuycr’.tton of the Chinese Republic in 1911« 

Since that time he has lived at variouas addresses in 

Shanghai, and is said to have kept out of political 

aifeira. Hi» »eomd wife Zien Sung 

twelve relatives of various degrees and three maid 

servants smre th® house, i’onijerly .ilen il’iing Bing 

was a wealthy man but during the laut few years has 

loot much money and is no's? livi.ng economically« He 

has an aversion to meeting strangers and when any 

call they are told that he is out and requested to 

call again«

At about 8. L5 e.m. 29-11*38 three strangers as 

described on Sheet No.1, entered the house through 
the open front door and net Men lung xung(^^^) 

(ooBiplainamt*s nephew) and lung Hoen Tsang(oonplt*s 

distant nejhew) in the guestroom. One of the throe
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.Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 2573/38 (B«) ................................pouce Station.

...............................................19
Diary Number:—1 ( ¿»hoot 3) Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

strangers, probably the 1st described, produced an 

addressed letter which he said had come from Hongkew, 

and asked for the "master* and then for *Mr. Zien*. 

Zien lung Zung in accordance with instructions said that 

Mr, Zien was not at home. Upon this, another of the 
strangers, probably the 2nd described, produced a short 

pistol and herded both Zien lung Zung and zung Ho an Tsang 

into a small wing room at the back and dosed the door 

in them. Three amhhs and the complainant *® son, aged 9 

years, were in the kitchen. The three men paid no 

attention to them but searched the front wing room for 

Mr. Zien Ching Bing.

The three strangers then went upstairs to the 

complainant ’ s bedroom on the first floor. Two of them 

entered and dragged the old man from his bed to the land

ing where one of them held the complainant* s wrists while 

the other hacked at his head with sn axe. The oomplt*s. 

wife Zien Sung Sz, who was in another bed in th© same 

room, stated that the first stranger appeared to be unarm 

ed but th® second flourished an axe. bh® hurried after 

them to the landing and in attempting to save her husband 

she received axe injuries to her head and left hand.

zhile th® murderers were hacking at the complainant • i 

head, the axe fell off the haft. They then left their 

victim and made good their escape after being on the 

premises about two minutes.
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CRIME REGISTER No:— 2573/3S(BW) ____

Diary Number:—1 (S/lGCt# -1) Nature

.......................Division.

.......................Police Station.

.....................................19 
of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The remai ne’er of the household c-une to the assist-

»nee of Zien Chir * and his wife. At the same time 

Zien lun t Zung(nenhew) telephoned to the comjileinant*s 

daughter Zung Men 144 H®«L» nnd askod

her to come to the house. vfter she had arrived it was 

decided Upon to sail the rolioe.

Both Injured persons were taken to the Chinese Red 

Gross Hospital, Avenue Haig, and certified as follows* 

Zien Ching Bing: “Lacerated wound of scalp and 
cuHpound fracture of skull» 
Condition critical.’*

Men Sung Sas * lacerated ’sound of right face and 
left hand, Condition fair.*

All relatives end servants living in the complt’s. 

house weTej Quest!oned. 'illy one suggestion of a 

possible motive was obtained. oung Bing 

(brother-in-law by complainant*» 2nd wife) stated that 

about three months ago whil^ he was in Ba ¿sung aung 
(/^soongmingCoomplainunt’s native place), he met 

another distant nephew of the canpLainant*s named Loh 
Biao 4^44-tb who mentioned in an off-hand way that 

Men Ching lng(oompl dnant) had oeen invited by some

body tmknown to join the Lyfarmed Government at Hanking. 

Ho further details were available ae Loh Siao L is not 

in Shanghai. Lffcrts to obtain details of visitor» to 

the complainant’s home and hie outside activitimi
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CRIME REGISTER No:— 2573/38(W)
Division.
Police Station.

Diary Number:—! (bJieet 5) Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

produced nothing relevant. The complainant appears not 

to have had any visitors outside the family and close

friend circle. Daily he attends the "Pure K»rm»

Buddiete" Association at 418 Hart Road, »nd is not known 

to hbve other interests«

Enquiries were made in Zoo Ku Jao Road in the 

neighbourhood of lane 64, but no witnesses of the 

arrival and departure of the murderers were found« 

-detectives will keep in contact with the coupltfs. 

family« and the complainant will be carefully questioned 

should he recover from his injuries«

The general impression gained is that th® coaplt's. 

household know more than they are prepared to tell at the 

moment. It is unlikely that. he could bo approached

' concerning participation in the Reformed Government with«

|out others apart from Loh Sleo Z knowing.

Informed! D. 0. (Crime)
D.O. *B*.
D.D,0. *B*.

Attended: Senior Detective i/o

Copies to: D.C. (Divisions).
D.C. (Special Branch)

Sen
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......... "B*...........Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— 2573/38. B.Utebllng...SnllPoZii<? Station.

2.9.th So.vembar........... i $>38.
Diary Number:—2« Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

i

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At 3,10 p.m, 29-11~38 s message was reoeived from 

the Chinese Red Cross Hospital stating that ¿ten Ching 

Bing had died.

The body has been removed to the iublic Mortuary, 

Kiaochow Road, pending an inquest on 30-11-38. ¿fitnesses
have been warned to attend.

Medical certifloate ettadhed.

\\ J. s. 
n.iiùi.'.yu Chen Mo.

'■'c.J.ü.142.
C.D. 0.271.

B.D, U,«3* Div,
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Another Local 
Gov’t Official 
Assassinated
Bond Office Executive 

Dies After Attack 
By Axe Killers

-Ching^ping, Blt head of the 
bund and loan office 
t>he finance d&hartanent Pi the 
^lianghainSHv Gdyernment/* and 
formerly an official oi the old 
Peking Government, is dead while 
his wife is in the Chinese Red Cross 
Hospital receiving treatment for 
severe axe wounds about the face 
and body.

The wounds were inflicted by 
three would-be assassins who enter
ed the Zee home, House 10, Lane 
64, Hart Road,' about 9 am. yes
terday. One of the assailants was 
armed with a pistol while the other 
two carried axes.

After forcing their way past the 
servants of the Zee household, the 
thugs entered the living room and 
grabbed both the man and his wife. 
They threw the aged couple to the 
floor, sat on them and proceeded 
to hack both victims about the face, 
hands and arms.

Mrs. Zee sustained two severe; 
wounds to the head and a bad cut 
on the right arm. ' Mr. Zee was cuti 
about the arms, side and cheeks. I

While the attack against the ; 
couple was underway, a servant 
managed, to raise an alarm where
upon. the three would-be killers took 
to their heels. They had disappear
ed completely before the police ar
rived on the scene. xBoth of thei 
victims were rushed by emergency 
ambulance to the Chinese Red 
Cross Hospital.

Despite the efforts of attending 
surgeons and physicians, Zee died 
yesterday afternoon, several hours 
after his arrival at the hospital. 
H’is wife was stijl alive last night 
but her condition is reported to be 
serious.

Up to a late hour last night th« 
police had established no definite 
motive for the killing. Because of 
Zee’s connections with the “Shang
hai City Government,” however, it 
is believed that thè attack bears 
considerable political significance.
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CONFn>ENTIAIjnterr»gSt ion of Tsai Lan ( , important 

propaganda agent for the secret national salvation 

publication "Unity" has been concluded and full statement, 

together with the procedure for the editing, printing and 

distribution of the "Unity," which has been taken from 

him, is attached as Item I of Appendix "A*. In this 

appendix are also included the statements of the 10th, 

11th, 12th and 13th accused.

The questioning has revealed much of the organization 

of national salvation propaganda in Shanghai but it would be 

necessary to apprehend Pan Ts Ming ( ), Tsai Lan’s

immediate superior to gain full details regarding the 

identity of persons behind the movement. There is no doubt, 

however, that this propaganda work is financed and supported 

by prominent local Chinese educationalists. There is also 

no doubt that the active agents find a haven in the French 

Concession to carry out their plans, that material for the 

publications is gathered in that district and that the agents 

meet in the Concession to discuss their activities. Printing 

work, however, has been carried out in the Settlement and it 

is also true that the bulk of the propaganda matter finds its 

way to the Settlement. In fact it may be said to follow in

the path of the educationalist it is sent to schools through

the medium of masters or students who are members of the 

Cultural or Students Circles National Salvation Associations, 

to refugee camps through the refugee schools maintained in 

the camps and to vocational circles and factories through
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vocational schools and night schools for workers. It has 

been ascertained that no less than 6,700 copies of each 

issue of the publication "Unity" have been distributed in 

fbanghai every week. It is not to be assumed that the 

pr r.ipanda agents follow the natural medium for distribution, 

the schools, but that those in charge of educational matters 

support and encourage the introduction of the literature. 

Throughout the enquiries into organizations, secret or open, 

which sponsor national salvation propaganda, the name of

|l Mr. H.C. Chen, Chinese Education Officer of the S.M.C.,

I*» appears in the background. It may be safely said that the 

Educational Department of the International Relief Committee, 

which is responsible for the education of refugees in its 

camps and which is controlled by Mr. H.C. Chen, employs 
% 

none but members of the secret Cultural Circles National 

Salvation Association or Vocational Circles National 

Salvation Association, who are mostly leftist elements, 

for teaching and training. The instructions to these 

teachers are to use every opportunity to instil national 

salvation propaganda into the refugees and imbue them with 

the anti-Japanese spirit by means of lectures, dramas, 

"pih pao" (wall papers), etc.

Local national salvation elements have a federation 

entitled the "Shanghai Various Circles National Salvation 

Association. In order to systematically control the various 

walks of people in Shanghai, the association is divided into 

the Cultural, Students, Vocation, Labourers and Women’s 

Circles’ National Salvation Associations.
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The magazine "Unity1* is the mouthpiece of the Various 

Circles National Salvation Association and the Cultural 

Circles National Salvation Association was held responsible 

for the publication, although all the other national 

salvation circles assisted in the contributing of articles.

These national salvation associations were formed 

openly following the outbreak of the hostilities in August, 

1937, but as soon as the Chinese forces withdrew from 

Shanghai, they became secret organizations. Even up to 

the present, they still exist secretly.

Coming back to the secret publication "Unity", 

which was prepared by the Cultural Circles National 

Salvation Association, enquiries show that numerous persons 

comprise its committees, but the majority of these people 

have left Shanghai for the interior to conduct national 

salvation propaganda there. Among those remaining in 

Shanghai, it is known that Chang Chung-ling ( )»

Liang Sz-jung ( —), and Pan Ts-ming alias Pan Fang 

( ) are the leading members. Pan Ts-ming is the

direct chief of Tsai Lan (15th«accused) and is the Chief of 

the Propaganda Department. This man disappeared after the 

arrest of the 15th accused and before the Police visit at 

his home at Lane 559-B, 11 Rue Lafayette.

Chang Chung-ling is known to be a teacher in the 

Chung Hwa No.4 Vocational School, Pootung Guild Building, 

1454 Avenue Edward VII, but enquiries show that he has not 

put in an appearance there since the arrest of Tsai Lan.
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He is also known as a leftist writer, formerly connected 

with the Sung V/eh Bookstore, Lane 384, 4 Foochow Road, 

which shop has been removed to Hongkong.

Liang Sz-jung is known to be ex-Chief of the 

Journalism Course of the Yenching University and ex-Professor 

of Latinized Chinese in the Shanghai University. After a 

trip to the interior following the withdrawal of Chinese 

forces from Shanghai, he returned to Shanghai from Hankow 

at the beginning of June, 1938, it being alleged at the 

time by the Hippo that he had been sent here for the express 

purpose of conducting national salvation and leftist 

propaganda. At 7 p.m., June 4, 1938, with the assistance 
J d? # 

of Miss Huang Ting-wei ( ), Sub-Manageress of the

Tung Yih Trust Company, 384 Peking Road, and concurrently 

Chairman of the Women’s Circles' National Salvation 

Association (secret), he arranged a dinner party in the 

Chinese Bankers’ Club, 59 Hongkong Road. During the party, 

Chang Chung-ling (referred to above) and Mr. H.C. Chen, 

Chinese Education Officer of the S.M.C. were among the 

guests present (for full particulars of the dinner rarty 

vide Special Branch report dated July 24, 1938 on the 

subject of ”Anti-Jananese Leftist Writers in Shanghai”).

It will be noted that Chang Chung-ling, Liang Dz-jung, 

Kwoh Tseng-yih (16th accused), Miss Chiang Ping ( \ / )

and Miss Wei Yuin-ying ( ) (both Chiang and Wei

are committee members of the Women’s Circles National 

Salvation Association - they held secret national salvation 

meetings with the other members including the 16th accused,
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record of minutes of which has been obtained by the Municipal 

Police from the property of the 15th accused Tsai Lan seized 

in the 1st Refugee Camp, Rue Massanet) are all on the 

committee in charge of the Shanghai Municipality Supplementary 

Education Association, Room 204, 210 Kiukiang Road. It is

registered with the Municipals Police. In this Supplementary
I Education Association, Mr. H.C. Chen, Chinese Education

I Officer of the S.M.C#, is again an honorary committee 

member and when enquiries regarding this organization were 

made from him by the Municipal Police, he stated that the 

association was formed by "bona fide" members of the local 

teaching circles (Vide Special Branch report dated 18/8/38 

on the subject of its application for registration). It has 

been an experience that local supplementary schools are the 

hotbeds of national salvation and subversive activities. 

For instance, the now defunct Liang Zai Supplementary School 

in the Continental Emporium Building, Nanking Road, led in 

the national salvation movement prior to the hostilities.

In this school, there were cells of the Students’, 

Vocational and Women’s Circles National Salvation Associations#

Overleaf is a sketch plan showing the structure of 

national salvation propaganda organization in Shanghai 

together with the names of those known to be concerned 

in the movement :
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PROPAGANDA ORGANIZATION

Prominent Educationalists

Chang Chung Liang 
(Professor of the 
Shanghai University) 
In charge of 
propaganda funds.
Pan Ts Ming

Proof reading, 
editing, and 
compilation.

Tsai Lan (15th 
accused)' - 
In charge of 
production.____

597/7 bedhurst Road 
secret base for type
setting. Baung Yuen 
Zung & GhuiPahLien

Printing arranged with 
various shops by Vong 
Kyung Keng (4th accused)

Bookbinding works, Yung 
Chih Li, Weihaiwei Road.

Students Labourers

Colleges, Tramways 
Middle & 
Supple
mentary 
schools

Cotton
Mills,etc

Huang Ting Wei Others 
(Sub-Manageress, not 
Tung Yih Trust, ident- 
384 Peking Road) .ifted. 
Women’s Affairs.

Students, Labourers 
Vocational Circles 
Women & Educational 
Circles-"

Supply of propaganda, 
writings & articles.

~Wong Ping alias Lau Liu 
(not in custody) 

.Distribution.

Vocational 
Circles

Women Educational

■
Circles 
H?s "ChiAese

Temper
ance 
Assn., 
80 Love 
Lane.

Y.W.C.À., 
999 B’Well 
Road.

Cultural
Circles 

RefUgse I 
Camps

Bank EmployeesCustoms 
lien Nyl Society, 
334 Nanking Road.

ClubS e£c

Education
Promoting 
Society,eta

Journalists 
& writers.

I
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According to Tsai Lan, he was responsible only for 

the magazine "Unity", the mouthpiece of the Cultural Circles 

National Salvation Association. Although the printing of 

the other publications, "War Voice*, "Emancipation" and 

"Women" was done through the Medhurst Road base, arrange

ments for this were made by Pan Ts Ming direct, "Emancipation", 

the communist journal, is said to be published in Shensi, seat 

of the Communist Anti-Japanese University ( )

and is only reproduced in Shanghai. As regards "Women," 

the 16th accused Pan Kwoh Tseng-yih, wife of Pan Ts Ming, 

and the 1st accused Sung Yue ( ) who were arrested

at Lane 559-B, 11 Rue Lafayette and later released, together 

with Tsai Ying, a cousin of Tsai Lan’s, and Woo Sui-tsing 
t> / ■ i. , ( ), the latter’s sweetheart and a teacher at the

1st Refugee Camp of the International Relief Committee, are 

actively engaged in its production. The magazine is the 

mouthpiece of the Women’s Circles National Salvation 

Association headed by Miss Huang Ting Wei.

In the possession of Tsai Lan (15th accused) were 

found two booklets containing notes on minutes of secret 

meetings held by the committee members of the Women’s 

Circles’ National Salvation Association. Tsai Lan states 
that they belonged to his cousin Tsai Ying ( it ) 

■ ' jfe ’ A 'alias Tsai Hsia-yung ( . ) and Tsai Hsin-yeu

( )> living at Lane 225, 30 Rue Pere Robert, who

is a committee member of the Women’s Circles National 

Salvation Association and who is in hiding. From the 

notes, it has been gathered that the following females
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are either executives or closely connected with the Women's

Circles' National Salvation

(1) Miss Huang Ting-wei' 1 U ’

(2) Miss Chu Wen-yang
<■ i >

(3) Miss Chu Lih-poo 
' 11% >

(4) Miss Wei Dzu-ying 
1 >

(5) Miss Chen Lpo-vee 
< 1

(6) Miss Tsih Yih-ying 
< >

(7) Miss Chao Tseng-mei' III ’

Association

Sub-Manageress of the Tung Yih 
Trust Company, 384 Peking Road. 
Known to be the Chairman of the 
Women's Circles' National 
Salvation Association, but 
according to the notes she did 
not attend any of the committee 
meetings. In one of the meetings 
held on Tune 25, 1938, she was 
appointee '*+•0 contact with the 
Kuomintang.

A committee member of the Chung 
Hwa Women's Mutual Aid Society, 
Room 605 Pootung Guild Building, 
1454 Avenue Edward VII.

-do-

A committee member of the Chung 
Hwa Women's Mutual Aid Society, 
Room 605 Pootung Guild Building, 
1454 Avenue Edward VII. She is 
concurrently the General 
Executive Secretary of the 
Women's Circles' National 
Salvation Association.

A committee member of the Women's 
Christian Temperance Association 
of China, 80 Love Lane.

Principal of the Bah Zung ( )
Primary School, 240 Markham Road. . 
This school receives a grant-in- || 
aid from the S.M.C. She is also || 
a committee member of the League 
of Chinese Women, formerly 
situated in Room 305, 480 Nanking 
Road and 575 Rue Lafayette. The 
League has no office now but only 
a communication address c/o 
Miss Tsih.

A committee member of the Bank- 
Employees' Lien Nyi Society, || 
334 Banking Road. *
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(8) Miss Tsai Ying 
( 1 

alias
Tsai Hsia-yung< % I t ) 

and.
Tsai Hsin-yeu 
t ’

(9) Kwoh Tseng-yih
' 1j*- 1

A staff employee of the Women’s 
Christian Temperance Association, 
80 Love Lane (now in hiding), 
(cousin of 15th accused).

(10) Miss Sung Yu< » 4 )

(11) Miss Chiang Ping' 4 J 1

(12) Miss Hsu Kwang-ping
C tj j. )

(13) Miss Ying Ts-jing

Wife of wanted man Pan Ts-ming, 
a staff employee of the Women’s 
Christian Temperance Association, 
80 Love Lane. She was arrested 
on January 4, 1939, at her home 
at Lane 559-B, 11 Rue Lafayette, 
but owing to lack of evidence, 
she was released on January 6. 
Her connection with the Women’s 
Circles National Salvation 
Association was discovered by 
the Police following her release.

A teacher in the Jui Ts (-$ )
Primary School, Rue Grouchy. 
She was also taken into custody 
at her home at Lane 559-B, 11 
Rue Lafayette on January 4 and 
released on January 6 owing to 
lack of evidence. Her connection 
with the Women's Circles National 
Salvation Association was 
discovered by the Police following 
her release.

A committee member of the Shanghai 
Women's Society {dtff iiL), Room 
512 Pootung Guild Building, 1454 
Avenue Edward VII, and concurrently 
a committee member of the Supple
mentary Education Association, 
Room 204, 210 Kiukiang Road.

mm. I
She represents the employees of 
the insurance trade. She is the || 
Chief of the General Affairs || 
Department of the Women's Circles'* j 
National Salvation Association.

A clerk in the employ of the 
General Office, Shanghai Maritime 
Customs.
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Miss Sung Hsi-----< ’U) >
(15) Miss Yang Pao-sung

(16) Miss Chiu Ming
( if Wj ’

(1?) Miss Chang ( M ) 
and Miss Pu « Sung

An employee of the Drafts Office 
of the Chinese Post Office, 322 
Kiaochow Road.

A committee member of the 
Chinese Vocational Women’s 
Society (present address 
unknown) and the Shanghai 
Women’s Society, Room 512, 
Pootung Guild Building, 1454 
Avenue Edward VII. She was 
an ex-committee member of the 
Women’s Livelihood Improvement 
Society, 4 Wei Teh Li, Rue 
Lafayette (1936) (now defunct).

A committee member of the 
Shanghai Primary School Teachers' 
Knowledge Improvement Society, 
o/o Room 512 Pootung Guild 
Building, 1454 Avenue Edward VII.

Representing the Chinese 
Y.W.C.A.

Apart from the usual organization, the Women’s 

Circles National Salvation Association has a Liaison 

Department and a Refugee Education Department, which shows II 
paying •■

that women agitators are also/much attention towards 

influencing the refugees. The following activities are 

found recorded in the notes of minutes of the secret 

meetings t- 

1. Holding of a national goods exhibition. 

2. Collecting of contributions from local women for the 
upkeep of the secret magazine entitled •Unity."

3. Investigating of shops and firms dealing in Japanese 
goods.

4. Launching of the "Returning to Native Place" and "Thrift* 
movement (the latter movement to be carried out openly 
by the Women's Christian Temperance Association, 80 
Love Lane).
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5. Commemoration of August 13th Anniversary :

a) Gold contribution movement (for the upper class 
women).

b) One cent movement (for the lower class women 
for the support of the war of resistance).

c) Memorial meetings at various places.

d) Propaganda to use native cloth.

e) Distribution of 500 commemoration badges to 
local women.
It was recorded that a memorial meeting of 
representatives of local woman bodies was 
held at 8 a.m. August 7 in the Women’s 
Christian Temperance Association, 80 Love 
Lane, in commemoration of the Anniversary.

6. Commemoration of September 18th Anniversary :

a) Contribution soliciting movement.

b) Hoisting of flags at half mast.

c) Vegetarian food.

7. Sending of a telegram to the National Government asking 
for freedom in speech and protesting against the order 
to suspend the publication of the Sin Hwa Daily News 
(a communist mouthpiece In China circulated in the 
interior) for three days.

8. Consolation of the Lone Battalion in Shanghai. Il

9. Giving of lectures on national salvation movement in 
various places including the Sing Kwan School, 270 
Chungking Road.

10. Assigning of a Miss Woo Y^ng-hwa ( ) and ii
Miss Chien Wen-yee ( ) to guide women’s
activities in the Hwa Liew Club, 194 Nanking Road (?). ••

These secret meetings were held in various places including 

the following addresses

1. Central Funeral Home, 34 Mapai Road.

2» ShenChow Night School, Lane 770, 4 Newchwang Road or 
Lane 310, 3 l^rburgh Road (exact address not mentioned) 
(Warned re objectionable propaganda, 17-1-39 File B.8548/17).
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3. Women's Christian Temperance Association of China* 
80 Love Lane.

4.

5.

6.

In

Dah Zung Primary School, 240

Chong Ping (

Ching Nyih (

f ) Primary
-fc Lt .f* f ) Primary

Markham Road.

School (address unknown).

School (address unknown).

the notes, the names of the Wing On Cotton Mill, the

Foh Sing Flour Mill and the New Ewo Cotton Mill are 

mentioned, and it is strongly believed that cells exist 

among the workers of these firms.

The literature which was seized from the home of

Tsai Lan, Lane 697, 5 Avenue Joffre, the home of Tsai Ying 

(Tsai Lan's cousin), the 1st Refugee Camp, Rue Massanet, 

and the home of Pan Ts-ming (not arrested), Lane 559-B, 

11 Rue Lafayette, has been compiled into lists which are 

forwarded herewith as Appendix "B*

SUMMARY

In this case, a total of eighteen persons were 

taken into custody, of whom ten have been released either 

on guarantees supplied for their future good behaviour or 

owing to lack of sufficient evidence. Hereunder is a list 

of those persons still under detention, together with 

particulars of their activities and length of their 

detention s-

Name of Accused Particulars of Activities Length of detention

3rd accused
Bang Yuen-shen

9th accused 
Ghui Pah-lee

Agent of National 
Salvation Association 
responsible for the 
printing of secret 
communistic and anti» 
Japanese periodicals.

51 days (from 
1/12/38 to date). 
(Deportation 
appears 
advisable).

-do- -do-
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10th accused 
Chu Han-sung
'-Ml 1

11th accused
Liu Dong-hui

12th accused 
Loh Ching-yoong ' mt >

13th accused
Loh Poh-sung
' /PH 1

14th accused
Wong Shiao-ping( 4t ,t * Ì

15th accused
Tsai » Lan
( A *

Manager of the Lien Ts 
Type-setting Works, 
Lane 140, 15 Love Lane, 
responsible for the 
making of matrices for 
the ‘'Emancipation" and 
"Unity."

29 days (from 
23/12/38 to date).

Broker of the Lien Ts -do-
Type -setting Works which 
was responsible for the 
making of matrices for 
the "Emancipation" and 
"Unity."

Manager of the Shing -do-
Byi Press, Lane 177, 42
Chungking Road, which 
was responsible for the 
printing of the 
"Emancipation", "Unity", 
and "Women. *

Assistant Manager of the -do-
Shing JTyi Press.

Manager of the Yuan -do-
Toong Bookstore, 378

Foochow Road, otherwise 
known as the Shanghai 
Office of the Sung Weh 
(Life) Bookstore, which 
ordered the making of 
matrices for rabidly 
anti-Japanese 
publications and where 
a quantity of anti
Japanese literature 
was seized.

(1) Important member of 17 days (from 
the Rational 4/1/39 to date).
Salvation Association 
in charge of printing 
and distribution of 
thé "Unity" to various 
walks of people and 
secret cells. He is 
also the Sub-Editor 
of "Unity*.
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A communist element, and 
professional propagandist.

(2) In December, 1937, member 
of the “Staff Members* 
Lien Nyi Society of 
Various Refugee Camps," 
a camouflaged secret 
national salvation 
association, Dubbling Well 
Building, Bubbling Well 
Road, which was raided and 
closed down by the Municipal 
Police in December, 1937.

(3) In September, 1938, he 
promoted a dramatic movement 
(anti-Japanese in nature) 
in the 1st Refugee Camp, 
Rue Massanet. He was 
arrested by the French 
Police and cautioned.

In connection with this case, eleven places were 

raided by the Municipal Police in the International 

Settlement and in the French Concession with the assistance 

of the French Police. Communistic and subversive 

literature and propaganda were found in nine of these 

places, while five places were closed down by the Municipal 

Police for being concerned in the type-setting, making of 

matrices and printing of the subversive publications 

“Emancipation,* "Unity,* "Women* and "War Voice". Two of 

these five places were allowed to re-open on the instructions 

of D.C. (Special Branch), the types of one secret type-setting 

base(established for these publications only and no other 

business) are now detained at Police Headquarters pending 

instructions, while the remaining two, the Lien Ts Type

setting Works and the Shing Nyih Press, remain closed.
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From enquiries, it has been ascertained that in 

the process of preparation of the periodicals “Unity“ 

and “Emancipation,“ the services of a bookbinding works 

located in the last alleyway of YooigChih Li ( ¿^4 ),

Weihaiwei Road, were also employed. No Police action 

has been taken against this concern pending instrucitions.

D. S. I.

D.C. (Special Branch).
P. K. V« ft, OÄBik
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sales manager of the nan Wen Press, Lane 228, no.15 Shantung

Road and the 2nd ac 'rks

Manager of the same concern were released on the aftert.o

of January 9th on bonds supplied by mt. Sung Kwang-dee

Lloyd Road

), Manager of the Sun Sun Printing Press, 105

for their future good behaviour

Similar steps were taken

Wong Ching Keng ( X ) of the Dah Foong

with the 4th accused

Printing
Press, Lane 537, bo.6 Wuting Road, who was released on

the

Mr

Kee

morning of January 10th, bond being supplied by

Yue Lien-sung ( ), proprietor of the Yue

Chinese Brush Factory (4^"*^ 2^— ), ho. 4

Yah Shing Li, Kansu Road

Before release the three accused and their

respective guarantors were

the former

subversive

engaging in the
given a strict caution against 
printing °* preparation of

literature in future

Arrangements are being made for the 5th, 6th and
8th accused, all apprentices of the

^alarj D.C

base to be handed over to their

the morning of January 11th

(Special Branch)

secret type-setting 

parents or guardians on.

D. 3. I.
■



Date | January 9, 1939.

Wong Chi-gee, aged 41 a native

of Zaushing, residing at Ho.59 Yoong Chih Li, Elgin 

Road, near North Kiangse Rd, having been engaged in the 

distribution, printing or preparation of subversive literature» 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be released 

on a guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee thet the above- 

mentioned Wong Chi-gee will in future refrain from all 

subversive activities and will not again engage in the distribution» 

printing or preparation of subversive literature but will confine 

himself to matters entirely unconnected with any political 

movement while he stays in Shanghai. Should it be found that 

at any »«e I have broken this guarantee of good faith» I am 

willing to ribmit to any penalty the Commissioner of Police 

desires to mete out.

Signed f Sung Kwang-dee 

Address I 105 Lloyd Road 

Positions Manager of the Sun Sun Printing Press,

Witness • Sung Pah-an.

t $

fl
& & 
w th

/u



1
Date | January 9, 1939. 

Loo Chieu-sung, aged 45 a native 

of Shanghai, residing at no.6 Shih Sing Li, Rue Fere 

Robert, having been engaged in the

distribution, printing or preparation of subversive literature, 

was arrested by the Municipal Police and will now be released 

on a guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee that the above- 
mentioned Loo Chieu-sung will in future refrain from all 

subversive activities and will not again engage in the distribution» 

printing or preparation of subversive literature but will confine 

himself to matters entirely unconnected with any political 

movement while he stays in Shanghai. Should it be found that 

at any tine I have broken thia guarantee of good faith, I am 

willing to submit to any penalty the Commiesioner of Police 

desires to note out.
Signed 1 Sung Kwang-dee

Address I 105 Lloyd Road

Ppeitioni Manager of the Sun Sun Printing Press.

Witness » Sun Pah’an



Date J January 10, 1939.

Wong Ching-keng, aged 26, a native 

of Paoshan, residing at 93 Tsang Ka Zah Road, off

Avenue Road, having been engaged in the

distribution, printing or preparation of subversive literature« 

was arrested by the Municipal Police end will now be released 

on a guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee that the above* 

mentioned Wong Ching-keng will in future refrain from all 

eubvereive activities and will not again engage in the distribution» 

printing or preparation of eubvereive literature but will confine 

himself to matters entirely unconnected with any political 

movement while he stays in Shanghai. Should it be found that 

at any time I have broken this guarantee of good faith* I am 

willing to submit to any penalty the Commissioner of Police 

desires to mete out.

Signed 1 Yue Lien-sung 

Address t 4 Yah Shing Li, Kansu Road. 

Positions Proprietor of Yue Kee Chinese 
.Brush Factory.

} Witness I Dzung Keng-yoong.
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Attached is a summary showing the length of time the

accused arrested in connection with the “Han Wen Press* case 

have been in custody, together with the gravity of „heir 

respective offence, as requested by D.C. (Special Branch).



SUMMARY

accused Wong Chi Gee( i .
(Han Wen Press)

Detained since 30/11/38 
(38 days) concerned in 
the case only for reason 
of business profit. Able 
to supply suitable guaran
tees for his future 
behaviour.

'Y- 2nd at'ous^d Loo Chieu Sung2nd accused ( < ^ ), - do -
(Han Wen Press)

3rd accused Bang 
( "fi

Yuen, Shen 
& ¿% )

Detained since 1/12/38 
(37 days) has been solely 
engaged for a long 
period in subversive 
activities and is a member 
of leftist and/or natiorBl 
salvation organizations. 
His deportation would 
appear advisable.

•

1 *
4th accused Wong 

( X 
(Dah

Ching Keng
M ),

Foong Press)

Detained since 1/12/38 
(37 days) concerned in 
the case only through his 
ability to find connec
tions in the printing 
trade to carry out work 
for the 3rd accused, for 
which he drew conmission. 
Able to supply suitable 
guarantee for hiB future 
good behaviour.

t 5th accused Wong
( t

•

Dzu Chi
% )

Detained since 1/12/38 
(37 days), an apprentice, 
aged 18, working at the 
instigation of the 3rd 
accused. He could be 
handed into the care of 
parents or guardians.

■x 6th accused Pang 
o

Yu Ken Detained since 1/12/38 
(37 days). An apprentice,? 
aged 17, working at the 
instigation of the 3rd 
accused. He could be 
handed into the care of 
parents or guardians.

7 th accused Ye Bing Ling 
(£ tk )

Released.

8th accused Uhang tfung Tsing 
(ML £

Detained since 1/12/38 
(37 days). An apprentice, 
aged 20, working at the 
instigation of the 3rd 
accused. He could be 
handed into the care of 
parents or guardians.

9th accused * Ghui 
(%

PaJi Lee 
)

Detained since 4/12/38 
(34 days) (remarks as 
per Bang Yuen Shen, 3rd 
accused,) His deportatior 
would appear advisable.'
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10 th accused

(Lien Ts Type
setting Works)

Detained only 15 days, 
since 23/12/38.

11th accused Liu Dong Hui 
w A- Ok ), 
(Lien Ts Type- 
Setting Works)

- do -

12 th accused Loh Ching Yoong 
(7% t &), 
(Shing Nyi Press)

- do -

13 th accused Loh S’oh Sung 
(ft * f I, 
(Shing Nyi Press)

- do -

14th accused Wong Shiao Bing
Hr < ),
(Yuan Toong Book- 
'store)

- do -

15th accused Tsai Lan (fa )• Arrested on 4/1/39. 
Important propaganda 
organizer, activities 
under investigation.

16th accused Pan Kwoh Tseng- 
yih (^ $ — )

To be released to-day, 
6/1/39.

17th accused Lan Chung Ziang 
(> # )

Arrested on 5/1/39. 
Activities under inves
tigation.

18th accused Sung Yu ( To be released to-day, 
6/1/39.
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The 8th accused Tsang Vung Sing (/&-^sC ),

apprentice of the secret type setting base at lane 597, 

Mo.7 Medhurst Road was released on the afternoon of

January 11 on guarantee bond supplied by his grand-father 

named Tsang Moh-ling ( ), master of the Tsang

Zung Shing ( ) Cotton Shop, 239 Weihaiwei Road.

The youth is being sent to join his father in their country 

home at Pootung.

The 5th and 6th accused, Wong Dzu chi (

and Pang Yue-keng ( also apprentices of the

above base were released on the morning of January 12th. 

Bond for the first named was supplied by Kan Zien-keng 

(-V” ), his cousin and a foreman employed by the

Nyi Sung ( & ) Rubber Jfcctory, 83 Penang Road. The

second named was released on guarantee supplied by Yue 

Chia Toong the electrician of the Cotton

Goods Exchange, 260 Avenue Edward vll.

Wong Dzu Chi is being sent to Join his parents in 

hi s native home near KSading. The last named i&ng Yue Keng 

will remain with his guarantor and father named Eang Ching- 

sung ( ), a hawker, at the Cotton Goods Exchange.

Before release the three?apprentices and their 

guarantors were given a strict caution against the former
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t * Date i January 11, 1939.

Twang Vung-sing aged 20 a native 

of Nanhwwt, reaiding at 239 'feihaiwei Road, 

having been engaged in the 

distribution, printing ar preparation of subversive literature» 

was arreated by the Municipal Police and trill now^be releaaed 

on a guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee thet the above- 

mentioned Tsang Vung-sing will in future refrain from all 

subversive activities and will not again engage in the distribution» 

printing or preparation of subversive literature but will confine 

himself to matters entirely unconnected with any political 

movement while he ataya in Shanghai. Should it be found that 

at any time I have broken this guarantee of good faith, X am 

willing to submit to any penalty the Commissioner of Police 

desires to mete out.

Signed • Tsang Moh-ling 

Address • 239 Weihaiwei Road.

Posit font Master of the Tsang Zung Shing 
Cotton Shop.

Witness • Tsang Sing-keng



Date I January 1939.

Fang Yue-keng aged 17 a native 

of Ningpo, residing at 260 Avenue Edward VII, 

having been engaged in the 

distribution, printing or preparation of subversive literature, 

was arrested by the Municipal Bailee and will now be released 

on a guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee that the above- 

mentioned Fang Yue-keng will in future refrain from all 

subversive activities and will not again engage in the distribution, 

printing or preparation of subversive literature but will confine 

himself to matters entirely unconnected with any political 

movement while be stays in Shanghai. Should it be found that 

at any time X have broken thia guarantee of good faith, I am 

willing to submit to any penalty the Commissioner of Police 

desires to mete out.

Signed S Yue Chia Toong

Address S 260 Avenue Edward /II.

Positions Electrician of the Cotton Goods 
Exchange.

Witness •



t < 
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Date I January 12, 1939.

Wong Dzu-chi aged 18 a native

of Hading, residing in an unnumbered house at Tsai Ha 

Zah, off Penang Road, having been engaged in the

distribution, printing or preparation of subversive literature, 

was arrested by the Itanicipal Police and will now be released 

on a guarantee hereby given by me« I guarantee thetthe above- 

mentioned Wong Dzu-chi will in future refrain from all 

subversive activities and will not again engage in the distribution* 

printing or preparation of subversive literature but will confine 

himself to matters entirely unconnected with any political 

movement while he stays in Shanghai« Should it be found that 

at any time I have broken this guarantee of good faith, I am 

willing to submit to any penally the Commissioner of Police 

desires to mete out« 

Signed * Han Zien-keng 

Address t Unnumbered house at Tsai Ka Zah, 
off Penang Road.

Position* Foreman employed by the Kyi Sung 
Rubber Factory.

Witness »
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Secret National ¡Salvation Propaganda - Arrests and................

Passage 559-B, No. 11 Rue Lafayette on the night of January 

4th and handed over to Special Branch was on the instructions 

of D.C. (Special Branch) returned to the Political Section, 

Prench Police on the morning of January 7th from where he 

was subsequently released.

The Han Wen Press, lane 228, Bo.15 Shantung Road,

which was ordered to cease operations on November 30th 

was on January 4th authorized to re-open by D.C. (Special 

Branch) after suitable guarantees had been supplied by 
iwr. Sung Kwang-dee (($ i) ), Manager of the Sun Sun

Press 105 Lloyd Road, against the former

concern again engaging in the printing or preparation of

subversive literature

The Dah Poong Type-Setting Works, Lane 537, No.6 

the operation of which was suspended on 

were permitted to re-open by D.C. (Special 

Branch) on January 6th. Suitable guarantees against this 

concern re-engaging in the preparation of subversive 
literature were entered into by Mr. Wei Tse-hung ("^ ),
master of the Tse Zung (¿* jK ) Bice Shop, Lane 779, No.53 

Chengtu Road.

Wuting Road,

December 6th

The guarantee bonds for the Han Wen Press and 
Dah Poong Works are attached.

D.C. (Spacial Branch)

P>A. toO.\c.(,a».»M



January 6, 1939.

... .The .Han Wen .Press situated at
.Lane .228.House .Ho. ..15 .Shantung .Hoad,.. by
.Sung .Pah - an.Loo .Ts ieu-sung, and .Wong .Chi- gee , . . , ,* .

•............... having been engaged la subversive activities 

by setting up types fcr and printing secret publications of 
an objectionable nature, which are banned by the S.M.C.
Authorities, was closed .?2i.1938, JTow It la allowed

to re-open on a guarantee hereby given by me that the above- 
mentioned firm will in future refrain from all subversive 

and objectionable activities and will confine Itself to 

business entirely unconnected with any political movement 
while it is situated In the International Settlement. Should 
It be found that at any time I have broken this guarantee of 
good faith, I am willing to submit to any penalty the 
Commissioner of Police desires to mete out.

Guarantor: Sung Kwang-dee

Witness:



L

&-



January 6, 1939.

The Dah Foong Type-Setting 

Lane, ,5,3,7,,, Jipj^e, ^o,.,6, Wuting R,o,ad,,,,,,, „operated by 
Zee Zeu-sun^

•......................., having been engaged in subversive activities
by setting up types fcr and printing secret publications of 
an objectionable nature, which are banned by the S.K.C.
Authorities, was closed onP.e.c.eAb.ej*. .<». A938« Now it is allowed 
to re-open on a guarantee hereby given by me that the above- 
mentioned firm will in future refrain from all subversive 
and objectionable activities and will confine itself to 
business entirely unconnected with any political movement 
while it is situated in the International Settlement. Should 
it be found that at any time I have broken thia guarantee of 
good faith, I am willing to submit to any penalty the 
Commissioner of Police desires to mote out.

fleeranter» Wei Tse-hung

Witness»
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The 16th accused Pan Kwoh Tseng Yih " )

and the 18th accused Sung Yu (jXJ ) were returned on

the instructions of D.C. (Special ¿ranch) to the Political 

Section, French Police at 6 p.m., January 6th and were 

released same evening, in connection with the 17th

accused Lan Chung Ziang ( », X4 %. ), who is a teacher

in the Chung Hwa Girls' Middle School, Rue Lafayette, 

although he admits that he was a close friend of the 

wanted man Pan Ts Ming and allowed Pan the use of his 

desk, he denies being concerned with the production of 

the magazines "Unity? etc. Lan Chung Ziang is not 

identified by Tsai Lan or ¿ang Yue Zung, the 3rd accused 

as being connected with the movement while his name does 

not appear on any of the documents seized. in the 

absence of evidence of any subversive activities on the 

part of Lan Chung Ziang, his release would appear advisable.

With reference to Pan Ts Ming, evidence has been

secured that this man absconded during the day of January 4, 

his home being raided that evening, ¿y some means or other 

he apparently learned of the arrest of Tsai Lan and has gone 

into hiding.

A list of the literature seized in the recent

raids is in course of preparation and will be forwarded 

as soon as possible.

D.C. (Special Branch)
D. S* I

|
I Ml
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further arrests and seizures
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Made by. Forwarded by

Investigation

accused and not the 17th accused as erroneously described

in the report on this subject dated January 4th, revealed

that this man was acting under the instructions of one 

Pan Ts Ming( Aft ) alias Pan Fang( ). Pan

Ta Ming was stated by Tsai Ian to be residing at lane 

559B (Van Foh Fang), House 11 Rue Lafayette*

This address was raided at 11 p*m. January 4th

by D.S.I. MacAdie, D.S.I. Kao Yen Ken and C.D.S. 156 

Zah Pao-ying( /fa ), assisted by Detective Rossi

of the French Police* Pan Ts Ming was absent but a 

search of his room revealed a quantity of anti-Japanese, 

national salvation and communistic literature. A female 
named Pan Kaoh Tseng-yih( Ji " ), age 30, native 

of Hupeh, claiming to be the wife of Pan Ts Ming was 

present in the room and alleged that her husband had 

left for Anhwei two days before. This statement was 

refuted, however, by Tsai Lan who visited Pan at his 

house on January 3rd*

A number of similar documents and drafts of an 

anti-Japanese nature as well as chops of Pan Ts Ming 
pt' I ' 

were found in the room of Lan Chung Zlang( ),

age 31, native of Shenae, the chief tenant of the 

premises, and a teacher at the Chung Hwa Girls' Middle 

School, Rue Lafayette.

Similar literature was found in a room,occupied 
, . ¿a al,iaa Sun« Yu-ta( £ )
by one Sung Yu( ;!£ 7-6 ),/a female, age 20, native of
Peiping, a teacher in the Jui Ts ($ ) Primary School,
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Rue Grouchy.

A brief examination of the seizures leads to the 

belief that this address which houses a body known as 
the Cultural Material Supply Association( it $:/$>&- ) 

is the receiving office for manuscripts written by leftist 

and national salvation elements for inclusion in the 

various secret publications. There being good reason 

to suppose that lan Chung Ziang and the two females 

collaborated with fan Ts Ming in the work of editing and 

selecting suitable articles for the publications* it was 

decided to request the French Police for their detention 

pending enquiries.

The three arrested persons were handed over 

together with the seizures to Special Branch at 3 p.m. 

January 5th.

They are at present being held pending instructions 

Il as tolheir disposal, the French Police having requested 

' their return should their release be contemplated.

Tsai Ian also led Special Branch detectives to an 

address at Lane 225 (Chun Yien Bi Dz alleyway) House 30, 

Rue Pere Robert where he had left a bo> containing 

documents with his cousin named Tsai Ying( ),

alias Tsai Hsin-yeu( ). The box which contained

drafts etc., connected with the secret publications was 
¡seized and is being examined . A visit was also paid 

to the 1st Refugee Camp of the International Relief 

Committee on Rue Massanet where Tsai Ian had entrusted 

other documents with a Miss Woo Tui Tang( ), a
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teacher in the camp. This female was absent but a 

search of her quarter* revealed a quantity of rabidly 

anti«-Japanese literature and drafts which would lead to 

suppose that this female was also an active member of the 

propaganda organisations.

A watch is being maintained by the French Police 

both at the house of Pan Ts Ming and at the Refugee Camp 

quarters*

to.®*.
D.S.I.

D.C.(Special Branch)
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age 26, native

Tsai uan ) alias Li Ts Ming (-4“ J ),

of Canton, who was implicated by the 3rd and

4th accused in the case which forms the subject of this

file, as being the responsible person behind the secret

type setting base at Lane 387, No.7 Medhurst Road, from

whom the drafts of the objectionable publications* Unity,

etc emanated and by whom the distribution of these

periodicals was conducted, was as a result of careful

enquiries traced to his home in Room No.4 of a Russian

Boarding House, Lane 697, No.5 Avenue Joffre

This address was raided by D.S.I. MacAdie, D.S.I

Kao Yen-ken and G .D.S.156 (Special Branch) assisted by

D.S.I. Perrie of the Political section, french Police, at

7.30 a.m. January 4 and the wanted man was taken into

custody therein

A quantity of manuscripts and literature believed

to be chiefly of a national salvation nature was seized

H *» B

and is at present under examination

Tsai Lan was handed over to Special Branch at

10 a.m. same day, for enquiries, on the understanding that

should his expulsion from Shanghai be later deemed

desirable, this be carried out by the french Police owing

to his being a resident of the Concession.

Tsai Lan who now becames the 17th accused in thia

case is being carefully interrogated with a view to treeing

the organization at the back of the propaganda matter in

question

He will be detained in Central stati

D.C. Cspecial Branch)
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In connection with the two remaining printing and 

type-setting works formerly engaged in printing or making 

matrices for the various secret publications of an 

objectionable nature as mentioned in the previous report on 

this subject dated December 16th, police action was taken 

against them on December 23rd on the instructions of

D.O, (Special Branch)«

At 10 a•m. the

Works, Lane 140, House

Lien Ts ( ) Type-Setting

15 Love Lane was visited and all

work ordered to cease. The responsible persons were 

taken into custody. They are I-

(10th accused)« Chu Han Sung( ), aged 37,
a native of Shanghai, married, Manager 
& Owner of the Lien Ts Type-Setting 
Works. Living at the said address*

(11th accused)} Liu Dong Hui( ^4 )» aged 22,
a native of Ningpo, niarried, broker of 
the Lien Ts type-Setting Works.
Living at the said address*

A search of the premises revealed a quantity of 

anti-Japanese books, manuscript and matrices, a description 

of which is given in the attached list. The source of 

this literature is under investigation.

At 11 a.m. the Shing Hyih Preset J ), Lane 

177, House 42 Chungking Road was similarly ordered to cease 

operations and the responsible persons were taken into 

custody. They are »-
(12th accused)} Loh Ching Yoong( /t £ $ ), aged 51,

a native of Kashan, Chekiang, married. 
Manager of the Shing Nyih Press. 
Living at the said address.

1
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(13th accused)» Loh Foh Sung( ), aged 30,
a native of Kashan, Chekiang, married, 
Assistant Manager of the Shing Nyih 
Press. Living in the Press. Son 
of Loh Ching Yoong.

Nothing was found on the premises but the manager 

was unable to produce his account books for the year 1938, 

having only a set of books dated from August 1938 which bore 

every evidence of their having been written up at a very 

recent date. The manager admi ’’d that news of the raid 

on the Han Wen Press on November 30- had come to his 

notice and it is evident that he either concealed or 

destroyed the old books which contained records of his 

transactions with the 3rd and 4th accused. Investigations 

into this matter will be made in due course«

The four arrested persons are at present being 

detained in Chengtu Road Station.

Arrangements have been made by P.A. to D.C. 

(Special Branch) with the Inspector in charge of Chengtu 

Road Station for the policing of the two concerns with 

a view to ensuring that work is not resumed.

With reference to the Sung Weh ( ;t ) Bookstore,

c/o Yuan Tung ( ) Bookstore, 378 Poochow Road which

ordered a quantity of rabidly anti-Japanese cartoons and 

songs from the Han Wen Press, discreet enquiries ascertained 

that the Yuan Tung Bookstore is entirely responsible for 

all Shanghai affairs of the Sung Weh Bookstore which is 

stated to be now located at Queens Road Hongkong«
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Accordingly Wong Chien Bing(

Manager of the Yuan Tung Bookstore wag called to the Special 

Branch on the afternoon of December 23rd» He admitted 

that the Yuan Tung Bookstore were agents for the Sung Weh 

Bookstore but denied all knowledge of the order for anti

Japanese literature. A visit was then paid with the 

Manager to the Bookstore where various account books* 

stock cards and chops of the Sung Weh Bookstore were 

found* clearly demonstrating the fact that the Yuan Tung 

and Sung Weh Bookstores were one and the same» The 

search also revealed a quantity of rabidly anti-Japanese 

literature including Tolk songs & plays* and a booklet* 

*September 18th* which is described in the attached list, 

inquiries at the store also revealed that one Wo Zang Kwei 

( ) who handled the Sung Weh Bookstore business

with the Han Wen Press was an assistant of the Yuan Tung 

Bookstore. This man has not put in an appearance at the 

bookstore since the raid on the Han Wen Press»

Wong Chien Bing, the Manager of the Yuan Tung 

Bookstore is being detained at Central Station and becomes 

the 14th accused. Investigations into the source and 

place of disposal of the anti-Japanese literature ordered by 

the Sung Weh Bookstore is being investigated»

D.S.I.



List of literature seized from the Far Eastern 
bookstore (otherwise known as the Shanghai 
Office of the Sung Weh bookstore)» 378 Foochow 
Road, at 3*30 p*m., December 23» 1938.

1) Chinese translation of Upton Sinclair*s 
“HO PASARANI (They shall not pass)? 
containing stories relating to the 
fighting at Madrid.

4 copies

2) Chinese translation of Upton Sinclair*s 
“THE COAL KING". 5_ copies

3) Book entitled "Recent Work of North 
Eastern Writerst '018* •» containing 
short stories dealing with the 
atrocities committed by “certain 
troops* in Manchuria.

10 copies

4) Book» *Modern Plays", Book one 5 copies
(Rational salvation nature)»

5) "Modern Plays»* Book 3.
(Rational salvation nature).

5_ copies

6) Booklet containing a play entitled 
"Lee Zang Sung Returns to the Pront* 
(Rational salvation nature).

1_ copy

7) Booklet containing a play entitled 
"Disturbance at Tokio* describing 
the anti-war feeling of the Japanese 
civilians.

1__CO£X

8) Booklet containing a play entitled 
•Righting at Tung Ling Temple*. 
(Rational salvation nature)

1_ copy

8) Booklet containing songs urging the 
people to join the army.

1 copy

10) Booklet containing a play entitled
*The Thousand Stitch Cloth*.
(National salvation & anti-Japanese 
nature).

1_

11) Booklet containing a play entitled 
"Pair Judgment*, advocating favourable 
treatment to the families of soldiers 
fighting at the front.
(National salvation nature).

1_ copy

12) Chinese translation of "HISTORY OF 
THE RUSSIAN COMMUNIST PARTY* by a
Russian named *Aroslavsky*(?)» ■ 1.

13) Chinese translation of "COMMENTS ON 
SINO-JAFANESE HOSTILITIES* by 
Trotsky. 1 copy

14) Booklet entitled "What a Citizen Should 
Know." containing short article» 
denouncing the National Government and 
the Chinese Communist Party*

9



(2)

15) Catalogue of Sung Weh Bookstore, dated 
November, 1938.

16) Pass books of Sung Weh Bookstore 
(unused) for books on consignment.

17) Two books of delivery chits of the 
Sung Weh Bookstore. (Unused).

18) 4 pads of chits relating to payments 
(unused) (of Sung Weh Bookstore).

19) One passbook for ordering oooks from 
the Chung Hwa Book Company.

20) One small bundle of counterfoils of 
invoices and blank forms for the 
stock keeper and the accountant.

21) Books Chinese translation of *Chi-me- 
droff»s The Present Problems of Anti- 
War and Ahti-Pascist Struggles.*

22) Two rubber chops of the Sung Weh 
Bookstore.

6 copies

8 copies

One copy 
(in loose 
sheets).



List of literature seized on December 23, 1938 
at Lane 140, House wo.5, Love Lane

1. A book of a national salvation nature entitled 
"Broken China", published by the isuen Vong 
( ) Bookstore, 374 Kiukiang Road in
July, 1937. This book chiefly relates the 
activities of the Japanese and pro-Japanese 
militarists in the north. 59 copies.

2« Proof sheets containing a number of dramas 
of a national salvation nature, containing 
propaganda against the XX nationals. 50 sheets.

3. Proof sheets containing articles written oy 
Miss Ting Ling 3/q ), a well-known 
Chinese leftist writer. 60 sheets.

4. Matrices bearing articles on the Sian Coup 
d'Stat which took place in December 1936. 6 sheets.

5. Matrices containing the forms of official
document writing for various purposes. 45 sheets.

6. Name cards of different persons. 45 cards.

7. One pocket note book, containing an 
account of books printed.

8. One folder containing rough accounts.

9. A small quantity of invoices, and 
rough accounts.

10. One membership card issued by the Ningpo 
Fellow Countrymen's Association to Liu 
Dong-hui ( fl M ) •

11. Three private letters.

12. Four account books of the nuh Kee 
Type-setting Works.

13. One account book of the Lien Ts Printing Shop.



j
i

I ' . , ,List of literature seized at Shing iiyih Printing 
Shop, Lane 177, house 42, Chungking Road on 
December 23, 1938.

1. Six Account books of the Shing hyih Printing 
Shop.

2. One chit book of the Shing hyih Printing Shop.

3. A small quantity of invoices.

and
4. One file containing bills,/municipal rate, 

rent, electricity and telephone charge 
receipts.



^Translation of letter received from Y.S.Shen, Attorney-At-Law, 

264 Kiang se Hoad, on December 23, 1938»

December 23,1938
To the Special Branch, S.M.P.

My client, Mr. Zee
ing Zuc/^^t^QS)

proprietor of the Da Foong Type Manufacturing Co., states 

that one of his workers named Wong Ching Kung was arrested 

by Special Branch detectives on December 1 and the company 

■was ordered to suspend work on the following day, Dec. 2. 

Policemen are watching the premises daily, it is not known 

what offence Wong Ching Kung has committed, but anyhow this 

concerns Wong himself and has nothing to do with iny client*s 

company, which has suffered a great loss through suspension 

of work. A letter was forwarded sometime ago requesting 

permission to re-open the shop but no reply has been received. 

Accordingly he requests me to write to you again with a view 

to permitting him to resume business as soon as possible in 

order to avoid further losses.

Shen Ying Shih

Atto rney-At-Law



Y. S. SHEN LL. B.
OFFICE 

264 KIANGSE ROAD. 
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ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÓLÍtíE?;. 77^ 
MBR 'JJaie...._, .....

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:—508/38

•A"
_ ___

...Police Station.
P.®.9.eaber 23rd,....... z ^8.

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

10a,ra.-11.30 a.m.
23-12-38

.Places, 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

15/140 Love Lane.
42/177 Chekiang Rd.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Referencet-Special Branch 11 e 17ot LS677
A»sistence to Special Brand

At 10 a.ui. on 23-12-38 D.S.I.s Macau, Kao Yeu

Keng, C.D.S. 156 end G.D.C. 362 raided the Lieu Ts

Bringing Factory ) at 15/140 Love Lane and

seized a quantity of literature of anti-Japanese nature. 
Two named Ts Hung Sung (iii ), age 37» Shanghai» and 

Liu Toong «Ven (y*22, Ningpo, Manager end Broker 

of the above Factory respectively were placed into cua-

tody and brought tc tills Station.

At 11 a.m. same morning the same party of detectives 

attqcheu to Special Branch accompanied by 0.D.0* 26 and 

the undersigned raided the Shing Yih Printing Factory 

Unf ), at 42/177 Chungking Road» where the Manager 

named Loh Kyung Toong age 51, Shanghai, and

t^an assistant Loh Foh Sung (f^f»r^), age 30» Shanghai»

Office» </o 
SP««4»l Br„oh.

were arrested and a number of account books seized. Mo 

literature of incriminating nature was found on the 

premises»

The above four arrested persons are being detained 

at this Station pending further instructions from X>»4» 

(Special Branch).

The above two factories were ordered to cease 

operating their business by D»0. (Special Branch).
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FM. 2 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE!
S. 1, Speci a L ZSF.gftPÉb.

REPORT

^8es..fpr...the..perT53nLc5I5
■Unity", "Emancipation", "War Voice" and "Women",

.Arreata.and.Bai is.-...Summary.......... ................. A

Made Mao Adie .Forwarded by.

Interrogation of the eight accused now in custody 

in connection with this case has now been completed.

As a result of the arrest of Ghui Pah-lee ( fe vJ ),

the 9th accused, it was discovered that one Tsai Lan
( fyi ) alias Li Yah-yuin ( % ), a teacher

in the 1st Refugee Camp of the International Relief 

Committee, Rue Massenet and a staff member of the Moral 

Training Committee was the responsible figure behind the

secret type setting base at Medhurst Road Enquiries

at the camp ascertained that since the raid he had absented 

himself on sick leave and further interrogation of the 

prisoners ascertained that the 9th accused had witnessed 

the arrest of the 3rd accused on December 1st at the Han 

Wen Press and had immediately left to warn Tsai Lan. 

The 9th accused also attempted to warn the employees of 

the type setting base to abscond and remove the types but 

in this he was too late. Tsai Lan's residence is not known 

to the accused but careful enquiries are being continued in 

an effort to effect his arrest. Not only did the drafts of 

the various objectionable secret publications emanate from 

him but he is also stated to have financed the purchase of 

the type and fittings of the base and to have made a 

regular monthly allowance to the accused. The length of 

time which this secret base operated undisturbed and 

unsuspected i.e. from May to December is evidence of the 

success of the scheme. Type setting is the longest 

operation in printing and necessitates the presence of



*» File No.....-.......
G. 15000-1-38* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

w 
.................. ................Station,

REPORT 
Date................................... i g

- 2 -
Subject.......... ....... .............. .............................. ................................. ............................................................................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

the manuscripts and documents on the premises for a 

considerable period. Printing shops due to increased 

Police vigilance have undoubtedly stiffened their attitude 

towards the acceptance of political matter for printing but 

with the present scheme the type blocks only were brought 

to the press.the copies could be run off in an hour and the 

whole trace removed in a very short space of time thus 

reducing the risks run by the printing shops to a minimum.

The organization of what may be termed the propaganda 

department of the local National Salvation and leftist 

organizations is summarised hereunder :

Propaganda Matter handled 

"Emancipation " ( ),
a semi-monthly periodical of a purely 
communistic nature having strong anti- 
Japanese tendency.

"Unity" ( m ),
a weekly periodical of an anti-Japanese 
and national salvation nature» the mouth
piece of local national salvation elements.

■War Voice" ( f ), 

a three-day periodical of an anti-Japanese 
and national salvation feature, bearing on 
the war situation.

■Women" ( ,
a semi-monthly periodical of an anti-Japanese 
and national salvation nature, the mouth-piece 
of the local women national salvation circles.

•Students’ Livelihood* «i 
a semi-monthly periodical of an anti-Japanese 
and national salvation nature, the mouth-piece 
of the secret "Students' federation" (for one 
issue only in August, 1938).



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.Station, 
report

Date.................................. 19
- 3 -

Sid>jeCt-----

Mad6 by--
....................   ................. .Forwarded by................................. ..........................................................

Drafting and Proof
Tsai Lan ( ^¡~ ih 
fWF'T* 

(not in custody).

reading of publications

) Responsible representative 
for the above secret 
publications. Financed 
the purchase of the type 
setting plant at Lane 587, 
Ho.7 Medhurst Road where 
the publications were set 
up. Paid a monthly 
allowance of $45.00 to the 
staff of the base.

Pan Ts-mlng )
(Women & Unity);

Fu Chlng-yoong ( 4"^)
(War Voice);

Yu Ying-sung 
(Emancipation). 
(Hot in custody).

Proof readers and/or 
communication agents 
for the various 
publications.

Type setting for publications
Bang Yuen-shen ( 44 ) In charge of a type setting

(3rd accused) ' plant at Lane 587, Ho.7
Medhurst Road used 
exclusively for the 
production of secret 
propaganda matter.
Purchased type and fittings 
in May 1938 with money 
supplied by Tsai Lan.
Received a monthly allowance 
of $45.00 on behalf of 
himself and the staff.
Arranged and paid for the 
printing of the publications 
and the making of matrices 
for the same.

Ghui Pah-lee ( It ¿%) Assisted Bang Yuen-shen in
(Sth accused). q the work of type setting at

Lane 587, Ho.7 Medhurst Road 
and maintained a communication 
address at 907 Avenue Joffre 
to receive drafts and 
despatch proofs.



FM. 2 File No.............
^ooo-t-38< SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

......................................... Station,
REPORT 

Data.ip

• 4 - 
Subject.................................................................................  .. ................................ ........................................................... .

Made by. .Forwarded by.

Wong Dzu-chi (i )
(5th accused)

Fang Yu-ken ( 73” $£~^) 
(6th accused)

Tsang Vung-taing(f^i ■<> ) 
(8th accused)

Apprentice type setters at 
Lane 587, No.7 Medhurst 
Hoad.

Printing and Matrix Making Trade Broker

Wong Kyung-kung ( X Hi.) 
(4th accused)

Matrix maker at the Dah 
Poong ( A- x ) Printing 
Press, Lane 537, No.6 
Wuting Road. Go-between 
responsible for arranging 
the printing and making of 
matrices of the publications 
at various printing shops on 
behalf of Bang Yuen-shen for 
which he received a commission.

Printing Shops engaged in the printing of 
or making matricesfor the publications

(1) Han Wez. Press, Lane 228, No.15 Shantung Road t

Printed "War Voice" from 
August until November 30th. 
Occasional issues of 
"Emancipation*, *Unity", 
"Women" and "Students* 
Livelihood*.
(Apart from anti-Japanese 
Propaganda from other 
sources detailed 1 at ear' 
in this report).

Police Action i Raided 
"on November 30th.
Work ordered to cease. 
Sales Manager Wong Chi- 
gee (1st accused) and 
Works Manager Loo CRieu- 
sung (2nd accused) taken 
into custody.

(2) Dah Foong Type Setting Works, Lane 537 No.6
Wuting Road i

Responsible for the making 
of matrices for "Unity" 
•Women" and "Emancipation" 
between May and August, 1938.

Police Action i Ordered 
to cease all work on 
December 6th on the 
instructions of D.C.
(Special Branch)*



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Subject.__ - S -

Date......

(3) Lien Ta ) Type Setting Works, Love Lane
behind the Bank of China Building :

Responsible for the making Police Action s No 
of matrices for "Unity*, police action has been
"Women" and ^Emancipation" taken pending
frb* September up So the instructions.
présent.

(4) Shing Nyi ) Press, Lane 177, 42 Chungking Road :

Responsible for the Police Action : No
printing of "Unity* police action has been
•Women" and "Emancipation* taken pending
from Hay 1938 up to the instructions*
present.

Apart from the work performed by the Han Wen Press 

on behalf of the National Salvation and Leftist organizations, 

four other kinds of anti-Japanese and National Salvation 

literature seized at the time of the raid on the Press, have 

been investigated and the following concerns found to be 

responsible t-

L1terary Society of the Shanghai University, 
20^ Yuen Ming Yuen Road

Responsible for the 
publication of the 
periodical "Woo Klang", 
containing articles of 
a national salvation 
nature.

The Society has already 
appealed to the Special 
Branch for return of the 
drafts seized on the 
grounds that the periodical 
was for private circulation 
among Shanghai University 
students only. The 
representative was informed 
that this could not be done 
at the present time. No 
further action has been 
taken.

"Mel Ling Society* - Address unknown

Ordered the printing of The Society cannot be 
the set of regulations located.
of the "Mei Ling Society", 
a national salvation 
organization.



' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of....cus.ed.)....................................................................................
6 U.S.I. mcAdie

native of..............Shaoshing.........................taken by ........ ...........

at?P.®.®^?A...?™P..9~..on the.....y/lf2/38.............and interpreted by..............................................

My name is Wong Chi-gee* I am 41 years of age»______ j

a native of Shaoshing, and married* I reside at 59, Yung_____ |

___ Chih Li ( jiy~ $ , Elgin Road, off North Kiangse Road*__ | 

_______I am the Sales Manager of the Han Wen Press, Lane 228, 15____ 1 f

Shantung Road. __________ ____________ 2_____ ______

__Yhi,s_2ress was responsible for the printing of the j 

**jWar Voice" from August up to the date on which the Municipal 

Fol ice raided the Fress for the periodical._ The work was______ J

___ ___ introduced to me by Wong Kyung-kung (4th accused). Wong ___ I 

______ was an apprentice and I was an accountant in the Mei Shen______I 

______________ (-£ <&* ) Press, Yu Ching Li, corner of East Seward Road_______  

_______ ____________ and Singkeepang Road, in 1931, The set-up types of the_ _ ____ | 

___ _____ " War Vo ice" were as a rule sent to my press by Bang.. Yuen.._| 

Shen (3rd accused) and the printed copies were taken away_____ 3

!___________ :________ by persons sent by Bang who are unknown- to., me.___ The_.c.fi8.t........... |
Qf_ the printing was collected by Wong Kyung-kung (4th______ ■ 1

____________ accused) from Bang (3rd accused) and sent to me. Wong got w 

a commission of $0.30 out of a total price of $1*60 perI" — ——— “ I'
issue.

I . -'WHS
I This press also printed the "July 7th Anniversary|

________ ■______Special Issue* of the Communistic periodical "Emancipation." | 

__________________ As the printing proved unsatisfactory, Bang discontinued to J 
I_________________________________________________________________________________________1
I ____________ send further issues to us for printing.__I deny having________ j

I  _printed two issues of "Emancipation* and one issue of___________________ a

•_________ __ ^n-ityy..Aa..claimei. by_.>ajag.Yufinr_ahfin_X3j^..ancjxsedJ..___________  |
| The set-up types for the "Anti-Japanese Songs" 

____ which were seized from the press by the Municipal Police -I
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FORM 40
G. 30M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of................................................................................................................

native of....... ..............  taken by me...... ...... ......................................................

at.....................................on the.............................. ........and interpreted by.................................................

on November 30, were nade.by us, preparatory to the making ...

of paper ma trices on behalf of the Sung Xeh (Livelihood  ̂

Bookstore (now closed in Shanghai) with a communication_______

___ address in the Yuan Toong Bookstore, Foochow Road. One_____ __  

___Hsia Chang-kwei ( ) of the Sung -Veh Bookstore______ _

handed the order to us. We were only requested to make_____

the rp.trices; I do not know where the book “Anti-Japanese______

Songs* was to be printed......................................................... ...................... i—

As to the other three kinds of literature of aq_______

___ anti-Japanese and national, sal vat ion nature which were______ :— 

seized by the Bxnicipal JPollCLex. I have to state that the___

work was introduced by brokers in the printing trade.__________

. )« Loo Chieu-sung

.....( ^ ft t ) (2nd accused), and myself are shareholders 

___ in operat ing—the. HaqJgenJPresjL».



~FORM 40
G. 30M-4-38 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of ^oo ohieu-sung ( ) (¿nd accused) _
....... §'.'I‘."l®.cAdie

native of........... Shanghai................... taken t>y me....D.S.I. Kao Yen-ken________

at..?P.®0.ial.Branchon the..... .13Zi.f?Z38.............and interpreted by...............................................

_ My name is Loo Chieu-sung. I am 45 years of age»_  

a native of Shanghai and married.__I reside at 6 Shih Sing

11 ( f ), Route Pere Robert. I_wn the Works Manager_

of the Han Wen Press, Lane 228, 15 Shantung Road. I am oae 

. of the three shareholders of this press, the other two being

Wong Chi-gee (1st accused) and Sung Pah-an.____________________

___________ The anti-Ja-panese and national salvation literature 

_ and blocks seized by the lUnicipal police from the press______ 

were received by Wong Chi-gee and various brokers in the 

trade.____________________________"M1-

___________ Although I was aware that such literature was________  

_3ind_esij:abljEL-l_jiiTei^d-no-J3bift<Lticui_tft.J ttfi.lifiij^-PJd.ntJBd____
as the other business was not sufficient to maintain the______

press. ____________ ____________________

I do not know who ordered the printing and the___

making of matrices in this case. _______________________________



FORM 40
30M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

• REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of ...............................6 D.S*I* Mac ¿¿lie
native of......... .??.?? ..........................taken by me.....P®S• Yen«ken................
at..5?.^9P_8X,tere....on the...^ce^.ex..®f...l.93fid interpreted by.............................................

W name la Bang Yuen-a hen ( J ( ¿J ), alias Bang 
---- ,~----- ---------- .-------------------------- . * ——   „  -------------- —
Jen-sung ( jy )> alias Chang bhen-kao ( 3? )•

I am 32 years of age, a native of Shaoshing, and married«

I am a type-setter by profession and reside at Lane 587, 7

Medhurst Road« The kitchen room of this address is used 
by me and Ghui Pah-li ( J|f 4^1 ) (9th accused) as a

J?®_®?®t type-setting base for the communistic and anti-Japanese_
publications »Unity", • War Voice», "Emancipation" and 

»Women*.

Prior to April, 1938, I was employed in the Tai Ping

Yang Printing Press. Lane 161« 11 Burkill Road« as ,a type«

aetter and was discharged in March following a raid on the

pxeaabythe Municipal Eolioefcuxanti-Japanese literature*—
In April, 1938, Tsai Lan ( ), alias Li Yah-yuin__

who ordered the printing of the "Unity" from__

the Tai Ping Yang Press, approached me and ghui and suggested 

the establishment of a secret type-setting base for the

above-mentioned four secret publications.____fie gave us $200-------

. fog the purchase of types and in May, we ranted the klfahan -----

_gop^of_Lanc 587^ 7 Medhuxat^Road, aa tha works«——The----- -  
......staff consisted of six persona, namely, Ghui and I as type*

setters, WongDzu-chi

- ----- as the cook.----------For pur aupport, T8al Lan paid f40.VU :

------ meneem, of which sum, $36 wa2 aat aaide for food and the

remaining 9 for the miscellaneous expensea*



fcORM 40 _
C. 30M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. 
native of____ taken by me.

.on the.at.

secret from us.

I Association*

final time»

...and interpreted by. 
2 •

I was in charge of the works, while Ghui (9th accused) 

served as a communication agent between the works and Tsai

Lan. _ 1 wa® a^so responsible for the taking of the set up 

types to the Han Wen Printing Press, Lane 228, 15 Shantung

Road, for printing» The Han Wen Printing Press has 

undertaken the printing since May, 1938»_ When printed,

the publications were removed from the Han Wan Press by__

agents of Taai Lan»_____ The printing waa arranged by Wong-----
kying-keng (^jj 4&-)(4th accused), worker in the Dah Foong----

_ (lot., accused)* Manager of the Sale a Department of the Han—

Wen. JBre.es>_________________ |
As to the paper matricee which were seised by the_ l

Muni c: ipjûL_Pôlce.._at_Lane587, _î Medhur s t Road, I have to 

statethattheywexemadeatth«DahFoengFreee,Lane637

I know that Taai Lan ia a teacher in the 1st Refugee

Camp of the International Relief Committee, Hue Massanet,___

Taai Lan*s activities and whereabouts have been kept strictly___ 1

I am not clear as to .whether_he belongs____ |

| to the Chinese Communist Party or the *National Salvation_______
..la al Lan, an. Pan Ta-«ln« .(B )-|

came to proof read the *nn.i.ty* and>Womenw » one FooChing^ 
yoong 4 ) ta read the proof of *Wax Voice* and one

At 11 a. m,, De cember 1, an employee of the Han Wen Press—

JBre.es


SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..................................................... ............... .

native of............................................................. taken by me...................................................... ..........

at......................... ........ on the.................................... and interpreted by...............   —
- 3 -

called at the base and asked me to go to the pre a a to 

clear accounts._____ On arriving at the press» I was

detained by the staff who telephoned to the Police 

Headquarters and caused ay arrest»



FOf^M 40
G. 30M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

Jrtirtner •
statement ....1........

D.S.I. MacAdie 
native of....^a.OTOÌng................................... taken by n)e....pa.a^X-»--Ki.O-ïen-Ksn.................
at.Police...Hqr.S,.... on the.Pec»L3jt.l?38.».___ and interpreted by.............................................

L i_____ _____Hr name is Bang xuen-shen alias Bang Jen-sung( )»
___ alias Ghang Shen-kao( &' & )> I an 32 years of age, a______

| native of Shaoshing, and married» The following is my 

further statement»-

The types of all the four periodicals entitled "Unity", 
"Emancipation*, "War Voice" and Women", were set up at the 

Medhurst Road base, but the printing was done by the 

foilow ing two firms»-
a) Han Wen Press, lane 228, 15 Shantung Road»

Responsible for the printing of the "War Voice" from

July, 1938 up to the present*

Printed oneissue of the "Unity" and two issues of the 

"Emancipation" in July»

>1 Shing Byi Press( 4% ), .lane 177, 42 Chungking Rd»

Responsible for the printing of the "Unity", "Women"______

and the ^Emancipation" from May, 1938, up to the present, 

______ With regard to the making of matrices for the "Women", 

"Emancipation" and "Unity", I have to state that it was____
done by the Dah PoongType-setting Worke( A-__ f ), Lane

587, 8 Wuting Road, in May, June, July and dagust, 1938» 

Then we secured the services of the Lien Ts (^j ) Type

setting Works, 

which charged

Love lane, behind the Bank of China Building,

|0»32 for each matrix instead of >0^36 as 

Charged by the Pah Woong, and therefore we entrusted the _ 

work with the new firm* This Lien Is Works has been

responsible for the making of matrices since the beginning 

of September, 1938,



FORM 40
6. 30M-1-38

/ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...... .Wq.ng -Ky.ung..Kung...(i..^'..^....).>...t.4-th...accused)...

. , ... U.S.I. MacAdie
native of----.KlangW.aJX................................... taken by me.-...'D..-S-T-T-_ .Kax\...YR«..-K4-ing~--............

at.JP.9.11.c.e...Hqj.s.,. on the.Peq,9j... 1.9.38.*___ and interpreted by...............................................

Mÿ name is Wong Kÿung-kung.___I am 26 years of age,

a native of Kiangwan, and married.,___I am a matrix maker

in the employ of the Dah Eoong (A-__ ) Type-setting

Works, sponsored by the Commercial Press, Lane 537, 6

Wuting Road, _ I reside in a country house Ho, 41 Siao______

Woo Ka Zah(a)x, Jessfield Road, at _the_rear of St, 

John*a University, O.O.L._______________- V- .

 In May, 1938, while I was residing at 12 Ching Wei__  

Li_________)» opposite Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road, I made__

acquaintance with Bang Yuen-shen( X )(3rd accused). 

He asked me tointooduce some printing firm to him.—The— 

typesetting base at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road,._w.hich was- 

operated.byBang,didno.tcarry out anybusiness -other— than 
for the following secret publicationst“
War Voice A ), 

Unity lb ),

Emancipation(ffi dt- ).- 

Women . j 1.

|_____----- :______ __Thereupon I went to see Wong Chi.-ge.e X 1st. accused).,_________  

|___ -Manager of the Printing -Department .of-the Han Wen Proas-.________________  
I , ._  Wong became known to me while he was serving as the_ _____ .- 
I •accountant and I as an apprentice in the Mei Shen (-X

|£.Press, Yu Ching Li(^/~^ ), corner of East Seward Road _

~Snd-fiingkaepang Road, in 1931.—Wong -accepted the--------- ~
business. Besides introducing the business of printing, 

I have nothing to do with the secret publications,______

Astothemakingofmatricesofthesepublications,



FORM 40
0. 30M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...................................................... ■..................................................

native of............................................................. taken by me.................................................................

at..................... on the....................................and interpreted by..............................................
(2)

Bang (3rd accused) asked me to arrange the making with_____

____the Pah Foong Type-setting Works» Lane 537». . .6 .Wuting Rd»___  

_ ___I did so. The making continued from May to September»______ 

1938» In September» Ghui Pah Lee (9th accused) entrusted 

___________ the work of making matrices.. to another type-setting works__  

___ named Lien Ts (?) which is situated behind the Bank of______ 

China Building, corner of Yates and Bubbling Well m -«da*. 

—_ That .business Was arranged through the assiatanoeof Hung—
—^_.P.ing.-taaung.Jt^^^„J.*_a^j^tri^.Jis^r._n^»_jAnemBloyeA*______

_______ _ Hung is at present residing in a certain mill workers*

_____ quarters on Macao Road»__----  

_______ ._______2.__I am not a member of any political party, nor did_____  

__I receive any monetary allowance, from .the secret- type-_____  

_ __ setting base at Medhurst Road»______________ ______ ____ _______



1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

/■*

/FORM 40

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...’^.c.i?.g..P.s.u-chi._£i^^ J....(.5.t.h..acc.u.s.ed_)...................

native of.....Sh.ang!iai............................................taken by me...^.«SAI.A....MacAdi£_______________
D.S.I. Kao Yen Kung 

at..J?P.l.i.ce. ..Hqrs.,......on the....?.».12,.38,.................and interpreted by.....................................................

My name is tfong Dsu-chi. I am 18 years of age» *,____

native of Shanghai and single.___ I am a type-setter by

profession. I reside at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road._ __________—

I was an apprentice in the Tai Ping Yang Press._____________

Burki11 Road, between August, 1935 and March, 1938. I_____

_was thrown out of employment following the raid made by__________

_ the Municipal Police on the press onMarch 2-3, 1938, far---------------
______________ anti-Japanese literature. In May, 1938, I .joined, the____________

-type-setting works at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road, which___________

was operated by Bang Yuen-shen (3rd accused) and Ghui Pah

_ Ji®!e_Iaccused).This workshas no name and did work

________________ for the following periodicals only»»

"Unity*, "War Voice1*1,.."Emancipation." "Women.*_________

Bang was in charge of the works and Ghui communicated with __... .....
■ ji .

|L )» I worked__ . . w,

- ■in the base and had nothing to do with the deliver_ing_of______ _

set-up types tothepressYojprintlng.atc.—.----------------------------—



I

FORM 40
. 30M-1-38 __ ___

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of....... ......................................................... ...........................................B D.S.I. ¿tecAdie
native of.....H.ingp.o...................................... taken by nie...P,.S....I ....Kao ..Yen-ken...................

at„§P.®. c.ial..Brandion the..... .9/12/38.............. and interpreted by...............................................

Myname is Fang Yu-ken. I am seventeen years of 

age, a native of Ningpo and single.__ I am a type-setter__ 

by professionI reside at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road._  

__________Prior to the raid made “by the Municipal Police

on the Tai Ping Yang Press, Burkill Road, on March 23, 

for anti-Japanese literature, I was employed in the Tai

Ping Yang Press as an apprentice.__ When Bang Yuen-shen 

(3rd aqcusedj...e stab 1 ished the type-setting. works at Lane 

587, 7 Medhurst Road, in May, 1938, I, being then unemployed.

went to work in this works. This works has no name and;

carries out no business other than for the periodicals t-

________ "Unity*"War Voice*_____________________

_________"Eman cipa ti on* ___ "Women."________ __ ._____________

Bang.JQl®gr_.®hen -(3rd .accused) and Ghui Pah-lee (9th accused)_

__are.. in charge of the works.__ 3feLj^i4.a>.J^^CJXfflmun±catlotn.

agent between the works and one Tsai, who supplied money_ __

for the upkeep of the works._____________________________

I was the person responsible for the dismantling I

......of set-up types when finished with and the placing of the 1 

... ...types in their original places,_____ I 

....................... I know that the printing of. _the-.pe rl Qd icals was_______I 

undertaken by the Han Wen PressiShantung Road and. the______I
making of matrices was done by the Pah Poong Type-setting_____ I

Works, Wuting Road previously and the Lien Ts Type-setting____ I

Works, Love Lane, behind the Bank of China Building._________ ■ I 

About a month ago, I was sent by Bang to send set-up types| 

to the Lien Ts Type-setting Works for making matrices.
I have been there once only.



FORM 40
G. 30M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..Tsang.Vung...Taing......(^^¿C^^)_(8thaocused)
U.S.I. MacAdienative of........PQQtung take’ ’y

at..P.Ql.ice Hqr'S.,.....on the.Dec,..X3,.193.8.,....... and interpreted by..............................................

My name is Tsang Vung Tsing. I am 20 years of age, 

a native of Pootung and single» I am a type-setter by 

profession. I reside at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road.

______ Iwas an apprentice in the Tai Ping Yang Press.I 
Burkill Road, but was di scliarge d owing t o la ok of business 

following a raid made by the Municipal Police on the press 

foranti-Japanese literature. In April, 1938, I went back 

tomynativehome at Pootung owing to the death of my mother.

I returned to Shanghai in July, 1938 and j oined the secret___

type-setting base operated by Bang Yuen-shen (3rd accused)

at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road.___ This base sets up types

for the following periodicals onlyt-

•War Voide", “Unity", "Emancipation", "Women»"

In August, 1938, we set up types for the "Students* Livelihood" 

for one issue only»______________
At the time of raid on the Medhurst base on December 1,

I was out to see a relative Chang Moh-ling (^ -^--^4, at the

Chang Shen Shing( "11 ) Rice Shop, Weihaiwei Road, off

Chengtu Road» When I re turned, to the base at 6 p»m», I met 

the wife of Bang (3rd accused) in the alleyway. She asked 

me to look for Ghui Pah-lee (9th accused) in the krench

Concession» At Ghuits residence at 907 Avenue Joffre, 

I was arrested»___I deny that I went to Ghui with a view to- I
reporting the matter to him and enabling him to make good I

«• ««i«. —4_—Jil
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M SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
/ 1 111

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of Ghui..Pah-l_ee....... .)....(.?JiiL.3'.9/*used).........
D.S.I. MacAdie 

native of................. .?P.ot'J.tY.............................taken by me..P,^S..I.._..I^o. Yen-ken .................

at..§B.?.Cial ..Branch on the.......8Zi.?Z38........... and interpreted by...............................................

_ My name is Ghui Pah-lee. I am thirty years of age,__

a native of Pootung, and single. I am a type-setter by 

profession and reside at 907 Avenue Joffre. I together____ _
__________ with Bang Yuen-shen (j| -L ) (3rd accused) operate a___

_3ecret type-setting base at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road, for

the secret publications entitled "Unity,""Emancipation",__

....______ ____ "War Voice" and "Women".________>y■ Z',’*—

____ __________ Prior to April, 1938, I worked in the Tai Ping Yang .. 

___________ Printing Press, Lane 161, 11 Burkill Road, and was thrown_____  

_ ____ out of employment following a raid which was carried out by_  

______ the Municipal Police on the press on March 23, for anti- ___—- 

____ ___ __  Japanese literature.________
----------- -----------------------In April, 1938, Tsai Lan (^ __ ) alias Li Yah-___ 

_yuin___ 1 whom I knew when he came to the Tai Ping .. 

----------- ___Yang Press and ordered the printing of..the"Unity", gave.me.—- 

--------------------and Bang Yuen-shen (3rd accused!$200 for the purchase of------  

:----------types, which are now left at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road.______

 This secret type-setting base was established at the said

_______ ______address in May 1938, We di.d._li_Q.t...CQnd.u.c.t_.b.us.in.ess..o.the.r______  

 than for the above-mentioned secret publications. The works

——___ ______ was operated by me, .and Bang. Yuen-shen. i3rd a ecus e.d } _ ass i st ed

______ by Wong Dsu-chi (■£» )« (5th accused), Pang Yu-keng

— ____ (-^ 4%.__) (6th accused) and Tsang Vung-tsing (Sth accused)

—________ who were apprenALces*__ We_3ggTfi_nPt pald_aficpxding tQ._the____ _
_ ______ __ amount of work done nor did we .receive any wages. For us 

 five, together with the wife of Bang Yuen-shen who served

; I as a cook, Tsai Lan gave us $45.00 a month. Of this aim. __ ■



FORM 40
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of......................................................_..................................................

native of. taken by me.

at..... ..........  ...on the....................................and interpreted by.... .........................................
-2 -

$36*00 was set aside for food, while the remaining $9.00 

_ was used to defray miscellaneous expenses.

___ I know that Tsai Lan is a member of_the Chinese 

Communist Party, but I have no knowledge of what position____

he is holding. He serves as a teacher in the .junior middle_

school class and concurrently a staff member of the Moral_____

__T.r a in ing.Department of the Firs t.. Refugee Camp of the__________

International Relief Committee, Rue Mas sane t, south of_

Rue Lafayette.__Tsai Lan is short, with a thin dark face,____

wearing spectacles, hair combed backward, a little bald at__

the back, wearing long gown but foreign style trousers,_______

_pccasipnally.dres.8ed.in.foreignstyleand speak Ing.Cant one se_

dialect. ___________________ ,_____ __________________ .__ _____
The d rafts of the se periodicals ar e as a rule sent

tjo Medhurst Road type-setting base by Tsai Lan. When 

set up, a specimen copy is printed and I take same to my 

residence at 907 Avenue Joffre, from vfaere it is duly taken

away by Tsai.__ Tsai after having the specimen copy checked

sends it to me at 907 Avenue Joffre and I in turn remit it 

to the Medhurst Road base. For the final proof, one Pan____

("Sg ), aged about 40, a native of Kiangse, and a school   

teacher, wearing spectacles, tall and fat with red face

usually wearing long gown, comes to the Medhurst Road base___
for the »Women* and »Unity*-, one Fu Lit),...g-ggd..abouk^35J._ 

a northerner, and a school teacher,~jtall and faA..jlth_Xfid_ 

face, usually wearing long gown, with bald head,. fpr_.the

"War Voice,* and one Yu ( aged..about. 32,speak ing



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FORM 40 _

G. SOM-1-38

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.................................................... _................................................

native of,.......................................................... taken by me........................................... ....................

at................................. on the................................... and interpreted by.............................................
-

Shanghai dialect, a proof-reader by profession, medium size,____ |

........... thin, short hair combed backward, for the communistic ............_J

___________ periodical "Emancipation.* The types, when set ttp and 1 

_______ proof-read, are then taken to the Han Wen Printing Press.______J 

_____ ______Lane 228, 15 Shantung Road, for printing.__ The printing_________ , 
_____ was arranged through Wong Kyung-kung (X__ )(4th accused),

__ with Wong Chi-gee (X) (ist accused). Manager of the____J 

Printing Department of the Han Wen Printing Press and it was_J

started in May, 1938, c continued up to the present. _I_______ j

_____ ___ __ unders tand that the peri.odi.cals. when pr.in.ted were .taken- away.____J 
______ __ • by agents of Tsai Lan.______________________________________________  

____I do not know the whereabouts of Tsai Lan.__ At 5.30------- 1 

------ ---_------p.m., December 1, when I arrived in....the. y icinity.of..the__________ I 

____—_____ Medhurst Road..base, I learned.. af_,l^_.raid_J>y._ihe_JftmiioiiAl--------- j 
_.---_______ Police on the base at 4 p.m., I at once prpce.eded_t.o_the.-------------1

----------------- 1st Refugee Camp of the Internat.ionaiReiiefCommittee, Rue_____  

_------- Massanet, and- reported the matter to Tsai Lan, Tsai Lan-- | 

---..................instructed me_ to pass that night in the_.refugee camp and________ j 

__-- —____leave it at 6 a.m., December 2,__ H.e..al.sp.told me. that he j
______would write aletter introducing me to stay in the 2nd| 

__Refugee Camp at Siccawei and further give me $5.00 to obtain___ J 

 which he instructed me to be présent ât the entrance to the 1 

____ -______ French Park pn_^^__Wssan^.ai._û<3_Q_p..mj(^_JJeÆeabejC-jl.__I did .__ _J 

____ Ge and at 6.30 p.m,____________________________________ 1

———— .._ I saw Miss Woo, believed to bea.sweetheartof Tsai Lan, who____ I
-------- —. 1» a student in the 1st RefugeeCamp on Rue Mas sane t and who J

______is staying in the camp._ Mi98 .WQ.Q on.b.ehalf_of Tsai Lan. gave__



FORM 40
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of..............................................................„.........................................................  

native of

.on the.

taken by me.

...and interpreted by. 

4 -

me $5 and the said letter of introduction.

As the 2nd Refugee Camp does not supply bedding, 

and X learned f romthe vicinity of my residence, 907 Avenue i

Toffre, that it had been searched by the Police, I went to_____

live in the Hung Zang (^ w ) Ladies Tailor Shop, Avenue I

J~offre opposite the Paris Theatre on December 2 and 3.j 

On the morning of December 4, as the management of the Hung 

Zang Shop refused to allow me to live on the premises, I____

went to 907 Avenue Joffre with a view to taking ny bedding._

I met the family of Ye Bing-ling (7th accused), who asked_____ j

me to go to Room 411, Tung Fang Hotel, Chekiang Roadwhere___J

one Kung, the step-father_of Ye_Bing-ling.. telephoned to ____ _J

._ the.J’ol.ice. and .1. was arrested .at. 2 .4 5 p.m._______________________ ।

■



List of literature seized in the Downstairs ^oom of House■ No» 11, Passage 559 B, Route Lafayette, (Home of Lan Chung , Chief  --Tenant of the house (arrested)), “ ' • at 11-00 p.m. on January 4, 1939.
1. A booklet ei titled ’’Some questions on the Technique of the Task of National Salvation", Nationalsalvation in nature. 1 copy2= A booklet entitled "At the Frontline of the War of Resistance" 1 copy3. "Going on Under Fire"/ a booklet of a national salvation nature. 1 copy4. "Complaint'', a booklet of national salvation nature 1 copy5. "Newspaper cuttings fnom German Newspapers" 1 file6. "Rundschau" 5 copies7. "Pariser Tageszeitung’* 2 copies8» "Volks Zeitung" 1 copy9» ” Die Neue Welibuhne" 2 copies10. "Newspaper ^uttings from Chinese Newspapers’* 1 packet11. Manuscript on the subject of "Some sidelights of the Japanese life today"12. Memiographed outlines on the Research of current events i13. Memeographed details of Regulations of the | Standing feourn ittee of the international 0 Propaganda Committee. 1 copy»114. Chops 5 chopsji

I





/ Translation of Petition from

Han Wen Printing Company»

The Han Wen Printing CO. Ltd has two departments; 

the Business Department which manufactures and sells lead 

types, and the Printing Department which undertakes the 

printing of books, etc. The Company has carried on business 

for many years, has always been law-abiding and has never 

committed any offence, the promoting of its business is the only 

object. In March last year, in consequence of difficulty of 

control and in order to increase the efficiency of the printing 

department, the whole of this department was rented to Messrs. 

Wong and Loo who from that time have been Jointly responsible 

for all financial and business matters connected with it. 

The name of the company was not changed but two characters 

"Yah Kee* were added to the original name. On November 30 

this year, the Yah Kee Printing Department was searched by the 

Special Branch of the Municipal Police for having accepted certain 

undesirable printing Jobs, and the two men Wong and Loo who 

were responsible for this department were taken into custody 

by the Police. Both the Business and Printing Departments were 

ordered to be closed. After explanation, the Police allowed 

the Business Department to carry on but the Printing Department 

is still closed. Although Wong and Loo are responsible for 

the Printing Department, the property of this department belongs 

to the Han Wen Company. Moreover the printing work is held up 

and customers have complained to the Company for delays in 

printing their articles. Two or three hundred workers are 

idle as a result of the closure. Mor these reasons, it is 

requested that the Printing Department be permitted to resume 

business on furnishing the necessary guarantee or under the 

supervision of an officer of the Special Branch.



Translation of Petition from

Han Wen Printing Company*

The Han Wen Printing Co* Ltd has two departments;

the Business Department which manufactures and sells lead 

types* and the Printing Department which undertakes the 

printing of books* etc* The Company has carried on business 

for many years* has always been law-abiding and has never 

committed any offence* the promoting of its business is the only 

object* In March last year* in consequence of difficulty of 

control and in order to increase the efficiency of the printing 

department* the whole of this department was rented to Messrs* 

Wong and Loo who from that time have been jointly responsible 

for all financial and business matters connected with it* 

The name of the company was not changed but two characters 

“Yah Kee" were added to the original name* On November 30 

this year* the Yah Kee Printing Department was searched by the 

Special Branch of the Municipal Police for having accepted certain 

undesirable printing jobs* and the two men Wong and Loo who 

were responsible for this department wore taken into custody 

by the Police* Both the Business and Printing Departments were 

ordered to be closed* After explanation, the Police allowed 

the Business Department to carry on but the Printing Department 

is still closed* Although Wong and Loo are responsible for 

the Printing Department* the property of this department belongs 

to the Han Wen Company* Moreover the printing work is held up 

and customers have complained to the Company for delays in 

printing their article»* Two or three hundred workers are 

idle as a result of the closure* Tor these reasons* it is 

requested that the Printing Department be permitted to resume 

business on furnishing the necessary guarantee or under the 

supervision of an officer of the Special Branch*
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December 10, 19S8.

T. Robertson, Bs<., 

For your kind referrano». 

Yulin Hei



Ë-g-a<»i- File No-----i SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
LW S.l, Sp,§ci.el...^ranch,.g»«®^

REPORT December 5, rp 38.

Subject______Arrests and seizure of National Salvation Propaganda at.......................
587/7 Medhurst Road and the Hwan Wen Press - further

___________  ____ r.ep.p.r.t_______________________________________ _______ L------—z)

Made _________Forwarded

Ghui Pah-lee (4? 4*^ ), the wanted communication

agent whose arrest was sought at 907 Avenue Joffre, was 

taken into custody by D.S.I. Kao Yen-ken at 2.45 p.m., 

December 4 in Room 411 of the Toong Pang Hotel, 245 

Chekiang Road. The information leading to his arrest was 

supplied by the family of the 7th accused Ya Hing Ling 

( , foreman tailor who was arrested following

his refusal to divulge information regarding Ghui Pah-lee.

On the afternoon of the same day, Ya bing Ling

was released on the instruction of D.C. (Special branch) 

and was handed into the care of his step father named 
Keng Ts-Jing ("^^ $ - ) residing 105 Rue baron Gros.

Interrogation of Ghui Pah-lee age 30, native of

pootung who now becomes the 9th accused is in progress in

an endeavour to trace the source of the propaganda matter
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POLICE /
S. REgpTRYSHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

• ?pe < i^g-
i j ute____ —¿L- *!.Z

Date^Ç. £

Subject Seizures of National Salvation propaganda - Raid on secret type 
setting base of National Salvation Association - further to

_______ jep.2xt..pn...x.ai(l...Q.n..Han...Wen..Ere^s^.-------------------------------

Sel
REPORT L ate

Made by..... Forwarded by.

The 1st accused Wong Chi-Gee () and 

the 2nd accused Loo Chieu«sung ( ), Print! ng

Manager and Works Manager respectively of the Han Wen Press, 

Lane 228, House 15 Shantung Road have been detained in 

Central Station.

As a result of observation kept by the staff on 

the Press on the instructions of Special Branch, a male Chinese 

named Bang Yuen Shan ) alias Chang Shen Kao

( )» a°e 32, native of Shaoshing was taken into

custody at 3 p.m. December 1st at the Press by C.D.S. 156 

(Special Branch). This person, the 3rd accused^_^brought 

the set up tYP® blocks of the periodical "War Voice" to the

for

Questioned, the 3rd accused stated that he was

acting on behalf of one Wong

and

j* and

worker of the Dahfoong Press, Lane 537, No. 6 Wuting Road

At 3.30 p.m. same day, D.^.I. MacAdie,

C.D.S. 156 (Special Branch) raided

took into custody Wong Kyung Kung,

D.S.I« Kao Yen Ken

the latter address

the 4th accused, age

native of Kiangwan. The 3rd and 4th accused then led

detectives to Lane 587 House 7 Medhuxst Road where in

back kitchen was found a type setting plant

As a result of thorough questioning the 3rd

admitted tfiat he was in charge of this plant assisted

three type getters and apprentices named Wong Dsu

the

accused

by

Fang Yu sang Vung, Tsing

two of these namely, the first and second named, age 18



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
* 

........... . Station,
REPORT Date................................i g

Subject_______ ________ __ _ . .  " _____________..... ___ ,_________________

Made by. .Forwarded by.

native of Shanghai, and age 17, native of Ningpo, the 5th 

and 6th accused respectively, were found on the premises 

and were also detained* A search of the premises

revealed 48 matrices for the publication '’Emancipation",

a communistic

The

Periodical*

3rd accused further stated that the drafts

of these publications were brought over to the plant by 

one named Ghui Pah Ling ( 4^-) residing in the

French Concession» Led by the 3rd and 6th accused, 

detectives proceeded to Lokawei Station, leaving C.D.S.156 

on the premises. D.S. Vittorio of the Political Section 

of the French Police rendered assistance and a visit was 

paid at 5 p.m. tc No. 907 Avenue Joffre, a Bus si an Tailor 

shop, in the workshop of which Ghui was said to sleep.

Ye Bing Ling ( 1 foreman Chinese tailor, was

questioned but denied the existence of the wanted man Ghui. 

As Ye Bing Ling was stated by the accused to be the wanted 

man’s uncle, he was taken to Lokawei Station for further 

enquiries. At the station he admitted that Ghui did

sleep on the premises at night and further that hie younger 

brother named Ghui Teung Nyi ( ), unknown to

the other accused was a tailor employed in the workshop, 

Ghui returned to the shop every night after dinner and left 

each morningi Meanwhile drafts, literature etc.,

sent to the shop in the daytime were received by his brother 

Ghui Taung Nyi on Ghui’s behalf.

On return to the shop it was found that the



FM. 2 . « File No
s S5H-' 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

' ................................Station,
REPORT

Date................................19
T-» " > *

Subject.»....................................................—....................................... —

Made by----------------- ---------------------------- Forwarded by-------------------------------------------------------------

"brother had taken advantage of the refusal of Ye Bing Ling 

to speak on the first arrival of detectives, to abscond. 

It was therefore decided to hold Ye Bing Ling as being the 

only person acquainted with the delivery of documents to 

the communication address, especially after a search of the 

workshop revealed two matrices, one for the publication

• of "Unity,", a secret national salvation publication, the 

source of which has long been sought by Special Branch, and 

the other for a national salvation periodical, "Women" 
( “fa ). Ye Bing Ling, age 41, native of Pootung, 

therefore becomes the 7th accused.

! On the second visit to the shop the type setter

named Tsang Vung Tsing, absent at the time of the raid 

on the Medhurst Hoad base, was discovered at the rear 

entrance of the shop. This man had learned of the Medhurst 

Road raid and had come to warn Ghui. The type setter 

age 20, native of Pootung, was also taken into custody 

and becomes the 8th accused.

The 7th and 8th accused were handed over to 

D.S.I. MacAdie by the French Police at 7.20 p.m. together 

with the matrices seized.

The 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th accused 

have all been detained at Gorden Road Station on the 

instructions of P.C» (Special Branch).
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.Station.REPORT
(4)

Date. 19

Subject..—-

Made by.-------------------- ----------------------- Forwarded by------------------------------------------------------------------

According to preliminary investigations the base 

was established in Mfedhurst Road in July this year with 

funds supplied by the national salvation association 

and/or the Communist Party. Type racks were built and 

types to the value of $287 was purchased by the 3rd accused 

and Ghui Pah Ling. The plant was solely devoted to the 

setting up secret natio’nal salvation and communistic 

publications, in which work, the 3rd, 4th, 5th and Sth 

accused and also Ghui Pah Ling assisted. The printing 

of the type blocks was done by the Han Wen Press, while 

the making of matrices of the publication by the Bah 

Bbong Press, Lane 587/6 Wuting Road. The four workers 

i referred to were all formerly employed in the Tai Bing 

II Yang Printing Press, Lane 161, No. 16 Burkill Road, which

i was raided on March 23 by Special Branch for printing the

publication »Unity*. Together with Ghui, they received 

a monthly allowance of $45 between them while their rent 

was paid by the political association for which they were 

working. All four accused resided on the premises.

Enquiries are continuing and observation is being 

maintained at both addresses with a- view to arresting the 

communication agent Ghui Pah Ling or his brother Ghui Taung 

of seizures 'made*

U.S.I.



Seized at No. 907 Avenue Joffre at 6 p.m. 
December 1, 1938.

One matrice bearing an article on the progress 
of guerilla warfare in Kiangnan and the 
atrocities alleged to have oeen committed 
by "enemy" soldiers; for national salvation 
periodical entitled "UNITY", issue No. 16.

One matrice bearing an article on the 6th conference 
of the Kuomintang and the world situation in 
general; for national salvation periodical 
entitled "Women", issue No. 1.



Seised at House 7, Lane 587 Medhurst Road 
ay-4/10 p.nu, December 1» 1938»

48 matrices bearing articles of the usual national 
salvation and communistic nature; for a 
communistic periodical entitled "Emancipation", 
issues Kos. 43/44 (combined) and 48, dated 
July and August, 1938*

Ef
fig

y
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Subject.

Made by.

__ Raid. on_the Han Wen Printing Press, Lane 228, House 15
Shan ’tung'Road"-“ Seizure T’f"War”V6Tceir' and”o*iyi‘ef'“ani’i-*

.___ Japanese and National Salvation literature________ //

__ ___________________ _ Forwarded by t

At 3.15 p.m., November 30, a party of Police 

consisting of U.S.I. Guess and C.D.S.287 (Central) and 

D.S.I. Mac Adie, D.S. Hide, D.S.I. Kao Ten-ken, C.D.S.156 

and C.D.C.357 (Special Branch), acting on information 

obtained by Special Branch raided the Han Wen (7^ X_ ) 

Printing Press, Lane 228, House 15 Shantung Road, 

following was seized »- 

Set up type blocks for a secret National Salvation 

three day periodical "War Voice" issue No.62 dated 

November 30, 1938.
Periodical entitled"Woo Kiang" ( ¿^ jx. ), issue No.6, 

dated November 15, 1938, a National Salvation paper 

published by the Literary Society of the Shanghai 

University. One copy of paper and manuscripts for 

the next issue of the paper.

Draft and set-up type blocks for the Regulations of 

a "Mei Ling ( ) Society", a National

Salvation organization.

Draft and proof of a letter to students in the U.S.A, 

of an Anti-Japanese nature. Issued by the Union of 

Christian Students.

Set-up type block and drafts of broadsheets containing 

anti-Japanese cartoons and rabidly anti-Japanese songs.

The General Manager of the press named Sung Pah-an 

) was absent at the time of the 

iting Department Manager named Wong Chi 

41, native of Shaoshing, and the Works

The

(1)

raid but the 

Gee (, 

Manager named
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Sub]ect„~m.__________________—__________________________ ________________________

Made by. .Forwarded by.

Loo Chieu-sung (^ ), age 45, native of Shanghai

were taken into custody.

Regarding the first seizure, "War Voice” printing 

had not commenced and according to the staff the blocks 

were set up outside the press and sent in for printing by 

a man named Wong Kying-keng ( , a broker of the
Dah Foong ( A—) Press, Lane 537, No.6 Wutlng Road. 

1,000 copies were ordered.

1,000 copies of the periodical *Wbo Kiang* in 

the second seizure had already been printed and taken 

away by the customer.

The *Mei Ling Society” Regulations had not yet 

been printed but 500 copies had been ordered by a broker 

of the Zung Dah (M1^] 7"- ) Printing Press, Tsang Ka Zah 

Road.

1,500 copies of the fourth seizure were ordered 
by one Ting Kuh-shuen (*^* -L ty ) of the Students1 

Department, Chinese Y.M.C.A., 123 Boulevard de Montigny. 

They had not as yet been printed.

The 5th seizure was ordered by the Sung Weh 

() Bookstore now located in the Yuan Toong 

() Bookstore, Foochow Road. From the blocks 

it was intended to make matrices but the work had only 

reached the proof stage. The matrices on completion 

were to be sent to the Sung Weh Bookstore.

On the instructions of D.C. (Special Branch), 

all work at the Printing Press «MHceased at 5 p.m., 

while the sales office was ordered not to re-open on



—2 . . File No_______
*M‘38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............ ............ Station*
REPORT 

Date.  19

Subject.^._____________________ .__ ___________ ._______ .¿J_________ _________ ___

Mnie by_______________________ _______ ___ Forwarded by____ ,------------ ----------------- ----------------- -----_ ------- _

December 1st« Uniform duties from Central Station have 

been posted to ensure that no more work is carried out 

until further instructions.

Enquiries are now proceeding with a view to 

tracing the source of the propaganda in question.



List of Literature seized at the Han Wen(>> K )
Printing Press, Lane 228, 15 Shantung Road, 
at 5,10 p»m», November 30* 1938.__________________

(1) Periodical entitled "War Voice* ),
issue No. 62, dated iiovember 30, 1938. 
Containing reports on the military situation 
in general and a few short articles of a 
national salvation nature. One copy

(2) Periodical entitled Woo Kiang, issue
No. 6, dated November 15, 1938, puolished 
by the Literary Society of the Shanghai 
University, and a few manuscripts of 
articles published in the paper. One copy
Containing songs urging the people to 
defend the nation.

(3) A printed copy and a manuscript of 
regulations governing the organization 
of a "Mei Ling( ) * Society,address One copy
not given. The regulations give the each.
general principles of organization 
without mentioning the names of promoters 
or others. The Society ku will have
12 sections including an intelligence section 
to collect intelligence relating to traitors 
etc., a training section to train persons 
in national salvation work, and a propaganda 
section to conduct national salvation 
propaganda.

(4) A printed copy of a letter addressed to One copy 
students in the U.S.A, urging them to 
boycott “enemy* goods. Purporting to 
emanate from the Union of Christian 
Students.

(5) Manuscript and printed copy of w*wgw One copy
anti-Japanese songs of the usual 
nature with cartoons depicting 
atrocities committed by soldiers 
appearing to Kk be Japanese.

Set up types (seven blocks) for the printing 
of the above mentioned literature were also 
seized».
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CRIME DIARY. L* । ..... —

.... ......''.A?............ Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Misc.1190/38 ..... ...Police Station.

..JOth#November I9 J8
Diary Number:— 1* Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

3«30»p.m. to
4.30.P.W.

30*11.1938.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

13/228 Shantung Road.

Station Office.

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Assistance to Special branch to 
▼isit the Han Vung ( <| ^ )
Printing Works. 13/228 Shantung 
Road re printing of anti-Japanese 

literature.

P.A, toO. G. <s*.

At 3.30.p.m. on 3O.ll.i938 D.S.Hide (Special 

Branch) requested assistance to visit the above printing 

works to search for and seise printing matter dealing 

with anti-Japanese activities. D.S.I.Guess and C.D.C.288 

responded in conjunction with officers from Headquarters 

Special Branch but no books or other literature were to 

be found. Search of the premises. however, revealed

several printing plates from which antl-Japamese leaflets
I

had been printed and seven of these were seized and re

tained by Special Branch for further investigation.

Two persons were arrested and detained and

gave

Loh Cheu Sung

Thege

the

their names as s*

Wong Hsien Tszg ( ). 41, Zaushlng. M/iianager
above address.

), 43. Shanghai. M/Account, 
o Yue Shing LI. Rue Pere Robert. FT

persons have, by order of D.C.(Special Branch) been 

detained in stations cells but will not appear before

Court at present. The printing works have been closed

C.P.Cs posted thereon during further Police enquiries
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At 4 p.m. on the December 1st, 1938, a member of 

the Special Branch interviewed Mr. T. Hoggarth, Manager 

of Burroughs Vieil come & Co., 60 Hongkong Road, who, 

according to a report received, desired to furnish in

formation relevant to this case.

Mr. Hoggarth explained that Burroughs Wellcome 

and Co. have a verbal contract with the Han Wen Press of 

228/15 Shantung Road for the printing of Medical Diaries 

for 1939 to the value of $2416.00 to be delivered not 

later than December 10th 1938.

The diaries are intended for general distribution

in the event of delayed delivery, will

be rendered useless.

The Company has a further verbal contract for the 

printing of Wellcome’s Materia Therapeiltica to the value 
,.JK4

of $3570.00, but in respect of this order a delay of a 

few weeks in delivery is not of great import. |il

■
' w
3

of December 1st, 1938, one Tsung Bah Oen( )>

General-Manager of the Han Wen Press had called on him to 

explain that the Press had been closed by the Police and 1

that it appears unlikely that delivery of the diaries could 

be effected on time.

Mr. Hoggarth stated that he thoroughly appreciated’

the necessity of the adoption of appropriate measures, but

would be glad of information regarding the likelihood of the

Han Wen Press being permitted to resume 

to complete the Diaries by December 10th

D.C. (Special Bra»

s, i. spj •
REPORT LVate —---- ¿¿L-^lsx.—" j
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„ »•» . Raid on the Han Wen Printing Press, Lane 228, House 15

Shantung Road - Seisure of "War Voice” and other anti-
_______ J^p^^s«..ajid..JfaiionaL..SaLva.t.ion..li.t£ja±ura*________ _—

Made ________________ Forwarded by— * 3

in the Ihr East and



Appendix “A*

1. Statement of isai Lan (15 th accused), important 
member of National Salvation Association, 
in charge of printing and distribution 
of a secret subversive periodical entitled 
H Unity-.

2. Statement of Chu Han-sung (10th accused), Manager 
of the xden Is Type-setting lorks, Lane 140, 
15 Love Lane, responsible for the making 
of matrices for the communist periodical 
“Emancipation“ and the •unity".

3. statement of x>iu Bong-hui (11th accused), Broker 
of the Lien Ta Type-setting rforks.

4. statement of x>oh Ching-yoong (12th accused), 
Manager of the Shing iijrih Press, juane 
177, 42 Chungking Koad, responsible for 
the printing of the *Emancipation" and 
"Unity"•

5. ¿Statement of x>oh koh-sung (13th accused), Assistant 
Manager of the Shing uyih Press.
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of Tsai Lan ) (15th accused)
TT. s7r;—wtf Adie----------------

native of......... .i'£n'ton......................... taken by me D.S.I. Kao Yen-ken

at.SP.^P.ial..Branch_Qn the 10-11/1/39 ___. and interpreted by

Myname is_ Tsai Lan, alias Tsai Man

ti___Tsai Jen-heng (■& ), Li Ts-mlng (4^ 4- __ ),

Li Yah-yuin ) and Moo Yung ) (nom de plume),

_ 1 am 26 years of age, a native of Canton, and single.___ I

resided at Lane 697, 5 Avenue Joffre.___ I am the chief of

_ the.Moral__Trainlng Department ( in charge of the primary__  

education.of refugees) of the 1st Refug< ' Camp of the

—Iflt_ernational jlelief Committee, Rue Massanet, as well as _ 
_ the dean and teacher in the International Middle School

located in the same camp. The Moral Training Department______

and the International Middle School are under the control__

of the Educational Department of the International Relief 

Committee, of which Mr, H.C, Chen, Chinese Education Officer 

of the S.M.C., is the principal. The Moral Training_____ ______

Department of the 1st Camp takes care of the primary 

education of the refugees in the 1st Camp only, while the_____

International Middle School receives students from among 

refugees in any camps in Shanghai. The International. Relief-___ j

Committee situated in the Chinese Y.M.C.A, building, 123 

Boulevard de Montigny, is now operating three refugee camps,I 

namely, the 1st Camp on Rue Massanet, 2nd Camp on Rue Herve . _ I

de Sieyes and the 6th Camp in the Chien Chwang Guild, corner----- |

of Haining and North Honan Roads, ______________________ 1
At the age of six, I began my education at my native f 

• ' ■ s'' I
place at Canton. In February, 1931, I was sent by my grand-J 

father to Shanghai and joined the "Ecole Technique Franco-। 

Chino is”, corner of Rue Lafayette and_ Avenue Roi Albert, ae_____ I
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of....................................................... ...................................... ..............

native of...............................................................taken by me....................... ........................ ..................

at............................. on the.......................  and interpreted by............... ............................. .
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a student in the Supplementary Department. In 1932, I

entered the Shanghai Law College, Rue Pere Robert, where

I studied politics. In 1934, owing to the death of my 

grand-father, I returned to Canton. Two years later (1936),

__ I came to Shanghai again and secured employment in the

—-------- ----------Editorial Department of the Shen Chow Kuo Kwang Zoe Bookstore,

—... 378 Foochow Road, as a proof-reader._________________________

— —_ ____ .1 resigned from the position in March, 1937, and went to______ __ ;
—__  _____ serve as a teacher in the Ming Ts ( Pfy ) Middle School,________

--------------------- Weihaiwei Road, near Moulmein Road. Following the outbreak_____ <

—-------of hostilities in 1937, I was thrown out of employment. ._________ ‘

—______ I joined the "Cultural Circles national Salvation Association,1*

------------- Pootung Guild Building, 1454 Avenue Edward VII. When I was ; 

—---------__ studying in the Shanghai Law College, I made the acquaintance

------------ ---------of a number of students who were communistic elements.___________
A number of my fellow countrymen are also communistic elements. I

—------------------ 1 preferred their company and I now admit that I am also a_____

- --------- ----- communist element. At that time I did not carry out any___________

~ -- communistic activities,—save..for co.n.trlbuting..axticlft8. .of---
 a leftist nature to the Chinese press. In October, 1937,________

—_____ ___Chang Ming-ts ), who was a fellow countrymen and____

—------- ----- school-mate of mine, a communist element, introduced me to__________
-----------—--------the 1st Refugee Camp of the International Relief Committee,___ 1

_______Rue Massanet. Then the camp was in the charge of Miss _____

_______ _Huang Ding-wei, Sub-Manageress of the Tung Yih Trust Company, ________ |

---------- —-------- 384 Peking Road, who was also the Chairman of the "Women* s______ | 

——   Circles* Rational Salvation Assooiation," a secret _________
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of............... .........      .

native of................................................. taken by me_____________________ ____________

at....... ...........................   the..................... ................ an(j interprete3 by.......................... ................... .
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——— organization. The members of the "Association of Students

-______ __ ____returned from Japan" (also leftists) formed the management*_____  

—_____ -_____ This association then had its headquarters in the Tsing

-------- Nien Middle School ( ), Avenue Joffre and its main

—— __ object and enterprise was to conduct the national salvation

—------- movement. Shortly afterwards, the members of the association

—left for Nanking. Chang Ming-ts was one of the members and__

----- — . .worked.inthe camp. When I joined the.caxnp,YaoZien-s.iu______  

—. , also a member of the association, who acted

---------- ...... as the Chief of the General Affairs Department of the camp, 

— _____ assigned me to work in the Moral Training Department. My

—_____work consisted of the preparation of * pih pao* (wall papers)____

-------------- and teaching of refugees from the national salvation point.

-- -----------of view.__ My position was then honorary.__ In August, 1938,______ 

- -------------the Educational Department of the International Relief

-----------_____ Committee established the International Middle School for _____ _

—refugees and I was appointed dean and teacher of the school.___

--------------------Since that time, I have been receiving $20 per mensem from 

—----- —— the camp management.i 

-------__The Moral Training Department in questidh composes ---- 

---------- __ nine persons. Their duty, apart from teaching the young_______  

----------- __ boys and girls, is to give lecturer daily to the refugees

 on the current affairs and instil in them the national

_--------- salvation and anti-Japanese movement. In September, 1938, 

•___ 1 promoted a dramatic movement of a national salvation _____

--------------nature in the camp, but soon the French Police learned of 

----------— the project and arrested eighteen of the actors. I was not........
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on the scene, but was later summoned to the Police Head-

_— quarters at Loukawei, where I was fingerprinted and — -----------j

photographed.__I was cautioned against such a movement

_rnd released.

____________ _ T____________In December, 193?, the Vocational Circles* national__ __ il 

Salvation Association, a secret organizat ion, convene da_________ ;

____________ ____ meeting of representatives of local refugee pampa in a _______

_ _____ _____ primary school on Park Road near Ruling Road, with a view______ -

________________ to forming a body to conduct national salvation work among______

refugees. I attended on behalf of the 1st Refugee Ca®PPf______ ।

______ the International Relief Committee, During the meeting, a______ \

______ _ »/Staff Members* Lien Nyi (Mutual Aid) Society of Various____________ ;

__ __ ____ Refugee Camps* was formed and I was appointed, to ba_a___________  

______ committee member. This Lien Myi Society, a secret organization, 

_________ situated at Room 218, Bubbling Well Building, Bubbling Wall______ j 

___________ _ Road, was raided by the Municipal Police on Dec ember 31, 1937,__
and was thus dissolved.______________________________ I

j In May, 1938, my cousin named Tsai Ying () ____ I
__  alias Tsai Hsin-yeu ) and Tsai Hsia-yung

__ __ ________ _ told me at her home at Lane 225, 30 Rue Pere Robert, that the

■_________ sponsors of the »Unity* needed some person tQ assistin the _______

____________ __ editing, proof-reading and arranging of print!ng, and sought___ ! 

|______ _—- ____ ---- my opinion in undertaking such a secret task. As my oouain--------
f____ ______ and I are both willing to offer our services in national________ | 

 salvation work, I readily agreed, whereupon she gave me a

______________ letter and sent me to the home of Pan Ts-ming I 
 alias Pan Fang . ^ ) and Pan Wei-ying (
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__ Lane 559-B, 11 Rue Lafayette.

_ _____ ______________My cousin Tsai Ying, who is a committee member of__  

_____ the secret Women'Circles* Rational Salvation Association«______

------------ _-----is an intimate friend of Pan’s wife named Pan Kwoh Tseng-____  
yihGi ti5 £1 ), who is also a committee member of the

-----___ Women's Circles' National Salvation Association.

_ ____________ Accordingly, I went to Pan's home« where I saw Pan 

and his wife Pan Kwoh Tseng-yih. Pan is aged about 35.

_______ a native of Anhwei, of medium build, wearing spectacles,_____  

____ _uw^ly_dhf«88gd_inL a Chinese long gown, with leather shoes. 
_ He is a leftist writer of communist tendency. .He is chief_ 

------ editor of the "Unity," mouthpiece of the "Various Circles 

______National Salvation Association," a secret organization in

_ ___ Shanghai. Pan is known to me as the Chief of the Propaganda

-------- .------ Department.of_the8ecretCuLturalCir_Gles_NatiQnai Salvation
I___Association.He also contributes articles to the "Standard."

_________------------------- At Pan's home, Pan invited me to act as a sub-editor - - . ।
--of the "Unity" under him and meanwhile to serve as a _____  

-____________ "communication agent* to get into contact with the persons  

—-_responsible for the printing and di s.trlbuti.on^__.Qn__the_____

______ ___ ____ following day, he took me to the secret type-setting base_____

__------ _ ---- at Lane 587, 7 Medhurst Road, and introduced me to Bang____

- ---------------- Yuen-shen (3rd accused) and Chui Pah-lee_______  

______ _--------- (ffi. (9th accused), who were responsible for all_______  

----- -—-arrangements regarding printing. He also sent me to get

—_into touch with one Wong Ping (i. ), alias Lao Liu

----- —-______), living at 6 Sung Pah Li ( Route des
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Soeurs, who was responsible for the collection of printed 

copies from the bookbinding firm and thereafter distribution

among representatives of the various 11 circles.Meanwhile

Pan told me that this publication was entirely secret and _ 

that I should avoid becoming identified by the authorities. 

He also instructed me that I should keep my residential____

address secret from those under me and change my name to

"Li Yah-yuin11 cfc.iiL’ili.
The following procedure was adopted for the editing,

printing and publishing of the "Unity* t-_ 

_________Apart from contributing articles himself. Pan_____  

collected articles from representatives of various "circles."

He represents the "Cultural Circles" and holds weekly

---------------__--------meetings with the other representatives, numbering five_______  

_____ -____ ----------in all. They are representatives of the (l) studenta,----  

_---- ---------—___ (2) labourers, (3) Vocational circles, (4) women, and_____ —

____---------------------(5) Educational circles. I do not know who they are._______----  

-___________ They are only known to Pan, I understand that Pan hlmakLf_________  
■ 

keeps his residential address secret from those representatives.

The weekly meetings were held in modern style tea rooms in . 
the French Concession, during which drafts were collected 

and arrangements were made for the time and venue for the 

next meeting. On receiving the drafts, he compiled them 

with my assistance. I also wrote articles should there be 

space in any issue. On the completion of the compilation._____ <

I sent the drafts to the secret type-setting base on 

jfedhurst Road and instructed Bang and Ghui to arrange for „ ..
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___ ___  _____the setting up of types, I and Pan served, as proof-readers, 

________ When corrected» the types were then sent by Bang and Ghul

______ _______ to a type-setting works for the making of matrices, which__

_------- — were in turn sent to a printing press for printing.__When....

-----------PXinted,..the.Gopie^—

——___binding works in the last house of the_last alleywaylnthe

---------Yung Chih Li, Weihaiwei Road for bookbinding.__ I do not know 

______ ______ the names ' those firms, as Bang and Ghui were responsible

— -___ for that type . work. When I and Pan finished .the proof-____

—  reading, I went to see the distribution agent Wong Ping----------

— — alias Lao Liu at 6 Sung Pah Li.Route DeaSoeursand-Informed

——_____him that he might call one or two days later at the boolc-  

------binding works for the copies for diatrlbution^ Wongaaa 

---------- ---------- rule took the copies when bound up from the bookbinding works 

_______ — an(* sent them direct to the distribution agents of the_____ _ 

,---------- --------- various "circles." I know that there are six repreaantati»aa

_______ ______ namely, of the students, labourers, vocational circles, woman

- _____ _educational circles and the cultural circles, but l..>avM.no 

-- ------- ------- knowledge of their whereabouts. They are known to Wong Ping 

----------- - ___only. Pan told me that I should not enquire into Wong* s ____  

_activities and secrets, my duty being to convey messages 

_______ __ to Wong. I understand that the distribution together with 

—______ ___ the number of copies is as follows i_-____ ___ ’-------------------------- .
_____ _ Class of people Distribution Centre Ho.of copies

___ _____ Students in nearly all middle___________ 1,800_____ 
echools and universities, 
as well as supplementary 
schools.
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Labourers In various factories, 500
"Including the tramway 
depots in the Settlement
and the French Concession 
and the Chinese Post Office. . .4

Vocational circles In various trade clubs,____ _l,200
( shop-assistants 

------- and petty merchants)
including the Sank
Employees' Lien Uyi------ -------
Society, 334 Nanking 
Road, and the Custom»----
Clubs.

---

Women In various women* s 500
organizations, including 
the Women* s Temperance______
Association, 80 Love 
Lane, and the Chinese_______
Y.W.CJL., 999 Bubbling 
Well Road,

Educational In various teachers* ___ : 1,000-Circles
(school teachersj

bodies, including the 
"Educational Promoting.. ........
Society* g>t)
(without an office/; which
operates schools for
street boys and_ labourers----
On evenings.

Cultural circles To various refugee camps 1,000____
(journalists and 

____ writers).
and the homes of writers 
direct. _______  yK

Various individuals Through book and newspaper 1,000
and people in

_ other places._______
stalls and agents.

Approximately s 6,700

In each class of people there is an organization of

cells which are linked, together through a number of

communication agents.Wong Ping is responsible for the

sending of copies to the chief communication agents of the

various ^circles,** who in turn distribute them among their

own agents
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_________ Association* is very much complicated and secret._____ I only 

_____know the part in which I myself was engaged. In November, 

._1938, Wong Ping left for Pootung owing to private affairs

______at home, and has not returned to Shanghai.______________  

_ ____ _ The property of the secret type-setting base was_______________ _____  

_____________purchased by Pan Ts-ming for the sum of $200.00.__ From the 

____________ National Salvation Association,_ I and Wong .Ping_recjeiy&____

...... __ $20 each per mensem while Pan gets $30 a month. Bang and

—----------Ghuf responsible for the printing were given allowances.

_ _____according to work done.________ '_____________________ »_______
Pan Tse-ming told me that the publication of the 

______ ______ ’•Unity" was undertaken by the Cultural Circles National_____  

'_____ Salvation Association. It is a secret organization and_____

_____  governed by a committee including Chang Chung-ling

--------------------formerly a professor of the Shanghai n’niyfirsitx» and.Xiang 

-------— Sz - j ung ). a writer. I understand that the_____  

-------committee members are mostly leftist writers and eduaati onalists 

- -----——___and that most of them with the exceptionof Chang, Liang and 

--------------___ a few others are not in Shanghai.__ I also learned that Chang 

---- Chung-ling concurrently acted as the Chief of the F inance

________ Department of the Cultural Ci rales. National Salvation______ _ ___ J 

_------- Association. He gave money for the purchase of types in

---------- the secret type-setting base on Kedhurst Hoad. and funds------- -J 

-______ — for printing of the "Unity.* Lt was he who also paid us 

__ ___ allcwances. Only Pan Ts-ming can get into touch with Chang.___  

whose address has been kept secret from me._______________________ '
'_______________ For each issue, the cost for the printing and paper____
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ia around $80. The copies are sent out free of charge,_

but in order to meet the expenses, the readers are requested 

__ ___________to contribute towards its upkeep. These contributions are _ 

_____________ collected by the various distributors and finally given tQ 

____ ______ Wong Ping who in turn hands the sum to me for transfer to

Pan Ts-ming.___ As a rule these contributions amounted to__ __

______about $20 a issue.___ The names of contributors are published 

___ —_______ in "Unity* from time to time._____________

_______________ ..In.. September, 1938. Lao Yu (jp* full name

----- unknown to me, who formerly wprked in the Sung Weh Bookstore, 

---------£ane_384, 4 Pp 0 chow Ro ad (.now defun ct ) and...who was .known to 

- me while x was working in the Shun. Chow Kuo Kwang Zoe______ __  

______ ______Bookstore at 378 Foochow Road, cameto the _camjo jand. asked

—------------------me to arrange the printing of the communistic publication

___ __________ entitled "Emancipation" for him. He then knew from the _

—--------- senior members of the "national Sal vat ion. Aas oc i ation" that

___ -___ I was concerned in the printing of the yrnity*.____ Later____ 
__ ___ _ __with the permission of Pan Ts-ming, I introduced Lao Yu to 

_______ ---------Bang and Ghui. They arranged the printing direct among

__ _—____ themselves. I do not know the distribution of the "Emancipation." 

____________ Lao Yu paid charges for the type-setting and printing to Bang 

-- ________ ___and Ghui without going through me. I Only understand that the 

—____ _---------"Emancipation* was not edited in Shanghai, it being published

—----------— in .Sian.__Copies are reproduced in Shanghai.__________________
_________As to the magazine *Women", it was the mouthpiece of

the Women’s Circles'National Salvation Association under 

—--------- 'She leadership of Miss Huang Ding-wei, Sub-Manageress of______
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the Tung Yih Trust Company, 356 Peking Road. It started 

publication in May, 1938 and stopped in September, 1938,____

_______ _owing to financial difficulties. Miss Tsai Ying, my________________  

______ cousin, arranged the printing through my introduction at ..

the secret type-setting base on Medhurst Road.__

As to the $War Voice", it was published by the 
"Education Promoting Society1* (~^9~ ILwithout...

____ an office). The printing of this magazine was introduced 

to Bang and Ghui by Pan Ts-ming direct, and therefore I 

___  know nothing about the origin.„_  

I also know that Pan Ts-ming introduced a sponsor 

____________of the "Student’s Livelihood** ), organ of

the secret "Students* Circles National Salvation.A_s.ao.c iation, * 

_______to Bang and Ghui, but I cannot telljaheihex .the, periodical 

____ was printed through them._____________ ;___  

___ ___ As already mentioned, I kept my residential address 

 secret from all those persons working unddr me._ Even Bang

__  and Ghui and Wong Ping do not know the identity and where-__

abouts of the other. On December 5, I learned of the arrest 

 of Ghui Pan-lee, and began to clear my room of all literature 

______________ connected with the publication "Unity."__ Lpacked it up in___  

_____________ a box and deposited it in my cousin Tsai ling's home on_____  

 Route Pere Robert, while I deposited a part of my documents 

in the Ist Refugee Camp. Following Ghui’s arrest, I___

refrained from staying at my residence or from attending 

the refugee camp. About a week laterv L returned to. live 

in my residence, but I did not attend the camp for fear of... .
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a visit by the Police authorities.

The Police authorities however unexpectedly visited 

my houseon the early morning of January 4 and I was_

arrested.

________ Since the police raid on the secret type-setting 

_____ ___ __ base on Medhurst Road, the publications "Unity".__________ __

_______ ______"Emancipation", "Women" (ceased prior to the raid) and__  

—____ "War Voice" have not been able to_ make their appearance.

in Shanghai again. All._those -people connected with the 

pub l ication, according to Pan Ts-ming, have _i.ns.truct.ions 

from the re spectiye or gaps to suspend activities and do 

their best to avoid detection.
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The following is the statement of...... ..........................................................................................................
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the.... .................................. and interpreted by......................... .......................

My name is Chu Han-sung, alias Chu Woo Shang

).I am 37 years of age,__a native of Shanghai

and married. I am the Manager and owner of the Lien Ts 

) Type-setting Works, Lane 140, 15 Love Lane.

I live in the same address.
In July, 1938, Bang Yuen-shen (^/zj^ ) (3rd accused 

who was a trade acquaintance of mine, came to me and asked

me to make matrices for the publications “Emannipation* and 

“Unity.“__ I accepted and did the work up to the end of

November, 1938, when Bang was arrested by the Municipal

Police. The price for making a matrix is $0.12. The

usual price for such a work is $0.15, the cheaper charge

being made owing to Bang and I being friends.

As a rule Ghui Bah-lee (9th accused) carried the

set-up types to my works and after matrices were made, they

___were taken away by Ghui to the printing press, the name of

which was kept secret from me» Although I know that the -----------------------------------------------------------

authorities would object to the printing of communistic

and anti-Japanese matters and I did express the desire not 

to take up the work, yet I accepted it because Bang begged 

of me and assured me that he would take all the responsibility. !

I
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The following is the statement of.....hiu. Dong..Hui.. .(l.lth accused),
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native of Kingp.0....................................... taken by me.... Zl^S^I^-KaO—Yea-ken..................
at...?.9.l.i.cg...Hf.Q.t..„...on the*r.anuary...l.6.,....l.®L9.and interpreted by.............................................

Uy name is Liu Dong Hui alias Liu Sz Bei ( Jf’] i^L). 

I am 22 years of age*, a native of Singpo and married, I am

....a._hroker Axl.the LienTs () Type-Betting Works, Lane 140, 

15 Love Lane. X reside in the works.

In the. hot season of 1938, I noticed in the work a 

a man,, unknown to me, negotiating with Chu Han Sung (10 th 

accused), the Manager of the Worksthe making of matrices

. for the secret publications entitled. "Unity* and *Rmannt patton*. 

The works was only concerned in the. making of matrices and

...has nothing, to do with the type-aetting and printing, or___ __

binding of the publications. The work was done with the 

entire sanction of the manager, and therefore X did not make

...any.effortto refuse the order, although l.knew full well

. that these publications were, banned by the Settlement 

Authorities, ■___________________________________ ;|gg|
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of....LQ J......./.:L-.~..d^.  ...

, . . // D.S.I. MacAdienative of.-------------------------- ....----------------- taken by/pie....D..5„.I.....feltr...Yentrfcen.--------------

at...?.9.1.i-.9..9...?J.!.^.!......on the.... -L?.?.l.f.?.?.*......... .....and interpreted by........ ...... .................. .... ..... .

_________My name is Loh Ching Yoong.____I am 51 years of age, 

a native of Kashan, Chekiaig, and married._I am the_________

Manager of the Shing NyihPr^ ss.,. Lane. 177, 42 Chunx:ki.ng Road__

. I reside in the same press._ _________ ;____________ ___ ;_ _____
In May, 1938, I began I t.. ?ertake._the_.jorinting______

of the "Bnanc ipation1? (_ ax )t "Unity" C_jJUi ). "tfomen* .

( ), and "Students. Livelihood" (one issue only),________
on behalf of Bang Yuen Shen Ord accused) and Ghui Pah-lee_____

(9th accused). In July, 1938, I refused t o continue the_______ _

printing because I was aware. that such publications were ___ J
. .prohibite.d_by. .the .authorities.___ I_ under.sto.od__that Bang.________

and Ghui entrusted the printing to some other firm which I_____

do not know (The Han Wen Press), but as theyw ere not_________ __ 1

_ satisfied with the printing of the other firm, they came________ I

back to me in August, 1938, and begged of me to continue________ I

the printing. this I did to the end of November, 1938, ____ J

when Bang was arrested by the Municipal Police._________________

i__________ :______ _______ The price for the printing of these publications;
was cheaper. Usually, I charged $1.40 for the printing of

\ 500 broad sheets of paper, whereas I made a charge of only____
________________ $1.05 to Bang and Ghui. There were 2 reasons for this _____ | 

special treatment; firstly because they paid me in cash/'

________________ on delivery and secondly because they claimed these publications I 
I to be of a patriotic nature.|

_______ _________________ When printed, the copies were taken away by either 

i________________ Bang or Ghui to a bookbinding firm, the name of which Bang
 and Ghui never told me..  ■*
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_ I.knowthe address of Rang and. Ghui.__ I have been 

to the residence and type-setting works, on Ifedhurst Road_  

on three occasions, with a view to collecting accounts»_
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The following is the statement of......L.Qh..J£oh..Sung...C.^...<^^L.)...il.3th..&!3filIsed.).*.
„ . _ , , D.S.I. MacAdie

native of..JKaah.an^...<&fiklSSg,............. ...taken by me D.8.I. Kao Yen-ken_________

at...F.QLic.e..H.».Q.,......on thej.anuary.Id,...1.939.and interpreted by.................................. .......

My name ia Loh Pah Sung. lamSOyearsof age, a

____ natiye. of Kashan, Ghekiang* and married.__ I am the as si at ant» 

__ managerof..the Shing Nyi Press Lane 177',42.ChungkingRoad. . 
_____ I reside in the press.______________________________________ _ 

____________ In May o f 1936, Bang. Yuen Shen (3 rd ac cu se d) and_____  

____ Ghui Pah Lee (9th accused) came to the press and arranged. 
__ __ with Loh .Ching Yoong C M-i^) (12th accused), the Manager 

__ of the presa and my fatherfor the pr in t ingofthe_____________

_ „’^mancipation’*, "Bnityf - and “Women ”.__ My father and, I knew _ 

___ „well that these publications were banned by the authorities,___
... but took the risk of accepting the order owing to lack of__

business.__in Juiy, 1936, we realized the danger of police____

action and refused to. accept further orders. After an. ________

__ __ interval of .two. months. Bang and.Ghui again came and begged 
_____ us to continue„the.printing,...... This we did up to the end o f____

_______ Apart.from assisting.my.father„in.the_ management „ „o f-----  

the press, I.„was..engaged„in the work ofprinting these.secret 

publications.----------------------- ------------------------------------------- ______



Appendix "B1*

1. List of literature seized from the residence of the 
15th accused Tsai Lan, x>ane 697, 5 Avenue Joffre, 
on January 4.

2. list of literature seized from Lane 225, 30 Route 
Pere Robert, on January 4. (Property of 15th 
accused Tsai x«an).

3. List of literature seized from the 1st refugee Camp 
of the International belief Committee, Hue
Maasanet, on January 4 (Property of 15th accused 
Tsai Lan).

4. Translation of two exercise books containing rough 
notes relating to secret meetings held by the 
Women's Circles* National Salvation Association, 
which were seized among the property of 15th 
accused Tsai Lan in the 1st Refugee Camp (denoted 
as Item 9 of izLst 3).

5. Liats ("A*, “B” and "CMj of literature seized from 
the 1st Refugee Camp, xue Laasanet, on January 4 
(Property of Miss noo Sui-tsing ( ),
a teacher of refugees, not arrested).

6. Lists k"A” and “B") of literature seized from the 
room of Pan Ts-ming inot arrested;, Lane 559b, 
11 Kue Lafayette, on January 4,

7. Mist of literature seized from the room of Sung me, 
18th accused, Lane 559B, 11 Hue Lafayette, on 
January 4,

8. List of literature seized from the room of Juan Chung 
ziang, 17th accused, xane 559B, 11 nue Lafayette, 
on January 4»



List of literature seized at Hoorn. 4, lane 697, 
5 Avenue Joffre, on January 4, 1939«

1) A paper folder containing the following manuscripts:-

(a) Narration entitled "Escape" by "Bah Wei"^^ "gT ) 
(pen name). The following is a summarized > 
translation i-

BSCAPH

When the writer and one Mr. T., living 
together, were discussing the sending of clothing 
to one Mr« Zung being detained by th*e authorities 
in connection with the "struggle for the 
existence and independence of the nation", one 
Hr. B. brought them the information that one 
Lau Zee had also been arrested in a hotel. Lau 
Zee was absent during a visit by the authorities 
as he had expected the raid but his uncle, tailor 
of a foreign clothing shop, was held in pledge« 
The X X side demanded $2,000 for his release 
should he fail to produce the wanted man. 
Subsequently Lau Zee was induced to a hotel and 
placed under arrest«

Following Lau Zee's arrest, Mr. B. advised 
the writer to "clear up his room" and to conceal 
himself at some friend's place« The writer then 
told his female companion to bring a box to 
Sister H's place and also informed her that he 
would meet her there after he had visited lit. 2« 
in a certain society for information«

(b) Short story entitled "Threats", describing haw a 
student was warned by his school authorities for 
participating in national salvation work«

(c) Short story entitled "Captives" (national salvation 
nature)«

(d) Poems(three) (unnamed) of a national salvation 
nature•

(e) Short story entitled "The Dying Man" describing 
the deplorable death of an ex-soldier«

(f) Short story entitled "Sacrifice" describing the 
atrocities committed by certain Japanese guards«

(g) Chinese translation of an essay on Culture by 
Gorky.

(h) Report dealing with the education of the refugees 
of the 1st Refugee Camp of the International 
Relief Committee. General principles«

(i) Booklet entitled "XOCHAUG" containing songs of 
a national salvation nature«

2) A portfolio containing the following draftstate«

(a) Manuscriptst Chinese translation of a book 
(name unknown) on literature«

(b) Three receipts issued by Hwa Wen Press, corner 
of Whashing & Chinning Roads, to Mr. Tsai Hung, 
for printing work done. Dated 11«3«37, 25.3.37, 
and 19»2«37 respectively«



ì

(2)

3) One bundle of manuscripts consisting of the 
following»-

(a) Chinese translations of a book or books 
(names unknown) on foreign literature.

(b) Short story entitled "On Duty" (national salvation 
nature).

Chinese translation (from Russian) of a book4)

Books and. Periodicals

on the history of the Russian Communist Party. One

5) Chinese translation (from Russian) of a book 
entitled “The Childishness of the leftist 
party and the Two Policies”, by Lenin. One copy

6) Chinese translation (from Russian) of a book 
entitled "Selections from Lenin? books 7,9, 
and 13. 1 copy each*

7) Chinese translation of a book entitled 
"Letter from Lenin to Gorky." 40 copies

a) Chinese translation of a book entitled 
"Prom the February Revolution to the 
October Revolution”, by Lenin*

One

9) Book entitled *The Duties of Youths” containing 
a selection of short essays on the world One
political situation and China's war of resistance.

copy

10) Chinese translation of a book on the work of 
Lenin by Stalin.

One

11) Chinese translation of a book entitled "The 
State and Revolution* by Lenin* One copy

12) Book entitled "War of Resistance" containing 
songs or poems of a national salvation nature. One copy

13) Book (Chinese translation) entitled *The 
Childishness of the Leftist Party in 
the Communiat Movement,” by Lenin*

One copy

14) Book entitled "War Songs*. 
(National Salvation nature).

One copy

15) Six books containing short essays bearing on 
China's War of Resistance (National 
salvation nature.)

1«) Story book entitled "Pight back to our old 
Home”, (national salvation nature) One ..°.O£Z

17) Book entitled "Manifestoes of the Communist 
Party and their regulations.” One oojjx

18) Book entitled "The Pourth Army” containing 
short stories of warriors at various places. One -Ç22X

19) Book entitled "Poems and Songs relating to 
the War of Resistance." (National salvation 
nature)

One copy



(3)

20) Chinese translation of a book entitled "Shouts* 
by Majakovakij containing poems appearing to be 
of a proletarian nature. One copy

21) 8 books (miscellaneous) mostly on 
literature and grammar etc.

22) National salvation periodical entitled 
"War Voice,* Issue No. 34, dated One copy
August 17, 1938.

23) National salvation periodical entitled 
"The War of Resistance*, issue No. 4, 
dated August 29, 1937. Pour copies

24) National Salvation periodical entitled 
"Resistance*, issues Nos. 7, 8,9,10,12* 
13,14,15,16,18,20,21,22,23,24,26,27, and 
28, dated 1937« (hie copy each

25) National salvation periodical entitled 
"Extracts*, issues 1,2,3,4,5. dated 
1937« One copy each

26) Periodical entitled "National Salvation 
Voice," issue No. 2, dated Oct., 1937. Two copies

27) National Salvation periodical entitled 
"The Mass of Youths", issue 3, dated One copy 
December, 1938.

28) National salvation periodical entitled
•The Anti-aircraft gun", 1st issue, 9 copies 
dated August 25, 1937.

29) National salvation periodical entitled
"The Nirat ULne", dated November, 1937. 2 copies

30) National salvation periodical entitled 
"The Sentry", issues Nos. 3 and ft, 1 copy each 
dated November, 1937.

31) National salvation weekly, issue No. 2, 
dated October, 1937. One copy

32) National salvation periodical entitled 
"The War Eront", issues 1,2 and 3, 
dated September, 1937. 1 copy each

33) National salvation periodical entitled
"The Cultural Pront", issue 8, dated 
Nov. 1937. One copy

34) "The l&tional Salvation Daily", 
different issues (bound together), 
dated September, 1937. One copy

35) "Xnti*  Japanese Comments", dated 
September, 1937. One copy

36) National salvation periodical entitled 
"Brightness", issues Nos. 3,5,6,7, 
dated September & October, 1937. One copy each

37) Draft of an article entitled "The Talk of a public ricsha 
coolies", denouncing persons engaged in selling clothing 
stolen from war affected areas, (national salvation nature).

38) An alubum of photos, and a book on the study of cartoons in 
(3Ffcr>anese' •



List of literature seized in a leather case belonging 
to Tsai Lan ( $ 2*^ ), alias Li Tse-ming ( 3- £ )
at^the horp^ of Tsax Ying ( #. ) alias Tsai Ts-yue
( 7^-)’ at Passage 225, House 30, Route pere
Robert, at 10.15 p.m. or January 4, 1939.

3 copies1. "Emancipation", Communist periodical

2. "Recent Works of the North-Eastern Writers" 
National Salvation nature 1 copy»

3 * "The Origin of the Family, Private Property and
The State" 1 CQP-Y

4. "Literature of the Historical Materialism" L.2Ç2Ï
5. "An Interpretation of Karl Marks’ "Capital"" 1 copy

6. "Literary Criticism of Sociology" 1 c Q£X-
7. "Research on Poetry" 1 copy

8. "China - by Marks and Engels” i copy
9. "Selection of Monologues of the U.S.S.R." . 1 copy

19. A Daily.

10. "Selection of Poems by Chiang Kwang-chi" 1 cQgy±.
11. "Going to the City", a novel.

12. "Collection of Articles and Speeches"

1 copy

National Salvation nature

13. "the Penniless Jews" (Collection of short
1 copYa

stories , not objectionable). l.COJff»
14. "The Story of the Doomed Battalion"

15# "Drawings and Sketches of the life in Western

1 copy

China" 1 copy

16« "In the Darkness" (Collection of Dramas) 1 copy

17. "Selection of Modern Chinese Wood Carvings"

18. A quantity of drafts, manuscripts in plain 
paper» or exercise books.

1 c^opy

25. Name card in Envelop.

20. Students’ Certificates of the Shanghai College 
of Law and Political Science 3 cards

21« Mecellaneous photos and two frames 1 packet

22. A quantity of letters (of friendly nature not 
obj ec ti onable). 1 packet

23. Seven chops 7 chops

24. Keys 4 keys



• List of literature seized at the 1st
. Refugee Camp of the International J

Relief Committee on Rue Kassanet, on *4
January 4, 1939, Property of Tsai Lan () 
“entrusted with Miss Woo Tui Tang ( 7^ )•

1) Book entitled “Second Period of War Resistance“ descrioing 
struggle over conquered lands (national salvation
nature). Two copies.

2) Book entitled "Ptactice & Self Cultivation of 
Youths*.

%
One Copy

3)

4)

Book entitled “Loo Sing“.

Book entitled "Popular Songs" containing songs

One copy

5)

of national salvation nature.

Book entitled "Lessons for Citizens to oe on

One copy

6)

One War Line".

Book entitled "Foundation of National

One copy

7)

Salvation".

Booklet entitled “Discussion of Womens

One copy

8)

Farmers and Labourers“.

Booklet entitled "The Memorial Meeting of

One copy

9)

the late Mr. *Pei Min’“.

Two exercise books containing manuscripts 
relating to meetings held at divers dates.

jbive copies

10)

11)

Booklet entitled "Unity" dated 21/8/38.

Periodical entitled "Emancipation" Vol. 1,

one copy

12)

Mo.17, dated 25/9/37.

Periodical entitled "Emancipation" Vol.l,

une copy

13)

Mo.18, dated 2/10/37.

Periodical entitled "Emancipation" Vol. 1,

One copy

14)

Ko.40, dated 30/5/38.

Periodical entitled "Emancipation" Vol. 1,

two copies

15)

Mo.41, dated 8/6/38.

Periodical entitled "Emancipation" Vol. 2,

Two copies

16)

Mo.22, dated unknown.

Booklet entitled "Hwa Mei Weekly* dated

One copy

23/4/38. One copy

17) Booklet entitled "I Pao Weekly" bos. 9

18)

and 11.

Booklet entitled "Van Nyi" ) Vol. 2,
Mos. 4 and 5. 27

Booklet entitled "Women in Shanghai" Vol.2,

One copy each

19)

One copy each.

20)

21)

22)

23)

Mos. 2, 4 and 5.

Mewspaper cutting book.

7 envelopes.

1 envelope addressed to Mr. Chien Bai Sui 
( 4s ) from Shanghai Women Refugee
Relief Society.

Quantity of blank paper.

One copy each»



(2)

24) A school teacher engagement form.

25) A paper folder containing accounts. |

26) Pamphlets describing how Japanese soldiers were attacked 
by guerrilas and how traitors were treated by Japanese 
authorities.

27) A number of family letters(without covers).

28) Sheets of paper with manuscripts on, of story nature etc.



'Translation of Item No. 9 seized at 1st Refugee 
Camp of International Relief Committee on Hue 
Massanet, on January 4, 1939»________________

two exercise books containing rough notes 
relating to meetings held«

«¡yercise Book "A*

Roster of reporters on current affairs x
Wong(^ J, 6, 25. Tsui($-), 7,23. Woo(^), 8.6.
Chiang (Jr. ). Hsu«^ ). Zung( ft ). Tsang (U J.

). Yang(<), 6,18. v
Tsai( ). chung(-^' J. Cheu(>f )• Wei($fc ). Tsih(£ft ).

Roster in connection with the submission of articles 
weeklyx-

Zung. tiau« hwoh. Woo. Tsui,8,4. Wong. Yang.
6,25. 7,2. Chiang, 6,18.

27*6.11. Prearranged programme.
(? June 11, 1938)

Report

Financial. $85. per month. $115. at present in the 
Secretariat.

Reports and articles expected to be submitted according 
to rosters. Re enforced effectively.
Reports on affairs during past weekx-
Zung absent. Kwoh & Tsai attended but soon left.
Yang submitted articles? Submitted proposals?

Already submitted.
National goods exhibition - Consult with Wong(-^ )
Waiting till 15th Inst................................. n

Standing - Secretary Report.
Liaison Section Report.
Refugee Education Section Report.
Important points of future women's work for national 
salvation.

The leader of the liaison section.
Book Reading Reports • has everybody begun?
Refugee factory. Lectures • on finance & duties.

27.6.11. Actual programme.lb ^^0.
-Lectures Chairman» Chiang Bing^J^ )• Attendance» 

more than 20. '
Amateurs Experimental Dramatic Group 
requested to report on the withdrawal from 
hsuchow.

Reports 1. Financial conditions.
2. Report on the enforcement of resolutions 

during past week.
3. Request to enforce two things • Reports 

on current events and weekly literature.
4. Report on difficulties experienced by 

the liaison section.
Discussions

1. Whether or not the liaison section be 
abolished? Be not abolished.

2. Should this society be reorganized?
Make out a proposed name list for the time 
being* on the principle that persons 
connected with bodies are to attend. Xo 
be decided upon after careful consideration.
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3« reports on Book Beading - To begin from next week.
4. Suggest to invite persons to give lectures on 

economy such as foreign exchange etc. - To be 
sponsored by the Women's Circles Hefugee Belief 
association.

5. Yang to report on current events next time.
6. To send in articles - Chiang, 6,18. Aung, 6,25.

attendance! Kwoh, Hsu, kwei^M ), Chiang, Wen(3C), Yang 
(left early), Tsai, Woo (left after having listened to 
lectures), and chi(j£, )(left early).

Proposed hist

Elementary School 
Teachers Progressive 
Society(-<- < f >.

y.w.c.a.

cheu Ming 
(>/’ )

Individuals 
participating 

Hsu, Zung, Tsai, 
Chiang, Chi.

Mutual aid Society

Tsang, Poo Sung 
( M £ )
Wen Yen( £ 4^ ), 
Wei Sz Ying 
(W *£)•

Zao Tsung Mei 
if f < )

Progressive Society.

club Hwoh( Sf ), 
«00 ( ¿fl )•

Bing Lien Society 
(?Bank Employees
Lien Kyi Society).

Customs.

Temperance Society. Zung Loo Wei 
(ft & 4#C )

Soong Mung Wei
( fl S t )
Caligraphy & Painting
Society Tsih Yih Ying

( 1

Li Ts Zoe Society
(J^ %
Chinese Women's Society
Ghung Hwa Women's Society (Mutual

Chinese Vocational Women's 
Association

Ying Ts Ching 
tM * )
female workers.

warn al w Girl 
Students.

Aid Society) Wei(^).

Yang(#$ ).

Meport

27.6.18 chi, Woo, Tsui, Chiang, Tsai, Yang 
(? ifr, mï). Zung. Zwoh -sick leave. Hsu- 

absent. Wong attended on behalf 
of Tsai, approved.

Current Events (Yang)
Standing - Executive Secretary (Tsui)
Previous resolutions (Tsui).
Liaison Section (Woo)
Contributions by insurance Trade.
Anti-Trotsky letter?
Chong Bing(^# ¿Primary School.
Allowance for'students frma war affected areas 
(Y.W.C.A.) 5-6.

central jcunneral House, 
Gordon boad, sobison Hoad.
2 p.m. 25th.
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Discussions

Is it necessary to establish connections with 
women artists? Women vocational Society.

Problem relating to the compilation of "Modern
Women"? „

Guidance of nwa Lien(jp W )? Woo Yuin Hwa^é®^) .
Ki en Loh Ki (^'1^ ).

Ching Myih(|#i|')Primary School, uhong hing( % } 
expenses? Lectures? 4-5 uhiang Ming.

Extended organization of this Society - Chiu (Woo) 
Wei (Tsui).

27.6.25 (? I«*" 4 p.m.
Attended: uhiang, Tsai, Woo, Wong(_i ), Tsui. 
On leave: Kwoh, Yang.
deports Current events (Wong).

Madame uhiang .Kai-shek's letter to the people 
and reports by dung Ying Tsao(Jfjp ££ ) etc. be 
discussed at the next meeting.

General Chiang Kai bhek’s San Ming uhu 1 
Youth Group and our work, be discussed at the next 
meeting.

2. Standing - Executive Secretary Meeting(Tsui) 
July 7th work that set afoot - (1) Hoisting 

flags, (2) Adopting vegetarian diet, the money saved to 
be sent by the various circles to the central hank 
for the war chest, (3) Publication in "Mews Digest" 
of "The War of resistance in the past year, from July 7 
to August 13, (4) Publication of special issues by 
various newspaper offices, articles contributed, (5) 
Primary school students were caused to make national 
flags, (6) Work/ to be suspended by workers for one 
hour or half day, (7) Hews Digest of 22nd, "Kot to 
Use Artificial bilk" (Women's circles), (8) Appointed 
a man to contact with the Kuomintang.

collecting contributions for "unity expenses* 
(? expenses relating to the publication of "Unity")• 

“Unity work", (1) Investigations into Japanese 
Goods and (2) "returning to native Places* movement.

Discussions fà
1. Wong Ding Wei( w ) appointed to contact with 

Kuomintang.
2. response to a foreign friend's letter publish

ed in the "Mews Digest* of 22nd. Decided to re-publish
it in the "Women* together with a reply in the name 
of "Letter to Shanghai Women from Women's Circles.*

3. Continue the collection of funds for "Unity*.
4. io participate in the .Executives Training Class. 

To issue allowance to those who are in financial 
difficulties but are capable of accomplishments. Sun

YUe (;«*£ ).
5. Problem relating to the principal of vocational 

school - To be undertaken by Tsui Wen Yen ( ^ £ -if ) who 
is to be assisted by hsu, Chiang during this"period 
of production.*

27.7.2. Attended: Chiang, Woo, Wong, Tsui. 
"1 ihhO. 011 l®aves Yang, Tsang, Tsai, Kwoh,
1 ' Chung.

. Late arrivals: Hsu, Kwei.
Al Kuo(|f ) Girls* School lectures.
Ufannaer ipta for "Modern Women. *
Poh Sing Tobacco Co.
Liaison Section.
"Sending Off" Section.

"Own Affaire" (to be discussed next time)



CO
*ei az aJL )» General Executive Secretary. 
July York»

27.7.9 4*30 (? p.m. or a.m.) Chiang» Woo, Vong»
(? fang, Tsui.
Madame Chiang Kai-shek's letter to the People.
Sung Ting Tsao’s report.
Unity fund.
Working plans for July?
A study of July 7th Work.
Principal work for August 13. "Gold Contribution 
Movement”?
Sun Yue rejects allowances.
lectures not given in Ai Kuo Girls* School.
The representative to contact with the Kuomintang 
failed to attend.
15th, the "Sending Off Section.•
Principal of girls* vocational school - Mo. 

Students recommended.
.Labour and commercial correspondence.
General .iffairs secretary? - Nyi(4% ). 
lectures on Women Problems.
Address of Standing « Bxecutive Secretary 
(Chun Pah Lien Hyi Society(^;£^7ji-£)? or Home?) 
To re-appoint representative of Standing - 
Kxecutiva Secretary.
Zungchow - Yangchung school, women's talks meeting, 
18802 Mews Digest, Poo Hai Zien (^/§&), contacted.

Discipline
Ho leave be granted without special circumstances. 
Permission for leave must be asked for.
A fine be imposed for arriving late.

Y.V.C.A. response to "Gold Contribution" movement. 
July 7th worki-

Propaganda (Three kinds of publications for women) 
Commemoration.
Vin On Cotton Mill Workers(Dah Toong and Poh 

Sing Mutual Aid.)

hew Ewo (British) Mutual Aid Society -75.
Took 7 cakes, not rice. Vegetarian diet popular.
16th Kefugee camp inmates took no food. etc.

Y.M.C.A., Boulevard de Montigny, 
3rd floor, Boom 314.

August 13th principal work«
Proposed principles«

1. "Gold contribution" movement (upper class women).
2. Memorial meetings of representatives.
3. Separate meetings.
4. "One Cent* movement (lower class women).
5. Movement to use native cloth.

27.7.17
Attended« Yang, Tsai, Woo, Chiang, Tsui.
Beportat 1. By Standing, Secretary.

2. delating to Domestic Wives. 
Discussions

Students Section; Our own affairs; kxeadayg
August 13th; A badges; memorial meetings; "Modern 
Women"; Lectures on economy. .
1. Tai Ping Yang Insurance co. Yang Pao Sung(^X^)
2. Students Section of Y.M.C.A. Chiang Bing.
3. Sing Sing(£t )Yih You Talks. Woo Yuin Hwa.
4. Memorial badges« 5,000.
5. Memorial meetings«« 

Temperance Society. 8 a.m. 8,7. One representative 
per unit.
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Labouring Glass 1
jiducational Gircles 1
Cultural Circles 1
Vocational circles 1

Women's Bodies 10
Befugee Camps 20 X 2»
Y»M.C»A» Evening School 3
Students circle 1
Youths circle 1
Domestic wives 1X2
Vocational Women 1X2
Female Workers 1X2
Students 1X2
Female Teachers 1X2

Chairman: Wong Ding Wei or Chiang Bing
Zung Loo Wei»

Lecture: Mr» Bing Single ,<S9 )• °“ the war of resistance
during the past year» m

General Affairs: Wei Sz Ying r^r’)»
Beports: Women's Work» By Kwoh Chien (if jfy ).

6» Lectures on Economy»
hext informal meeting:-* Yang« lung. Yuan, Wong , Lao(^), 1

Byi^LingU#/^ ).
Listeners add: Yih SiaoCi&'fî ), Lih Poo( è ), Bah Zah 

(6% JTVéi Yen(f ¿£, ).
Time: From three o'clock»

J Address: Pootung Guild Building»

Om1 °wn affairs Wong’s report (Memorial meeting, 
economy, etc»

Extension: Cheu, Woo, Chiang, 1‘sih Yih Ying, 
Zung Loo Wei» 81318 Moh Yen(>^ )• Ying Ts 
Ching» Motive Bank Trade»

8. Place for next time •Bah Zungi^-f^ )" or"Temperance", 
to be arranged by Chiang Bing* 
West of Markham Bead Bridge (24 Markham Bo ad)»

9» Collection of contributions - #350* 
10» Current events for next time “ Tsui» 
11« Women's periodicals» 
12» Working plans for August» . - Æ
13» General Affairs: Wsu Kwong Bing(^T^y )• 
14» Expenses for August» Locomotion allowances to be 

suspended from September.
15. Manuscripts for "women " and "Modern Women."

2?»7»23» Attended: Wei, Tsih, Tsai, Hsu, Chiang, 
(? is/i/si). Cheu, Wong Kwoh, Yang, Tsui, Woo» 

Place for next time? "Temperance Society"?
Current Arents»
•Daily Use" Plans • Yang (Vocational Women)

Chiang (Befugee)
Zung("Tempenance")("Lien")•
Woo (Club)
Kwoh (Domestic)
Cheu (Primary School Teachers») 

Unity (Cheu) Women's Problems etc»

27 »7» 30. (,? rfll#).
Lectures on Economy. Hecorded by Yue» 

Temperance Society» 200 (deleted) 
Youth Club. 100 (deleted)

Chinese Vocational Women's Society 100 
Decisions: Liaison Section 500

Education Section 20
Primary School Teachers Progressive 

Society, 50»



Special Sale Place« .
Sing Sung IndusttilA. Society ).

512
Hereafter: Hsu» General Affairs«

* Tsai, Chairman.

27.8.6. (? August 6, 1938)

To determine General Affairs.
Contribution by Youth Service Group (Chiang knows).
Date and place for next time«

current Arents«
Manuscripts (Unity, Women, modern Women).
Publication expenses (10). No money« What will 

be done next time?
Attendance: Tsih, Aung, Hsu, Yang, Wong,Kwoh, Woo, 

Tsai, and Chiang*
Chairman: Tsai. Recorder: Chiang.

1« Lao Tsai to undertake general affairs section.
2« War Service Group asking for contributions«

x'o be submitted to the meeting of Directors on 15th«
3« Next time eahh man has to bring in a manuscript«
4. Publication expenses, xo be discussed later.
5. Next time: 3 p.m. Dah aig Primary School.
6. Next time current event». Woo»
7. Work and self study should 30 side by aide.

27.8.20 (? August 20, 1938)

Attended : Tsui, Hsu, Woo, Chiang, Tsai, Zung,Tsih»
Discussions: (1) House. Tsui Lih Poo (4#^) to make 

( Women,Unity) arrangements.

(2) Hankow Reply. Tsui to reply.
Contents: Women’s Salvation. Refugee Factory. 

Cooperative Society. Nomen’s Talks. 
General conditions.

(3) Conditi ons in Enemy controlled areas: 
Chiang, Aung, Wu( ¡g,' ).

(4) Activities of women: Tsui.
Time: First period to oe concluded within two 

weeks.
Translator: Wong( %, ).

27.8.27 (7 August 27, 1938).

Attended: Wong, Tsai, Yang, Zung, Chiang, Tsih, Woo. 
Reports : (11 Comfort to Lone battalion.

(2) Special Hews.
(3) Expenses of the Hew 4th Army.

Discussions:
(1) The principal activities of the Shanghai Nomen 

Circles from August to September.
Decision: Principal objects ~ domestic wives. 

* work thrift movement.
Ways and means: The various bodies should 
send their executive staff among the masses 
to promote the thrift movement among the 
local house wives and report the results to 
this society.
Relief for women is to be undertaken by 
various bodies separately.
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(2) Common Knowledge for womens
General principles be stipulated and lecturers 
be named.

(3) Hext Sunday at Sing Kwei( ¥ school^ ).
Lecturer: Yang.

(4) Next meeting: 4 p.m. Saturday. Problem for 
discussion: Bow to Educate Ourselves.

Exercise Book *BW

September 3.

A training class for 100 women oe held. 
Make arrangements with various "sides’'

Discussions: 
(1)

regarding the place, the Chun Hwa should oe 
the best.

(2) Work on September 18th:- . #
(a) Publication of a booklet. Chi Yue(J>- ) 

to collect materials.
(b) Persuading house wives to send the money 

saved from the enforcement of thrift 
movement, to the "News Digest** before 
September 18. It is unnecessary that 
every one adopts a vegetarian diet.

(c) Hoisting the flag at half mast.
(d) Publishing an article on the Septemoer 18 

anniversary in the "Modern Women* and 
publishing a special issue of the “Women.•

(3) Regarding the suspension of three days of the 
Sin Hwa Daily News (? in Hankow), a telegram 
be sent to the National government demanding 
freedom of speech. Tsai to draft the 
telegram.

(4) Mrs. Herman Liu, in Hongkong, oe requested to 
act as a representative of Shanghai Women^s 
Circles and to invite the "International 
Peace Women Representatives* to Shanghai.

(5) Publications should be simple in contents 
so that female workers, refugees and persons 
of little education can also read and 
understand.

(6) Next time Mr. Tsih is to write articles for 
the "Modern Women."

(7) Every one must try to collect materials for 
the "Women."

(8) With reference to the resolution to enforce 
thrift movement by various bodies, the 
"Temperance Society* is enforcing it.

Proposals: On the last occasion a resolution was passed 
that the question of how to educate ourselves should 
be discussed today, it is now proposed that the 
discussion be held later.

I Japan will soon send ten members of the cultural
I circle to Shanghai. We should endeavour to reveal 
their ulterior motive for the information of the 
local cultural circles.
According to Tsih Yih Ying, some body desires to 
use his school for operating a night school but 
he is willing to reserve it for running a school 
by the Women*s Circles. This problem is to be 
discussed during the next meeting.
Mr. Tsai is to arrange for the next meeting place. 
Time, 3 p.m.
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September 10
(1) Educational Plan for half month:-

To discuss League of nations next time.
Yang - League of Nations.
Tsai and Chiang - Germany.
Zung - Great Britain.
Wong - France-.
After this, we will discuss the protracted war.
Participate in the lecturing class for women.
Lecturers be invited from time to time.

(2) Next issue of "hiodern Women“. Special articles 
(translations) - Yang and Zung.

(3) Relating to the readjustment of the Women’s Circles 
Refugee Relief Association:-
(a) Things to be made public.
(b) Enforce relief work (refugee factory).
(c) Enlist the services of several women of the upper 

grade to participate in the work - Liu Woo Tsoh 
Sung(-r) I < j, Tsai Ei(j^ ), Sung Wong Kwoh

£• fit H ). Yang Ying Tsung(^^ Jz ), Koo Kwoh 
Voong(£ ).

(d) During discussion, everybody be allowed to express 
opinions freely.

(e) The General Affairs Section be reorganized into 
a General Affairs Committee.

(4) Our own liaison problems:
Reports on work
Self criticisms.

(5) Organization of a society to study problems relating 
to the writing of articles. - Tsai and Tsui.

(6) Self Criticisms.
(7j Time and place for next meeting: ----------

6, 3. Hsu.



List of literature seized at the 1st Refugee
Camp of the International Relief Committee
on «January 4, 1939, property of Miss Woo Tui Tsing

( ill* ) (not arrested)

No. of copies

1. A half-monthly periodical entitled "Women” 8

2. a. weekly periodical entitled "Emancipation” 11

3. A ten-day periodical entitled "The Garden of
Employees” 1

4. A semi-monthly periodical entitled "The
Knitting & Weaving Workers” 1

5. A weekly periodical entitled "unity" 28*
6. A weekly periodical entitled "Labour" 10

Note; All the periddicals listed above are
of an anti-Japanese and national 
salvation nature.

7. A peictorial entitled "Fortunes of Refugees" 1 copy



List of literature seized at 1st Refugee Gamp
of the Internat ional Relief Committee on Rue
Massanet, at 10 .45 p.m. on January 4, 1939.

' (Property of Hiss Woo Tui Tang) £ 7k, 
"Unity“ JMO. 10 ' H1) Booklets entitled 1 copy-

If II " no. 11 1
11 II " no. 12 1 II

H tl " Bo. 14 1 II

H II " No. 16 1 II

If H " No. 23 1 II

II II " No. 24 1 II

U II " No. 26 2 (copies.
It It " No. 27 3 rt
II II " No. 30 1 <Dopy
It II " No. 31 1 it

2) Booklet entitled "Emancipation" Vol.1,no,25 1 'copy
It tl " " l,ho.34 1 H

H 11 " " 1,No.36 1 H

W II " " 1,No.39 1 ti

II It " " l,No.40 1 H

II II " No. 45 1 H

II II " NO. 46 2 copies
II II " NO. 48 1 copy

3) .booklet entitled "Woman" Vol. 1, no. 1 2 copies •
It II " " 1, NO. 3 1 copy
II it " " 1, no. 4 1 «
II It • " 1, No. 5 1 H

n II " " 1, NO. 6 1 •
II H " " 1, nos.7-8(comod) 2 copies
It It " Extra edition on

Women’s Day 1 copy

4) Booklet entitled "Sweat & Blood"
(cover missing). 1 copy

5) Booklets entitled "Labour" Nos. 9 and 10 2 copies each• w " No. 14 1 copy
w " Sunday Edition 2 copies.

6) Booklet entitled "Students Livelihood* no.12 1 copy-

7) Booklet entitled "Ne’iu* meaning "Friend in
Distress'* xmo. 2 dated 28/1/38. 1 copy

8) Booklet entitled "Perpetual Life"
(without cover) 1 COpy

9) Booklet entitled "Employees Forum* No. 7 1 COpy

10) Booklet entitled "I-Pao Weekly* dated 10/10/38 1 COpy

11) Booklet entitled "Yoeh Pao* no. 5 1 COpy

12) Booklet entitled "People" Vol. 1, ho. 1 1 COpy

13) Booklet entitled "Hwa Mei Weekly" Vol.1,ho.11. 1 COpy

14) A book entitled '“Second Period of War Resistance"
describing struggle over conquered lands •

15) A book entitled '"Final?Victory Is Ours*.

16) A book entitled '*Italo-German-Japan Axis*.

17) A book entitled 1•Savaged Acts of Japanese Military
in the Eyes of Foreigners1'.
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.*18) 4 booklets entitled "Mass Singing*.

J19) 3 booklets and 1 book entitled "Popular Songs".

20) 3 pieces of paper bearing songs.

Above literature and songs are of ¿national 
salvation nature.

21) A private letter addressed to Miss Ying Yoeii Ying at 
1st Refugee Camp on Rue Massanet from one named 
Li residing Western District, dated November 16.

22) A sttip of cloth bearing "Membership".



List of literature seized in the 1st Refugee Camp of 
the International Relief ^ommittee at lffi.45 p.m. 4-1-3q at Rue Massanet, Property of Miss Woo Tui fang ( JL ; j

1 . “Women", semi-monthly periodical of national salvation 
nature, Volume I, No. 4 1 copy

2. unity”, national salvation nature 1 copy

3»'Labour”, Communist nature 2 copies-

4. A booklet entitled "WarTime Economics and the 
Economic Policy”(National salvation nature)! copy

5. A talk on the United Front, a book of a 
national salvation nature 1 copy

6. “New Tool of the Fascist - Trotsky", a book
of a national salvation nature. 1 copy

7» “Selectiono f Monologues bearing on the War
of Resistance” (■wational Salvation nature) 1 copy

8. "To the Youthful Fighters for the Cause of 
Racial Emancipation” (National Salvation 
nature) 1 copy

9. “20 popular Talks on Social Science”, a book 
of n. ' tonal salvation nature. 1 copy

101 "Revoluti in the U.S.S.R. and China’s War of 
Resistance a book of national, salvation
nature 1 copy

11. “Collection of essays bearing on the co-op
eration between Communist Party and the 
Kuomintang and the War of Resistance”, a 
book of national salvatioh nature. 1 copy

12. Manifesto of the Communist Pacrty and Rules and 
Regulations of the Communist Painty. 1 copy

13. “The War of Resistance and Awakening", a 
booklet of national salvation nature. 1 copy

14. Political Training ,in the U.S.S.R. Red Army<>l copy

15. "China and the U.S.S.R.”, (Political nature) 1 copy

16. "Selections of Lenin", Communist nature 1 copy

17. "Leftist Clique in its Infancy”, Communist 
Clique, Communist nature. 1 copy

18. "people’s Training behind the Lines in the
War Time", national salvation nature. 1 copy

19. "Wartime Training and Duty of Educated youths" 
national salvation nature. 1 copy

20. "The 8th Route Amy - An Amy of Resistance 
Against the Japanese”, Antj-Japanese and 
national salvation nature. 1 copy
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21. From ¿trike to War, a book of a national 
salvation natures 1 copy

22. "War Time Drama", national salvation 
nature. 1 copy

23. "NortheEastern Volunteers after the Formation 
of the United Front" 1 copy

24. "Anti-War Movement of the World". 1 copy

25« "Dream", a book of poems of national salvation 
nature. 1 copy

26. "Fire", a book of poems of national salvation 
nature. 1 copy

27. "Sino-Soviet Relations" 1 copy

28. "Youths in the U.S.S.R.” 1 copy

29. "Children in the U.S.S.R." 1 copy

30» "Reconstruction Enterprises in the U.S.S.R.
l..£PBy

31. "Women of the U.S.S.R." 1 copy

32. "Five Year Plan of the U.S.S.R." 2 copies.

33. "The Military Might of the U.S.S.R." 1 copy

34. "Aricultural Improvement in the U.S.S.R." 1 copy

35. "U.S.S.R. Literature" 1 copy

36. "People18 Livelihood in the f .S.S.R.” 1 copy

37. "Achievements in Jhe U.S.S.R." 1 copy

38. "Imperialism", National salvation nature. 1 copy

39. "The Prospects of the War of Resistance” mX copy

40. "Books on Sin Wenz” 2 copies

41. "Handbook on the Extermination of Trait or W*1 copy

42. "Knowledge on the Extermination of Traitors"! copy

43. "Our Main Duty in War time " 1 copy

44. "The nature of Poison Gas and the Anti-Gas 
Devices and Knowledge” 1 copy

4®. "On Air Defence and Anti-gas measures" 1 copy

46. A maniscript entitled "On the Political 
Crisis on June 24, in ^iam". 1 copy

47. One notebook (unused).
48. Primary school textbooks (Not objectionable 5 copies

49. A quantity of letters, photographs, etc., 
(not objectionable).



List of literature seized at Passage 559. House 11, 
Route Lafayette, home of Pan Tse-ming (>^| 7 ’fl )» 
al ias Pan Fang ( ), at 11 p.m. 4-1-39.

1. A book entitled «China«« War of Resistance”, Volume II, 
published by the China Weekly Review. e 1 copy

2. A book entitled “Lu Sin, the thinker”. 1 copy

3. *Wenxian" (Collection of articles and essays bearing on
the current events) 2 copies.

4. Magazine entitled "Shanghai Women”, Volume II, No.s
4 and 5. 2 copies»

5* Draft regulations of the China Reference Material
Supplies Society Co. Ltd., and Outlinesof Service
of the Cultural Material Supplies Society. 1 copy each

6. Ta Mei Wan Tao, dated 23-12-38, containing part of 
a report submitted to the Communist Central by
Mau Ts-tung on 12-10-38. 1 copy.

7. prospectus of the Li Chung Supplementary School 18 copies

8. Text sheets of the Medhurst Middle School 11 copies

9. Direction for editing the Wen Hui Annual 1 copy.

101 Exercide book containing index to articles published 
in the Ta Mel Wan Pao, Editorial Column. 2 copies

11. Sowjetmacht 1 copy

12. Die neue Welibuhne 6 copies

13« weltwirtschaftliches Archiv 1 copy.

14. Europäische Revue 1 copy

15. Die Chinesische Frage 1 copy

16. Der Bürgerkrieg in Frankreich 1 copy

17. Die Akkumulation Des Kapitals 1 copy

18. Protokoll Der VI. Session Des Zentralrats der 
Roten Gewerkschafts-Internationale 1929 1 copy

19. Todesstrahlen 1 copy

20. Protokoll Des 15. Parteitages dir KPdSU 1 copy

21. Das Wort 2 copies

22. N. Lenin die Diktatur 1 copy

23. Engel sz Len in 1 copy.

24. One photograph 1 copy •



List of literature seized in the front room, first floor, 
Passage 559 B, House 11, Route Lafayette, at 11 p.m. 4-1-39.

1. Series of National Salvation Daily News 2 copies

2. Letter of Appointment of Pan Wei Ying as Professor
of the Shanghai Girls’ University 1 copy

3. Manuscript on newspaper translation copy

4. Series of War Time Women 1 copy

5« Newspaper Cutting Book of the Standard 1 copy

6• Dec isive Struggle 3 copies

7» Woman Army 1 copy

8« Reading matter for children 1 copy

9. Folklore 1 copy

•10. Tsang Ah-kung 1 copy

11. What is Trotskyist Clique 1_ copy

12» Knowledge on Economics 1 copy

13. On Women, female worker's and peasant women 1. copy

14. The Mass 1. copy

15. Emancipation 5. copies

16. Cultural Front i. copy

17. War Time Periodical No. 4. 1.w

18. War of Resistance 3-day periodical 36 copies

19. Day-today record of the War of Resistance i. copy

20. Leadership and other essays 1. copy

21. Duties of the youths 1.-co£i

22. The World War and the War of Resistance in China 1 copy

23. On the Opposition Clique 1 copy

24. Ltninism 1 copy

25« Unbalanced Development of the Capitalism 1_.com

2®. Essays on the War of Resistance 1. copy

27. Essays on National Salvation 1_.copy

28. On Political Parties 1. copy

29. The Fascist Movement and Anti-Fascist Movement
in the various countries 1, copy

30.
Essays on Military tactics in resisting the Enemy A. copy



(2)

31* Teaching materials on the subject of National 
United Front 1 copy

32. International Relations 1 copy

33. On Imperialism 1 copy

34. Policy of Resistance against the Japanese
and National salvation 1 copy

35. How to Give Assistance to China by Foreign
Nations? 1 copy

36. On Questions Arising from the Guerilla Warfare
now Being waged against the Japanese 1 copy

37« Guerilla Units of China x 1 copy

38. On Long Term warfare. 1 copy

39. On United Front 1 copy

(Note: All the above books and magazines 
are of national salvation nature).



List of literature seized at Passage 559 B, House 11, 
Room above kitchen, Route Lafayette, at 11 p.m. 4-1-39«

1« Asmall notebook containing addresses, dates of delive
ries, accounts etc.

2. ”Giu Guo Sh Bao" (National Salvation Times), No.s
130 and 131, published in Paris, France. 2 copies.

3 • ’’National Salvation Cartoons” 1 copy

4. War Pictorial 3_. copies

5. Maps of the «far Zones 4 copies

6. The Era of Long March l ccpy_

7. Under Fire 1 copy

8. The War of Resistance, and Awakening 1 copy

Qi If Japan were subject to an Economic Blokade 1 copy.

10. The Tragedy of Japan 1 copy

11. The Coming War Between Japan and Soviet Russia 1 copy

12. Behind the Green Curtain (Volunteers) 1 copy

13. The National Defence of the U.S.S.R. 1 copy

14. From Northern Shense to Northern Shanse 1 copy

15. The Strategy and Tactics in the War of
Re s is tanc e 1 copy

16. On the Eve of the Second World War 1 copy

17. The Northern Front 1 copy

18. The Nine Power Fact and the Brussel Conference 1 copy.

19. Greater Shanghai in Blood 1 copy

20. Shaighai Front 1 copy

21. Biographies of the Martyrs in the War of
Re sis tanc e 1 copy

22. Chemical Warfare and Defence 1 copy

23» Severance of Relations with Japan 1 copy

24. Material for Propaganda in the War of Resistance 1 copy

25. Materials for People's Training in the War of
Res is tance 1 copy

26» The Collapse of Japan 1 copy

27• The Doomed Battalion 1 copy

28. Relief of Refugees 1 copy*
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I have to report that whilst inspecting house No. 2, Lane

15* Carter Road, Mrs. J. C. E. Hetherington, the licensee of the 

house, informed me that she strongly suspects the occupant of 

Room No. 15, a Korean named JLKEMI HAN, of dealing in narcotics.

According to Mrs. 1’etherington, besides numerous telephone 

calls, the said Korean, i> visited daily by a large number of 

Chinese - also suspicious icc-.ng characters. Whenever an 

occasion arises for Mrs. Hetherington or servants in her employ, 

to enter the room occupied by the Korean, there are always some 
is 

preparations made in the room, before anyone^allowed to enter.

Mrs. Hetherington went on to say that AKEMI HAN appears to 

be quite prosperous at present, though, not long ago, he was in 

straitened circumstances.

AKEMI HAN residing with his sister who is a dancing partner 

by occupation.
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C. J. Dougherty, American citizen retired on

pension from the U.S. Navy about nine years ago as Chief

Gunner’s Mate. Since that time, he has remained in the

w 
W ¿wig» 
A

Orient spending his time between Shanghai and Chefoo.

Between 1932 or 1933 and 1935 he was barman at

the Palace Bar, Nanking Road and has also worked in the

same capacity in Cabaret Bars in Chefoo where he usually

spends the^summer. He is not at present in definite

employment as far as is known.

Nor a number of years he has been living with a

g

*

Japanese woman who may or may not be

Before the hostilities they occupied

Dixwell Road, but on the outbreak of 

his legal wife.

No.29 Lansing Terrace,

hostilities Dougherty’s

wife returned to Japan and he himself moved to the French 

Concession. On February 26th, Dougherty and his wife 

returned to Lansing Terrace where they rented No.19, 

No.29 having been demolished to provide for the widening 

of Gee Mei Road.

Dougherty is a frequenter of the Fleet Reserve Club, 

100 Peking Road and recently proposed taking over its 

management with another U.S. Naval pensioner. Nothing 

definite however has so far transpired but arrangements 

with the Fleet Reserve Association may be still pending. 

He also frequents the New Ritz Bar, 26 Rue Chu Pao San with 

whose manager A.F. Wilson he is very friendly. He can 

also be seen occasionally in other bars of similar 

description in that area. His associates as far as is 

known are all drawn from the ranks of U.S. Naval pensioners
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and such others, mostly seafaring men that he may have 

come across in his particular sphere of life.

During his stay in the Orient nothing to his 

detriment has become known to local circles.

_ (special Branch).

\\
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3. a RcSkTKY1938 Difficulties Are „ . » n
Reviewed In •

British Commerce roup
Restrictions On Trade As Result Of Hostilities Are 
Emphasized; Interference With Currency In North 

China And Closure Of Important Rivers

DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THIRD PARTY 
NATIONALS IN OCCUPIED AREAS

The annual meetings of the British Chamber of Commerce 
and China Association were held at the Shanghai Club last 
evening when Sir Robert Calder-Marshall gave a compi*ehen- 
sive survey of conditions throughout China, as they affected 
British traders and business during 1938. Emphasis was placed 
on the continued restrictions on trading of third party nationals 
in the occupied areas and the discriminatory treatment accorded 
neutral citizens. The interference with Chinese currency in 
North China and the closure to third party shipping of import
ant rivers also came in for condemnation by the Chairman of 
the Chamber. J

Speakers'at the meetings were SiFTb 
Robert Calder-Marshall, Mr. A. H. 
George and Mr. H. G. W. Wood- 
head.

Among those „ present were: Sir 
Herbert Phillips, k.c.m.g., p.B.E., 
H.B.M. Consul-General and Honor
ary President of the Chamber, Mr. 
A. H. George, c.m.g., Commercial 
Counsellor and Honorary Vice-Pres
ident of the Chamber, Sir Robert 
Calder-Marshall, k.b.e.. Chairman 
of the Chamber; Mr . C. H. Arn- 
hold, Vice-Chairman; Mr. H. G. W. 
Woodheàd, c.b.e., Chairman of the 
China Association; Mr. J. R. Jones, 
m.c., Vice-Chairman; Mr. H. F. 
Baker, M.B.fc. Secretary; Mr. V. O. 
Riley, Assistant Secrètary. and a 
number of members of both organi
sations.

Sir Robert Calder-Marshall said: 
The work of the Chamber during 

1938 has naturally been mainly con
cerned with problems arising out 
of the Sino-Japanese hostilities, not 
only in Shanghai but in the hinter* 
land of Shanghai, the Yangtze Val
ley and North China, conditions in 
which areas seriously affect the in
terests and trade of this port.

Ports Occupied
During the year under review, 

though there have been no actual 
* hostilities in Shanghai, there have 

been continuous military operations 
on all fronts which resulted in the 
occupation of Amoy in May and^the 
fall of Canton and Hankow in Octo
ber, thus placing Japanese troops? in 
occupation, though not in control, 
of a large part of North Central ancl 
South China including the most im
portant ports and commercial marts, 
and depriving the National Govern
ment of the immediate use of the 
major part of the revenue derived 
from the Customs.

These operations have led to the 
creation of regulations which re
strict trade and commerce and 
which are in ^ome cases, as in 
Tsingtao and the Yangtze,-discrim
inatory against third power nation
als which judging from/the brief «»«m Waa«, Maa»M6a<
telegraphic resume of the report of accommodation on Japanese ves-

¡months since activé hostilities were ; 
being waged in Shanghai restric- : 
tions are still imposed on entry of 
¡Chinese to the Northern and Eastern ; 
¡districts, and it has not been pos- ( 
sible for Chinese industry to lie re- ' 
established in the districts while the I 
British owned Tram and Bus Com- I 
panics, which hold a.franchise from , 
¡the Municipal Council, are unable i 
¡to operate though a Japanese Bus 
Company is operating north of the ■ 
creek without any legal right.

Confidence Destroyed
Delay in the restoration of these 

districts to municipal administration 
and the continuance of military re
strictions destroy that confidence 
which is or should be the desire of 
all to engender.

Shanghai is' dependent for her 
trade on freedom of access to the 
hinterland, to; the Yangtze Valley1 
¡and Szechwan and to Northern! 
ports, and any obstructions to these 
channels of trade are of vital im-l 
¡portance to her. The war very na- ' 
¡naturally placed impediments in thei 
way of trade, but neither “military 
necessity” nor solicitude for the 
welfare of foreign shipping can now 
be accepted as valid reasons for the 
complete closure of the river to | 
foreign merchant vessels, as for ! 
some time past Japanese merchant 
vessels have been transporting com
mercial cargo to and from river 
ports and Japanese transportation 
companies have even advertised in 
the Chinese press their readiness to 
accept and transport cargo to the 
interior, while Japanese and Sino- 
Japanese transportation hongs have 
been established at river ports.

The matter is of vital importance 
to British traders and British ship
ping, both trade and shipping being 
temporarily immobilized while thei 
Japanese are, for the time being, ’ 
monopolizing Yangtze trade and 
transport This closure of the river 
to foreign shipping, other than Jap
anese, is also of serious moment to 
foreigners who are marooned in 
Hankow and who, through lack of

the Central China Development Cd. 
the establishment of monopolies in 
certain lines of endeavour is already 
Jan accomplished fact.

seis, cannot be relieved.
No Solution Seen 4

Representations have been r made 
and will continue to be made but* aovu ana wm continue io oe maae out

With the removal of hostilities soc far the Japanese do not ^ppear
to » regime their obligations to third 
power nationals and no satisfactory 
solution is in sight at the moment, i

ingress and egress for Chinese &jrs ’ ~
and from the Northern and Eastern delta 
districts would have been with-; but i

from the Shanghai area it might 
have been anticipated that the re
strictions imposed on freedom of

drawn and that the resumption of 
industry in these areas " e
might have been cncoui

vthouch. it . is ..now

Jrade with ports on the Yangtze 
_ . , i has been carried on regularly, 
but recently endeavours have been 
made by Japanese to divert the 
trade from British ships, measures 

__ not usually adopted in commerce 
16 having been applied to discourage



Chinese shippers from availing 
themselves of British tonnage.

The monopolization of the inland 
water transportation by the Japan- 

' ese has an important effect upon 
British trade as it places all Chin
ese inland water transport under 
Japanese control and is thus in a 
position to apply discriminatory 
measures, while of course it is in 

t direct contravention of Treaty rights 
enjoyed by British.

Imports And Exports
For purpose of record the follow

ing comparative figures for trade 
are given:—

193C J 
Imports into Shanghai .... 553.094,902 
Exports from Shanghai .... 361,400,621

1937
Imports into Shanghai .... 508,844,132 
Exports from Shanghai ... : 404.395,418 

1938
Imports into Shanghai ...., 269,092,31? 
Exports front Shanghai .... 222,181,071

These figures are however some
what misleading as it must be re- 

! cognized that the early months of 
1938 included and practically con- 

! sisted of goods which had been re
shipped fromother ports, where 

>they had been landed as “deviated” 
5 cargo and which would normally 
; have appeared in the 1937 imports. 
» Trade in general cannot be re- 
i garded as healthy pr the outlook as • 
promising for the immediate future, ! 
for until the normal channels of 
trade are free imports and exports 
must suffer restrictions.

On June 1 a new Customs tariff 
was promulgated by the Provisional 
Government of North China and 
Reformed Government effective in 
Japanese occupied territories, the 
rates in general being those of the 
tariff of 1931, though in some cases 

i the rates were lower than 1931.
Industry In 1938

One of the main features of 1938 
was the establishment y of a large 
number of industrial plants in the 
Western area demonstrating the 
courage and determination of the 
Chinese Industrialist, who having 
lost his plant in the Yangtzepoo or 
other industrial centres did not 
hesitate to start again in an area 
where he felt he would be safe 
from interference. Though many of 
the plants are small and would, in 
normal times, be uneconomic they 
have for the most part done well 
and will doubtless be extended and 
became firmly established«

Important industrial plants of 
; Chineses ownership in the Eastern 
district have for the most part been 
cither destroyed or looted or, if in 
operation, are1 not under the con 
trol of their original owners, while 
in such areas as Wusih and Chang* 
chow, winch were formerly im
portant centres of industry, it is 
understood that much of the 
machinery which had not been de
stroyed has been removed.

Japan states that she is anxious 
tovepfcourÀge the rehabilitation of 

‘the invaded area^, ; on the other 
hand she tef uses to restore private
lyowned industrial plants to theii 
rightfiU owners^ unless on terms of 
Japanese co-operation in manage
ment and participation in profits. 
Though it has been denied that pri
vate plants have been confiscated* 
or that there ¿s^nÿ-lntention of so 
doing, the fact remains that whe
ther confiscated or not many plants 
are being occupied and operated by 
Japanese without the authority,of 
the Chinese owners.



Cargo At Wharves
At the last annual meeting refer- 

ercf was made to the cargo lying 
&l the Japanese Wharves and at the 
Wharves of the China Merchants 
Steam Navigation Company, release 
of which had been delayed on ac
count of the hostilities.; It is satis
factory to record that the bulk oi 
the cargo has now been delivered 
to its legal Owners; however, as re
gards the cargo at the China Mer
chants’ Wharves, though when the 
Cargo Removal Committee, ap
pointed by the Japanese to attend 
to the removal of cargo, was dis
banded at the end of December it 
was stated that all cargo >t the 
wharves had been delivered, in fact 
a considerable amount of cargo is 
still undelivered and unaccounted 
for ahd should be at the wharves.

In as much as both the Central 
Wharf and Lower Wharf have been 
in the hands of the Japanese Mili
tary or Naval authorities ever since 
the commencement of hostilities, it 
is > obvious that neither guerrillas 
nor refugees could have had a hand 
in the disappearance of the cargo.

This is obviously a case in which 
the Japanese authorities are direct- 
lyh? responsible and in connection 
with which the legal owners of the 
goods should be immediately reim
bursed for the value of the goods 
which have been illegally removed 
while Japanese authorities wCre in 
occupation of the wharves and 
should be regarded as an entirely 
different category from ordinary 
“war claims/*

Customs Revenues And Loans

03887

In May 1938 arrangements were 
made between the Japanese and 
British Governments whereby Cus
toms Revenues collected at the 
occupied ports should be deposited 
with the Yokohama Specie Bank in 
the name of the Inspector-General 
of Customs, andthat such part of, 
these funds as were needed for the
seyvicepf the Foreign Loans should 
be re ieased as required. The agree
ment also provided for\the release 
to Japan of certain funds, held by 

i the Chinese National■- Government.
Inasmuch as the National Gbvern* 

ment of ¿China was not a party to 
the arrangement and did hot give 
approval to it, the agreement has 
not been implemented in so far as 
the release of funds to meet foreign

■>%<

obligations is concerned though the
Customs revenues collected in

obligations.

Japan

»suiting fro] 
he Japanes

never- 
ces, all

ive ils sp
ot and thus 
jreign loan

ss of the fac 
il ways are : h: 
gn bondholder 
e bondholders 
’rmission to it 
il condition i 
tve’*ahy part i 
fies which are 
rely forth* 
nt occupants,

posit with the Centn 
¡China the qUota for 
, which would be payab 
revenues of. the ports

; its control. ‘
It is, tp be hoped tha 

lese Government will j 
proval to the arrangem

occupied territory are being de
posited with the Yokohama Specie 
Bank. 5

The National Governm ‘ 
theless, met, from other 
foreign Loan obligatio 
December 31, 1938, whe 
a notice stating that f rc 
1, 1939 it could no long«
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On February 11, 1938. the Federat

ed Reserve Bank was established 
under Japanese auspices in North 
China and on March 10, 1938itcom- 
menced its issue of notes which 
were inadequately backed and 
whieh were not convertible into 
free foreign exchange but were 
convertible at par with the yen into 
legal tender notes of the National 
Government possessing foreign ex
change value. In order to meet the 
danger to the National Currency 
arising frbm thiè move the Chinese 
Government on March 13 restricted 
the sale of foreign exchange/ but 
permitted weekly allotments accord
ing to legitimate trade requitements.

Foreign Exchange
Following the withdrawal by the 

Central Bank of China of facilities 
for conversion of notes into foreign 
exchange the rate of l/2£ at which 
the dollar had been stabilized since 

- 1935 gradually declined to about 8d. 
at whiM level it has been steady 
for some time.

On March 11, 1939, regulations 
were issued by the Provisional 
Govermpent of North China with 
the intention of Enforcing the use 
in North China of the Federated 
Reserve Bank notes, which are not 
freely convertible ( into. foreign ex
change /and ousting the National 
Currency which has definite foreign 
exchange value. 1

To facilitate the carrying out of • 
this intention the Customs have • 
been forbidden to permit the ex? 
ports of certain goods constituting 
the main articles of exports from 

; North China unless the foreign ex
change for such shipments is nego
tiated through the Yokohama 
Specie Bank and converted into 
r.R.B. currency at the rate of 1/2 
per F.R.B. dollar.

This rule automatically estab
lishes a financial monopoly in 
North China in favour of Japanese 
Banks, penalizes North China pro
duce which would be non-competi
tive and3 while the regulations will 
in the first place be felt by ex
porters it will soon be felt by im- 
potters of foreign goods (other than 
Japanese) as there is no guarantee 
that such exchange as may become 
available from exports will be used 
to finance imports.

Trade At Standstill
The regulations are definitely dis

criminatory and contrary to the 
principle of the open door.

Thè immediate effect of these 
regulations has been to bring trade 
in the North to a virtual standstill

In the last annual report it was 
stated that “it is realized that far 
more important problems may arise 
which may tend to deprive us of, 
‘'the equal opportunity and the 
open door” which we can legitimate
ly claim as pur right” This fore
cast has been amply justified. Dif
ficult problems have been and are 
now before us.

From reports received from North 
and Central China during the past 
year and local experience and also 
from the report of -the'Cental 
China Development seems
evident that the policy adopted by 
Jàhan , is one of exploitation, bene- 
ficial to Japan and Japanese 
nationals.

The establishment of monopolies, 
conMcgticn or forced co-operation 
in industry on terms unfavourable 
to the legal owners, discrimination 
in favour of Japanese nationals or 
Japanese shipping, will not engen
der that confidence without which 
trade, commerce and industry ran-^ 
not prosper and lacking which thè* & 
pacification of the county, districts 
cannot be achieved. ,

Temporarily the outlook for 
¡North and Central China does not- 
' appec r bright.• but there is no need 
’for repair, evpxy Hl has its anti- 
r^te^d the time must comewhen 
MM»“1



China is predominantly an 
agricultural country and though 
the industrial life of the cities has 
been emphasized and has to a large 
extent been destroyed in the in
vaded areas, the strength of China, 
lies in the country districts which 
in most parts have been unaffect
ed by the tide of war. The occupa
tion of the cities though it impedes 
commerce and prevents rehabilita
tion only' affects the country dis
tricts to a minor degree for as was 
said in a lecture at Chatham House, 
the fighting has been with á “fist 
on one side and soft glue .on the 
other” therefore however, many ( 
cities may be occupied they aré 
still surrounded by the country-L 
side.

It is this fact that accounts for 
the resilience of the Chípese and 
gives ground for belief in a speedy5 
recovery once the tide of war 
passes,

Many Impediments
In the West and Southwest of 

China the picture appears brighter. 
There we see developmeht pro
gressing rapidly and a calm quiet 
confidence in place of the gloomy 
fears expressed in the North.

There is no doubt that the devel
opment of the Southwest will con
tinue and that when China 
emerges from his struggle it will 
be as a greatly strengthened nation.

In order that a true picture of 
conditions ruling in 1938 and now 
may. be presented, it has unfor
tunately been necessary to refer 
to thè many impediments which 
have been placed in the way of 
trade and a return to normal and 
sane conditions, and it is sincerely 
to be hoped that next year a dif
ferent and more pleasing picture 
may be presented.

It has: been said by the Japanese 
that we do not understand her in- ¡ 
tentions, but if those intentions 
were directed to good neighbour
liness I think there would be no 
ground for claiming lack of under
standing cfi the part of others.

I will now as usual give you a 
brief review of the Chamber’s work 
during last year.

Joint Committee
The Joint Committee held 50 re

gular meetings during the year. 
The number and variety of the 
questions discussed at these has 
been conveyed to members in the 
reports issued from time to time. 
A suggestion was made that more 
than one general meeting of mem
bers should, be held in each year 
so as to give the Committee an 
opportunity ' of reporting on current 
problems and on actions taken in 
connection with them. It was hop
ed to hold an extra general meeting 
in December, but I regret that 
owing chiefly to stress of work 
and ’ many other meetings » con
tinually being called it was hot 
found practicable to do so.

I would like to make it quite 
clear that information on all mat
ters is available to members at 
any time on application to the 
Secretary, and minutes and docu
ments in connection with any queè- • 
tion are "open"To their "confidential 
inspection. .

In addition to the regular meet
ings two special meetings were 
held on May 19 and December 9. 
We were honoured by thè presence 
of ÍÍ, M. Ambassador on both ooca- 

!sions< and by the attendance of the 
Commander-jn-Chfef at ibi second 

t meeting. ’ ■

0-3889



Su ^-Committees
Thé Sub-Committees of the 

Chamber have been active during 
the year under review and many 
meetings were held. The matters 
discussed at these meetings have 
of necessity been entirely connect
ed with the problems that have 

i arisen from the hostilities. Their ■ 
deliberations and recommendations 
have been of much assistance ' 
to the Joint Committee dur-। 
ing a difficult time, and ■ 

( the thanks of the Chamber are 
* due to the members of all Sub
committees for services they have 
rendered^

The Langugage School
The Language School Sub-Com

mittee had again to face the dif
ficult problem of trying to place 
the School on a self-supporting 
basis. The continued loss on the , 
running of the School is proving I 
a drain on the Chamber’s resources 
and has caused your Finance Com-. 
mitteé some concern. It was appar
ent that the time would come 1 
when there would be no alternative 1 
but to close the School unless it 
could be run without further loss. 
The whole question was carefully 
considered by the Sub-Committee 
and the Principal of the Schoo] 
in the middle of last year. The 
Principal very generously agreed 
to accept considerably less remu
neration and the Chinese teachers f 
also met the? situation by consent
ing to a reduction in their salaries. 
This new arrangement came into 
force on July, 1, and under • 
it the School could just pay its I 
way provided an average of 30 
students per month * was maintain
ed throughout the year.

It is hoped that there may be 
a material increase in the number 
of students and thus obviate the 
necessity of closing.

The matter has the serious con
sideration of your Committee 
which is desirous of continuing the 
School, if possible,

The thanks of the Chamber are 
due to Mr. S. G. Beare and Mr 
G. W. Creighton for conducting 
thé Chinese Language examinations * 
in Shanghai, and to Major G. À. 
Herbert, Mr. Allen Price, Mr. K. 
W. Tribe, Mr. R. Trounce Nelson, 
Mr. G. V. Kitson and Mr. E. B.

i BoOthby for conducting the ex- 
' aminations in Tientsin, Hongkong.
Chefoo and Hankow.

Apprenticeship Scheme
The Selection Committee of the 

Scheme of Apprenticeships of the 
Federation of British Industries 
have had a busy'year and a record 
number of 24 students have been 

•sent to the United Kingdom for ; 
training in Engineering Works. 
These were selected out of 120 
applicants and the grading, inter
viewing, and arranging for medical 
examinations, passages, passports, 
exchange, etc. have entailed a great 

• deal of time and work. The Scheme 
has become increasingly popular 
and it is hoped again this year 
firms ’in Great Britain will offer 
vacancies in a variety of different 
spheres of engineering activity.

p Unemployment Fund ’ ,
i After. serious consideration the 
I Unemployment Fund Sub-Com- I 
inittee decided to recommend the ; 
ireopeningcfthe Fund again last 
(autumn, but in view of the general| 
financial strigency it was decided 
to limit the appeal^to four months 
instead ' of six. The. result has 
been, as before, a; most generous 
response,» and enafei®à the 
Committee td, deal with seyeral 
cases of repatriation and also to 
build up a suitable reserve to 
handle future cases, and appeals I lay be submitted . to them 

the remainder of this year.
Unemployment Fund Sub- 
ferrai® 

•hni -for Relief in ,China, 
é has only been one arb! tra- 
luring the «¡S3

(T3890



The Trade Enquiry Department 
has dealt with some : 36 enquiries 
in' 1938, and a number of prospec
tive buyers and sellers have been 
put In touch with each other.

The granting of certificates of 
origin to members has also con
tinued. Including these and other 
certificates-, a total of 75 were issu
ed last year to members of the 
Chamber.

Four volumes of the National Gov
ernments’ Laws and • Regulations 
were issued during the year, making 
a total number, of volumes issued 
25. These constitute a valuable re
cord of Laws published by the 
Chinese Government, of which 
there is no other compilation of 
translations in existence. Two fur-' ■' . •'ther volumes are now m course of 
preparation and it is hopedthey will 
be issued during 1939.

Commercial Examinations
Another very activé ¿part of the; 

; Chamber’s work is thé London! 
j Chamber of Commerce Commercial Î 
; examinations which are conducted i 
twice yearly. These examinations 
are becoming increasingly popular! 
and the number of entries is grow-j 
ing.

The Chamber has received a num
ber of applications during, last year 
from British subjects for employ
ment and by means of thé/Employ- 
ment Register it has beeh/possible 
to find positions for a very fair pro
portion of the applicants.

Secretariat
On November 30 last Miss P. A. 

Ayrton retired from secretaryship 
of the Chamber after 14 year? 
loyal service. Her resignation was 
accepted With great regret and in 
appreciation of the long and valu
able services, rendered by her a 
presentation, of a canteen of silver 
was made to her by our Honorary 
President on behalf of the Joint 
Committee prior to the regular fort
nightly meeting of December 2, 1938.

Mr. H. F. Baker was appointed 
secretary as from December 1, 1938.

I cannot conclude without men
tioning the valuable assistance re
ceived from the Commercial Coun
sellor, Mr. A. H.xleorge, and from 
the Commercial Secretary, Mr. R. 
H. Scott, who have both given gen
erously of their time in attending 
Joint and Sub-Committee meetings 
and their opinions and advice on ' 
many of the complicated problems 
with which we have been confront
ed has been of the greatest help to । 
your Committee

In conclusion I would like tp ex
press to Mr,-Baker and the staff 
our sincere/ appreciation of their 
faithful service during the past 
year.

Before submitting the Report and 
Accounts«/ I will ask our Honorary 
Vice-President and Commercial 
Counsellor, Mr. A. H. George, to

Mr, A. H. George then addressed 
the meeting and spoke on thé gen
eral trading conditions at present 
existing in China. '/

The^^W
adoptedon the motionof Sir Robert • 
Caldef-MarshaR, seconded W,Mr.

038&1
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General Committee
The following having been nomin

ated, were elected to serve en,bloc 
on the General Committee or the 
Chamber for the ensuing year:— 
Messrs. C. H. Afnhold, (Arnhold 
Trading Co., Ltd.K.N. G.Beale (The 
General Electric Co. of China, Ltd.), 
Sir Robert Calder-Marshall, k.b-E- 
(Calder-Marshall & Co*, Ltd.), L- 
X Davies (Mackinnon, Mackenzie or 
Co*), M. Reader Harris, M.c. 
(Platt, White-Cooper & Co,), A. S. 
Henchman (Hongkong,.^ Shanghai 
Banking Corporation)/H* C. Hop
kins (Chartered Bank of India, 
Australia & China), W. X Keswick 
(Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd.), V. 
SL J. Killery (Imperial Chemical 
Industries, (China) Ltd*), Q. E. 
Mitchell (Butterfield & Swire), fe 
S. Powell (Asiatic Petroleum Cd, 
(N. C*y Ltd.),¿Wjh £ Pricn(Yee 
Tsoongi Tobacco Co., Ltd.).

There being noother business, the 
meeting closed and the China Assol 

Kiatibn meeting opened.
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Shipping On 
Yangtse Under 
Nippon Rule

||S|i| —«S Sj f

Discrimination Against
Foreign Bottoms 

Reported
Foreign steamship companies 

having ships plying along the 
Yangtse Delta have lately been 
compelled either to curtail or sus
pend their services as a result of 
the various control measures intro
duced by the Japanese, it is report
ed in local shipping circles.

The Japanese authorities, it is 
stated, have made it compulsory for 
all foreign steamers operating in 
the lower reaches of the Yangtse 
River to obtain navigation permits. 

¡As most of the foreign shipping 
‘Arms have refused to comply with 
the measure, a large number of 
their steamers have been forced tb 
suspend service.

Besides this ruling, the Japanese 
authorities, it is reported, are plac
ing various obstacles in the way of 
the operation by foreign companies 
of the river service. An incident 
which was reported by one of our 
contemporaries provides a good case 
of what generally is the shipping 
situation in the lower Yangtse.

According to the story, two British 
steamers, the Christine Moller and 
the whangpu were deprived of 
about 2,000 live pigs which their 
crews were about to receive into 
their holds when five or six launches 
carrying parties of armed Japanese 
prevented junks carrying the live
stock from approaching the British 
ships anchored at. Hsinkong, a 
river port in North Kiangsu. The 
Japanese diverted the junks to a 
Japanese vessel anchored not far 
away, it is alleged.

Meanwhile, it is further reported, 
the Japanese are using every effort 
to monopolize shipping oh<® 
Yangtse as well as Jn theihland 
tributaries by organizing companies 
of their own and running vessels 
with all kinds of prioHtyrlglite and 
special privileges  ̂given by, thé 
Japanese forces of occupation.EEE*.* »
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Nanking Wants
To Be Closed

Permanent closing of China's 
principal rivers to navigation 
by British-owned vessels was 
requested in a joint telegram 
received by the “Reformed 
Government” from anti-British 
associations of various cities, a 
Chinese report stated yester
day. The telegram urged the 
Nanking Government to or
ganize a steamship company in 
order to substitute its own ships ; 
for British vessels which ( 
formerly plied these rivers.
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' Discrimination On 
Yangtze Urged

NANKING, March 21.—“Ger- 
many and Italy are the Powers 
*’ 1y to .China, while Britain, 

we and the Soviet Union 
are -*er 'public enemies,’ and 
if and when Japan reopens the 
Yangtze aiiver to navigation, 
priority should be gi^on to 
friendly Powers in marked 
discrimination against 'public 
enemy’ countries,” a spokesman 
of the Reformed Government 
stated here to-day. ...

“By declaring the Powers 
assisting General Chiang Kai- 
shek’s regime to be the public 
eneinies of China, in a state
ment issued on February 85, 
the Reformed Government 
called upon these Powers to 
reflect upon their attitude. At 
the same time it clearly point
ed out the principles with 
which the Reformed Govern
ment will deal with them^—
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MygiCH? |
"OPENING CP YANGTSZE RIVER IS OBSTRUCTION TO 

MlilT/iRY OPERATIONS-*

The Mainichi publishes the 1
following leading article under the above headlinet-

Britain and America have made 
repeated requests to Japan to re-open the Yangtsze 
River. To these requests our authorities have 
sincerely explained thatj^ould be still premature to 
re-open the Yangtsze River because of military reasons. 
Britain and America fully understand the reasons for the 
closing of the river; they are asking for a re-opening 
for the sake of their own interests only. Our 
Government will observe its fixed policy in the matter.

Our authorities here are 
opposing a re-opening of the Yangtsze River on the 
ground that no general merchandise is being transported 
up the river; that the river is full of floating mines; 
that navigation buoys have been removed; that guerrillas 
are active; that foreign steamers may convey arms 
supplies and military funds to the enemy troops at places 
belov Kiangyin. In a word, the Yangtsze River lies 
in the war zone and its opening will obstruct our 
military operations. The expression "military op?rations" 
18 capable of two interpretationssin a general way it 
means all kinds of military activities such as the 
transportation of military supplies» its special meaning 
refers to th= .fighting. The re-opening of the Yangtsze 
River will obstruct our military operations in both 
ways. The partial re-opening of the river has already 
created disadvantages to our military operations.

As our authorities have already 
pointed out, foreign steamers and foreign owned junks 
■have supplied arms and ammunition and military funds to 
^guerrillas at Phin Kong, Chang Bhang Kong, koh Shan, 
1U Bu, Dah Mao Kuo and Toih Ya Kong along the fangtsze 
River below Kiangyin.

As a result of the abolition of 
likin in the areas under the control of the "Reformed 
Government* on February 1 the transportation of goods 
has become easier. Goods looted from the people by 
guerrillas art sent down to Shanghai by foreign steamers 
and sold to raise military funds. This is now going 
on between the guerrillas and local Chinese merchants. 
Thus,only a partial opening of the Yangtsze River is 
already causing obstruction to our military operations 
and has enabled the guerrillas to become so active. 
If the whole River is opened in accordance with the 
British and American request the xangtsze Vally, which 
has been occupied by our army at heavy cost, will 
became a batr/i>-;fi'cid again. W- carnet tolerate this.

It- was the Chinese' authorities 
Who closed the Yangtsze riv«.r ■ ThW Bi’ltith Aus; ican 
authorities 'lid nexceptlodjo. f nrutnst» T-x; 
booms were r./ aih.t-xt-y h.- ‘/’he Br-*ish
and American -s rew ' Japoi: to re-c^cr.
the river iamediate.-.y« if tJir.y had ¿naie. a protest when

-



China closed the river their request would have been 
reasonable, but when they repeated such strong requests 
they are over-reaching themselves. An opening of the 
river cannot be expected before the end of the Sino- 
Japanese incident. If there is any inconvenience 
Chin* and the foreign Powers are to be blamed.
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Ada’s Cargo 
Is Auctioned

• .........By Japanese
Norwegian Captain And 
Chinese Crew Of Ship

Still In Amoy

NIPPON SPOKESMEN 
HERE UNINFORMED

Netherlands Consulate

Hungarian Owners
Mystery surrounding the fate of 

the Hungarian steamer Ada, her 
crew and cargo, seized by the 
Japanese naval authorities a montn 
ago, was partially cleared up yester
day, wheh The China Press received 
word from Amoy that the Norwe
gian captain of the vessel and the 
crew were remaining in Amoy under 
the care < of the Netherlands 
Consulate.

The cargo of the Ada, the 
menage stated, was t auctioned on 
by the Japanese authorities in 
Amoy despite a strong protest 
entered by the Netherlands Consul, 
While the Ada was placed under 
guard and permission for her de
parture withheld.

According to the report, the 
master of the Ada was completely 
mystified by the action of the 
Japanese authorities in seizing the 
vessel in the first place and then 
auctioning off her cargo.

Previous Trips Safe

The Ada was bound from Shang
hai to Wenchow on one of her 
ordinary runs, the captain told The 
China Press correspondent, and 
there was nothing ‘ in her cargo to 
warrant her seizure. She; was carry- >. 
ing only diesel oil, empty oil drums 
and a quantity of bean cakes. j

The captain pointed out that the 
status of the vessel could scarcely 
be held in - wMT
fact that the Ada.had been hailed 
on several previous occasions by 
Japanese warships, and after ner 
papers had; been examined, had 
been allowed to proceed. X ..

He ridiculed a report that the 
Ada had attempted to steam away 
from W Japanese warship which 
hailed the steamer on the last fate- 
ful trip. 4’We can only do Six 
knot»/* he declared, adding that no 
vessel with that speed would think 
iff attempting to run away from a

Shanghai, and fiytng the 
flag, left Shanghai , on 

10 -for Jfejichow. Two

gOSaWB

February 5 that news r 
thereabouts Of ',t^W 
released in .r Bhang1““* 

inquiries made



At the press conference last 
night, it was stated by the Japanese 
spokesman that the Ada, “as pre
viously stated,” was being held in 
Amoy during an investigation into 
her status. •

Status Of Cargo
Asked if he- had been in-: 

formed whether any inquiry was 
being made into the status of the 
cargo. £f the vessel, the spokesman 
said he could not say.

Thé Japanese spokesman also was 
unable tof.say what had become of 
the Ada's crew. **So far as we 
know,” he declar’d, “the captain 
and crew of the steamer have been 
released.”

Interviewed last night» Mr. 
Komor, owner of the steamer, said 
that he was without any informa-' 
tlon regarding the reason for the 
seizure of the Ada, her cargo and 
crew. “I have applied to the 
Japanese authorities for informa
tion, but have received no reply 
from them yet. I was told that 
enquiries were being made,” he said.

Mr. Komor was unable to give 
any confirmation regarding the re
port that the cargo had been sold 
by auction, but said that he had 
heard such a report, not from offi
cial sources.
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tpan Slams The Open Door”

Vast Foreign Investments Said 
Threatened By Japan’s Campaign u. S. $3,000,000,0001 1 ~*

Said Imperiled By 
Restrictions

Japan’s war on foreign interests 
in China today threatens to wipe 
out the work of four generations 
of foreign tractors, shippers, mis
sionaries and educators.

In cold cash, the total value of 
: threatened foreign business «and 
j cultural investments is estimated 
¡to amount to more than US|3,000,- 

000,000. <
Much of the damage done by 

the Japanese fighting services and 
their close allies—the super-trusts 

of Tokyo—is already irretrievable.
A considerable amount, however, 

may .still be salvaged by quick, co
ordinated action by the powers 
whose interests are menaced.

In her campaign to build a vast 
continental empire and a "nev 
order in Ada,” Japan is following

I two well-defined lines of attaçk:
Firstly, a determined onslaught 

against international treaties 
which form the broad founda
tion of foreign rights and in
terests in this country;

Secondly, a vicious campaign, 
of bayonèt-backed restrictions on 
everyform of foreign activity in 
Japanese-occupied areas.
In repudiating treaties of which 

she has been a solemn signatory, 
Japan is. seeking to establish a 
new doctrine which aims to" per
petuate her^hégemony in East 
Asia. This new doctrine naturally 
and inevitably seeks to throw 
overboard - ' the old, esta blishea 

principles cf “open àoor’’ and

•equ$l opportunity” for foreigner? I



* Tokyo Repudiates 
ÉspocIftUy' significant W foreign* 

ers in China are ;Tokyo's repeated■ < • >.<■*•: ■< .. 
declarations that the “changed 
conditions in the Orient” have 

“out-dated” the Nine-Power pact, 
which forms the corner-stone of 
international relations in the 
Pacific.

Tokyo’s verbal attacks on the 
Washington treaty have been time 
and again translated into action 
by the Japanese armies of invasion 
in China.

; By force and intimidation, for
eigners have been excluded from 
every comer of the Japanese- 
overrun territory. Today, the bulk 
of China’s foreign population is 
concentrated in isolated “islands” 
in Shameen, Hankow, Tientsin. 
Tsingtao and Shanghai.

Simultaneously, all of China's 
waterways, includ ing the Yangtse. 
have been barred to foreign trade. | 
travel and shipping. Repeated; 
foreign protests have been either 
ignored or countered with sieciou 
pleas of “military necessity.”

Lut while the interior has been
closed to the foreigners and for
eign goeds, the Japanese trader 
and industrialist hafr had a free 
run of the land, thus enabling 
them to secure a powerful foothqld 
in the immensely rich China

Mencpolies 1
With the expulsion foreign

trader and mer v Nippon-
made BWfc haveilhoded. the “oc- 
cupieÿ^^reas, huge Japanese 
trading firms have extended theii- 
tentacles to every part of the 

nneetfi^mark^t. and . Army-backed 
tr vi tSMtejb' established monopolies 
r^minlgpr «all phases, pf economic 
life$ . CS

That the Japanese' intend to': 
make their stranglçh4$ ôn lhe oc
cupé territory ?psr?»a»ent & 

’ abundantly indicatedv No better 
proof id! < 
belligerent statements & issued 
Tokyo, the ambitida^Ians fbr the 
monopolistic exploitation of Chinas 
resources, and, finally, the transfer 
ta thé directiOT of .ths Japan«» 
actMttæ in W couhtt? -to‘ the 
Army^dominaUd and staffed Asia

dgn interests ip China face 
dst critical situation in a 
, Protests, notes and repre- 

ons have thus far proved

whe-
. .... Japa 
pression vitali 
of ev^y itorg a Ranker 

missionary,;-A ihar under- 
tg Of WSK ouvre devclop- 
is, tiweïii, '.essential.

*** S 5 x V*-*' 1
is to Aid this understanding 
The China Press is pub-
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' 4* Japan Slams The Open Door

Nippon Said Ti
China’s Conu

Japanese Said Enabled 
To Transport Troops 

To All Fronts
Calmly ignoring half-heartec 

protests of the Great ’ Powers, the 
Japanese Fighting Services are to 
day continuing to tighten theii 
stranglehold cn China’s channel; 
of communication, in which foreign 
investors have a stake of more 4har
U.S. $300,COO,000.

The Japanese strategy, apparently 
formulated a year ago when Tokyc 
realized that it had a. major wai 
on its hands, was well-considered
and carried out with admirable pre
cision.

Control of the means of communi
cation assured the Japanese of the 
following important advantages:

1. It enabled the Japanese 
Army to transport quickly ifc 
troop« and mechanized equip* 
ment from one front to another;

2. It played an important rote 
in Tokyo's plans to**starvewnt’ 
Free China, by cutting off her 

. munitions routes and preventing 
the experts of goods abroad;

•£‘ It divided China into numer. 
eus regions, without contact with 
each other, and, therefore, more 
amenable to Japanese political 
and military pressure and pro
paganda; ,

Oj^lu^fcreMmersout of the 
interim, thus removing one of the 
factors stiffening . China’s resist
ance and opposing the establish
ment of Nippon’s hegemony over

It"114 enabled the ■ Japanese 

I trader to# establish himself tathe

in teller beyond fear of challenge 
by his foreign competitors:

R It, fimdly> placed in Japan- 
c&e hand? a diplomatic “trump 
card”, wh eh Tokyo will undoubt
edly use with telling effect in its 
future . negotiations with the

*

railways. These 
1®«^'

ug* . 
w| 
Sou
iiese

>ld con- 
only 

trade 
powerful
itll then 
with the

country*

ii'ÎÜMIg”ii .......... .



, When — and if — the Japanese 
troops complete the occupation of 
^l^entire line, they will have est* 
Wished à steel ' ring round 5. the 
greater and richer 'part of China. 
Japan's task then will be to clear 
this enormous area of Chinese 
troops àhd Irreconcilable elements, 
establish a puppet federated regime 
and literally to ^strangle the popula
tion into acquiescence to Nipponese 
im^è<3^Î& fr <

In achieving this goal, Japan is 
treading heavily upon foreign toes. 
Foreign investors havé poured im* . 
mense . funds into the development ; 
of China’s coastal andrivership- 
ping and railways. #'■ wàs also 
through the maintenance of free 
and efficient communications that 
foreign traded found access to the 
vast Chinese ¿arket/ v v"‘ , 
: Cf the,..^bOinvested. Jimepm-: 
municatiops,the bulk has apparent
ly already been irretrievably lost, 
relatively unimportant coastal sha
ping sendees, a portion Of thé CW 
ton-Hahk^ Railway, the Yunnan 
linet4jg4 toreign.. cable and radio

medlatejeopardy. ^¿7. ••

The surviyal of foreign interests 
in China dépends on the ability of 
therBcorëWcompel■ 
storefree access; to 
nels of communication, for, direct
lyandindirectly,foreigncommerce, 
industry and banking in this eoun- 

witli 
- the interior tare severed*



Shipping Suffers Most

Particularly hard, hit by the Jap- 
ancsercstrictive measures has been 
shipping. While a goodtnany foreign 
steamship companies are reaping a 
gclden harvest. J today transporting 
Chinese cargo . and passengers 
through ¿lie Japanese blockade, this 
prosperity is ihort>HVed.

Japanese measur es, already taken 
arid Jfee fanned, ppenly aim at 
the exclusion M; foreign bottoms 
from the '.* waterways /Of East Asia. 
Crie world’® greatest; rivers, 
the-Yj^ogt^ completely
closed tonon-Japanese vessels, a 
®j£ situation prevails 4n . the 
wtefways radiating from Shanghai 
.anW s -■'■ c /

All varieties‘Of restrictions are 
hinder and 

cbstwt jcrelgn ;shipping aloiig the 
China: coast. These obstacles range 
front; th& vlrt^l closure of im- 
pdrtant ports, such as T&ingtao, to 
foreign steamers to pin-prick 
hindrances, such as excessive seal 
in; observance of qu 
regulations.

dwarfed by th 
nearing comi 

§nancial fcon 
Mlteublahl; 

ambitious . 
materialteat 
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As soon as the railways were 
repaired by Army engineers, their 
managementwas entrusted to, the 
South Manchuria Railway Com- 
Jiany, Nippon's “East Indies 
Company** and Asia’s greatest con- 
cern? Working hand in-glove with 
W' military, the S.M.R. Im- 
niedlately barred foreign access to 
the railway facilities, and terminat- 
ed the*8»rvicingi Of bondfi secured 
dh revenues of these lines.

Even more drastic were the 
means employed - the Japanese 
wavy to put an end to the activi- 
tlfe ofChina’s’ tW‘ Sitio-foreign 

{ American China National Aviation 
Corporation and the Sino-German 
Eurasia Aviation Corporation.

Japanese pursuit planes simply 
chased passenger air liners of the 
two concerns and machine-gunned 
them. It was later easy to plead 
that the Japanese fliers had mis
taken the clearly distinguishable 
Douglas and Junker passenger 
craft for Chinese bombers.

Japanese Air Lines Opened
The attacks on planes partly 

owned by foreign interests were 
accompanied fey the inauguration 
of air lines linking Tokyo, Fukuoka 
and Dairen with the major cities 
in the Japanese-occupied territory 
In China. Only a week after the 
fall ct Hankow« passenger machines 
were leaving the city tri-weekly 
for the : airports of Nippon.

This, incidentally, was one of the 
most striking illustrations of the 
meaning of Japan’s solemnly re
iterated pledges to respect the 
principles of “Open Door*’ and 
“Equal * Opportunity” in China.

Simultaneously with the seizure 
of Railways and the closure of 
China’s waterways to foreign ship
ping, the. Japanese Army took over 
all facilities for the communica
tion of the written and spoken 
word. While legally speaking Japan 
had merely taken over the services 
once operated by the Chinese Gov- 
emment, there was a vital differ
ence from the * foreign point of 

illw
Before the war, a foreign trader 

cou|d send a message bytele- 
graph, radio or telephone to any 
part pf l the country With the as
surance that it would reach the 
addressee in the form in which it 
was originally drafted. The Japan
ese Army altered this orthodox 
procedure.

Most of the Japanese-occupied 
area was completely closed to non- 
Wponese messages oh the yague 
grounds of “military necessity.” 
The restrictions, however, did not 
apply to Japanese traders. Where 
messages were allowed to Be sent, ' 
théy were as often as not delibera
te^ garbled or censored beyond

/'A :

Similar tree 
to foreign p 
Japanese mill 
gclng to jhe i 
parts of messa 
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ÿ As in shipping, the Japanese 
were not content to enjoy a posi
tion of dominance. Special tele
phone and telegraph concerns were 
established under the 
Central China Devel
panies to monopolize the busing 
Especially hard hit by 
were

radio equipment before

the censorship of; mails’ and 1 
press. Operating \Under the shro 
of secrecy, Japanese censors have 

playing havoc with foreign
in the major ports. Numer- 

protests have remained un-

■ive to seize complete 
control of communications must 
bewatched with especial appre
hension, for itisby these means 
that thé Japanese Army intends to

1 foreign’interests from China 
to secure Chinese acquiescence 

w”“pOnese im“‘ " “ ’ ÉiMf MH! wwMIi

t

rman in-
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■ Export Restrictions
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“Blockade” Of Shanghai
' No part of China’s çcori<»nic struc
ture has. : escaped completely the 
disastrous effects of more than; ' a 
year of hostilitieswaged within thé 
nation toy Japan, ithas been 
the virtual blockade of Shanghai, 
the country’s trade nerve^enter, 
twt^Mshad the most paralyzing 
effect on commerce and industry. 
Ihat’ls the considered opinion of 
both Chinese and foreign financiers 
and'merchants not only in Shang*

a»®
■opertKjie. bdhtauéd < 

alarm to a

hai, Bat in other parts of China as 
WOR, i

tactically every restrictive action 
taken by the Japancse against for- 
eign trade interest®, it has bw 
pointed out by* one of Shanghai’s 
leading British, traders, ■Ringed on 
Japan’s power5 to close Shanghai’s 

’tai overland outleU—even the clo- 
... of the Yangtsewould have been 

/*'<,n ^d ineffectual had these trade 
routes been left open ,to operate^ ,

Shanghai’s position OS a financial 
center has been attacked again and 
again toy currency manipulation 
and exchange restrictions in Japan
ese occupied territory, and although 
most of those measures have fail
ed, it has been shown that the 
isolation of ^Shanghai from the in* 
■might ■- had *

in,g effect oh the whole of 
untry> cuWcy< llB; • 

■ “Base Of Invasion” .
& Brtti^jBbtSKSgW^ ’>t0 
e,. declared in ah interview with 
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ese economic attack W Shang 
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■
atlonal port been the obj 
f Japans invasion, instead 
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Confidence Needed ,

Restoration of confidence in 
Shanghai, he said, was the primary 
necessity of today, and that could 
only be attained by «^restoration of 
the Settlement north of Soochbw 
Creek to . Ai- rightfulAthorities, 
the re-opening of occupied zones 
within reasonable limits, and the 
return of the railways to the ad- 

■ |H|||
Once those steps had 
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Tremendous List
To itemize the proven instances 

in .which American and other for
eign interests have suffered through 
Japanese restrictive activities is a 
task which doubtless has already 
been undertaken by the ’ various 
responsible authorities, but since 
these instances range from petty 
fraud to bare-faced flouting of 
treaty rights by huge-scale con
cerns, a complete* count here would 
be. impracticable.

Seme indication as to the scope 
of Japanese official and semi-offi
cial*violation of third-power rights, 
and particularly American rights, 
however, was given in the frankly- 
worded document despatched on j 
October by Mr. Cordell Hull ~ to 
Tokyo on behalf of the United 
States Government. Three demands 
were made in the Note, and it may 

i be assumedthatthe demands were 
made to right the wrongs imposed 
by Japan. They were:

1. The discontinuance of dis
criminatory exchange1 control and 
cf other measures imposed in areas 
in China under Japanese controls 
which operate either directly or in
directly to discriminate against 
American trade and enterprise;

- 2. The discontinuance of any 
monopoly . or , of any preference 
which would deprive American na
tionals of the right of undertaking 
any legitimate trade or industry in 
China or <^ Jtny.,amngeinent which 
might purport to establish in favor 
OF Japanese interests any general 
superiority of rights with regard to 
commerclal xxr economic develop
ment in any region of China; and

X The discontinuance of inter-
China with American property and 

: WWi forms'
of inWoten^O'as censorship' O 
AMt&teMi maii jrnd telegrams and 
restrictions
travel by Americans and upon Amer- 
liwi tradeandFhipping.

,< £ Currency Control
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sees in attempted currency control 
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While it* must be observed that 

socio, of the financial • aerobatics 
tried out by Japan have resulted in, 
litter failure, andthe discomfiture' 
of their originators, even despite all

’ economic attack on foreign trade.
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Having acquired the national cur
rency necessary to back its note is
sue, the ‘‘Federal Reserve” bank 

¡was left facing the fact that the 
backing was good only so long as 
Chinese national currency Was main
tained at par—a discovery which 
Japanese merchants dumping goods 
in Shanghai also wore to» make. 
Result was that Japanese financiers 
were compelled to reverse their pre
vious policy and deal openly in na
tional currency.

The recently announced decision 
to enforce the acceptance of “mili
tary notes” also may be assumed to 
be a further attempt at: currency 
control, but for the same reason 
that the “Federal Reserve Bank” 
failed, so will the “military note” 
scheme fail. Even in a conquered 
land. Japan has yet to learn, cur
rency issues are valueless unless 
they are backed by metal or trade 
reserves, and Japan has little of 
either to spare.

Exchange Manipulation
Exchange control in Japanese oc

cupied territory, where foreign 
merchants are compelled to deal 
through Japanese banks, and ac
cept. Yen at Tokyo quotations (far 
above those existing in the open 
ir irk¿t) have been the most effec 

' live weapon weilded by Japanese 
monopolists, fof the conditions im
posed have made it virtually 
imposibJc f6r foreign firms to deal 
in North China. It is anticipated 

■ t^at the restrictions current in 
North China will be extended 
shortly toallareas under Japanese

Although it has been alleged by 
the japanese auith^ities^tbit the 
acceptance by foreign concerns of 
the new customs tariff announced 
by the puppet regime ti Piping- 
constituted de Mrto recognition by 
foreign Governments of the puppets’ . 
right to control the customs, the) 
AmorW^ Goy^p^ibnt ha^ rightly I 

¡pointed but that the assumption is 
arbitrary and illegal,

Thefnbw tariff nevertheless is in 
operation, mid comes as yet ano- 

i tner blw to foreign trade, both 
directly and indirectly, loans se
emed on custom^ revenue have be
come >a; risk on the marfcet, rather
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Many Restrictions
The closure of the Yangtse, 

seizure of railways, closure of roads, 
inland streams and waterways, and 
.several otl|er'- restrictive actions 
which cannot be excused on the 
grounds of military necessity are 
among the measures which have 
been taken by Japanese interests 
to secure what may be regarded as 
monopoly rights in the occupied

It is a well-known fact that ' 
Japanese merchants are operating 
freely in river ports, that Japanese 
merchant steamers are plying the 
“dangerous” Yangtse, that the 
Shanghai-Nanking railway is car
rying civilian merchandise. For
eign traders» however* are not 
permitted Jo enter. banking—nor 
in fact any; of the occupied 
territory.

Taking into; consideration the 
known facts, the only conclusion 
reached by foreign , merchants is 
that Japan intends tojMow the 
example set in ‘‘Manchukuo’*so 
far as foreign trade ^Concerned, 
and that unless a determined 
stand is made by - Great Britain 
and America < on the matter, . the 
hard-won reward of years of for-1 
eign struggle and <■ enterprise in 
China must go by the board.

■ what •ie*:dbwbfe ; ^yn
foreign minds as to Japanese in-, 
tentions regarding ’*the Yangtse 
were completely dispelled by what 
appears to- be the ? final say of 
Japan's army and jiiavy, voiced 
recently through their Com- 
mander-In-Chief, Vice - Admiral- 
Oikawa, to the effect that while 
hostilities last, thegreat ^p^r '-re-: 
mains closed to foreign traffic.
- Vice-Admiral Nomura,efijf ■ of; 
the Japanese Special Service ' Sec-; 
ttph»;delh/er®l; -dictum
to a press conference in the follow- > 
Illg COmmCntS*. ’

Wt since
the*fall oftho Wuhan area, - the: 

the!
Yangfee River to general trade has 
become the subject of discussions 
by third Towers, we believe ■■ it may j 
not be Useless to express the views 
of the Japanese Forces operating in ' 
the Yangtee. area about the matter.

“It should be first noted that the 
present the.: Vangtse \
River are quite different from !. 
those before the commencement of 

floated thousands of mines along 
the River, laid booms at Kiangyin. 
Wulungshan, ftMatoucheh, Shih- 
hweiyao and Tuanfeng. w* *feoj 
built' strong ■- IotWBW! & - I
them. The Japanese forces opened 
the River to 5their own navigation 
by ' up-stream operations,
overcomf®|Kj'Walrus resist-, 
ance of the Chinese forces at a

■
‘•Suppose the 1 Japanese forces 
id ' continued their operations 
without breaking the booms set 
up by the Oiinese. No third Power 
would,':t>e in a position;to attempt 
navigation on the Yangtse, : at 
least during the hostilities. 
■

Yangtse in Order to execute their 
operations. We believe ¿„that the: 
third Powers . who did not take 
effective steps to check the block
ading of the river, When that was 
carried out by the forces
I or ?th$#hostae,,W 
now > able to realize the fact 
WtiW^lSWOwB^^dompleted

the opening 
their military •
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"Stick To Decision"
’‘The hostilities have notcome to 

an end yet.’ The operations are 
still continually going on, and the 
Yangtse, even now that the Wu
han area is under our control, is 
part of the* battle field- and con
stitutes an Wtoi*y of replenish
ment which is of great importance 
for our operations, The Japanese 
forces are making great efforts to 
secure themselves against * the 
obstruction^ put up by the. Chin
ese forces, vr
I. “A large v number of Japanese 
¡vessels now navigating the Yang
tse River are; engaged th the 
transportation of munitions and 
such articles as are necessaryfoti 
the maintenance of the Japanese 
forces and organizations attached 
to them, and no vessel is engaged 
in general trade.

"ItMs needless th say that the 
Japanese operating forces earnest
ly dfttire that as the necessity of 
executing military operations in 
Central China decrease, such a 
state of affairs may speedily be 
restored as will enable the Powers 
concerned to enjoy trading on the 
Yangtse. The present situation, 
however, is far from our wish, and 

be compelled to stick to 
ptrrMcision^s ‘iW wHIM1
ese fprees maintain their present 
attitude " x ® " 9 WwlwS



January 21» 1939« Morning Translation*

News Digest and other local newspapers«

SHIPPING ALONG THE LOWEEt YANGTSZE

The Japanese are levying many exorbitant taxes 
in the occupied areas» with the result that the 
transportation of goods has become seriously affeetec 
Many foreign owned boats trading along the Lower Yangts. 
have suspended their services owing to loss of business» 

According to information from reliable 
sources» more than 30 foreign owned steamers have suspended 
sailings due to this action of the Japanese as well as 
to the enforcement of measures governing the limitation 
of oargoes for transportation by each vessel» Many 
transportation companies have also suspended operations 
because of business loss*



*e> fa-

December 27, 1938» Morning Translation

Hwa Mei Chen Pao end other local newspapers i-

C LOS I NG Qg YaNGTSL AND PMRL RIVERS

According to information secured by a reporter of 
the Sleet News Agency, a certainreliable official organiza
tion in this locality, which has close connections with the 
trade between China and the Powers, has received reports from 
many quarters to the effect that Japan is determined to close 
the Yangtse and Pearl Rivers to foreign shipping. The 
reports state that in closing these two waterways Japan is 
Attempting to monopolize the markets in these two valleys 

^fia\V*wnd to banish vessels of Britain, America and other third 
Powers from operating along these two rivers, thereby 
eliminating foreign trade in China, through her puppet 
regimes which, should Japan succeed in conquering China, 
will be instructed to claim the restoration of the inland 
navigation rights to China, 

The British, American and iron ch senior members 
of this official organization have submitted the above 
reports to their respective governments for their information.



Mei Pao !-

poijigf residents hold meetings t direct action ¿gainst 
JAPANESE HInTBD

The action of the Japanese authorities 
in monopolizing trade in the occupied areas and in 
establishing a Yangtze Shipping and Steam Navigation 
Company to monopolize navigation along the Yangtze has 
given rise to strong reaction among foreign residents«

According to infoxmation secured by 
this paper* two Meeting were held recently by local 
British* American, French* Netherlands and other foreign 
residents, at which it was resolved that their 
respective governments be again requested by telegram 
to adopt immediate and effective measures against Japan* 
They also decided that in case of necessity* they would 
form bodies to take direct action and stage demonstrations 
against the Japanese authorities*

It is said that feeling ran high during 
taese two meetings* It is learned that local German 
residents are also encountering serious difficulties to 
their business because of the Japanese action and have 
requested their government for instructions*
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Snnghai Municipal Police Ç 
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Date. December 15,... 1938.

D. C. (Special Branch).

In connection with the attached translation of an

article from the "Chinese American Daily News* under the heading

"BRITISH AND AMERICAN RESIDENTS ANXIOUS OVER JAPANESE MONOPOLY

OF SHIPPING ALONG YANGTSE", information has been received from



December 14» 1938 Afternoon Translation

Chinese American Dally News and other looal newspapers <•>

4SÀESS&

In an attempt to monopolise navigation along 
the Yangtse, the Japanese authorities h&veformed a 
"Yangtse River Steam Navigation Company* Cl|>4 yf £ «J ) 
to camnenoo operations as from January 1 next year« 

Upon learning of this, looal British and 
American residents became anxious. They hold the view 
that if navigation along the Yangtse bo monopolised by 
the Japanese, the trade as well as the interests of foreign 
Powers In China would be seriously affected and jeopardised 
For this reason, local foreign residents are paying close 
attention to the matter and will hold a joint meeting at 
the British Chamber of Commerce on the evening of 
December 15 to ooneider the situation«

Ta Ying Yeh Pao of December 13 published the following loiter»•

um HOISXgD,. ON SUNDAYS
To the Editor, 

Lately a strange thing haeoccurred* The 
Customs House is flying a "five-barred flag"* Everybody 
except traitors, upon seeing it, sighs with grief»

If we are determined Wprotoot our country 
and to support the war of reel stance, we can do like the 
soldiers at the front by displaying our lovely Chinese 
national flag early every SundaX, especially from the 
tops of lofty skysorappers. Z

Waung Ibong (vt/il).

Ta Ying Yeh Pao of December 13p*

A certain <party has leased a large and 
•pacioue hotel on North Sseohudn Road for use as a 
gambling den similarto those In the Western District* 

The preparations have been going on for more 
than a month already but owing to the question of passes 
it cannot be opened yot.

This gambling den will be operated as a clubo

Chinese America^ Daily News and other local newspapers »*

a qam^lng^n

/ Shortly after 6 p.m. December 12, a number 
of loa0rs, three of whom were armed with pistols, appeared 
at th/Dah Sun Gambling Den )» Shing Kong Li

jLV) on Jessfield Road in thewestern Distrlot, and 
mad/an attempt to deprive a leading gambler named Ma Te
chy (& h fit) of his money. When Ma resisted, the loafers 
o/aned fire and decamped. Ma who was wounded in the left 
m was sent to hospital by policemen of the puppet regime.



December 19, 19.38* Morning Translation.

Ta Mei Bao published the following editorial on Pec.18 l-

ssjuejp ,.>mm .T9 rnaomi
Thue, far, the Japanese Government has refused 

to acknit that its action in closing the .Yang tsze to public 
navigation is due to economic and political reasons, 
although they allege that it is due to military reasons!

In the course of a speech on the Yangtsze 
navigation issue made after his return to Japan from an 
inspection tour in China, Chuso Mitsuohi, a se-called 
veteran Japanese statesmen stated» "At the present 
moment, Japan cannot concede the Yangtsze navigation 
issue. If Jepan should yield now, the heavy sacrifice 
she has made would be nullified.*

This is Indeed plan talk for it makes known 
to the public that Japan’s refusal to open the Yangtsze 
to public navigation is due to economic motives and not ir s : 
because of military exigencies. The so-called •heavy

*|| sacrifice* of course refers to economic interests and not 
IU.L to military operations.

As regards the possibility of Britain, America 
and Prance resorting to retaliatory measures against Japan, 
the Japanese statesman saidi wIf the Powers should 
retaliate with economic measures, Japan has only to 
strike at Shanghai, which, In the eyes of the Powers, is 
a precious child.*

Is Shanghai really such a precious child to 
the Powers? If this is the case, then it io indeed 

very good news to us because, in our opinion, Shanghai 
io not a precious child at all, but a miserable orphan. 
If Japan own do something to enable the Powers to look 
after their residents in Shanghai, as in the case of a 
precious child, then we should be very happy.



Standard end other local newspapers s-

NAVIGATION ALONG THE YANGTZE

The Lower Yangtze from the Klangyin Forts 
upwards has been closed to navigation since the fell of 
Nanking end Hangchow, but Japanese goods have been 
transported in large quantities to occupied areas under 
the cloak of military requirements. As the control Of 
transportation and navigation along the Yangtze is in 
their hands, the Japanese authorities have acquired a 
rare opportunity for the extensive disposal of their 
goods.

As the Yangtze is closely related to the 
prosperity of the interior districts of China end with 
a view to bringing about a complete control of nevigation 
along this river, the Japanese authorities have already 
started preparations to establish a large shipping company 
in Shanghai with a capital of $10,000,000 to engage 
exclusively in navigation and transportation business 
along the Yangtze River.

Recently a meeting was held at the Japanese 
Club in Hongkew, at which a Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of the company was elected and the date for its 
formal inauguration was fixed. Its offices will be located 
in the litsui Bank Building. In addition tp the Yangtze, 
the company, after its formal establishment, will also 
assume control of navigation along other rivers. The 
Powers, especially Britain and the U*S*A., will suffer 
more losses.

At present only boats belonging to 
the Nisahin Ki sen Kaieha, a Japanese shipping concern, 
are 'lloweA to the pass through the Klangyin Boom; the 
steamers of Butterfield & Swire and of the Indo-China 
Steam Navigation Company, Ltd. can. only sail between 
Shanghai and Tiensunkiang The Nisshin Ki sen
Kai aha is building four 1,200-ton steamers for the 
Yangtze service*



Shun S*ao and other local newspapers zx-(Z’/Vj

BLOCKADE OF YANGTSZE RIVER NOT JUSTIFIED AT FRRi&fNT

As the Japanese have blockaded the Yangtsze 
River, British shipping circles on December 1 sent three 
representatives to make an inspection along the Yangtsze* 
They returned to Shanghai on December 15«

According to a report made by the three 
representatives, no mines were found along the Yangtsze 
from Nanking to Hankow, while Japanese steamers were 
noticed navigating the river without trouble The report 
states that the blockade of the Yangtsze is unnecessary 
and declares that the refusal on the part of the Japanese 
to re-open the Yangtsze is not justified*

British shipping concerns have compiled a 
k jSeport on the basis of this inspection end will send it 

to the British Consulate with a request for further 
negotiations with the Japanese authorities*



Humanity ( $ $ ), a eeml-monthly magazine, of December 16 I- 

mw TOM« roma may frmamva a cma

| Japan has blockaded the Yangtse Hi ver and
ftprohibits ships of a third Power iron sailing on it* 

Great Britain end America have lodged protests with Japan
I against ths blockade»

according to information secured from an 
unofficial source» Japan Intends to withdraw from the 
Hine-Power Pact. She has hinted that she will not 
reepact the principle of the open door policy» It is 
also reported that Japan will establish a United Government 
in China and instigate it to call on the Chinese people 
to resist the Imperialists of the Western countries»with the 
object of driving away the influence of third Powers from 
China.

Japan holds the opinion that the principle 
of the open door policy is deeply impressed upon the minds 
of the Powers» In order to close the door of China» 
the first thing She has to do is to wipe out all ideas 

r- about this principle from the minds of the people of 
Western countries. When Western people cease to insist 
upon the maintenance of the principle of the open door» 
Japan may then occupy China without trouble»

The Powers should realise that their rights 
and interests in China are safe only so long as China is 
independent. Should China lose her independence* these 
rights end interests will be lost to them. Therefore* 
the Powers must first preserve the independence of China» 
This is clearly outlined in the Washington Hine-Power Pact» 

Since the Mukden Incident» Japan has been 
impairing the Independence of China and ignored bar 
obligations as defined in the Hine-Power Pact» The Powers 
have failed to adopt effective sanctions against Japan1 s 
acts of violation of the independence of China» Thus, 
it would seem that the Powers themselves have failed to 
observe their obligations under this Pact. The Powers 
have now lodged protests against Japan1 s violation of 
their interests in China । their attitude towards Japan 
h?s Changed»

If the Donors desire to maintain their rights 
and interests in China, they must first adopt effective 
measures to a assure the independence of China»
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TOKYO, 
military authorities yrSl pc com- 
pelled to maintain O status quo 
of the Yangtze Hiver’* as long « 
the Chinese armies 
present ■•
Masao Kanazawa. . Chlefof ftf 
Navy Office, declared last night.

He made ths statement ip up
holding a' >#&&-'’ declaration wl 
spokesmen ot the JapaneseArmy 
and Navy headquarters ih.

the question of free 
navigation on the rivet

Steamer Wangta
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armband ammunition 
plied <0 Chinese gueri$

The ship trades between here and 
Chitung and Haimen, on the north 
Yangtze bank and authorities be
lieve the ammunition w$f being 
smuggled to bandits on Tsungming

Oh the same day a Chinese was 
arrested on the Bund with $000 
rounds of rifle ammunition, two 
Mwusers and SO rounds of Mauser 
ammunition. the supplies having 
tea..'-taken off the Portuguese 
steamer Faro, which was sailing 
*«* Tmrngming 
.»¿«sris®«. • J 
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ÿMMS .sandalwood, • ’ .yegetabb'^-rMofc 
e^s, egg pro- 

feTidu? ducts> drfid lilies; yolk, ’ •. melon

Whetfthe vessel
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Ta Mel fao (Editorial) •- ¿ *”>

WIGNERS ANDJAPAKESE RESTRICTIONS ON TRADE
The in or eased restrictions placed by the 

Japanese authorities on foreign trade has given rise to 
much indignation among foreigners» The foreigners have 
now entered into a strong peat of co-operation and 
something will be done to demónstrete the strength of 
their unity.

Ten important local foreign bodies are 
said to have issued manifestoes outlining their position 
and have made certain suggestions in an attempt to bring 
about the removal of all the obstructions to foreign 
trade. They have also demanded the safeguarding of foreign 
interests in China under international treaties.

This action on the part of the foreigners 
constitutes one of the most positive movements that have 
taken place during the past few weeks. We have received 
a report of the suggestions submitted by these ten foreign 
bodies which include the American Besidents’Assoaiation, 
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce» the Belgian Chamber of 

■ Commerce» the British Chamber of Commerce» the British 
Residents’ Association» the federation of British Residente 
in China» the Shanghai Canadian Club» the french Chamber 
of Commerce» the Norwegian Chamber of Commerce and the 
Swedish Chamber of Commerce» to their respective governments. 
There may be other proposals in addition to these» but 
owing to the complicated nature of international politics» 
we consider it inappropriate to publish all of them.

The objects of these foreign bodies are*« 
(1) To maintain all their rights and to 

prevent all trespass and interference with the adminis« 
tration of the International Settlement and the french 
Concession in accordance with the Yangkingpang Band 
Regulations. They will also endeavour to bring about the 
immedie te removal of all menace to their rights.



(2) To bring about the restora tion of 
Hongkew, Yangtszepoo and the Western District of Shanghai 
to the administration and control of the authorities of 
the International Settlement*

(3) To bring about the restoration of ell 
transportation facilities» including railways» highways» 
navigation, etc* and to demand that foreigners be allowed 
to resume their business in the various markets along 
the Yangtze valley*

(4) To bring about the cancellation of 
all the monopolies created In violation of the principles 
of the open door policy and equal opportunity as provided 
for in the Nine Power Pact*

(5) To demand the immediate return of all 
seized properties to their original owners*

(6) To demand the cessation of censorship 
of malls and telegrams and interference with all other 
communications by any third party*

(7) To demand the immediate return of all 
dredging implements and the restoration of conservancy 
work so as to enable Shanghai to maintain international 
navigation*

(8) To insist on all the rights and 
privileges which the residents of these countries are 
entitled to enjoy so that they can carry on their 
legitimate enterprises under the principle of equal 
opportunity*

(9) To demand the recognition and the 
maintenance of consular jurisdiction enjoyed by the 
residents of these countries*

The only pretext the Japanese authorities 
have given when denying preferential rights to others 
is the so-called "anti-Japanese policy". To tell the 
truth, the Japanese authorities have absolutely no grounds 
for their action, which can only be regarded as an anti- 
foreign policy* This policy is not only selfish and 
foolish but is suicidei for this policy is likewise 
disadvantageous to Japan's own interests*

The Japanese authorities have again and 
again asked foreigners to be patient but the foreigners 
ate disappointed and discouraged« Only by unanimous action 
will they bo able to-day to achieve better results* We 
have already been taught a bitter lesson that unlimited 
pa*«once without action is useless and that now is the time 
for strong action if they wish to safeguard their interests*
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ONE JAPANESE VIEW

Editor,
The Shanghai Sunday Times jg

Sir,—Since Japan has rejected.; 
lately the demand made by Great? 
Britain, United States of America^ 
and France, in respect to the^ 
Yangtze river navigation, many J, 
arguments, viewpoints, complaints 
-or explanations are reported daily 
in the papers, However, from my., 
personal point of view, none ofi 
them seems to have realized , the p 
vital point on this question.

The vital point referred to is this;; 
Soon after the current ‘hostilities 
started, Chinese military authorities 
closed and blockaded the Yang

tze river navigation for shipping of 
any nationality* Against this, none 
of the third parties has made pro
per protest within my knowledge. 
Thia means; the navigable river of 
Yangtze does not exist anymore so 
'far as the rights or interests of the 
third parties are concerned. Their 
right in question has been com-

ON YANGTZE , _

If can be taken as generally ac
cepted that, aphrt from the political 
cause of the current Sino-Japanese 
conflicts, the Yangtze river trade 
has been blockaded against Japan 
by the Chiang's regime/ And when 

! booms and mines were laid down, 
the river trade of the third parties 

¡was concurrently blockaded. It is 
to be sympathized with the third 
parties whose rights and interests, 
'have been completely destroyed on 
'account of this. Now, Japan has: 
removed the Chinese blockade \ of; 
Yangtze river by force for her own 
interest, at the expense, of tremend
ous cost of war operations.

For such Japanese work, those 
third parties who are now pro
testing against Japan, have not only 
rendered any collaboration, but 
they even showed, certain objec
tion. From these vital facts, third, 
parties are in no way entitled to 
claim to benefit) themselves of the
re-opening of Yangtze river. From 
lawful construction, the river is 
still in the condition blockaded by 
China hut not by Japan, and no 
navigable river of Yangtze exists 
ndw, so far as the third parties are 
concerned. How Japan .may utilize

pletely waived according to the 
technical epps^uction of inter- 

naticrial law. The right of the third 
parties on the Yangtze river naviga
tion was. conferred or recognized by 
the Chinese National Government,, 
and it became virtually null and, 
void, or at least was, indefinitely ’the navigation of Yangtze river for 
ceased to exist* by the fact of block-: military purpose or for commercial 
ade done by the Chinese military: purpose, it' is Japan’s own business, 
authorities!. It must be minded that IW third party' can say anything 
the status of blockadeis still
ing aoxfim as the third parties are j The s^me cons

has nothing ^Pplied to the^ei 
to. do with the removal of blockade: Tsingtao, Canton 
done by Japanese force. • ' these ports have seen

Japanese Oesmen say; «Thej j hlbcl^d^by Ghin^ 
river has been reopened . X *
aitary purpose, the navigation.. of mines were laid down, a 

p^ti^ '. igerous, :' shipping . facilities* are ; dg^mtely CoBtmued, or the function 
nit available,orso on.” However, J or open ports ceas^ ? 
these explanations are not proper removal of booms and mm 
and are reliable to betakenaste Jap^ese force does not 
unprincipled excuse for Japanese »H the said status of the 
monopoly of Yangtze river trade.
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Japan’s Reply 
To Note Said 
“Insult To 
Intelligence” 
American Residents In 
Shanghai Show Sharp

Reaction To Note

BRITONS ASSAIL 
Tòkyo disguise’ । ilP^

“Real Reply Between 
The Lines,” Says
Leading Merchant

American t business men in 
Shanghai reacted sharply yester
day to Tokyo’s decision against the i 
reopening of the Yangtse and 
the discontinuance of restrictions 
against foreign traders in the 
occupied zones, as expressed in the 
Japanese reply to Mr. Cordell 
Hull’s note of October 6.

Terse, and to the point. American 
opinion was supported by British 
traders, several of whom expressed 
the hope that the Tokyo reply 
would have the immediate effect of 
hastening " joint action by America, 
Britain and France on thè subject 
of the note.

IM Of Originality
“To any American fully ac

quainted with the facts of Japan
ese aggression in China, the Jap
anese reply to the American note 
<5f October 6 can only be regarded 
as an insult to the intelligence of 
the American people, declared one 
of Shanghai’s most prominent Am
erican merchants in an interview
with The China Press yesterday.

“The Japanese reply,“he added 
“only once again depicts the lack 
of originality so often shown by 
that nation, in as ; much7 as it 
follows exactly the course used by 
the Japanese in swallowing Man* 
churiaW ' ■■

Said another American business 
man, clo'dy connected with in
ternal tradeinChina, “The Jap- 
anm\Wiy to Washington’s note 
jw^^t we expected.
think that Tokyo has justified in 
any WaB the restrictions whlchhavc 
been imposed on foreign trade in : 
China. It seems that the Japanese 
foreign Office was created forth« 
purpose of keeping us quiescent 
with sweet words until they get us 
where they want

British opinion, as. canvassed by 
The China Press, was best ex- 
pressed by the leading member of 
a well-known firm of traders in 
Shanghai. ‘The real M

' I 
camouflaged by 'a cleverly con
structed, but naive line of .¿argû< • 
ment. I have never read so much* 
nonsense ’
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Japan Firm in 
Refusal to 
Open Yangtze

Fear Foreigners May 
Trade With Guerillas

“Military necessity” remained a 
paramount factor in determining the 
attitude of the Japanese military and 
naval authorities Regarding Yangtze 
navigation, Japanese military, ¿aval 
and diplomatic spokesmen in Shang
hai emphasized yestèrday as the 
question of allowing foreign mer- 
chantmen to proceed Up the river 
was again aired at a press con
ference.

The possibility that foreign , mer
chantmen, if permitted to use the 
river, would engage in trading, with 
guerillas and other Chinese, oppos
ing the Japanese forces, was cited 
by the military spokesman as an 
additional déterrent to the Japanese 
to reopen the Yangtze to commercial 
vessels owned and operaed by third 

'p^rty nationals.
^ch activities, the spokesman said, 

could easily lead to “serious com
pactions” which the Japanese 
authorities were seeking to avoid.

No More Incidents
“There have been a number of 

unfortunate and unpleasant incid
ents on the river. We intend to 
prevent another repetition/* he Said.

Chinese irregular^ a naval spokes
man admitted, were still active at 
points as dose to Shanghai as thé 
Kiàngyin boom. *

‘Military necessity is therefore 
compelling us to place the flver, 
alohg Which fighting is still going 
•on/ tinder Japanese Control/* he de
clared.

Recalling that the PoWers had not 
taken “any effective measures” to 
prevent the Chinese from sinking 
various booms in the Yangtze, there
by cutting off this avenue of traffic, 
in addition to strongly mining the 
entire waterway, the naval spôkès- ; 
man declared that “it seems to me. | 
it is a little too selfish” of third! 
party Powers to demand that their ■ 
ships be allowed to ply the river 
now that the Japanese had opened 
a channel. 7 %

This passage he emphasized, was 
for “military purposes.**

No Effective Measures
When a correspondent remarked 

that the Powers had protested to* 
China against the closing of the 
river, the spokesman declared: “Yes, 
but they did not take any effective 
measures.”

The spq^cesmen denied that the 
attitude now being taken by thé 
Japanese authorities constituted a 
“blockade” of the river to third 
party shipping.

Admitting, in reply to a question» 
that, produce from various river 
ports was being brought to Shang
hai by Japanese vessels, the naval; 
spokesman insisted that these goods 
were being consumed by the mïUtî

“Eggs, for instance. We have men; 
in barracks, in camps 'and in hospi* i 
tai who eat eggs/* he said.

The presence of an estimated 200,- ? 
000 men “bandits, guerillas and 1 
irregulars” iw an area bounded by 
Hangchow in the south, Shanghai in j 
the east, and 'Nanking in the west, j 
Was. admitted by a military spokes-, 
man. •'There are many more of*
them along the river and inland, j

Mt ===== w
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Japanese Deny Yangtze Trade
Only War Supplies Being Shipped on River, 
Says Spokesman; Fighters Being “Kept Happy”

goods now being transported on the Yangtze, in addition 
to ordinary military equipment, are destined for consumption 

by the Japanese military and naval forces, Japanese spokesmen 
declared at a press conference yesterday. These shipments, it was 
pointed out, comprise a wide variety of goods as a huge army 
and navy must be fed, clothed and “kept happy.” As a result 
commodities needed for the recreation and comfort of officers and 
men which are not part of the issued equipment but are purchased 
in canteens are being transported. Sold in canteens were in addi
tion to canned food, beer, sake and other goods, commodities like 
cigarettes, flashlights, and matches, the spokesmen said.

All Japanese vessels operating on pdfllcial transports or in ships charter- 
the Yangtze, the spokesmen continued, gedby the Government. Asked to 
were acting under the orders of the |make% categorical denial that Japan- 
Army or Navy Quartermasters’ Corps. |eee merchants were buying ordinary 
Specific permits were required for pChinese prOduce for shipment from 
any shipment destined for a canteen^Yangtze ports to Jap^an, no spokesman 
at the front ; Bwould do so. It was stated that it

A varied range of commodities, in-j;was verydifficult for Japanese In
cluding matches, cigarettes, andnessrnen to purchase goods in the 
candles, the spokesmen continued, interior•
were being purchased in Shanghai . Although admitting that there were 
where those goods were found to. be about* 1,500 Japanese civilians along 
cheaper or more abundant thanin" 
Japan.

None of the goods shipped on these 
vessels were being permitted to be 
sold to the Chinese.

The ships, a naval spokesman said, 
returned to Japan “virtuallyempty 
Sometimes they were loaded with war1 
booty scrap iron or iro£or0 to be 
taken to Japan. Discarded military 
equipment and baggage” even that of 
foreign correspondents who were left 
in Hankow” was also being carried, 
he said.

No Commercial Cargo
The spokesman emphatically denied J 

that commercial cargo, being shipped 
for private profit, was being carried.

Japanese commodities, the army 
spokesman admitted, were reaching 
Nanking by railway and also by 
canal route. The Shanghai-Nanking

the Yangtze, it was asserted that all 
had some connection* with the * ser
vices, "but some were conducting shops 
for the sale of Japanese goods to the 
troops. It was vaguely seated that 
Chinese could purchase Japanese 
goods in Nanking, but thatthes^all 

, came by rail or truck from Shanghai.
Military permits had to be obtained

A correspondent wished to know if 
foreign firms could obtain such per
mits and the spokesman thought it 

^possible. The journalist then pointed 
out that he had made exhaustive in- 
vestigation. among Amcricah firips, ip 
| Shanghai and could not find a single 
J instance of a permit having been 

sj issued t® American businessmen, 
jg That beans and bristiea werebeing 
' 'shipped in Japanese vessels was em- 

phasized by correspondents; this 
; brought the reply that ‘It must be 

investigated.”
Railway, he added, was being 
operated as a military line and not. 
as a commercial undertaking. As a 
result, permits were required for the 
transportation of goods.

Practical utility was the principal 
test fUK the granting of permits forr 
the railway transportation of goods. 
This, the spokesman said, was “only 
natural’;, since the railway’s present 
facilities were insufficient to carry al) 
goods because of the. pressure Of 
military transport requirements.

Goods were also reaching Nanking 
from Shanghai by truck, he said,

AM Official Transport»
The various spokesmen insisted that 

all cargo for Yangtze ports came in

Nature of Cargoes
A« already reported in the “North- 

China Daily News,” ? commodities: 
taken up the Yangtze by Jwwi® 
ships include: Kerosene, piece gobds, 
gasoline, tobacco stalk and le^f ,cottpn 
yarn, sandalwood, paper,sugar and 
sea products, charcoal, candles and 
tallow, soda ash and sundries. ‘ 
same steamers returned from up-river 
ports with cargoes of wheat, eggs, 
seasamun seed, oil, \ albumin yolk 
and other egg products,' dried lilies I 
rice, melon seeds, and thousands of 
¡tons of such commodities as 
feathers, medicines, beans, ramie, tea, 
mdeih$a&■ bristles, iron-ore .and; the': 
Visual Chinese vegetable products.
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Japanese Merchant
Vessels Said Enjoying 
Monopoly In Yangtse

Nipponese Firms Solicit 
ChineiWCargi^O’eig^Bi- 

Through Agents
CB®ESE

CoM^^ttion That
Unsafe Said-
Disproved

With foreign shipping barred 
from the Yangtse, Japanese mer
chantmen today enjoy unchallenged ; 
monopoly in Asia's most-important 
waterway.

The Japanese Government’s of
ficial contention, communicated to 
London, Parts and Washington on 
Monday, that the Yangtse River 
was closed to all but men-of-war, 

! was belied by numerous advertise- 
> ments appearing in local Chinese 
newspapers.

Thèse advertisements, inserted Uy 
Chinese agents of Japanese shipping 

I concerns, offered to transport goods 
and passengers toany port below Chipes»* merchants who "wish to 
Kiukiang ‘Wely and speedily.” ,Q contact these advertisers forlnfor-

Ai survey conducted by The China ; mation concerning the shipping of 
Press revealed the following Opt-:; their cargoes can do so by telephone, 
standing fadts, the knowledge df-jH Rate estimates would be ’quoted to 
which may vitally affect the Great customer* over the Mref althWh 
Power’s policy on the matter: ? fiii«J ,arrangements . are-dependent

. ' Japanese - merchant ships > H upon a personal ’ inspection ofthe 
* afe plying freely in the i- Ofthe

| To ship a bale of cotton to Wuhu, 

learned» would cost approximately 
fli wn. • The * quoted f^te*, 
however, are by no means < final

r The advertisement of the Eastern 
Asia Company claims that thexom- 
pany specializes in shipping ear- 
efoes to Nanking, Wuhu, Chlnkiang, 
Kiangyin, Kiukiang and' Anking, 
and that lt will obtain all necessary 
passes from Japanese authorities 
for the customers. •

The offices of the company fpe 
significantly located on the third 
floorthe- Yokohama Specie 
Bank Bidding.
Other advertisements appearing 

in the Chinese daily are ’ quite 
similar, in substance.

Phone

' ; 2. No, Japanese cargo or 
passenger, despite.
legation that the river is stitt f 

mines,■ haa met
with any mishap; and "i&R®

i are now enjoying in effect & 1 

as a s^mlt; of. Tokyo’s 'refus ‘ '
' :•W wn the.-.. river to

Agehiiii'.'Adtr

agej^s have \

ether, there are half

-\Tr 
the /‘Tai-kbo 

Hon<" and

; Ano^ibr .arrangement i& thdb no 
money need be paid by the Shang
hai shipper. ,Since* all of ' tfij 
■es mentioned above claimed 

ave branches in the up-river 
freight charges on the cargo 

Bbe collected at the other end| 
e hne. .

g- One significant thin^ about these;
i Chhlese agencles wos that none of> 

them knew—or at least} wouid1 
reveal—'the name of the ship which 
would carry the ' cargo up-river.

■
 ‘ confirmed, however, ' that 
Of the ships in such 

service are Japanese vessels. \ :
Time

. No agency could give the time; 
required for bringing the gcods-tO 
any of the specified porU. Shi^ 
ping circles were, of thet\ pppion;

••• any Japanese: 
commercial vessel, delays are quite

si

the .’ha
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Asked by a prospective costumai? .Japanese conflict had moved on. 
one agency said that sailings up-.^American businessmen have been 
river had been quite regular. OnéËdenied the same rights.
ship left Shanghai ■ Monday mom-pl The Japanese replies Monday 
ing, the prospective customer was. ; crave five reasons for »not reopening 
informed. Whe Yangtse as demanded by the

All reports indicated that JapBR^Jt&fee Powers.
ese vessels, not exclusively mpn-of-râ The Japanese maintained that 
war, l}ad been plying thé Yangts^l Jfree navigation on the river would 
River' as far west as KUikiang.j jgreatly interfere with . Japanese 
carrying cargoes for at least Chinese^ ^military operations in. upper Yang-, 
shippers. ; tee which, they contended, are still

This is a direct contradiction of continuing.
the Japanese official statements Another reason given v/as that 
that navigation cn the Yangtse is; the booms, erected by the Chinese 
only possible for military purposes, forces, had not yet been sufficiently

This contention was made by the removed as to permit any other 
Japanese Government in its replies' vessels to pass except Japanese war 
to Britain^ France and thé ^United J vessels.
States which recently demanded; The extensive activities "ofChinese
the reopening of * thé Yangtze river? guerillas on both banks thè 
to foreign shipping. ’ J Yangtse were also cited in Suppósi

American Note Strong J 'of the Japanese contention that the
The American note, which was river was yet unsafe for., free 

handed on Oc tober * 6 to Premier : navigation.
Prince Ayamaro Konoye, who was ! '< The fact that foreign •và&els 
then concurrently acting as Foreign might be hit by floating mines let 
Minister, by Mr. Joseph Grew, U. 8 loose bv Chinese troops Was given 
Ambassador in Tokyo, was the as another reason for keeping the 
strongest of the notes, ¿and? I river etò?ed. . v¿.
was the second American nóte tel ■ r Mine Danger stressed 
the Japanese. And lastly, the repliés asserted

The document ivé^^h^r^btériz^d that It would take the Japanese 
by an unprecedented . sharpness of considera ble time to remove all the 
its terms and .thè- listing mines from the surface of the river, 
numerous instaflces óf 'vlblat^n of While it is yet too early to'ïpre* 
the “Open Door” principle by the diet what steps the foreign/Powers 
Japanese Army ahd:>.'W-. puppet? would take concerning thé Japanese 
régimes. ’ • WOi';réfúsal 'to their demands. British

Discarding usual dipiohïfttfc Ver^ jshipping circles in Shanghai ¿ had- 
biage, thé note opènïÿ déèIàré^ :thMtf?i intimated that Great Britain might 
the.. ‘¿Japanese • authorities ^ré seW-jJtake retaliatorv measures. . 
ing to establish in areas which: ; In an interview with The China 
have come under Japanecé militar^? j Press on Aug. 8, represents^tives of 
occupation gén^al->pref®ré^^^^^;'íBri^ shipping interestsr her*? ré* 
and superiority of. Japaneser In* vealed that the British Government 
tprests.” /. |4waç giving cànsiiiéràfion to , thé

Among the instances/ of JaptóeSéj ; closure of all British 
discrimination listed / in the note jJa^æ^se shipping. ■ 1 \ z r1
was thè Unlawful interference It was understood at that
transportation v of goods ui>/?thehth^t supnert of this aehon ^Id 
Yangtse River. ‘; fbé gfVèn by other intefeéiêd;.h^y&n^

The earlier American note to the, ¡ unless thé Japanese would agree to 
Japanese Governnaent waÿ/deHveredyreopen the’ Yangtse to foreign

-Aâimi^a^fS?wéw.’¿ ■ • 
The note m formed the^Jap$mese§ , Britain was among the first na- 
that their “infringement^ of¿ andfjtións to negotiate regarding qom- 
interferenc? with American rights •<mereiai traffic on the Yangtse. ,. 
iu ChW” was giving thè Govern* H it wffi be recalled that shortly 
-rn^rw W BfâkW Hfter-.vice-AdmlraI ;Sir'j
ing c^peem.“ ? ? 4 Jihad concluded his insneotipn tettr to!

: ReistrFctirns Protested ; Bupper Yangtse. ■■ BjitiSÙ/ÆéuÿfewÎiésI
The nçteTurthèr pointed;Shanghai began pressing, ? the I 

' while Jananese civilians ha ve been? japanee? for the reopening of / the ; 
nermitted to -enter and do - business ¿river to foreign shipping. . , ' 
Ip the *
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¡Foreign Firms In ClunaFace^Teat Of 
Targe-Scale Japanese Trade Invasion

occupied areas in China i to Japan 
rose by 260 per cent during the 
same period.

These figures also show that be
tween January , and July this year, 
American exports to China dropped

Nippon Imports-Between 
January, July Rise By

American and British business 
firms today faoa the threat of being 
permanently relegated to a place of & ST thA 
unimportance as > the Japanese * P°rt$to the United States climbed 
economic drive rapidly succeeds injhy 55 P61’ cent- 
making away from them the major During the same period. British 
portion of import and export trade [exports to China increased by 60 
cf North and Central China, figures per c-ent, while Chinese exports to 
collected by authoritative foreign< ‘
Investigators reveal. - > ' ।

These foreign trade experts agree 
hat in the event that Japan should 

succeed in eStablishing her over
lordship in China, legally and per
manently, the rich China market is 
likely tn be dominated completely 
by the Japanese,'wfth foreign-firms 
Laking only the small* “left-overs” 
*n trade.

Backet! By Figures 
i This conclusion on the part of 
•the investigators is backed by the 
phenomenal rise in Japan’s trade 

■ with• ■ China.
I Close study of the figUfFes shows 
that between January 1838 and July 
1938, Japanese imports tô occupied 
areas in China increased by 880 per 
cent. Export frçm Nipponese-

the British Empire rose by4Q per

Trade On Up-Grade
A stydymade by experts reveals 

that during January and July.the 
total imports into China increased 
by 14 per cent, while exports from 
China climbed by 80 per cent.

investigators emphasized that this 
optimistic picture regarding the ,rv* 
covery of China’s foreign trade I 
should be taken with a “grain of saj t” j 
because a sizable portion of goods’ 
imported into China ,1$ npit still 
unsold. " “ - 21

Studying the July foreign ^ade 
figures geographically; investigators 
found that 65 per cent or som6 
$49,679.000 of the import business 
in North China was in the hands 
of th e Japanese. During the same 
month, North China exported $15,-

716,000 worth of goods or 56 per 
cent of the total exports to Japan;

' June Trade Surveyed -
In June, total Japanese imports to 

North China amounted to $25,900,- 
ooo or 80 per ceht of the/ total bn* 
ports to this area. Exports to Japan 
from North China to June totaled 
$24,000,000, or 5$ per cent of the 
aggregate North Uhtoa r exports. J

Comparing July figures with those 
of June, investigators found that 
North China import trade had de
creased by six

t^e had^dn^Od by^^^^
‘ ‘? W' 'Ì-&

the main port, imports from Japan 
f^r <^^totoi|ed $5,856,ooo or tÄnit 
25 ’ per cent ' tâ* thé ' aggregate im
ports of $34,732,000. Exports from 
East China ; to Japan amounted 
$2^65,000 or somé 15 per cent

■ 
■

. ■ To obtain à correct picture 
■hmf imports ■ and exporu
are ¿^otoihating the China market 
tovegHgators ooinpared trade figtoes 
for July, 1937, the last fornài trade 
month” befoto the war, and

to 
of

This comparison . shoiVs )^ha^

Great Gaius Contrast 
With Big Drop in U.S., 

British Trade
>•./
rose during "-this 12-month period 

j^er aint;
Th sharp contrast with the rise 

in Japanese ¿figures the huge 
drops in American and BrWi^ex^ 
port and import trade. / '

U^. Trade Slumps .^^5
From July, 1987 to Jpiy > this year, 

the total amount of imports from 
the UBA. decreased by 50 per cent.

- export^->-ta. -
dropped by 55 por cent. The .com
parison >tha£. imports in
to China from the British Empire 
dropped during the 12-month period 
by 55 per dent while exports to the 
British Empire decreased by 35

The trade figures included In the 
analysis,
J^--4re’ adjusted to include not only 
direct shipments, but also cargo

Soiiited • out tjhat in 
studying imports from and 'exports 
^o cargoes io and from
Kqrea, Chosen and ¡Manchuria are 

mduded. Figures for the 
United States include also trade



NORTF LCHINA DAILY NEWS,

NOY 1 1 193S

Time for Action :
Formulation i of Plans Wanted

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—According , to the “China
Hong List” 1938, there are 16 Cham
bers of Commerce in Shanghai. 
Now surely the time has arrived for 
representatives or even the full Com
mittees < of these organizations to 
meet to discuss the present situation 
and formulate plans to place Shang
hai in the position it was previous 
to the outbreak of hostilities» Any 
decisions could be forwarded by the 
National Chambers to their Govern
ment Representatives and thus have 
unanimity which would be a help to 
those who, we trust ; in the near 
future, will be conducting negotia
tions for a Settlement of the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities.

Shortly, four points of vital in
terest to trade, and to Shanghai in 
general, which could be threshed but 
are: ,

V The immediate return to full 
Municipal Cbntrol- of the Northern 
and Eastern Districts of Shanghai 
without any conditions attaching 
thereto. *■ . v® ■

2. The immediate re-establishment 
of the Whangpoo Conservancy Board.

3. A révision of the Land Regula
tions.

4. The setting up of a Boundary 
Commission to adjust the Municipal 
Boundaries with natural lines of 
demarcation. •••

shanghai,



CHINA PRESS.
OCT 2 51938

Time For Action

■
ÜFRE is no better time than the

VtesentforSflangtiai's large cbfh- 
munity of Americans—and other ior- 
eigners âré"By no means excluded— 
evnresH boldly and pointedly fnmr 
thoughts on theexisting. situation Jn 
this city and the Yangtze Valley. The 
situation has reached a stage where it 
is. patently ridiculous, and any Japan
ese statements to¿the contrary shou’d 
receive no consideration. ■

We say that Americans should 
take the lead in matters regarding the 
immediate removal of shackles on thia 
city and its immediate area which are 
hindering the progress at all,. not ex
cluding the Japanese. We saythat 
Americans should be in the. vanguard 
.b^ü^;iWè/b^i^f1Siai;: members of 
the' American community, backed by 
Washington, arfe the most logical per-! 
seme- to bringr this matter to a head 
Behind their community today is a 
powerful organization, composed of 
keen, shrewd businessmen who are. hot 
lacking in political weight in the 
nation’s capital.

We know that there is some: talk 
on the matter at the present time,'and 
understand that certain negotiations. 
are under way. To them we give .our 
support. We al$o want to sound?. 
jiuc-e bi, caution that compromises arc 
only coricessions-r-and we are ■'<$the; 
opinion that concession'do not exactly 
dove-tail into the present policy of Chi 
American State Department.

A marked indication of the trend 
of thought among Americans here was 
heard on Friday night when the radio 
commentator of the China Weekly He- 
view interviewed Mr. George ‘ H. 
Greene,' President of the American 
Junior Chamber of Commerce; Mr.

■I
¿¿Specials

Green®, we have heard, accurately re
flected the opinion of the majority of 

¿.Shanghai's ;^nerica^^fe

S
 Mr. Greene declared in the broad- 
sted'interview: “Obviously - what 'is 

gup trpdftvA: the closure of 
marfeefeffl.tha- interior because Japan* 
ese are in occupation of the territory 
along the Yangtse River and arfe^e- 
venting the ingress of ships and the 
return of businessmen to their stations

in the interior. ;?■*>*
i | -.:*gR^O!^^e?time,:Japaniese«re. 
freely importing their goods and are 
permitting their own businessmen to 
go.-’h^ Ahus Mating a hionbpia|K for 
their own benefit. Shanghai, of bourse, 
depends on a volume of through trade 
for its prosperity, and normal condi
tions will not return until foreign ships 
call' at this port and markets . ara,:rà£ 
opened in the interior,” he observed.

. ; »Last week, The Chiwa PftVss





___ FM. 2 ■* . 
G. 5000-9-38 SHANGHAI

rasm v -Liet "»
MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section. l,Spe.ch^'.^.anch.
REPORT MÎïÎÎfl' -u ?*•<

Date.^?... i>.....i¿$8 (

Subject ^oramunication dated 21-11-38 from...theL„^etherlands..Cpnaulateft4fen§.3:.^

concerning Mrs N. A.Magnus son. /)
.........———  ................. ■ •¡||-,ji,j,-,i,itf=T--»«,r"‘~——ili«ftiirl~|jil~n'|; j : '¿'.y ~ ... .^................^^...................

Made by...h^.1.-............... . . .

Mrs Nadejda Alexeyevna MAGNUSSON nee Smoliunsky,

Kussian,born on august 23,1903 at Sretensk,fransbaikal Pro

vince »Siberia, According to her own statement,she left Rus

sia for Manchuria in 1918 and for the following three years 

attended a Russian school in Harbin,after which she continued 

her education at St. Prancis School in Chefoo ( 1921-1922).

Pollowing her father's death in 1923 she returned to Harbin to 

her mother. In 1929 she married one Mr.L.A. Magnusson, Russian 

of German origin, fhe couple separated in 1930, but apparently 

they have not been formally divorced,

Mrs Magnusson is reported to have first arrived in 

Shanghai in December,1933 and to have resided for a period at 

220 Route Vallon together with her sister,Mrs O.A, Lieverts nee

Smoliansky, after which she left for fsingtao. Returning here 

some time during the autumn of 1934 she stayed with her sister 

until 1935 when she proceeded to Harbin. In March,1936 she re- I 

turned to Shanghai and resided with Mrs Lieverts at 698 Rue

Bourgeat. In April,1938 Mrs Lieverts is reported to have left

for Batavia. Mrs Magnusson spent the summer in Tsingtao return- j 

ing in Shanghai in October, Her present address is 2 Route De- I 

lastre.

While in Shanghai she is not known to have any fixed j 

employment. She is registered with the Russian khnigrants* Com- | 

mittee,Moulmein Road, and ’with the S.G.G. Police Bureau ( Reg.

No,11695

Nothing detrimental 

this person.

is

Branch)

known in this office regarding ,



CONRULAAT«GCNERAAL OER NEDERLANDSN 
VOOR MIOOKN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No •3333.
SHANGHAI,

■ St i 
REGISTRY

A' S.B.D^JJ1± v
21 Ndvem^er 1938?

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that Mrs. Nadejda Alexeevna 

MAGNUSSON has applied to this Consulate General for a visé for 

.admission into the Netherlands Indies.

Mrs. Magnusson is in possession of a Ta Tao passport No.00481 

issued at Shanghai on June 21, 1938 valid for one year.

A ’cording to this document she is born at Sretensk on August

23rd, and a typist by profession.
iwllll

She xi.~— ds to remain in Batavia for approximately three 

months at the house of her sister Mrs. Olga Alexiwna SmoIlansky, 
g||| 

who acquired the Netherlands nationality through her marriage to 

Mr. Lieverts, from whom she was divorced however in the course 

of this year. Mrs. Smoliansky, who has been residing in Shanghai 

during the last four years, is favourably known to this Consulate- I 

General.

Mrs. Magnusson stated to be registered with the Russian
■i «HR

Emigrants Committee, Moulmein Road, whereas her residence is at

2 Route Delastre.
I should be greatly obliged to you if you would let me know, 1 

if possible, whether anything is known against this person, from 

a political or moral point of view.

I have the honour to be,



December 2 38.

Acting Consul-Genenal»
Netherlands Consulate-General» 
Shanghai« 

sir»

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No. 3333 dated November 

21» 1938» and in reply to inform you that thete 

is nothing in Municipal Police records against

Mrs. N. A. Magnusson. A copy of report is attached.

I have the honour to be»

Sir»



.No.3463

OR MIDDKN-CHINA. 
;u AD. HOLLANDIA.

SHANGHAI,

No. s: a.
2nd Decey^^r 1938.4=

: Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of even date, No.D.8884, concerning Mrs. N. A. 

Magnusion, and to thank you for the information contained 

therein.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

To the Deputy Commissioner,

Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.
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FIT. >, J 
G. 55M-1«38’

CONFIDENTIAL
$HA^

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Section 1, Special.

REPORT

E;' ,1 POLICE , 

5°'F.-"t<rSTRY 
c f. ]'} FöTfc»

Ijate------
DafJttecember 19ft.TQ38 (

Subject__ Communication dated 14-12-38 from the Italian Consulate-General

concerning Mrs V, Romani. --------------------  -------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- ...^.------------ - .—  
blade by _____ Forwarded by...S^z^..:..~..^^r^Q^^^.4^..z^..^..^...k.k.'....... 

----------------------------------------- /-------------
Mrs Vera Alexandrovna HQMrtliI,Russian, born on «July 20, 

1910 at Harbin. Daughter of an officer of the Russian Army she 

is reported to have arrived in Shanghai from uapan early in 

1924 together with her mother and step-father. Mere she attend

ed the holy family institute graduating in 1928 or 1929. In 

1930 she is known to have worked for a short period as a shop

assistant, after which she studied stenography. Krom 1932 sne 

til recently she was employed with Reuter,nrockelmann & Co., 

452 R-iangst Hoad.

On 20-7-34 she married a Russian named A.A.Botsevich, 

who at that time was employed with the International Savings 

Society, 7 avenue Edward VII. The couple separated after about 

two years of married life. Their formal divorce took place in 

1938 ( on 11—3-38 through the 2nd 8.S.District Court and on 

8-8-38 through the local Russian Orthodox Mission

Mrs Romani is registered with the Russian Emigrants' 

Committee,Moulmein Road, and with the Shanghai City Government 

Police Bureau ( Reg. No 7929 1. V/hile in Shanghai she resided 

together with her mot her, Mrs B.E. Massiukoff, at 1173 -bubbling 

Well Road, House 3,Apt. 20, On 28-11-38 she left Shanghai for 

Italy in the s.s. “Conte Verde"»reportedly, to join her fiance, 

an Italian subject named W.Arlotta (?) whose acquaintance she 

made in Shanghai some time ago.

Mr. N.J. Massiukoff, her step-father,former officer of 

the Imperial Russian Navy, was employed with the Shanghai Muni- | 

cipal Police from 1-2-24 until 4-5-1933,the date of his death. 

Mrs Romani's elder brother, b.A. Romani, has been employed with 

the China General Omnibus Co for the past several years.

Nothing detrimental is known to this office regarding



I

.r* **7/?. 3 File No,______
% SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................... Station*
REPORT 

Date....ip
Subject (in full)..................... .............................................................................................................................................................

-2-

Made by  ......... .....F orwarded by.................................. ....... .....................................................

^rs V.A* Jtcomani or any member of her family»

JJ» S« 1«

A.»®*

D. G» (Special Branch)



December 20 33*

Consul-General for Italy*

Shanghai*

Sir,

I have the honour to refer to your 

letter No. 2295 dated December 14, 1933, and
If to forward herewith a copy of confidential

report regarding Mrs. Vera A. Ror^ni.

I have the honour be.

Sir, 

four obedient servant,

K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.
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• SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.

Reference Slip from Headquarters.
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To: INSTRUCTIONS:

D. C. (Divns.) 
»• (Crime) 
.. (S.B.) 
„ (A.&T.R.) 
» (J.) 
» (C.) 
» (Specials)

A.C. (Traffic) 
| (Sikhs)

D. O. A. Divn.
n B. „ f
»> c. >» 
„ D. „

Gov. of Gaol 
Personal Assistant 
Quartermaster 
Pay Office 
Central Registrar 
Musketry Officer 
C. C. R.
Legal Dept.
Judicial Police 
Dir. Chinese Studies 
Depot 
Mounted Branch

For disposal 
Furnish data 
Investigate and report 
Note and return 
Report present status 
Submit recommendation 
For further report 
For opinion 
Reply to writer direct 
As instructed 
See me in re: 
Inform Applicant 
Draft Renly 
For necessary action 
Attach file 
For information 
Comment
For verification 
Note and File 
Attach to File

A , V&X- 4

-----------rzzx —

For File

Date.

If/,.

itials

Noted and 
Returned



December 16 38

Consul General for Italy. 
Shanghai.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of 

your letter No.2295 dated December 14, 1956, XVII 

and in reply to inform you that the matter is re- 

celving attention, the results of which will be 

communicated to you in due course.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police



S. B. REGISTRY 
No. S. B. 

Date______ ‘

Pos. A.48

N° 2295
Shanghai, December 14th,1938,XVII

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir,

I should be grateful if you would kindly let 

me have all possible information concerning Mrs. Vera 

Romani, Russian emigrant, previously living at Bubbling 

Well Road N° 1173, House 3 flat 20, who has been employed 

for some time with the local firm " Reuter Brockelmann & 

Co." (452, Kiangse Road).

Thanking you in anticipation,

I have the honour to be,

To the Commissioner of Police

Shanghai Municipal Council ..
Local





Date ----
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G. 55M-1-38

CONFIDENTIAL
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

sa
REPORT

WMimwÄmilS?TL-RfcGiSTRY

No. S, ~
Special B *.açch...... Sttdnan,

Fe^ruarylS

POLICE.

Date

Subject.........league of Chinese and Japanese Youths, China Headquarters

................... inauguraied

Made ................Forwarded by___

39

Under the auspices of Mr. Zung Siu 

Commissioner of the Bureau of Education of the Shanghai

City Government, in conjunction with some Japanese subjects* 

the "League of Chinese and Japanese Youths* China Head

quarters* was inaugurated at a meeting held between 1 pun. 

and 4 p.m. on February, 12, 1939 in the Japanese Primary 

School, North Szechuen Road, which was attended by some 

300 Japanese elementary school children and some 700 

Chinese primary school students from schools in Nantao, 

Pootung and Chapel, At the conclusion of this inaugural 

meeting* the following slogans ( a copy of the printed 

slogans attached ) were shouted i-

1) Spiritual unity for Chinese and Japanese youths!

2) Establish peace in the East Asia!

3) Unity for Chinese and Japanese youths!

4) Chinese and Japanese youths should endeavour to 

cooperate!

5) Solve the distressing problem of unemployment! 

6) Rescue the unemployed population of East Asia!

/7) Exert our combined efforts at mutual existence and 

I mutual prosperity!
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SHANGHAI

_-A£ •■’ ¿P

January 16, 1939« afternoon Translation.

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) »-

m awtJiUMSB wmL..w.cpg±
The 3ino-Japanese Youths* league is formed 

by intelligent youths of China and Japan» Its 
headquarters in Japan is located in Tokyo* while that 
in China is in Shanghai» Similar leagues will be 
established at Hanking» Hankow and Canton*

The officials attached to the headquarters 
in Shanghai are as follows ***

_ Lieu Dah-foh ( Chief of Planning Section.
V Wong Yu-hsu ( »«Chief of Organization Section.

Yu in Lih-fu (ft-i-Ol /* Chief of General Affairs 
Section. »wxv.i

/ An Yang-tsing (Chief of Training Section.
Koo Tien-sung Captain of Youths’ Corp».
Pei Shing-sih 1 Chief of Publicity Section.

S Tang Jjh-aan * Secretary.
Chu Yuan-yu (of Volunteer Corps.
Zau Tien-yonaChief of foreign Affairs 

Section«
The first meeting of the League will he held 

on February 11«



^Dcie__ —..ZZ, <=■£ <?

February 13« 1939. Afternoon Translation.

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) 
dated Jeb, 13*

8H«. TiHAI KEW CHINA YOUTH3* ASSOCIATION

At about 10 a,m, February 11» the Shanghai 
Headquarters of the Sino-Japanese Youths* League held its 
inaugural meeting in its auditorium in Yung Feng Fong 

)» North Szechuen Boad. Amongst those present 
were‘Tokomoto of the Japanese Special Service Department, 
Nagashima, advisor to the Bureau of Social Affairs, and 
students of the Footung Primary School, 

■ After a report was made by Vong Yu-shi 
), who presided, speeches were delivered by 

cn&nese and Japanese officials«
At the olosa, the following slogans were 

shouted»**
•Chinese and Japanese youths, unite.*
•Sstablish peaoe in Vast Asia.*
•Chinese and Japanese youths, co-operate strenuously.*
•Remove all the hardships of the unemployed.*
•Relieve the unemployed in Bast Asia»*

1 
2
3 
4
5

The League was formed through co-operation 
between Chinese and Japanese youths. 

The League has now been renamed the Shanghai 
Bow China Youths* Association

£f». A*.



--F01I8BSHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICt.»^»W U 
Traff ¡.^ Bg^hj

Subject Japanese Military Students Proceeding Through gir4flil murit on ~ 
.. „December 4, 1938.

FM. 2
G. 15000-1*^

REPORT

Made ■ S.H.Holtam

.S

B’Well

Forwarded by.

Sir,

On Sunday, 4th December 1938, the undersigned, accompanied by |

J.P.S»73, S* Katayama were ordered by Inspr. Leslie to be at the

Great Western Road Railway Crossing by 4.30p»m. to escort some

trucks containing Japanese Military Students who wished to

proceed along Settlement Roads to the Garden Bridge. The

Students about 90 in number arrived at the crossing at about

p.m. in three Motor Trucks,but remained on the western side of 

.he crossing while they attempted to repair one of the trucks

which was out of order

While waiting J.P.S»73 accompanied by a Japanese Officer 

the trucks could proceed by way Ofapproached me and asked if

B’Well and tanking Roads

suggested that it would be

I replied that they could, but

quicker if they went by way of Avenue

h, Wei-hai-wei and Foochow Roads. A conversation then took

T&]£e between J.P.S.73 and the Officer, following which the 

informed me that the officer wished to proceed by way of

and Nanking Roads, and I agreed to lead them by this route

about 5.40p»m. having failed to repair the disabled truck 

t^he students crowded into the remaining two trucks and J*P«S»73 

Informed me that they were ready to proceed* I then escorted them

byway of Gt.Western Road, B’Well Road, Nanking Road and The Bund

to the Garden Bridge, arriving there at about 6.05p«m*
The procession travelled in the following order, re myself

and J.P.S.73 in the lead on a Motor Cycle followed by a Baby Aus
tin Motor Car bearing S»D«F»plates and containing 3 officers with i

the two trucks brii^ging up the rear. I did not observe any

untoward incidents while I was escorting them.

A»w. d’raff icJ

Your obedien ant

¡Ornili



 File No................
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Traffic. Branch, ..igpggc
REPORT 38.

Japanese.Milit^y Studenb Proceeding Through Settlement on _.J 

...........December.4,..1^38,..................................  

Made F.S.WO__S.H.Holtam..........forwarded by

Sir,

On Sunday, 4th December 1938, the undersigned, accompanied by 

J.P.S.73, S. Katayama were ordered by Inspr. Leslie to be at the 

Great Western Road Railway Crossing by 4.30p.m. to escort some 

trucks containing Japanese Military Students who wished to 

proceed along Settlement Roads to the Garden Bridge. The 

Students about 90 in number arrived at the crossing at about 

6 p.m. in three Motor Trucks, but remained on the western side of 

the crossing while they attempted to repair one of the trucks 

which was out of order.

While waiting J.P.S.73 accompanied by a Japanese Officer 

approached me and asked if the trucks could proceed by way of 

B*well and Nanking Roads. I replied that they could, but 

suggested that it would be quicker if they went by way of Avenue 

Foch, Wei-hai-wei and Foochow Roads. A conversation then took 

place between J.P.S.73 and the Officer, following which the 

J*P.S. informed me that the officer wished to proceed by way of 

B'Well and Nanking Roads, and I agreed to lead them by this route*

At about 5.40p.m. having failed to repair the disabled truck 

the students crowded into the remaining two trucks and J.P.S.73 

informed me that they were ready to proceed* I then escorted then 
by way of Gt.Western Road, B'Well Road, Nanking Road and The Bundi 

to the Garden Bridge, arriving there at about 6.05p.m.
The procession travelled in the following order, re myself 

and J.P.S.73 in the lead on a Motor Cycle followed by a Baby lus

tin Motor Car bearing S.D.F.plates and containing 3 officers with 

the two trucks bringing up the rear. X did not observe any
1|||B. »Mg I©! k

untoward incidents while I was escorting them.

Your 

A«u* traffic J*
obedient servant, *

r.s.190.
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Ref. No.-q^sA-............

Form A

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,
JDMaadMT .... 193...$*

SUBJECT

The Commissioner presents his compliments to
and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

Subject referred to above

1. of a Police report«
2 Copies of translation» of handbill»«

3.

4.

5.

thj/



8« 1» Special Brame» 

beeemer t» »M.

?w-J<paneM Pnpprti

Xmrlng thè evenlng of nutir d» between 5.40 p«au 
and 7 p«n»» eoplee of four dlfferent klnde ef handbllXe 
«ere dlstrlbuted by Jnnnwi eoldlero fra« two adxitary 
trudke (He. unknown), abile proeeeding Xaet on Banking Read 
and Bubbling well Read near thè follewlng plance •*

(1) Bnbbllng veli Read near Carter Read and 
irne lana (&.40 p«au)

(8) Hanklng Read» aear m Ya China head (5.47 p«e»)
(3) Wfrtng Read near Kftmgee Read (? p«n«)

Two of these haadbllle purpert te amante frm thè *Aala
Yboth laague ( ìy 17) V thè
Xdhla imtltwtlen» aev eltueted et thè fìmer alte of
Mm QMemltr* TI e api a» aad em whleh date net glw 

thè «earee ef erlgla*
dpart bài thè jet Rag amen prapagaeda eentalned 

thereln» em mieh la entltled *da ddrlm te thè dhaapel 
Wathrea» urm* thè Ohi nane te amegate thè axtraderr Iterlallty 

rMbte am enjeyed by thè faipime» and te tate mah thè 

mttteaeam*
Àttamed te thle rapert are feur etfiftm ef thè handblUa |< 

tegHhe» em trenai et1ea>

Owtlfim trae eepr
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Translation of a handbill cntltlod "Back to the Nativa Place".

Tha problem of tea to get beak to your native places

rauet have already entered your thoughts. Your failure to solve 

thio problem would appear to bo the result of false propaganda 

issued by the newspapers. You should know already that the news 

being circulated by the newspapers printed in the settlement is 

not reliable* They «re mouthpieces of the Kuomintang Government» 

and their object is to induce you to become their tool«» All 

the news oontained therein 1« fabricated. The foots which were 

plaoed before you with regard to the fall of Nanking, Hsuohow, 

Hankow and Canton serve as a good illustration and prove that 

those newspaper« supplied the public with false stories in which 

they related victories for the Chinese Force». Any ene with 

caramon sens® must realise now the tricks these newspapers have 

played.

The situation at present ie normal in the inland
cities and the propaganda circulated by the newspapers in eemee 
tian with the activities of guerillas and the atrocities of the 
¿npaness soldiers are all contrary to fasts» Not only the 
Inlent oities enjoy peats, but there is also a sufficient supply 
of provisions, clothe« ent other daily necessities, and at «beep
er pries« than those prevailing in shanghai.

The people living in fiftiasghal «beeid not be hoodwinked
farther by the propaganda fabricated by the Kuenlntang nsaopapern 
Ve por cenali y know of the penserai state la the inland ci ties as 
wo hero just cose fron thooo places. District goversnentei here 
boon established, eonnuaioation has been restored, and spools 
hare bean re-opened - furtheraore, fernere' cooperative aoeietiee 
m in the course of fornati«* and arrangetenta are being nado 
to grant lean« to the nsrehnata in order te enable then to carry 
en th«nr ÌM«noe«

Be prepared Innedlately te return be year lovely «Ml
laagN departed native places■

yp/

Certified; true copy. Asia Tenth M0nt»



Translation of a handbill entitled "Do lot Fear the 
Japanese • but cooperate with then in the Manner 
of righteousness*.

Dear fellow countrymen. 

Despite the removal of the seene 

of hostilities, the people of lew China appear to be 

still reluctant in trusting the Japanese soldiers and 

Japanese merchants. Because of fear, they Maintain an 

obedient attitude, even although in certain oases the 

Japanese are wrong. Such an attitude is deemed incorrect, 

and we should Maintain our self-dignity and work hand in 

hand with the Japanese in the spirit of righteousness. 

The Japanese are our brothers, the only difference between 

us being that they are educated and have excellent 

organising ability. We should repent and change our 

attitude towards then which we previously held. Jr on 

thio date, we should cooperate in the manner of a big 

family - (Bust Asia) • with our sister nation.

Dear fellow countrymen, there is only one way which 

stands before us and that is to be friendly towards 

the Japanese and to keep in close touch with then. 

Xshin Institute.

December 3.

Certified true copy

m/.



Translation of * handbill entitled "An advice to Shanghai 
Brethren*

Dear Brethren, 

It is within our expectations that when this 

handbills reaches you, you will immediately throw it away 

without a perusal, and will further abuse the distributors 

as *traitors" and "swine." But we implore you to keep 

your temper, and spend a few minutes in reading the 

handbill, because it dwells upon the problems which 

immediately affect your.

Dear brethren, we are also the enthusiastic 

youth of China with hot blood in our veins, but our present 

csncsrn is for the welfare of the Chinese Hace. be are by 

no means selfish. We fully realise who our enemies are. 

Do you realise that you are living under the protestion 

of "®hlte People"? Then you must know who our enemies are. 

Who are the people responsible for the present war. Who 

are the people standing by our side with base ideas and 

watching for a chance to obtain privileges out of the war? 

It is true that Japan is fighting for her existence, but 

on the other hand, she is fighting because she cannot 

tolerate seeing the Chinese people who are of the same 

race being exploits ted and oppreeoed by an alien people. 

Ton are still living wader the genuine enemy and at their 

mercy * but do you think that such condition can last long 

which permits a feeling of patriotism in carrying out 

national salvation work? The truth is that the Settlements 

are the places, where national soverlgnty has been lost. 

It io a national hmmilatiom, let os eradicate thio and 

advocate (1) the Great Asia Munro Doctrine (1) the abrogation 

of extraterritoriality, and (>) rendition of Settlements.

,1MB
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
SHmWMCBl POLICE

S. B. REGISTRY

Subject.

3.1, 
REPORT

Special

-3&-. ■ zp
Pro-Japanese Propaganda

\ldds by...♦....Ji1 i.engmBMM Forwwded

During the evening of December 4, between 5.40 p.m.

and 7 p.m., copies of four different kinds of handbills

were distributed by Japanese soldiers from two military 

trucks (So. unknown), while proceeding East on Nanking Road 

and Bubbling Well Road near the following places l-

(1) Bubbling Well Road near Garter Road and 
Love Lane (5.40 p.m.)

(2) Nanking Road, near Yu Ya Ching Road (5.47 p.m.)

(3) linking Road near Kiangse Road (7 p.m.).

Two of these handbills purport to emanate from the "Asia 

Youth League (),* one from the 
X 
Ishin Institution, now situated at the former site of 

/<«£■ <()• 
Futan University, Kiangwan, and one which does not give 

the source of origin.

Apart from the pro-japanese propaganda contained 

therein, one which is entitled *An Advice to the Shanghai 

Brethren* urges the Chinese to abrogate the extraterritoriality I 

rights now enjoyed by the foreigners, and to take back the 

Settlements.

Attached to this report are four copies of the



FORM NO. 3 
G. I0M-10-38

Subject (in full).

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT 
pro-Japanese Handbills thrown by

Jfl.sc
POLICE.

Date 
Japan«»

a I./Truck«

Made by.
¡h 8« plewes* „ ...

............. ...........-.......................Forwarded by............................................................................. -.....................«........

At 6 p»m. 4» 12-38 s»l« Salt brought to the station 23 

handbills of a Pro»Japanese and Anti»Nationalist Government 

nature which he had picked up on Nanking Road near Yu Ya 

Ching Road at 5.47 p.m. 4» 12«38«

S«i. salt states that the hand-bills were thrown by 

Japanese soldi ere (about 15 in number) from a S«D»y« motor 

truck travelling 1 - w along Nanking Road,
This was also witnessed by 3«I* ifcHi ips who^off duty 

in plain clothes«

Special Branch informed«



F. 439 INST. 12-31. 
1000-3-38

?
rise. 925/38.

Report sent with...................... .?®...........................pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to
Special Branch.

Where found I Banking Hoad near I Time found 5 47 n.m,. Date
Yu va ûhii» Road. 1____________4-A—de

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Main thoroughfare

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed? 
(If known).

Thrown by Japanese soldiers 
from a military truck No. un*

■ ¡¿ftOW»______________ __
Nature of Document.

k ¿^(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Pro-Japanese and Anti-National 
Government.

•sen

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) *•

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? «■»«»

Date.........JDTO...4th< 1938.

' Signed.l.&T«

V for C. I. etc, i/c......................... Station.



1000-2-33.
Eise. 120«/38 C.

Report sent with_________ __________ _______ ...pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to
Special Branch.

Where found hanking near KiangS^Time found 7p.m. r Date 4/12/38-------- ..... — ,
Character of place wh$re found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood)*

business•

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

busy thoroughfare*

How distributed ? 
(If known). Distributed, by passing m/cars.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). bro-Japanese and Anti-Chinese 

pAvepn m on ----------------------- ---- —
Arrests or not, if so how many ? Nil.

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?
A 

... ......... ..



39 INST. 12-31 
1000-3-38

Mise. No. 57fi/38

Report sent with.. 
Special Branch.

Two pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

Where found Babbling Well Road ! Time found 
nearLom_ !__ _ ______

6,40p.m^ i)ate 12-38

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Re spec table.

Thrown from two Japanese 
military trucks proceeding west 

~ to Roali_
Pro* Japanese and Antl«matl<ma* 
list Government*

r

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? j

4-12-38

Nil

S.Ï.24»
Station.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie 
mill worker etc.)

Date.



Translation of a handbill entitled “The Road to Peace*

CXir families are separated by war. War gives 

us unemployment. We have tolerated the sufferings 

caused by the war long enough - now we expect peace.

Let us shout :

“By overthrowing the Communist Party 

we can live in peace.“

*By supporting the new regime China can 

live in brightness.“

“Long live New China.*

“Long live peace in East Asia.*





Translation of a handbill entitled “Back to the
Jfetive Place*

The problem of how to get back to your native 

places must have already entered your thoughts. Your 

failure to solve this problem would appear to be the 

result of false propaganda issued by the newspapers. 

You should know already that the news being circulated 

by the newspapers printed in the Settlement is not 

reliable. They are mouthpieces of the Kuomintang 

Government, and their object is to induce you to become 

their tools. All the news contained therein is fabricated. 

The facts which were placed before you with re|£ard to the 

fall of Nanking, Hsuchow, Hankow and Canton serve as a 

good illustration and prove that those newspapers supplied 

the public with false stories in which they related 

victories for the Chinese forces. Any one with common 

sense must realize now the tricks these newspapers have 

played.

The situation at present is normal in the inland 

cities and the propaganda circulated by the newspapers in 

connection with the activities of guerillas and the 

atrocities of the Japanese soldiers are all contrary to 

facts. Not only the inland cities enjoy peace, but there 

is also a sufficient supply of provisions, clothes and 

other daily necessities, and at cheaper prices than those 

prevailing in Shanghai.

The people living in Shanghai should .iot be 

hoodwinked further by the propaganda fabricated by the 

Kuomintang newspapers, ife personally know of the peaceful 

state in the inland cities as we have just come from those 

places. District governments have been established, 

communication has been restored, and schools have been 

re-opened - furthermore, farmers' cooperative societies 



2

are in the course of formation and arrangements are 

being made to grant loans to the merchants in order 

to enable them to carry on their business.

Be prepared immediately to ■'•turn to your lovely 

and long-departed native places.

Asia Youth League,

December 3«
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Translation of a handbill entitled “Do Not Feat the 
Japanese - but cooperate with them in the manner 
of righteousness" 

• • • • •

Dear fellow countrymen,

Despite the removal of the scene 

of hostilities, the people of New China appear to be 

still reluctant in trusting the Japanese soldiers and 

Japanese merchants. Because of fear, they maintain an 

obedient attitude»even although in certain cases the 

Japanese are wrong. Such an attitude is deemed incorrect, 

and we should maintain our self-dignity and work hand in 

hand with the Japanese in the spirit of righteousness. 

The Japanese are our brothers, the only difference between 

us being that they are educated and have excellent 

organizing ability. We should repent and change our 

attitude towards them which we previously held. From 

this date, we should cooperate in the manner of a big 

family - (Fast Asia) - with our sister nation. 

Dear fellow countrymen, there is only one way which 

stands before us and that is to be friendly towards 

the Japanese and to keep in close touch with them.

I shin Institute

December 3

|.
1
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Translation of a handbill entitled "An advice to 
Shanghai Brethren* 

• . • • • •

Dear Brethren,

It is within our expectations that when this 

handbills reaches you, you will immediately throw it away 

without a perusal, and will further abuse the distributors 

as "traitors* and "swine." But we implore jtoui to keep 

your temper, and spend a few minutes in reading the 

handbill, because it dwells upon the problems which 

immediately affect your.

De\r brethren, we are also the enthusiastic 

youth of China with hot blood in our veins, but our present 

concern is for the welfare of the Chinese Race. We are by 

no means selfish. We fully realize who our enemies are. 

Do you realise that you are living under the protection 

of "White People*? Then you must know who our enemies are. 

Who are the people responsible for the present war. Who 

are the people standing by our side with base ideas and 

watching for a chance to obtain privileges out of the war? 

It is true that japan is fighting for her existence,’ but 

on the other hand, she is fighting because she cannot 

tolerate seeing the Chinese people who are of the same 

race being exploitated and oppressed by an alien people. 

You are still living under the genuine enemy and at their 

mercy • but do you think that such condition can last long 

which permits a feeling of patriotism in carrying out 

national salvation work? The truth is that' the Settlements 

are the places, where national soverignty has been lost. 

It is a national humilation. let us eradicate this and 

advocate (1) the Great Asia Munro Doctrine (2) the abrogation 

of extraterritoriality, and (3) rendition of Settlements.

Asia Youth League.

December 3
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8« 1» Special RPaaeh* 
Dooeuber 8» im.

ire^rnpaaeso propaganda

During the evening of Wrtxrr 4» between 5*40 p.m« 

ant 7 p*n*t copies of four different kinds of handbills 
wore distributed by .Tspamoo soldiers ike* two Military 

trucks (So* unknown)» while proceeding Bast on Banking Road 

and Bobbling well Road near the following places a*
(1) Babbling well Road near Carter Road and 

love lane (8*40 p*n*)
(•) Basking Stale «sag Ttt Ta Obing Road (8*47 p*n*)
(>) Sukiag Read g^p Xteagso Road (7 p»n*)

Two of those handbills purport to «abate fro* the "Asia 
Teeth Magee ( bP ¿5 4- ths

Xshia Institution* now situated at the fewer site of 
Maa University* Tlangwaa* and one which does not give 

the source erigia*
Apart froa ths pwlbpe—so propaganda contained 

theroin» one which io entitled "An Advice to the fhangiai 
Brethren* urges the Chinese to abrogate the eatratoswl tor lull ty 

riShta now enjoyed by the fosiasare» and to take book the

Attaehed to this ago four ?Wies of the handbills 

together o4K.;.tMaoMlea*

0«Mfli,|M ew .



Trace11 tea of a handbill entitled *«* Read to Peace»

Our faalliea are separated by war» war gires 

ua unowploynd • we hare tolerated the »ufferinge 

caused fegr the «er lang enough • nee we expect peace»

let ue about i

• W overthrowing the 'll—unte* Party 

we caa ||m in posee» *

* W auppertlng the new regine ahina esa 

Uwe in hrightoMs»«

• Mg Uwe Mw atetan»»
«1MB recM'lii Mat Ma»«

MMtMt true Mgr



Yranslatlc« of * handbill anti tied "Pm* to the Motive Maoef>. 
«■frwaaOb *• ■*' 0» «*«• Oh Hi woo ■* mm mmwcmmw'*«)

The problem of how to get back to your native places 

mat have «already entered your thoughts. Your failure to solvo 

thio problem would appear to bo the result of false w®w«®do 
issued by the newspapers, You should know already that the new 

being circulated by the newspapers printed in the sottlment io 

not reliable. They are aouthpieoes of the Lucmlnteag Govermenth 

and their object is to indues you to beeame their taels* All 

the now® contained therein is fabricated. The fasts which wore 

placed before you with regard to the fan of NiMBrtnt, Boucher, 

iJaktawr and canton serve as a good illustration and prove that 
those newspapers supplied ths public with false stories in which, 
they related viatorioo for the Chinese Forces. w one with 

soman sense must realise nos the tricks these newspapers have 

played..

ihe situation d present is noraal m the Inland 
oitiea and the prn pagan it oireulatod by the aowpepero in e—naa 
t&an with ths nativities st guriilas and ths atroeitios of the 
IbgMMSo osldiers era an ecMw to taata« »st only the 
111 sni titles en|sr pesso» but there is al«o a sstCtetssl supply 
of pravistsns» clothes sad other dally sea—attics, and at «heap 

sr priaas than these prevaUing tn Maghat»
»• gaople living in mnghal Mild not Is hoodwlnlrod 

fwrttwr hr ttn vM*a*g**s* figscdasAaA tar the xnanlntana nswawoann 

wo par—ally hnsv of tho ponsaM state is ths ini rd Mttss as 
w have Just ease fr«a thnae places । Mstviet govermants bars 
been established» as—ntaatlag has been restorod» and aehoals 
hare boon ro epened • ftirthertwa, fomare* oeepamUva aociotist 
are in tho eonrso of formation and «rrungimenbe are being nsln 
to grant loons to the marahants tn eater to enable UN* to tarty

W praparwd imatiatsly to return to your lovely and



Translation of a handbill entitied *Do Vat tear the 
Japanese • but cooperate with them in the manner 
of righteousness*.

Dear fellow countrymen,, 

Despite the removal of the scene 

of hostilities, the people of' Mew China appear to be 

•till reluctant in trusting the Japanese soldiers and 

Japanese merchants. Because of fear» they maintain an 

obedient attitude, seen although in certain oases the 

Japanese are wrung. Such an attitude is deemed incorrect, 

and we should maintain our self-dignity and work hand in 

hand with the Japanese in the spirit of righteousness. 

The Japanese are our brothers, the only difference between 

us being that they are educated and have excellent 

organising ability, Me should repent and change mar 

attitude towards them which we previously held, from 

this date, we should cooperate in the manner of a big 

family * (Meet Asia) * with our sister nation.

Dear follow countryman, there is only one way which 

stands before us and that la to be friendly towards 

the Japanese and to keep in close touch with than.

Ishin lactltote. 

xmoenbearWiB

Certified true copy



Translation of a handbill entitled "An advice to Shanghai 
Brethren"

Dear Brethren, 

It is within our expeatations that when this 

handbills reaches you, you will immediately throw it away 

without a perusal, and will further abuse the distributors 

as "traitors" and "swine." But we implore you to keep 

your temper, and spend a few minutes in reading the 

handbill, because it dwells upon the problems which 

immediately affect your.

Dear brethren, we are also the enthusiastic 

youth of China with hot blood in our veins, but our present 

concern is for the welfare of the Chinese Dace. We are by 

no means selfish. We fully realise who our enemies are. 

Do you realise that you are living under the protection 

of "White People"? Then you nest taunt who our enemies are. 

Who are the people responsible for the present war. Who 

are the people standing by our side with bane ideas and 

watching for a chance to obtain privileges out of the war? 

it is true that Japan is fighting for her existence, but 

on the other hand, she is fighting because she cannot 

tolerate seeing the Chinese people who are of the same 

race being exploitated and oppressed by an alien people. 

Tow are still living under the genuine enemy and at their 

mercy • but do you think that such condition can last long 

which permits a feeling of patriotism in carrying out 
national salvation work? The truth is that the Settlements 

are the places, where national severignty has been lest. 
It io a national huailotion. Let us eradicate this and 

advocate (1) the Great Asia Munro Doctrine (2) the abrogation 

of wrtnterritoriality. (3) rendition of Settlements.
Asia Youth League.

December S.
Certified true copy



8« 1» Special

SoeetiM 5* M8*

>to»IapanoM Propaganda

During th« evening of Dooember 4* between 5.40 p.m. 

and t p*n** oopies of four different kinds of handbills 
wore distributed by Japanese soldiers fro« two nilitary 

trudks (SO. unknown)» while proceeding Bast on Masking Road 

and Bubbling Weil Road near the following places tv
(1) Bubbling well Road near Oerter Road and 

J9*b leno (8*40 >•*•)
(•) leaking Bead* near TU Ta Obing Read (4.47 p*n*)

(B> Rent||b* MUM Md (f p«n*)
Twa of these Mtibdlle purport to enansto from the * Asia 
Youth league ( \ y Jf- (T) >»* ••• Mn the

Ishin institution* new situated at the ferner site of
Yutan University* Tfangeun» and one which dees net giro 
the source of origin»

Apart fron the pro* Japanese propaganda contained 
therein* one whisk is entitled "An Atwiee to the Shanghai 
Brethren* urges the Ohl woes to abrogate the entratorritoriality 
rights now enjepod by the foreigners* and to take back the

Attached to thia report are feur oopiee of the handbills | 
togoMr wMfbswaelction ।

Gert ifiod true copy
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FOftM NO. 3 »
G. 40M-1^B File ---- -

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICED
Section 1, Speel al Syancfo.j^O^

REPORT ' lDate. Degemoer/lb, I9 30.

Subject (injull) meeting held by Russian community at the deman School 

11-12-38*

Made ¿y...™ ........... ...Forwarded by.....

on

between 8 p.m. and 10.30 p.m. on December 11 a meeting 

vias held by the liussian community in the Kaiser Jilhelm Schule, 

1 ureat Western Koad, to mark the 950th year of adoption of the 

Christian faith by bussia. bishop John of Shanghai presided.

i'he previously announced programme of the meeting wag

strictly adhered to, and all speeches were non-political in cha?

rac ter

i'he function was attended by about 500 persons

I

( Special Branch)
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PaayHCfl, BnaAWMipe, AepmaBM Pyccaia npocBtraren»!

nPorp aiïtMa
TOp«ecT>eHHaro B/lAflHMIPCKArO fOGH/IERHAÍO 3AC%AAHIR 
Bt naiwaTb 950—TantTia Kpeuieala Pyca ci KoaueprauMbi Bwcrynne- 
HiflMH coeAHHeHHMXi» nepaoBauxi» xopoBb r. UJaHxaa noAb ynpaB/ie- 
H¡esn> codopaaro pe reara M. A. LUynaaoBCKaro bi BOCKPECEHbE, 
11 Aeaaßpa, 1938 r. ci> 8—mh «iac. Bea. bt> hobomi> 3Aanìa 
HfeMEUKOft LUKO/Ibl Ha PpiHTb BecTepm. poA, Ns 1. Bxoai» 

cboöoahhü.
1. XOPT>: U a pio HeôecHbiü...

' Tponapb CB. BnaroBtpa. Benna. Hanaro BnaAHuipy, 
Mcnoaaa ari-Accnora.
Ko/ib cnaBeHi. raniHb.

2. BcTynHTenbHoe caobo Enacaona I0AHHA tUaaxaftcNaro.
«Cbhtgm BAaAHMlpi—Kpacaoe Con a bi lu k o Sema a Pyccaoa».

3. X0P*b: raNHi es. Bea. Kaasio BnaAWMipy... Mysbiaa 
rnasaaa.

4. AonnaAt Ä*Pa A-KA3AKQBA — «BnaAaalpt csaTOÄ a 
CBflTafl Pycb».

5. XOP"b: Ebi/iaaa o Haast BaaAamipt.
Bo lopAaat ptat... «ysbiaa Ctposa a3b onepbi «PoratAa.»

6. Aomw> caeiu. M. MEAB^AEBA. «UepHOBHO-acTopaaecHaa 
M accia Pyçcaaro aapoAa».

Ï. XOP1>: 3a3ApaBHaa.
EbiJiHHKa. My3. HacTaßbCKaro.

8. Aca/taAi ApXlenMcKona HECTOPA. . «CoBpeMeaaoe cocroa- 
H ie Pyccaaro n pasoenaBHoa UepuBa».

9. XOP*b: XsaneöHaa ntcab ob, óJiàrpetpu.

; Saantoneaie «A°®t°hho ecTb...* , ,

Ben. Haa3K>

BctPyccRiemoAanparnaujaroTcaHacie HCTopHáecKoesHaMeaaTenbHoe ; 
lOBUilEKHOE 3ACMAHIE, BX0Al» CmOAHblä.

M3Aaab wóHneüHbiií xyAOwecTBeHHbiii CBOPHUKL «CBflTAfl pyCb».
Okojio 209 crp., ca unnipoTprfuiaiiii. tftaa 1 am. 50 u.

MhcthÜ àoxoaì ori cóopHaaa nocrynaeri aa noapurie pacxóAOBi»



Kussian Emigrants Committee

Shanghai,7th December, 1938.

Jubilee Meeting of St. Vladimir the Baptist 

of Russia, which will take place at the Kaiser Wilhelm 

Schule I, Great Western Road, on 11th December, 1938, 

from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.

The following speeches will be delivered

1. Bishop John of Shanghai : "IThe Significance of St. 

Vladimir for Russia*.

2. Doctor D. Kasakoff : *st. Vladimir and the Holy Russia*.

3. Priest M. Medvedeff : "The Historic Mission of the 

Russian People".

4. Archbishop Nestor of India ; "The Present State of 

the Russian Orthodox Church".

Besides the above several religious hymns 

will be sung. The meeting will be attended by 500-600 

persons.

(Sd) Ch. Metzler

Chairman.



D. C. Special Branch.

to D. C. (Bivisions)
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CH. METZLER



PyCCKlft 9MHrPAHTCKlR KOMHTETli»«**6™HWlPj o<
No. S. BRUSSIAN EMIGRANTS’ COMMITTEE

ICE

HOUSE NO. 1.

118. MOULMEIN

TEL. 36913.

ROAD Shanghai,

Jubilee Meeting of St. Vladimir the Baptist of Russia »

which will take place at the Kaiser Wilhelm Schule I, Great

Western Road on Ilth D

The following speeches will be delivered:

I) Bishop John of Shanghai ” The signification of 

St.Vladimir for Russia "

2) Doctor D.Kasakoff ” St.Vladimir and the Holy Russia1'

3) Priest M. Medvedeff " The Historic mission of the 

Russian people "

4) Archbishop Nestor of India " The present state of 

the Russian Orthodox Church ".

Besides the above several Religious hymns will be sung.

The Meeting will be attended by 500-600 persons .
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Copy of F® I.R. 326/39
Hong^ev, 

9/5/&/e£<

For aided toy if lotion 

ir,
At 12 noon 9/5/39. one named J*L»urenew. Ceylonese, 

residing 16S 1roadway (Chinese shop nd d Wiling house) come 
to the e atlon and reported larceny of *,55.00 from his room.

Th® oomjlrlnant suspects that money had been taken by 
one named Corbin. known by r.lok nene "Dick'’ British, age about 
25, height about* G* 1”, blond hair brushed back, wearing 4 rk 
brown woollen puit, no hat* he co’iplelnent ate ted that he Is 
merchant by profession end arrived to hen^hal about 5 months ago

During Ms stay in hanghal he frequented the Navy Y.D.C.A« 
on ^zechuen oad ..here on or about 10/4/39, he met Corbin* ■ »in©® 
that tins they a®t e ch other ne rly everyday «nd on several 
00 azlons the complainant helped Corbin with money to the total 
amount of 025*00.

In th© evening of 8/5/39, the complainant took Corbin to 
th® Russian restaurant an Range nosd for dinner end during 
conversation diaoove ad that Corbin h 4 no place to sleep* The 
oonplalnant offered to Corbin shelter in hi® room to «hleh Corbin 
agreed end they vent to 185 : roadway* . efore retiring to beds, 

Be ooaplalnnnt had rnentloned to Corbin th t there wo® a sum of 
#55*00 in his jacket pocket*

At about 8.30 s*m. dthe following day the ooiaplalnmt woke 
up and saw 0orbin drescod and ready to go out* ho complainant 
fisked Corbin to wai"t for him on which later said hat he was 
c.olng to Navy t’. .c«a. where he will wait for him (complainant).

About oho hc&r later the eonplalntmt on examining hie 
ookats, discovered that the racney had disappeared* He went to 
the Navy T.' .C.A« but Corbin was not there* ch® complainant’s 
room is secured with a ”Yalew lock and there ;as no pos iblllty 
for anyone ©Ise to ®nter ths room during the night snd steal tiw money.

Intention of th© eaeiplalnaBt by reporting the matter la to 
recover his money , but h® definitely refuse to roceed with 
a charge against Corbin*

The oa&e respectfully forwaidcd for classifl©©tlon



memo
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Made by P_____________ __ F orvcarded by....  - ---—

Joseph Andrew Lawrence', applicant for employment 

With the Shanghai Municipal Council, was horn in Kandy, 

Ceylon, on March 10th, 1897. His father Martin Lawrence, 

a Portuguese of British nationality, was an engineer in the 

employ of the Ceylon Government Railways. His mother 

Bridget Gerryn, was horn in the Netherlands»

Lawrence was educated at St. Benedicts College 

in Kandy where he was successful in passing the junior and 

senior Cambridge examinations»

In 1914 he obtained a three year contract with 

Messrs Harrisons & Crossfield, a firm of tea. merchants in 

Ceylon and was appointed private secretary to Mr. J.F. 

Darby, the former proprietor of their recently purchased 

subsidiary concern of Darby & Co., General Merchants of 

Sandakanin British North Borneo. During his employment 

in this capacity, Lavzrence became proficient in shorthand, 

typewriting, accountancy, de-coding and general office 

routine•

Pollowing the expiration of his contract with 

Harrisons and Croosfields, Lawrence proceeded to Hongkong 

where, in 1920, he obtained an appointment as private sec

retary to Sir John Jameson then British Consul-General 

in Shameen which post he lost about five months later 

when a Mr. Wallace returned from leave.

Lawrence then came to Shanghai where he became 

associated with Edward E^ra and other Jewish members of the 

Stock Exchange. By means of foward Sterling purchases 

and stock gambling in general, he quickly amassed a fortune

1. A



___fm. 2___ \ 4 t File No.............

of ?600,000>

He invested the wh.le of this sum in diamonds which 

he then smur'-'led into Jr pan in anticipation/realising 

about a million Yen on their sale. The Tokyo earthquake 

of September 29th, 1923 occurred during his absence from 

his hotel which was completely destroyed and thereafter 

no trace of the diamonds, which had been concealed in his 

baggage, could be found.

Thereafter Lawrence established an agency for various 

types of machinery forwarded to him on a consignment basis 

by British, Swiss and German firms including Alfred Herbert 

Ltd. of Coventry and Joseph Peterman of Berne. In order 

to facilitate reconstruction after the 1923 earthquake, 

certain types of machinery were admitted free of duty and 

during the next two years Lawrence turned over about 

Yen 1^500,000.00 on a 10% commission basis.

Representing the same firmshe next spent seven years 

travelling in Europe and the South Seas. In 1932 he 

proceeded to Manchukuo and took up residence at 27 Hoshegaura, 

Dairen, where he continued to represent the aforementioned 

firms of machinery manufactures.

His business prospered until 1936 when the Japanese 

authorities introduced the Exchange Control Law whereby 

each individual foreign concern is permitted to purchase 

foreign exchange to the value of not more than Yen 1,0 00 

per month. At the same time the Import Control Law was 

brought into effect whereby the direct importation of foreign 

manufactured goods (except Japanese) is not allowed without

G ’5000-1 38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............ ..... Station,
REPORT
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Made by. Forwarded by.

the written permission of the Manchukuo Civil Administration 

which usually entailed a delay of three to five weeks.

In consequence of the foregoing and other aggravating 

restrictions enforced hy the Menchukuo Authorities, 

foreign concerns have been forced out of business and at 

the present time only three or four shipping firms remain 

operating in Dairen. Conditions were such that by 1938 

Lawrence’s business failed and he was rendered penniless.

In June he proceeded to Peking where he made a 

detailed report to the British Embassy regarding conditions 

in Manchukuo. Through Ca.pt. Hill of the British Embassy 

he endeavoured to secure an appointment as Japanese 

interpreter to the British Consulate in Hongkong but his 

application was refused when the British Authorities learned 

that he is a friend of Mr. George • Goldman, Editor of 

the Peking Chronicle for whom he had had written an article 

regarding Soviet troop movements on the Manchukuo Border.

Lawrence was subsequently approached by Gen. Hiraoka, 

Commander in Chief of the Japanese Forces in North China 

who offered him a post with the Japanese Army at a salary 

of $500.00 per month plus expenses. It was explained to 

Lawrence that his duties would consist of carrying out 

espionage among foreign firms in North China and furnishing 

general information regarding their future policies. Owing 

to the unsavoury nature of the work Lawrence declined the 

appointment.

He subsequently obtained a position with the Sino- 

British Coal Mines at a salary of $300.00 per month plus
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allowance but the J-p-nese authorities refused to grant 

him a visa to proceed to the mines in Mendokuo.

His subsequent efforts to obtain employment 

proved unsuccessful and he decided to prceed to Shanghai 

where he arrived a few dr’ys O'"O.

Lawrence speaks fluent English, Japanese, Malayan, 

Hindustani, Tamil and Cingalese and has a good knowledge of 

Chinese (northern dialect).

The applicant is married; his wife resides in 

Ceylon with their son and d^u^hter sixteen and fourteen 

respectively.

The foregoing to rti cu V re are based entirely on 

information supplied by Lawrence who, apart from a letter 

from Capt. Hill which contains reference to his good 

character, failed to produce any documentary evidence in 

support of his statements.

He is in possession of British passport Ko. 367 

issued in Tokyo which expires on December 13, 1940.

D. S.

D.C.(Special Branch)

Br>)
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DEC 21 1989

NOJtTH-CHlNA DAH'.V

MOB
We take pleasure to announce that as from 

3> 1940>
MR. F. W.

will be in charge of our sales end service 
departments.

ifc MAJEanctM^ii^T-^W
; , K C, (WL^Beaeral Managt
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The "Universal Cultural Assoc.

Made ............................... Forwarded ¿y....P.?.i.î............... -■--•"'"0^

Information has been obtained that a new body

known as the "Universal Cultural Association* is being

operated by a Korean subject named Lee» in Room 409, Bank

of East Asia Building, 299 Szechuen Road. The activities 
- — **

of this organization are alleged to be similar to those

detailed particulars are unavailable Attached

herewith is a translation of the regulations of this

Association

8p. Br.)

of the former Huang Dao Association in Shanghai, but

» 'S. J-

P. A. to 01 G. (8p. ArJ

D.C. (Special Branch)

ft D. G-



Regulations of the "Universal Calturai Association'

CHAPTER I

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1: This Association is established in accordance
with the provisions embodied in the Constitution 
of the Universal Cultural Association for the 
final consummation of the following three 
general outlines, viz*

a) Attainment of Universalism;

b) Promotion of international harmony; and

c) Social welfare through Reformation.

Article 2: For the carrying out of the three general
outlines stipulated under the preceding 
article, a procedure in the following order 
shall be followed :

a) The reconstruction of a new Shanghai, 

b) The reconstruction of a new China, 

c) The reconstruction of a new Asia, and 

d) The reconstruction of a new world.

Article 3: All those whose aspirations are in accord with
the spirit of the programmes as expressed in 
the preceding articles, are eligible as members 
of this Association, irrespective of nationality 
or sex. The first 3,000 members will be made 
permanent members and will be given special 
privileges.

Article 4i This association is established in Shanghai.

CHAPTER II

organization

Article 5t The internal organization of the Association 
consists of

a) Executive Department, which shall be 
responsible for the general affairs, 
organization and propaganda etc.;

b) Lecture and Research Department, which shall 
be responsible for affairs relative to 
domestic affairs, foreign relations,education, 
jnilitary training, communications, finames, 
production, industry and commerce, etc.

Article 6» Fifteen executives shall be elected to serve
in the Executive Department by members of the 
Association. Those elected will hold their 
respective offices as follows t
a) One Chief Executive;
bi One deputy Chief Executive;
cj Three Chiefs of Bureaux; and
d) Ten sectional chiefs.
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Article 7t A number of directors and lecturers will be 
appointed by the Executive Department of the 
Association to serve in the Lecture and 
Research Department. Their appointments will 
be as follows :

a) One Director General;
b) Eight Directors;
c) One Director of Lecturers and
d) From eight to sixty-four lecturers.

CHAPTER III

MEETINGS

Article 8: Meetings of the Association are classified 
in six categories as follows :

a) Meetings of the Executives, which are held 
twice monthly.

b) Meetings of Directors which are held twice 
monthly.

c) Meetings of Lecturers which are held twice 
monthly.

d) Joint meetings of Executives, Directors and 
Lecturers, which are held once every month.

e) General Meetings of members, which are held 
. annually.

f) Emergency Meetings.

No resolutions at any of the above meetings 
will be passed without the approval of one 
half of the members attending.

CHAPTER IV

EXPENSES
Article 9> All expenses of the Association shall be a charge 

on the following receipts :

a) Annual contributions by members.

b) Monthly contributions by members,

c) Emergency contributions by members and

d) Subsidies and grants from official organs 
and/or private institutions.

Article 10i Regulations governing contributions by members 
and regulations concerning receipts and 
expenditure will be drawn up separately by 
the Association.



CHAPTER V

SUPPLEMENTARY provisions

Article lit All appointments of personnel and details 
of programmes shall be decided at meetings 
of Executives of the Association.

Article 12t These regulations are subject to amendment 
when necessary at the General Meetings of 
Members.
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brhnoiiio htcuz 'Inmirn | 
BeRciiiis

3aBTpa, BO BTODHHK 10'FO ACKaGpfl, B IfOM'blUeHiH 
HsflaTexbCTBa «flAJIbHEBOCTOMHOE BPEMJb
(409, Mct CwBapA poa) HMteT CbiTB coGpawle AAA 
oticyMAeHlA Bonpoca o B03cTaH0BneHlH Ata- 
TBAbHOCTM 2-ro 06 mecTBeHwaro CotipaHlA. 
Bc%X pyeCKHX BMMrpaHTOB, COCTOflBIUHX nxenaMH

, BTOFo coCpaniH, a Taxxce h t%x, kto xtexaeT coctohtb 
B hcm, npoCHT nPHBHTb k yKaaaHHOMy BpeMeHH 

no yKaaaHHOMy aApecy.^

JUCEMBSR 91940.4».

Translation

FOR ATTENTION OF RUSSIaN MtlGRAHTS RSSIDIW

IN WAYSIDR DISTRICT 
--------------------------------

To-morrow,Tuesday,December 10 a meeting will be 
' ■ ■ .;

held in the premises of the “Far Eastern Times* Publish

ing Company,409 ^ast Seward Road,to djaauss the question 

of the resumption of the activities of the SECOND RUSSIAN 

CLUB. All Russian emigrants who were members of this 

Club,as well as all those who wish to become member; of 

the club,are requested to attend at the above stated time 

and address.

D.S.I.



S. B. REGISTRY

rW&RSfi A y»—»
Vo ice Publish- i 
bdltoi* — 'Jir. a?

translation from Russian weekly newspape 
February 19,1939. Published by the "Ruesi 
ing Go.-, 211 Yangtszenoo Road. ResponsiC 
Antonoff ( A.'H-.-^ourin ).__________________1

Upon the initiative of the "Russian Voice" private 

assemblies of members of the Second Russian Club and their 

guests will be held every Thursday in the new premises of the 

club, 211 Yangtszepoo Road,for the purpose of studying all 

questions in any way affecting Russian emigrants.

The programme of the first assembly »which will be 

held on February 23, is as follows:-

1. Present situation on the anti-communist and anti
Comintern front.

2. Anti-communist forces of Russian emigrants ( a re
view of activities of political parties and groups, 
Russian National Front ).

3. Position of Russian emigrants in harbin, Tientsin 
and Shanghai.

as a rule ,all addresses delivered during the course 

of these assemblies must not be read from previously prepared 

papers ( training in the art of public speaking ).

The bar of the club will be open during these fun

ctions ( tea, coffee,beer and soft drinks ).

For all information regarding these assemblies please 

apply to Ur. P.a. Savintseff»Instructor, and Ur. a.a. Fourj_n> 

Chairman of the Committee of the Club,

Beginning at 8 p.m.

Transiator*s note? The Second Russian Club was formerly located 
at 81 Chusan Road. It was temporarily closed 

on 22-1-39 and reopened at the new address on 
18-2-39.
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VOlUd»11,January 22,1939

r?eopraHH3aiiia 2 PyccKaro OfimeciB. 
GotipaHlii.

BcJi'bacTBie peopraHHsauin h nepeso* 
Aa b hobos noMtmcHie, 2-oe PyccKoe 
OdmecTReHHoe CoGpanie, 81 Hycan po/u 
BpeyeHHo saitpHTo. r. r. queues CoGpams 
npocflT BHecTH cboh b3Hocm xosfluny coGpa* 
Hi fl B. JI. KjieMeHTbeBy.

^ORGANIZATION Qi? TH1S &SCOND KUSS1AM CLUB

In view of the reorganization and removal to another pre

mises the becond Russian Club, 81 Ghusan Hoad,has been 

temporarily. closed. Members of the club are requested 

to pay their membership fees to Mr. V.L. Klementieff, 

the Steward of the club.

D. Se I
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between 7.30 p.m and 10 p.m. on 6-12-38 a public lec 

ture entitled " Impressions of my trip to Europe and India 

and of my meetings with members of the homanoff Imperial 

house" was held by Archbishop .Nestor in the premises of the 

second Kussian Club,81 Chusan Hoad. About 100 persons at

tended.

i'he lecture was entirely free from any political ele 

raents.

Special branchJ



Shanghai ¿aria",-December 6,1938

Z-GE W((KBE OBBEITBEBME
cobK

81, Mycan Poa.

CeroAHH bo BiopHMK 6-ro AtKafipa b 7.30 Bcnepa

COCTOHTCfl

J1EKU1H »PXIEHHGK0I1» HECTOP*

„0 BneiflMUlH no ooîJWrt b Eipony
i o mh3hh uibhob Homo pomoboihx"

BXOA BESnnATHblR.

i_ . T_ _ _ ™J
"Siovo11, December 6,1938

MBME WttRBE OBUIECTBEHHOE 
CBBPflHIE.

81, ^ycaa - po«.

CeroAHH, c 7.30 Benepa, coctobtch jieKijia

APXIEHHCmA BECTOPI
„BcTpina b IJapcTBeHHMMn OcoôaMH n Bnewai- 

sia ot nyremecTBis b Espony n Hh#»**
• Bxoa jfjia scix cboôoahmô.

SECOND BUSSJLO CLUB

81 Chusan Koad

Commencing at 7.30 p.m. to-day,Tuesday De

cember 6,1938, Archbishop jjlSSTQR will de-

liver a lecture entitled H Impressions from

my trip to Europe and India andbf my meetings

with members of Komanoff imperial family".
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REPORT

Made by í

About 140 persons attended the ceremony of the re

opening of the Second Russian Club , 81 Chusan Road, which 

took place during the evening of December 4, 1938. The func

tion commenced with a Thanksgiving Service which was conducted 

by Archpriest jtyonisious and terminated, at 8.15.p.m., after 

which dinner was served to members and their guests.(about 

100 persons).

Apart from Mr. C. Metzler and other representatives 

of local Russian community , the guests included several 

Japanese officials I whose names are as follows:-

Messrs. AMAYa of the City Government of Shanghai ,

YAIUSHITa of the Military Police in Wayside and Yangtszepoo

Districts , SUZUKI representative of Tokyo newspapers , 

1S0DJL representative of the Japanese Military Mission , 

MATSUSHITA of the Japanese Consulate , Mita and Matsui.

The notorious M.N. Tretiakoff was also among those present.

The following translation of extracts from the 

Russian daily • Shanghai Zaria • of 6-12-38 , gives a general 

idea of speeches delivered during the dinner partyi-

Mr. A.A. POURINt- H During several years of its activities

which were interrupted owing to local conditions , the Club

has established certain traditions and endeavours will be

made to preserve these traditions in future , apart from 

the Club activities in the proper sense of the word , the 

Second Russian Club being a centre of public life of Russian 

residents of Wayside District , will engage in the activities 

of cultural and educational nature , especially among members 

of youMnger generation. *......... ..
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....... " The next to speak was Mr. C. Metzler , 

Chairman of the Russian Emigrants* Committee > who spoke 

of the necessity of unification in thé active struggle 

against communism in alliance with the Ln serial Japan"....... 

......................." Great attention was aroused qy z. ° speech of 

Mr. MATSUSHITA , representative of the Japanese Consulate«« 

-General. Mr* Matsushita > who speaks perfect Russian * 

expressed his sincere satisfaction that the Club had resumed 

its activities , which undoubtedly will again make the 

Second Russian Club a centre of Russian public life in 

Wayside District. He wished to the Club , prosperity and 

success in its national work and in endeavour to unify 

Russian Wayside Community.11....................

The function terminated at about 12. midnight.

A. to C

D» C. ( Special Branch )

D. P. S.
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rOTipwie Z-ro Nmeramm coihbIii 

• KaK yace KpaTKo /lepa ot Apxi’enn’CRona HecTO-pa, b Ten 
Miwiocb ®a aaninx cwMfiin.ax «x BK.pa»Hbix noMO.ia/BiiiaTO 
0TKpHTÍe BOB'OfeOlBM'BmaJW CB0I0 COÓpaHÍK) UJIOJJOTBOpHOH pa*)O 
^tiMeJibiHOiCTb Bropoiw tm, a tob» ptnbro jipe^cuTa

í ro OóipecTBeHHaTo Co6p^iraHa|rTeo Coópania A. A. HypHHaí ro OóipecTBeHHaTo Coó^ , 
Beftcafiftt bocbjto Becwa miho- 
rojiHWHft xapaarrep. IIombmo 

' pana BiiTHLix ’npe^craBUTejiefi 
i pycOKOft oóipecTBeHHOCTn, na ot 

apnria npiíoyrcTBoiBa^n raw , 
ppe^CTaíBUTejH KiiTatatax n 
anoHCKHx oacrefi. HweTHbTM 

| rocTeM CoÓpania na otkpijtíw 
óbijr apxieancKon HeOTOp.

C'b’feajj na OTKpMTÍe ®awr 
ca b 7 naicoB aenepa, kow b 
3 a.ni; CoúpaHLH HatCTonrejieM 
Beftcaft^ciKaro xpam, apxn- 
Mas^pnroM o. ^ioancieM, Tipil 

i nt'Hin nepKOBHaro sopa no.n 
ynpameHieM B. 0EL KoMapm, 
faj orcapKeiH MOjreóen, saRon 
niiBHliftOM 'K.paTKBM TTípUB^TCT- 
bchjim c.tobom ApxHMaH^paTa. 
a&JiaioiparocH amerHmy nocro 

, flHHbiM iwre-M Boao&HOBii’Bmaro 
cboio j^.HTejn>HOiCTb CoÓnaHia.

Tío OKamaHin MOJieóHív coc 
T(W¡I 'pOH, OfpHIliaJbinfl 

; nacTb KOTOparo OTKpiiTa oihobom

SHANGHAI ¿ARIA* 6-12-33

ot HMenH Pa'cwpaíHTe.ibliarO' 
KoMnrera TúpnB'fcTCTBOBaBiLíiaro 
bcíx npnfcyT^iiByiomnx.
/ — 3a pan; jrfcT cBoero oyirie; 

cTBOBaHÍa, HpweHBo npepunaB 
marote® I® coy acta nsBfr.cT- 
ttrnTx coóbrrift, OoópasHie aupaióo 
Tajo ICBOIH Trtpa^íHUÍH H OTT 

? Hainn Tpa^HW ■ mh irocTapaeM 
Ica icoxipaiHnn» b ® HavibHtfinieM 
_ y,Ka3aa A. A. Tlypnn, non 
nepKHyB, tto CPapanie oy;i?T ’ 
CipeMUTbiCH He TOlbKO K TOMy, 
TTOÓH $aBa.Tb BOaMOSKHOCTb CBO 
hm HJieBa.M pamojiaraTó oyó, 
HíIM MtCTOM, HO B BOCTB, 11? Ka I 
neoTBt oómecTBeHiHaro ueHTpa 
pyccKOÜ Be^caS^OBiCKOü koúio- 
bíb, Ha&iewniyio Kyju/rypHyio 
paióory, oópama« npn btom oco 
óeB’ffoe ®BBMaHÍe na pyocayio 
Mouioueacb.

^aJiie BLi'CTyn.nji Iipea?ctaa 
Tejib ^MBrpaíHTCKaro KoMHTeTa 
K. 3. Mewiep, ’ roiPopnBnrift o 
«OOiÓXOJíHMiOCTn OÓ’BO'XnlHOHia BO 
(Kpyr peaJibHOft óoph'ów «c 
KOwyHBaMOM ib icojost o HMiie 
parapc»oü fln’OHieft., Bnne-npeji 
ci^aTeJib HanioHa^bHaro Komb 
Tora aroM. T. K.;BojioroB b rea. 
IÍ. E. ^MaiHeaafco.

Bojbinoe BHHMaHiHe npojie 
m piab ffipeTOTaBnTe.iH hboh 
CKaro renepajibiraro RO^icyjibCT 
Ba t. MauycBMa, oranwo BJia 
Riromaro pyfceKBM jwkom. T. 
ManycnMa BHpaaBi wcKipeHBee 
yTOB.ieTBOpeHie tomv, wo Coló 
pasie BHOiBb BOooÓTOMaeT cboio 
jr^areJUMOCTb, Koropaa, raeooM 
teiroio, npK®exoT r tomv, bto ¡ 
cbo no upeoKHefMy óy^er oiffib! 
en neBapoM ipy&CKOft oÓn^ecTBeH : 
«oft 3KB3IHB na Befca^i, n no- 
Hiejiaji Coopainiio y^tana-ro 
irpoUBtraniH 3 ero Ha^ioHajib- 
noft paóoTfc n CTpeioeHiio oó*be 
JlB'HBTb BO'KpyT COÓM pyCOKRX 
Boñ!caHio®peB. I

3aTÍM •coctwjkjm ente pw 
opaTopoKHx ®biíCTynje¡HÍft. roto 

i pión oiJinitíajrbHaH wtb ot 
i KpMTiB 6ma BcneprraHa- B 
AaibflitaieM jw npoTeKaji ® 
OÓCTaHOBH’fc ÓOtfbUTOrO OMBJe 

( hím -h aaTHHyjicH no&ABaro 
BpeMeBB. Bo ®peMB ywaa co- 
oTOfljpca pan xyno®.-BOKajibHbix 
BMCTymjieHift, bb kotoplix oco- 
ÓOBHO CXi^yOT OTMtTBTb BMÍ»B 
maro /ónix HH^ynateHie r, Mb 
uyft, iiiBinaro na pycoKOM bsh 
o, n H. H. KojpraBOBa otbí 

i TBBmaro' hhob>kbm wctítm 
i jiriOBCKoft na-TpiOTnaecRofi nte 
1 HbK) Ha \mOH?CKOM B3HKÍ. IIOM’B 
’ MO BaCTOJBbHMX TOCTO® BO Bpe 

MM ÓaBKOTa óbl.10 OT^aiHO nOíOC 
Hoe b pyoeMM xopoBbiM uto 
HHM, KOTOpHB OXOTHO BO^PW ! 
sajín a HocTpaHHbie roerá. iñyM 
BHMB aHWTOAáCMeHTaMB ÓHJO 
BOÉipziTO BWcTynjieHie 
H; II. ¿taMoiBa. Bo BpeMH óaa 
xera nrpaj opKecTp-jpKacc, non 
KOTopbrft morie TaaneBasa.

OTKpuTie coópania npomjn 
npn nepenojmeHBOM aa$U C( 

^paxocb orno 150 mre#.
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PICnOPanMTEJTbHMR KflMNTET
¡ z-n hccim Nmecnemni i
¡ (Mpull i
¡ AOBOAHT AO CB'tA’bHbH F. F. HXeHOB Co6 «Hla H MX ;
¡ rocrefi, ‘•.to oiJJHuiaxbHoe ¡

¡ OTHPbITIE 2-ro P. O. C. !
! coctohtch ceroAHM, b BOCKpeeHbe 4 ACKaCpx c. r. '
¡ riepeA oncpuTieit b 7 «iac. Benepa 6yAéT coaep« ¡ 

uieH MOJieóeH.
B 8 <<ac. Benepa coctohtch hxqhckíA y«MH.

The Cominittee of the becond. Bus si an

(^lub hereby notifies members of the

club and their guests that formal re~ 
K

opening of the club will take place

to-day, Sunday,December 4. thank

giving service will be held at 7 p.m.

i'here will be a dinner party

for members,commencing at 8 p.m.



FM. 2 J*

G. 55M-M^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

Subject.

Dazh^.P.®£.’„ .5.^?. z 9 38

Ref» the 2nd. Russian Club situated at No. 81 Wayside Road

REPORT

Made by.......P.t Forwarded by.

Sir*
At 8»30 p.m. 4/12/38 a male Russian named M-. A.Dobrodusheff 

age 39 yrs., Wchauffaur, residing in House No. 96 Wayside Road, 

visited Wayside police Station and reported having been assaulted 

in the 2nd. Russi an L'xuo situated at No .81 Wayside Road*

The complainant who appeared to be under the influence of 

drink further stated that he entered the club at about 8 p.ra. 

4/12/38 and because he was not in possession of an ’•Invitation'1 

three unknown male Russian officials ejected him and in doing 

so threw him down the stairs.

F.S.Rosanoff No. 49 and the undersigned made enquiries 

at the 2nd. Russian Club with the result that the officials 

denied having forcxoly ejected the coiqalainont but stated that

A. Dobrodusheff accidentally slipped down the steps whilst 

volutarily leaving the premises.

The complainant was escorted to the shanghai General 

Hospital where he was ascertained to be suffering from”a slight

skin abrasion of the right eyeV No doctor's certificate issued 

Copy to Special Branch.

S. 122.

S.D.l/cV?

D.D.O.(D)



^HAWHAI MSXIOIPALf

S. B. REGISTRY 
A'o. S. B. ___
.Date ------ --------



FM. 2 jf 
G. 55M-M3ff SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Mj.

Section 1, Spe.c.i,

REPORT
Subject____ .Ih£„.3fi.CP.ni..BllgsiaQj^^pa„Jl..Chu8.^_Road.

Made ¿y....D./.SJ.I.....2x.Q.ko£.i.ey. F orwarded by.

The Second Russian Club was founded in June, 1932. It was 

formerly known as the club of the “Association of former members 

of 1st Fusiliers Brigade* and was located at 2 Kungping Road. 

In March, 1936 following a reorganization, the club was removed 

to 81 Chusan Road and has since been known under its present 

name. The Municipal Council was duly notified both of the 

formation and change of name of the club and on the latter 

occasion a set of ruMes and regulations, which is still in force, 

was forwarded for information of the Council (File C.6309).

Following the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese hostilities in 

Shanghai in August, 1937 the club ceased to function. At present 

a number of former Russian residents of Wayside district have 

returned to that area and therefore arrangements are being made 

for the reopening of the club on December 4. In conformity with 

Municipal Notification >0.4878 of October 21, 1937 application is 

now made for registration of the club with the Municipal Police.

A translation of points of interest from the rules and 

regulations of the club reads as follows: -

Parag. 1. The Second Russian Club is an association pursuing 

the aim of uniting Russian emigrants in cultural and 

educational activities, sports and recreation.

Parag. 3. Membership is open to Russian emigrants of either 

sex who are 18 years of age or over and also to foreigners.

Parag. 4. Members are divided in three categories: active, 

honorary and members-foreigners. Members-foreigners have the 

same rights, except that of voting. Communists and their 

sympathisers are not admitted.
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äSQOKD HUäuIxj; CLUB

81 Ghus an Ho ad 
Shanghai ■

To .the Commissioner, 
Shanghai Municipal Police. 

>

bsin^j ’rx&ds? illw TosoBip’txoii oi tj 

activities Second Bxis^ian Club,ox ^xiusan Bo^d

i:- ■ ¡Bino—J&p anese c onf -tic t sme e 

august,1937, and it is proposed to reopen th^club on >cembri

The club has been existing, -sins-e 1932 and •■■■as regi

stered with the Municipal Council. In 1936 it was reorganized 

from a professional-military orgasti-siation in club. ids revised 

rhles :tjad regulations were duly submitted to thè Council through 

the medium of Mr. Gh.li. Metzler and the exub is in possession of 

a document of registration.

-Muring the course of a general meeting of members 

on Kc^ember 20 a new Executive Committee of the club was elected

At present the Executive Committee consists of the following per-

sons J-

Mr. ji.^-.jE’ourin
Journalist »resident of fay- 
side district.

tiene r al 1 .U. fsumanenko, 
mi spe ctor of the Push
kin -Public School.

Mr . I .V . Goodochkin
•Employee of a British firm

¿ir.A.K. Sokoloff, 
Employee of China Soap Go

Mr.V.jL. Klernentieff, 
Proprietor of a pharmacy, 
128 Baikal Hoad

Mr. K.Ya.Orishuk
Employee of the B.a.T.Co

President

Vice-President

->ecr _■ t&ry

i’re usurer

Chief Steward

steward

^embers : Messrs a.T. Uikulenko,employee of Tramway 
Go; 8.M. Loukianofi1- Chief of kuesian national Scouts Organiza
tion, fayside Branch and P.H.i’atcikeyeff, employee of 8.Y/.#.Co.

CandidatestMessrs 1.0» Nedzyedsky,employee of the-China Soap Co



and- Palutkin,. employee of a local foreign firm»

*ting 9.Messrs P.A» Savintseff,employee of Jardine, 
^atheson & Co,Ltd, * chairman; I .«a^etaaoff, employee of the 
B»A»Te> - secretary; X'»#» Kumerovanny- proprietor of a shop, 
and S»X» Baumgarten ,merchant, •* members»

Un behalf of the Executive Committee I have the

honour to apply for the registration of the Second Hussian Club 

in conformity of the nes? municipal Xfcegulation»

(Signed J A»Pourin
¿•resident of the Executive 

.Committee»



Pa''nopflAHTeflbHbiM Ko Murer*
2.ro ¿yCCKJtrO frBtUECTBEHHAFO 

COBPAHIR 1 geKaojw -ZWQ..

SECOND RUSSIAN CLUB
SI CHUSAN ROAD 

SHANGHAI.

r* Hawaii nanny Honanin ye^ynaponHaro CeTTeo- 
weRTa 'i rop.EaHx*¿o.

npepsannan nnoHO-KETatonM koh^iektom b ABrytiTÊ 19B7 
r.,4®fiïejibï-ioûïb 2-ro Pyecnaro OOgeoTBennaro CoÓpaHifl,81 HjcçaH 
pOfl,B HaoTOflmee Bpeun BOscTaHaBJîMBaeTOH h otkphti® coo pania _ 
HaanaweHO na 4-oe ÆexI^pH c.r. m

Coopanie cymecTByeT c 1932 ro^a,3aperncTpMp°BaiiO ?
xa^cKOM i4--.ja¡i<nanMTeTi> h b 1936 r.na irpoi^eociOHHanwjoíí booh- , 
Hofi opraHMsaijbí npeoópasoBaHo b oÓigecTBeHHyio.nepepBooaaHMáE 
ycTaB 6hji CBOeBpeMenno npeflCTasjien b l^ni^na/raTeT nepea p,.
B.Kfeipiepa n Coópasie roÆer cxJOTBfcTCTBymiíí 0T Mz^^naJIHTeT& 
HOKywenT o peraorpa^i® ooCpani/ï, .

20 Eo/rôpH na o6iw ooôpaHin cocTOHJiocb nepensopanie Pac- 
nopufiHTenbHaro M3WTera,B ooctsb tskobofo b HacTomnee bxoh^t: 
Upe^tóflaT en b : A • A. IfypnH.PesjmeHT Beitca&a.j^/pHaHMCTx
Bane TpejjcÈflaî'ôJL-i'eHépaJi TT.E,HMMOHeHKo-TTHoneicT0P Peaubnaro -—’ 
yinumqa. '
CeKpeTapb-’î.B.ry,notiKiîH.Cny4cainia anraiiiCKog $MpiÆi. 
ItaHaqei-A.H^CoKOJtOB-CnyjKamW Bafea con KonnaHH.
XoBHiiH ..tn-Bfe. 7 .1 > v a. - .uj-B-ffT neü, Anrexx
128 Baíteíáji pofl.
IIOMOriiffiîK xosHnna colpanin K.fl«0pn¡üan-cny.ífflM3Íft BpnTOT AwepHKeH 
Toóano nosoàteœi.
Buena KoMnTeTazA.T.B-íKyjieHKO-CJryícajgi^ TpaysateoS KOMnanm ,C. 
M.ÆyKhHHOB-HaMaJibHHK opraanaanÍM Monote;® pasB’B^iKOB Ha Beíl- 

cJiyMsmiü bowmrhom b kskoE to who ct panned í^ípAá>»B PeBHsioniiy® 
Koicîccijo sommi if^endwTejib n.A.CaBMHiieB-cjivaaffllft (ÿipMH Jfccap- 
,rmh F/jaTKCCOHiCeKperapb-n.A.HexocoBjOJiyKajgiii Bpmtpks AïiôpnneH 
Tolano KOMiam,» wjieHH-T.^.HeMnpOBaHHHá-BJiaflrhJien Harasnna n 
F.H. Baywrapr en-KOMepcanr.

Ho nopytiéHiio PaonepâwejibHaro KowreTa « hiJmo wecTb xo^a~ 
Ta^cTBOBaTb o nepepemoTpayin 2 Pyocnaro OdiHecTBennaro Coópa- 
Hin,nan oto npenyoMOTpÊHO hobhmm Rimivi nan bnarii irpasmiaj®»

Opoigy npiîHHTb ysèpenie b coBepinennoM nowreHin n -TaHOBôâ 
npe^aHHooTH * w---------■***

iïpenci\naTejib PacnopnHnT.líoMiTeTa



C» Registration No................ ......

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Registration Form for Organizations.

Municipal Notification No. 4878 of October 21, 1937.

1. Name of Organization......^.6Ç.9.nd,.Kus3i.an...Club...................................................
2. Address..................................8.1....Çhus.an...B.Q.a^...............................................................
3. ■ Object...9..ult.yral-educut..ional....and....sportirig..actiy.i.tl.esi.r.e;.a.r.e.at.ion.
4. (a) Date of formation ....^.une.. ».19.3.8...(b) Date of Inauguration...... ^..uae.>lj.9.32....
5. Promoters: Name Union ...of¿ormer Occupation.......................................................

members of the 1st ¿'usiliers brigade.

6. Chairman: Name.“£».2.ti'.*i>2.u?.j.? Occupation Journalist................. ....... .
Home address.....
Bussiness address............... ...................... 4°...................................................

7i Committee: Name A «?.. TswnanenJco Occupation • *«sh-1

Ool.V.li. K-lementieff Propr. .of Pharmacy,128 -oai--................................................ ...... ... kal-*oad................. ••... .........
.Spkoloff^J?1.2X®.®....9.i....2fe.W..ft....^.9..§J> Co,

8. Sub-Offices, if any: Address.......................................~................... ...........................
Officer-in-charge..........................................-....................................................

9. Total membership expected.... .................................................... . .......................................
Profession of members in general...... yaria.ua........................................
Membership fee...................... .............. l.t>0 per mensem_________
Subsidies......... ................. ..... ......... .Jit........ ....... ■Nil..... : f-' 1

10. Proposed activities.atricalsmem* I 
hers and their guests»»

11. Registered by Tangpu and/or City Government
Serial No. and Date of certificate issued.OtA|

Date x)ecer^er 1,1938

Signed..............................................
Promoters,

Recommendation of Special Branch.

Approved

¿.C. (Special Branch),Passed to Commissioner of Police for refusal 
(Reasons attached).

yaria.ua


ì



The Jpànghai Eteiütfg Post & Mercury, Thursday, September 26, 1940

Russian Puppets? !
To the Editor:

Th* following little gem emanat
ing from the pen of the Acting 
Ch^irm^n of t^p Russian Emi
grants’ Committee may be of in
terest to your readers:

“Russian Emigrants committee 
■ “Notice.

‘‘Russian Emigrants’ Colony tn 
Shanghai to hereby notified that 
the Russian, Emigrants’" commit
tee has the following departments:

“ i> Relief «!|
2) Registrations,
2) Education,
4) Economie, and
5) Secretariat.

“For the purpose of general 
supervision over the activities of 
the Committee there, be for
med under my chairmanship a 
Governing Board cf the Commit
tee consisting of eleven persons, 
nameljO^M

“Five heads of the Committee 
depa rtments/’^§|| ||||

“Five representatives of the fol
lowing organization(one from 
each)

“Relief Department nf the N$- 
tional Committer,

“Chamber of Commerce, 
“Cossacks’ Unicm» 
“Teachers’ Union« and 
“The chairman of the Editorial 

Board of the newspaper the ‘Far 
Eastern TirpesV’
“Acting Chairman of the Russian

Emigrants’ ëommltteé; 
“N. A. IVANOFF. 

“Shanghai* September 17, 1940.”
This very significant notice 

। means that the Acting Chairman 
ref the Russian Emigrants’ Com- 
i mittee ozdaimd by the local pup
pet “mayor” has at last decided 
on “friendly co-operation” with 
the Japanese, lest some evil be
falls him as was the case with the 
unfortunate Mr.C. E.MetzUr.

The above notice appeared to
day in the Russian Press .■ and 
created wide-spread comments in 
the Russian community. The pre
vailing opinion seems io be W

we are simply being sold “down the 
river”. Indeed, the first question 
that arose from the above muddle 
bf^t^rds/is:’ ’

Exactly why the chairman of 
the Editorial Board of “The Far 
Eastern Times” wa^ appointed to 
?it on the Gtoverpte Board of the 
Emigrants’ Committee?

The most pomilar Russian pa- 
W:róibyiiig the 
widest circulation is ‘The Shang
hai Zaria”. It is the oldest Rus
sian daily in tbis burg. The sec- 
ond in popularity is “The Bus- 
stop pally N&WS”, a publication 
with apparent R?d affiliations. 
The third one to •’The Sloya-’, a 
very old and popular daily of pure
ly White background (as is *'The 
Ztiri£”). Ail of these ar« 
Russian-owned? and Russian - 
managed.

“The Far Eastern Times” is a 
frankly nr o-Japanese sheet pub
lished north or the Creek on un- 
lawfully < ?ized premises by a Ja- 
p^'se. This sheet .to sold at a 
ridiculously low price, but, this 
f|ct notwithstanding ft X’highly 
unpopular among ’’the local Bus- 
sians. The paper is full pt rabid 
fascist propaganda and is solely 
devoted tp glorifying tM creators 
of the new disorder in Asia.

Thuer Russians my ask per
tinent question: Why to Mr- N- A. 
Iyano&including kp his Gpvem- 
Ing Board a {representativeof the 
abpye-rPentloncd obnoxious 7 and 
tbiriíy-círculated sheet? Why, the 
more popular and thoroughly 
“white” (if that is the necessary 
requirementforthe jgbli papers. 

■ su?h Shanghai Earia”* and 
“The Slovb” are deniedthis hon- 
cr? And yet another thing, why 
the names of the ’ aptwHinwi-of
ficials are withheld from publica
tion?

W|llr well, I cannot expect a 
reply td those questicms. feut it is 
my right to ask them. And it to 
my right to say that the cron of 
pur.pets stems to be unusually 
rich this year!

A. J. LEONIDOV. B.D. 
Shanghai, September 18. 1940



Translation from Russian news^aper__ 
"Shna^hai¿aria* of Decemoer30.1938

LETTER ADDRESSED TO THE EMIGRANTS’ COMMIT TEE BY MINISTERS 
OF RUSSIAN PROTESTANT CHURCHES IN SHANGHAI

The following two documents have been received by

the Editor from the Russian Emigrants’ Committee for publi- 

cations-

To the Editor.

Sir,

1 am directed by Mr. Ch.E. Metzler, Chairman of

the Russian Emigrants' Committee,to ask you to be good enough 

to publish in your journal a letter from Mr. V.M. Leontiev, 

Minister of Russian Baptist Church, and others, a copy of which 

is enclosed.

I am,Sir, etc

M.Yakovkin

Secretary of the Committee

Copy December 27,1938

To Mr. Ch.E. Metzler, 
Chairman of the Russian Emigrants Committee in Shanghai.

Sir,

In order to elicit the truth.we,ministers of the so

called local Churches of Russian Protestants in Shanghai,wish

offtake the following statement I-

In the issue of the *North China Daily News* dated

p, K November 10,1938 and in the "Novosti Dnia" of December 19,1938 

appeared articles of a provoking character criticizing in stronj 

terms the activities of the Emigrants' Committee, Russian Or-



"U*anghai ¿aria”, -üecember 30,1938

HompH Beimi hcchx nponcmm-1 
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thodox clergy, as well as the present political situation 

in China«

ïhe articles in question were signed by Esther 

I.J-'eonidov, a protestant minister »acting on behalf of all 

protectants of the Shanghai community«

w'e positively declare that in our midst we have no 

individual under the said name Leonido'yin the capacity of 

a minister, and that there is no person named Leonidov among 

members of (our) congregations.

Thhrefdre,we consider all statements made in the name 

of Leonidov to be a provocation pursuing some definite ob

ject«

We also express hereby our gsatitude and appreciation 

to you and your colleagues in the Emigrants' Committee for 

the enormous work you carry out for the defence of Interests 

of Russian emigrants in Shanghai irrespective of their reli

gions.

Yours truly

(Signed):

V«M« Leontiev, Minister of Russian Baptist Church. g 

a.a, Guroff. Minister of Russian Methodist Church 

G^V, Volegofjf, Missionary of Russian ¿»sat-Ruropean 
Church.

Kjueff, Leader of the Gospel Community.

K.Kositsin , Leader of Spiritual Christians‘Community.

J?or true copy*
M.Yakovkin,
Secretary of the Russian -¿migrants’ Committee, 
Shanghai •
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Ilf'TaJRVlaJW WITH MH.CH .kJ. MBTZ1HR,dhjnIHiiaN .——J
Cis* THS HUHSIAN .SMIGH^GJ T H' GQwuiilTTkJS.

" China's capacity of economic absorption is boundless, 

and 1 firmly believe in the vitality of this gigantic and rich 

country »which requires enormous capital and man-power. This,un

doubtedly »ensures to all,who wish to work honestly for the de

velopment and prosperity of this country, the possibility of ap

plying one's knowledge and industry.

krom all the declarations»which have been frequently 

made by responsible Japanese political leaders, it is quite 

clear that foreign capital and sincere co-operation are welcome 

and will be accepted with due gratitude. Recently Mr. Kenji Ko- 

d am a,one of the most prominent financiers in Japan, expressed 

his views on this subject on the pages of your journal.

¿»peaking in his capacity of General Manager of the 

"Central china Development Society" he underlined that Japan has 

absolutely no intention of threatening the interests of neutral 

powers in China and that,on the contrary, Japan hopes that fo

reign capitalists will co-operate in the economic rehabilitation 

of China by investing in local enterprises.

re®ar<^ t0 fck® wishes that Japan’s special role and 
> » / tasks in China be taken into consideration, it can be said that, 

a^^er ^he difference of opinion on this point has no mate-

*’ rial importance. time passes by,this friction will be regulat
ion

ed in one way or another,so that the interests of all parties 

will be satisfied, and then there will be no obstacles for fur- 

ther common and friendly work directed towards one aim - that of 

the development of China.

besides, hardly anyone will have the audacity to affirm 

that Japan's activities in China are directed towards the utili- 

r zation of military successes solely for her own ends of an ag- 
' Af.f. 
ffh», gressive nature.
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Even during the present period of continued armed conflict 

Japan is carrying out an enormous amount of work of rehabilita

tion, of reestablishment of normal conditions of life in the 

districts under the protection of the Japanese armed forces»

Everywhere in these districts medical aid is organized on 

extensive lines, hospitals are being built, mass inoculations 

against various infectious diseases are popularized and carried 

out, measures are adopted for the improvement of hygienic condi

tions among the Chinese etc.,etc»

M-uch has already been done in the main field of economic 

activities of the country - that of agriculture,which, as is 

well known, is at present on a very low degree of development. 
£ 

•iherever possible, bettr seeds are distributed to peasants, the 

quantity of cultivated land is increased, irrigation system and 

soil are improved, new and more productive methods of cultivation 
are introduced,trees are planted for the prevention of floods 

and droughts etc.

if one adds to this the con true tion of roads, house-building- 

in various centres of population,improvements in the administra

tion system and many other things»which cannot be covered in a 

newspaper interview,but are well known to all interested circles, 

- it will become obvious that wholesale accusations of Japan 

with having aggressive designs are devoid of any serious founda- 

t ion.

1 have no doubt- concluded Mr. •Metzler- that in the future 

colossal work of economic development of China all Hussiant emi

grants residing in this country will have their - and not the 

least important - place.

Shanghai's history for the past 10-15 years has proved that 
the energy and initiative of Kussians have enabled them to occu
py a number of positions in the business life of this city. 1 am 
confident that every one of my countrymen.who wishes to work ho
nestly and peacefully»without meddling in the affairs which are 
of no concern to him, will certeinly be remunerated with success 
for his efforts*
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A Russian Speaks

editor, The China Press ' Tretiakoff was the master mind!
Sir,—Please allow me to trespass who sponsored this disgraceful reli-< 

on your valuable space in order to gious service, and I will not bother 
make a public statement regarding with him. His participation speaks 
some important issues in the local for itself and lends certain color 
Russian community. I realize only to this church function, It is the 
too well that it is hardly my pro- attitude of _ the Orthodox Church 
vince to meddle in politics, but, that brings up bittef leyituieut 
inasmuch as those who are better among jail levef-Wri'ded^^ 
equipped for this remain passive especially among, Russian Prates-1 
and silent, I must venture to meet tang. Hardly a month passed since 
all the criticism that will eventual- Ondbdox Bishop Juvenalius con-1 
ly be heaped upon me by those; te^ed the Order of Merit on 
irresponsible elements with whom IL! Japanese officers of the army and 
propose to deal in this statement, U navy. What, indeed, can we expect

Two recent happenings prompt * from White Russians, when even 
me to speak, although I must ad-O^r Church which guides and 
mit that my narishinners—Russian [! directs their moral and spiritual 
Protestants—urged me on manyoc-Tforces leads them on to exalt the 
cOEffiS th friake just such a state- ruthless aggressors?
mept, and I have already once ex-^‘^hodox clergy offer prayers for the 
pressed in the press our stand ass!Pa®ari an^ barbarous conquerors! 
regards some deplorable, activities ¡’^his is really such a monstrous and 
of our compatriots in Shanghai II unprecedented occasion that we 
mention this because I want toil cannot help feeling revolting re
make it dear that the following hsentment. There must be some- 
statement represents not only my [j thing very, very wrong with the 
personal views but, mainly, theIj Orthodox Church administration, 
firm and determined pronounce-i it is unthinkable that higher au- 
ments of all our Russian Protestant [I thorities honestly and consciously 
Community in Shanghai. As long B approve of the degrading activities, 
as I am entrusted » with spiritual | And yet, I am quite sure that a 
guidance of this community, and” religious service of such unwhole - 
as long as moral trends of this some political significance simply 
community wholly agree with my j could not be conducted without the^ 
idea of Truth and Justice, I will; proper sanction of the higher Or*; 
feel myself obliged to speak freely; thodox cleigy. What shall we as- 
and defend our democratic prln- sume? Shall we reasonably sup- 
ciples. H pose that the Orthodox Church has
I will now briefly u with the so far deteriorated that It is totally

two happenings referred ^bove.
A local Russian Dally of ^ber 
8 published a very significant.
view with Mr. K. E. Metzler, Chu», 
man of the Russian Emigrants' 
Committee. The interview, promin
ently featured and written in very 
determined terms, calls Russian ! 
community to mutual co-operation 
with the Japanese in their “gigan
tic” work for rehabilitation of 
China. Mr. K. E. Metzler very 
skilfully manipulates with the pro
nouncements of the Japanese eco
nomists and politicians and endea-

blind to all the horrors of murder, 
plunder and rape? Has corruption 
so far penetrated the ranks of Or
thodox clergy that they dare to 
offer their prayers of thanksgiving 
to God for those who just commit
ted the most deadly crimes? Is 
this not a sacrilege? We can hardly 
wonder that this clergy is denied 
the right to guide moral and reli-! 
gious life in Russia. With their 
peculiar standards Of Truth and 
Charity this clergy would, I| am 
sure, drown all Russia in the blood 
of their brothers.

vors to prove that Russians will it is in connection with the above 
only profit from the co-operation facts that I am entrusted With 
with the Japanese. making the following public state-
. K. E, MetfleiL ment:
unfolds before his readers a magni- 4 The/members of the Russian

qg deWre and state Wt 
we have no connection whatever 
wiin jqe teMgrapta* Com- 
miUee and the Ruggi^ Orthodoxms—~——

peasants, build church, andour mwai nrinclDles 
® et0- : w ¡Wl by the mOm

ficent picture of Japanese activi
ties in conquered parts of China. 
It appears that Japanese build 
hospitals, strive to improve hygienic 
conditions among the Chinese, dis
tribute grain to the i 
irrigation systems, etc., __  . _ ___ ~»

I will not dwell too long on thisHKe&buvb uijj^iaatipns, We re- 
odious and glaringly misleading^ ioyai to the National Govern- j 
article—it is the attitude of the au-lment* of China, and will continue! 
thor that amazes me most. Afteryto offer daily prayers for the mif-' 
all, he must be well aware that faring Chinese people. We do be- 
this eulogy on Japanese aggression Heve the Merciful and Just God will 
will deceive nobody, except those» restore our Chinese brothers to 
who are willing to be deceived. Orftheir homes and will give" them 
is MT, K. E, Metzler bliRgfiillv un-! ten-fold for what they have lost, 
aware of such tacts as the Rane of|tho 'errin'

What has he to whn have paMlp fnrgnt-

tributionToFmarcotics? It is just!htetnrv th* Chinese"n^ 
possible thflrt Mr. KTL iMMMer oflfafrfr them sanctuary and 
tually wants White Russians to nfrr- <WPlete freedom to work and earn 
ticipate actively in these entar-n thefr bread.
prises! I will, therefore, leave himjj^ht we have not forgotten! We,, 
to his own devices, and will pro- Russian Protestants, will never for- 
ceed to deal with another “leader“ ;8»t! in the darkest hour of Chin- 
of the Russian Colony. | ®se history we raise our voice for

A few days ago tw of the laal|S?^ JS? ™tice- .
Russian papers informed the publics the sorrow of the People of 
that special prayers will be offered I we pray God that he
for the officers of the Japanese leLus wltness the glorious 
naval and military forces in China. of this country. We
This religious ceremony was to be earnestly hope that, when that 
held on Sunday at 4 o’clock in the 2SSr of Chtoa
Orthodox Church in wayrdde. Th« win remember t loyalty and jflJl 
communication was signed by Mr* Sr®** ■■With, uthfi
M. TTetiakoff, who has recently! J 
been released from the Shsngh<m «j 
Municipal Jail, where he had been • 
incarcerated on an unsavory charge. 
It is to be presumed M.
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Shanghai, Friday, Dec. 16, 1938
------------------ ---------------------------------— '■ -----------------

Gracious Words

V/’ESTERDAY this journal published 
I a letter from the Rev. Mr. A. J. 

Leonidov, minister of the local Russian 
Protestant Church, in which he depre
cated certain “happenings” in the Rus
sian community directly calculated 
against China and the Chinese.

The letter refers to .the interview 
with Mr. K. E. Metzler, chairman of 
the Russian Emigrants’ Committee, 
which was published in a local Russian 
daily on December 8. Mr. Metzler was 
alleged to have called upon the Russian 
people in Shanghai to co-operate with 
the Japanese in the latter’s “gigantic” 
work of rehabilitation in China.

sincerely believed that co-operation i 
with the Japanese would promote the 
welfare of those in his charge. We do 
not propose to deny the privilege of 
personal conviction. Yet if Mr. Metzler 
will study the recent discriminations 
enforced by the Japanese against the 
third power nationals, he will be con
vinced that the Japanese are only try
ing to take advantage of the Russians 
to further their own ends. There is a 
famous saying in Chinese, and that is, 
when the birds are hunted down, the 
bow and arrow will be sheathed. And 
it would be most unfortunate if Mr. 
Metzler through his personal influence 
should convert his compatriots into 
bows and arrows for the Japanese.

It may be also pointed out that not 
iso long ago Japan took special pains 
to assure the third powers of her in
tention to respect all existing treaties 
in order to divert international atten-

to impress upon the loyal! Russians 
I that if they should co-operate with 
Japan to defeat China and the U.S.S.R. 
they may restore their old imperial 
•egime. This is just so much nonsense. > 
All that the White Russians need to | 
know from the Japanese is why Japan 
has never permitted them to settle in 
Japan proper, and they will know that 
their only real friend when they are in 
distress is China.

What is more, the Russian com-i 
munity in Shanghai must bear in mind; 
the welfare of its sister communitiw 
xn other parts of th,e globe. The Nansen i 
Office which has for 20 years aided the 
Whjte Russians throughout the world, 
will cease to function at the end of this 
year, and its duties will be assumed 
by the League of Nations. If the local 
Russian comtnunity wishes to co-oper
ate with the League, it certainly cannot 
allow its members to flirt with the nation

tion from the China scene. The powers5 which has been branded an aggressori 
placed faith in her words just as Mr. by the League and which has glaring-? 
Metzler has reposed faith in the words jy repudiated all the principles for 

i. Now that she which the League stands.

With Mr. Metzler was cited another 
Russian, Mr. Tretiakoff, who was aileg- 
ed to have sponsored a prayer meeting “jl^neZZ' Now that L—
for the Japanese military forces at the has occupied a iarge portion of this 
Orthodox Church in Wayside. Mr. Tre-)count ghe lost no time in going back 
tiakoff was also said to have but re
cently been released from the Shanghai 
Municipal jail.

Between the two members of the 
Russian community there seems to be 
a wide gap in their individual stand
ing: One the leader of a Russian com
mittee and the other an ex-jailbird. In 
spite of this difference their open ex
pression of sympathy for the Japanese 
sounds the same to the local residents. 
One cannot be pro-Japanese without be
ing anti-Chinese at this juncture.

We do not happen to know about 
Mr. Tretiakoff and still less do we care 
to disclose his antecedents. Probably 
his leadership, when viewed in the 
light of his recent criminal record, will 
carry little weight with his own com
patriots except those of his own ilk.

Mr. Metzler, however, is of a dif-1 
ferent class. Highly educated and a 
respected ¡member of the Russian com-

Mr. Leonidov in his letter has gra-1 
on her word, and the third powers fqrJciously voiced the sentiment on behalf! 
the moment are practically at • her ?£ large following which h$ 
mercy. It follows then that if all that we remain
great Powers cannot make Japan fulfil ^.al to *he National Government of 
her pledge given in all solemnity beforeChina ancl will continue ,to offer daily 
the whole world, what power does Mr. pray<rs suffering Chinese
Metzler possess to make the Japanese Pe°P e--.--We abhor the actions of our 
fulfil their promises which may have compatriots who have so e^ily f<*- 
been made expressly for the purpose of sn that in the darkest hour of 
enlisting the support of the White Rus- Russian history the Chinese people 
nans in sub rosa activities? offered them sanctuary and complete

. freedom to work and earn their bread.
One need scarcely remind the .

White Russians of their sacred me- These words are lndeed graciously 
mory of Imperial Russia. Indeed it offered, and they will go a long way 
was due to this memory that they have toward alleviating the sense of dis- 
decided to remain loyal to the former appointment which has been felt by the 
regime rather than live under the So-Chinese over the recent utterances of 
viet rule. Accordingly, one may pre- Pe°P^e of Mr. Metzler s way of think- 
sume that this sense of'loyalty will not|ing* is comforting to know that the 
permit them to forget the humiliatioii^rnces whichJhe 
which Japan inflicted upon their mo- 
therland a little over a generation ago.

munity, he must have had reasons for
advocating co-operation with the
Japanese. It is not pretended that 
a Russian emigre should place the in
terest of his compatriots over and 
above that of their land of adoption, 
China. Yet even if the self-interest of 
the Russian community is concerned, 
there is little ground for entertaining 
the hope that its members will receive 
better treatment in the hands of the 
Japanese than under the Chinese Gov
ernment.

Surely, Mr. Metzler cannot be un-
informed about} the plight of the White 
Russians in Manchuria Wter the occu
pation by the Japanese. The fact that

ered to the Russian community are still 
, cherished by those who as followers 

No Russian true to his country, we are ^°d have the courage to stand and 
sure, could overlook the injury to their1 sPea^ for peace, truth and justice.
racial honor and still less venture to
assist the very nation responsible for
that injury.

Moreover, the White Russians may 
continue to be antagonistic to the 
Soviets, but they cannot be indifferent 
to the problem of preserving the sanct
ity of their own native soil. At this 
very moment the U.S.S.R. and Japan 
are wrangling over the fishery and oil 
concession questions. Though no war 
is likely to break out now between the 
two countries, it is certain that Japan 
will not hesitate to desecrate the Rus-
sian soil again once she is placed in a 
position to challenge the might of new 
Russia. No matter how little love the

the Russian population in Shanghai has White Russians may have for the 
shown a steady influx is proof of the Soviets, they must love the land of 
opportunities which China has offered ¡Russia more than the Japanese empire 
her adopted citizens for free residence ¡and for that reason must refrain from 
and trade. Assisting Japan in attaining a predo-

The Japanese may of course exert'm*nen^ position in Asia.
their utmost to win the goodwill of the: 
Russian community as a matter of ex- | 
pediency, and Mr. Metzler may have

Japanese publicists have often tried
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Gracious Words

X/’ESTERDAY this journal published 
I a letter from the Rev. Mr. A. J.

Leonidov, minister of the local Russian 
Protestant Church, in which he depre-1 
cated certain “happenings” in the Rus-i 
sian community directly calculated 
against China and the Chinese.

The letter refers to the interview ■ 
with Mr. K. E. Metzler, chairman of 
the Russian Emigrants’ Committee,' 
which was published in a local Russian 
daily on December 8. Mr* Metzler was 
alleged to have called upori~The Russian 
people Tn Shanghai to co-operate with 
the Japanese in the la±tpr’s gigantic” 

With Mr. Metzler was cited another 
Russian,JVIr. Tretiakoff, who was alleg
ed to have a prayer meeting
for the Japanese military forces at the 
Orthodox Church in Wayside. Mr. Tre-
tiakoff was also said to have but re
cently been released from the Shanghai 
Municipal jail.

•

Between the two members of the 
Russian community there seems to be 
a wide gap in their individual stand
ing: One the leader of a Russian com
mittee and the other an ex-jailbirdv In 
spite of this difference their open ex
pression of sympathy for the Japanese 
sounds the same to the local residents. 
One cannot be pro-Japanese without be
ing anti-Chinese at this" j uncfure?*

We do not happen to know about 
Mr. Tretiakoff and still less do we care 
to disclose his antecedents. Probably 
his leadership, when viewed in the 
light of his recent criminal record, will 
carry little weight with his own com
patriots except those of his own ilk.

The Japanese may of course exert 
j their utmost to win the goodwill of the 
Russian community as a matter of ex
pediency, and Mr. Metzler may have 
sincerely believed that co-operation 
with the Japanese would promote the 
welfare of those in his charge. We do 
not propose to deny the privilege of 
personal conviction. Yet if Mr. Metzler 
will study the recent discriminations 
enforced by the Japanese against the 
third power nationals, he will be con
vinced that the Japanese are only try
ing to take advantage of the Russians 

■to further their own ends. There is a 
famous saying in Chinese, and that is,
when the birds are hunted down, the 
bow and arrow will be sheathed. And 
it would be most unfortunate if Mr. 
Metzler through his personal influence 
should convert his compatriots into 
bows and arrows for the Japanese.

It may be also pointed out that not 
so long ago Japan took special pains 
to assure the third powers of her in
tention to respect all existing treaties 
in order to divert international atten
tion from the China scene. The powers 
placed faith in her woids just as Mr. 
Metzler has reposed faith in the words 
of the Japanese. Now that she 
has occupied a large portion of this 
country, she lost no time in going back 
on her word, and the third powers for 
the moment are practically at her 
mercy. It follows then that if all the 
great Powers cannot make Japan fulfil 
her pledge given in all solemnity before 
the whole world, what power does Mr. 
Metzler possess to make the Japanese 
fulfil their promises which may have 
been made expressly for the purpose of 
enlisting the support of the White Rus
sians in sub rosa activities?

Mr. Metzler, however, is of a dif-j; 
ferent class. Highly educated and a [' 
respected member of the Russian com4 
munity, he must have had reasons fort 
advocating co-operation with the I 
Japanese. It is not pretended that r 
a Russian emigre should place the in-1 
terest of his compatriots over andj’ 
above that of their land of adoption, t 
China. Yet even if the self-interest oft 
the Russian community is concerned,; 
there is little ground for entertaining 
the hope that its members will receive 
better treatment in the hands of the 
Japanese than under the Chinese Gov
ernment.

Surely, Mr. Metzler cannot be un
informed about} the plight of the White 
Russians in Manchuria after the occu
pation by the Japanese. The fact that 
the Russian population in Shanghai has 
shown a steady influx is proof of the 
opportunities which China has offered 
her adopted citizens for free residence 
and trade.

One need scarcely remind the 
White Russians of their sacred me
mory of Imperial Russia. Indeed it 
was due to this memory that they have 
decided to remain loyal to the former 
regime rather than live under the So
viet rule. Accordingly, one may pre
sume that this sense of 'loyalty will not 
permit them to forget the humiliation 
¡which Japan inflicted upon their ma-> 
jtherland a little over a generation ago,4 
¡No Russian true to his country, we are 
¡sure, could overlook the injury to their 
| racial honor and still less venture to 
¡assist the very nation responsible for 
¡that injury.

Moreover, the White Russians may 
continue to4>e anfagonigtjc taTThe 
Soviets, but they cannot be indifferent 

the pro^lepy pf preserving the sanct
ity oi their own native soil. At this 
very moment the TJ.».b.K. and" Japan 
are wrangling over the fishery and oil 
concession questions. Though no war 
is likely to break out now between the
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two countries, it is certain that Japan 
will not hesitate to desecrate the Rus
sian soil again once she is placed in a 
position to challenge the might of new 
Russia. No matter how little love thà 
White Russians may have for thq 
Soviets, they must love the land of 
Russia more than the Japanese empire 
and for that reason must refrain from 
assisting Japan in attaining a prédo
minent position in Asia.

Japanese piiblicists have often tyied 
to impies upon the loyal; Russians 
fjiat -if they should co^operate^^th 
Japan to defeat China and’ the UjgL&R. 
they p)ay restore their old ixnuerial 
•egime. This is just so much nonsense. 
All that the White Russians need to 
know from the Japanese is why Japan 
has never permitted them to settle in 
Japan proper, and they will know that 
their only real friend when they are in 
distress is China.

What is more, the Russian com
munity in Shanghai must bear in mind 
the welfare of its sister communities 
m other parts of the globe. The Nansen 
Office which has for 20 years aided the 
White Russians throughout the world, 
will cease to function at the end of this 
year, and its duties will be assumed 
by the League of Nations. If the local 
Russian community wishes to co-oper
ate with the League, it certainly cannot 
allow its members to flirt with the nation 
which has been branded an aggressor 
by the League and which has glaring
ly repudiated all the principles for 
which the League stands.

Mr. Leonidov in his letter has gra
ciously voiced the sentiment on behalf 
of the large following which his 
Church commands that “we remain 
loyal to the National Government of 
China and will continue to offer daily 
prayers for the suffering Chinese 
people... .We abhor the actions of our 
compatriots who have so easily for
gotten that in the darkest hour of 
Russian history the Chinese people 
offered them sanctuary and complete 
freedom to work and earn their bread.”

These words are indeed graciously 
offered, and they will go a long way 
toward alleviating the sense of dis
appointment which has been felt by the 
Chinese over the recent utterances of 
people of Mr. Metzler’s >way of think
ing. It is comforting to know that the 
services which the ’Chinese have rend
ered to the Russian community are still 
cherished by those who as followers 
of God have the courage to stand and 
speak for peace, truth and justice.
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çpftSULAAT-GENERAAL OER NEOERLANOEN 
VOOR MIOOEN-CHINA.
TEL. AO. HOU.ANDIA.

Np'.3636 SHANGHAI,
nAjb. L

21s tf December

UVC i
„ ‘RY
/ ....... .

1938.

Sir

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your

letter No.D.8907 dated December 19, 1938 regarding G. A.

Sokoloff and to thank you for the information contained 

therein.

I have the honour to be

Sir

Your obedient servant

f

Consul-General

The Deputy Commissioner

Special Branch, Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI



s. a®.
Zg /JU

December 19 38.

Consul-General for Netherlands»

Shangha i.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter No.3461 dated December 3» 1938, and in 

reply to inform you that George Alexis Sokoloff is not 

known to the Municipal Police and no information is 

available regarding him. He is not registered with 

either the Russian Emigrants* Committee, Moulmein Road, 

or the Council of United Russian Public Organization 

(SORO), 8 Avenue Du bail.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
/<Section 1 »Special.

REPORT Dot^..........2 ......—..~—
38 <

Subject__ ™.?JS^Hi?.i®.^J.ion dated 3-12-38 from the Netherlands Consulate-General

concerning ar. Sokolotf. /■)

blade by—Ç.?.8 ...._____________ _ __ Forwarded Ss— 

B. S. I.

¿inquiries show that no person under the name 

of Georgy Alexeyevich SOKOLQtfk’ is registered with the Rus

sian ¿¡migrants’ Committee, Moulmein Hoad, or with the Council 

of United .Russian Public Organization tS0Rü),8 Avenue Dubail. 

Bo information is available in the Boarding House Section of 

the Municipal Police and the Information Bureau of the French 

Police regarding the date of his arrival in Shanghai and his 

present address.

There is nothing in the Municipal Police records 

concerning any person named G.À. Sokoloff.

D. C.

Är->

( Special Branch )

4
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4s4nSDLAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
,jr VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No., 3461. SHANGHAI, 3 December 
LDaie

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that George Alexis SOKOLOPP 

intends to leave for the Netherlands Indies.

He is in possession of a passport No.385666, issued by the 

Bureau of Public Safety at Tientsin on August 12, 1938. This 

passport is declared invalid by the National Government of 

China.

Sokoloff is 32 years of age and has been employed by p 
Fraser Federal Inc. at Tientsin.

On August 13, 1938, he obtained a visé for admission into 

the Hetherlands Indies from the Netherlands Consulate at Tientsin.

At present he is residing at Shanghai and he intends to 

leave in the course of this month.

His residence is not known to this Consulate General.

I should be obliged to you if you would let me know, if 

possible, whether anything is known about this person from a 

political or moral point of view.

I have the honour to be,



D
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Headquarters, 
hanghai Municipal Police.

March... 19. ....... 19 41 .

The Secretary & CommisBioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Ko: - D.8908 (C) .

Subject Proposal by the Japanese Authorities to 
secure control of the International 
Settlement.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report

Fo r info rma t ion

z
3



March 19, 1941.

Further to a previous report regarding the 

proposal by the Japanese authorities to secure control 

of the International Settlement and the arrival of a 

contingent of Japanese-sponsored Chinese army, further 

information has been received from a reliable source 

to the effect that the prrposal is again being discussed 

by certain high ranking personnel of the Ministry of 

Police, the Shanghai City Government and the Japanese 

authorities.

According to the scheme now proposed by the 

Ministry of Police, it will, through its local branch 

at 76 Jessfield Road, make efforts to monopolize the 

local labour unions, after which the unions will be 

utilized to create incidents with British and American 

nationals in the form of sabotage and mass-disturbances. 

The attempt is to be staged should any change come about 

in the status quo of the International Settlement which, 

it is thought, may be likely to take place early in May, 

this year.

This scheme, however, does not meet with the 

approval of the Japanese authorities, more especially 

with the Japanese Naval officers who, it is said, think 

that the proposed attempt should be staged in the name 

of "citizens organizations" only and not the New Central 
Government at Nanking nor the Ministry of Police.

The Shanghai City Government, however, is striving 

on its own behalf and by means of diplomatic negotiations 

is hoping to bring about the transfer of the Shanghai 

Special District Courts in the International Settlement. 

Lawyer Tung Yu has been delegated to negotiate with the 

Judicial circles. In this connection the Ministry of 

Police has solicited the assistance of Lawyer Tseu Kyi-



- 2 -

voong who participated in the negotiations which 

brought about the change of control of the French 

Concession, to negotiate through diplomatic channels. 

Although no date has yet been set for the attempt to 

take over the Settlement Judicial organs, it is believed 

that its prime object is to enforce the circulation of 

notes of the Central Reserve Bank.

During these discussions, high ranking Japanese 

military and naval authorities asked questions regarding 

the personnel and working of the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal Police. Their questions referred 

to the characteristics and antecedents of the senior 

Chinese executive officers of the Branch.

JM.



I SECRET March 19, 1941.

.Further to a previous report regarding the 

proposal by the Japanese authorities to secure control 

of the International Settlement and the arrival of a 

contingent of Japanese-sponsored Chinese army, further 

information has been received from a reliable source

*the effect that the proposal is again being discussed 

by certain high ranking personnel of the Ministry of

authorities

Ministry of Police,

Police, the Shanghai City Government and the Japanese

According to the scheme now proposed by the 

it will, through its local branch 

at 76 Jessfield Road, make efforts to monopolize the 

local labour unions, after which the unions will be 

utilized to create incidents with British and American

nationals in the form of sabotage and mass-disturbances

The attempt is to be staged should any change come about

i t

e year

j d. C. {Sf>. Br.~)

the status quo of the International Settlement which 

is thought, may be likely to take place early in May

This scheme, however, does not meet with the 

of the Japanese au thori ties,ate* especially

with the Japanese Naval officers who, it ie said, think 

oposed attempt should be staged in the name 

is organizations* only and not the New Central 

at Nanking nor the Ministry of Police.

Shanghai City Government, however, is striving 

behalf and by means of diplomatic negotiations

£ X* p I £|ifs| hoping to bring about the transfer of the Shanghai 
'^’.(l^ecial District Courts in the International Settlement.

t ’ Lawyer Tung Yu has been delegated to negotiate with the

i: judicial circles. In this connection the Ministry of
I

<J^.Police has solicited the assistance of Lawyer Tseu Kyi- 



voong who participated in the negotiations which 

brought about the change of control of the JsTench 

Concession, to negotiate through diplomatic channels. 

Although no date has yet been set for the attempt to 

take ovex the Settlement .juidicial organs, it is believed 

that its prime object is to enforce the circulation of 

notes of the Central fieserve Bank.

luring these discussions, high ranking Japanese 

military and naval authorities asked questions regarding 

the personnel and working of the Special Branch of the 

Shanghai Municipal H>lice. Their questions referred 

to the characteristics and antecedents of the senior 

Chinese SflMteutive officers of the Branch.



conf identlai informat ion » -Shanghai

Informer of the Shanghai Special Service. 

June 5, 1939.

The members of the Japanese Secret Service* who 

are suspected by the British authorities in Shanghai.

The British Intelligence organ in Shanghai is 

keeping observation on the undermentioned persons as 

members of the Japanese Secret Services-

Yotos, residing at No. 37 Fah Hwa Road This

man is a British subject and is connected with a Japanese 

named Nakosaki, proprietor of Thoenix Company» No. 120 

Jinkee Road.

A. Sogol, Russian Jew» residing at No. 104 Avenue

du Roi Albert» french Concession» who has a small shop in 

the Capitol Building» No. 142 Museum Road* and deals in 

photographic materials.

Hihin, (Ropin), White Russian. The Shanghai

Municipal Police is looking for him

Central China No» 450.

Re dismissal of students from the Military Academy 

of the Pacification Section.

May 30, 1939.

To Kusumoto, President of the Reformed Institute.

It is hereby notified that the following student 

was dismissed from the school because he had violated the 

regulations governing the examination of the school on 

May 28 and his daily conduct was bads»

Zau Sin Jao» age 19» native of Chekiang, residing

•12B» King Niang Ka, Nanking
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
8.1, Speci al

REPORT Qgte, J SO-.—/----
V ^M^RMaiaaana ¿»i

Subject (in full).....Members of Japanese Secret Service to conduct activity
in French Concession,

,For warded by.Made ..Pan..Lien-jjih,

It is learned from a reliable source that the 

Japanese Secret Service Department in Shanghai has 

appointed more than 20 Japanese well versed in the 

Chinese language, who are accompanied by four Chinese, 

to carry out the following activities in the French 

Concessions-

1. To trace anti-Japanese elements.

2. To spread rumours.

3. To create terrorism so as enable the 

Japanese authorities to demand independent 

action in the French Concession.



On the instructions of D.C. (Special -Branch), 

the undersigned interviewed ar| Garfield riuang alias 

Huang Chia-hui ) at his office of the nwa

Hwei (_^-^ ) Company, Room 504, international 

Dispensary building, Foochow Road, at 11.30 a.m. 

March 2, when he stated as follows tg

“From several friends of mine who are

nominally Formesans but actually natives of Fokien 

as I am, I learnt about a week ago that the Japanese 

were going to create some disturbance on Ranking 

Road in order to aggravate the situation. Their

principal object in doing so is to create some

pretexts which would enable them to seize the 

administration of the Settlement.

•Latest information on the bombing cases 

which occurred in the evening of March 1, 1939, is 

that these incidents were committed by one named 

Hoh Liang Zung Ik &. ) and his followers, who used, 

in the name of Koo (4^ )» Room 308 Oriental Hotel, 

Ranking Road, as temporary headquarters.

“My informers also state that the ultimate 

object of the Japanese is to seize the administrative 

power of the Settlement, especially the post of 

Commissioner of Police. The candidate for the post 

is one named I. Saito, ex-Police Commissioner of Tokyo, 

who arrived at Shanghai on February 25, 1939.

"Their plan to achieve this end includes, 

in addition to the bombing outrages on March 1, 1939I-
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(A) The cutting off of all food supplies from the 

Settlement proper and the French Concession and 

the concentration of food stuff in nongkew area. 

Any Settlement residents south of the Creek 

desiring food will have to go to hongkew, where 

only Japanese Military notes will be used, and 

therefore, before entering nongkew, will have to 

exchange legal tender of Chinese banks for Japanese 

military notes. Besides, any food stuff to be 

brought south of the Creek will cost much more than 

that to be consumed north of the Creek. In this 

way, the Japanese expect that panic will reign 

among all residents south of the Creek who will 

have to move to the north of the Creek.

(b) Indiscrimate attacks on foreign and Chinese 

officers of the Shanghai Municipal Police, both 

lower and higher ranks, in order to cause panic 

among the Police Force»

•Consequently the incident on March 1, 1939, 

is only an overture to the main show.

•Furthermore, I have also many intimate 

friends among the officers of the National Government. 

According to their repeated declaration, the National 

Government regards the existence of the foreign 

settlements as one of the important factors which 

help the National Government in carrying out the 

present anti-Japanese war, from both an economi
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and political point of view. Consequently the 

National Government has no intention whatsoever 

to jeopardize the position of the foreign settlements.

•besides the National Government is quite 

strict in principle in connection with suoversive 

activities. There must be a definite object in each 

of the assassination cases authorized by the National 

Government. Everybody realizes that no useful 

purposes can be served by bombing outrages such as 

those on March 1, which only aggravate the local 

situation and give more excuses to the Japanese to 

further their aggressive demands on the Shanghai 

Municipal Council.*

In conclusion he promised to convey to this 

office any further information which he might receive 

in the future.

The interview terminated at 11.45 a.m.

D.C. (Special Branch)

C. D. I
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S^fe.J^?nJ^rol.led.. Areas.. Q.f... Shanghai.

de#by.....Insp. Rapp

According to information received from a reliable

source, the local Japanese authorities have been instructed to

intensify their policy of non-cooperation vis-a-vis the

Municipal Council and the French Concession of Shanghai

While details of all the measures to be adopted are not known

it has come to notice that the issuance of permits for trans por-

tation of certain raw materials from the interior into the

Foreign controlled areas has recently been suspended Raw

materials for which permits have been refused are tobacço

(from Anhwei), salt, leather, silk, etc. It is of interest

to note that several German businessmen who applied for such

permits have also been refused. Japanese and Chinese applicants

are allowed importations in certain cases into Shanghai on the

condition that the materials imported are not destined for use

eri or

in the Foreign control.! ed areas.

It is understood that rice, vegetables

perishable goods will continue to be allowed to be

oreign controlled areas. The importation of rice

it ted so long there are large stocks available

or similar

imported to

will be

in the

It is stated that,if enforced at present such a ban 

y be counteracted by importations from Saigon which measure

may inflict hardship on the Chinese farmers

It has also been learned that plans for the transfer off

The chief aim pursued

establishment of all

gambling and opium establishments at a Place which is out of the

âiÿ gambling and opium establishments from 

Kiangwan have been worked out recently.

the drawing up of the new scheme is the

the Western District
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reach of the Foreign Authorities especially of the Municipal 

Police. It is claimed that the plans provide for the organiza

tion of a huge syndicate and the establishment of an office, 

/* possibly in Hongkew, for the issue of special passes to Chinese
' ...

visitors to the gambling and opium dens at Kiangwan and vicinity

D» C. (Special Branch)



Ir. R. SAINT-OYANT, Chief of the French Police 

Political Section, was again interviewed this morning and 

asked whether he contemplated making the contents of the 

attached two reports, which he had already perused, the 

subject of special enquiry and subsequent report.

He replied that he had discussed the matter with 

Mr. JOHEZ and had reached the conclusion that such 

information could hardly be regarded with _,ny degree of 

seriousness and, therefore, did not merit any comment.

D. S.
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«r.apanese ..Measures ..Again st. ...t.he...Fxen.ch.Concession.

.......... 35*......................... Forwarded, by......Insp.ectp.r.PapPi.... ....................................

Further to the report “Japanese Prepare 

Economic Measures .Against Foreign Controlled Areas*, dated 

December 12, 1938, it has been learned from the same source 

that the Special Service Section of the Japanese Military in 

Shanghai have decided upon another scheme to ruin the French 

Concession in addition to the plan to blockade these two 

areas. The sympathetic attitude manifested by the French 

Authorities towards the Chinese Secret Service Organs operating 

from the Trench Concession ever since the withdrawal of the 

Chinese troops from Shanghai last year, has made the Japanese 

feel that they can no longer tolerate the situation and must 

take some strong steps in the near future. It would seem 

that they contemplate to take somewhat similar measures, which 

were to have already been enforced in the Spring of this year. 

Briefly, they are planning to move a large number of Japanese, 

Korean and Formosan ronins into the French Concession with 

the purpose to creating disturbances in that area. These 

ronins are expected to attack or assassinate any Chinese 

official or Kuomintang agents they can lay their hands on in 

the Concession. In case of their attempts are being inter

fered with by the Police, they will exchange fire with the 

latter. It is the hope of the Japanese that some of their 

ronins will be wounded or killed by the Police as such a 

possibility may create an “incident*.

Other important missions to be assigned to 

these ronins, include attacks on Chinese government organizations 

in the French Concession, in particular attacks on Chinese 

banks. The attacks on these bank offices is said to be a
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part of their scheme to hamper the stability of China's 

financial machinery in Shanghai and to pave the way for the 

circulation of their military notes.

These plans have been submitted to General 

Harada, Chief of the Central China Service Department at 

Finking, for approval. It is hinted,however, that certain 

changes may be made in the plans before order is given for 

their execution.
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According to information secured from a source

Japanese Military in Shanghai have decided toSection of the

near future some drastic measures to throttleenforce in the

of the International Settlement and the Frenchthe prosperity

Concession

for the gradualThese measures include a plan

restriction of food supplies entering the International

Settlement and the a view to causingFrench Concession with

a serious increase all daily necessitiesin the price of

equally to all foodstuffsThese restrictions will be applied

entering the foreign areas by boat

foodstuffs will be allowed to be stored in thehand all

controlled areas such as Hongkew, Yangtsaepoo andapanese

in latter are$s will be greatly reduced so asfoodstuffs

poorer Chinese classes to remove from the

foreign

revenue

not stand

cost of living.

If the above measure should not bring the desired

the Japanese Authorities may blockade the foreign

forbidding the importation of food supplies and

which is believed to be fairly reliable, the

or by land. On the other

into the Japanese controlled regions. This

e Western districts outside of the Settlement. The price

Special Service

foreign areas

to induce the

step, if carried out, may result in the gradual restoration 

of prosperity in their controlled regions, while the 

areas would suffer a serious loss from a decrease in 

as a result of a serious exodus of Chinese who could 

the high

results,

areas by

other daily necessities. In order to carry out this order 

effectively they may employ military control to ensure a
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complete blockade. Any businessmen who violate the 

measures by smuggling foodstuffs into the foreign areas 

would be dealt with by military law. The Japanese believe 

that through such measures they will be able to shift the 

prosperity of the International Settlement and the French 

Concession to their occupied areas. Furthermore, they would 

able to force the Municipal Council and the French Authorities 

to agree to whatever demands they present from time to time.

is learned that the above measures will be

submitted for 'val to General Harada, Chief of the Central 

Chiha Service Department at Nanking.

D.C.(Special Branch).

•M.lr’ 
I

h A, »c Ö.
{SPECIAL BRANCH)
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Subfect.....9^ine3e Character Reading Educational Society. '

Made ^y.?.?.8.?.l.*...Liao Chung Chien. by.

T- C'/S
Reference the query of D.C. (Special Branch) appended 

to the attached report, the contention of Vong Zui Ping, 

promoter of the Chinese Character Reading Society, is that 

China has preserved her 4,000 year old culture mainly through

books inherited from her ancient scholars. These books were 

written in "Ku Wen* (-^ —) or classical essay style lan

guage and can only be understood by reading and knowing fully 

the characters therein) a phonetic transcription of them being 

unintelligible because the Chinese language is monosyllabic, 

having many words which sound exactly the same but are widely 

different in meaning. Romanized Chinese is a pure phonetic 

system and is, therefore, considered unserviceable by Wong 

the preservation of Chinese culture.

Chinese educationalists when consulted with regard to 

issue generally accept the above argument as correct 

they nevertheless maintain (1) that Chinese characters 

difficult and inconvenient and a better medium of education
. . iHillfc Hi

must be sought, (2) the characters should not be abolished 

before a substitute is found and (3) in the meantime the 

practicability of Romanized Chinese remains a subject of con

troversy, Chinese characters, therefore, will have to be re

tained notwithstanding their clumsiness and complications.

however, doubt if Wong’s research 

characters and his way of teaching 

pointing out that not all Chinese
I pictures of objects ac Wong asserts - 

been coined according to sound while I 

combination of two or more

These educationalists

characters are derived

ft
characters.
P.O.(Special Branch)

a large number of them 
OU 

numerous others^formed

T in the structure of Chinese

would be at all successful

from

have

by a simple
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The attached letter has been received from Mr. Wong Zui 

Ping who is a student of the structure of Chinese

characters. He advocates that although Chinese characters 

are complicated in their structure, they are nevertheless 

scientific. The characters, as the inventors designed them, 

are, in reality, skeletons of pictures of the objects they 

represent, only for convenience in writing them that they have 

been made simpler after years of improvement and now appear 

queer to the students. However, if the students are supplied 

^with the original pictures the Chinese characters respectively 

represent, they will find no difficulty in learning them. 

To explain the above theory, a number of examples designed 

by Mr. Wong Zui Ping which are attached herewith will be found 

useful.

While advocating his theory of teaching Mr. Wong naturally 

comes into conflict with the movement of teaching Romanized 

Chinese or ”Sin Wenz’’ which advocates t he abolition of the use 

of Chinese characters and offers as a substitute spelling 

according to the twenty-six letters of the alphabet. He 

contends that the success of the Romanized Chinese will be the 

ruination of the 4,000 year old culture of China.

Mr. Wong resides at 52/142 Taku Road, where the Chinese 

Character Reading Educational Society maintains a communication 

address. According to him, the Society does not intend to 

members for the time being but persons who interested 

research of the structure of Chinese characters may join.

GM.
/7&
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The following is a list of the supporters of the movement:** 
1. Ting Yih Mou t> fa ), clerk of t he Ningpo Fellow 

Countrymen’s Association.

2. Yih Yuin FOong Principal of the Chien Tuh
Primary School, corner of Wuting and Ferry Roads.

3. Yu Mou Kung ), Lawyer, No.33 Hai Lien Li, Kiaochow
Road.

4. Feng Sung Mei ), Principal of the 6th Primary
School of the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s Association, 
Rue Hue.

5. Yang Yih Zung (), clerk of the Dah Yeu Chong Oil 
Shop (■/'7J & ), No.205 Shanhaikwan Road.

6. Ching Yien Ching ), priest of the Baptist Church
No.l, 149 Rue Tourane.

7. Fang Zung Hao (-if priest of the Moore Memorial
Church, 316 Yu Ya Ching Road.

8. Yuan Siu long ), p? oprietor of the Siu Tong
Painter Shop, corner of Shantung and Foochow Roads.

9. Hwang Chi Hoong clerk of the Y.M.C.A., 599
Szechuen Road.

10. Yang Tse Nyi Hwa Pei Coal Co., 42 Aveaue Foch.

On December 12, 1938, Mr. Wong 2ui Ping called at the 

Headquarters and was supplied with a copy of Application 

for Registration form as well as apprised of "the procedure 

whereby such an organization may be registered with the 

Police.

D.C. (Special Branch)



Pronounciation; MoDefinition; Horse

Pronounciation; FuDefinition; Person

Pronounciation; 2uhPstiaitjon;..... Enter

Pronounciation; San Definition; Mountain



Pronounciation: Soe
Definition: A small house.

Pronounciation:Tsoh
Definition: Bamboo.

Pronai nc iat ion : Kao 
Definition: High.

Pr onou nciation: Kwan
Definition: Wash.

This is not a character and has no 
pronounciation. It forms a part in 
numerous characters which have connection 
with water.



Translation of letter received on December 6,1938»

December 5,1938.

To the Special Branch, S.M.P.

With the object of helping the people to 

read characters, I have formed the "Chinese Character 
Beading Educational Society"( 7^^ )

and wish to apply for registration in accordance with 

your regulations. I enclose 3 copies of the regulations 

of the society.

Wong Zui Ping(^i ,

Director of the Chinese Character 
Reading Educational Society.

Lane 142, house 52, Taku Road»



X>



Section 1, Specfcltìtu.Sr^Lo
REPORT

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI

Made by.A-.f. Kuh Pao-hWa Forwarded by..

on 23/11/38.

fith reference to the query of D.C. (Special Branch)

S u. REGISTRY

/<& 36^qember-.<y_-.;/^38.^D 

BTTîïïë^’isïa;

on the attached copy of newspaper translation, L have to 

report that careful enquiries show that the San Kwang 

Bookstore, 68 Rue Voyron, which is owned by Ting Ghuin-tao 

( J )» was raided by de actives attached to the

Political Section of French Pol ce deadquarters on November 

23, when some 200 books, chiefly of a political and anti

japanese nature were seized. mt. Ting, who has severed 

his connections with the publication of.the local Chinese 

daily known as the "hews Digest,* however, failed to secure 

a Business Permit from the French Municipal Council before 

starting business in the said bookstore.

A detailed report has been submitted to the French 

Consular Authorities by the French Police who suggested that 

a fine of $200 be imposed on the management of the bookstore 

and that the seizure be confiscated, but no definite 

instructions have yet been received by the French Police.

Details concerning Ting uhuin-tao‘e connections 

with the "Rews Digest" were outlined in a Special Branch 
jC ‘
"report dated September 27, 1938. The allegation that he 

is connected with the activities of the Chinese Communist 

Party appear to be groundless.



November 28, 1938, Morning Translation«

Bin Shun Dao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper)»

rwaa.aw 9? ng gqwwigriwgx.
^«.fc-With his experience of printing» Ting Ohuin«* 

tao ( j ), formerly Phief of the Sales Department of 
the «Ta Kung Dao* (^'40 and at present one of the 
shareholders of the «News Digest* ( has won the
favour of the Communist Party and has^bfeeh engaged as 
a «running dog* of the Barty« It is due to his efforts 
that the «News Digest« has been published and maintained 
its existence up to the present»

On behalf of the Communist Party» Ting Chuin- 
tao reoently edited and printed large quantities of 
propaganda matter, with a view to disseminating it in theA)“1/ c 
Foreign Settlements» The matter came to the knowledge * ft | 
of oertain authorities who despatched uniformed men and / > |
detectives to conduct a search at Tinfrs home whore they / 1
found large quantities of Ocmmunlst propaganda. Ting »
Chuin-tao was not placed under arrest nor was any penalty V 
Imposed on him« The public are greatly surprised at 
the attitude of these authorities» it Is clear from 
this that theoe authorities are dealing leniently with 
the Communist Barty»



November 28, 1938 Morning Translation!

Sin Shun Mao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper)s 

oy ra* .

_ Vi th his experience of printing» Ting Chuin- 
tao ( J )» formerly chief of the Sales Department of 
the "Ta Kung Mao* (?a'<KL) and at present one of the 
shareholders of the "Hews Digest• ( 1108 won the
favour of the Communist Marty and has'been engaged as 
a "running dog" of the Marty* Xt is due to his efforts 
that the "News Digest" has been published and maintained 
its existence up to the present*

On behalf of the Communist Marty* Ting Chain» 
tao reoently edited and printed large quantities of 
fropaganda matter» with a view to disseminating it in the 

oreign Settlements* The matter oame to the knowledge 
of certain authorities who despatched uniformed men and 
detectives to conduct a search at Tinges home where they 
found large quantities of Communist propaganda« Ting 
Chuin-tao was not placed under arrest nor was any penalty 
imposed on him* The public are greatly surprised at 
the attitude of these authorities* Xt is clear from 
this that these authorities are dealing leniently with
the Coumnist Marty
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FM. 2
G. 15000-4-38

LWK/ t

Subject...

sha^fajï^^ police. I I
Spec MfA

■HH *

•»Woo Shing Association* - Branch office estàNIÏBlieü

----------------«A, 
REPORT

Made by....

Further to Special Branch report dated December 20, 
1938, the "Woo Shing Association* ( % ) with

head office at 5th floor, Arnhold Building, 320 Szechuen 

Road, has established a branch office at lane 37, No.119 

Brenan Road.

On January 15, a leaflet purporting to have 

emanated from the "Woo Shing Association* was obtained 

by the Municipal Police. According to this leaflet, 

the Association was renamed the "Woo Shing Association" 

from the "Shanghai Economic Construction Society,* a 

Japanese sponsored organization located at Lane 37, 

No.119 Brenan Road, and this Association is to hold 

itself responsible for the acceleration of "economic 

cooperation* between the Chinese and Japanese on a more 

extensive scale than that conducted by the “Shanghai 

Economic Construction Society.*

Attached is the copy of the leaflet together 

with translation.



TRANSLATION

Object of the "ïïoq Shing Association"

(l) Title : "Woo Shing Association."

This Association is formed to extend the 

activities of the former "Shanghai Economic 

Construction Society.* Apart from re-constructing 

the Chinese economic structure, and eradicating 

corrupt practices, this Association will devise 

ways and means to meet the desire of the people to 

enjoy a peaceful life. The "Woo Shing Association" 

is renamed from the former Society with a view to 

building a powerful economic structure in Central 

China.

(II) Object : This Association has the object of 

joining the people of the two nations together 

through economical relations. China and Japan 

are neighbouring countries with only a narrow 

sea as their natural boundary. However, the 

difference in racial customs has given rise to 

misunderstandings from time to time, and on the 

lines of economic construc-tion, this Association 

will endeavour to bring the true sense of the 

Japanese spirit to those people so that they can 

help each other in effecting mutual prosperity. 

Every assistance will be rendered the people, for 

instance, in obtaining passes, permits, etc.

(ill) Enterprises :

(1) Should the Chinese merchants, after the fonnation 

of their trade unions or other new bodies, intend to 

become members of this Association, a plan to



facilitate the transportation of agricultural products 

from the interior will be effected, and their 

cooperation in economical realms will be solicited 

in order to attain peace and trade. The names of 

those members joining the Association will be kept 

a secret at their request.

(2) For the benefit of the people of the two nations, 

business centres may be established when necessary 

in the war areas.

(3) Assistance will be rendered to those who intend 

to re-open their factories or to establish new plants 

in the war areas.

(4) 'When financial facilities are required by those 

trade unions which have become members of this 

Association, special economic organs will be 

established by the latter to provide them with the 

necessary assistance.

(5) Business transactions between the Chinese and 

Japanese merchants will also be dealt with.

(6) Other rcooperative business* than the above 

mentioned will also be taken up in order to attain 

the aforesaid object*

(IV) Offices x

Head office - 5th floor, Arnhold Building, 320 

Szechuen Road. Tel. Ko.12276.

Branch Office - Lane 37, Ho.119 Brenan Road.

Tel. No.21564.

(V| Expenses of the Association x

This Association will render purely free 

service. No sthee charges will be collected



other than a email sum as a membership fee and 

"procedure* fees to cover the expenses of this 

Association.

Hu Tse-ming ( ^]

Representative of the 
"Woo Shing Association*

November, 27th fear of 
the Republic of China.



P. U7»
J¿. *0<WLl«M.

Ref. No..,^M.Lir̂

Form A

4

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

....ßsp.»jnh«w?....BÄ»........I93.a».

SUBJECT

Woo. Shing. Asspc.l.at.l op...

The Commissioner presents his compliments to&WftEWl«a>X‘y.»fi*M-C..for 
Secretary General, 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police Report«

2.

3.

4.

5.



___ FM. 2 
G. 5000-9-38

CONFIDENT’AL
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.................

S.l, Spacial Branch.
REPORT D(îM December 20,/p3g,

Subject Woo Shln? Association

Made by................ . ..............................    Forwarded by.............

A "Woo Shing Association" has recently come into existence 

with an office established in a room on the 5th floor, Arnhold 

Building, 320 Szechuen Road. Prom enquiries it has been 

ascertained that this Association was formed by one Hu Tse 

Ming P/J ), an ex-Inspect or of the Japan-China Cotton

Mills, at the instigation of Ling Tse Chung ), a

Formosan. It has for its object the organization of different 

trade associations in Shanghai and effective control over them.

The chief promoter, Hu Tse Ming, at present resides at 

No.24, Lane 37, Brenan Road, O.O.L., and is employed with the 

Western Branch of the Police Bureau as a detective. He con

currently serves as a leader of an armed gang which affords 

protection to the Pu Sung Gambling Den, 10 Ting Nyieh Li, 

Brenan Road, and an opium den situated in House No. 8 of the 

same alleyway.

Ling Tse Chung, who is behind the formation of the above

association, 

of the following bodiest-

Name

Shanghai Economic Construction 
Society.

Chinese Labourers’ Welfare 
Association

Shanghai Municipality Extra
Settlement Roads Area 
Housing Problem Committee

is also the leading figure behind the organization

Address

House 119, Lane 37, Brenan 
Road, east of the Jessfield 
Park,

Room 108, 1st floor, Mishin
Risen Kalsha Building, 20 
Canton Road.

-ditto-

This person at present resides at Ro.2, 

Road.
Lane 1412, Tu Yuen

Certified true copy.



rmwiioìàwrj,.
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FM. 2
G. 15000-1-38 SHANGHAI municipal rouciWKWffORli

_ Woo Shing Association"
O Ub] ...... ----

SI e L n •» s- registry s»l, Special ^r.anc
REppm^ ■ I — - - -27—73-^

¿Ìz^fC.gMg.<.g.Q^3 ÄP

Made

A “Woo Shing Association“ has recently come into existence 

with an office established in a room on the 5th floor, Arnhold

Building, 320 Szechuen Road. From enquiries it has been

ascertained that this Association was formed by one Hu Tse 
Ming Pjj ), an ex-inspector of the Japan-China Cotton

Mills, at the instigation of Ling Tse Chung M*] ), a

Formosan. It has for its object the organization of different

trade associations in Shanghai and effective control over them. 

The chief promoter, Hu Tse Ming, at present resides at

No.24, Lane 37, Brenan Road, 0.0.Li, and is employed with the 

Western Branch of the Police Bureau as a detective. He con

currently serves as a leader of an armed gang which affords 

protection to the Fu Sung Gambling Den, 10 Ting Nyieh Li, 

Brenan Road, and an opium den situated in House No.6 of the 

same alleyway.
Ling Tse Chung, who is behind the formation of the above 

association, is also the leading figure behind the organization 

of the following bodies*-

Kame

Shanghai Economic Contruction 
Society

Chinese Labourers’ Welfare 
Association

Shanghai Municipality Extra
Settlement Roads Area 
Housing Problem Committee

Address

House 119, Lane 37, Brenan 
Road, east of the Jessfield
Park.

Room 106, 1st floor, Nishin 
Kisen Kaisha Building, 20 
Canton Road*

-ditto-

at No«2» Lane 1412, Yu YuenThis person at present resides



Sastern Unes t- IX ' (X ‘39 (P/1)
jAiim« xwnwo CKtm« Mpwu, usona UNION

After the fall of Shanghai, a certain 
Party was very active in the formation of a Chamber of 
Commerce and a General Labour Union in an attempt to 
induce various trade associations and labour unions to 
co-operate with it* but all such attempts have been 
frui tless*

Recently* 8 man named Hu Min-tsu
and others organized a Ho Shing Guild (#*/-•£ « ) to
facilitate the transportation of merchandise'ana to promote 
business* local trade associations are ignoring the 
existence of this guild*

As regards the labour union* a “Chinese Workers 
Welfare Association“ has been formed by on<
Hu Shou-chong 4ar $ a with a Korean named Lin Ts-ohuanj 

) as Chief Secretary and a Japanese named mbo as 
director*
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January

■
sir*

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter Ho» 3656 dated December 21» 1938, 

and in reply to inform you that there is nothing 

in Municipal Police records against Miss L.liatusiak. 
<g

A copy of report is attached»

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

Consul-General for the Netherlands,

Shanghai



CONFIDENTIAL
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI

REPOJ

5w¿/^c/...Cpmnunication.,dated. 2«| 
concerning Miss L, Mat’

Made ¿y.....?«.8..«..1. •.....?* *?M**T

It would appear from enquiries that Miss Leokadja

MaTUSIaK is identical with one Miss Leokadia Kazimirovna Ma

tus iak,who is reported to have arrived in Shanghai from Dairen 

in January,1931 and during the summer of the same year was em

ployed as a dancing partner in the Savoy Hotel Ball Hoorn. She 

resided at 38 barter Road until 18-3-31, after which she re

moved to 630 Avenue Joffre. Later she is known to have resided 

at 632 Route Vallon and 115 Ro»’** Vailon for various periods, 

and from December,1935 to April,1937 - at 149 Yuen Ming Yuen 

Hoad, Apt. 53. Prom the latter address she removed to 28 Route 

Winling.

It appears that she worked in the above capacity un-

til about 1935, after which no information is available as to 

the nature of her occupation. It is reported that she is on 

friendly terms with Mr. H.L. Wilson mentioned in the communi

cation in question.

On 26-5-38 she left for the Netherlands Indies in

the m«v.”Tjinegara? from which trip she returned on 7-8-38 in 

the s.s."impress of Asia.11 Prom December 1,1938 to the date 

of her departure for Singapore ( 22-12-38) in the m.v. "Tjinega- 

ra* she stayed at the Broadway Mansions.

• No additional information is available at the local

■Polish Consulate-General regarding the lady, except that she was 

registered on the strength of a Polish passport issued at Har

bin.

While in Shanghai Miss Matusiak did not come to the 

notice of the Municipal Police in connection with any activities 

of an undesirable character. /-o _ z •

P.A. toD. C. (ip. Bt) . -.1
D. c. ( Special Branch)

Forwarded by.

ie..N.e.therLí General

D. S. I



CgmSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA. Confidential
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No*3656
SHANGHAI, 21st DedéïabeÇ J.9J

I have the honour to inform you that Miss Leokadja Matusiak. 

applied to this Consulate General in May last for a visé for ad-

mission into the Netherlands IndiesJ/J f 4
Miss Matusiak was in possession of a Polish passport Series 

No.414095 No.26/35 issued by the Polish Legation at Shanghai on 

February 5th 1935 and extended until February 5, 1939.

According to her passport she was born at Lodz in August 11th 

1897, her profession was stated to be beauty expert.

She was introduced to this Consulate General by Mr .H.L .Wilson, 

a British subject, Director of the Electric & Musical Industries 

(China) Ltd., 1099 Route de Zikawei, who is an acquaintance of one 

of the members of the staff of this Consulate.

MT. Wilson has been travelling continually to Singapore, Sai

gon and the Netherlands Indies during the last year for his company.

A visé was granted to applicant on May 5th 1938. At that time 

she stated to be residing at 28 Route Winling.

Miss Matusiak intends to leave for the Netherlands Indies again 

on December 22nd 1938 on board of the m.v. "Tjinegara".

As her former visé was only valid for one trip to the Nether

lands Indies she applied for a new visé.

According to information received from the local office of the 

Java China Japan Line, the roundtrip passage for Miss Matusiak has 

been ordered by telegram from Singapore, where I understand Mr. 

Wilson is staying at the moment.

From the passport of the lady it appears furthermore that she 

she been travelling in Europe in 1936, where she visited various 

countries.

The Deputy Commissioner 
Special Branch, 
Shanghai Municipal Police

SHANGHAI



z

She stated to be residing at the Broadway Mansions.

I should be greatly obliged to you if you would let me know, 

if possible, whether anything is known against this person from a 

political or moral point of view.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,
Your obedient servant,



^NSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDiA. ■' ^luWSTfvf’

Ncr* 40• shanghai, 6 th January 19391

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter 

of the 5th instant, No.D.8919, regarding Miss -^.Matusiak, and 

thank you for the information contained therein.

X have the honour to be, 

air,

Your obedient servant,

The Deputy Commissioner,

Special -branch, Shanghai municipal Police*

SHANGHAI 1





1-38
CW6HAI MUNICIPAL POLICE 

File SpB. REGISTRY 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ß

REPORT
Subject.

Date. ..Dlflfl ty -3 8.

M.G. Kochneff

Made ik... and .Forwarded

3.05

Sir

6.30 p.m

The following is a oopy of entry in Wayside Occurrence

Book dated November 5, 1938

Mrs. Kochneff, 150, Baikal Road, reported her son, 
George Kochneff missing since 6 p.m., October 31« 
(Circulated over teleprinter as follows:- *3.53 p.m.( 
5-11-38. Missing since 6 p.m., 31-10-38 a male 
Russian named George Kochneff age 16 years height 
.5*6* wearing grey suit, brown hair brushed back.
Ref. W. 3.59 p.m. SCO.“)

The following is a copy of entry in Way side Occurrence

Book dated November 12, 1938.

Mrs. Kochneff came today to the station and 
reported that her son George Kochneff, age 16, 
residing with her at 150 Baikal Road missing since 
6 p.m., 31-10-38. Description circulated. 
(Circulated over teleprinter as follows:- *6.40 p.m. 
12.11.38. Missing since 31.10.38 at 6 p.m. Russian 
boy named George Kochneff age 16, last seen wearing 
grey suit with Brown Flannel lumber jacket with zip. 
Ref. W. 6.42 p.m. WKC.*

0 M Accompanied by Mrs. Kochneff, Sergeant Beresovsky visited

the Salvation Array Hostel and there found a youth named Kochneff

but he was not the same person as the one reported missing

Accompanied by Mrs. Kochneff, police on December 29

visited houses 645-7 Broadway but the youth was not found there 

and the occupants denied knowing him

The following is a copy of entry in Way side Occurrence

23-12-38

Book dated December 23, 1938

12.15 p.m, At 11.20 a.m., Mrs. D. D. Petrovna, residing in 
Lane 682 House 5 Route Bourgeat came to the 
Station and reported that her son named V. 
Ignateavitch, 14, working as an apprentice with 
M. Bogudin, watchmaker, residing at Lane 50 House 
6 Ward Road missing since 18-12-38 from the 
second mentioned address where he resided and worke 
ed. Circulated.

Circulated over teleprinter as follows»« 
•3.50 p.m., 23-12-38. Missing since the 18-12-38 
a Russian boy named V. Ignateavitch age 14, from 
his home on lane 50 House 6 Ward Road. Ref. W. 
3.53 p.m. WCC."



FOR ¿NO. 3 File No. ...... Xj

* 4®-3T' shanghai municipal police.
___ Way side Station, 

REPORT______________ December 30 yp 38.
(2) 

Subject (in full)_____ _ __ ...... ______ ______________ ..___ ___________________________________ __ _ |

Made by---------------------- ..............—..............Forwarded by...............................---------------- i

Accompanied by Mrs. D. D. Petrovna, Sergeants Walker 

and Beresovsky visited houses in Dent Lane occupied by Russians 

and Gypsies and enquired for the missing boy. They were told 

by the tenents he had been there but had left that morning for 

an unknown detination.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

—* 1 ‘ • 
Officer i/c.

D. 0. * !>'•* Division»



.. FM.. W-
G. 55M-1-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICÉ.

File No,

•^ection 1, Special

REPORT
O Ji2'0

2. Lf ¡2^* 3 o

.up

^u^Ject tt "Russian Voice" of 18-12-38 criticizing the police

r failing to take action in order to locate three

, D
Made by........

Prokof lev Forwarded by.

■ng boys

Several days ago Mrs h-ochneff,mother of one of the

boys mentioned in the attached translation ( G.Petroff ) culled

at this office. 8he stated' that on or about November 5,1938 she

reported to the Wayside Police station the fact of disappearance

of son,George hochneff,15,who until that time attended the

Russian School in ^eihaiwei Koad She did not hear of her son

until recently when on a photograph which appeared in the "Shang

hai rimes" on 13-12-38 she recognized him among the three de

portees from “span who rived in Shanghai* on 1 38 in the

s.s. "Suwa Maru". She again reported the matter to the wayside

°tation, but was under the impression that little attention was

paid by the police to this case, According to her private in-

formation,the boy was in bad company here and for some reason

by phone

ntion of

645-647

j»

ü, 0« V

was reluctant to return to his home. She was advised to let

the police know whatever information she had to her boy’s

movements in Shanghai and she left,mentioning that she would

in a letter to the Uoimaissioner of Police

t^t she had

dû I

being communi c a-

on 23-12-38 she stated that she had abandoned her

writing to the Police and informed the undersigned

been told

oadway,

fame is situated.» her

that her son was likely to be found at

which address,it appears, a house of ill

informant also stated that cater 6 p.m

the entrance to this house from bro-adway is usually closed/but

that the house may be entered by the back door from

Hoad. Upon knocking at the door one must

upon her. son, who appears

1

ast- Seward

ask for "Shura* ,where-

to be employed

should be taken,Mrs

Broadway entrance to the house be -

guarded at the time in order to prevent the boy's escape

•ochneff stated, that the

the door. Waresome capacity, would open

in the premises in



~g~“ [sm »Ur ' W* M).............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................. Station,
REPORT

Date................................ i g

Subject...^............................ ___....................... ....................................................................................................................... .

• -2-

Made by................................................................. Forwarded by.............................................................................. ..

Being a woman and having no one to help her ,Mrs Kochneff con

tinued, she could not go to that place and verifyi the infor

mation.

Mrs ikochneff is employed at the Yee Tsoong Tobacco Com

pany’s Thor burn Hoad factory ( T. 50695 ) and her her husband 

is employed at the Pootung factory of the same firm, -hey re

side at 150 Baikal Road, Riat 3-G. Mr.Kochneff is Chairman of 

the Union of Cossacks in Shanghai*

Hrs -uochneff states that she dues not know any reason

* Vihy here son should leave his home, except for the crave for ad

ventures boys of his age often have, his reluctance to return 

to his parents may also be explained by fear of punishment. She 

also has reasons ,to believe that her son was under the influ

ence of Premia, one of the trio, and a certain Chechoslovakia 

•named Heihart. (?) vmo is in Shanghai at present.





"RUSSKY GOLOS'* (Russian Voice) Edited, and published 
by the Russky Golos Publishing Company .at all, cz, 
Yangtsaepoo Road, Way side, Shanghai ,1 Sunday r .

December 18, 1938. ( jjof ( j- Jj £

Three youthful sea-farers are fooling the 
Press and the Police of Shanghai.
Who are Petroff, Kremlia and Cordell?

on December 12, George Petroff, I? years of age, 
Kremlia 16 and Teddy Cordell 15, have been brought back 
to Shanghai from Kobe, having left Shanghai on the S.S, 
"Anna liaersk" as stowaways en route for Mexico» They -were 
taken off the ship at Kobe, ’where they caused a great deal 
of anxiety to the Police in the capacity of unfortunate 
orphans, and without guardianship. They were sent back 
to Shanghai and handed over to the Japanese Consular 
Police. On being questioned here they made the statement 
to the effect that they were orphans, had nobody to take 
car e of them in Shanghai and were therefore taken beyond 
Soochow Creek, given a dollar each and let out. The some 
day and in the subsequent days these youths were inter
viewed by reporters of Russian and foreign newspapers, to 
whom they gave out the information as it appeared in all 
the newspapers. The general feeling of sympathy was with 
the youthful unsuccessful travellers to America and in the 
"Evening News" dated December 16 an appeal was published 
to the Shanghai public to give shelter and food to three 
youthful“sea-farers". we appreciated the honourable and 
excellent expression of feeling by the “not a sportsman".

Let us, however, now turn to reality, over two 
months ago, the Police authorities were informed of the 
disappearance from his home and unknown whereabouts of one 
Yuri Kochneff, a resident of Wayside, and of two others 
residing in the drench Concession. ’That action did the 
Police take in this matter? None, All this while the 
three fugitives from parental roofs had been loafing 
amidst the ruins of Bayside, lived on launches, worked 
in dens, etc. where each proprietor made use of them the 
way he chose. Wfe wish to assist the Police and point out 
to them where the youthful trio is hiding whilst their 
parents are looking for them and to whom the Police for 
some reason render no assistance in this respect, une of 
the fugitives has already returned to his parents at 344 
Rue Bourgeat, two of the others are being sheltered at 
the Salvation Army in Amoy Road and or are to be found 
in suspicious dens at 3 and 119 Wyside Road, frequent 
cinemas and are in a word “going to the dogs". George 
Petroff is really UTi Kochneff, regarding whom the parents 
reported to the Police on several occasions and requested 
their assistance in locating the fugitive. His family 
are well off, but both the,parents being at work they 
cannot execute detective work, as well. Uri Kochneff 
for the past several months has been enticed by some 
suspicious characters to leave his home and get a job 
with them, in which they succeeded in inducing him. The 
Czech boy Kremlia also has a father and family and has 
been enticed in a similar manner from them.
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Is it really so difficult to find these youths 
on launches and in the dens at addresses as mentioned 
or at the Salvation Army, where they from time to time 
eat and sleep. Their photographs are in the newspaper 
offices and have appeared in the papers. The Police 
Forces of Shanghai are in possession of reports from 
their parents as to their being missing and requesting 
that they be located.

■shy is it that the Police authorities ignore these 
reports and take no action whatsoever to close down dens 
and deal with the persons who make it their business to 
entice youths to "mysterious” earnings and subsequent 
commission of criminal actions following their disapparance 
from parental roofs.

Te have been requested to publish the appeal that 
parents would be given assistance ti> locate the youthful 
fugitives and if located to hand them over to the following 
addresses:- George Petroff alias Uri Kochneff Baikal Road 
Lane 150 house 3, flat 4 or to the Office of Russian 
Emigrants’, 211 Yangtsaepoo Road, and the young Czech Kremlia 
to the Jugo-Slavian Consulate, by whom he will be handed 
over to his father.

All that the youths are relating about themselves in 
the Press and to which much attention has been given is 
nothing but sheer nonsense and false tales. The children 
are under evil influence.
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Z~Tpn K)Hbix MopenjiaBaTe/ifl AypanaT npeccy ;
Mg n on h ui

Kto TaKle neTpOB. KpeMiBi « KopÁenn?
Ha Awoft pojl H B n0A03pHTeJlbHblX npHTQ- 
«ax ä h 119 Beftcafin pon, öwßaioT a enne? 
ua h ôyKBaÆBHO naaaiOTHa aho. reoprifc 
TlerpoB — sto lOpiö Könne», o Kotopom 
póÀHTejiH He pas aasaJlHjiH nonnuin h npei- 
CHJÏH eè COJl'bftCTBÌH B pOSblCK'h CÓ’feHCaB* 

CeMbH ara oóeaneneHHaH, Hö BBWy

12 JleKaôçH b IHanxaA h3 Ko6e noera- 
• BJieHbi réoprift flerpos 17 jrfeT, ’KpeMM 16 

a^t h TeAA» KopAex 15 Ji'feT, oTnpaBHBiuie- 
c« H3 lUanxaM Ha n/x«Anna Maspcx» aaft- 
HäMH b nyTeiuecTßie b Mexcnwy. Ohh óbiah 
chutm e napoxoaa b Koöe, rii/b aoctbbhjih 

«e wajio saóoT hoauijìh,natenecnacTHwe inaro. _
CHpoTKw, óesnpHsopHHKH H OTnpaBaeHM o6-¡Toro, hto oóa cynpyra cxyscaT, »e Moryr 
paTHo b UlâHxaü« fa% nepenàn« hhohckoA »¡yirfcJiMTb apewH Ha xeteKTHBHyio patfory» 
KoyyjibCKoft nonnuin. 3a^c& opw Aonpoc% lOpift Könne» b nocjrbAöie m%chuh c6m* 
OH« A&JIH nOK33aHÌe, WO OHH CWPOTU, HMKO« BaACH K3KMMH TO n0A03pHTeXbHHMM XIOAbMift 
to t » LHaaxa’b ne HM'biOT h ftosTowy óhjih k 6*brcTBy H3 Áowa w k noCTynxeHÍK> k hhm 
AO<#aBJieHM 3a Cynoy-KpHK)■ cHaSaceHH Kaac- Ha cxy>x6yt hto oh h b&hoahhji. HaauBaio* 
amÄ no AOAJiapy h ornyiueHU c mhpom. B miß ce6ü nexoM KpeMxn, raxace hm^çt oth& 
to^Í JKe AOHb h b rcocjiÎAÿKiuiie HHH sra H ceMbio h Toixe aaaÀèneH TewHbiMH cwiaMH 
MoipAeacb Öbiaa aaxßaneHa coTpyaHHKàMHÎ H otöht ot AOMy, 
pytícKwx h HHocTpaHHbix raseT» KOTopbiMj HeyxcexH b cawou Aturä Tâ|Ç TpyAHO 
OHH AasaAH BCtM HBB'feCTHMH HO F33eTaM ¡ pa 3 bl CK« Tb 3THX KJHUOB H3 XSTepaX, BOpH- 
ca^AtHh« Oömee conyacTie 6mao aa q?o*»tOHax no yiqlsaHHbJM suine àAl&^|à tWKif, 
Pqh^ K>Hbix HeyA&<ng$tfoB nyieuieCTèi« b "* 
AwépHKV, h b <Benep»eü 3apt> ot 16 flexa- 
6piF noHBHAocb oöpameHiex tinaxaftuaM 
A3TS IJpOB M KyCOK XrbÓa Tpew IOHWM 
«MobenA^aaTeAMM». BaaropoaHtift w npe- 
KpaeHbiä nopbiB <«e enopTCMenas mm W>h«

||F O? fe<tëptMi,.o6paTHMç^<;À^>^^ri^rb-
HOCTH. Æb3 C AHIUHHM MtCHua TOMy H333A * AHKBHA3UÍH HpHTOHOB H OÖeSBpeJKHBaiHH AlO-

¡CajibBeui^H apMÎH, rab ohh nepioAHHecKH Ä 
«HTaioTca h cnaT. Btflb $OTorpa0in mç 
HM’faioTCfl b raseTax^. B noanuiax UJaHxaH 

■ Jie>KaT 3a h aaeHin • poaHTeaefi 06 HCHesH»B&» 
HÎH MaJIbHHKOB C npOCbßoA O HX pO3MClCb,¿ |

FIoxeMy xce b eattOM JTfcjrb noanfteftexi« 
saacTH HFHopHpyioT »th saMBaeHifl h üyK« 
BaabHo annero He npeanpHttHMaioT b S'hait
Aeft. CMaHHBaioin^^J^AOAtTHMx :.na «TäSH- 
CTBeHHhie» aapaöoTKH H TòxxaioLuie nx « 

- KOHeqHOM HTorb na npecTyjiaeHÌH h ótrcTBe
M» non
ÄÄWhlfet j 

gócTaBìtw wrorar jib
' topi« • i
150 Í
«aM - ÍPOsIr

-r---—____________ ____________________________JiiaaBI crée- mW nepesí“
KOTOPUM nOflHUeiíCKiH BJiaCTR HöHjSMy T0

., •■'"■-'^§¡1^ 1«TO »TH IOH91UH rosopitT o ceß-b H

noxHueficKHM BaacTHM óbiao sansaeuo o6 
HC<lB3HOBeHÌH HB SOM a H ÓeSB^CTHOM OT- 
cyTCTBÍH lOpia KoHHeaa, Ha BetcaAab, h 
ÄByx apyrHx Ha <J>paHuysciraA KOHiieccin. 
tti^JKM&spHHHaa ijoaHHi« < »TQM Hanpa- 
B®S«hí?" Pöbho- HHuero. 3a BtéÉ'%í1w^6ít'Jt 
Tpoeß'bMaBiuHx H3 nospbAHiieaj>CKaro KpoBa 
CKHraJlKÇb jio pasBaaMHaM Be flea A aa, xchxh 
sa; KaTepajc,. paóoTaan b npHTOHax, rah hx ¡ 
KajKflbift rió CBoetiy »Kcp^oatHpOBaa h hc- 
nóXbaÓBáa. < Mm xothm homöh nòanuin h 
yKasarb« rah CKpuBatoTCH lOHue 6c3H0h- 
3OPHHKH, KOTOPWX pa3MCKHBa»T pOaHTÇXH H

■

i

’OKa3M8aKjT jí 3T0M noMopin. Oahh «a 6e> B1&,
np>i3opHHKOB Teòn . Kopaeji vate BepayjicH neMy a raaerax noceameno mhofb bhhmsh 
aomo# K pox^te^HM, 344 Pió Bypaca, #B0e|cfoìonfòaft BwayMtaà n ÿoacb-

¿à^ÿrHX"naxoAffî iipirÓT » CaàbBèÔiüÔH apwiiif
i



TRAH SLAT IOS BROM THS RUSSIAN NEWSPAPER
"RUSSKY GOLOS" (Russian Vole«) Edited and Published 
by the Russky Golos Publishing Company at 211, 
Yangtszepoo Road, Wayside, Shanghai, on Sunday, 

December 18, 1938.

Three youthful sea-farers are fooling the 
Press and ths Polios of shanghai. 
Who are Petroff, Kremlia and Cordell?

On December 12, George Petroff, 17 years of age, 
Kremlia 16 and Teddy Cordell 15, hare boon brought back 
to Shanghai from Kobe, having left Shanghai on the 8«S, 
"Anna Maersk* as stowages» en routs for Mexico. They were 
taken off the ship at Kobe, where they caused a great deal 
of anxiety to the Pollas In the capacity of unfortunate 
orphans, and without guardianship« They were sent back 
to shanghai and handed over to the Japanese Consular 
Police, ^Qnhelng questioned hers they nude the statement 
to the efXect that they were orphans, had nobody to take 
car e oiWMuhdA Shanghlal and were therefore taken beyond 
Soochow Crook, given a dollar each and let out. The same 
day and in the subsequent days these youths were inter
viewed by reporters of Russian and foreign newspapers, to 
whom they gave out the information as It appeared In all 
the newspapers. Ths general feeling of sympathy was with 
the youthful unsuccessful travellers to America and In the 
"Evening Sews* dated December 16 an appeal was published 
to the Shanghai public to give shelter and food to throe 
youthful“ sea-farers*. w appreciated the honourable and 
excellent expression of feeling by the "not a sportsman*.

Let us, however, now turn to reality. Over two 
months ago, ths Police authorities were Informed of ths 
disappearance from his home and unknown whereabouts of one 
YUrl Kochneff, a resident of Wayside, and of two others 
residing in the French Concession. What action did the 
Police take In this matter? Hone« All thia while the 
three fugitives from parental roofs had been leafing 
amidst the ruins of wayside, lived on launches, worked 
in dsns, oto, where each proprietor made nee of then the 
way he chose. W wish to assist the Police end point out 
to thorn where the youthful trio Is hiding whilst their 
parents are looking for them and to whom the Police for 
some reason render no assistance in this respect. One of 
ths fugitives han already returned to his permits at Md 
Bus Bourgeat, two of ths others are being sheltered at 
the salvation Any in Amoy Bead and er are to be found 
in suspicious dens at 3 and 119 wayside Road, frequent 
tinmans and are in n word *golng to the degr« Onarga 
Petroff la reaUy Wi Kochneff, regarding uhtn the parents 
reported to the Police on several oeeaolona led requested 
their asslstanoe in locating the fugitive. Us family 
are well off, but both the,paronto being at work they 
seen nt enroute detective work, as well. W1 Kochneff 
for the past several months hue been enticed by none 
sua^Leleus eharaotoro to leave Ms hone and m. A Job 
wiw WA tt thnr anoeoedod in Induolng him« She 
oanoh toy ITwnlta alao has a fether and fanily and has 
been enticed in a ainilar manner from them.
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Is it really so difficult to find these youths 
on launches and in the dens at addresses as mentioned 
or at the Salvation Army, where they from time to time 
eat and sleep« Their photographs are in the newspaper 
offices and have appeared in the papers. The Police 
Forces of Shanghai are in possession of reports from 
their parents as to their being missing and requesting 
that they be located«

qfay is it that the Police authorities ignore these 
reports and take no action whatsoever to close down dens 
and deal with the persons who make it their business to 
entice youths to "mysterious" earnings and subsequent 
commission of criminal actions following their disapparanco 
from parental r«ofs.

we have leva requested to publish the appeal that 
parents would be tven assistance to locate the youthful 
fugitives and if a witsd to hand them over to the following 
addresses:- Georg« e\._eff alias Uri Kochneff Baikal Road 
lane 150 house 3, t.*-»- - or to the Office of Russian 
Emigrants’, 2X1 Yangtezepoo Road, and the young Czech Kremlia 
to the Jug o-Slav i an Consulate, by whom he will be handed 
over to his father.

All that the youths are relating about themselves in 
the Press and to which much attention has been given is 
nothing but sheer nonsense and false tales. The children 
are under evil influence.
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POLICE.

............................ Station,

Date....^f?.?....1.3th,....i ç 38«

„ . Re attached note from P.A. to the D»C» CrimeSubject..................................................................................... -........ -........... -T-........ .

Made by.. Forwarded, by.

Sir,

On 13-12-38 articles appeared at the "North China

Daily News" and the "Shanghai Times" according to which 

the missing boy Teddy Satskin, together with two other 

youths stowed away from Shanghai on board on s»s» "Anna 

Maersk* and were departed from Kobe on board of s.s. "Suwa 

Maru* which arrived in Shanghai on 12-12-38»

Newspaper cuttings attached hereto»

The French Police were informed by the undersigned» 

Detective Yankovsky stated that the .French Police 

received no information from the Japanese Consular Police 

and are not aware of the present whereabouts of thjf youthful
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THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, TUESDAY, DECEMBER 13, 1338

Youthful Stowaways , . 
Back in Shanghai

Journey to Mexico Ends 
In Kobe Detention Cells

George Eugen Petroff, 17, Henry ( 
Emanuel Kremla, 16, and Teddy Cion- 
hell, 15, were amongst those who ar
rived m the ss. Suwa Maru, when 
that ship entered port from Japan 
yesterday after their intended trip to 
Mexico as stowaways in one of the 
lifeboats .of the ss. Anna Maersk, 
ended behind the bars of a detention 
cell in Kobe.

“We had a lot of fun,” said one of 
the youngsters» and had hoped to 
enter Mexico, where we had ¡been 
told, many Russians had settled and 
were doing well. Had it not been 
for the • storm which the ss. Anna 
Maersk encountered between Shang
hai and Japan, I dare say that we 
would have reached our destination.”

Cordell and Petroff both claim 
British nationality whilst Kremla is 
said to be a Czechoslovakian. He also 
has the distinction of being the only 
member of the trio ever to have 
worked before.

Asked as to. what they were going 
to do, now that they found them
selves back in Shanghai, the boys 
agreed that they would look for jobs, 
although' they thought it hopeless to 
find any. They said that they were 
going to sleep on launches tied up 
along the Bund, as they had done 
prior to undertaking their adven
turous journey which was to land 
them where they had started.

Upon their arrival the Japanese 
Consular Police received them at the 
wharf but the boys were released 
soon afterwards, being given $1 each ; 
“to keep them out of getting into: 
further trouble.”
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G ¡000 W *... Ml SC. File A7o_929/38.
’ K, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

< * - ........ Lou ZB......Station,
REPORT 

Date Dec. . 38.
Subject........Re!..Bt.t.a.ched...note irom p .As to the D»C. wCTiineH»

Made by......D>S «1 « S.uhoiï------------------ Forwarded by.

Sir,

With reference to the instructions on the attached note 

the undersigned begs to report that at 3.p.m. 5-12-38, he 

visited the Salvation Army Shelter, 180 Amoy Hoad and there 

interviewed MT. slater, in-charge or the institution. The 

photograph of missing boy Teddy Satskin was shown to him, but 

he stated that this boy never visited the Salvation army Shelter 

and Mr. Slater knew nothing regarding the Czechoslovakian boy 

named Cramler. However he promised to inform the undersigned 

should any of the two boys appear there»

Detective Yankovsky of the French Police was communicated 

with and it was learned from him that Teddy Satskin ran away 

from his home on several occasions, claiming to be ill treated 

by his mother and was hiding in the North of Creek area, where 

according to the information received by the French defectives, 

he is believed to be now.

D.D.0.*aI* Div.
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AT1SM.*®»D Afljfc;» RWIY AT TKS K.W OF MR. 
A.OJRRIT, 380 ROCKHXU. AV HV3, 0.0.1».

At 8.2S p.ta. 17~lr'~40, a telephone call was 

received at thia station from Mr. A, Gerrit, Dani eh. 

Architect, 230 Rockhill Avenue, reporting that a gang 

of sien were in the garden, and firing shots at hie 

brother M r. Ji. ’. Ivanoff.

A party under 3.1. Xourjanaky at once turned out, 

and on arrival at the acene, found that a number of 

8.C.O.P.B. officers had t»kun up positions on the 

roadway outside the house.

Because of the deployment of S.C.G.P.B. Officers 

on the roadway, the 8.M.police party was unable to gain 

entry to the house.

8.1. Kourjaneky observed a person lying on the 

footpath close to the fence of POO Rockhill Avenue 

(the home of Mr. O.S. Franklin), and from nembers of the 

8.C.G.P.B. party, learned that it was one of their non 

who had been wounded by a shot.

Officer i/c B.W. visited the acene, and after 

establishing contact with the 8.0.0.P.l. Party, entry 

into the house was effected.

From Mfr. A. Corrit, menbers at his household, and 

guests, the following was learned»-



uiwc. yo. aia/40.

At about 8 p.ia. 17-lc-40, ?<1sh J. ifnmaeff, nurse 

employed by Mr. Corrlt, heard the sound of footstep# 

in thu apai’tnniit iibovo. ('Shis lr a separate part of the 

house, and at present unoccupied). Miss Wsaoff 

inf owned her mistress of «¿hie, end also told Mr.Corrit.

lire. Corrlt myo., whan infomed of this, and not 

knowing quite what to do, she rang up her brother Mr. 

M.jp. Irunoff, 193/4 Pte. Tenant Be Ia Tour. P.S., and 

aakod hi® to 0owe over to th® house because they were 

having trouble. About SO minutes after this, Mrs. 

Oorrit concluded, she heard the sound of several shots 

fired, and her brother Mr. M.P. Ivanoff camo into the 

house, saying he had been fired upon as he came in.

Mr. Ivanoff, vhen he cane in, suggested the Police 

should be notified, and Mr. Corrlt put a call through 

to this station.

Mr. Tvanoff informed D.8. Greenfield: -

At a few minutes after 8 p.m. 17-12-40, he received 

a telephone call from his sister, stating there was 

trouble nt the house. He at once, together with hi* 

friend Mr. f. Heugebaur, got into a oar and drove to 

the house. As ho went into the front gate from the 

roadway, a shot was suddenly fired at him from »leas 

range la the garden. Me did not owe any person, and 

then, "in self protection*, fired one shot into the air
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from his omi private pistol. He ran out of the gate 

way on to the road again« and «ailed two S.C.O.;’,®. 

office re whom he had so an nearby vdien he earn in. as 

he went back through the gateway, four &£ five shots 

were fired at him from various parte of th» garden. 

After thin, he made hie way across the garden into 

the house.

Meanwhile. Mr. W. iteugebuur says he took cover 

in the grass Just inside the gateway. and saw one 

person, probably a Chineea, limp aorose the roadway 

from the direction of the garden wall, end disappear 

across fiplds on the other side of the road.

Mr. Gorrit says he san give no raasem for the 

affair. . Two or throe nights previous an attempt was 

made to break into the servants’ quarters, but he did 

not notify the Police (Mr. Gerrit's telephone number 

is 2P043, but for some reason it is not listed in the 

directory. On a previous occasion, it will be 

remembered, Hr. Corrit was arrasted by Japanese 

authorities).

the private watchman on the front gate says no 

strangers came in this way. The house and its 

grounds are surrounded by a high wall. It would seem 

probable that the gang climbed the wall from the roar 

of the house. How they gained entry to the apartment
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at the top of th<i house, ounnot at present be anuort&in- 

ed. They my have had toys to th« unrvantR* antranoe.

then they got into tho top apartment, it appears 

that tho gang opened a verandah window, and prepared 

to olliab down into Mr. Gerrits* part of the house»

A o ear oh of the grounds was made, but without 

result»

About 30 members of the H.C.G.P.B. and several 

Japanese Gendarmerie attended, and nueetioned the 

inmates*

Mr» and Mrs. O.H. Duff of the S.M.C./AI.D. 

arrived at the house for dinner at the time nhote were 

being fired.

If the injured S.C.G.Official was wounded at the 

spot where he was seen lying, It would be a shot from 

the roadway which hit him. It would bo impossible for 

a person inside to fire at him because of the high wall.

The injured 3.C.Q.9.B. official was removed to the 

Red Cross Hospital, and detained, suffering from "O.S.W. 

chest, ets. condition critical*. Several of his 

colleagues remained at the bed side«

Xt is believed that members of the S.C.G.?.B. 

fired shots at the scene.

D.S. Greenfield repuested Mr. Xvanoff to hand over
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his pistol ( So. 190276, Colt .25 onto '<nd 5 rounds, 

llooaood C.M.Y.). Thle will be farwrcUd for 

oxaninatlon.

Sen. itet. l/o and Dlr. informed.

Circulated.

Eon. Dot. i/o

P.D.O.”B« UU.
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ATT^C^TED A!W n «B3HRT AT th: HOT, 01' SR.
A. COR','IT, P30 TUICKHILL AtW^, 0.0.L.

At 1.40 a.M. 18-12-40, th® Red Cross Hospital 

notified this station that ths rounded S.C.O.^.B. 

official PuccuMbed to Mr injuries at IP.30 a«m. 

18-12-40.

The S.C.G.?.®., Jlo&wel station, wero officially 

notified of thie.

DWtrA/r

D.D.0.’,B’‘ Die,
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At 1.00 e.n>. 24-10*39 a telephone message *ae 

received fiotti Mr. P. . bCHW BOHM, An.er lout;, residing

house ho.56? Kungjao Ibac, P .S. B. UunicipuX fax -payer).

reporting that during his absence his houfe had b<-~?n

burgleG by a gang of aale Chinare one of whom «ae armed

& pistol, »ho had ¿tolen the following weapons

(1 One Mauser pistol fitted with a new pattern 
double magazite in a wooden holster butt.

(2) Two Mauser pistole, long barell type.
(3) fwo Mauser piatola, 4h®rt barali type.

i
l) One Bergman .32 auto pistol.
bi One l>emon «¿2 auto pi»toi»
8) .32 auto pistole, maker's name unknown.

(?) one Belgium made .*5 auto pistol.

together with one gent's overcoat, one geot's silver 

wrist watch add one sliver cigarette case, the latter 

described erticie» he estimated the value to be 

approxlaatoly $200.00.

Upon receipt of thia report, Mr. Tabrua, a/B.D.0. 

*B”, «as oosMunioatod with, and he suggested that Mr. 

¿Ohioboha attend the Station as soon as possible,further

any articles touched by the gang likely to reweal finger 

prints, -Mould be preserved so that inve-tlgation could 

be conducted later.

This in format ion was conveyed to Mr. Sohlohohm by 

telephone, and he agreed to ih&l at the Station.
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At 7.1b u.u-. 1-4-1 i-39, Mx. <fehlabohm attended, and 

offered the following!.

At about lit.35 h,®, 44'*1,J~<59 he respired a tele- 

phon* mesoage fm his hou e boy at hie piece of 

employ* st)t, C.C.O. Co. to th' -of feat that hie hoove had 

been rlvited by a gang ©f robbers.

Upon receipt of thio message he immediately proceed

ed hone, and upon arrival uacertaioed the followiog:-

At about 11.50 p.u. 2.-10-39, a gang. exact number 

uckpo' o. i.ntered the ©ruuod- by foroiug open the front 

bauboo fence gate *hioh aoutto the roadway.

your of the gang, one of whoa was aimed with a 

pletox, by breaJciag one of the lower panes of a dining 

room ¿rsooh Window, gained ent mace, after releasing 

the imide window bolt.

Mie hone boy upon hearing the cannot ion, immediate

ly barrioat|od himself in the bedroom situated on the 

ground floor.

j/uring the meantime, the remainder of the gang 

wont into the gardener's gu-rtsrs situated at the rear 

of the hours, and after irtlmidating him, obtained two 

ladders from the store house, which they brought into 

the house.

one ladder «m planed in the pantry» and one ladder 

was pleusad in the sitting, the romana fbr thio wao
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obtui < «xcesa -■ -• <!i<: of the houi.« which. is a

single etorey bu- goio- .

-u»4 ,.i-icn roti-d, removed the 

pistol*-- t rnin Che pantry *ttio, h®re ¿¿ag were stored.

Whilst th- -rw d’oanplog with th« loot,after

one of the Todoorsnnta n<*d at I. sn the overs oat, ¿at oh «tod 

cigarette oas*. which hud bwer left io the dining room, 

his boy opened ft r« tnr ugh the brdroom «Indew with hi* 

.49 automatic colt, to «hi oh «■« ®f the gang replied by 

firlofe a oiuubcr of shot, fro hi pistol, which did rot 

take* effect. ;uUo*i.-« thia, th? g~og decamped ria the 

point of eutry.

hr. Schiobohm -tstud, that before he arrived home, 

hiu houseboy together with the gardener whilst straight

ening the houue, au*. freely toughed all ventage points 

likely to bear linger prints, a search, however, 

revealed t«o bullets uod two, expended eart ridge oases 

which had been fired from th« robbers pistol. These 

have been forwarded ¿o tbs anas Identification Section 

for oxeninatioo.

questioned by D»d. Till, Mr. dchlobohm stated that 

the only pcrooc whom h« oouid connect with the robbery 

who had actual kno-lt-cgo of the weapons apart from his 

precent household staff, wan an auah who left hie 

eagloy about • months ago, and io now believed to be 

Noidiog in the vioiott/«
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■ bvi ¡u the ?w sssi.cn of tn - weapons «as the 

principal faster of the robbery, been use apart from the 

other throe articles - -tol*11 valuable ill ver ware 

and clothing .were left arouoc the hours® remained intact.

ar. jfthoionohi'i stated th&t the '’»capons were 

souvenirs which he had found ir ths vicinity after the 

recent hostilities and that through the offices of a 

Japaaeoe friend, further c^airies will be conducted by 

a special branch u belated 1th the JuP&ocse Military*

The description of the *> other article» it herewith 

at tach eu for iDcxueioo in the daily pawnshop oironiar. 

The 3 st "»lee articles &rv covered by insurance.

(1) O»e gent's dark grey heavy woollen overcoat, 
(Jhesterfield style.

(2) One gent's silver wrist watch, "Valiha»" made, 
round shape, 11 Jevei movement, white dial, 
Arabia figures.

(3) One silver cigarette ease, else d* a 
maker's name "Mappio h *ebb, LondoXb“, with 
a parelled line design, yngraved with the 
initials

sssi.cn
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Ba ndits^ Hungjao
L. 9 Home

Bullets Fired
At Houseboy

Bus Company Engineer 
F. W. Schlobohm 

Victimised
Hungjao bandits last night rob

bed the home, of Mr. and Mrs. 
F. W. Schlobohm of property be
lieved to be valued at over $1000. 
Bring shots at the house boy who 
attempted to put in a telephone 
nail for aid The boy himself Bred 
two shots from a pistol» but had 
to beat a hasty retreat after the 
gùh jammed.

The robbery took place at 561 
Hungjao Road, almost opposite 
the polo field, from li-45 pm. to 
12.30 am., a gang of about eight 
being involved* Four of them en- 
tered the house $nd four remain
ed outside, it feeing at the latter 
th» t the bousebov shot. . . J

Neither Mir. nor Mrs. Schlobohm 
were at home at the time. Mr. 
Schlobohm« American. motor 
engineer, is in charge of the night 
shift at the China Ctenei 
Omnibus Company and so was < 
duty, while Mrs. Schlobohm ws 
staying with friends m Shangha 
The houseboy finally managed b 
phone his master after the rob-1 
bery was over, and it nbt 
until shortly after 1 am. that Mr. 
Schlobohm reached his home.

The robbers made the gardener 
living at the house go to the gar-; 
age and fetch a ladder which was,, 
kept there, so that they could 
get to the loft where various items 
of property were stored. 'Hie 
gardenei* was threatened at pistol 
point. Later on several shots 
were fired into the house, lodging, 
in walls and doors.

The home of Mr. and MrsJ 
W. R. McBain, a quarter of a 
mile further along Hungjao Road, 
was visited by burglars only, three 
weeks ago, when silverware andj 
cutlery was taken.
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City Police Ignore

Briton’s Bag is Snatched 
In Yu Yuen Road Bitt No 
Help is Extended

Two Chinese members of the 
“Special Municipality” police in uni
form are said to have ignored the 

’ pleas of a British lady for assistance 
f on Friday evening after her hand
bag had been snatched by a Chinese 
inYu Yuen Road west of Edinburgh 
Road.

The lady had just alighted from a 
bus at 8 o’clock and was walking 
towards the lane in Which she lives 
when a Chinese walked up from 
behind and snatched her bag from 
under her arm. The thief started 
running, making for an alleyway 
leading off. Yu Yuen Road.

The victim of the robbery imme
diately made an alarm and pursued 
the snatcher. She addressed herself 
to two Chinese members of the 
"Special Municipality” police pres
ent in uniform and $rmed, near 
the scene of the crime. She reports 
that neither man made the slightest 
effort to help and that they did not | 
even acknowledge the fact that she 
was appealing to th#m.

Consequently the two robbers had 
no difficulty in making good their 
escape by way of an alleyway lead
ing from the south side of Yu Yuen 
Road into “Special Municipality” 
territory. The culprits had not been 
arrested yesterday.

Si

‘ V.
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Of Rings In Daylight
Hold-Up On Yu Yuen Rd.

One Gangster Points Pistoi At Three Women As 
Accomplice Pulls Off Bings And Watch;

Victims Too Scmd T| Baise An Alam 

WNMEN GETTING BO|»b AS ATTACKS 
fcf ON PO«E«WftWi?..... INCREASE

r Getting bolder every day. end taking'‘"arhibnt&ge dt the 
opportunity to escape into Chinese-controlled territory, where 
they a fe from pursuit byofficers of the Shanghai Municipal 
Policy activities of armed gangsters have increased /in the 
Waste utricle areas of late, and, for the second time in 
three d foreign women were victimized in broad daylight

tims yesterday were Mrs. E. H. Ezekiel, Miss Ezekiel 
and Mrs. E. Jacob, all residing at House 2, Lane 520, Yu Yuen 
Eoad, They were held-up by two desperadoes, only one of 
whom produced a pistol, and were robbed of five diamond rings 
and Watch valued xat $2,422. The robbery happened so
quickly and in front of several passersby, that When the robbers 
escaped the women were still too frightened to run after them

Wto ■ raise "a n“alarm.'
Yesterday’s daring hold-up, which 

was staged at about 11.45 a.m., took 
pla$e not far from the spot where 
Mrs/ F. Bridges, British» was vic- 
timized on Thursday morning, also 
by two men, one of whom was 
armed, who robbed her of a hand
bag containing $20 and other arti
cles. Yesterday the robbers ebn- 
cqntrated their attention on pulling
the rings off the fingers of Mrs. 
Ezekiel and Mrs. Jacob and taking 
a wrist watch from Miss Ezekiel. 
Although the women were carrying 
handbags, the robbers made no 
attempt to steaf^g^K^

Upon being interviewed by a re
presentative of “The Shanghai Sun
day Times” yesterday, Mrs. Ezekiel 
related that she, together with her 
daughter and. Mrs. Jacob, were 
walking down Yu Yuen Road to- 
wards Tifeng Road, when suddenly 
two Chinese appeared in front, of 
them* “One of them,” she contlnu- 
ed, “pointed a pistol. at us. ;!i We 
were all frightened and did not 
know what to do. The other man 
then took hold of my hand and 
pulled three rings off my fingers. 
He then ’ pulled two rings off Mrs. 
Jacob’s fingers. The man . then 
turned his attention to my daughter, 
snatched 
then the men ran off towards 
Edinburgh .Road.”

Mrs. Ezekiel then related that 
she and her companions were too ; 
scared to give chase or even/raise j 
an* hlarm. “We just stood and 
looked for a policeman,” she re- 
lated. Finally, when a policeman j 
was found the robbers had disap
peared down an alley off Yu Yueng

Later the women proceeded* tor 
the Bubttig Well- 
and reported the robbery, giving b 
a description of , their rings and I 
the watch.:



$3,650 In Notes '
Another large haul was obtain

ed by two other armed despera
does yesterday morning. The two 
armed men lay in wait for a shop 
assistant in Lane 41, Carter Road, 
at 9.45 a.m., just as he Was pro
ceeding to the bank to deposit 
some money, and robbed him of a 
parcel containing $3,650, 
. In all, armed gangsters got away 
with loot valued at ever $6,000 
yesterday^ morning.

Police Thanked
Mrs. A. D. Agrault, wife of an 

American naval officer, who had 
her bag snatched on Szechuen 
Road on Thursday morning, whilst 
she had over Ch.$l,600, U.S.$35, 
and ; other valuables in the bag. 
went to the Central Police Station 
yesterday to inquire whether -any* 
thing was recovered and at the 
same time tothank the police 
officers for their co-operation.

Mrs. Agrault also expressed her 
thanks to a foreign gentieman, who 
a ousted her ahd went with her to 
the police station on Thursday 
morning after her bag had been 
snatched,
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Armed Pair Again 
Rob Ladies

Three Foreign Women 
Lose Money and Gems 
In Yu Yuen Road

Three foreign todies, hits. X H. 
Ezekiel her daughter. Miss R. Ezekiel 
and Mrs. ]>. Jacobs, were robbed 
while walking in Yu Yuen Road nesr 
Edinburgh Road JA 11.40 a.m. yes
terday by twó Chinese bandits who 
subsequently disappeared into “Spe-! 
cial Municipality*’ territory.

The audacious crime formed an 
exact parallel to the robbing of Mrs. 
F. S. Bridges, another resident of 
Yu Yuen Road, at the very same 
spot last Thursday morning. Again, 
two Chinese one erf whom displayed 
an automatic pistol Were responsible, 
their descriptions tallying with those 
of the pair who held up Mrs. Bridges. 
Further, they used the same tactics 
in tackling their prey for money and 
jewellery, and'they escaped in iden
tical manner through the same alley
way. Thé Settlement Police are 
carefully watching the entrance to 
this tone in order to prevent recur* 

J rences.
The three ladies, who reside in 

. Lane 520, Yu Yuen Road, were ac
costed as they, were outside 824 Yu 
Yuen Road and were terrified when 
one of the two robbers waved a 
pistol at them. They were ordered 
to hand over their finger-rings and 
handbags, and promptly complied 

Ì with the demand. Altogether, the 
bandits obtained loot worth $2,422, 

* consisting of money, rings and one 
; wrist-watch. The robbery was over 
i in remarkably short time and the two 

men ran as fast as they could down 
a narrow lane leading into non-Set - 

■ tiement territory. They succeeded in 
. escaping. *

Police Turn Out
> An ¿alarm was sounded a few min- 
j utes afterwards and brought a large 
: complement of detectives and uni- 
| formed men from the Bubbling Well 
: Police Station, but by the time the 

police arrived the robbers were pre
sumably well within thé area under 
“Sepctol Municipality” jurisdiction.

A detailed account of the etimè Was 
subsequently giv^n by the victims 
to detectives ai thè Bubbling Well 
Station, who broadcast the descrip
tions of the bandits.

Mrs. Bridges was robbed in similar 
circumstances at the ^saane ’ Pjiacé at 
10.45 o’clock on Thursday morning, 
when two meh tto^ lnér '^wó finger- 
nn#tnd handbag containing money

■ I .... UN' Il \ ''»éÀ11 I'' ' '■ -• ■'
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Foreign Comnumder« 
HM Meeting

It is understood that the 
commanders of the various 
foreign defence forces in 
Shanghai held a meeting yes
terday afternoon to discuss the 
outbreak of lawlessness in the 
Western District. It was re
ported that another serious 
shooting in that troublesome 
area might result in the dec
laration of Martial Law.
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Western District 
Severely Criticiz

Resolution Passed at Annual Meeting of Western 
(Extra-Settlement) Association for Action

H ETERI ORATING conditions in the Western district brought 
forth sharp criticism at the first annual meeting of thè Western 

(Extra*Settlement) Association, held in the Board Room of Messrs. 
Jardine, Matheson & Co., Ltd., yesterday evening, the meeting 
passing a resolution expressing the alarm of the Association at 
thè serious problems confronting residents and property owners in 
the area and requesting the incoming comtnittée to consider bring
ing to the notice of the Municipal Couxicil the question of the 
adequate policing of the district, sanitation, fire prevention and 
other public health and public works matters, the effective control 
of factories and representation of the Association on any committees 
appointed by the S.M.C. to deal with problems in the area. Mr. 
J. W. T. Brooke (Chairman) presided.

Inhis speech the chairman said:«t)ri the whole, however, I regret f 
Before dealing with the events of4 that it must be acknowledged that 
the past year, I should like to say JtHe general conditions in the Western 
a few words on the origin and aims outside roads areas have steadily 
of the Western (Extra-Settlement) gòne from bad to worse. Whereas a 
Association. As most of you realize, year òr twó ago thè district Was 
we have in the comparatively small perhaps the most desirable one in 
area, which comprises Shanghai no sfinrighai for foreign arid. Chinese 
less thàn four differing types of gov- ! residences of the better class, and 
ernment; five, in fact, but we can the few Chinese villages between the 
ignore for the time being those areas CÔuricil roads were comparatively 
in which foreigners are not at the well-ordered arid respectable, the 
present time permitted, to reside. whole area is now given over to al

ti) The Foreign Settlement is con- most every form of nuisance and 
trolled by a Municipal Council elect- ; divider. The roads are crowded 
ed by ratepayers residing in it; (2) with heavy traffic which they were 
the French Concession is governed by not built to carry and they are con
its Consul; (3) other areas outside sequently in a deplorable condition 
the two mentioned and west of the The payements, where these exist, 
railway line (in which is Hungjao) are largely used as work places or 
are at present under the nominal^ * •
control of the Japanese; (4) while 
the area from the west of the Settle
ment boundary to the railway and 
from Rockhill Avenue to Soochow 
Creek, is at the present time, a kind. 
of any man’s land. Though, mark 
ydu; it is inside that part of Shanghai 
which is defended by foreign troops, 
it lacks any central control; it is 
without any definite government, and 
whist of all it has ho voice, no vote 
(though it pays rates to the Muni
cipal Council of the Foreign Settle-j 
ménti, no means of remedying exist- ; 
ing abuses, and no corporate body to 
présent its views to the tax gatherers 
who ate certainly Under a definite 
moral obligation to maintain it as a 
healthy, làw abiding and livable 
area. The peculiar situation and 
status of this large residential dis- 
trict, as large as the Western district, 
led to the formation of the Western 
(EXtrâ-Settlement) Association.

Bad to Worse
Rather more than a year ago a 

smàlï committee was formed which 
subsequently called a meeting of 
non-voting ratepayers. Some attend
ed it, a permanent committee was 
elected and* it is to hear the rësult 
of their first year’s work that you 
are fathered here this afternoon, 

ment of accounts have been circulated 
tonali members and it will not there- 
fore be necessary for me to read it 
to. you now.

A , previous report dealing wittv‘ 
sdhiê of thè work donò byyour crim?' 
mittee was -Mroulftfed; to members bn 
August 17, 1938, and from that .report 
a^ well , as from the present oriè,;.yùù 
will have sëéh. that thè Association 
has been successful in d good dum
ber of instances in obtaining the 
succession of individual * nuisances, 
which will r|ot be enumerated in

markets, or overflows for the activi
ties of small tradesmen and the 
occupants of the shacks which have 
been run up in hundreds all Over 
|||||hrea.

Fire Risks
A large number of factories and 

works have appeared, which, though 
they may not be an actual danger to 
iherilth, are in many cases most ob-' 
jectionable and the cause of very 
offensive smells. The cocoon drying 
along Keswick Road is ah example 
of this. A lar£e number oí flimsy 
and insanitary buildings have sprung 
up, and there is no doubt whatever 
that they constitute a serious fire 
risk; as most of you know, fire in
surance premiums haye already been 
increased by 25 per cent, throughout 
the area. The water supply is in
adequate to deal with such fires and 
although we are assured that new 
water connections are not being 
given, in spite of the demand for 
them, the consumption of water has 
increased enormously. There has 
been, however, no corresponding in
crease in the mains, the water supply 
for general purposes being definitely 
inadequate.

Gambling dens are thriving and 
vice of every kind is being openly 
practised and encouraged by persons 
who are outside the control of the 
Council. There is great danger of! 
epidemics resulting from insanitary 
conditions and overcrowding in the 

; areas between the roads. The Public; 
- Health Department has done a great t 
deal to¿ameliorate conditions but its j 
resources are inadequate and it has 
not the authority to adopt the drastic 
measures which are really necessary. 
These conditions are well-khbwn to 

' Association, who
also realize the difficulties confront- ■ 
ing: the Municipal Council, who are 
dependent on the active support of 
the Consular Rody and the military ‘



Mach Accomplished
In spite, however, of this sad story 

of deterioration, your committee, as 
I mentioned in my opening remarks, 
have accomplished milch in the 
suppression, of abuses and even more 
in the prevention of nuisances in the 
shape of offensive factories and oc
cupations. Constant observation and 
•*^W®$tate action are necessary to 
obtain results and it is in the ob-| 
servation and reporting of nuisances I 
that your committee ask for the I 
wholehearted co-operation of the 
members of the Association to enable 
them to approach the offenders or the 
authorities concerned.

I would lay stress on the fact that 
this is an international Association 
and that members can do much by 
pressing lor reforms through their 
Consular representatives and Cham
bers, of . Commerce. We hope and 
believe that a thhe will soon arrive 
whëii a représentative body such as 
our Association will exert a definite 
and permanent influence .in the gov
ernment and control of the district 
which It represents and be of valuable 
assistance to the? Council in its deal
ings with other authorities.

As regards the accounts you will 
see that last year we collected $1,240 
ip subscriptions and that hâve now a 
balancé of $265.79 in hand. In con
clusion the Chairman proposed that 
the report of the committee and the 
accounts for the financial year ending 
February 28, 1939 be adopted. This 
Was seconded by Mr. H. M. Spence 
And was carried.

The constitution of the Association 
as eifcdlated to members was con
firmed and adopted on the Chairman’s 
proposition seconded by Mr. H. M. 
Spence.

Resolution for Proper Control
Proposing that a letter should be 

addressed to Dr. F. A. M. Noelting 
expressing the thanks of the Asso
ciation for the time and labour spent 
oy him in the work of organization and 
furthering its objects, the Chairman 
stated that the Association had sustain
ed a heavy loss by the unexpected 
departure of Dr. Noelting, who 
was responsible for the formation of 
the Association. During the time he 
had been in office, the Chairman 
added, Dr, Noelting had expended a 
¿rest deal of time and energyinthe 
interests of the Association and this 
interest still continued, for Dr. Noelt- 
ihg, in a recent letter, had enquired 
about the work of the Association. 
The proposition was seconded by Mr. 
H. M. Spence and was carried. ’

, Mr. G. E. Matthews then proposed 
the following resolution:

. “That this meeting views, with alarm 
the serious problems confronting re
sidents and property owners in the 
western (Exira-«tiemem) area and 
Requests the incoming committee to 
consider ways and means of bringing 
to the notice of the Municipal Council, 
whether by the submission of a resolu
tion at thé forthcoming lutepayers’ 
Meeting or otherwise, Be following 
matters:

(à) the question of adequate 
policing,

(b) sanitation, fire prevention and 
other publie health and public works 
matters, .

(c) effective control of factories, 
v (d) representation of the Western

(Extra-Settlement) Association on any 
cofncrifittees appointed by the Shang
hai Municipal Council to discuss and 
conduct negotiations with other au
thorities to ensure proper control of 
the Western (Extra ^Settlement) area.*’ 
In proposing the above resolution 

Mr. Matthews stated: “The reason 
for the change in this resolution is to 
leave more freedom of action to the 
incorhing committee, so that they may 
adopt thê procédure which seems 
most likely to achieve success in im
proving conditions M to** Western 
district. It wohld not in mÿ Opinion 
be wise to tie them down to any 
particular line of action.



Complicated Situation
The main object of the resolution 

is to keep before the Council the , 
question of conditions in the Western [ 
area district and to emphasize the | 
necessity of their continuous attention i 
and I think we should be wise to give 
the incoming committee a free hand 
insofar as ways and means are con
cerned.

We have been assured of the Coun
cil's sympathetic co-operation and 
we must admit that they have done a 
great deal in very difficult circum
stances. At the present time they [ 
are confronted with an extra-1 

' ordinarily complicated situation and 
we should be very careful not to add 
to their difficulties by any action on 
our part.

That does not mean, however, that 
we should relax our efforts and leave 
it all to them. Though they are much 
better than they might have been, 
conditions in the outside roads are 
still very bad.

This Association has done useful 
work in the past and can continue 
to do useful work in the future, not 
so much by urging the Council to do 
something, but by co-operating with 
it in reporting specific instances of 
nuisances and objectionable enter-| 
prises, and by making constructive i 
suggestions based on first hand ex- । 
periences of the evils we are trying | 
to remedy. In this way the Associa- i 
tion can be, and.should be, as useful 
to the Council as to its members.

The first three points of the resolu
tion do not need much comment. 
They merely restate the aims of the 
Association though I would like to 
remark that it is evident from the 
recent barricading and wiring off of 
the entrances to the “enclaves” that 
the Council is fully alive to the situa
tion, and is doing its best to prevent 
a recurrence of the incidents that 
happened some weeks ago.

Council Activity
The Public Works and Health 

Departments are very busy trying to 
solve the problems created by the 
enormous increase in the Chinese 
population of the district and I know 
that the Industrial Section is very 
active in regard to factories.

The last point is one that, unfortun
ately, is nbt a matter of immediate 
importance, but sooner or later there 
will come a time when the status of 
the Western (Extra-Settlement) dis- 

■ trict Will have to be settled. It is 1 ; 
I think a reasonable request that the 
I property owners and residents of the 
district should be consulted and re
presented. They are the people 
chiefly concerned. Their views 
should be considered and so far as l 
know the situation they are likely to 
be considered.”

The resolution .was seconded by Mr. 
W. Mellor and was carried.

Addressing the Chairman from the 
floor, Mr. A. Harvey stated that he 
was not a member of the Association 
and that he had acted independently 
in connection with nuisances in 
Tunsin Road, adding that he had got 
an almost immediate response from 
the Public Health Department, who 
Ævere still offering him their services. [ 
r In connection with the factories which 
were offensive, he added that he took 
a Strong line and went to see Public 
Works Department officials and those 
of the S.M.C. Secretariat.

“I could get nowhere with them,” 
hé cohtifiued, “and it was my im
pression. that from the beginning they« 
did not take a strong enough line 
when they saw the factoriel begih- 
hihg to collect in the Western dis
trict.’’ It appeared to him, hé Wéh| 
on, that they had absolutely “bungled” 
the Western area. Mr., Harvey then 
stated that he had appealed to thé 
Council to stop vehicular traffic on 
the side toads, as it wâà évident that 
this traffic was doing a lot of harm 
to thé roads, which were 
a bad ponditioxi. Most of this traffic, 
he said, wàs causing a great deal of 
expense to the ratepayers, all of it 
going into territory whéré poéple paid 
no fates whatsoever.



“Wèak-kneed”
He suggested the adoption of mea

sures which would compel factories I 
to move into Japanese-occupied terri
tory, where their presence would 
create no hardship whatsoever. In 
Yangtszepoo he had seen quite a 
number of factories working peace-

I fully as long as they complied with 
I the regulations of the district.

"If these conditions go on,” he 
stated, "it will be almost impossible 
for us to live in the Western dis
trict.” He suggested making repre
sentations to the council as -Mr. 
Matthews hud suggested, representa
tives of the Association being ap
pointed to committees to negotiate 
with the several powers in the 
Western district. This was most 
important, he felt, because a strong 
line of action was needed, especially 
by the Public Works Department.

He added that in his opinion the 
above Department had shown a 
"weak-kneed” and condescending 

i policy by its answers through the 
tornal channels of the Secretariat. 
“They always back out by saying 
they can’t do anything because of 
the international situation. I don’t 
thinkt he Japanese would object to 
the Chinese being compelled to move 
from that area or because of the fact 
that measures would be taken in the 
district,” he concluded.

Repercussions
Mr. w. A. Hogarth stated that the 

incoming committee should endeav
our to assure themselves that their I 
actions would not bring unwarranted i 
repercussions as between the Council | 
and the Japanese or “Ta Tào” ! 
authorities. Such action would make 
it more difficult for the Council to 
ifnprove conditions. It would be a 
wise step, he added, if members were 
tb talk over the various questions

I with the S.M.C. before bringing 
j them up at the Ratepayers’ Meeting.

In reply the Chairman stated that 
the Association would endeavour not 
tb embarrass the Council in its 
dealings with other authorities. He 
added that it would confine itself as 
far as possible to constructive sug
gestions to the Council.

The committee was then elected as 
follows: Messrs. N. F. Allman, L. 
Basset, J.T.W. Broke, A. W. Buck, 
H. W„ Davis, J. B. Ethrington, 
prithjof Hoénhnke, È. Hudec, 
J. R. Jones, G. E. Matthews, W. 
Mellor, David Toeg, Commdr. J. M. 
Doyle and Dr. Thomas B. Duhn.

Stating that the Council were al
ways remarking; that it was difficult 
to prevent factories from springing 
dp in the Western area, a non-mem- 
ber of the Association attending the 
rheeting asked if it would not be 
possible for the authorities to cut off 
the power supply to such factories 
Which could be classed as offensive.

He added that if the power could 
be cut off, some measure of control 
could be exerted over these factories, 
many of which would be com
pelled to move. In reply the Chair
man stated that he did not think the 
Council had any power in this direc
tion. The power supply was con
trolled by the Western District Power 

। Co. which supplied power -to any 
: consumer, regardless of the Council’s 
| wishes. In the case of the Water
works Co., however, it would be pos-

' sible, he added. I



Not Recognized
Mr. W. H. Way stated that at a 

meeting of the British Residents’ 
Association he had asked that some
thing should be done to enable people 
living on the outside roads to make 
their grievancies known in a proper 
Way to the Council. He was told 
that the Council did not recognize 
the Western (Extra-Settlement) Asso
ciation because of the fact that other 
bodies might ask for a similar asso
ciation in other districts.

He asked why bodies like the 
British Residents’ Association and the 
Western (Extra-Settlement) Associa
tion did not try to get some 
form of recognition from the 
Council. There might be grave ob
jections against taking this step, he 
added, and it would be a good idea 
for the Association to look into the 
matter. Some action should be asked 
from the authorities as people in the 
Western district paid rates. So far 
it appeared that nothing was being 
done to extend the vote to these 
people. They had no right to say 
anything, he added, and still they 
had to pay their rates.

Replying, the Chairman stated that 
Section “D” of Resolution 4 covered 
à great deal of the ground 'which 
Mr. Way had brought up.

Mr. N. F. Allman then asked that 
the committee extend an invitation 
to Mr. Way to join the Association, 
in view of the fact that he had men
tioned that he was not a member.

On the proposition of the Chairman, 
seconded by Mr. H. M. Spence 
Messrs. Beck & Swann were pppoint- 
ed secretaries to the Association.

The meeting closed with a vote of 
thanks to the Chairman.
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Translation of registered letter received 

in vicinity of Brenan and Keswick Roads* (Dgfe ____ „Jj
1 r

March 18,1939. 

To the Special Branch.

There are about 600 families comprising several 

thousand hut dwellers in the vicinity of Brenan and Keswick 

Roads. On March 11 and 12 barbed wire barricades were 

placed around their abodes, thus cutting off their communica

tion with the municipal roads. The hut dwellers are seriously 

inconvenienced because they are compelled to use water from 

wells which is dirty and unhygienic. In case of fire, no 

water is available. Night soil carts are also prevented 

from passing through the barricade and the dwellers are 

pouring night soil into sewers which causes a very bad smell. 

This state of affairs has caused misery to the dwellers who 

are unable to remove elsetihere owing to financial reasons. 

We therefore earnestly request that two openings be effected 

in the barricades, one at Si Sing Ka Street leading to Keswick 

Road and the other at Si Poh Ka Street leading to Brenan Road. 

Removal of 4 or 5 feet of barbed wire at each opening will 

be quite sufficient to allow passage of night soil carts. 

If this can be done the dwellers will be extremely grateful.

Representatives of hut dwellers :

Yang Zoong Zung 
Wong Sui Tsz. 
Wong Shih Tan 
Tsai Sing Wan and 9 others.

Communication address s-

Foh Shing Teashop, Si Sing Ka Street, Keswick Road



Translation of registered letter received from hut-dwellers 

in vicinity of Brenan and Keswick Roads»

March 18,1939.

To the Special Branch»

There are about 600 families comprising several 

thousand hut dwellers in the vicinity of Brenan and Keswick 

Roads» On March 11 and 12 barbed wire barricades were 

placed around their abodes, thus cutting off their communica

tion with the municipal roads» The hut dwellers are seriously 

inconvenienced because they are compelled to use water from 

wells which is dirty and unhygienic» In case of fire, no 

water is available» Night soil carts are also prevented 

from passing through the barricade and the dwellers are 

pouring night soil into sewers which causes a very bad smell» 

This state of affairs has caused misery to the dwellers who 

are unable to remove elsehhere owing to financial reasons» 

We therefore earnestly request that two openings be effected 

in the barricades, one at Si Sing Ka Street leading to Keswick 

Road and the other at si Poh Ka street leading to Brenan Road. 

Removal of 4 or 5 feet of barbed wire at each opening will 

be quite sufficient to allow passage of night soil carts» 

If this can be done the dwellers will be extremely grateful»

Representatives of hut dwellers :

Yang Zoong Zung 
Wong Sui Tsz 
Wong Shih Tan 
Tsai Sing Wan and 9 others» 

Communication address

Foh Shing Teashop, Si Sing Ka Street, Keswick Road»
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lands of Shanghai...... or, so to speak, a Ta Tao Valentine. 
Strictly speaking, it should be printed on asbestos, but as 
we’ve run out of that you’Hhave to take ,your chance if you [ 
cut $t out and send it to one of your gambling pals« Sorry 
we haven't got space to show . youour special PivW' Boy 
Valentine.____________ J _, ,  _ |
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The Badlands:
What Might be Done
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—Reference the clear-cut state

ment issued by the S.M.C. regarding । 
maintenance of order in the Western I 
District of Shanghai outside the 
Settlement boundary, it appears that 
the position might be further clarified 
by action on the part of the authori
ties responsible for the Defence 
Scheme.

Against external aggression, the 
defence of the Settlement is allocated 
approximately as follows:—

“A” Sector—Yangtszepoo and Hong- 
kew to Soochow Creek and North 
Kinagse Road—Japanese Forces.

“B” Sector—North Kiangse, Bound
ary and North Thibet Roads—British 
Forces.

“C” Sector—Soochow Creek from 
Yu Ya Ching to Kiaochow Roads— 
U.S. Forces. <

*‘D” Sector—Soochow . Creek to 
Brenan Road Railway crossing, and 
Railway Line from Soochow Creek to 
Rockhill Avenue/Hungjao Road junc
tion—Italian and British Forces.
It has been conclusively proved 

that armed terrorist activities Within 
the Settlement emanate from the area 
west of the Settlement boundary, 
inside the Defence perimeter con
trolled by British and Italian Forces. 
As the S.M.C. has authority to police 
the roads only in this area, it would ’ 
seem to be the immediate duty of 
the British and Italian Forces, under 
existing conditions, to declare a state 
of emergency in “D” Sector in order 
to carry out their part of the Defence 
Scheme to protect the Settlement i 
from external aggression.

Ebor. < 
Shanghai, Feb. 13.
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SMI* Constables ' 
Fire Shots, End
Row With Loafers

Four S.M.P. Chinese consta
bles were attacked by Ta Tao 
loafers at Brenan Piece at 
noon. One had his uniform 
tom before his comrades dis
persed the gang by firing shots 
into the air. An alarm was 
sent to Bubbling Well station 
but in the meantime the 
rtifflttns had fled
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Translation from .the ^.Tairiku Shimpo.”
dated 12v2.39.

Correction

In deference to the personal 
of the S.M.P.

honour of Mr* C. Akagi/we regret the fact 
that the so-called gossip regarding the 
impending removal of this gentleman appearing 
in our ”News Brevities” column, styled ”Goshikito”, 
dated February 8, has turned out to be without 
foundation and we now avail ourselves of this 
opportunity to retract the whole story.

4 Ss'i!*!?
fll’t 
iitli I
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Japanese Official
Of S.M.P. To Move

From “Crime Zone”
Alarmed by the activities of 

gangsters in the western district, 
Mr. Chikayuki Akagi, Special 
Deputy Commissioner of Police, is 
planning to move to the crowded 
but safe precincts of Hongkew, the 
Tairiku Shimpo reported yesterday. 
Mr. Akagi is residing near Jessfield 
Park.

Gunmen have been roaming 
around Mr. Akagi’s neighborhood 
recently, the paper said. A few 
days ago a number of Mr. Akagi’s 
friends were robbed neat the park. I
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In Jail For Complicity
In Gangsters’ Escape

Two Guards Fail Tó 
Explain Absence

From Post
Two Chinese members of the 

‘Shanghai City Government” police 
force, believed to have been con
cerned in the escape of four Chin
ese gangsters from tile Japanese 
gendarmerie house of detention on 
Jessfield Road Wednesday night, 
are themselves in jail today.

The two policemen were arrested 
Thursday morning after they failed 
to. give an unsatisfactory account I 
of their whereabouts on the night 
of the escape. This is according 
to information obtained from au
thoritative sources by The China 
Press yesterday afternoon.

The four Chinese gangsters who 
escaped from the hands of the 
Japanese authorities were being 
held in a row of garages at the 
rear of the Japanese gendarmerie 
station at 92-94 Jessfield Road. 
Chinese police of the “Shanghai 
City Government” also use the 
same station.

Chinese as Guards
To prevent the escape of prison

ers from the gendarmerie deten- 
: tion “cells/* both Chinese and 
> Japanese guards are used. Two 
Chinese guards, armed with rifles,; 
were stationed near the entrance 

| to the row of garages and not fat 
Ì from the garage in which the nine 
? gangsters arrested by Settlement 
detectives during the recent raid 
and shooting affair in Fah Wat 
Village were being kept.

The story told in official Settle* 
meni circles is that when the foui 
gangtcrs escaped from their 
“ceils,” the two Chinese guards 
were.not on duty as they should 
have been. It also was reported 
in f the Settlement làs| night 
that they were unable to give h 
satisfactory explanation to the 
Japanese authorities of their 
absence from duty and wcie 
accordingly locked up.

Meanwhile, the four gangsters 
are still at large. Their five com
panions, comprising two men and 
three women, are still in the hands 
of the Japanese authorities and 
there is no indication as to when 
they might be turned over to the 
Settlement police authorities.

Case Weakened
While Shanghai Municipal Police 

officials are offering no commén 
concerning the escape of the 
thugs, ip is believed that the cas? 
against the gang has been 
materially weakened as a result of 
the disappearance of the ring
leaders^ Two of the four men who 
escaped were known to have been 
the “brains” of thè entire mob.

The gangsters in the hands or 
the Japanese authorities were 
nabbed by foreign detectives of 
Crime Branch Headquarters, S.M.P., ' 
during a raid in Fah Wah Villag : 
on the afternoon of January 4. 
The thugs were suspected of 
having been concerned in the rob

bery of a party of foreigners or. 
Columbia Road on the night of 
December 28.

After their arrest, Japanese 
gendarmes who happened to be 
in the area tpok over the custody 
of the gangsters arrested by the 
Settlement police after promising 
to hand them back. They \ were 
handed back in three days time 

| but with the provision that the 
police turn the men over to the 
Japanese for interrogation, after 
which tiiey would be returned to 
the S.M.P.

Th© S-Mj». handed the men over 
: io the Japanese on January 12 but 
, «iince then, no e%ort to hand them

back has been made. ■ And how, to 
further cofnplicat^e the situation, ! 
four of the men have escaped. .

Japanese Charges
Charging the Shanghai Munici- | 

^al Council with “interference” in 
the western district, the Tairiku 
fenimpo, local Japanese dally; yes- 
cerdky made the statement that the 
S.M.C. has assumed a “challenging, 
attitude in interfering with i the 
functions of the ‘Greater Shang
hai Special Municipality/ *

Among other things, .the paper 
claimed that police officials of the 
Settlement informed tiie? “Shang
hai City Government” that they 
had instructions to prohibit en
trance and passage of police 
constables of the “Reformed 
Government” into alley ways on 
both sides of extra-Settlement 
roads.

From high police sources, The 
¿China Press learned last night 
'that no order to this effect was 
? issued. .

The same Japanese paper also 
stated the S.M.C. had adopted à 

। resolution stating it would not 
recognize collection of salt taxes

I by the “Reformed Government” on 
[ extra-Settlement roads. This also 

was denied by an S.M;C. spokes-1
u.k.si&itiOaa?
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Armed Robbery In Shanghai Area Most
Since Major Crime Wave After 1927 1

304 Gangster Weapons ' 
Seized By Police 

During 1938
(Editor's Note: This is the second t 

of a series of five articles reviewing ¡ 
crime in Shanghai during the past\ 
year. The third Will appear in to- 
morrow's issue).

By CARROL^ ALCOTT
“Gun Battle cff ¿Avenue Edward 

VU—Police Shoot ¿ it Out with 
Bandit Gang!” ■ /

“Twc Dead, Three Wounded When 
Pciice Clash With trangsters on Yu 
Ya Ching Road!’* |

Headlines like these were common
place in shanghai newspapers last 
year. They made 'their appearance 
on an average Of ohe every week. 
They were vivid indication of the 
fact that Shanghai, chce again, was 
living up to an oíd ^reputation of 
being the toughest town on earth, 
I hey offered evidence that Shang
hai’s armed robber gangs were more 
active than at any time since the 
crime wave that followed the 1927 
trouble in this area.

It is true that open clashes with 
political terrorists accounted for ¡ 
seme cf the shootings between the 
police of the International Settle
ment and the French Concession 
last . year. These, however, were 
much in the minority. Armed robber 

¡bands were responsible for most of 
the gun battles.

Tough Character
Stripped of his usual working-man 

appearance and boiled down to the 
fundamentals of his real character 
the Shanghai armed robber is one 
of the toughest criminal types to 
be found in the Orient, He shoots 
first and asks questions if/or when 
he happens to get caught.

. His methods of dealing with his 
victims are rough in th# extreme. 
Binding and gagging a whole family 
and then leaving father, mother, 
brother, sisters and relatives scatter
ed about the floor, to free themselves 
as best they can, mean nothing to 
him.

Despite his boldness, the fact that 
he opei-ates almost as efficiently in 
the full light of the day as he does 
at night, and his willingness to 
“shoot it out’*with the law rather 

:than surrender,.the Shangnai bandit 
seldom remains a free and roving 

‘¡spirit.
The Settlement and French police 

¡have proven themselves capable of 
dealing with this sort of criminal 

■ arid the armed robber is lucky who 
keeps out of jail longer than six 
mmtb.s after starting his career in 
this class of crime.

8CC Robberies In 1938
A review of the activities of 

Shanghai bandits during the past 
year rewals that líjese trigger-



Gunmen Institute Reign ( 
Of Terror In Local i 

Chinese Villages
minded thugs committed more than; 
800 robberies in the homes, shops? 
and along the streets of the Inter» 
national Settlement and the. French 
Concession in the 12 months from 
January. 1, 1938 to midnight,
December 31, of the same year.

This figure covers only the arm- j 
ed robberies reported to the police. 
It is a well-known fact that, in I

• Shanghai, many such crimes are | 
I never reported. Fearing reprisals ! 
! at the hands of the brigands some j 
I victims keep quiet about their 
> losses rather than go to the police. I

The tendency, on the part of the 
i more illiterate classes of Chinese, 
j to hide a crime committee against 
them, has been a handicap to the 
suppression of criminal 'ctvities 
in this city ever since the arrival 
of the foreigner.

It is a tendency that is dis
appearing, however. especially 
among- Chinese who have lived in 
the foreign-controlled areas for an 
extended period of time. Educa
tional campaigns by the police 
have contributel much toward the 
Eradication of the fear of reprisals 
from bandits felt in the lower ’ 
class sections of the population.
♦. Hence, 4t is logical to presume 
that not more than 2Oo jobberies 
and holdups went unreported last 
year, thereby bringing the total 
for both the Settlement and the 
Concession tb approximately 1,000.

Reported Cases
Armed robberies reported in the 

Interna tionalO^tlement last year, 
according to<the monthly records 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police 

¡reached the; of
I 587.
! Approximately 103 other rob- 
: beries, including holdups, were 
‘ committed, bringing the total to 
near the 600 mark, or an average 
of slightly niofe/than 11 per 
week. Not since thfer latter part 
of 1927 and early in 1928 has the 
figure for this class of crime in 
Shanghai been so high.

A similar condition existed in 
the French Concession. Although 
exact figures are not available, the 
daily French Police reports issued 
to the press indicate that at least 
150 armed robberies, holdups and ’ 
robberies in which force was em
ployed to relieve a victim of his 
wealth, committed in Frenchtown 
last year, were reported to the | 
police. When the annual French 
Police report is issued, the final’ 
figure revealed may even prove to 
be much greater.

The reasons for this unhappy 
state of affairs, of course, are 
quite obvious to anyone who has 
resided in Shanghai since August 
13, 1937. Various unpleasant situa
tions created by the hostilities are 
to blame.

For Instance, guns have been 
more plentiful and easier to get 
than at any time in Shanghai 
history. As evidence of this state
ment, witness the fact that the 
Settlement police seized more than 
390 pistols, revolvers and other 
firearms from armed bandit gangs 
during the year. This figure, com
pared with firearm seizures made 
in previous years. Is almost & 7e- 
cord.

January, 1938, was the record 
month of the year for gun seizures. 
Sixty-four weapons were seized 
from armed gangsters by the



! S.M.p. Some of these firearms I 
were terrorist guns but the1

I majority were weapons taken from i 
armed robbers. *

The same month also witnessed 
99 armed robberies in the Inter- 
national Settlement, the record for i 

i the year. Despite this activity on I 
the part of the gangsters, the 
police were on the job and arrest’ 
ed 256 gunmen and their com
panions before the arrival of 
February 1, 1938.

Police On Job
On the whole/ the Shanghai 

Municipal fPolice, badly over
worked! in almost every depart
ment as. a result of .the 
hostilities, performed • an excel
lent job in dealing with the armed 
robbery situation. Approximately 

? 1,2 CO arrests were made, or an aver- 
; age of 100 armed bandit suspects per 
month. This figure does not include 
the number of terrorists arrested 
The Settlement police also seized an 
average of 25 gangster guns every 
month.

Despite this effort on the part of 
[the Settlement law enforcement 
body, plenty of guns were still in 
the hands of the bandits when 
January of the current year arrived. 
No less than 56 .armed robberies 
were committed during December 
1938 and this criminal activity 
continued on a major scale after 
the New Year.

The point to be deduced is that 
so many guns, mostly Mausers, were 
left strewn about on the battlefields 
after the Chinese withdrawal from 
this area in November, 1937. that 
gangsters experienced but little dif
ficulty in getting their hands on 
them.

Furthermore, it seems to be a 
foregone conclusion that the police 
of both the' International Settle
ment and the French Concession 
will have their hands full for the 
next year or two before most of 
these guns are finally out of circula
tion.

In this connection, the most 
unusual development during the 
year was the uncovering of informa
tion revealing that several gangs in 
the Shanghai area have been 
reaping good incomes from the 
rental of pistols and hand grenades 
to other mobs.

A Coolie And His Racket
One of the biggest racketeers in 

the gun rental business arrested 
during the year, was a lone coolie 
who had picked up several weapons 
from the battlefields.

The fellow brought the guns inside 
the Settlement and hid them under 
the back porches of foreign and 
Chinese residences in the westerh 
district, The police finally caught 
up with him while engaged in run
ning down a band of thugs 
responsible for more than half a 
dozen crimes of violence staged in 
the Great Western Road area.

The coolie admitted that he was 
operating a gun rental business and 
that he received as much as $5per 
night for the use of a Mauser. He L 
also rented hand-grenades at $2 per \ 
night.

Robbers, he said, found the 
grenades especially effective in 



frightening people Into giving up 
their valuables without making any 
effort to protest. In other word«, 
the appearance of a bandit with a 
grenade has a much mote terrifying 
effect on his intended victim than 
a pistol. ;

Terror In Chinese Homes
While th# average foreigner living 

in Shanghai probably never gave 
second thought to the matter, the 
credence bf large gangs of armed 
robbers In this area has struck 
‘•error into the hearts and minds of 
the poorer classes of Chinese, 
«specially those living in the villages 

tX*» western district.
Police investigations have revealed 

that entire villages have been 
‘errorized by the nightly depredn-

Itlcns of the bandits.
I Hardest hit, in this respect, are 
' the Japanese-controlled areas of!
extra-Settlement roads where the 
bandits had almost a free hand mdst 
of last year. No record of the 
robberies committed in these areas 
has been made available to Sham
ba! Municipal Police authorities but 
It is estimated that the total run « 
well into three figures. This Is 
according to information that has 
seeped across the boundaries to 
reach the ears of the police and 
local newspapermen.

Want To Control Dens
Just how long this state or affair# 

will continue is a matter that can 
only be gassed at. While they are 
reluctant to talk about it,'I happen 
to know that the average police 
officer on the Settlement force feela 
that if the gambling and opium den» 
cf the western area could be brought 
under his jurisdiction, the problem 
of reducing armed robbery in the 
foreign concessions would be only a 
matter of a few weeks at*the most.

Experience in dealing with robber 
zangs, duringthe past few month*, 
has taught the police that most> of 
the armed criminals who operate 
Imide the Settlement and ths 
Fiench Concession. have their hide
outs in the villages off extra- 
Set tlement roads.

And these areas, because of the 
peculiar political situation existing 
in the western district, are Immune 
from S.M.P. raids.

In other words, an armed robber 
can commit a crime in the Settle
ment, dash across the boundary line 
and hide out until he thinks it safe 
to return to e^aee another robbery.

It Is. true that this situation hsbi 
always existed In Shanghai but when 
the Chinese National Government 
authorities ran the municipal ad- 
ministretlcn of Greater Shanghai, 
police ofthe foreign Settlements 
were given the co-operation they 
needed to make arrests in Chapel 
and areas outside the Settlements
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MYSTERY SHOTS HIT 
POLICE VAN

Chinese Driver Wounded 
In Surprise Attack

On Keswick Road
A Chinese police chauffeur was 

i seriousy wounded in the right arm 
last night in Keswick Road when 
in S.M.P. patrol van was greeted 
by a hail of bullets shortly after 9 
p.m. from a source that, at a late 
hour last night, still remained a 
mystery.

The patrol-van was proceeding 
along Keswick Road when, at a 
point some 250 yards south of Bre- 
nan Road, over a dozen shots struck 
the car from behind several pene
trating the rear windows and one 
striking the Chinese driver on the 
right arm.

Sergeant Baldpck and Russian 
Constable Vasilieff, who were sit
ting inside the car, had a miracul
ous escape from injury.

The attack was so sudden and 
took the occupants of the van so 
completely unawares that no 
attempt was made to return fire. 
The shooting ceased as soon as the 
car pulled up, and though intense 
investigations were conducted by 
the Police on the spot untftmte last, 
night, no clues as to the identity 
of the assailants were forthcoming.
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S.M.P. Ballisticians Cannot Trace Type, Makp Bullets

Bullets which pierced the Reserve Unit van on

Keswick Road at 9:05 p.m. Monday were fired from a high velocity 

rifle, ballistic experts of the Shanghai Municipal Police proved 

yesterday.

Neither the make nor type of the bullet could be

ascertained, for the missiles were shattered into several pieces 

upon impact with the Reserve Unit van.

It was confirmed last night that the shots, four in

all, were fired from a spot west of the railway line, in Japanese- 

controlled territe

Police are at a loss as to the origin of the shots, ¿ear

for, as an official pointed out yesterday, few people dare carry 

revolvers, let alone rifles, without permission, especially on 

"Ta Tao" territory, where not even all the Chinese policemen are 

entrusted with arms.

Other sources pointed out that the only people liable

to carry rifles in "Ta Tao" territory are Chinese guerillas and 

Japanese sentries.

Nyi Ah-foh, the Reserve Unit chauffeur who was wounded

in the right arm above the elbow by one of the bullets which 

pierced the car, was only lightly wounded, and is well on he road 

to recovery.
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Fah Hwa Bandits
Break Jail

Four Western Gangsters 
Escape from “Ta Tao” 
Station, Jessfield

Four members of the desperate 
West Fah Hwa Village gang, who had 
been arresfed with several others by 
the Settlement Police, were at large 
yesterday after their escape from a 
“Ta Tao” police station.

The Settlement Police at Bubbling 
Well Station were informed by the 
Japanese military police that the four 
dangerous bandits had broken out of 
the detention cell at “Ta Tao” police 
headquarters, 92 Jessfieid Road, on ; 
Wednesday morning. Details of how j 
they managed to escape, however, | 
were lacking. The station whence I 
they fled adjoins the western head- ' 
quarters of the Japanese military 
police, 94 Jessfield Road, where also 
Chinese prisoners are being held.

The four are members of the gang 
which was ^rounded up” as a result 
of a frontal attack on its hiding
place, a creekside hut some 200 yards | 
west of Columbia Road, by the Police 
Reserve Unit and a large squad of । 
Hèadquàrtéfs detectives on January ! 
4. Many shots were fired by both I 
sides before the gangsters surrender- 
ed, dropping their guns into the | 
muddy èreék.

Taken to Jessfield Road
The prisoners were retained in the 

custody of the Japanese military 
police and lodged by them in Jessfield 
Road. The following afternoon the 
bandits were handed over to the 
Settlement Police for questioning, it 
being stipulated by the Japanese that 
they must _be returned to them in 
24 hôurs. Thè questioning revealed 
that the gang was implicated in à 
series of bold crimes of recent i date 
in the western “outside roads” area. 
One of these outrages was an attack 
by a large number of the bandits 
upon two Chinese constables of the 
Settlement Police in Brenan Road a 
few weeks back. Both policemen 
were robbed of their service pistols 
at the time, but the weaports wéfe 
later recovered by the SMjP.

The “clean-up” of the Fah H{wa 
Village gang led to the subsequent 
arrest of other desperadoes connected 
with the band, in the the Great Wèst
ern Road and Jessfield Village areas.
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Gang Leaders Wanted 
By S. M. P. Escape From 
Nippon Police Custody
Fear Vicious Criminals Captured In Fall Wall 

Village By Settlement Authorities 
Manage To Secure Freedom

Four gangsters wanted in the two of the most vicious criminals to 
International Settlement made their appear in Shanghai in many 
escape from the Japanese authorities months.
Wednesday morning, according to Among other things, these two 

men, both of whom were, arrested, 
are alleged to have engineered the 
armed robbery of several foreigners 
on Columbia Road on the night of. 
December 28.

They are also wanted for trial on,! 
approximately 16 different counts 
of armed robbery, highway robbery, 
and attempted murder.

News Leaks Out
Ntews that four of the gangsters 

had made their escape from the 
Japanese authorities leaked out yes
terday morning although the break 
is said to "have occurred on the 
previous day.

Settlement police officials, yester
day admitted that they had heard 
of the escape but could provide no 
details.

Whether the men escaped from 
Japanese gendarmerie headquarters 
cr a 'Shanghai City Government’’ 
police station could not be ascertain
ed. But it was reported on reliable 
authority that two of the men who 
managed to free themselves are the 
ringleaders of the mob whom the 
Settlement police are anxious to 
keep In custody. X

information obtained from au
thoritative circles by The China 
Press yesterday afternoon.

The four escaped men, it Is stated, 
were members of 'the gang rounded 
up recently in Fah Wah Village off 
Columbia Road and detained by the 
Japanese authorities.

Six men and three women com
prised the mob. Although taken 
into custody by detectives of Crime 
Branch Headquarters, SM.P. after 
a gun battle, Japanese gendarme? 
immediately took possession of the. 
suspects. This happened more than; 
three weeks ago.

Police Cc-operate
A few days after the raid, the 

Japanese handed the'gangsters over 
to the police but with the provision 
that they be handed back after 
interrogation. Wishing to co-operate 
with the Japanese, the police 
returned the gangsters. At the 
same time, the Nipponese gendarme 
authorities promised to return the 
mob to the Settlement authorities; 
for trial in the First Special District 
Court.

The gang is badly wanted by the) 
Shanghai Municipal 'Police since, it 
is alleged, that the ringleaders are
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Russian Woman Hit L
By Gunman’s Bullet

A Russian woman, T. Okladni
kova, of-268 Joffre Terrace, was 
severely wounded last evening 
when she and her companion 
were held' up by three armed men. 
The gangsters stopped the pair on 
Brenan Road, near Warren Road, 
and demanded money and jewel
lery. The woman screamed and 
one of the gunmen Bred, the 
bullet striking her on the left side 
and emerging on the light side. 
An ' ambulance removed the 
wounded woman to the Country 
Hospital. Detectives . were search
ing the neighborhood for clues as 
to the identity of the robbers but 
have reported no arrests.
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I Gangster Of Badlands 
Shoots At Policemen

The crack of firearms was 
heard again in the gangland 
section of the western district 
last night just before midnight 
when a patrol of Chinese police 
constables was the target of an 
unknown assassin’s bullet. The 
men were patrolling Tunsin 
Road on a routine tour of their 
area when the sudden flash of 
flame arid report of a shot in
terrupted the night. With 
drawn pistols the men took 
position ready to reply to any 
further possible firing but a 
glance down an alley way n- 
vealed the fleeing figure of a 
man escaping into territory off 
the municipal road. The police 
fired no shots* and a checkup 
of the detail reavealed the 
hidden marksman had taken 
poor aim for no one was injur
ed.
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Hold-Up Med 
W oundRussian 
Woman Here
Bandits Open Fire On 

Police Constables In
Western Area

Gunfire ¿rom gangsters’ pistols 
again disturbed. Shanghai’s tran
quility Tuesday night,, when Chin
ese police constables in the western 
district escaped unscathed while a 
Russian woman on Brenan Road 
was shot through tier left side.

The constables were patrolling 
their beats on Tun-sin Road when 
they heard a pistol shot whistle 
passed their ears. Taking due pre
cautions the police drew their guns 
and prepared for eventualities. ’

Realizing the officers had the 
upper hand, the bandits, who fired 
from & nearby alleyway, fled in 
great teste toward the territory 
off the Settlement Road. No shot 
was fired by the police and no 
arrest made.

The wounded Russian woman, • 
Mrs. T. Okladnikova, of 238 Joffre 
Terrace, was walking along Brenan 
Road near Warren Road with a 
companion when they were held up 
by three armed robbers. Scared by 
Mrs. Okladnikova’s screaming, one 
of the bandit-s opened fire. The 
victim was reported yesterday to 
be in-a critical condition.

Early yesterday evening, three| 
marauders broke into a building at; 
419 Canton Road and stole $100, 
from the premises. No shots were | 
fired and no arrests made.

Another robbery was «staged in 
the gangland section of the west
ern district yesterday when four men 
forcibly entered the house at 671 
Changping Road and stole $60.
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Tuesday’s Outrage
The prophecy made in these columns a short 

while ago that if conditions were allowed to 
continue in the western outside area as they 
have been for some time past, it would not be 
long before some foreigners received injury has 
been justified all too quickly, as witness the I 
armed robbery on Tuesday night, when a i 
Russian lady and companion were held up, and 
she shot through the body. This occurred on 
Brennan Road near Warren Road. The robbers 
got clear away, and though search is being made 
for them it is unlikely that this will achieve much 
success. Obviously *the remedy is a preventive 
one, and it is incumbent upon the Ta Tao au
thorities exercising jurisdiction in that area to 
take such steps as to put an end to the dis
orderly state which at present prevails. Condi
tions which are permitted to exist within the 
defence perimeter, but outside the limits of the 
International Settlement, are a standing dis
grace, and reflect no credit whatever upon the 

। authorities who are responsible for maintaining 
. law and order within their jurisdiction. 
Obviously so long as the present state of affairs 
is allowed to exist it is positively dangerous to 
take a walk at night on these roads, a right 
which belongs to all law-abiding citizens. The 
fact is that the allowing of the various illicit 
gambling dens to operate in that area has, 
transformed it into a veritable Alsatia, with| 
all manner of armed rogues warring with each ' 
other and preying upon the peaceful members . 
of the community. If it is suggested for one i 
moment that the--J/a Tab GgverhmehrMj^1“ 
able to maintain laiat. and it is permis
sible" tn enqulre~~of what it is. capabljZfor Ifcat 
:sjts very flrHdtHyTwith two armed rob
beries perpetrated upon foreigners, and one 
woman shot has been adduced evidence to 
show that absolutely intolerable conditions 
exist, and it is really the business of the Ta 
Tao Government to vindicate its authority and 
put an end to a state of affairs which ought 
never to have been allowed to come into 
existence.

1 /

I i.
A;.._
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Italian Marine 
Patrols Clash 
With Gangsters 
Man With Gun Nabbed 

After Shooting On
Jessfield Road

ONE WOUNDED IN 
SECOND INCIDENT

Armed Robber Suspects 
Face Local Chinese 

Tribunal
Italian marines crashed the local 

news .spotlight again yesterday 
wheh they encountered alleged 
gangsters on two different occasions 
in the western districts. Shooting 
by the marines featured both in
cident?.

The first clash between the Ita
lians and gangster suspects occur- ¡ 
red shortly after 2 pm, A. marine 
patrol and a Chinese police con
stable of the S.M.P. spotted two 
auspicious looking individuals near 
a telephone box on Jessfield Road.

Without asking questions, the 
patrol challenged tbS two men and ¡ 
found themselves with an argu
ment on their hands. Both gansk; 
ster suspects broke into a run: 
whereupon the marines started 
f hooting and fired three shots.

Although not wounded, one of the 
fleeing men stumbled and fell. He 
was nabbed in '”5 "few seconds áfid 
an automatic pistol ' was fbundin 
his possession, The .other man ; 
escaped, apparently unharmed. The 
arrested man, however^ was brought 
before the First " Special IMstrict 
Court yesterday and charged" with ■ 
illegal possession, of firearms. His ■ 
case was remanded Until

The second clash. between .Xbafish 
marines and*" . bandit suspects 
happened about•' 3 ' a.m. Jessfield 
Road near Brenan (Piece Was 
the scene. Under no illusions 
concerning the danger threatening i 
foreign patrols in this particular 
district, the marines challenged all; 
suspicious looking individuals > on 
the. street.;

On one occasion, they observed a 
Chinese running down an alleyway. i 
The marines ordered him 4ostop 
but the fellw . allegedly only in- 
crested his., speed,

'■ The Italians opened lire .and. the 
Chinese disappeared. ^ Reinforce
ments drri^edTit^f of
the alley wasmade . of
the man waa^-to be found.

About three later,/a Chln^ 
ese / wounded "MtheL ’Ap
peared at the.Bubbling^Police 
Station and‘*asked to ♦ be taken-to a 
hc^ital; /;'T?M complied
hut he is now the . subject of a 
police investiga tion stiiee it is be* 
lieved.
wounded by the marines.

Thugsln-Cebrt -
In addltiodri td' prOvIdm^ ’headtrnTs 

from the western d istrict, Shanghai 
gangsters, also featured, activities in 
the First Special „/XfisWct 
yesterday morning.

Four ’ OF 16 armed robber suspects, 
nabbed“by ^est / ,i|^g0k^w.:3^c-, 
fives last week on charges of being 
concerned with- the holdup of 
occupants oX’ the T^4ao Lodging 
House, 60.Sor th . Ipnan Road,- on 
Christmas Eve, were given a charice 
ttf/Ult^

They admitted the, theft but 
thought that they should be treated 
with leniency sipce they, had only 
robbed a gambling i game. in pro
gress in one of the . hotel rooms. 
The case was remanded until next 
week for judgment.

Lcafers Jailed
Convicted of .having stolen four 

/ tens of scrap iron from a deserted 
factory in Horigkew, four Kompo 
loafers were each given six mon ths 
jin jail bjr comt yesterday 
morning. •

Using a tru^k^ ih^'-loafers alleged
ly stole the scrap iron early Friday 
morning. They' were arrested as 

। hey attempted wfjhat®.. the factory 
premises*. ’ “- , . "//

? .. 1 ""<--^¿^...-27 ■ 1 w > ’
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January 3, 1939« Morning Translation

Ta Mei Pao of December 2 published the following leading article»

A LOCAL POLICE PROBTJfff

In connection with the question of responsibility 
for the hold-up on Columbia Road the other day, there is some 
ground for the S*M*C* to disclaim responsibility, but on the 
part of the "precious things" of the "Dah Dao Go verament* 
there is absolutely no ground for argument* All these 
"precious things* are corrupt elements and foolsi their acts 
of plundering, their opium and gambling dens show that this 
is true* However, the Police Force of the 8*k*C* cannot be 
regarded in the sane light। it is worthy of consideration*

People who frequently pass through Columbia 
Road say that “There is plastically no policeman to be seen 
after turning the corner of Groat Western Road". According 
to a statement issued by the Police authorities, however, 
there are actually policemen on duty at that place and further* 
more the number of police point duties will be increased. We 
realise that the present strength of the police force is 
inadequate»for the personnel of the Police Force and the 
Fire Brigade of the 3*M*C* has been reduced*

What we do not know is whether or not the 
authorities concerned are employing the police effectively* 
Take, for instance, the work of the Criminal Investigation 
Department of ths Police Force. We are not fv.lly acquainted 
with the work of this Department, butwoconsider that the 

jpolitical investigations undertaken by this Department are 
j simpiya~imSteo f time, as witness the exp eases incurred by 
the investigation Into Miss Agnes Smedley, which was quite 
unnecessary* .

We are not blaming the Officers who had been 
V ordered to undertake the invest! gationsTpre are not quite 

i iiuw satisfied with the order itself* We are of the opinion 
that the responsible o ffi cers who i ssued euch o rders should 
employ the valuable iolica force in the ds tec tion o f crime.

According to information in the possession of 
the writer, the Criminal Investigation Department often 
suspects foreign tourists as “dangerous leftist elements* 
although the names of these people are to be found in 
directories. We hold the view that if the Police will 
reduce such unnecessary work, they will have more time to 
deal with criminals* .

We hope that the Police authorities will not 
misunderstand our friendly suggestion* The present problem 
is a very complicateUjBne and, generally speaking, the Police 
have carried out thelxTexficiently* However, at this time 
when we are demanding Tor the return of the extra-Settlement 
roads area to the S.M.C., । daring hold-ups have occurred
in districts where precautionary measures are in force* This 
constitutes some “loss of face*.

If the S.M.C. will .take on more policemen, the 
restoration of the extra-8 ettl am ent roads arse san be quickly 
accomplished* At any rate, the policy of the "Dah Dao 
Government* in giving free rein to crime has converted the 
entire Western District into a dangerous area. Now is the 
time to take action to deal with this situation*

*
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Holdup Of Foreigners Not^ 
Without Precedent, But Is
First Case In Ten Years

Major Bourne, Falsetto-Imitating Assistant
Commissioner Fairbairn. Helped Break lip 

Love’s Parasites Back In 1928

By GEORGE LEONOF
Although it was the first case of 

its kind in the past decade, the 
hcldup of a party of foreigners on 
Columbia Road Wednesday night is 
not entirely without precedent.

During the period of uncertainty 
and loose control in 1928 which 
followed the victory of General 
Chiang Kai-shek’s armies, stragglers 
and deserters of both hostile factions 
formed armed bandit gangs on the 
Settlement’s perimeter, which at 
that time was bordered by Edin
burgh Road on the west.

Foreigners and Chinese alike 
were at the time cautioned bv the 
police not to venture beyond Edin
burgh Road, especially > after dark. 
Troublous times had not yet sub
sided. and there were trenches on 
the other side of the railroad tracks,

Love Finds A Way

But love will find a way.* It was 
customary, in the year 19ft, for 
romantically inclined couples, with 
an inborn haired for crowds, to 
park their cars in dangerous terri
tory for petting purposes. A decade 
ago, the roads beyond Edinburgh 
Road were ideally suited for this 
purpose, for the streets beyond this 
limit were not yet lighted.

It was not long, however, before 
this strange foreign custom became 
noticed by the armed gangs. The 
result was a sudden crime wave. 
Almost nightly foreign couples were 
held up, robbed of all their valuables, 
and let loose. It proved an ex
tremely embarrassing situation, too, 
for blushing taipans as well as red- 
in-the-face young men to stutter 
their complaints to the police.

These tactics were exterminated 
by the Shanghai Municipal Police 
in 1928. And the method in which 
it was done is a story all by itself— 
a story whose principal characters 
include Major K. M. Bourne, now 
Commissioner of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, and a young, 
handsome Mr. Fairbairn,- now 
Assistant Commissioner W. E. Fair
bairn of the S.M.P.

One night towards the end of 
1928, after a Swiss chef, who had 
been hold up with his arms around 
his choicest morsel on Columbia 
Road, had complained to the au
thorities, the patience of the police 
suddenly snapped.

Police Conspire

Under Major Bourne, then As
sistant Commissioner, a party of 10 
plotted to put an end to the activi
ties of these armed parasites of 
love-

The plot wa$ actually extremely 
simple and demanded but iitite 
make-up and not too much acting. 
Assistant Commissioner Fairbairn, 
then a superintendent, and a foreign 
detective dressed themselves in 
female attire and chose their “boy

friends.” Six other members of 
the force participated in the play.

The idea was that the two couples 
should park on Columbia Road on 
the spot where the Swiss chef was 
held up. Major Bourne and the 
remaining five men would He con
cealed at the bottom of a large 
sedan or in a nearby ditch. There 
was to have been merry and de
licate love-making and hilarity to 
entice the robbers, whereupon one 
man was to have fired off a Verey 
light, which was to be a signal for 
action.

Falsetto Fails

Despite the fact that the quartet 
portrayed its role perfectly and that 
Superintendent Fairbairn’s falsetto 
was highly convincing, the party 
failed to draw the armed robbers to 
the scene.

The performance was repeated the 
next night—with Mr. Fairbairn’s 
falsetto even more convincing and 
passionate—but still his attempts 
and that of the entire party failed 
to lure the gunmen.

On the third consecutive night, 
when Mr. Fairbairn’s falsetto was 
beginning to assume a slightly des
perate tone, the bandits suddenly 
appeared.

Armed with revolvers and a shot
gun, they held up the two couples. 
The men at the bottom ofthe sedan 
and in the ditches were tense, wait
ing for the Verey light which would 
be the sign for immediate action.

Gun Not Cocked

They waited impatiently, and 
suddenly, instead of a bright signal 
light, the night was rent with 
fervent cursing from the man who 
was supposed to fire it. He could 
not fire the pistol. Later, he dis
covered he had forgotten to cock it.

The bandits immediately took to 
their , heels. They would all 
escaped had it not bebn Vfbr the 
presence of mind of oneofthe mas
querading “ladies”—no one can re- ■ 
member just who it was noW---who 
whipped out a revolver and fired, 
(hie, man, armed with a shotgun, 
was soscared that he stopped and: 
surrendered.

There were no more nocturnal* 
holdups after that.

Sv 'I; '. ' • 3
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> The Columbia Road Affai)

'T'Hfi QUESTION of responsibility for Wed- 
nesday night’s Columbia Road mas? hold

up is, so far as the( Shanghai Municipal Police 
are concerned, a controversial one. So far as 
it concerns the Ta Tao people (theoretically 
controlling - the Chinese territory off the 
extra-Sèttlement roads) no controversy is 
possible. They seem thoroughly rotten and 
inept and that's that. Their obvions record 
on gangsterism, narcotics and gambling speaks 
for itself. But«, the Shanghai Municipal Police 
are another matter and deserve consideration, 
pne point to be made at the outset being that’ 
until the Ta Tao Police either govern or allow 
SMP. collaboration, anything the latter can do 
in the Outside Roads area must be regarded as 
fighting on the second lined defence.

We have heard a great deal of,casual 
eriticlstti from people who ¿aÿ that they travel 
Columbia Road rather constantly and never 
see a patrol, or any policeman after thfey leave 
the Great Western intersection. The police 
answer is that there are patrols, which will be 
strengthened along with the erection of bar
ricade^ and other precautions; but that on ' 
the other side the whole force is under- 
mannèd. That latter is unquestionably true. We 
knqjfr that the police and ffie fire brigade have* 
Jjoth been cut down, and we have^SfistagraWe

About the only question in our admittedly 
inexpert mind ù ^Whether the test possible 
useis being made Qf^aH police available, 
targeissuesof policy are^Hlvuived in Jdine > 
degree, perhaps. There is the question for| 
example of the Criminal Intelligence Depart
ment. We aren't aware, of the full functions 
of the ^1-D. but we believe that at least some 
oflto polirai investigations have béen com
pletely wasted time. Its various inquiries into 
the néfarigufl agti Vittel of such people as the 
much-lhvesugated Mies Aençs flmedley, for 
cxampie—fôund guilty of nothing 
writing r—haye been ridiculous plus, when they

This is not to attack the people Who made 
the investigations under orders, but the order? 
themselves which required the timé of valu
able police officials whoinlglU much better 
have been employed in chadng criihinals. Thó 
Writer has on severÄl occasiöns discovered that ¿ 
the C.I.D. was engaged in checking up on ¿orne | 
visiting foreigner as a “dangerous leftist“ when ; 
his full record was plain to be seen, in Who’s 
Who. The less foolishness of that aort is r>erz 
mitted, the morrtlme ahd~people there will be 
to go after law-breakers.

We have heard complaints that the police 
don’t have enough men to handle traffic duty 
properly, yet there appears to be disinclina
tion to mechanize this duty. The Settlement 
has two automatic signal lights. It could use 
more, although as we point out elsewhere there 
are obvious limitations. However, in general 
it should be possible at most intersections to 
get along with one policeman, whether ho 
operated the light manually during slack hour: ! 
or attended to the chastisement Of headstrong 
bicyclists and Hc^hi coolies while the machine; 
operated the light during busy hours.

We fear that the police will fee| toward 
our wclhmeant ideas on running a police de
partment the way we sometimes feel about 
the universal conviction that anybody can 
run a newspaper better than those who do so 
Their problem h complex enough in MI con
science and they attend to it very well on the 
whole. Yet while we presé for return of air 
extra-Settlement roads to SM1?.jurisdiction, 
It to certainly a considerable “loss of face” 
when such a scandalous mass stick-up as that 
on Columbia Road can occur Within the mili
tary perimeter.

If the Municipal Council can provide more 
police we certainly think that should be done, 
and without delay. In any event, the Ta Tao's 
policies of letting crime have its way in Chin
ese territory seems obviously to •; create, a 
special hazard in the whole Wester# area and 
a little bearing-down is very much in order.
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THE BABBICADBS IN THE to'ESTEBN DISTBICT

The barricading of certain areas in the 
Western District by the Settlement authorities has created 
some apprehension among the gambling dens in that area. 
The public hold the opinion that if the Settlement 
authorities will carry out this strong policy firmly all 
the vicious dene in the Western District will find 
themselves in a serious situation. The precautionary 
measures at present adopted by the S.M.C. along Jessfield 
Hoad, Connaught Bo ad, Columbia Bead and Great Western 
Boad are tc meet with the unsatisfactory conditions in 
that area, where robbery and other crimes have frequently 
occurred since the establishing of the Hwo Hwei Lottery 
agencies, gambling dens and opitm hongs*

Owing to the peculiar conditions in that 
area, the Police are unable to enforce law and order, 
therefore the Police have been compelled to adopt the 
comparatively mild precautionary measure of placing 
barbed wire and other barricades in front of the gambling 

, _„4}ens, thereby preventing lawless elements from doing more 
Haa. The Police have posted two axmed policemen on 
“duty at these barricades to guard against their removal 

by the thugs. The adoption of these precautionszy 
measures by the Police has had some effect for conditions 
in that area showed some improvement, while the gambling 
dens lost plenty of business, because a number of 
visitors who used to travel there freely by motor cars 
cannot now drive straight to the dens and furthermore 
they will hrve to submit to search by the Police. The 
barricades have also had adverse effects on the opium 
hongs in the area.

The Police arc energetically investigating 
the daring hold up of foreigners on the night of December 
It is le-rncd that the hold up was committed by 5 or 6 
desperadoes who were well dressed and axmed with Mauser 
pistols. These highway robbers used to operate in the 
vicinity of the gambling dens in the district under 
Japanese occupation. They are fond of gambling a.nd 
when they lose all their money they would ambush cars 
or people end rob them in order to get more money for 
gambling«

News Digest '■nd other local newspapers »- 30-/1-Ji

GALBLBBS BOBBBD 0? THBIB WINNINGS

About 7 p.m. yesterday as three gamblers 
who had won &,OOQ,^,t the Ziang Sen Gambling Den (3« )> 
70 Zung Zey Li ( MT ). were going home in motor car. 
No. 8856, escorted by men detiled by the gambling den 
.for their protection, they were attacked by three robbers 
near Brcnon Piece ^nd robbed of their winninga. The 
robbers drove away in the victims’ motor car. A report 
was later xn^de to the Police.
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Police anti Soldiers 
Comb Western Area

Big Night Drive Fbllows Daring Ambush 
Of Foreign Motorists; Barbed Wire Put Up 
Along Columbia Road; Jessfield Arrests

A GIGANTIC police and military drive against armed bandits 
was Started last«night in the Columbia Road-Great Western 

Road area, where on Wednesday evening five motor-cars were 
stopped by a large gang and the foreign and Chinese occupants 
robbed of their money and jewellery. Simultaneously a huge 
scheme of barbed-wiring was begun along the Municipal roads, 
similar to that now completed in the Brenan Road district where 
the Italian troops are co-operating with the Police in suppressing 
armed desperadoes.

The Columbia Road neighbourhood and adjacent territory 
to the north were divided into three sectors for the purpose of 
patrolling and searching by the Municipal Police, Reserve Unit, 
Russian Regiment, S.V.C., and the Second Battalion, the East Surrey 
Regiment. In the sectors taken by the S.V.C. and the British
forces, the Police will station three men on the Municipal roads at 
intervals of 400 yards. These Police groups, who* will stand with 
pistols drawn throughout the period of search, will co-operate with 
the soldiers where called upon.

Operating in shifts the Police and 
Military were to have nearly 200 
fully armed men in the area at all 
times between 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. 
Full service kit was worn by the 
soldiers participating.

The scheme was put into action as 
a result of a conference held yester* 
day morning between Major B. H. 
Ashmore, Brigade Major of the British 
Forces; Capt. H. M. Smyth, Deputy 
Commissioner of the Municipal Police, 
and other officials. The police arrange
ments were made by Mr. R. W. Yorke, 
Assistant Commissioner, in whose 
division the area is situated. Mr. | 
Yorke personally supervised the work 
last night.

Three Patrol Sectors
Squads of men from the East 

Surrey Regiment patrolled Keswick : 
Road, Rockhill Avenue, Columbia 
Read (in part) and Amherst Avenue.

The S.V.C. Russians took Columbia 
and Gr&at Western Road out to the : 
defence perimeter.

Police of “B” Division reinforced 
by the Reserve Unit covered a part 
of Columbia Road, and Tunsin, Kes
wick (in part), Yu 
burgh Roads.

It was understood 
main objectives was ______
and suspects from the sectors taken- Road was still at large, 
by the British military and the S.V.C. g Victims Interviewed
into the Police (and Reserve Unit) ( From enquiries made from the 
cTivrr»’ there to be dealt with by the ,varjous victims yesterday, it appears 
b j with the exception of Mr. Howell,

The erection of barbed wire along a-Q were under the impression that 
Columbia Road was begun at an early being asked to stop by
hour yesterday. Knife-rest barricades^ search-parties, one of the
were put up on bothsides ofthe, road.l victlins who knew the s M|P 
beginning at Great Western Road and n<4 nlain-rlrvthaa men nn saarch- 
extending south towards Amherst 
Avenue. The magnitude of this work, 
performed by the Public Works De
partment, can be imagined when one 
considers that it took 49 of the bar
riers to "fence” the border of one 
waste ground alone. The work will 
continue for several days, it is 
estimated. ..... ■ ............

Yuen and Edin-

that one of the 
to drive bandits

Search Parties Discernible

Lest members of the public mistake 
armed bandits in the area for plain
clothes police parties, a warning was 
sounded from Settlement Police 
Headquarters yesterday to the effect 
that in all cases search parties operat
ing after dusk will be accompanied 
by uniformed officers. Thus the 
presence of armed robbers may be 
suspected if Chinese dressed in civilian 
clothes attempt to halt motor-cars at 
night on the extra-Settlement roads. 
It is a fact that most of Wednesday 
njghtrs' victims at first thought they 

i were confronted with a “Ta Tao” 
searcST uurtv ~

Raids were made in the Western 
district throughout the day, parti
cipated in by police from the Bubbling 
Well and Sinza Stations and the 
Reserve Unit. Shortly before noon 

• thirteen Chinese were arrested in a 
village not far from Brenan Road, I 
and simultaneously a hand-grenade I 
of the "potato masher” type 
was seized. The suspects are believed 
to be connected with a gang that 
committed a robbery, at pistol point 
on Christmas Eve in Ferry Road.

Up to a late hour yesterday, how
ever. the large band which committed 
Wednesday night’s outrage in Columbia

send no plain-clothes men on search
parties being under the impression 
that the "Ta Tao” police were actually 
responsible, for halting the vehicles.

Mr. J. H. Ford, whose car was the 
; first one to be held up, told a re

presentative of the "North-China 
Daily News” yesterday that both he 

1 and his wife were asked to alight

ZU
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and that his first impression was that 
the thugs were actually searching for 
weapons as they past their hands 
along his coat and body. It was only 
when they relieved Mrs. Ford of her 
two rings, that he realized that the 
men were actually gangsters.

The coup must have been very well 
prepared, according to Mr. Ford who 
in giving additional details on the 
affair said that he was driving from 
south to north on Columbia Road 
when all of a sudden he had to slow 
down in order to prevent hitting a 
man who was crossing the street. As 
soon as the car was nearly at a stand- ; 
still, some five or six other members p* 
of the gang, surrounded the car and 
asked both passengers to alight.

When Dr. and Mrs. Collins reached ; 
the scene, they slowed down because 
thty saw a car parked in the middle' 

h>f the road. They were requested 
t< . i\ ‘ the car and to hand over 
Wx.atf er nluables they had.

Tl gangsl?rs only obtained the 
university which both Dr. and 
Mrs. Collins were wearing at the time. 
Whilst they kept Dr. Collins’ ring they 
threw the one belonging to Mrs. 
Collin back to her, presumably be
cause it was in silver and consequent
ly worth rather little in actual cash.

“They didn’t look any too pleased 
and were rather rude when I handed 
them all the cash I had in my pockets, 
which was exactly 60 cents” said Mr. 
Innis, whose wife was driving one of 
the cars that was held up, “and I 
believe that the two gangsters who 
busied themselves with us actually, 
were more jittery than we. My wife 
when realizing what had happened, 
pulled off her engagement ring which 
she was wearing on her left hand 
and threw it into the rear of the car 
thus only handing over the wedding- 
ring that still remained on her finger.” 

me main reason why the bandits 
got away with holding up the various 
cars, in the opinion of Mr. Innis, was 
■he fact that the Columbia Road is 
rather poorly illuminated and constant 
traffic made it necessary for drivers 
to dim their lights. Giving an 
instance of what he meant, Mr. Innis 
said that for a distance ofabout 440 
yards from the intersection of 
Columbia and Great Western Roads, 
there are only two street lamps “and 
even these are very poor,” Mr. Innis 
concluded.

While the hold-up was being per
petrated, quite a number of cars andi 
even a bus passed the scene but did 
not stop, presumably thinking that a 
police search-party was at work.

Mr. Howell, who is understood to; 
have passed the scene last and who 
saw the pistols being pointed at the 
various victims, dashed through at a 
rather high speed and informed« a I 
Chinese policeman on point duty at 
the intersection of Great Western and 
Columbia Roads that armed gangsters 
were at work further down the road. 
The Chinese constable said that he 
had already informed Bubbling Well 

)olice station and at the very moment, 
a number of police vans were racing 
to the scene. Mr. Howell is under- 
?tood to have remained at the inter
jection for another few minutes, to 
see whether the police would actually I 
bo able to catch up with the men. i 
He then drove along Great Western 
Read when to his stupefaction, he 
feund that the same gangsters were 
actually crossing that thorough-fare 

inear the Lucerne Dairy Farms 
■presumably having taken a short-cut 

; j across the fields after the police 
arrived where they had actually per
petrated the hold-ups. They attempted 
to stop his car again, but he stepped 
on the accelerator and drove on, 
subsequently informing the police of 
iwhat he had actually witnessed.

Mr. J. E. .Perkind, Far Eastern 
Manager of Paramount Films of 
China, Inc. and Mrs. Perkins, are also 
understood to have been passing the 
scene at the time and are said to 
have ignored the threats of the gun
men who wanted to stop them at the 
point of a pistol. Thus, in view of 

’ the fact that Dr. Dunn had three 
passengers /in his car, a total of 
twelve foreigners were involved in 
the hold-up, of which four actually 
managed to proceed without stopping, 
preferring the risk of being shot to 
hat of having to hand over the valu
ables that they had on their persons 
H the time.

Dr. Collins had doubtlessly the most 
interesting experience of all for when 
he was requested to hand over 
all the money that he had, he 
naturally attempted to search his 
pocket trouses but at this point found 
i pistol pointed at his head, his 
aggressor presumably being afraid that 
he was actually trying to draw a 
pistol.

It appears as a whole, that no panic 
prevailed amongst the victims at any 
time and that they thought that it was 
much safer to hand over their belong
ings than to risk being shot at.

Hengkew Said ^afer
Japanese living in Hongkew, as well 

as visitors from Japan, should shun 
areas south of Soochow Creek lest 
they fall victims to Chinese highway 
robbers, the “Shanghai Mainichi” said 
in a featured article yesterday.

Japanese plainclothes detectives of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police have 
been stationed at the southern end 
of Garden Bridge and along Nanking 
Road to prevent depredations against 
Japanese by Chinese highwaymen, the 
daily added.

These precautionary measures, the 
“Mainichi” said, were being taken fol
lowing the attacks on two Japanese 
by Chinese of the loafer * type on 
Christmas night. The Japanese were 
badly ¡beaten and’ robbed of their 
money, according to the “Mainichi.”

Similar cases of robbery have since 
been reported, the Japanese daily 
added.
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12 Foreigners Hebe? 
Robbed In Daring 
Automobile Holdup

Five Armed Men Stop 
Six Cars, Make 

Big Haul

C. WESTERN ROAD 
SCENE OF CRIME

Drs. Dunn And Collins 
Among Victims Of 

Unusual Robbery
Vividly illustrating the boldness 

of Shanghai’s current crop of 
armed robbers, a group of five arm
ed Chinese bandit^, operating from 
an automobile, held up and robbed 
rnwe than a dozen foreigners on

a valuable diamond worn by Mrs. 
Collins. The brigands stole Mrs 
Infies’ wedding ring but passed , up 

fine jade ring, worth several 
hundred dollars, which she was 
wearing at the time.

Great Western Road near Columbia 
Road about 8.30 pm. yesterday.

The foreigners, most of whom« 
were Americans, were returning td 
their homes from the Columbia 
Country Club and other dubs iii 
the western district. They werf* 
riding in six or seven automobiles 
and the party included both men 
and women.

The gangsters, all armed with 
Mausers of the militaQTtypgy block
ed Great Western Road with- their 
car and then proceeded to rob the 
occupants of other cars caught in 
the ensuing traffic jam.

Whether the bandits originally 
set out on the job with the idea of 
holding up foreigners could not be 
ascertained by the police last night 
The fact remains that most of the 
cars that Were looted carried for-

Dr.: Dunn was relieved of some 
cash and other valuables while Mr. 
Ford is said to have lost his watch’ 
add some cash. Detectives of . the j 
Bubbling Well Police Station were| 
still making a list of the stolen pro
perty at an early hour;, this morning.

Street Poorly Lighted
/rhe jobbery occurred with . 1QQ 

yaitë^ofthë Chinesl&^raffiëpfflce^ 
mrnrïih du t v at the fçorbeEôf -Great 
Westefn^and Columbia Roads, >* The 
nfficR^itowevermatfitalns that gè 
dttt not see what washappening.lt 
5s a^ffCt that lhe street near this 
parQCUiar Jrôlnt is_ poorly JOghted 
afccTTfiat vision for any distance 
dgtttedty bad .
"The'vTctims of the robbery at first 

thought that they were being 
stopped by a police party. The 
gangsters blocked the street within

matter of seconds and five men. 
ill armed with pistols, leaped out 
and ordered the cars occupied by 
the foreigners to stop.

Some of the victims told Tur
Press that, they obeyed with

out stopping to argue. They 
thought that the police might be 
swishing earnJ"Î<5F armed bandits 
and. -obeyed the command as a

.. ,. . . „ matter of course 
and Mrs. Collins, Mr. “Imagine my surprise,” said Dr.

C<Alins, “when two men shoved 
wicked looking Mausers into my 
tear, pointed the guns at me and 

, It was a 
rather harassing experience/*

All Robbers Escape
• All of the robbers managed to 

what was happening until they Were escape before any of the foreigners

eigners and were privately owned 
machines. The exact^yalue of the 
loot that the thugs got away with 
had not been definitely determined 
by the police last night but it is 
expected to reach about $2.000.

Dunn, Collins Among. Victims
Among the victims were pr. 

T.B. Dunn, well-known American 
physician and surgeon, pr, )D., J;’ 
Collins, one of the leading local 
-deptiists,. 17 *' 
Innes, of the Asiatic Petroleum 
Company, and Mrs. Innes, and Mr, 
J. H. Ford, also of the A.P.C, * _ _

.^d i'iW 'demanded my bankroll, 
Patels reporter that the robbery was rather harassing experit 
carried out with such speed that but 
few of those victimized realized jUst

asked to hand oyer their jewelry bad a chance to raise an alarm.
tooIls. J : The entire affair, it was reported

Dr. Collins was relieved of a gold by vk*tlmsr lasted less than five,
ring of no great valuer and hip minutes ---------------Ji
wallet while the bandits overlooked ——l

UTS?

washappening.lt
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DARING HOLD-UPS OF MOTOR CARS BI 
ARMED GANG IN WESTERN DISTRICT

Seven Foreigners, One
Chinese, Stopped Along
Columbia Road, Robbed

Many Well-known Foreign Residents Victims Of 
Bold Concerted Hold-Ups By Gang Of Seven To 

Eight Well-Dressed Chinese Last Night

POLICE PROMPTLY INFORMED OF AFFAIR 
BUT GANG ESCAPES THROUGH COUNTRY

Robbers Net Valuable Haul In Money, Gold 
Rings, Jewellery; Victims Allowed To 

Drive Off When Searched By Gang
Despite elaboiate precautions which had been recently 

taken by the police to curb the crime wave in the Western 
District, five motor cars, in which were travelling seven for
eigners, were held up at Columbia Road last night at about 
8,30 by an armed gang of between seven or eight Chinese and 
deprived of money and jewellery of considerable value. No 
shots were fired and no arrests had been made by the Police
up to a late hour last night.

Among the victims of the con
certed hold-ups are several well- 
known local foreign residents, 
namely Dr. T. B. Dunn, Dr. and 
Mrs. Collins, Mr. and Mrs. P. J. 
Innis, and Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ford. 
A Chinese, driving his own car, was 
also stepped and robbed, while an
other foreigner, Mr. I. H. Howell, 
managed to escape by driving past 
the gang.

According to reports submitted to 
the police by the victims, the hold
ups occurred along a stretch of 
Columbia Road, situated about mid
way between Great Western Road 
and Amhurst Avenue, near houses 

No. 102 and 105 Columbia Road. 
The gang stopped one car after an
other and after searching the oc
cupants, allowed them to proceed 
on their way.

The police first got wind of the 
affair when the first victims of the 
hold-ups, Mr. and Mrs. Ford, tele
phoned Bubbling Well Station. The 
alarm was immediately sounded and 
a police party sped to the spot 
and the Reserve Unit also turned 
out. Upon arriving on the scene 
of the crime, the police found the 
road deserted, the gangsters having 
made oft through the open country, 

(Continued on Page 2, Col. 5.)
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which is part of Chinese territory 
bordering Columbia Road.

Were Driving Home
Three of the four parties of for

eigners who were held up had 
spent the evening at the Col- i 
umbi$ Country Club and were driv
ing home to their residences in the I 
French Concession. They were 
stopped by the gang, one after an 
other, at intervals of several min
utes, the robbers at one time being 
engaged in searching two cars.

Mr. J. H. Ford told the Police 
that he was driving east along Col 
umbia Road last night, when at * 
about 8.25 o’clock, he was stopped 
in front of No. 102 Columbia Road, 
by a gang of between severe to 
eight Chinese, who deployed acrosi 
the road. When he pulled up, sev 
eral members of the gang went up 
to the car and brandished: Mauser: 
in his face.

He .was searched, but the robbers 
found nothing of value on his per
son, whereupon they turned their 
attention to Mrs. Ford and took 
iwo diamond rings, one of which 
was a wedding ring, off her fingers.

While engaged in their work, an
other car was seen to approach from 
the west and this also was stopped 
by the gang. The sole occupant, a 
Chinese, was searched and a gold 
occket watch, said worth $50, was 
taken away from him. The gang 
then allowed the cars to drive on

Mr. Ford proceeded to the Sun
shine Dairy at 175 Great Western 
Road where he telephoned Bubbling 
well Station and reported the hold
up. .

It was shortly after Mr. and Mrs. 
Ford had been allowed to proceed 

n their way that the gang com
pleted their night’s work by hold- 
ng up three parties from the 
Columbia Country Club.

Dr. and Mrs. Collins, "tvho left the 
Columbia Country Club just before 
he others, reported that at about 

3.30 o’clock they were stopped b’ 
a gang of seven to eight men in the 
vicinity mentioned above and 

| searched. They were both robbed 
| of their gold wedding rings.

Immediately following Dr. and 
I Mrs. Collins, was the car in which 
-were travelling Mr. and Mrs. Innis. 
^They too were held up and searched 

and Mrs. Innis was robbed of a gold 
ring.

Lost Valuable Watch
Dr. Dunn, who followed the 

others, was robbed of $107 in notes 
and a gold watch and chain which 
he valued at U.S.$350.

Every party, upon being released 
by the gang, drove to the nearest 
telephone and informed the police 
of the affair.

The only details that could be 
supplied to police investigators were 
that 1he men wore well-dressed, 
spoke Shanghai dialect arid were 
armed with pistols and Mausers. 
The gang intimidated the occupants 
of the car by brandishing firearms, 
but they did not fire any shots.

The theory was held that the -rnb- 
bers^are-membersof a gang with 
headquarters in the Fah Wha yil- 
Tage^ which is located in Chinese 
territory near Jessfieid. The gang 
is suspected" f 6 TmT resp^ctM^ 
the grime wave in, the—Western 
District

It will be recalled that following 
the recent hold-ups of several cars 
along Jessfield Road the police 
barricaded all alleys and bye-lanes 
leading into Chinese territory along 
Yu Yuen, Jessfield and Great West
ern Roads. By that means, the 
police had barred many avenues ofj 
escape employed by the gang.
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Police Block W ester k 
Outside Road Regions 
Following Bold Attack 
Against Foreign Group

Officers Search
For Criminals;
No Arrest Made

Larger patrol Formed 
To Prevent Crimes 

On SMC Roads

DARING BANDITS
; STILL, Al^pRGE| 

Japan Occupied Areas 
Said Good Shelter 

For Miscreants

Barbed wire barricades are 
being.psed again by the police 
in a concerted drive against 
criminal activity outside the 
Settlement, as a direct result 
of the ambushing of seven 
foreigners last night on 
Columbia Road. Knife-rest 
barricades are being placed, 
along Columbia Hoad near the 
village in ths vicinity of the 
tack. Special detachments pfJ 
police ^re combing the area fox 
passible information that would 
lead to the arrest of the daring 
bandits, who so far have made good 
their escape.

Foreigners living Infor accustom
ed to using Wester» “oiitsjde 
Roads” area, are stunned at the 
bold attack mad? on the foreigners 
last wht Tl>e are^ off the-rcFd 
Is under the administration pf the 
Ta Tao government, and there
fore not covered by the E.M.P..and 
offers good shelter for miscreants. 
The seven foreigners and one Chin
ese were coming back from pi party,1 
when a line of well dressed band-, 
its suddenly formed? across thé! 
road, Tn^y used torch lights, and; 
were heavily armed', and although 

no one, was hurt, the job was pulled 
with lightning speed, and no re
course to fire-arms.

The victims of the robbery were: 
Dr. T. B. Dunh, prominent Ame
rican physician, Dr. D, J. Collins, 
American dentist,. and Mrs. 
Collins: Mr. J. H. Ford, British, of 
tiie Asiatic Petroleum Company, 
and Mrs. Ford: Mr. inn is, also of 
A.P.Ç., and Mrs. Innis, and an 
unidentified Chinese. The foreign
ers were relieved of their valuables 
within twenty minutes, from 8:15 
to 8:35 p.m. The total value of 
the loot obtained by the gangsters 
has not as yet been determined, 
but it is known to,be quite large.

Police headquarters announce 
that they are now taking special 
steps not/only to catch the bold 
gang,but to prevent the recurrence 
of such an event. A larger patrol 
has been assigned to the S.M.C. 
roads outside limits, and the bar
ricades will prevent anyone from 
slipping through without being in
spected by the Police. Bubbling 
Well Police station is-handling the 
¡investigation, with coopération 
from the crime branch nt head
quarters.
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TOO S.M.P. CONSTABLES DEPRIVED OF THEIR PISTOLS

The residents in Zau Ka Tu and vicinity in the 
Western District have become restless because of the 
extreme prevalence of opium smoking, gambling, robberies 
and larcenies in that area. Sometime ago, they requested 
the Settlement authorities to post additional policemen 
for duty in that area to maintain peace and order»

At about 12.30 a.m. yesterday, whilst they were 
on patrol duty in the vicinity of Brenan Piece, two Chinese 
constables of Bubbling Well Police Station were surrounded 
by some 10 armed desperadoes and were deprived of their 
service pistols. Before leaving, they fired two shots 
at the policemen who, however, escaped injury. Subsequently, 
the latter made a report to the Police Station.

It is learned that the Police are paying close 
attention to this case and will do their utmost to effect 
the arrest of these lawless elements.

Italian Soldier Reported Fatally Wounded

Whilst patrolling the boundary at the extra
Settlement roads area near Brenan Piece, Italian soldiers 
heard reports of firing coming from the vicinity of Lu 
Sih Zah ) and Yang Ka Zah behind
Jessfiela Park; they scattered as it appeared that the 
fire was directed at them.

It is reported that one of the Italian soldiers, 
who was wounded by a stray bullet, has since died. Owing 
to the fact that strict precautionary measures were adopted 
at that time, no confirmation of the report could be 
secured•

Shanghai Municipal Police Barrioade Area

Upon hearing the shooting, a number of the 
Italian soldiers surrounded the area. A report was also 
sent to the Police Station and about 200 uniformed men 
and detectives, Chinese and foreign, arrived and searched 
all pedestrians at the boundary. About 60 suspicious- 
looking persons were placed under arrest, but some 40 of 
them were subsequently released, others are being held 
at the Police Station for further investigation.

In view of the repeated occurrence of incidents 
in that area, the Settlement Police authorities at about 
7 p.m. yesterday placed barricades at the various 
important intersections. At about 1 a.m. to-day, our 
reporter went to the area to make an inspection and noticed 
barricades at the various intersections in the vicinity 
of Brenan Piece with additional Settlement policemen and 
detectives on duty. Extra uniformed men and detectives 
were also posted at the entrances of various alleyways 
and even persons in possession of Settlement passes were 
thoroughly searched.
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Memorandum

Barricading of Jessfield, Kinnear 
and Brenan xRoads«

During the night of December 16, two Chinese Constables 

on cycle patrol were held up by a gang of seven or eight 

armed Chinese on Brenan Road and robbed of their service 

pistols« This robbery was preceded by a series of depreda* 

tions by armed gangs on s.l£«C« roads, 0.0.L, and in the 

areas bounded by Jessfield, Brenan, Robison, Connaught, 

Edinburgh and Kinnear Roads« One gang attacked a "Ta Tao" 

Police station situated In Jessfield Village and subsequently 

fought a more or less pitched battle with a foi of "Ta Tao" 

Police and detectives sent from Headquarters 92 Jes> 'eld 

Road to relieve the besieged officers« Between thirty and 

forty armed robberies were committed by these gangs in a 

period of six weeks and on two occasions members of the 

3«H.Police were fired at« Demands and petitions for better 

protection were received dally from householders and shop** 

keepers paying the S«M«C, Special Rate

0nt December 17, It was decided to prevent Ingress 

and egress to and from the areas bounded by Jessfield, 

Kinnear and Brenan Roads« Barricades in the shape of barbed 

wire knife rests were erected at the entrances of all alley- 

ways and lanes on the three roads and Police with drawn 

pistols were stationed in sufficient numbers on the barricadei 

with instructions to allow residents only to pass after a 
strict search of each and every person« This measure 

maintained between 7 p«m, and 6 a«m« daily entailed the 

services of 122 Chinese Constables and the necessary foreign 
supervision. During the hours of daylight, a skeleton guard

patrolled near the barriers
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Uaptain H*M* Petroni, Royal Italian Marines* despatched 

two foot patrols of four men and a non-commissioned officer 

from 4 p*m* to 4 a.m. daily and these patrols functioned 

both on S*1!.C* roads and in the country off the roads* 

The Brigade Major of the British Military Forces furnished 

a patrol of six men and a non-commissioned officer which 

functioned in a motor lorry on various roads in the vicinity 

of the barricaded area* 

within twelve hours* peace and order was established 

and house-holders and shopkeepers, paying S*M*C* rates and 

taxes became re-assured. No arrests of major importance 

have been made but the appreciation expressed by law-abiding 

citizens and the respect enforced on law-breakers has consi

derably enhanced the standing of the Council and the 3.M*Pollce 

in the areas affected*

An effort was made to induce Mr. K. Kitaoka* Chief 

Police Adviser to the Municipality of the Reformed Government 
to organize armed search parties and thoroughly purge the 

areas bounded by the barricaded roads but the reply was to 

the effect that the “Ta Tao” Police were not adequately 

armed for the purpose of an extensive organised search* 

At 6.30 a.m. on December 24 a village situated Mast of 

Brenan Hoad was thoroughly searched by the S.M.Police and 

detectives on information that the pistols stolen from Chinese 

Constables were secreted in the village. In this search* 

fifty members of the 3.M.P. participated, two members of 

H.I.J.M. Military Police attended and twenty-five members 

of the Royal Italian Marines stood by. No specific results - 
accrued but as with the barricading, the moral effect of 

this search is of great value*

The number of Police posted on the barricades has* 

since December 20* been reduced between the hours of 7 p.m. 
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and 11 p»m. but *» full complement is still employed 

between n p.m. and 6 •»••

To maintain this protective ring it r as been 

necessary to transfer Police from all Stations in the 

Division to Bubbling Well Station and even to borrow from 

“A* Division» ith law and order In ».he a»c ndancy» it is 

proposed to leave the barricades unguarded but establish a 

chain uf patrols along the three miles of roads» Each 

patrol will consist of three constables» one at least of 

whom will walk with drawn pistol» did beats will not extend 

more than 500 yards. Thirty-three constables per shift will 

be required and can be furnished from Stations in this 

Division»

/or the present» cycle patrol has been abandoned 

throughout the Division»
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December 30, 1338

&;C*. ^S^B)
0. Q. •»S'*
A* C. (A, & T.R.J

Precautionary Measures » Ke»tern Area Q.U.L.

The following arrangements have been made verbally 

«1th the British Military and 8.V.C. For patrol purposes 

the Western Area will he divided into 3 sectors as follows:» 

A* lOJJjlu

Fro» 0. Post, along Keswick Road, hockhill Avenue, 
£, 

Columbia Road, <£& Anheret Avenue.

B. S.V.C. RwsaiaP Reticent, 

From Aaheret/Columbla Intersection, along Columbia Road 

and Great lectern Road to 0. Poet.

G- Reserve Unit, 

From Columbia/3reat Western intersection, along Great 

feeetern Rouu, Tunein Road, Keswick Road, Yu Yuen Road, 

Edinburgh Road to Great ’See tern Road.

Motor patrols will operate at frequest intervals 

in each sector from 6.00 p.m. to 6.00 a.a.

D. 0. *BM will be responsible for Police poets 

throughout the whole area.

Barricades will be erected, in the first Instance 

along Columbia Road up to Amheret Avenue intersection and 

thence along Anheret Avenue. These barricades will be 

increased later.



• 8 • 
V

Anyone found t^oH-iiue with the barriatwie« ohonlA 

be instantly arreóte«.

B. C. (Bivieions/.

Colico to C.F.
8.8« (aria*)
Brigaß« Major, British Voroeo.
Bri«aäo KM»*. «.W.C.
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3hun Pao, Sip Wan ^a0» Standard, Morning Leader, Chinese 

American Daily News, Eastern Times and Ta Mei Pao dated Dec.18, 

1938

Shanghai Municipal Police Barricade Area 0

Upon hearing the shooting, a number of the 
Italian soldiers surrounded the area. A report was also 
sent to the Police Static® and about 200 uniformed men 
and detectives, Chinese and foreign, arrived and searched 
all pedestrians at the boundary. About 60 suspicious- 
looking persons were placed under arrest, but some 40 of 
them were subsequently released, others are being held 
at the Police Station for further investigation.

In view of the repeated occurrenoe of incidents 
in that area, the Settlement Police authorities at about 
7 p.m. yesterday placed barricades at the various 
important intersections. At about 1 a.m. to-day, our 
reporter went to the area to make an inspection and noticed 
barricades at the various intersections in the vicinity 
of Brenan Piece with additional Settlement policemen and 
detectives on duty. Extra uniformed men and detectives 
were also posted at the entrances of various alleyways 
and even persons in possession of Settlement passes were 
thoroughly searched«



December 19, 1938 Morning Translation

China Evening News published the following comment on 
December 18 »-

S.k.C, TAKES ACTION. AGnINjT LAWLESS ELEMENTS IN 
THE WESTERN DISTRICT

There are large numbers of opitan and 
gambling dens in the Extra-*Settlement roads area in 
the Western District of Shanghai, Of late conditions 
in th? t area, have almost become intolerable. Stray 
bullets have frequently entered the foreign Settlements 
from outlying districts. According to local papers 
yesterday, two Chinese constables of the
Municipal Police have even been deprived of their 
firearms, while an Italian soldier and a Chinese 
resident have met death. Unless something is done to 
check such lawless activities, peace and order in the 
Western District will be seriously disturbed and the 
whole of Shanghai will be adversely affected.

The matter is receiving close attention 
from the authorities of the Foreign Settlements. They 
have already adopted emergency measures in the Western 
District and have set up barbed wire barricades at the 
entrances of all isolated allyewsys, However, in the 
interests of peace and order of Shanghai, the Municipal 

^Authorities should make further efforts in their drive 
to bring about the complete suppression of lawless 
el emen t s.

The activities of these elements in the 
Western District are due principally to the existence 
of the large numbers of opium and gambling dens which 
had been established apparently with the approval of 
the puppet authorities and their master, for without 
strong support these elements would not have been 
bold.

It is therefore suggested that in order 
to put a complete stop to these lawless activities, the 
authorities of the Foreign Settlements should open 
strong negotiations with the Japanese for the suppression 
of the opium and gambling dens in the Western District 
and if this has no result, the Municipal Authorities 
should extend the area and duration of the emergency 
measures they adopted yesterday. In other words, 
the authorities should barricade all the entrances of 
alleyways leading into the Foreign Settlements from 
outlying roads, leaving only one or two exists for public 
traffic under strict supervision. Such a measure should 
be continued until the disappearance of all the opium 
and gambling dens from the area. We are confident that 
the suppression of these establishments is the only 
solution.



Ta Mei Wan Peo (Comment) dated December 20 ?-

b.M.C. COMMENDED FOR BARRICADING EXTRA-SETTLEkJSNT 
ROADS IN WESTERN DISTRICT

The action of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police in blockading the outlying roads area in the 
Western District deserves the highest Commendption. It 
is like isolating a patient sufferihg from a 
contagious disease* Unfortunately» the Settlement 
Police can only isolate the patient; it has not given 
him any medicine for the disease from which he is 
suffering.

In the extra-Settlement roads area 
which is now under, the control of the Japanese military, 
all kinds of vices exist* A number of the Dah Dao 
policemen are probably in conspiracy with the lawless 
5laments. No doubt there are some conscientious officers 
hut owing to military protection and toleration on the 
oart of the aggressors, such policemen will also find 
themselves powerless to deal with the lawless elements.

As for the Settlement Police, they 
can do nothing beyond taking measures to cut off the 
Settlement from the "world of bandits."

Many articles have appeared in this 
paper debouncing conditions in the Western District, 
waere opium, gambling and other unlawful activities 
many be found. Such a situation in extremely dangerous 
and we ere at a total loss to understand why the 
Japanese authorities tolerate these shameless 
activities and vices within their jurisdiction. The 
measures taken by the Settlement Police are reasonable 
and fully justified and are deserving of all praise.



December 21, 1938. Morning Translation.

Ta Mei wen jso (Comment) dated December 20 »-

e>AM»C, COMMENDED FOR BARRICADING EXTRA»SETTLEMENT 
ROADS IN WESTERN DISTRICT

The action of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police in blockading the outlying roads area in the 
Western District deserves the highest commendation. It 
is like isolating a patient suffering from a 
contagious disease. Unfortunately, the Settlement 
Police can only isolate the patient? it has not given 
him any medicine for the disease from which he is 
suffering.

In the extra-Settlement roads area 
which is now under the control of the Japanese military, 
all kinds of vices exist. A number of the Dah Dao 
policemen are probably in conspiracy with the lawless 
^laments. No doubt there are some conscientious officers 
hut owing to military protection and toleration on the 

‘u^rt of the aggressors, such policeman will also find 
themselves powerless to deal with the lawless elements.

As for the Settlement Police, they 
can do nothing beyond taking measures to cut off the 
Settlement from the “world of bandits."

Many articles have appeared in this 
paper denouncing conditions in the Western District, 
waere opium, gambling and other unlawful activities 
many be found. Such a situation ife extremely dangerous 
and we are at a total loss to understand why the 
Japanese authorities tolerate these shameless 
activities and vices within their Jurisdiction. The 
measures taken by the Settlement Police are reasonable 
and fully justified and are deserving of all praise.



Ta Ying Yeh J?ao of December 23 published the following article: 

Suggestions to S*M,c*

In the Yestern District of Shanghai alone, there 
are countless opium dens which are daily depriving our people 
of their money and their strength*

One adverse effect of the existence of these 
numerous opium <*-- in the Western District is a sharp 
increase in the i* ^ber of opium addicts in the Foreign 
Settlements where opium suppression is strictly in force* 
On December 21 about 70 opium addicts were charged in Court* 
The number is unprecedented* How is it that there are so 
many opium addicts in the Foreign Settlements where strict 
measures against opium are in force? It is due to the 
drug policy of the Japanese army*

As they have strictly prohibited opium smoking, 
the authorities of the Foreign Settlements should devise 
some means to put a complete stop to this state of affairs* 
Frankly speaking, it is difficult to transport opium into 
the Foreign Settlements, because the Customs authorities 
are maintaining a strict watch along the Bund foreshore 
from the Garden Bridge to Porte de 1'Est* These drugs 
are being discharged at the Wayside Wharf or the Osaka 
Shosen Kaisha Wharf* To smuggle opium into the Foreign 
Settlements, they must pass through some important thorough
fares linking the occupied areas with the Foreign Settlements. 
Therefore, to suppress the opium evil, it is necessary that 
all "doors" should be closely guarded*



Bra ifei Chan Pao and other looal newspapers 1- (pm)
WCB IBSCAUnWS AGA^j^^aMKM TWW

Since the enforcement of an opium monopoly in 
the areas outside Shanghai» heavy drug traffic has been 
going on in Shanghai* On the morning of December 22, the 
Japanese and the puppet authorities made arrangements to 
remove a largo quantity of opium through the Foreign 
Settlements. for this purpose a large number of loafers 
were employed to give armed protection to the transportation 
of thio opium. Fortunately, the matter became known to the 
Police whereupon the removal wae abandoned.

Vi th a view to bringing about the complete 
suppression of the opium evil, more barbed wire entanglements 
and other barricades have been placed along Jew»field Road, 
Great be stem Road, Edinburgh Road, Brenan Road, Connaught 
Road and other streets in the Western District, while a 
number of strategic road intersections in that area have 
been closed to traffics in addition, police patrole have 
been detailed for duty there in order to prevent drugs 
passing through the Settlement. All motor cars travellings 
along these places are being searched.
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DEO 241938

Settlement Police Increase
Patrols In Western District

Police of the International Settle
ment attached to the Bubbling Well 
Station last night increased their 
oatrols along roads and streets of 
/he western district under their 
jurisdiction.

This action, which probably will 
’:e continued over the Christmas 
holidays, was taken merely as a 
precautionary measure against pos
sible trouble in the gambling and 
cp:um den areas.

While the districts in which these 
dens are located are outside the 
urisdiction of the Settlement, the 

police are taking all possible steps 

to keep any sudden crime waive out 
of their territory.

Meanwhile, members of the 
French Police force are still main
taining double patrols in the Rue 
Chu Fao San district with the idea 
cf preventing disturbances of the 
kind which featured activities in 
this area more than two weeks ago.

On that occasion, Italian marines 
and French sailors came to blows 
and~-the ensuing battle was carried 
fax' into the night. If the French 
Police have theix* way, there will 
be no repetition of this incident 
during the holiday period.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP 

__ OFFICE

FILE NO....?...®?.?..?.______

SUBJECT:

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

IX.
PARTICULARS OFFICE FILE NO.

Anti-Foreign publications in Tairiku Shimpo Sp.Br.Regy, D 8529



¿77^40 x WJJHANGHAIMUN1CIPAL POLICE,

3*1 • 3£9.Slgl..Br..anc)^^//

REPORT D«to„.?®.C?£bS!£.A?Xz9 40
Report in the Tairiku Shimpo on alleged smuggling of arms

Subject------ ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------
and ammunition by British Yacht

Mad» Forward»/ iy........S-._i.iu..Crawfora

With reference to the attached report 

in the Tairiku Shimpo dated December 10th, 1940 

and entitled ’British Yacht smuggles Arms and 

Ammunition : Held by Water Police on Whangpoo River', 

enquiries show that the report is greatly

exaggerated.

According to the 

the yacht 'Kert* owned 

Bakery was taken witho 

Laodah for the purpose 

to Tsungming Island, 

by the Wo-j sung Customs 

quantity of cigarettes 

Chinese Maritime Customs, 

by W.D. Neil of Neil'e 

t authority by the No. 2 

of smuggling cigarettes 

The craft was examined 

on December 9th and a 

was discovered as well

as a sporting rifle with ammunition for the same 

and some rifle ammunition used for hunting purposes 

and which is ordinarily kept on the boat by the 

owner.

In the absence of U£r. W.D. Neil, a complaint 

was lodged with the River Police by lir. H*rt, 

the former's representative against the laodah

and

repre sentative

The laodah in

larceny of the

the boat hae been returned to the owner

TÊ

AST RY
toge ther

question

yacht in

A«C. (Special Branch)

with the gun and ammunition

has been changed with the

the Nantao District Court

»



TAIRIKU SHIMPO

S ARMS AND AMMUNITION « ynyr.Ti
ft

In the early morning of December 9, officer^ 
of the Water Police of the Maritime Customs held up 
British yacht which was engaged in smuggling 20 rifW%t 
150 rounds of rifle and 150 rounds of pistol ammunimwn« 
The captain of the vessel is a Briton named Mr.
age 40. The arms and ammunition were discovered ysaqath 
a cargo of cigarette tine. X^forsis^

It is believed that the investigation iHW* 
the case will lead to the source of supply of these arms and 
ammunition for which the anti-Japanese Chungking terrorists 
in the Settlements are responsible.



FM, 4, 
(j, 90M-139

Subject.....

Made by..

f

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. File No.

S.2 Special..Bran^fai'ai^x j

Dtfzgyebxuagy....?....„i ?40.
Resignation of Chinese memberg ofthe S.M.C. as reported___

REPORT

in...t.he. -TaAriku.-Shimpc.. 
and. .Forwarded by.........?H Pt. Tan Sha o L ian g

As a result of enquiries made, there is no 

indication that Mr. Yu Ya Ching and other Chinese 

members of the S.M.C. will resign en bloc on account 

of the settlement of the outside roads question 

nor is there any truth regarding their dissatisfaction 

with the Council in connexion with the matter.

Superintendent

A. C. (Special Branch)



February ¡6» 1940. Afternoon Translation.

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

CHINKSE MBXRBRS OF 3.M.C. TO BESIG»(?)
A report that Mr. Yu Ya Ching 

and. four other Chinese members of the 8.M.C. will 
resign from the Council has come as a great shock to 
the public. The cause of their resignation is 
reported to be their dissatisfaction with the Council 
in dealing with the problem of the extra-settlement 
roads area*

The Chinese members of the 
3«M*C. appear to be dissatisfied with the Council 
because they were not invited to the Council meetings 
which were attended by the Japanese» British and 
American Councillors» and Mr* Phillips» Secretary and 
Commissioner-General» to discuss the problem of the 
extr^.-Settlement roads area* The fact that an outline 
for a_aettlement of the problem in question had been 
drawn/gnve rise to anxiety among the Chinese Councillors.

On the morning of February 5
Mr. Yu Ya Ching» when questioned by a reporter regarding 
his resignation» made the following 8tatment:nIt is true 
that we» the Chinese Councillors»intend to resign. We 
are considering the matter» but we have not yet come 
to a definite decision. From my own point of view 
we must exercise great care in the matter. It does 
not mean I have any personal feeling about the manner 
in which the Council is handling the western area problem 
I am resolutely opposed to the reported outline of a 
solution of the problem. I am of the opinion that 
careful consideration of the problem is necessary.■



G. 65M<4^

Subject (in full). ...

„, H»iow>musoal rntiCfcSHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s. E. RE^STHY '
3.5, Specifjfe&c® •_/ ~~J

REPORT L ?¥«• ¿5/ // '3PK
DateJS^^ST.'^Ti^i-----p

"Tairiku. ^iTOo5..Qf jKove.mber..l.9>...1.9.3S..-..Ar.tio.le...reZ”.L7.L'.....

m.QSQiii.jt.o...pJapeJ?S-*

Made ]/•/...̂ .44 Forwarded by .D».s,.I...„.Q.o.l.der..........................

Relative to the attached news item appearing in ; 

the "Tairiku Shimpo* of November 19, 1939 on the subject 

of Shanghai’s mosquito papers and their impending sale 

to propaganda agents of the Chungking Government. J

Many of the small publications are operating under . 

subsidy from either one of the two parties in the Chinese / 

political field and I know that efforts are being made to ’ 

intensify propaganda in Shanghai by both sides.

There has been no case of late coming to the notice 

of this office wherein the Chungking Government has made 

efforts to buy a mosquito paper; it is the usual thing 

for the organ to be subsidised and a co-editor installed 

by the people putting up the money.

¿As? I
DfsT f.

D. C. (Special Branch)

P| ■

S|M



MOSQUITO PAPERS WAIT FOR PROSPECTIVE PURCHASER

In view of the fact that a 
number of mosquito newspapers in Shanghai are faced 
with financial difficulty t the Chungking Government 
has dispatched officers of its propaganda department 
to Shanghai in order to purchase such mosquito papers 
for the purpose of reviving anti-Japanese publications.

All mosquito newspapers are 
reported to be waiting for Wang Ching Wei’s party or 
the Chungking Party it depends on who will pay the 
greater subsidy.

The Wu Kwang Newsagency is 
reported to be supplying anti-Wang Ching Wei news as the 
result of. a small subsidy from the Chungking Government. 
This newsagency was established by Wu Soo Chung about 10 
years agofto supply social news to small newspapers.



Setpember 19, 1939

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

Japanese consular police to suppress disfiguring 
advertising posterò and signboards in hongkeV

Observing that a number of 

advertising posters and hoardings harmful to the good 
up

appearance of Hongkew have been put^recently, the Japanese 

Consular Police started to suppress such advertisements 

on September 18« Advertising posters are also being 

freely affixed to telephone and electric, poles as 

well as on walls in a most disgraceful matter. Some of the 

hoardings project considerably beyond the side walk.

A number of motor car owners who are without a g¿rage are 

parking their cars on the road outside their homes.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. - , b, a

Forwarded by.

s. 1. ....g.
REPORT - 1

Date May... 23,............i $39 •

With reference to the attached memo from the 

D. C. (Special Branch) regarding particulars of the 

constitution of the Tairiku Shimpo, Japanese newspaper, 

the following information has been obtained:-

The paper was first issued on January 1, 1939» 

and has offices and printing plant at No. 288 Seward 

Road. The circulation cannot be ascertained, but 

is believed to be in the vicinity of 3»500.

The director of the newspaper is? Mr. S. Fukuya 

who arrived in Shanghai after the outbreak of the 

recent hostilities. Mr. Takeshi Kinoshita, the 

other director, was connected with the Osaka and 

Tokyo Asahi Shimbun and has been in Shanghai for many 

years as correspondent of the above newspaper.

The editor and publisher is one Mr. S. Uyeno 

who was formerly a member of the "Shanghai Nippo'.*

(Spe cial Branch).





MEMO

D.C. Special Branch.



April 30» 1939 Morning Translation

Sin Wan pao and other local newspaper»»
LABOUBDAfTO BE OBSERVED-A3 HOj[j^X_S[.JiABQIffigBS

, To-morrow, May 1, being Lj 
the employ ©f allSkooal factor!w 
observe i^Fas a general holidaj^r 

Owing to the exteaori 
Shanghai, various 1»bourse, 
not do anything to oommemo: 
labourers will bo advised 
employers and to endeavou: 
render assistance in the> 

The "Shun Pao^ 
Times" end other looai 
announce that as Labou; 
holiday by the worker/ 
newspapers on May 2, At

bour Pay, workers in 
hllld» etc., will

Imary circumstances in 
^isations In Shanghai will 
e the anniversary but the 
^rk in hamony with their 

their labours to 

the "Eastern 
■s, in a notice.

through 
.r of ' rbej 
i *Standa: 

linese nowspap 
r Day will be observed as a general 

there will be no issue of these x 
esday. »/ |

■SJN gHW AMALGAMATE VETH * WjCKU SHiypo

On April 29 the "ain flhun Pa©w (Japanese own ep 
Chinese language dally) anno UH did IlTh notice that as ip 
from to-day this paper has boon amalgamated with the I . 
"Tairiku Shlmpo", a local Japanese language daily, 2X P 
Ho. 455 Chapo© Bead, rffi* /

Standard (Evening Edition) dated

According to info mat; 
tved at Shanj 
Ing in a cew 
Sao intervint

Wang Ching-Wei aitr; 
then has been stay; 
Hongkew. He ha e a! 
officials, 

Japanese Wa^ 
in a cruiser on April 
Town Hotel on Boone Boid, 
the Whengpoo Bi ver nearVi 
days, General Itagaki ana 
discussed certain toms ai 
federal Government, Gene; 
Vang to proceed to Tokyo 

Information rec;
that the Japanese who i 
on April 26 le General 
Japanese Airforce, and,

bn secured from HongWw, 
■hai two weeks ago and since 
tain large building in r/ 
ed certain Japanese high IT

_ Itagaki arrived at Shanghai 
<yhas been residing In the 
Jfe cruiser being berthed in 
Btszepoo, During the past 
tag Ching-wei have secretly |SZ 
i measures to form a puppet V«> 
CL Itagaki has also invited

। InVthe same cruiser in a few days. 
Jived f rom another source reveals 
pivoAat Shanghai in the cruiser 
‘coho, Vhe Director-General of the 
iot General Itagaki,

Hwa Mei Wen Pao dated

Minister 
V6 ani

COMMISS^

It is reported that Vang On 
Shanghai on April 2« and that cartel: 
achieved in secret Conferences with thk Japanese authorities 

However» m Is generally believed that the report 
that Wang is »till’staying in Hanoi is cooperatively 
reliable, /

ig-wel arrived at 
.results have been
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It is announced that the'*Tairiku Shimpo", a 

Japanese daily at No. 288 Seward Hoad, is to take 

over the ’’Shin Shun Pao", a Chinese language dally 

under the direct management of the Press Bureau 

of Japanese Expeditionary Forces,with effect from 

April 29, 1939.

The “Shin Shun Pao" will continue to be published

at the present address, No. 455 Chapoo Road, for about 

a month, when removal to the premises of the "Talriku 

Shimpo" is expected to take place.



SHANGHAI TIMES.
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Aims Set Out By Japanese 
Daily In First Issue

“Tairiku Shimpo” Makes Appearance On New Year’s 
Day ; New Paper Is Merged With Shanghai 

“Nippo”; To Push Japanese Aims
Displaying prominently extensive i 

messages of congratulation signed 
by Prince Konoye. and Japanese ■ 
Cabinet Ministers, General Shunroku 
Hata, Commander-In-Chief of the 
Japanese Expeditionary ' Force to 
Ceñirá! China; Vice-Admiral 
Koshiro Oikawa, Commander-in- 
Chiei' of the Japanese China Seas 
Fleet, and other prominent Japan
ese, the “Tairiku Shimpo,” a new 
Japanese daily, made its first ap
pearance here on New Year’s Day. 
The first issue comprised 20 pages, 
p Inan editorial, thè new daily* set 

vth its two objectives. These were:
I (1 ) To contribute towards Japan’s 
destiny of expansion on the Asiatic 
continent in pursuance of her his
torical mission as the permanent 
leader of East Asia, and

42) To strive' to deepen the mutual 
understanding of Japan and China 
for the rebirth and concord of all 
Asiatic peoples through the pro
motion and mixing of their cultural, 
political and economic relations,

^O/^omr-Feit NeeCj^M
“There has been a long-felt need 

for the establishment ofan authori
tativenews organ in th is metropolis 
of international importance so that 
Japanese of ail walks of life may 
deepen their, understanding of 
China; to awaken the Chinese 
masses from the nightmareof ihti- 
Japanism inte which they were 
driven by the misguided policy of 
General Chiang Kai-shek’s military 
clique, and to enable foreigners to 
understand the truth and realize the 
true intentiohs\of Japanese policy,” 
the editorial said.

“In answer to this urgent need, 
deepened by thè gravity of the 
present situation, the ‘Tairiku 
Shimpo* has been established.”

; The daily stressed the importance 
! óf Shanghai as the ‘‘economic 
of China. It emphasized that the? 

• position of this.pbrt would play a 
major part in developing Japan’s 
strong continental policy now being 

ÍPñiíMtoj^ct..
f; The merger of the Shanghai 
“Nippo,” the oldest. Japanese lan
guage periodical here, with the 

; “Tairiku ’■ shimpo,” was also an
nounced,



f.
500-8-38.

Ref.

S. B. REGISTRY 1
Na S B. D.....V^-~ 3

Duf_____

nêàdquàrters,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

JMKtary.........4» 193..??

SUBJECT 
Katabliahnont of tho ïairlku Shinpo» « 

..........

The Commissioner presents hls compliments to.

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 
subject referred to above

i. Copy of a Polios report«

2 .

3 .

4 .

5.
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1. Sps a/ìuó, I

Date\ï>Q.o.emnar. x-
Subject. ■gat.ah.l.i.flhmAnh..n.f..the.,.Tair.iku Shinpn, a Japanese...daily.,...in...........................

Shanghai.,

Made by.......D.,...s.....Kama.ahj.t<a.. Forwarded, by.

The Tairiku Shlnpo, a local Japanese daily, has

circulating its first issue both morning

will absorb theon January 1, 1939- This new daily

Shanghai Nippo, one of the leading local Japanese newspapers,

existed since July, 1904, and the publicationwhich has been

of the Shanghai

The

editor in chief is reported to be Mr. Gisuke Kinoshita, who

was formerly special corespondent in Shanghai of the Osaka

Asahi Shimbun, one of the most influential dailiesand Tokyo

in Japan.

the Osaka and Tokyo Asahi Shimbun will be granted important

in this new paper and in view of this fact it ispositions

believed that there is a close connection with thenerally

and Tokyo Asahi Shimbun.ka

The building housing the newspaper has a large hall

is capable of .accommodating several hundred persons

Seside Mr. Kinoshita several ex-employees of

President of the new establishment, while Mr. Shuji Uyeno 

) will act as printer and publisher.

recently opened offices at No. 288 Seward Road and intend

Nippo will cease from December 31,1938.

Mr. Shunichi Fukuya(^^<^—■) is stated to be the

and evening editions

D. C. (Special Branch).

which

in addition to the various departments Required in the

publication of a newspaper and the hall will be utilized for

public and private meetings <
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JMoentar 51» 1938.

Sstabllataont ef th« Tairlta 8h<Wi a
Japan««« tally* in Shanghai.

The Tairiku Shiapo, a local Japanese dally» ta« 

recently opened offices at Ho. 288 Sward Hoad and intend 

eireulatlng it« flrat issue hath morning and ewening edition« 

an January 1» 1939. This new dally will absorb ths 

Shanghai Hippo, on« of th« leading local Japan««« newspapers, 

which has been existed since July, 190<* and the publication 

/¿¡tf th« Mhanghnl X^po t&l ««h|^|hFOM P«««hbsr 31» IMft« 

w. ShuM^hi mmya (tn he the 

. Pr««ld«at of the new e«tabli«ta|ent» whll - MT. Shujl Oyens 
| (_E_iwill sot as printer and publisu The

editor In chi< is reported to be »• Sisek« Kinsahita» who 

was fonwrly ap««ial ««rr—yendnnt la Shanghai «f th« OMfta 

and T«kto Asahi shintaw eta of the «tat infla«ntlal daillM 

- in Jhpan* Mide W* Kinuhlta «oweral tattapl if »1« of 

the Osaka ata Tokyo Antal ahintan will ta graatad iwertaat 

peeltlen« in thi« new paper ata in wlow ef thia lhet it 1« 

g«tat«iy tallowed that htgro io a ol«eo eennMtion with the 

Onaka ata

The building housing the tatapager hta a largo hall 

ehlta 1« osptata Of aBoantatsting «oreral tandrod petaota 

ytaUtattaa of a MtapStar ata ths tall will ta utlliata for

tellfilfH'S . . ■ ■ ■
Certified true oapp
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

DEC 3 1 1938

‘Shanghai Nippo’ Merges 
With New Daily

“Tariku Shimpo” to Make 
Bow Tomorrow

Bringing to an end a 34-year 
history as a news organ serving the 
local Japanese community, the 
“Shanghai Nippo’’ appeared tor the 
last time here yesterday.

The suspension was a prelude to 
its merger with the ‘ Tariku Shimpo,” 
a daily which will make its debut 
on January 1. “Tairiku Shimpo“ in 
English means “Continental News.“

The “Tairiku Shimpo,“ with 
offices at 288 West Whatung Road, I 
xwill have morning and evening I 
editions. It will be a 12-page paper, 
including both editions.

Mr. Shunichi Fukuya will be 
chairman of the board of the new 
daily, with Mr. Takeshi Kinoohita 
as the chief editor. Mr. Takasni 
Moriyama, former correspondent of 
the Osaka and Tokyo “Asahi” news
papers in Shanghai, will be managing 
editor. Mr* Ryonosuke Toyokawa. 
formerly o< the “Osaka Mainichi” 
chain of newspapers, will be one of 
the associate editors.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP
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............... .................  OFFICE
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FILE NO -T......Z...............................

SUBJECT:
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PARTICULARS OFFICE FILE NO.
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INSTRUCTIONS SEE OYER



Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE, 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

5 hanghait.. .D.e.GSJX&.9.r. ..31*.....i p ^.1.«.
T’o.P.’.A.*... ,toj^_.C .......

Will you please return 

to this office four bug passes 

Nos.29, 30, 31 & 32 for renewal 

by the Bus Company•

Officer in charge 
Central Registry.



5th January

1941 TRAM PASSE'S RETURNED TO CENTRAL REGISTRY.

Nos. 338,342,353,357,363,359,371 (Japanese Branch)

Nos. 380,1,2,3,385,6,389,390,395,397,8,402,3,405,6,7,8,9,

411,2,3,4,5,6,

506,517,519,520,549,550,1,561,564,579,586.

1177,8,9,1180,1,2,3,4,5,6,1188,9,1190,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,-8,9, 

1200.

TRAM PASSES NOT RETURNED

Nos. 379,384,388 Holders resigned and passes not returned

Nos. 387,392,3,401,404,410,1187 Holders transferred.

Nos. 394,396,400,399, Lost apd replaced by 517,551,561,579.

Note.

379 Wtight
384 Dartërs
388 Pharazyn
387 Hocking
392 Pecheniuk
393 Kama shit a
401 Wong Chia Tsung
404 Pae Chi Pah
410 Pouja Singh

1187 Zia Sze Dzien



TRAM PASSES - 1941,

REQUIREMENTS for special branch offices

1ST CLASS

¿(»I D. I. A A. Prokofiev 
> D.S.I, Xw.C. Wilcox

5 ” XS.A. Young
<4 " >R»W. Macadie
4' * 'F.A. Pitts
♦ * /A.E. Cornwall
Z " * I. Mckeown
* rt XS. NancarrowH
/ « \ O.A.K. Wittinsky

tfo D.S, \J. Sinks
/ " %D.D. Danemanls
> * XL.J. Ellis
5 ” \A.F. Prokofieff
a " \T. Yonezawa
j' * Xv. Mischenko
C " 1G. Schale
/ C. A. I^P. J. TizonH
y * 1A.M. FonsecaH
4 C.D.I. KKiih Pro Hwa 

¿.io D.I. \Pan Lien Pih
/ " XKao Yen Ken
> D.S.I. ALoh Wei Kong

" iMa Sing Zung 
C.A.WZung Zoong An 
C.A.vLoh Sih Kya — 
Clerk iTu Chi Yu K

N XFang Kuo Liang
* \Mak Hua Sen
* iKlng Wen Chih
" xChin Ching Hai
" YLoo 3hou Heng

> " $fcac Tan H
3 " V-Su Te Tsui H
4 w NTao Sheng ShaoH
i' " XMa Chih Kongrf
£ " ‘Chen Tsun Lien
Z * XYao Chso TingtA
f * Xhsu Jih Sin

* XChui Ting
4-60 " »King Hsln Kuo

/ « xYu Yue Chuen
* JNChen Teh Hua

3 " XKuh Nei Han .
4- " XHo Chien LiuH
< * lYeh Pao NanN
£ * XYang Chia Hsiang H
7 « Xchln Kuh Jen
f \ Mt JiVt ft

3RD CLASS

//^3 C.D.S. Mlsu Shih Sing

r "
4 •

XChien Shun Tang 
Izau Zu Tung
J^Dong Hung Sung

7r " XPan Tsong Ngoh
<f » *dKao Kuo Pao

> J " XLing Zung Foo
//fo " X Chang Yeh

' f C.D.C. i\Ma Jeng Yung
Z " \Wong Kuo Han
3 •• \ Chow Yiu Dieh
4 « KSung Sing Kong
y * MChiang Chow Ling
c * XTao Tse wen
7 " Kwaung Pei Yuen
r * tTu Kuo Chen
7 " VLi Hal Feng

Z2^é * AWang Chung Hsiao
/ “ XLiu Te Sien
z * XL! Kwang Tsai
6 * vSung Shiao An
4 " bYao Chi Chong*V W VLi Pih Chung

24
30
49

141
155
199
281
230
19
45
52
53
85
94

107
243
280
356
357
358
360
361
362

/£/•

¿>C * AZ
£

J < T.
iiy
àti / v’
¿Aii' »-

/c&J&'t*''
fb/rC c/



i

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE CHINESE STAFF OF SECTION 1, 

SPECIAL BRANCH, WHO ARE 3NTITLED TO TRAM PASS (1942),

FIRST CLASS TRAM PASS

C.D.I. Kuh Pao Hwa

D. I. Pan Lien Pih S 

D. I. Kao Yen Ken 'z 

D.S.I. Loh Wei Kong v‘ 

D.S.I. Ma Sing Zung f 

C, A, Zung Zoong An 

Clerk Fang Kuo Liang x 
(I) 
Clerk Mak Hua Sen z 
(II) 
Clerk King Wen Chih x 
(III) 
Clerk Chin Ching Hai z 
(III) 
Clerk Loo Shou Heng x 
(III) 
Clerk Kao Tan 
(III) 
Clerk Hsu Te Tsui W 
(III) 
Clerk Tao Sheng Shao N 
(III) 
Clerk Ma Chih Kong H 
(III)

I "Tpv

THIRD CLASS TRAM PASS

C.D.S. Hsu Shih Sing(24)

x C.D.S. Chien Shun Tang(30)

x C.D.S. Zau Zu Tung(49)

z C.D.S, Dong Hung Sung(141)

xC.D.S. Pan Tsong Ngoh(155)

xC.D.S. Mao Kuo Pao(199)

Z C.D.S, Ling Zung Foo(281)

zC.D.C. Ma Jen Yung(19)

' C.D.C, Wong Kuo Han(45)

H C.D.C. Chow Yiu Dien(52)

Z C.D.C. Sung Sing Kong(53)

Z C.D.C. Chiang Chao Ling(85)

ZC.D.C. Tao Tse Wen (94)

x C.D.C. Waung Pei Yuen(107)

z C.D.C. Tu Kuo Chen(243)

z C.D.C. Li Hai Feng(280)

x C.D.C, Wang Chung Hsiao(356)

z C.D.C. Liu Te Sien(357)

z C.D.C. Li Kwang Tsai(358)

/ C.D.C. Sung Shiao An(360)

/ C.D.C. Yao Chi Chong(361)

z C.D.C. Li Pih Chung(362)



FM. I

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE, 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Shanghai,........... .4*? C.eniber. -5-*. i9 4^-

To.....St.»A*..... ........................................................

The following is a list 

of men entitled to 1943 TRAM 

passes, 1st Glass:- ...

D. S.I.McKeown

1st Grade Gl er k Hsu Jih. Sin.

D. 8. I. i/c S.3



FM.‘ I

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE, 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.

Shanghai}___ ....................................i p^JL«—.
To 0.i/c.S<B^Registry............................

Re attached:-

DeS.Ie Wittinsky

D*S. Mischenko 

D*S* P^ofieff 

D.S. Schale.



FM. 1

' Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE, 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL, 

Shanghai,.....December.....¿.«....z^l?....
To th®. Off io er i/c. Sp. Be h. Reg is try.

Will you please forward your 

list of men who are entitled to 

1st class & 3rd class tram passes 

for 1942 for performance of their 

duties, not later than December 15, 

1941.

Photographs in duplicate are 

re paired for the 3ra class pusses.

Central Registry.



LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE FOREIGN STAFF OF SECTION 1

SPECIAL BRANCH, WHO ARE ENTITLED TO

FIRST CLASS TRAM PASS (1942),

Rank and. Name

D.S.I. W.C, Wilcox

D.S.I, S.A, Young

D.S.I. R.W. MaoAdie

D.S.I. F.A. Pitts

D.S.I. A.E. Cornwell

D. I. A. Prokofiev

D. S. D.D, Danemania
(47)

D. 3. L.J. Ellis
(77)

D. 3. A.F. Prokofieff
(82)

D. 3. J. Binks
(66)



FIRST CLASS TRA?' PASS Off 1942

THIRD CLASS TRM PASS Off 1942

D.S.I. Nancarrow

D. S. -SHris-..
T>. 9. Yon
C. A. ———"TtZ^h'

C. A. Loh Sih-kya H

Cl erk Ghui Ting /
r» King Hsin-kuo z
tl Yu Yue-chuen
H Chen Teh-hua S

Kuh Nei-han '
»» Ho Chen-liu N
It Yeh Pao-nan N
II Yang Chia-hsiang N!

H Chin Kuh-j en

C.D.S. 230 Chang Yeh /



TRAM PA3SE5-1941
RSQVIRlSfe^TS Fo$ Sp^STaL BRANCH

lat Class

D.S.I. aeW. Wright — 
D.S.I. A. Prokofiev 
£.3.1. R.W. MacAdie 
D.S.I. F.A. Pitts 
D.S.I. F.T. McKeown 
D.S.I. Q.E. Darters — 
D.S.I. 3>A. Young 
D.S.I. O.A.K. Wlttineky 
D.S. L.R. Hooking«** 
D.S. N.C. Pharazyn — 
D.S. V. Minchenko 
D.P.S. J.D. Killingbeck - 
D.P.S. D.D. Danemanls 
D.P.S. E. Pechenluk — 
D.S. M. Kamaehita — 
D.P.S. T. Yonezawe. 
C.D.X. Kuh Pao Rwa 
D.I. Pan Li*en Plh 
D.I. K~o Yen Ken 
D.S.I. Loh Wei Kong 
A/D.S.I. Ma Sing Zung , 
C .A. Zung Zoong Oen \fi& ■ 
Clerk Wong CBia Taing * 
Clerk Hsu T» Yuna®»* 
Clerk Tan Heueh Hwa - 
Clerk Pao Chi Fah** 
Clerk Mak Hua Sen 
Clerk King Wen Chlh 
Clerk Kuh Nei Hani?
Clerk Chen Te Hua 
Clerk Chin Ching Hal 
D.S.I. Feuja Singjfc — 
Clerk Chiang King^ong -r 
Clerk Fang Kuo-ligng 
Clerk Ghul Ting 
Clerk King Hsin-kuo 
Clerk Loo Shou-hetig 
Clerk Yu Yue-ohueh 
Clerk Chen T sun-1 |ien

3rd Class

C.D.3. 
C.D.S. 
C.D.S. 
C.D.3. 
C.D.S. 
C.D.S. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C. 
C.D.C.
S.D-H. 
3.D.C. 
S.D.C. 
S.D.C.

24 Hsu Shih sing
49 Zav Zu Tung
141 Dong Hung Hurg
155 Pan Tsonr Ngoh
281 Ling Zung Foo
199 Mao Kuo Pao
19 Ma Jen Yung
30 Chien Shun Tang
45 Wong Kuo Han
53 Sung Sing Kong
83 Zia See Dzien *»
85 Chiang Chao Ling
94 UB^ Tb Wen
107 Waung Pei Yuen
243 Tu Kuo Chen
280 Li Hal Feng
356 Wang Chung Hsiao
357 Liu Te Sien
358 Lee Huang Tsai
360 Sung Shlao Alt
361 Yao Chi Chong
362 Li Pih Chun
230 Chang Ylh
102 Baeant Singh]
77 Bulla Singh L
528 ArJan 3ingh /
275 Mohan Singh *



a.D. 9*/-^f6 f
List of names of Chinese Staff of Section 1 .....
Special Branch, Police Headquarters, who —-----
are entitled to have a Tram Pass

1st 3rd Class

C.D.T. Kuh Pso Hwa C.D.S. 24 Hsu Shih Sing
D. I. Pm Lien Pih ii 49 Za.u Zu Tung-
D. I. Kao Yen Ken <* 141 Dong Hung Sung
D.S.I. Loh Wei Kong n 155 Pan Tsong Ngoh
A/D.S. I. Ma Sing Zung ii 281 Ling Zung Poo
C. A. Zung Zoong Oen H 199 Mao Kuo Pao'
Clerk Wong Chia Tsing C.D>C• 19 Ma Jen Yung

II Hsu Ta Yung it 30 Chien Shuft Tang *
M Tan Hsueh Hwa 0 45 Wong Kuo Han
II Pao Chi Pah it 53 Sung Sing Kong
II Mak Hua Sen <4 83 Zia Sze Dzien
II King Wen Chih It 85 Chiang Chao Ling
I» Kuh Mei Han ft 94 Dau Ts Wen
H Chen Te Hua It 107 Waung Pei Yuen
« Chin Ching Hai II 243 Tu Kuo Chen

H 280 Li Hai PengIt 356 Wang Chung Hsiao
357 Liu Te Sien

ft 358 LeeKuang Tsai
< 360 Sung Shiao An* 361 Yao Chi Chong

362 Li Pih Chun



TRAM PASSgS-1941

¿1*} D.S.I. 
IgoD.S.I.

let Class

C.V. Wright V
A. Prokofiev A ‘
R.W. Mao Adie X
F.A. Pitta
F.T. McKeown X"
G.3., Dartere Z
S. A .Young

■y-D.S.I. 
i D.S.I. 
uD.S.X. 
j D.S.I. _____
i D.S.I./O.A.K. WittinekyrV 
) D.S. L.R. Hooking Z / 
fB.S. 
iD.S. I 

D.P.8
'f D.P.S___ . aea.... W
>L.P.S. s. i^eohenijik z 
iS.8. Ji. Kaaaahltag-z. 
CD.P.S. T. Yonezawte. 
ZC.D.X. Kuh >ao Hw*V 

D.I. Pan LWn PlhfZ 
D.I. Kno Y«fo Ken z v 

Hl D.S.I. Loh Wei Kong * 
A/D.8.X. Ma Sing 

Z- C .A. Zung Zoong < 
“ ‘ Wong (Mia '

Hsu Ta YUnfiQ 
Tan tfeueh » 
Pae Chi Falr^-

JU eft* ilvuKing X< / 
W.C. Jharazyn / 
V. Minchenko Z 
I. J.D. KilllngbeokY 
I. D.D^ Danantaiis /

Clerk 
tZ-zClerk

Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 
Clerk 

C«? Clerk
Clerk 

ocfl

HAI WMCIPAI POLICE 
-à I
B.

3rd Class.. I oft? .....
D.S.Z24 Hau) Shih Sing
D.8. ✓ 49 Zau Zu Tung
D. 8.^141 Dong Hung Sung 
D.3. Z155 Pan Tsong Wgoh 
D.S. ‘MBöI Ling Zung Foo 
D.S.z 199 Mao Kuo Pao
D.C./19 
D.C. Z30
D.C.Z 45
D.C. Z53
D.C. v 83
D.C.ZQ5
D.C. /R4- 
D.C. /107 
D.C. Z243 
D.C. ✓280
D.C. /356
D.C. vz357
D.C.y 358 
D.C.Zjgo
D.C. Z361
D.C.z 362
D.C. z230
D.H./M® ... i
D.C.Z 77 Bulla Singh
D.C.z528 ArJan Singh 
D.C. j/275 Mohan Singh

I ■ M!
c

a 
c 
o 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c

I! C
3 c 
/ c 
>c 
à C 
ce 
zC 
xc 
1C
fC

/>»8
>3

>3 
«8

Ha Jen Yung 
Chien Shun Tang 
Vong Kuo Han 
Sung Sing Kong 
Zla Sze Dzien 
Chiang Chao Ling 

Dato Tb Wen 
Waüng Pel Yuen 
Tu Kuo Chen 
14 Hal Feng 
Wang Chung Hsiao 
Liu Te 81 en 
Lae Kuang Tsai 
Sung Shlao An 
Yao Chi Chong 
14 21h Chun 
Chang Ylh 
Basant Singh

Kuh tfei H-=ÄA 
Chen Te Huw9| 

___ Chin Ching 1 
'■» D.S.I. FMnJn Sin

Clerk 
-■>'Cierk

Clerk un«* A4XJB ax 
4'¿'Clerk King Hsin«||»Ot'*^ * | 
c ' X clerk 
vl’^Clerk

Clerk

V-” Chiang Kl yongV*> 
Fang Kuo-l^ng tf»| 

 

Ghui Ting — NM

Loo Shou-h$?£ \ 
Yu Yue-chuen X

¿H I/o.G . .SL <
il-I T. Pf**“*J*^J

xJi T.
Z ) b

■ N



wm ¡r amw m w
(Special Branch Headonartoral (yiry> qUas)

D. I. G. Crawford

D.S.I. L.W. Elte

D.S.I. E.M. Golder

>•3*1. A. Prokofiev

D.S.I. G.E. Dartera

D.S.I. K.P. Medredeff

D.S.I. O.A.K. mtiaaty

D.S.I. R.w. MaeAdle

D. S. P.T. McKeown

D. 3. P.A. Pitta

D. S. V. M&achonko

D. S. Ä.C. Pharaayn

D. S. E^. Parloff

D. 3* L.R. Hooking

D. S. D.B.D. Henotean

D.P.S. JU>. KlHingkoofr

D.P.S. D.D. Danenania

D.P.S. E. Miaoguehi

O.A. H.8. Ein

S.D.I. Jonja Singh

c«d.z« Sih Teo-Hang

D. I. ■tei te|hlMa ;

D. X. Pofl(||ten»pih

D.S.I. ■ao TMKkte

D.S.I. Liao Chung«ehion



ham fAsats yon x»40
(special Branch Headcn.rtera) (Third «awi

O«D*S* 24 Bn Shih-sing

a«D«8« 45 Ma Sing-sung

C.D.3. 49 Zao Zu-tung

C.D.8. 94 Chang Ying-mol

C.B.3. 141 Tang Hung-sung

C«D«S« 155 Pan Tsong-ngah

CeD.S. 281 Ling Zung-f••

C»D.C. 30 Chien Shnn-tang

a.n.c. 53 Sung Sing-tong

C.D.C. 107 Vaung Pei-yuen

C«D»C» 199 Ma© Kuo-pao

c*J3«c* 280 Li Bai-feng

C.D.C. 355 wiang Chung-hsia©

g.d.c. 357 Liu Te-eien

G.D.G. 358 Li Kvang-tsai

C.D*C. 350 Sung Shiae-an

G.D.C. 351 Yao Chi-ehong

G.D.G. 352 Li Pih-ohnn

G.D.G. 19 Ma Jen-yung

C.D.C. 85 Chiang Ghao-ling

G.D.G. 83 Beia Ju-ehuen

C.D.C. 243 Tu Kue-ohen

C.D.G. 230 Oknag YA

S.D.H. 102 Banant Singh

S.D.C. 77 Dulla Singh

S.D.C. 588 Arjan Singh

S*D.C. 882 Haranjan Singh



SPSGIAL BRAUCH HBAPQÜARTKRS “wmt >.
LIST Of MteMBSRS APPLYING FOR BUS PA3SSS WR 19» 1

No.8. AC.D.I. Ö.B. Roaa
w J.W. Prince 1

D. I. G. Crawford
« £• Papp

D.S.I. V. Logan
It R.W. HaaAdlo
• A. Prokofiev

D. 8* y.A. Pitta
« y.t. McKaaaa
« D.B.D. Henehman
•* L.R. Hooking
» L.w. Hida
• V« Blaohenko

D.P.3. H.A. Pavloff

C.D.I. Sih Taa-llaag

D. I* Kuh Pao-hwa
N Paa Lltm-plh

D.S.I. Kao Ten-kan
w Liao Ghung-ohien

J.D.S. s. Kanaaltilta .

OU.. H.S. Kia

SJ).I. Fouja Singh

3«D«H. 102 Baaant Singh

S.D.Ö. D«1U Singh

S.D.C. 588 Arlan Singh

l O«C« (Special Branch).

Recommended for iasue la accordance with 

P.O. D.8840 af 8-18-38.

ZU)J>?^ss z o .
u -pfr n i>.c. &r #*)



FORM NO. 3
G. 10M-10-38

HS» ’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
J File No. IFAUOê

Section 1, 
REPORT

Special

Date. I

Subject (in full)__ jßflA0m«lÄa.t.lQXL„fAX...thg...is sue _.of.. t ram. .pas .ses.|,tiO..X

_______ ___________Clerical Staff of Section 1. Special Branch.

Made .............and...........Forwarded by........9.».l.»....Ç.?’awf ord........................................ ..................

In connection with the renewal of tram passes for 1939, 

it is recommended that the clerks of Section 1, Special 

Branch, be also issued with Tram Passes. Those people are 

often required to assist in searches for literature or to 

proceed to Stations in connection with Interrogation of 

prisoners and translation of documents, etc., and in most 

cases they are called upon to perform these duties after 

office hours. None of the clerks receive locoâpnotion.

A list of the clerks in Section 1 is attached herewith.



C»A,

Clerk (let grade)

Clerk (2nd grade)

Clerk (3rd grade)

Clerk (3rd grade)

Clerk (3rd grade)

Clerk (3rd grade)

Name

Zung Zoong-oen

Loh Wel-kong 

Wong Chiarising 

Hbu Ta-yung 

Tan Heueh-hua 

Lo Liang-tao 

Mak Hua-seng

<4 Í- ) 

(?4 4^ ) 
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December 30, 1938 Morning Translation

to became the supreme power in Bast Asia and finally to 
attempt to conquer the. whole world« Such declarations 
have exposed to us all the plots of the enemy for the 
subjugation of our country and the annihilation of our race« 

The enemy is well-known for its trickery, 
deliberate misinterpretation of facts and creating situations 
disadvantageous to others« That this is not without 
foundation is borne out by the fact that shortly after the 
promulgation of Konoye's statement, another statement was 
issued (on December 24) by the so-called spokesman of the 
Japanese Government in which the opinion warn 
expressed that what the Premier had said constituted the 
minimum demands that would be handed to China«

No doubt there exists a section of the world 
Wnuphis still ignorant of the real intentions of the enemy 
because of the smoke screen and whichstill holds the view 
that the enemy's demands are not so harsh as expected« 
Therefore I am going to expose to the public the real motives 
harboured by Japan so as to warn all people and to enable 
the friendly nations to understand Japan's ambitious designs 
and treacherous plots«

Let us discuss separately the statement made 
by the Japanese Premier Konoye on December 22 and the various 
kinds of plots and slogans advocated by the Japanese 
newspapers and actually accelerated by Japan during the 
past few months with a view to acquiring a fair understanding 
of Japan's real intentions« Before proceeding further, 
I draw your attention to the following points**»

(1) The Establishment of a "New Order in Bast Asia"

This is the most favorite slogan of the 
Japanese people« According to the explanation made by the 
Japanese foreign Minister Arita on December 19, the "new 
order in East Asia* means close co-operation and mutual 
aid in political, economic and cultural affairs among the 
three nations, Japan» Manchukuo and China in order to 
check the infiltration of communism, promote Asiatic 
civilization and abolish economic obstacles among the three 
countries so as to save China from besoming a semi-colony, 
thereby ensuring peace in East Asia« In the course of 
a speeih made on December 14, Prince Konoye also said* 

Japan's final objective in the China incident 
does not depend solely upon military success but upon 
the rebirth of China and the establishment of a "new 
order in East Asia*» This "new order* has as its 
base the tripartite co-operation between Japan, 
Manchukuo and China when J'China"Si’« revival has 4 « 
become a fact.

It is significant that the so-called *rebirth 
of China* advocated by Japan means the subjugation of an 
independent China and its replacement with a slavish China 
which oan be placed under Japan's control forever, because 
such a *new order* oan be realized only after the conversion 
of the present China into a slavish nation which will 
closely co-operate with Japan and the Japanese sponsored a
puppet state of Manchukuo« its purposes are the seizure 7
of control of military affairs in China, the crushing of the \ . /
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Chinese nation and culture, the removal of European 
aad American influences and privileges from this country 
and supremacy in the Pacific under the cloak of promoting 
anti-Communism end Asiatic civilization and removing 
all economic obstacles among the three nations, Japan, 
hta.achukuo and China; another object is the control of 
Chinese economic resources by the "Japan-Manchukue-China 
Economic Unit or Economic Mission.* One can thus imagine 
vh?t a dangerous situation *the establishment of a new 
order in East Asia* will give rise to. To put it shortly, 
the principal object is the impairment of international 
peace in East Asia and the conversion of China into a 
slavish nation so that Japan may aoouire supreracy in 
the Pacific and have a free hand in the world.

(to be continued)»

Shun Pso

T.LS BLOCKADE OF THE YANGTZE RIVER ? FORcIGxî .lEcIIOTS 
REQUEST DEFENCE FORCE AUTHORITIES TO PROTEST

The Joint Committee formed by Icieel 
British, American,French and nationals of fouÿ^fther 
powers held a‘‘meeting at the British Chambga**of Commerce 
on the evening ofk^last Wednesday to dispftfes the blockade 
of the Yangtze Rivè'r-.by the Japanese^x*'

As a insult of tj^erdiscussions, it was 
resolved to request the Bft^tishziSnd American Consulates 
to lodge, in conjunction witJ>Æheir defence force 
authorities in Shanghai, airotheHjorotest with the Japanese 
military authorities, tp^aemand tn&<a trial tesumption 
of navigation betweepZShanghai and Nahidng be allowed 
as soon as possibl^'and that the line be*^fterwards 
extended to Anhuel. If the Japanese authorises continue to 
raise ohjectipiÎ8,a' round table conference rneySje called 
at a Eritisnor American flagship to consider th’K, 
aitu?tion<

/ It is learned that both the British*^
and American Consuls and their defence forces in Shanghai 
h=Xe received tvis request from local foreign residents» 
and the matter is under consideration.
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Sin Jan Pao and other local newspapers dated December 29 
(Chungking telegram)

"JAPAN'S plots to conquer the whole of CHINA 3XPGSED
BY GENERAL CHIANG KAI-SHEK"

(Continued from Morning Translation)

(2) The so-called "collective co-operation in East Asia," 
the "non-separation of Japan, Manchukuo and China" 
and the "mutual relations for co-operation among 
Japan, Lanchükuo and China"« -

The so-called "collective co-operation in
East Asia" is a slogan that has been loudly advocated 
by the enemy during the past few months* To tell the 
truth, it aims at the complete subjugation of China and 
her amalgamation with the North East as one unit, not 
only politically but also economically and culturally on 
the ground that Japan, Manchukuo and China are inseparable« 
Japanese newspapers and magazines have even openly declared 
t.iat under the plan of "collective co-operation in East 
Asia," Japan should assume the parental role in the family 
of the three nations« while Manchukuo and China should 
act as her subordinates« In other words* Japan is to be 
the master, while Manchukuo and China are to s^rve as 
«laves. Does not all this mean the complete enslavement 
of Chire?

Last month* a very ridiculous and absurd
statement was made by the Japanese Premier Kbnoye« He 
advocated the establishment of mutual relations for 
political* economic and cultural co-operation among Japan* 
'Manchukuo and China* What does it mean? The so-called 
"mutuel relations for political* economic and cultural 
co-operation among Japan« 1-anchukuo and China| resembles 
tao lock of a handcuff; that is to say* that by means of 
triose relations* the entire Chinese nation will be placed 
under Japan’s control forever as in the case of a prisoner 
locked with a handcuff«

(3) The "economic unit" end "economic mission"

This already has been advocated in Japan
for several years end is now being widely promoted and 
acc-lert ted. Frankly speaking* it is one of the essential 
factors in the acceleration of the movement for "collective 
co-operrtion in East Asia«" Sometimes it is called 
economic rapprochement or economic co-operation« In the 
manifesto issued by the Japanese Government on November 4, 
it was referred to as "economic connection«" At the end 
of November* articles headed "Economic Unit to be Proclaimed 
among J? pan, Manchukuo and China - Hereafter They Will 
Bear Equal Privileges and Share Equal Disadvantages" 
appeared in enemy newspapers» In amplification, the 
Japanese Foreign Minister Arita* in the course of a 
statement on December 19, declared that Japan had decided 
to convene an economic conference to bring about closer 
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economic co-operation among Japan, Manchu-tuo end Chine 
with ? view to enforcing an "economic unit" among the 
three countries. Such economic relations as advocated 
by Japan are generally called an "economic mission^" 
but in the eyes of Japan, they are used as an instrument 
to exploit the economic resources of this country. The 
North China and the South China Development Companies 
have already been established, while the Japan-kenchukuo- 
China Economic Conference has already met more then once* 
Moreover, the "Enterprise Planning Bureau" has already 
started planning for the development of production in 
Japan, lenohukuo and China. The "economic mission“ aS 
advocated by Japan aims not only at monopolizing the 
control of our economic resources and Customs revenue 
and harming our productive force and commerce but also 
at acquiring hegemony in East Asia, with the ultimate 
result that we will completely lose our freedom and we all 
will be et the mercy of the Japanese, and the Chinese 
nation will become enslaved and her people will have to 
work like beasts under whip.

(4) The establishment of a so-called "Asiatic Reconstruc
tion Bureau*

This Bureau was established only after 
much discussion over the formation of a special organ to 
deal with China. It was originally planned to have it 
known as the "Chinese Affairs Bureau," hut later the 
present title was retained. The former name was already 
sufficiently insulting but the change is even worse for 
it constitutes a gross insult to the peoples of the 
whole Asiatic Continent. Japan's aim in establishing 
auch a bureau is undoubtedly to bring about the 
disintegration and the subjugation of China and to 
expand her influence in Asia. That this surmise is not 
without foundation is proved by the statement made by 
Prince honoye on December 15, the day prior to the 
formal inauguration of this bureau, in which he said 
with emphasisx-

"A desire is now being felt to start 
preparations for the formation of a new executive 
organ to bring about the establishment of a 'new 
order in East Asia.' Ulis organ, when it comes 
into being, will maintain mutual contact with ell 
the Japanese organs abroad and will constitute 
the centre for the acceleration of the policy 
vis-a-vis China, so as to bring about the 
realization of Japan's ultimate object in the 
China incident«*

This, I think, will enlighten you as to 
Japan's re&l incentions in creating such an organ. 
Briefly, it will be the headquarters which looks after 
the execution of all Japan's plans for the subjugation 
of Chine, Actually, it has all the earmarks of a General 
Headquarters of the Japanese Special Service Organs in
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Chine. The establishment of the Asiatic deconstruction 
Sireeu has shown us more clearly Japan’s attitude 
towards China, her ultimate motive in the iino-Jepanese 
incident and what she really desires from us. bhilst 

’«co arc. advocating a prolonged resistance, the Japanese 
ere promoting a prolonged rec ox. struct ion.

But what are the things which Japan 
desires to reconstruct? To put it briefly, she is 
planning the enslavement of China. Japan will never 
cease her ambitious designs until she has realized 
her object.

(to be continued)
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□i i /an xeo and other local newspapers dated December 
1933 (Chungking telegram) s-

»JAfrAE*^ PLOTS TO CONCUR T.xJ JHOLE OP CHINA EXPOSED 
BY GENERAL CHIANG KAI-SHEK11

(Continued from Dec. 30. 1938)

With a proper understanding of the pointe 
given ebove, we will then be . able to realize, without 
mistake, the real meaning of the statement made by 
Japanese Premier Konoye on December 22. I draw your 
attention to the following points in his statementi-

(1) His principal object in making this 
statement is to bring about co-operation among Japan, 
Zanchukuo and China in establishing a new order in East 
Asia; he ostensibly desires to make known to the Powers 
and China the sincere intentions of the Japanese 
Government. It is for this reason that the statement 
w?s couched in very careful and discreet terms. He I
states that what Janan desires from China is not 
territory nor a war indemnity nor privileges? Japan 
desires only peace in the whole cf East Asia. He even 
said that Japan is anxious to enable China to become an 
absolutely independent nation and she was even willing 
to consider the abolition of her extraterritoriality 
and the return of her concessions, etc. All this would |
seem to indicate that Japan really has no evil designs ’
upon China, that she is even willing to give scmething 
to China. In the opinion of the Japanese Premier, the 
world seems to be still unaware of her real intentions 
in regard to the so-called new order in East Asia 
advocated by him. To tell the truth. Japan* e intentions 
in advocating the so-called co-operation among Japan. !
Janchukuo and China and the new order in East Asia are

\\ v^olesr and are as I have just said a little while ego. 
Jith the object of conquering the whole of China and 
acquiring hegemony in East Asia, Japan naturally deems 
it unnecessary to demand vi* further territory or war 
indemnity as what she really desires is the whole of 
this country. She wants territory and resources that 
can be pieced under her absolute control. She says that 
she desires no territory nor war indemnity from China 
only with the object of deceiving the world.

Now from the Chinese point of view, it is 
necessary to ascertain who is responsible for the 
outbreak of the present hostilities before any question 
of war indemnity can be considered. As it is known to 
all that the present conflict was started by Japan 
herself to accelerate her invasion of our territory, die 
has naturally to bear the responsibility of the incident 
as she is the aggressor. Therefore, what Prince Konoye 
said in his statement regarding this question deceives 
no consideration. As regards extraterritoriality, if 
Japan is allowed to enjoy this system In China, then 
the integrity of the sovereign rights of this country 
will amount to nothing. The so-called "return of 
concessions in China" is but empty talk, in view of the
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fact tbit the Japanese and their newspapers have even 
advocated and instigated the control of all foreign 
concessions in this country so as to convert them into 
a large Japanese Concession• Therefore, to put it 
briefly, if China agrees to Japan's plan for co-operation 
among Japan, Manchukuo amd China for the establishment 
of a new order in East Asia, it is tantamount to making 
all Chinese territory into a large Japanese Concession« 
By so doing, China will have to became a Japanese colony 
or at best a Japanese protectorate* In other words, 
China will have to become part and parcel of J? pan* 
The reel intention of the Japanese Premier when he said 
in hie statement that he intended to help China to become 
an absolutely independent nation is but to make China 
a second Korea as defined in the Sino-Japanese Agreement 
concluded at Bakan, I am confident that before the 
promulgation of the present statement of Prince Konoye* . 
there may^^en certain people in the world who were 
expecting that Japan would repent of her present 
activities in China, but with th*» publication of 
this statement no Chinese who is well a of present 
international conditions and is loyal to ' nation will 
ever entertain any hope of oompromise with van«

(2) Besides the above, Kbnoye’s statement 
also advocates economic rapprochement and joint action 
against comnunism* It is unnecessary to amplify the 
aim of the so-called "economic rapprochement" which was 
clearly explained in my previous speech referring to the 
economic mission« The so-oalled "joint action against 
communism" means that China should enter into an anti
Comintern Pact with Japan; that Japan has the right to 
station garrison forces in North China and that Inner 

^Mongolia should be demarcated as a special area for 
’ghti-consnunist purposes« Now apart from the
actual motive of the so-called "joint action against 
communism," at this time when the whole nation is 
unanimously working in accordance with the Three 
Principles of the People, it would be far from our 
objective to discuss any further joint action against 
communism« To tell the truth, Japan's real object is to 
seize control of our military affairs to ba followed 
by our political and cultural as well as diplomatic 
affairs under the pretext of the so-called "Joint action 
against communism," This can be called the principal 
cause of Japan's vengeance against us for our repeated 
refusal to her demands prior to the outbreak of the 
Lukouchiao incident« It is because we were unwilling 
to fall into Japan's trap that we have put a united front 
against her despite huge sacrifices and sufferings« If 
China oould have agreed*to Japan's demand for joint 
action against comnunism, there would have been 
no need for us to wait until the present« The world 
may be Of the opinion that the so-oalled "joint action 
against comnunism" advocated by Japan is really intended 
to deal with Soviet Russia; actually, however, Japan's 
desire to enter into an anti-Comintem Pact with China 
is not aimed at communism nor at Soviet Russia but at 
the subjugation of China under this pretext* Even if
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Japan really had the intention to deal with the U*S*b*R«, 
this but constitutes a minor part of the plan, the major 
part being the enslavement of China* If this is not 
the esse, or if Japan’s real intention is actually for 
her national defence and to deal with Soviet Russia, 
then why was Shigemitsu, the Japanese Ambassador to 
Soviet Russia, so submissive to the Soviet Foreign 
Commissar at the time of the Changkaofeng incident in 
July and August last year (1938)? Prom this we can see 
quite clearly that Japan’s demand at the present time 
for joint action against communism is but a smoke screen 
to deceive the world as well as her own people and is 
aimed at securing the right to station forces in North 
China end Inner Mongolia* If China could igree to the 
garrisoning of Japanese forces in North China and to the 
demarcation of Inner Mongolia into a special area for 
anti-comnuni st purposes, we would not have started the 
present war of resistance at the time of the outbreak of 
the Lukouchiao incident* If China could tolerate Japanese 
control of North China because of fear of Japan, then 
at the time when Tanaka sent an expeditionary force to 
Tsinan in the 17th Year (1928) of the Chinese Republic, 
the Chinese revolutionary forces would not have dared 
to push on their drive to Peiping* That Japan can have 
made such a demand at the present time shows that she 
still lacks good understanding of the present Chine as 
well as of the existing circumstances* According to 
the Japanese Premier’s statement, unless Japan has the 
right to station troops in North China and Inner 
Mongolia, there is no hope for the realization of the 
establishment of a new order in East Asia* I think that 
this will be sufficient to enlighten the world as to 
what the so-called "new order in East Asia“ really means*

(to be continued)
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Sin wen Iso and other local newspapers dated December 29, 
1638 (Chungking telegram) :-

"JANAN'S PLOTS TO CONQUER THE '/HOLE OP CHINA EXPOSED 
BY GENERAL CHIANG KAI-SHEK1*

(Continued from Yesterday's Translation)

(3) The latter half of Prince Nonoye's 
statement demands special facilities for development 
in North China and Inner Mongolia. In other words, it 
is e confession of Japan's intentions to seize the 
control of the centre of economic resources in this 
country« In addition, the statement also demands that 
Japanese subjects should be allowed freedom to take up 
residence and to conduct business in the interior of 
China. Ostensibly, this demand appears to be quite 
ordinary. Unfortunately, Prince Konoye seems to be 
ignorant of the deep impression that has been created 
on the mind of the general Chinese public by the evil 
intentions of Japan towards China in the past. To tell 
the truth, whenever the word "Japan" is referred to, it 
will recall to the Chinese people her special service 
sections and the wicked and outrageous ronins in this 
country, the traffiok in opium end morphine, the 
manufacture of white ponder and heroin, the promotion 
of gambling and prostitution, the illegal traffiok in 
firearms, the hiring of bandits and traitors and all 
other dangerous plots that menace the peace end order 
and impair the moral discipline of this country. 
Therefore, unless we are willing to suffer at the hands 
of the Japanese, to forsake our rights in the maintenance 
of peace end order, and tolerate the impairment of our 
fine moral discipline and character and the exploitation 
of our economic resources, no consideration can be 
given Japan for the opening up of the interior of this 
country to Japanese subjects, though we may give 
consideration to such requests from other Powers. If they 
are not forgetful, the Japanese should well remember 
that the so-called freedom for residence and business 
in the interior is tantamount in nature and character 
to the so-called "comnerciel lease rights“ in the North
east. It will be remembered that in the 18th Year (1929) 
of the Chinese Republic, when Arita, the present Japanese 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, came to Nanking as Director 
of the Asiatic Affairs Bureau of the Japanese Government 
on instructions from Tanaka, the Japanese Premier, to 
undertake negotiations for the conclusion of a commercial 
agreement for the North-eastern Provinces, we strongly 
refused to comply with this demand, Why? To put it 
briefly, this was simply because the Impression Japan 
created was far from agreeable. Wherever in this 
country there are Japanese subjects, we he ve to suffer 
the loss of our police as well as economic rights, and 
wherever in this country the Japanese subjects can 
freely take up their residence and do business, the 
Chinese residents at the place have no freedom end are 
not in a position to live peacefully. The conclusion 
of e ccmmeroiel lease agreement at that time w?s tut a 
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probl xi that concerned the north-eastern part of our 
country and yet we could not accept it# therefore, it 
is impossible for us to consider the present Japanese 
demands, especially in view of the fact that they 
will affect the whole of this country under the 
slogan of a new order in East Asia*

(4) Apart from what I have stated above, 
I have now to draw your attention to the following two 
outrageous points in the statement of Prince Konoye:-

(a) To bring about harmonious friendship between 
the two nations»

It is of course right for nations to 
become friendly towards each other for mutual 
existence on the basis of equal terms but a 
study of the so-called “harmonious friendship* 
in the eyes of Japan when compared with the 
expressions “Japan# Manchukuo and China Are 
Unseparable#* “Close Co-Operation Among Japan# 
lenchukuo and China* and “The Establishment of 
Mutual Relations for Co-Operation* as contained 
in Konoye’s statement will reveal to us the real 
motive* frankly speaking# it aims at the 
amalgamation of the Chinese nation with 
Japan« Does not all this mean the everlasting 
enslavement of our nation?

(b) Complete and absolute rapprochement and 
co-operation»

The actual motive of this demand is quite 
clear as I have already mentioned in the foregoing 
It aims at the complete enslavement of tile 
Chinese people*

These are the principal points of Prince 
Konoye’s statements he even concluded by saying that all 
they were the minimum terms that Japan would demand 
from Chine* Then what will be the maximum demands? 
These demends# when compared with Hirota’s three 
principles# are far more poisonous and extensive* The 
enemy dream» of inducing China to accept these terms* 
In view of the fact that the three principles advocated 
by Hirota were even unacceptable to us prior to the 
outbreak of the present war of resistance# how can China 
accept these humiliating terms at the present moment? 
In short, Prince Konoye’s statement exposes to the whole 
world Japan*e poisonous plots to seize control of the 
whole of this country*

In addition to the above# Prinoe Konoye’s 
statement has even confirmed to the world the outrageous 
plans of the so-called posthumous policy of the 

Emperor 1'eiji and of Tanaka’s Memorial which the enemy 
in the past had done everything possible to conceal from 
the public* In his memorial* Tanaka said» *In order to 
conquer the world# Japan must first conquer China** At 
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the session of the Privy Council of the Japanese 
Government held on December 1, 1938» Prince Konoye 
stated: "The end of the incident in China will depend 
upon the progress of China's work of reconstruction.* 
The so-called "progress of China’s work of reconstruction" 
mesne» in other words» the progress Japan is making in 
her work for the subjugation of this country. This 
convinces us that Japan will never cease her pets of 
aggression against China until she has succeeded in 
subjugating our country. The world by now must fully 
realize that Japan's policy has already expanded from 
the continental to the oceanic and that the northward 
policy has also become the southward policy. Briefly, 
Japan's present policy of aggression aims at the 
expansion of her influence both on the Asiatic Continent 
end along the Pacific, that is to say, in her attempt 
to conquer China, she also intends to overthrow 
international order, secure hegemony in East Asia end 
remove all American and European influences from the 
Par East. What Japan will do after she has realized 
this objective is an open secret clear to all. In short, 
Konoye*s statement has exposed to the world all the 
ambitious hopes and evil designs which Japan has harboured 
for the nast several decades.

I am confident that hereafter the world 
will be fully convinced of Japan's ambitious designs. 
A brief study of Konoye*s statement will convince us 
that Japan’s reel object is to bring about the subjugation 
of this country, the complete enslavement of our nation 
and is not Sino-Japanese co-operation or economic 
rapprochement. In the eyes of Japan, the question of a 
war indemnity or ceding of parts of Chinese territory 
is a matter of minor importance. The economic mission 
advocated by Japan means Japanese control of all economic 
resources in China in replacement of a demand for war 
indemnity, while her demand for the right to station 
troops in North Chine and Inner Mongolia and freedom 
to take up residence and to do business throughout this 
country is intended to bring about the control of the 
entire territory of China and the oppression end 
enslavement of the Chinese people as a replacement of a 
demand for portions of Chinese territory.

It will be remembered that prior to 
the Japanese annexation of Korea, the Japanese people 
likewise advocated that Japan and Korea were of one and 
the same race and that Japan and Korea should be 
inseparable, etc., the object being to deceive the 
Korean people. Now they are advocating collective 
co-operation in East Asia under the slogan that Japan, 
Kanchukuo and China are inseparable nations. To put 
it more clearly, collective co-operation in East Asia 
means China's amalgamation with Japan) in other words, 
it means Japan's annexation of China and the realization 
of Japan's Continental Empires As a smoke screen for 
these plots, Prince Konoye said in this statement that 
all this was intended to bring about the establishment 
of a new order in East Asia. He said this in the hope 
of throwing dust in the eyes of‘the world. This is



c new method invented by the Japanese Imperialists for 
the subjugation of China and the annihilation of the 
Chinese people« Japan has now prepared, all her plans 
to carry out the enslavement of our country end she 
is waiting only for China, through her short-sightecta ess 
to fall into her trap«

(to be continued)
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers dated December 29, 
1938 (Chungking telegram) :-

"JEAN'S PLOTS TO CONQUER THE WHOLE OF CHINA EXPOSED
BY GENERAL CHIANG KAI-SHEK"

(Concluded from Yesterday*s Translation)

If we believe that we can preserve our
existence and independence on the basis of equality 
under the very maw of the tiger* then we may be mad* 
Once we yield to Japan* we shall never be able to 
recover our freedom or to shake off the Japanese yoke* 
Japan's evil designs upon China are being exposed 
to-day| these designs have been handed down year after 
year by tradition and have always been in the minds 
of the Japanese people* During the past few decades 
Japan hau suffered much loss through incompetent 
statesmen and since then she has never had any far» 
sighted statesmen nor have efforts ever been made 90 
check the activities Of the Japanese militarists who 
act in violation of law and discipline or to prevent 
them from having a free hand in national affairs* It 
is for this reason that the Japanese warlords have 
become more and more aggressive in their ambitious 
desires and have long intended to bring Chine under 
their control* It is because we took up arms egainst 
their invasion in July* 1937 that they have failed to 
realize their plans to bring China to submission without 
military loss* Our resistance has gradually exposed 
to the world their treacherous plots and outrageous 
designs* Had we failed to take up arms against their 

V^aggression in 1937 and allowed them to extend their 
vacts of aggression* China would have been gradually 

v weakened physioially and paralyzed mentally and within 
five years she would have become a conquered nation*

Take, for instance* the methods Japan
employed in her annexation of Korea* On the one hand 
she advocated friendly oo»operation with Korea to help 
the latter to acquire independence* while on the other 
she employed treacherous means, such as coercion* 
inducements and instigation* to bring about the 
disintegration of Korea* It was by such means that 
Japan succeeded in annexing Korea without incurring 
any resistance from the Koreans*

Our resistance in the past 18 months
has greatly enhanced our national feelings* This 
coupled with the indomitable courage and national spirit 
of sacrifice of over a million of our soldiers fighting 
st the front and millions of our people in the rear 
has forced the enemy to discard its mask and expose 
to the world its grim appearance* By so doing, not 
only will China be free from the danger of being 
conquered by Japan* but the world will take heed and 
realize that if the aggressive acts of this outrageous 
nation are unrestrained and tolerated* they might cause 
a serious menace to the peace and order of the whole 
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world. The sacrifice and sufferings we h=vc to bear 
in this resistance are, of course, great, but they 
"re not made in vain because our nation and our country 
can thus be saved from collapse and the world prevented 
from being plunged into another disaster. I£ is for 
this reason that our sacrifices and sufferings have 
a very significant viewpoint. Our indomitable courage 
and spirit have created for us an impregnable stronghold 
for our national existence and independence.

My comrade si We must realize fully 
this point and exert more efforts towards tnc fulfillment 
of our obligations towards our nation. A general study 
of Japan's plots against us has now revealed to us the 
mad designs of our enemy. We are totally at a loss to 
understand why the enemy could have become so devoid 
of common sense and reasoning. Is it possible for a 
nation that has only a population of 70,000,000 people 
to conquer a country thrt has a history of 5,000 years, 
a population of 450,000,000 people and an area of 
more than 12,000,000 square miles? Can a. revolutionary 
government which has its own principles »nd understanding 
be easily made to submit to the oppression of others 
»nd forsake its mission for national salvation?

The enemy is intending to seize control 
of our military affairs under pretext of Joint action 
against communism, to monopolize our economic resources 
by means of an economic mission and to seize control 
of our political as well as cultural affairs as a means 
to destroy the existence of our nation under the pretext 
of promoting collective co-operation in East Asia. 
What a discreet and smart plan this isl The enemy has 
again end agein declared that inseparable and mutual 
relations for political and economic as well as cultural 
co-operation should be established among Japan, lanchukuo 
and China. In other words, this means that the enemy 
is intending to eradicate the existence and independence 
of the Chinese nation and to acquire hegemony in East 
Asia by political and eoonoinic as well as cultural 
means.

To tell the truth, besides Chine, there 
is no other country in East Asia that has an independent 
culture. China constitutes the nuoleus of East Asia. 
If China is deprived of her independence »nd existence, 
there can be no economic co-operation in Ee.st Asia. 
Take, for instance, the politics in East Asia. The 
politics of Qiina alone which have as their basis 
friendship, sincerity and Justice can be regarded as 
the leading factor in East Asia during the past 5,000 
years. The Three Principles of the People of our late 
Dr. Sun Yat-sen constitute the safeguard for everlasting 
peace and the principal doctrine for freedom on the 
basis of equality and independence. What kind of 
politics has Japan? Instead of coming to her senses, 
Japan Intends to conquer China as a means to bring about 
the reconstruction of East Asia. It seems that Japan 
lacks common sense and proper understanding. If there 
is no China in this world, there will be no East Asia 
to say nothing of Japan.
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The «»ctivities of the J>p«»neaa warlords 
in China which sim at the subjugation of this country 
can only hasten the collapse of Japan, because we have 
already established our foundation for national revival 
during the past 18 months of our resistance« Je fear 
no difficulties nor obstacles« It was through so much 
painstaking effort and strenuous labour on the part of 
the Jr pentae people during the regime of the jJmpiror 
Meiji th; t Japan became the strong nation that she is 
at present« But now everything is in the hands of the 
young militarists. They have wasted vainly Japan*s 
national strength and shaken her national foundation« 
It is indeed a pity to see Japan gradually collapse« 
In the eyes of these militarists, there is no China nor 
world; there is no discipline nor law« Unless efforts 
are made to check such activities, Japan will matt with 
serious denger. Though we harbour a greet hatred against 
the Japanese militarists, yet in view of the fact that 
Japan is our neighbour and that the Japanese people are of 
the sane race as w feel pity for them«

My comrades, the enemy militarists have 
now reacted the olimax of their outrageous acts« They 
have now only two courses to takes either to force us 
to suhnission by means of outrageous and harsh demands 
or to seize special rights in this country by means of 
quick ?nd easy methods« They take it for granted that 
the world can be easily deceived and that might is right« 

The various points contained in Konoye’s 
statement aim at (1) the closing of the door of China 
»nd the violation of the Nine-Power Treaty under the 

¡pretext of the establishment of a new order in East Asia, 
**t^) the eradication of European and American influences 
from the Far East by means of collective co-operation 
in East Asia and (3) the revival of Japan*s 21 demands 
under the pretext of stationing troops in North China 
and the demarcation of Inner Mongolia as a special area 
for anti-communist purposes. To put it briefly, the 
so-called new order in East Asia and the various other 
slogans advocated by Prince Konoye are only intended to 
induce China to destroy on her own Initiative the open 
door principle for equal opportunity and to impair the 
League Covenant, the Nine-Power Pact, the Sino-Soviet 
Non-Aggression Pact, and other international treaties. 
Japan not only intends to bind us and control our 
economic resources, but desires China to help her to 
secure hegemony in East Asia and to realize her object 
for control of the whole world, contrary to Justice 
and right. How can China, a nation which has as her 
national foundation the maintenance of Justice and right 
in the past 5,000 years, be willing to forsake her 
original status because of Japanese oppression? It will 
be remembered that when Tanaka came to Shanghai in the 
1st Year (1912) of the Chinese Republic and had a 
conversation with our late Dr. Sun Yat-sen, he said that 
wa should shake off all relations with foreign nations 
and establish a new status in East Asia» To this, the 
late Dr. Sun Yat-sen asked* Will not this violate the



international treaties?**, whereupon Tanaka replied; 
«To tear international treaties and to abolish all 
unequal relations will only be advantageous to China»** 
This was, however, rejected by our late Dr. Sun who 
sr.id; **We should bring about the abolition of unequal 
treaties through legitimate and proper procedure, life 
would not do such a thing if not through proper channels, 
jvcn though it might be beneficial to China

This is the spirit of Chin? -nd of the 
Thv ' Principles of the People. We rely on this spirit 
in >r resistance against all coercion and invasion, 
for the restoration of order in East Asia and for the 
establishment of everlasting oe?ce in the world.

In short, this war on the part of Japan 
is but a desperate move that will hasten the collapse 
of her moral discipline and character, but on the part 
of China it is a righteous movement. As a matter of 
f^-ct, all the nations in the world should ®dopt sanctions 
against aggressors so as to fulfill their obligations 
under international treaties. Unfortunately, however, 
they have remained indifferent. It is for this reason 
that we have started the present war of resistance, which 
aims to bring about the realization of our national 
revolutionary object, to senure independence end freedom, 
to maintain justice, to uphold the sanctity of treaties 
and to restore peace and order. The present war of 
resistance can be regarded as a struggle between right 
and wrong, justice and might and treaty-observers and 
breakers» So long as we remain firm in our determination 
and spirit end Continue our resistance with undaunted 
spirit and courage, final victory will be ours»
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Wang’s OfficeHere (•
Inside Fortress

Confiscated Property on 
Yu Yuen Road Being 
“Fortified”

Some 100 masons and carpenters 
are busily engaged day and night m 
converting the recently 
residence of Mr. Wang Pa-chun 
former Minister of Communications 
and brother-in-law of the present 
Minister of War in Chungking, into 
a formidable fortress, with pill-boxes . 
at regular intervals and large iron i 
spokes being placed in such a manner I 
as to make the premises impregnable. ¡

The building, which reputedly cost । 
$1,000,000 to construct some three or , 
four years ago, is situated inv^! 
centre of a large garden, ?n Yu Yuen 
Road immediately East of the Holly
wood Garden and, whilst two of the 
pill-boxes which face Yu Yuen Road, 
may be seen from the street, the 
building itself lies deep inside. A 
“North-China Daily News” reporter 
walked into alleyway 1136 and viewed 

! the Gothic-style palatial ^sidence 
through solid steel gates, which had 
been opened to permit the arrival of 
building materials.

All windows are barred and further 
protected by strong steel-netting, 
whilst some of the larger windows 
have been given additional protection 
by the emplacement of heavy steel 
plates. The watchman’s hut next to 
the large gate, is being re-inforced 
with cemeht. from the inside whilst 
all around the workmen were busy, 
rushing them job through as fast as 
possible. .

Enquiries made in the vicinity 
illicited nothing with regard to the 
purpose to which this building is to 
be put but it was subsequently learned 
that many plans had been studied 
by the Japanese authorities since they 
confiscated the premises some three 
months ago. The original idea was 
to convert it into a court house but 
this was found impracticable where
upon the possibilities of making this 

| palace, the future Shanghai residence 
of Mr. Wang Ching-wei was gone 
into, although it was soon discarded 
in View of the proximity of Holly
wood Gardens from where an attempt 
on the statesman could easily be made. 

r The gambling-den operators then 
fried to rent the premises but were 
not,successful in their attempt, and, 
whilst no confirmation of this report 
could be obtained, it, was reliably 
learned that Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
offices will move into this fortress 
once it is completed whilst he will 
reside in the French Concession when 
in Shanghai.

The constructional work is being 
1 supervised by armed plain-clothes 
. members of the Japanese Special Ser
vice Corps and trespassers are not 
admitted. When an attempt was made 
to take a photograph from outside the 
gate. a vehjment “No” was all the 
Japanese officials said.
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Mr. Wang Cliing-wei 
Said in Shanghai

Secret Arrival (ruin South 
Reported by Chinese Press

< hiiH'M’ pre«, ir|M>ita quoting 
arrival« in Hr ngkew stated that Mr 
Wang Ching wei hud secretly arrived 
tn Shanghai He was said to be 
staying in Hongkew but it was ad
mitted that h wan difficult to obtain 
confirmation h was pointed out, 
however, that it was very probable 
that Mt Wang had arrived here 
because several of hl* subordinates 
had hern artive here

Kevenl rv|H*rta were tn the effect 
that apart from doing propaganda 
work m Hungkong. Mr Wang’s aubor» 
dinair*, m«i»v of whom are good WTi- 
trr*i. hate com«» to Shanghai to publish 
a magaaine The mugarme which was 
aaid to be entitled Troteat’’ has published article, anWyTng Mr 
Wang’s prair proposal*

Several Chinese public bodies 
in Shanghai hate telegraphically 
petitioned Chungking asking that Mr. 
Wang «hould be arreeled The latest 
petition wam reported tn have been 
’em by the Shanghai Wharf Coolies, 
Un ion

I ■gT-JteragM'gi ■ > -vb >.■■■»»
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Wang Said I 
Setting Up 
Offices Hère

ChouFu-hai Held Slated 
To Head Pre-Nippon

Publication

Chief lieutenants of Wang Ohing- 
wei, ousted Kuomintang official»; 
have set up an office in Shanghai 
to conduct propaganda for their 
pro-Japanese cause, a Chinese re
port said last night.

It was indicated that the first 
task of Wang’s headquarters here 
will be the publication of a Chinese 
daily. Thus far, the report said, 
no printing firm in Shanghai had 
yet agreed to participate in the, 
undertaking.

Three of Wang’s assistants were 
said to have made frequent trips 
to Shanghai, among them being 
Lin pei-sheng, editor ef Wang’s 
newspaper, in Hongkong, and Mei 
Shi-ping, one of Wang’s chief 
advisers.

Another aim of Wang’s head
quarters here is to rally the aid 
of bandits in the guerilla areas, 
the report stated.

Meanwhile, a well-informed 
Chinese source asserted that Wang’s 
publicity man, Chou Fu-hal, had 
taken up residence in Hongkew 
ever since his chief’s flight to 
Hanoi. Chou was said to be living In 
Broadway Mansions.

¿Should Wang be successful in 
establishing a newspaper here, the 
report added, Chou will direct its 
publication from across the creek.

A/ /f^.

* • ili
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MINIMI,........

WHERE IS MR. WANd 
CHING-WEI?

Reports Of His Being 
In Shanghai Are Not 

Believed True
Although confirmation is still 

lacking regarding the presence of 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei. the self-exiled 
Deputy Executive General of the 
Kuomintang, in Shanghai it is now 
definitely known that many of his 
close followers, including Mr. Chow 
Fu-hai, erstwhile Minister of Pub-t 
licity of the Kuomintang, have been 
conducting political activities in 
Shanghai, it was stated by well- 
informed Chinese circles.

Doubts have been Expressed by 
these same circles that Mr. Wang 
has actually come to Shanghai, the 

¡ belief that he is no\y either in Hong
kong or Canton, they stated, is more 

' likely.
Meanwhile, it is also reported that 

Mr. Cfiow and his other colleagues 
are now organising a newspaper 
with offices to be set up somewhere 
in Burkill Road. The name of the 
paper, it is further reported, will be ! 
known as the “Far Eastern Daily 
News,” which will become the offi
cial mouthpiece of Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei through which he may express 
his personal views on current 
affairs. -



April 12, 1939. Morning Translation.

Standard end other local newspapers (Chungking telegram) s-

ntfQ CHING-WEI BELIEVED TO BE IN HONGKONG

Well informed quarters here discredit 
the reports of the arrival of Wang Ching-wei in Cantons 
they are of the opinion that the reports of bang's 
arrival at Hongkong are comparatively irore reliable.

According to a report published by the 
“Shih Shih Hsin Pao* ( , Chow Vai-hai (/SI
and Chu Mn-nyi (^ the followers of (iiiang Ching-wei
have established a secret organ in Shanghai to secure 
intelligence reports on behalf of Wang Ching-wei and to 
make preparations for Wang's arrival in Shanghai*
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Mr. Wang Ching-wei
CHUNGKING, April 17.—It 

is persistently rumoured here 
that Mr. Wang Ching-wei.de- 
po$ed President of the Exeeu- 
tive Committee cf the Kuomin
tang, arrived in Shanghai on 
April 9, and that he i%. now 
staying in Hongkew.

Mr. Wang’s staff, it is stated 
here, has its headquarters,. in 
a house in Seymour Road.— 
Reuter.
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Wang Ching-wei Saul I 
To Be in Shanghai

Chungking, Apr. 17.
It is persistently rumoured 

here that Mr. Wang Ching-wei, 
deposed President of the Exe
cutive Committee of the Kuo
mintang, arrived in Shanghai 
on April 9, and that he is now 
staying in Hongkew.

Mr. Wang’s staff, it is stated
I here, has its headquarters in a 

house in Seymour Road.—- 
Reuter. f
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Wang Charged With 
Falsifying Minutes 

Of Defense Council
Wu Tze-hni, Veteran 
Statesman, Issues

Strong Letter
CHUNGKING, Apr. 12.—.(Reu-| 

; „ers) .—The charge that many al
leged passages from minutes of 
secret, meetings of the National 
Defense Council, made public in a 
recent statement by Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei, deposed President of the 
Executive Yuan, did not appear in 
"he official records and were pure 
nventions, was made today by Mr. 
Wu Tze-hUi, the celebrated Chinese 
‘elder statesman,” in an open letter 
ó Mr. Wang.
Mr. Wu dealt at length with the 

ioace overtures made through the 
former German Ambassador to 
Shina, Dr. Trautmann, and declare 
ed that many of the “revelations” 
niade by Mr. Wang Ching-wei were 
false.

In referring to the peace negotia
tions, he declared, Mr. Wang had 
;ried to disguise the fact that Japan 
had asked Germany to talk paace 
with China.

Mr. wu’s letter said:—
“You alleged that when Dr. 

Trautmann called on thè Chinese 
?oreign Minister, Mr. Wang Chung- 
tiui, he said that when the German 
Ambassador in Tokyo saw the 

| Japanese Foreign Minister and the 
Japanese Minister of War, he asked 

[hern if Japan wanted to liquidate 
| he present situation, and, if so, 
; mder what conditions.

“Never Appeared”

“Such a passage never appeared 
n the official records. This is your 
attempt to disguise the fact that 
japan had asked Germany to talk 
peace.

“The passage that , details the 
[ anti-Japanese question also never 
i appeared in the official records.

“Your, remarks concerning the 
■ statements by General Tang Sen- 

1 ahi, General Pai Chung-hsi, Vice- 
Minister Esu mo and General Ku

’ Chu-tung could not be found in the 
official records.

“You quoted Dr. Trautmann as» 
declaring: ‘China, in her resistance 
against Japan, has amply demons- 
Lrated her spirit of resistance. This 
is the time for the termination of 
hostilities. In the Great War, 
.here were several good opportuni
ties for peace, but Gennany, con
fident of her own strength, refused, 
peace until? at Versailles» she was 
compelled to accept any terms 
dictated by others. I believe that 
the Japanese terms are not impos
sible of acceptance.’ This passage 
also never appeared in the official
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Divergences Found |

i »We ought to
I tills p°mt’JoL.Oheld responsible for 
rmann would be « _ Germanp ^rVtotSty of the
Government- /*n nfficc Would also 
Chinese ZTnJ?e®us other such 

I be affected. N_ documents 
divergences from

far, we hav® ^ the Cmmunists, k^ehlvSyouP«^- 

LiMfesr to ’mention one
I. «1 would l»e you were
Example. In W34-^d concurrentiy 
i Foreisn Executive Yuan, asI ’resident of the ded the dls- 
l3C°n aa J^asUng Cheh-yuan, then

missal of Mr- S™8^ y(SU imrne- 
|G°yerno!' d ■his dismissal.
hiately ord€.ra5L j? h0Urs, you gave Ls- «Vx rt
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Intei’esting Revelations Of Mediatory Efforts By 
Dr. Oscar Trautmann, Then German Ambassador; 

Searching Questions Put by Mr. Wang
CO-EXISTENCE~VITAL FOR BOTH LANDS; 

THE DANGER OF DESTRÛCTION

HONGKONG, April 1.-—Co-operation with Japan was the 
“indispensable way” for China to maintain her existence and 
independence and bring about stability in East Asia, instead of 
following the “common road to destruction” by carrying on 
hostilities, Mr. Wang Ching-wei, former Deputy General 
Executive of the Kuomintang, declared in a new peace 
statement issued here last night.

There could be no doubt, he said, that Japan and Cnina 
must follow the same road to co-existence and co-prosperity.

The former Kuomintang execu-* 
tive said he could not agree with* 
those who said China was able tof 
attain unity only by resistance and 
that if she made peace the country 
would again be reduced to a state* 
of disunity.

*Tf resistance is for the sake of 
the existence and independence of» 
the State, then it is quite a different^ 
question,” he declared; “but if 
resistance is resorted to as a means 
of bringing about internal unity; 
then I am absolutely against it.” |

If China and Japan co-operated 
with each other for peace they 
would certainly be able to bring;, 
about ‘‘everlasting stability in East 
Asia, and if not they will both suf
fer damage and bot^f come to| 
collapse,” Mr. Wang stated.

Chiang Was Rea jy ?<> Accept
His statement disclosed that Gen-J 

eral Chiang Kai-shek and high 
military officers of the Kuomintang 

had expressed their willingness to K 
accept peace terms offered by Dr. ’ 
Oscar Trautmann, then German • 
Ambassador to China, on November 
28 and 29, 1937.

General Chiang was willing to ' 
have Germany act as, intermediary ) 
and *Dr. Trautmann regarded his [ 
interview with the Generalissimo
as a success, Mr. Wang’s statement । 
revealed.

Comparing the peace terms 
advanced by Dr. Trautmann in 1937 j 
with the statement made by Prince 
Ayamaro Konoye when he was 
Premier of Japan on December 22,K 
1938, Mr. Wang expressed wonder^ [ 
as to why the terms of 1937, lyhichig 
he said were more stringent than- S 
the views contained in Prince | 
Konoye’s statement, were accepted j 
by General Chiang as a basis fori 
negotiation, while the Prince 
Konoye statement was not so 
regarded.

Mr. Wang pointed out that at 
the time Dr. Trautmann approach
ed General Chiang and high mili
tary officers in 1937, China’s mili
tary situation was not as unfavour-* 
able as when Prince Kony.c’s state
ment was made. Nanking, Hankow 
and numerous other cities had 
fallen to the Japanese in the 
intervening year, he recalled.

Members of the Supreme National 
Defence Conference of ,■■■>• the 
Kuomintang had expressed their 
approval of negotiations for peace 
at the time of Dr. Trautmann’s 
intervention, Mr. Wang*# statement 
said, citing a report of Mr. Hsu 
Mo, Vice-Minister of Foreign Affairs 
in’the Kuomintang Government 

.....

Aim Of The State
The aim of the State was it# 

existence and independence, and 
either peace or war was “nothing! 
but a means to that end,” Mr. 
Wang declared.

“Whether making peace deserves 
approval depends on the conditions: 
of peace,” he stated. “If they are| 
detrimental to the existence and i 
independence of the State, peace 
should not be made; if they are' 
otherwise, peace should be made.”1

Mr. Wang declared that China! 
should follow an independent ■ 
diplomatic policy and decide for 
herself whether she should make 
peace, disregarding the attitude of 
other countries.

Mr. Wang revealed that in the 
middle of February, the Chungking 
regime sent a member of the 
Central Executive Council to him 
and* tried to persuade him to go 
abroad, offering to grant him a 
passport. .

In a reply to the Chungking 
regime, Mr. Wang stated that he 
did not wish to leave the country.

What Tseng Chung-Ming Said
The statement quoted Dr. Tseng 

Chung-ming, colleague of Mr. 
Wang, slain by Chinese, gunmen 
recently, as having said just before 
bus death: “The affairs of the
State are in the hand# of Mr. 
Wang and the affairs of my family 
are in the hands of my wife. I have 
no cause to worry about either.”

“Mr. Tseng Chung-ming died for 
the State and his stand towards the 
cdnduct of its affairs,” Mr. Wang’s 
statement continued. “His views on 
the affairs of the State are identical 

mine and, naturally, the result 
of his contentions would Be 
similar to mine. He died, deeply 
concerned over our cause. If 
Providence had spared him a few 
more minutes I could have con- - 
soled him and assured him that >
we shared a common belief. I am 
prepared to exert myself to the 
utmost to realize this cause upon 
which the existence of the nation 
and the race is staked.

A Cry For Peace
“I have already urged peace in' 

my statement of December 28 last 
year. That is not only my own 
opinion, but it is a cry born out 
of the state of the nation. This 
attitude was arrived at collectively 
after discussions in /the supreme 
councils of the State. There are. 
countless facts which prove myl 
contention but I will point out 
only two to support my theory.

“First, I would like to quote 
£r°m_a report delivered by Mr.



Hsu Mo, Vice-Minister of Foreign 
Affairs in the Kuomintang Govern
ment, in the 54th session of the 
Standing Committee of the 
Supreme National Defence Con
ference, _which was held at the 
Central Bank of China Building in 
Hankow at 9 o’clock in, the morn
ing of December 6, 1937. This 
meeting was attended by Mr. Hsu 
Mo, Dr. H. H. Kung, General Ho 
Ying-chin, General Yu Yu-Jen, Mr. I 
Chu Cheng, Mr. Chen Li-fu, Mr. I 
Chen Kuo-fu, Mr. Chen Pu-lei and 
others, and was presided over by 
myself, with Mr. Chang Chun as 
Vice-Chairman and Dr. Tseng 
Chung-ming as Chief Secretary.”

Peace Conditions Explained
In the report, according to Mr. 

Wang, Mr. Hsu enumerated and 
explained the peace conditions 
offered by Dr. Oscar Trautmann, 
then German Ambassador to China, 
to Dr. H. H. Kung, Chairman of 
the Executive Council, on Novem
ber 28 and 29, 1937, acting under 
instructions from Berlin.

Dr. Trautmann’s peace proposals 
were those which had been present
ed by the Japanese Government to 
the German envoy in Tokyo as the 
conditions upon which peace should) 
be concluded for transmission to the 
highest Chinese authority, the 
statement said.

Mr. Wang in his statement quot- । 
ed Mr. Hsu as having enumerated 
the conditions as follows: 

j “1.—The autonomy of Inner
; Mongolia;

“2.—The enlargement of the area 
in which Japanese troops should be 
stationed in North China, but the 
administrative rights of North 
China, will remain with the Central 
Government;

“Japan wishes that an anti
Japanese person will not be 
appointed as the highest leader of 
North China. The above condition 
is acceptable if the conflict is to 
be brought to an end now, but 
should a new regime be establish
ed in North China, this should be 
allowed to continue. If the conflict 
is to be brought to an end now, 
Japan does not intend to establish 
a new regime in North China. 
Japan is prepared to continué 
negotiations now under way for 
the exploitation of mines in North 
China so as to bring them to a 
conclusion;

Question Of Shanghai
“3.—The extension of the 

demilitarized zone in Shanghai. 
The Japanese Government has not 
yet made clear the extent of the 
expansion, of the zone or the 

¡method to be resorted to in effect
ing it, but will not alter the 
administration of Shanghai;

“4.—With regard to the anti- 
j Japanese question, a settlement is 
i desired along the lines agreed upon 
i by Ambassador Kawagoe and Gen- 
jeral Cfràng Chun (Chinese Foreign 
(Minister). Details are but a technic- 
j al issue.

“5. — Anti - Communism. Japan 
hopes that China will take certain? 
measures to deal with this problem;

“6.—Revision of the Customs 
Tariff;

“7.—-Respect for the vested 
rights of foreigners in China.

“When Ambassador Trautmann 
expressed the desire to meet with 
Dr. Kung, Chapman of the Execu
tive Yuan, Foreign Minister Wang 
and General Chiang, a telegram to 
this effect was dispatched/ General 
Chiang immediately relied that 
he would like to see Dr. Traut
mann.



Dr. Trautmana’s Views
“I accompanied'Dr. Trautmann to 

! Nanking,” Mr. Wang reported Mr. 
I Hsu as having stated.

“ ‘During the course of the trip 
11 had the opportunity for an 
[intimate talk with Dr. Trautmann. 
¡He maintained that China had fully 
[shown her fighting spirit in past 
rhostilities, and it was about time 
for her to bring the conflict to an 
end. Dr. Trautmann cited Ger-1 
many’s example during the Great 
War. In spite of many occasions to 
talk peace, over-estimating her own 
power, Germany refused to make 
peace terms until she was forced to 
accept proposals by the victorious 
Powers in the Versailles Treaty.

“ ‘Dr. Trautmann also quoted 
Reichsfuehrer Hitler’s statement 
that Japan’s peace conditions, were 
not so stringenjOadding: that he 
hoped CKina would “consider the' 
proposals then being made by the 
Japanese Government.

“ ‘Dr. Trautmann and I arrived at 
Nanking on December 2 and 1 
immediately conferred with Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek, who said, 
after reflecting at length, that high 
military officials then in Nanking 
should be consulted.

“ ‘When I went to see General 
Chiang at 4 o’clock that afternoon 
for the second time that day Gen
eral Ku Chu-tung, General Pai 
Chung-hsi, Kwangsi leader; Gen
eral Tang Sheng-chih (member of 
the standing committee of the 
Military Affairs Council); General 
Hsu Yung-chang (former member 
of the Peking Political Committee), 
and others were assembled around 
Geperai Chiang.

General’s Questions
" ‘Upon my reporting Dr. 

Trautmann’s mission in coming to 
Nanking these military leaders 
asked me questions as to whether 
the stated peace conditions had any 
collateral conditions and whether 
they provided for limitations on | 
Chinese armaments.

“ ‘To these I answered that, i 
according to what Dr. Trautmann- 
stated, these__ conditions were
shown in their entirety and had no 
collateral conditions.

“ ‘General Chiang, in consulting 
the officers present as to whether 
or not an armistice should be con
cluded, first asked General Tang 
Sheng-chih, who was unable to 
reply at once. General Pai Chung- 
shih was ashed for his views, 
whereupon General Pai said: *‘If 
these are the only conditions what 
are we fighting for?” I said, ‘‘The 
conditions presented by the Ger
man Ambassador are only these 
few conditions?*

“ ‘General Chiang then asked; 
General Hsu Yung-chang what his | 
views were. General Hsu said: “If 
these are the conditions, we should 
accent them.”

‘“General Ku Chu-tung, question-i 
ed, said, “We should agree.”

“ ‘General Chiang again asked 
General Tang, who agreed with the 
majority.

“ ‘General Chiang then said that 
the peace' proposals, as made 
through Germany, should not be 
rejected, as the conditions did not 
subjugate China, and that it was 
necessary to keep the North China , 

“ regime alive. !
Danger Of Procrastination

‘“At 5 o’clock the same afternoon [ 
General Chiang and Dr. Trautmann 
had a conversation at . which I- 
interpreted. Dr. Trautmann asked 
General Chiang just what he had 
previously asked Dr. Wang; Chung- [ 
hui and Dr. H, H. Kung at Hankow, 
only adding that if the Kuomintang, 
wereto continue hostilities without: 
accepting the present proposals, the| 
peace conditions which might be! 
made by Japan in the future would! 
be far more exacting and rigorous I 
than those now presented.



“ ‘To this statement by Dr. 
Trautmann, General Chiang answer
ed: “Although Japan cannot be 
trusted, Japan blithely breaks 
treaties and her assurances cannot 
be counted unon, China appreciates 
the good offices offered by Ger
many, with whom she is on good 
terms. She also appreciates the 
good faith of Germany. In negotiat
ing peace upon these conditions, 
however, I would like to have 
Your Excellency kindly report to 
Berlin on two points, namely, that 
Germany is requested to act »as 
arbitrator throughout the Sino- 
Japanese negotiations and that the 
administration of North China

; should be strictly maintained. China 
! is willing to enter into peace 
j negotiations within the above con
ditions, which are tantamount to 
the fact that Japan should not 
assume the attitude of a victorious 
Power, and that her peace proposals 
should not be made in the formj 
of an ultimatum.”

Reminder On Realities
“ ‘In reply to these remarks, Mr.' 

Trautmann asked to be permitted; 
to say that, in the face of realities,) 
the Chinese Government had better 
not make demands to which it was 
not fully, entitled.

“ ‘General Chiang KaVshek then 
requested Dr. Trautmann to see if 
Germany would also use its good 
offices to advise Japan to conclude 
peace. Dr. Trautmann promised to 
convey the two points brought up 
by General Chiang to the Berlin 
Government. Reichsfuehrer Hitler 
also, wanted to make peace pro
posals to Japan and China equally, 
Dr. Trautmann stated.

“ ‘General Chiang further said 
to Dr. Trautmann, “If Japan was 

। to pose as a victorious nation and 
j contend that China had already 
¡accepted Japan's peace proposals, 
then China would be unable to 
resume peace talks.” Concluding 
his conversation with* General 
Chiang/ Dr. Trautmann expressed 
the opinion to me that it was very 
successful.

Not An Ultimatum
“‘Dr. Trqutmann also told Gen

eral Chiang at Nanking that these 
conditions, were not an ultimatum.

I The German Ambassador dispatch- 
|ed a cable to Berlin via Tokyo 
! from the boat on his return voyage, 
but subsequent developments were; 
not yet known, as a reply has not 
been received by Dr. Trautmann 
since then/ Mr. Hsu’s report con
cluded.

“On December 28 last year, in a 
letter addressed to the Supreme 
National Defence Conference I 
(Mr. Wang Chnig-weij stated as 
follows: ‘The conditions proposed 
by Japan as presented by Dr. 
Trautmann in his interview with 
General Chiang Kai-shek at the j 
beginning of December last year, : 
vzhen Nanking had not yet fallen, ; 
were hot so well defined as those 
how before us, and rather more 
stringent, and yet Gerieral Chiang , 
Kai-shek, in consideration of the 
ultimate trend of the situation, j 
agreed to make those conditions the 
basis of negotiations for peace.

“As is seen in the above, it is । 
quite clear that what I have thus ' 
stated is very concrete.

“If asked, for more evidence, ,11 
shall be able to list one hundred ; 
or one thousand more facts; but as ; 
these things are not yet of the past, 
it is necessary to keep them secret 



for the benefit of the country. Asi 
for the mediation by the Germans 
Ambassador, it has already become1 
a thing of the past, so I have cited 
it as only one of the examples.

Three Questions
“My statement coming to this 

point, there arise three questions. 
They are as follows:

“1.—In comparing the proposals 
| of the German Ambassador with 
the statement by Prince Konoye, 
while the former were thus re
garded as a basis for peace nego
tiations, how can it be that the lat
ter should be regarded as incapable 
of being such a basis?

“2.—At the time the German 
Ambassador was making efforts for 
mediation, Nanking had not yet 
fallen, but there was approval of 
the starting of peace negotiations. 
At the time when the statement by 
Prince Konoye was issued, Nan
king had already fallen and Tsinan, 
Hsuchow, Kaifeng, Anking, Kiu- 
kiang, Hangchow and the Wuhan 
area also had collapsed, and though 
Changsha had not yet fallen, it 
had been reduced to ashes. When 
there was a proposal for peace 
negotiations, the answer was no. 
What was the reason for such 
objection?

“3.—When the German Ambas
sador was making efforts for peace 
mediation, the members of the 
Supreme National Defence Confer
ence, whether they were at Nan
king or in the Wuhan area, were 
of one mind and expressed their 
approval of negotiations for peace. 
When the statement by Prince 
Konoye was issued, however, there 
were divisions among them with 
regard to the conclusion of peace, 
and those who were in the opposite 
camp were subjected to abuse and 
slander; more than that, even the 
taking of life was resorted to, thus 
making it impossible to work for 
the benefit of the country. What 
is the reason for all this?

Principles Of Peace Or War
“Though I do not ask for answers 

to the above three questions, I can
not but say something more to the 
people in general regarding the 
fundamental principles of peace or 
war.

“Some people may say that as 
they are maintaining their attitude 
in favour of fighting, they have no 
ear for arguments for peace, but 
such reasoning is not warranted.

“The aim of the State is its 
existence and independence, and 
peace or war is nothing but the 
means to that end. And we fight’ 
when we have to fight, and we 
make peace when we haye to do 
so.

“Whether the making of peace 
observes approval or not depend^ 
upon the conditions of ^eace; if 
such conditions are detrimental to' 
existence and independence, then 
we should not make peace, hut if 
they are otherwise, then we should 
make peace.

“Though there are some people 
who say that Chiné is able to at-} 
tain her unity only by means of' 
resistance, and that if she concludes 
peace-just'now, she will again he! 
reduced to a state of disunity, 1 
cannot subscribe to such an opin-| 
ion.



Motive For Resistance
“If resistance is for the sake of 

the existence and independence of 
the State, then it is quite a differ
ent question; but if resistance is 
resorted to as a means of bringing 
about internal unity, then I am 
absolutely against it.

“While insistence upon conclu- 
sion of peace does not prevent the 
establishment of unity in the State.l 
opposition to conclusion of peace is- 
not necessarily the means of sav-| 
ing the State from disunity.

“There is another argument to 
the effect that talk about conclu
sion uf peace affords an opportunity 
to the Communist Party for start
ing disturbances. But the policies 
in favour of making disturbances 
are inherent in the Communist 
Party and they undergo no change 
in case of either peace or war,

• “If it can be said that at the 
time of peace talks the machina
tions of the Community Party come 
to the surface, now should be the 
time for suppressing its activities.

“There is yet another argument 
that third Powers do not wish for 
the conclusion of peace. But diplo
macy should by all means be in
dependent and China should decide 
for herself whether she should 
make peace or war, weighing well 
which may be good for the exist
ence of her state and race, and 
there is no necessity to consider the 
positions pf other countries.

“The humiliating peace concluded 
after the Sino-Japanese War has 
brought to the country distress and 
difficulty, and, therefore, we do not 
wish for such temporary peace. 
Though France concluded a humi
liating peace after the Franco- 
Prussian War and avenged herself 
after the Great War to her great 
satisfaction, we do not wish for such 
temporary peace.

“Such a vicious circle of retalia
tion will never bring about an in
ternal peace.

“What I wish for from the bottom I 
of my heart is a far-sighted plan 
for East Asia.

Need For Co-Existence
“I have no doubt that it is as 

clear as day that if Japan and 
'china fight with each other, they 
will both suffer damage, and if they 
conclude peace they will both en
joy co-existence.

“If the two countries co-operate 
with each other for peace, they will 
certainly be able to bring about 
everlasting stability in East Asia, 
and if not, they will both suffer 
damage and both come to collapse.

“Though, on the one hand, the 
peoples of the two countries are 
sceptical about this point, yet on the 
other hand they have some kind of 
firm belief in this matter.

“After 20 months of fierce fighting, 
Japan has suffered a great deal, 
and China also has suffered no small 
sacrifice; thus, they both have been 

! injured and are rushing along the 
* common road to destruction. At 
the same time, it is clear beyond 
doubt that the paths of both to co
existence and co-prosperity are one 
and the same.

“It is a great wonder to me why 
the enlightened peoples of both 
countries, for fear of temporary 
vicissitudes ¿nd vulgar criticisms, 

¡are faltering in their attitude and 
thus have not decided upon what 
course to take. I wish that they 
would base their attitude upon a 
spirit of independence and persever
ance. •> ,

“The first sacrifice to proposals 
for the conclusion of peace, Dr, 
Tseng Chung-ming has marked with 
his own blood the way for. us to 
travel onward to co-existence and 
co-development.

“The last things that I want to 
discuss are the following:



Urged To Go Abroad
“In the middle of February, the 

Chungking Government dispatched 
a member of the Central Executive 
Council to me and tried to persuade 
me to go abroad by the grant of a 
passport.

“At the time I entrusted to him 
my answer to the Chungking Gov
ernment, which was as follows:

“1.—It would have been impos
sible for me to issue a statement if 
I had not left Chungking, but at 
this time of difficulties for our coun
try, it was a heart-breaking action 
for me to leave Chungking. And 
now, how can I leave the country? | 
I wanted to leave Chungking be- i 
cause I wanted to express the rea- * 
sons why my contentions should be! 
accepted, not because I bore any j 
grievances against individual per- j 
sons.

“2.—I am told that the National-1 
ist Government is making efforts 
for the promotion of international 
mediation. If, at least, they intend 
to carry on direct negotiations side 
by side with international media
tion, then I will not be unwilling to 
offer my lateral co-operation and 
efforts, although I am not holding 
any public position.

“3.-—If the Nationalist Govern
ment only postpones making any de
cision and thus lets the current 
situation drift by missing a favour
able opportunity, I shall only have 
to come back home again even if\ 
I once go out of the country.

“It is certain that the above con
tentions of mine constituted the 
principal cause of the incident of 
March 21.

“It is very regrettable that Dr. I 
Tseng Chung-ming, who had a long: 
life before him, has died without! 
witnessing the fulfilment of | 
his desires. If possible, I would । 
have taken his place to be assassin
ated.

Peril Of Association
“Though there is no knowing when 

I shall fall a victim at the hands of, 
ah assassin following the publics-! 
tion of this statement, it would be 
only what I wish for. I wish that 
the people of my country will read 
these words, which I leave behind 
me, and will appreciate what I 
have contended in them.

“What I have contended is the in- 
dispensable way for China to main
tain her existence and independ
ence, and, at the same time, the 
indispensable way to bring about 
eternal peace in East Asia and the 
world.

“■My contentions cannot be ac
cepted by the Chungking Govern
ment for the present, but I shall 
be gratified if, some day in the fu
ture, they will be accepted by the 
people of the country or by the 
peoples of both Japan and China.”— 
Dome!,
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Mrs. Wang Ching-wei’s
Brother Arrested

Charged With Misuse of 
Public Funds

Word has been received in Shanghai 
to the effect that a brother-in-law of 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei, dismissed Kuo
mintang statesman who favours peace 

I with Japan» has been arrested in 
Mengtze.

He is Chen Chang-tsu, director of 
the Aero Manufacturing Factory in 
Kunming and brother of Madame 
Wang Ching-wed, popularly known as 
Chen Bih-chuan, one of a few women 
members of the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang.

He is alleged to have fled from his 
post carrying a large sum of money. 
His disappearance was reported on 
January 16 but quickly the Military 
Affairs Council ordered all branch 
offices to look for him and he wtas 
eventually arrested a few days ago in 
a flying school in Mengtze.
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RUMOUR CONCERNING 
WANG CHUWW

visit Of Hsu Shih-ying 
To Chinese Leader 

Given Denial.
HONGKONG, Jan. 25.—Japanese 

reports reaching here from Hatn< 
definitely deny rumours that they 
former Chinese Ambassador v 
Japan, Hsu Shih-ying. has arrived 
in that city to visit Wang Ching* 
wet

The reports had asserted that 
Hsu Shlh-ying had travelled to 
Hanoi on instructions from General 
Chiang Kai-shek in order U

* endeavour to persuade Wang Ching-
i wei to return to Chungking.

According to the Japanese re
ports, the police protection of Wan# 
Chihg-we( At an undisclosed placò 
in Indo-Chind has been intensified 
after the arrival of reports from 
Hongkong of an attempted as
sassination of Lam Pak-sang,— 
Transoéean.



EVENING ECHO
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WANG'S FOLLOWER HERE
Mei Shih-plng, one of the follow

ers of Wang Chlng-wei, ousted Kuo
mintang leader, is reported to have 
secretly arrived in Shanghai. Met 
emerged into the limelight when he 
and Un Pai-sheng. another trusted 
follower of Wang, handed the “peace 
message“ of their leader to the 
Chinese press in Hbngkong last 
month. • •
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I
Wang’s Secretary 
Seriously Injured 

■ By Two Assassins
HONGKk ” Jan. 17.—(Reu- 

I ters).—Two *se assassins 
attacked Mr. Lu. k-sam, who 
is understood tc u Wang 
Ching-wei’s secretary, m the 
heart of the city at 5 o'clock 
this afternoon, and inflicted 
terious injuries upon him with a 
hammer.

Mr. Lum is not expected to 
live. One of the attackers has 
been arrested.
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Wang’s Departure
Not Secret

Chungking Knew He Was 
Going, Says Tseng Chung- 
Ming ; Opinions Differed

Hanoi, Jan. 16.
Allegations that Mr. Wang Ching- 

wei. dismissed Deputy Executive of 
the Kuomintang, left Chungking 
without notifying the Nationalist 
authorities, were refuted here today 
by Mr. Tseng Chung-ming, former 
Vice-Minister of Communications, 
who is accompanying Mr. Wang.

The late Nationalist official said 
he doubted the repea t ■ that Gen. 
Chiang Kai-shek was sending Mr. 
T. V. Soong, chairman, of the Board 
of Directors of the Bank of China, 
to Hanoi to urge Mr Wang to go 
abroad.

“Gen. Chiang’s group is trying to 
disseminate the rumour that MV. 
Wang came to Hanoi suddenly,’* 
declared Mr Tseng in an interview 
with Domei, “but the fact is that 
Mr Wang had two serious discussions 
on the question of peace with Gen. 
Chiang prior to his departure from 
Chungking. Realizing that their 
divergence of opinions was such that 
it could not be surmounted, Mir. 
Wang openly left the Kuomintang 
capital,” Mr. Tseng said, speaking on 
behalf of Mr. Wang.

Mr. Wang’s health has been show
ing signs of improvement recently. 
He changed his residence for the 
third time since his arrival in Hanoi 
a month ago, on Saturday night.— 
Domei,

Another Denunciation

Chungking, Jan. 16.’
General Liao-Lua i, Governor of 

Anhwei province, General Chang 
Chi-chung. Governor of Hunan pro
vince, and General Liu Wen-hui, 
Governor of $ikong province, have 
joined other leaders in telegraphing 
to the Government voicing their 
support of the Government’s decision 
to expel Mr, Wang Ching-wei.

Talks with Japanese at Hanoi

Mr, Wang Ching-wei is at present 
engaged in negotiations with certain 
Japanese in Hanoi, according to 
arrival« here from that city.—Reuter,
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Tokyo Newspapers Urge \ 
“Wait And See" Policy

On Wang’sPeace Move
Significant Passages Pointed Out And Tribute 

Paid To His Moral Courage; Chiang Regime
Is Seen Threatened With Split

BUT QUICK WITHDRAWAL OF JAPANESE 
TROOPS SAID IMPOSSIBILITY

TOKYO, Jan. 100.—A “wait and set*” policy is advocated 
by newspapers here to-day in commenting on the open letter 
addiessed by Mr. Wang Ching-wei to the Central Executive 
Committee of the Kuomintang Party and the Supreme War 
Council.

Newspapers pay special attention to the passages in Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei’s letter, in which he says:

“This opportunity to end the present war must not be 
allowed to pass again”; and “Assistance from Great Britain.
the United States and France 
such assistance can only have the 
effect of putting us into a more 
favourable position to negotiate 
peace; it is by no means sufficient 
to have any effect on the outcome 
of the war, enabling us to secure 
a decisive victory by military, 
measures.’*

The “Miyako Shimbun” pays 
tribute to Mr. Wang Ching-wei for 
“his moral courage in advocating 
peace, which is so badly wanted by 
the Chinese people, but which 
leaders of the Kdomintang Govern
ment still hesitate to voice.**

The “Nichi Nichi” is of the 
opinion that the most important 

¡and significant part of Mr. Wang 
^Ching-wei’s letter consists in the 
limit foreseen by him to the 
assistance from Great Britain, the
United States and France.

Because, the paper asserts, “there 
are inseparable connections be
tween General Chiang Kai-shek’s 
resistance against Japan and the 
assistance from these three coun
tries, of which General Chiang 
Kai-shek so boastfully exaggerated 
to his people.**

No Decisive Factor the “Kokumin Shimbun” declares:
x “They cannot be accepted byThe assistance of these three Japan as for

countries, the paper continu s, p o- A meeting point will be found re-* 
vides no decisive factor in the ganjjng the respect for the sover- 
China Incideat, nor can it eignty and territory of China, the
Japans firm determination lo kyH« ;questions of the conclusion of the 
up ,a new ,n Ea8t i anti-Comintern pact and economic

The crux of the question, declares c(M>Deration »
the paper, resolves into ah inter-.a p
pretation of Prince Konoye’s state- Peace And Order Wanted 
mept on., December 22 by those: However, the paper points out
“far-sighted Chinese ' people who the absolute impossibility of , a 
share. Japanese ideals and aspira-! complete and quick withdrawal of 
tions.” Japanese troops from China.

“Not a single Japanese soldier 
now in China,*1 the paper con
cludes, “wants to leave the continent 
until and unless real peace and 
¿order are established.—Reuter.

Communist Influence
The paber asserts that the pass

age in Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s open 
letter in which he says: “With the 
exception of the Communist Party 

is gradually materializing, but 
and minorities who would like to 
see China ruined, the National 
Government overthrown and the 
Kuomintany collapse, I can see no 
reason why anyone should be oppos
ed to an honourable peace” should 
be read with grave concern not 
only by China, but also by third 
Powers.

A couple of months will be re
quired to see what the real effects 
of the message and letter of Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei will exert on 
China, according to the “Kokumin 
Shimbun,” which points out that it 
is impossible to expect the Chiang 
Kai-shek regime to make a volte 
face with Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
peace move.

Threatened Split
“There is no gainsaying,, how

ever/’ the paper adds, “that Chin
ese public opinion is how divided 
and the Chiang Kai-shek Govern
ment is threatened with a split as 
a result of Mr. Wang Ching-wei% 
bold message and open letter.”

As regards the terms of peace 
suggested by Mr. Wang Ching-wei,
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NOTHING NEW
One important fact emerges from the 

latest declaration made by Mr, Wang Ching- 
wei amplifying the telegram sent to General
issimo Chiang Kai-shek, advocating that 
China should come to terms with Japan. 
Mr. Wang states that on December 9 he 
expounded his point of view to the General 
Executive of the Kuomintang, the Generalis
simo, that the difficulties confronting China 
arose out of the problem of how to sustain 
the war, and that with regard to Japan they i 
arose out of the problem of how to end it, J 
that both realized their own particular dif-t 
Acuities as well as the difficulties of the J 
other/ and that, therefore, peace was not J 
an impossibility. That view was not accept
ed by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, and 
in due course Mr. Wang Ching-wei with
drew from the interior. He then sent thei 
famous telegram which was also liberated 
to the Press, since when he has been ex
pelled from the Kuomintang. When a 
responsible statesman gives his views to the 
head of his Government, and finds them to 
be unacceptable, if he is an honest man 
he resigns. Had Mr. Wang done only that 
there could have been no grounds for 
criticism, but that he aided his country’s 
enemy by broadcasting his views in the 
manner he did is undeniable, and he is for* 
tunate that no severer charge has been laid 
against him than that of lack of discipline. 
Apart from that fact it is interesting to note 
Mr. Wang’s contention in the course of this 
latest declaration. He says : —

“The statement issued by the Japanese j 
Government on December 22 indicated that 
Japan has come to the proper realization of 
hef position with regard to China. It may 
be recalled that although the terms proposed 
by Japan through the intermediary of the 
German Ambassador, prior to the fall of 
Nanking in the early part of December last 
year (1937), were more unfavourably and 
even less défimiè/2yei~ den. Chiang, in view 

7FF ~ihe ¿¿neral situation hafl no hesitaUon in ; 
accepting them as the basis on which to i 
negotla^p àn honourable peace.

The revelation concerning Chiang Kai-shek’s 
attitude to those peace overtures is probably 
the divulging of a piece ot-sero, ! 
but the fact 'ri~thai the terms putfofWrd j 
by Dr. Trautmann were emphatically re
jected, and that is all that matters.

The question naturally arises as to whe- > 
ther in reality the terms offered to China j 
through German intermediation were really! 
worse than those which were contained in 
Prince Konoye’s recent declaration. Ini 
December, 1937, it was stated that the terms ! 
received by Dr. Herbert von Diercksen, Ger-1 
man Ambassador to Tokyo, for transmission 
to thè Chinese Government were : —

1. Conclusion of a Sino-Japanese economic ! 
agreement granting'Japan participation inj 
China’s national resources, Customs, com
munications and transport.

2. China’s adherence to the anti-Comintern 
pact.

3. Stationing of permanent Japanese garrisons 
in China.

4. Creation of demilitarized zones in areas 
specified by Japan.

5. Formation of an independent government 
in Inner Mongolia.

6. Payment of war reparations by China. 
There were it will be noticed six conditions. 
Prince Konoye in his latest declaration re
duced them to five :

tween China and Manchukuo.
2. The conclusion of an anti-Comintern 

agreement between China and Japan.
3. The stationing of Japanese troops in 

China and the designation of Inner Mon
golia as a special anti-Communist area.

4. Recognition of the freedom of residence 
and trade for Japanese in the interior of 
China.

5. Extension to Japan of facilities for the 
development of China’s natural resources, 
especially in North China and Inner 
Mongolia.

ilt will be noticed that the main difference 
between the two sets of terms is the omis
sion now of the demand for the paymerit 
of war reparations by China. With that 
major exception the two sets of terms are 
practically identical, except for the manner 
in which they have been phrased, though 
to the latter should be added the possibility 
of Japanese relinquishing extraterritoriality 
and securing the retrocession of the Con
cessions to China.

Comparison of the terms does not permit 
of the conclusion that those presented after 
the fall of Nanking are very much more 
onerous than those which are offered now. 
Glib phrases concerning the preservation of 
China’s sovereignty j and territorial integrity 
are meaningless in the light of Prince 
Konoye’s utterances^ for with the stationing 
of Japanese troops in China, the Chinese 
will have just about the same degree of 
sovereignty and integrity as they did under 
the Manchus with ¡their garrisons of ban- 

| nermen to hold them in subjection. Instead 
5 of the formation of ¡an independent Govern
ment in Inner Mongolia, the designation of 
that territory as enKanti-Communist area is 
suggested. ThfiL^igegettoet^is supelyUout Jn 
name alone, and indeed exceptfor a differ- 
eSfcU -hI*Wder and -phraseology the two sgts 
of terms, so far as five in each are concerned, 
¿rijgriTfe considered as identical for what 
is nof ctMTiy 'expressed in one can be de
finitely inferred from the other. Why has 
the claim for an indemnity been dropped? 
Obviously because by the economic arrange
ments Japan is busily engaged in perfecting 
it is hoped to wrest profits which may be 
substituted for the indemnity originally re
quired. Monopolistic control of China’s 1 
economic system, and its exploitation along 
lines which have already been indicated by I 
the action of the Japanese themselves de- ! 
monstrate that they are confident of making> 
their military venture pay in the future. 
Thus with a complete stranglehold upon ' 
China’s industry and commerce Japan 
should be able to reimburse herself, and the 
claim for an indemnity can consequently be 
dropped. The recognition of Manchoukuo 
specifically demanded by Prince Kpnoye is 
obviously contained in the earlier demand 
that China should adhere to the anti-Cpin- 
iritern Pact: she could not very well do so 
without acknowledging the sovereignty of 
the provinces she has lost in the north. The 
earlier requirement of the creation of de
militarized zones can only mean such zones 
as those which are not occupied by Japanese 
troops, and when the two sets of conditions 
are thus compared Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
contention that those offered after the fall 
of Nanking were far more onerous will be ( 
seen to have very little merit about it The 
substance of Japan’s original demands has I 
been repeated, and consequently emphasized.

1. Establishment of diplomatic relations be-
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Another Denial of
Peace Moves

“Clumsy Attempt to 
Mislead Public”

London, Jan. 6.
Mr. Quo Tai-chi, Chinese Ambas

sador to London, today emphatically 
denied he had supported the recent 
proposal for peace talks with Japan 
advanced by Mr. Wang Ching-wei.

Mr. Quo, along with, the Chinese 
Ambassadors to Washington and Paris, 
were alleged to have cabled Gen. 
Chiang Kai-shek urging him to fol
low Mr. Wang's suggestion. The al
legation was made in pamphlets, 
dropped on the International Settle-! 
ment ini Shanghai on Thursday by ’ 
Japanese planes.

The Chinese Ambassador here said 
that instead of supporting Mr. Wang, 
he actively attempted to dissuade the 
former Kuomintang official from 
issuing his circular telegram to Gov
ernment officials urging peace talks 
on the condition that all Japanese 
troops would be withdrawn from 
China.

“The Chinese Ambassador cate
gorically denied as absolutely false 
the . Japanese report alleging he 
telegraphed Chungking urging the 
acceptance of Wang Ching-wei’s peace 
proposals,” a statement issued by the 
Chinese Embassy here said. “Far 
from being any foundation for such 
allegations, Mr. Quo, as a close friend 
of Mr. Wang, sent him telegrams 
.strongly urging him to abandon his 
WSR^The Japanese report is a de
liberate, but clumsy, attempt to mis
lead the public and create confusion.” 
—'United Press.
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Japan’s Reconsideration Of Her Attitude To wartv
China Is An Opportunity To End War Which I—1 """

“Must Not Be Allowed To Pass Again”
FULL TEXT OF HISTORIC TELEGRAM 

DISPATCHED ON DECEMBER. 28

“reconsideration” of her 
in the December 22 state-

the present war” which

HONGKONG, Jan. 8.4—<Japan’s 
attitude towards China, exemplified 
ment of Prince Ayamaro Konoye, former Japanese Premier, 
constitutes an “opportunity to end 
“must not be allowed to pass again/’

This statement was made by Mr. Wang Ching-wei, former 
Deputy Chief Executive of the Kuomintang, in a telegram 
dispatched to the Central Executive Committee of the party 
and the Çhinese Supreme National Defence Council on Decem
ber 28. The full text of the telegram, amplifying that sent by 
Mr. Wang to General Chiang Kai-shek, which \fras published 
on December 31, was made public here to-night.

“With the exception of the Con> 
munist party and a minority, who 
would like to see China doomed, 
the Nationalist Government over
thrown, and the Kuomintang 
lapse,” Mr. Wang declared, 
could “see no proper reason 
anybody should be opposed to 
ourable peace.”

“It may be recalled,” Mr. Wang’s iyet General Chiang, in view of the 
message said, “that although the 
terms proposed by Japan through 
the German Ambassador, prior to 
the fall of Nanking in the early

'part of December last year (1937K 
were m°re unfavourable and even 
less definite, yet General Chiang, 
in view of the general situation, 
had no hesitation in accepting them 
as a basis on which to. negotiate 
an honourable peace.”

Assistance from Great Britain and
France, he continued, “can only attiÎuci^L towards China by Japan, it 
have the effect of putting us in a Is natural that we should respond 
more favourable position to negoti- with a statement on what basis we 
ate peace; it is by no means suffi- may negotiate with Japan in qrder 
cient to have any effect on the out- find a proper solution of the 
come of the War, enabling us to various questions with a view to 
secure a decisive victory by ’ mill- re-establishing peace and stabilizing 
tary measures;” ’ the Far Eastern situation. This op-

Germany and Italy, Mr. Wang P^nity Io end the war
asserted, “will certainly not* 
reluctant to assist, in the 
establishment of peace.”/

Mr. Wang’s Statement
Mr. Wang’s statement was as

1OWS:----* __ _ ~ __
“On the 9th. of this ffionth ? (Dec- position to negotiate peace; it is by 

ember 9, 1938), I expounded to the no means sufficient to have any ef- 
GeneraP Executive of the Kuomin-J feet on the outcome of the war, 
tang,< General* Chiang-Kai-shek, the enabling us to secure a decisive 
view that the difficulties i now. con-[ victory by military measures. This 
fronting China arose out of the prob-} is well known to „ everybody and 
lem of how to sustain the war, that ¡[needs no further explanation. With 
with regard to Japan they arose out ¡regard to international "Situation, it 
of the problem of how to end thexyarjjs obvious that without the co
that -both countries, realized their operation of Great , Britain, the 
own particular difficulties as well i United States and France, Soviet 
as the difficulties of thé other, and? Russia cannot take any independ- 
that, theréfore, peace is not an im- ent action to help China on any 
possibility. , large scale, while Germany and Italy

“In addition, I said that, on thisywm certainly not be rëluctaht to 
issue, in so far as foreign relations assist in the re-establishment of 
were concerned, we might have ex- peace. With regard to the internal 
pected the assistance of Great Bri- ¡situation—with the exception of the 
tam, the United States and of Communist Party and a minority, 
France, the acquiescence of the who would like to see China doom- 
Soviet Union, the non-intervention 
of Germany and Italy and especially 
the awakening of Japan. And if 
Japan should come to the realization 
of the fact that China could not .be 
subjugated by force of arms nor 
Could the Far East be brought under 
its. absolute hegemony, then peace 
would eventually dome to the relief

col- i 
he I 

why 
hon-

ito the proper realization of her 
position with regard to China. It 
may be recalled that although the 
terms proposed by Japan' through 
the intermediary of the German 
[Ambassador, prior to the, fall of 
¡Nanking in the early part of De
cember last year (1937), were more 
/unfavourable and even less definite.

•general situation, had no hesitation 
in accepting them as the basis on 
which to negotiate an honourable 
peace.

“Subsequently, however, as the 
result of Japan’s own hesitation and 
change of mind, and the consequent 
alterations of the proposed terms and 
the widèning of their scope after 
the fall of Nanking, the matter was 
left in abeyance. But in view pt 
the ¿présent reconsideration of her

be must not be allowed to pass again, 
re. Aid From Third Powers

“Assistance from Great Britain, 
the United States and France is 
gradually materializing. But such 

fol- assistance can only have the effect 
of putting us in a more favourable

ed, the National Government over
thrown, and the Kuomintang collapse 
—I can see no proper reason why 
anybody should be opposed to. 
honourable peace.

“It is only after mature delibera
tion that I venture to make this 
proposal. I have already expound-

of all. These views ' 7“ ed S# views to Chiang in
«n ^ere %??wn to another message, and I, am now ad

dressing this to you in the hope 
that my sincerity bfei given due con
sideration and my suggestions «’4«. 1 »*_

all those4 comrades who w&fe pres* 
ent at our conversation.*

Japan’s Realization „JÍÜ vmir anoToval
-The statement issued by the honored w.th your approva 

Japanese Government on December 
22 indicated that Japan has coipe

Domei.
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That the Government should issue 
an order for the arrest of Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei, expelled Kuomintang 
leader, is urged by General Chang 
Fa-kwei, famous “Ironsides” Com
mander, and General Yu Han-mou, 
Pacification Commissioner for 
Kwangtung, in a joint telegram to 
President . Lin Sen and General 
Chiang Kai-shek. The message says 
that Mr. Wang, in making his peace 
proposal, which virtually calls for 
China’s capitulation, is guilty of 
high treason, and should be severely 
punished in accordance with law 
Headed by Mr. Lo Lchun, the 
various Cantonese members of the 
C. E C. and C. S. C. have also sent 
a joint petition to General Chiang 
Kai-shek, General Executive of the 
Kuomintang, urging that severe dis
ciplinary measures be adopted 
against Mr. Wang.

«■>»*■
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THL CASHILRING OF '..ANGCHING-A.il

The National Government has replied to 
Wang Ching-wei's manifesto in favour of peace by means 
of sanctions. The President of the Central Political 
Council has been shorn of his posts; he has also been 
expelled from the Kuomintang.

The fact that it was announced on the 
morrow of the.day that Wang Ching-wei had secretly left 
Chungk^ngi/tiBienla words and acts do not bind the National 
Government shw.s that Wang Cning-wei has not been in accord 
with his colleagues. The Permanent Committee of the 
Central Ixecutive Committee on January 1 ar 2 emphasized 
the gravity of Wang Ching-wei's action which was taken on 
his own initiative. The Conmittee reproached him with 
desertion of his post without permission» publishing peace 
proposals against the interests of the country and contrary 
to the decisions of the Government» showing in a false 
light the demands of the enemy in such a manner as to 
mislead the Chinese people,with having relations with the 
oimny and vith having by his culpable intrigue risked the 
disorganization of the Stats. In conclusion* the Committee 
holds the view that Wang Ching-wei is proposing the 
capitulation of China.

In any other country the acts for which 
Wang Ching-wei is being criticized would be regarced as 
acts of treason. However* it seems that the Chungking 
Government d,es not regard the affair as being very grave 
since it is content with only adopting comparatively mild 
measures of repression. This is not the first time that 
Wang Ching-wei has been placed under a ban by the Government 
and the Kuomintang; his former condemnations did not stop 
him* after a lapse of time* from again taking his place in 

*« » tMcounsels of the Government and of the Party and of even 
* \ Mieing called to the direction of the Government.

However» the weak points of his manifesto 
have been clearly exposed by his colleagues on the Central 
Executive Committee, it is inadmissible for a politician» 
in time of war» to decide» on his own initiative» to make 
peace or to permit him» by his intrigues» to divide or to 
weaken the Government entrusted with the defence of the 
nation. It would be equally strange for him to enter into 
relations with the eneny unless at the request of the 
Government« On the other hand* the Chungking Government 
is right when it says that l*ang Ching-wei is misleading the 
people by presenting as sincere the assurances uttered by 
Prince Konoye and lit. Arlta in regard to the upholding of 
China’s sovereignty» whereas the •new order of things* that 
Japan pretends to establish in the Par Last will relegate 
China to a state of slavery like Manchukuo to-day. To 
accept the basis of peace which the Japanese have proposed 
would» as Wang Ching-wei’s colleagues say» be tantamount 
to capitulation.

Now* Chungking considers it has sufficient 
means to continue the war. There is no lack of soldiers 
who are Inured to the war and they will be fighting under 
more favourable conditions. Their armament is adequate
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for a def nsiVv 'war. The credits from Great Britain ¿nd 
the United States of America will enable China to maintain 
her currency and to purchase var materials.

Vang Ching-wei is now in a foreign land 
and will probably continue his intrigues. It ie difficult 
to say what he hopes to gain thereby. He has asked the 
Japanese to withdraw their armies from China. He prefers 
to sacrifice Inner Mongolia which will become a Japanese 
military bulwark. But the Japanese will not be able to 
remain in Inner Mongolia unless their army controls the 
Hopei and Shansi railways. Vang Ghing-wei sterns to have 
resigned himself beforehand to that "restriction^ which 
will be placed on China*e sovereignty. It onl/ "emains 
to be seen whether the Japanese military leader a w511 
consent to abandon their conquests. They have d* dared 
their intention to hold the strategic points along Jh£ 
Yangtse River* the Lunghai Railway and the Kin Han Railway. 
They also desire to exercise a rigorous control over the 
Chinese Army of the future* It is doubtful whether they 
will to-day grant Vang Ching-wei the military concessions 
he is asking them.

Certain reports from Japanese^sources 
state that bang Ching-wei may proceed to Germany and Italy 
to persuade the Buehrer and Ihtssolini to induce Japan to 
make her terms to China lees harsh. But Japan aid not 
join the "axis" only out of sympathy with these regimes 
of might* for she had also calculated upon being given a 
free hand in the Bar Bast.

According to other sources of information
<Wang Ching-wei is willing to collaborate with the Japanese 
\ ' militarists and to proceed to Nanking to act as Chief of 

x the Nanking regime. These reports* however* are not 
reliable.

In short* Vang Ching-wei*s peace movement 
has been refuted by the National Government and by Chinese 
public opinion. It may be that Vang Ching-wei will 
continue his movanent for peace; in that case* his only 
chance of success depends upon whether he can prevail 
upon the Japanese to reduce thdr claims. However* it 
does not seem that the Japanese are disposed to leave out 
anything that is essential. Perhaps Japan will be less 
exacting in time; but the Chinese army must preserve its 
cohesion and tenacity* while the measures of economic 
reprisals about which London and Washington have been 
talking so much must be more substantial than mere subjects 
for academic discussion by chancellories and newspapers.

Everything depends upon China* s resistance. 
It is Improbable that ang Ching-wei *s new peace movement 
will diminish in firmness.

Georges Moresthe.
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« Planes Drop Peace Plea '

Handbills printed on green and yellow paper were dropped 
by two Japanese planes allover Shanghai this morning giving 
the first outright indication of Japan’s great affection for MT. 
Wang Chhig-wei’s peace appeal. Two kinds of handbills were 
dropped from the air, one containing a full text of Mr. Wang’s 
telegram to Chungking, with his picture, while the other re- 
ported that China’s ambassadors in Paris <Dr. V. K. Wellington 
Koo), London (Dr. Quo Tai-chi), and Washington (Dr. Hu 
Shih) had jointly and secretly wired to Chungking asking the 
government tc sue for peace on four principles; (1) Give up 
Manchuria, (2) Demandretrocession of the foreign settlements 
and ccnce?Mons. (3r Retain the’ name of .the National Govern
ment as ft is recognized all over the world, and (<). Early peace 
to present spread of communism in China and to save people 
from further sufferings The planes went up. at 9.45 ahdremain- 
ed ‘in' the; air until 10.30. Then bandbills were ¿mostly thrown 
out from the planes north of Soochow creek to- allow a stiff 
wind to blow them into the heart of the International Settle
ment and French Concession. \

>\Vn
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Surrender Leaflets Dropped 
Over Shanghai

Mr. Quo Tai-chi Repudiates Responsibility for 
Part in Peace Move; Japanese Gesture

Chungking, Jan. 5.
A “MALICIOUS invention” was the description applied by a 

spokesman of the Chinese Government to the allegation that 
the Chinese Ambassadors in London, Paris and Washington had 
sent General Chiang Kai-shek a telegram urging him to accept 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s peace proposals.

The allegation in question was made in pamphlets dropped 
by aeroplanes on Shanghai this morning.

“Because of the unfavourable impression created abroad by 
Japan’s internal difficulties, the Japanese,” the spokesman said, 
“are trying to divert attention by spreading malicious rumours 
against China.”—Reuter.

A telegram describing his peace 
proposals as a wrong move and 
urging him to retract them has 
been sent to Mr. Wang Ching-wei 
by Mr. Quo Tai-chi, the Chinese 
Ambassador in London, Reuter 
learns today. Mr. Quo has been for 
many years a close friend of Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei.

Usually well-informed quarters 
here assert that Mr. Wlang Ching- 
wei is at present staying at a villa 

: “60 miles from Hanoi.”
General Li Tsung-jen, the Kwangsi 

leader, peneral Liu Wen-hui, 
Governor of the newly-created 
province of Sikong, and various 
public bodies in Yunnan and Hunan 
have issued statements denouncing 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s peace move.

Chinese newsboys in Hongkong, 
according to Chinese reports from 
the Colony, are refusing to sell the 
Nan Hua Jih Pao, a newspaper pub
lished under the auspices of Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei.—Reuter.

Determined to Fight
London, Jan. 5.

The determination of the Chinese 
people to fight .to the bitter £nd 
until an equitable and lasting peace 
could be obtained had been strength
ened, declared Mr. Quo Tai-chi, the 
Chinese Ambassodor in London, 
speaking yesterday at the National 
Trade Union Club, London.

He said that the whole country 
was behind the leadership of Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek.

Japan’s peace terms, Mr. Quo 
w ent on, were a fraudulent attempt 
to make China a vassal state.

The telegrams purporting to have 
' been sent by Dr. Quo Tai-chi, Chi

nese Ambassador to London, * Dr. 
Wellington Koo, Chinese Ambassador 
to Paris and Dr. Hu Shih, Chinese 
Ambassador to Washington, are 
stated to be dhted December 28, 
1938. The telegrams contained five 

| points as follow:
1. China must preserve her terri

torial integrity by all means.
2. Since Manchuria is not Chinese 

territory but it is the life-line of 
Japan it is better to recognize Man- 
choukuo as China is not even yet 
able to reconstruct her interior.

3. The protracted warfare has 
j caused much trouble to the people 
of the two countries while Soviet 
Russia is watching for a chance to 
act. All intelligent people realize 
that China is not suitable for com
munism and Japan is afraid of it 
like’a “snake.” In order to avoid 
extermination it is better for Chinn 
to tolerate for the time being by 
making peace.

4. Foreign settlements in China 
are sources of all sins- and even 
wise' foreigners would like to see 

•; them abolished. Now that Japan 
has proposed to abolish them, China 
should accept the proposal but the 
consular jurisdiction must also go 

j at the same time. As to the question 
of - allowing the Japanese to domicile 
in China, a remedy can be obtained 

'by working out legal land political 
measures.

I 5. Since it is internationally 
! i ecognized the name of the National 
I Government of China must be 
| maintained by all means.

Until Japan changed the terms of 
her policy towards China, there was 
no alternative for China but to con
tinue’her resistance.

While Japan was showing signs of 
internal disturbance, China had 
shown none of weakening, and 
there was “no possibility of sur
render.”—Reuter.

Leaflets in different colours were 
dropped yesterday morning into I 
foreign settlements in Shanghai by j, 
two Japanese aeroplanes stating that J 
telegrams had secretly been sent to-pj 
the Chinese Government by Chinese | 
ambassadors in Europe and America < 
replying to the peace proposal and[1 
supporting the, idea of making 
peace with Japan. Another type of.i 
leaflet had simply Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei’s recent peace proposal printea 
on them together with Mr. Wangs

Paris Denies Reports
Paris, Jan. 5.

“Contrary to rumours from Shang
hai, neither the Chinese Ambassador 
’ tq France nor the Chinese Embassy 
in Paris had sent a telegram to Gen
eral Chiang Kai-shek or to the Chir 

inese Government approving the idea 
|pf accepting the Japanese peace pror 
posais outlined on December 22,” a 
¡Chinese Embassy communiqué an-\; 
nounced today.

“The Embassy takes this opportunity 
to warn the public against such 
attempts at propaganda aiming at 
undermining China’s determination 
to resist tinder General Chiang Kai- 
shek’s , leadership until the final 
victory.”—-Havas.

picture.
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Attempted Wang Coup D’Etat 
Said Frustrated Bv Lung

CHUNGKING, Jan. 5.-r-(Kuomin).—The important role played by 
General Lung Yun, Chairman of the Yunnan Provincial Government, 
j,n frustrating an attempted coup d’etat of Mr. Wang Ching-wei, 
expelled Deputy General Executive of the Kuomintang, is praised, in 
official circles here.

It is stated that, before his flight to Hanoi, Indo-China, Mr. 
Wang had a lengthy conversation with General Lung Yun, at Kun
ming (Yunnanfu), provincial capital of Yunnan.

Mr, Wang tried to persuade the Yunnan leader to stage a coup 
in Yunnan, so as to force the Government to accept Mr. Wang’s 
so-called peace proposal. If Yunnan had turned against the Central 
Government, it is pointed out, it would have cut China’s only route 
of communications with the outside wof!* for the transport of arms 
and ammunition.

General Lung, it is learnt, flatly and categorically rejected Mr. 
Wang's ideas, ¿nd sent an urgent telegram to General Chiang Kai- 
shek informing him of Mr. Wang’s attempt. ’ '

The text of General Lung’s historic telegram to General Chiang 
will be made public shortly.

¡»-»st
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Political Changes Are 
Expected In Chungking

To Follow Wang’s Move
COMMUNIST PARTY OFFICIAL EXPECTED 

TO BE HIS SUCCESSOR AS DEPUTY •
HEAD OF THE KUOMINTANG

BUT STRENGTHENING OF GOVERNMENT 
SEEN AS ULTIMATE RESULT

Not Generally Believed That Wang Will Join In 
With Nanking Or Peking Regimes; Flight Said 

Planned Secretly More Than Month Ago

CHUNGKING, Jan. 3.—Important political changes are 
expected within the next week as a result1 of the dismissal of 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei, who held the posts of chairman of the 
Central Political Council and Deputy General Executive of the 
Kuomintang.

His successor as Deputy General Executive of the Kuomin
tang will, it is reported, be a man of known Leftist sympathies.

Although he probably will not be the actual leader of the 
Communists, his appointment will naturally draw the Com
munist Party closer into the fold and, according to official 
quarters here, will “show the solidarity of the Chinese people.” 
¡While Mr. Wang’s defection caus-^nas done much'irf' reassure the 

d a certain amount of momentary people.” 
lismay in political circles here, a '’¿««¿J
ecovery followed quickly, without ‘p

sign of any serious weakening of the Auiong thc of Chinese
Chinese political structure and foreigners studying the present

Ultimate Strength political situation, it is hot generally
Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s exit will believed that Mr. Wang intends im- 

ultimately have thé effect of streng- .r !° ^°*n ^e Nanking or 
thening the power of the Nationalist ■ „ regimes and thus ally him- 
Government, in the opinion of t,^e^ irrevocably with a venture the 
Chungking diplomatic circles, who>j?yccc®s , which is believed in Chin- 
have been watching the situation $ ?sa CII^C1®S # here to be, as yet, far 
closely, gfrom certain.

Mr. Wang Ching-wei, they point? wou^ rather, they think, re- 
out, had some following, but this^Jnain 111 retirement watching events 
was greatly weakened lately by hlsFr • a vantage-point' where be cap 
policy, which caused his supporters ?exeJc*se s e^orts at mediation if 
uneasiness, isuch. «*<Natwn wer^ in his opinion,

‘‘Mr. Wang is better out of the feasible.—Reuter.
Government than in it/’ an observer 5 ~~
told Reuter, ‘‘for he was a source of F1lom Abroad
constant weakness and uncertainty/ CHUNGKING, Jan S.—Messages, 
The prompt action of the Govern^ I acc0.n? •*? circles, are
ment in ¿»claiming his manoeuvres <pouring in from all parts of China,
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[and also- from overseas, supporting 
the Chinese Government’s decision 
to expel Mr. Wang Ching-wei from 
the Kuomintang Party.

The Government’s prompt and 
drastic action, in this respect, is be
lieved , to have dissipated all 
fantastic rumours and speculations 
which wçre prevalent immediately 
after Mr. Wang’s departure from 
Chungking.—Rebter.

Flight Secretly Planned
CHUNGKING, Jan 3.—Officials 

here state that Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei’s departure from Chungking 
was secretly and carefully planned 
over a month ago.

At that time, his sons, who were 
studying at the Nankai University 
in Kunming, suddenly left school.

Before his own departure, Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei’s entire family and 
staff, together with their luggage 
and bocks, were already on their 
way to Hanoi. Only one watchman 
was left at the family residence here, 
indicating their determination never 
to return.

Yesterday’s official announcement 
of Mr. Wang Çhing-wei’s expulsion 
from the Kuomintang and his dis
missal from all posts, was greeted 
with unanimous and whole-hearted 
support by the Chinese press.

While declaring that they were 
sorry for Mr. Wang Ching-wei, the 
papers stated; “It is no loss either 
to the Government or the nation.” 
—Reuter.

“Traitors To The Nation”
CHUNGKING, Jan. 3.—A decree 

issued by the Chinese Government 
yesterday orders the arrest of all 
“traitors to the nation” but doesnot 
indicate which persons are so de
signated. The belief, however, pre
vails in political circles that the 
hew measure is, to a certain ex
tent, connected with the case of 
Wang Ching-wei and it is pointed 
out that in the official account of 
the expulsion of Wang Ching-wei 
from the Kuomintang, it was ex
pressly stated that he had been 
guilty of acts of treason committed 
in time of war.
* One of such acts, according to 
the official account Jn question, con
sisted in undermining the founda
tions of the Chinese State by par
leys with enemies of China. The 
account went on to say that the 
“national discipline could not coun
tenance any citizen double-crossing 
the national policy in war-time and 
the party discipline did not admit 
of any, member of the party opeu- 
ly and publicly expressing his opin
ions on the course adopted^ by ifae 
party leadership.” Hence the ex
pulsion of Wang Ching-wei was 
necessary since thé national solid* 
arity and the indomitable national 
will were indispensable conditions 
of winning the war.*

It should be observed that, the 
decree ordering the arrest of all 
“traitors to the nation” \ expressly 
exempts all members of the Chin
ese Governments under Japanese 
influence who were stated in the 
decree to be acting under duress 
and to whom free pardon is pro
mised provided they “return to the 
fold of the Central Chinese Gov- 
€rnmént."^-Transocean.
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Chungking’s Policy Not To 
Be Affected By Wang

Central Party Publicity Department Issues 
Statement Castigating Improper Action; 

“Ideas Of Only Spineless Cowards”
CHUNGKING, Jan. 2.—The Govern

ment’s determination to pursue its 
fixed national policy of resistance 
against Japanese invasion, despite 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s aberration 
was reiterated by the Central Party 
Publicity Department, in a state
ment issued yesterday.

The statement says that Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s departure from Chung
king had not been previously made 
known to the leaders of the Central 
Government, and can only . ha 
regarded as a personal matter. Even 
after his departure, he did not for
mally notify them of his where
abouts.

Moreover, Mr. Wang’s action has 
absolutely nothing to do with the 
Kuomintang, the National Govern
ment, or the Military Affairs Com
mission., as already pointed out by 
General Chiang Kai-Shek, President 
of the Military Affairs Commission.

With reference ■ to Mr. Wang’s 
proposal fpr concluding peace with 
Japan, the statement says that the 
text of his proposal was first com; 
municated to the press and publish
ed in the newspapers before it was 
telegraphed to the Central authori
ties—an infiproper procedure for a 
tnan of Mr. Wang’s experience.

Only Personal Ideas
Continuing, the statement says 

that Mr. Wang’s proposal represents 
only his personal ideas, or at most. 
only the ideas of a few spineless 
cowards .who are willing to foe 
utilized as tools of the enemy. The 
campaign of resistance is however' 
by no means affected by Mr. Wang’s 
personal views. The Government 
and the people are determined, now 
as ever,, to resist the Japanese to 
the uttermost

The ? Sino-Japanese question, the 
statement adds,, is hot ope that can 
be settled in a day or by one or two 
individuals. The Government, in 
pursuance of the bequeathed teach
ings of the last Party Leader (Dr. 
Sun Yat-sen) and. in accordance 
with the unanimous wiji of the peo
ple, will continue to pursue its flx-

ed. national policy, which can not 
be altered at the pleasure of one 
or two persons.

Change Of Opinion
The statement recalls that, ever 

since the Shenyang (Mukden) In
cident in 1931, Mr. Wang has al
ways expressed himself in favour of 
stiff resistance against Japanese in
vasion. His change of opinion at 
the present moment is splf-contra- 
dictory, to say the least.

Referring to Prince Konoye’s re
cent declaration, on which Mr. 
Wa fig’s peace proposal is based, the 
statement says that, as already 
pointed out by Generalissimo I 
Chiang Kai-shek, the Japanese' 
Premier’s declaration is aimed at 
the extermination of the Chinese 
nation, and betrays the exhaustion 
of Japanese resources for continu
ing thé invasion. This is thé op
portune moment for a Chinese 
counter-offensive for the recovery 
of the lost territories. -

Throughout his career as a Re
volutionary, the statement adds, Mr- 
Wang has sometimes shown deter
mination and at other times waver
ed from his course. For film to 
desert the cause of the Revolution 
at the present moment when new 
difficulties are encountered, is in
deed a pity. Mr. Wang’s mental, 
aberration does hot, however, af
fect the campaign of resistance in 
the least.

In Conclusion, the statement says 
rthat in the course of the Revolution 
there have often been deserters,. as 
for instance during the. monarchical 
restoration by Yuan Shih-kai. and 
the revolt of Chen Chiung-ming 
against Dr. Sun Yat-sen. As history 
shows, however, the action of a few 
deserters cannot affect the, pro
gress of the Revolution. The en
tire people are supporting. General 
Chiang Kai-shek, as the supreme 
leader of the nation, in resisting 
.the invaders to the very end, and 
•this resistance can never be broken 
by the enemy.—Kuo Min.
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Where Is
Mr. Wang
Ching-wei?

Rumours Of Arrival In 
Shanghai Yesterday 

Unconfirmed
Considerable speculation was rife 

in Shanghai last night as to the 
whereabouts uf Mr Wang Ching- 
wei, following largely-displayed re
ports in the Chinese evening news
papers to the effect that he had 
arrived heje under an assumed 
name on board the Conte Rosso., 
..All eifarts, to wif>' • these reports i 
proved futile, although Reuterhad ‘ 
earlier reported \ from Hongwong ' 
that the vernacular papers dm the ‘ 
Colony had stated that. Mr., ’ Wang 
had gone aboard the Italian lifter 
and was qn his way ter. ¡Nanking. 
Reuter added that these reports 
could not be confirmed. ?;

According to a Hongkong despatch ' 
to the United Press of China, an 
organ closely affiliated to the Re
formed Government, Mr. Wang will 
Scon visit Berlin and Rome where 
he willmeet Herr Hitler and Signor 
Mussolfrii to discuss with them the 
Siho-Japanese dispute.

Foreign opinion in Shanghai yes
terday was* inclined to reject the 
idea that Mr. Wang would identify 
himself with either the Nanking or 
Peking regimes and would hot make 
contact with the Japanese. It was 
believed that he would prefer to 
go into political retirement, at least 
for the time being.
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Wang Said To 
Be In Hiding 
North Of Creek
Reports Are Conflicting, 

However, As To His 
Whereabouts

ALLEGED MEETING
DOIHARA IN SOUTH

Chinese Press Continues
Condemning Former 

Party Chief

Wang Ching-wei, dismissed from; 
all Government and Kuomintang 
pests on Monday, is now in Shang
hai and is residing in the Broad
way Mansions, the Hwa Mel Wan 
Pao said yesterday.

Interviewed by The China Press a 
representative of the hotel denied 
that Wang was on the guest list. He 
also replied in the negative when 
asked whether Wang was expected 
there.

Meanwhile, the Chinese press, 
while continuing its condemnation 
cf Wang fcr proposing peace talks 
with Japan, carried conflicting re
ports as to Wang’s whereabouts.

One report bear‘ng a Hongkong 
date-line, stated that Wang had 
been busily engaged conferring with 
Lieut.-Gen. Kenji Doihara, th? 
notorious Japanese arch-plotter, at 
the consulate of an unnamed nation 
in the Colony. The subject of dis
cussion, according to the report 
concerned Wang’s participation in 
the “Provisional Government”.

Wang Said Going North
Folic wing the conference, Wang 

and Doihara were said to have 
boarded a Japanese war vessel which 
set sail Sunday night for an un
known destination in the North.

While in the North, Wang was 
expected to confer with Wu Pei-fu 
who, according to Japanese sources, 
had consented to participate in the 
proposed united “government” of 
the two Japanesesponsored regimes 
in North and Central Cjhtna.

An earlier report in Hongkong 
asserted that Wang had embarked 
frbm the Colony for Shanghai aboard 
the Italian liner Conte Rosso on Fri
day. He was reported to be en 
route to Nanking on invitation ex
tended to him by Wen Chung-yao. 
puppet “President of the Legislative^ 
Yuan’*.

Reported Still In Colony
Another dispatch from the Colony* 

stated that the former Deputy; 
Executive of the Kuomintang' 
was* still in Hongkong prepare 
ing for a trip to Europe, probably tol 
France or Germany. The report 
was considered plausible in view of 
the fact , that Wang’s ailment nspes-4 
sltated exper^ medical advice of hia 
personal physTCfans On the Con
tinent. ■ ■<

Adding more confusion to Viang’s 
whereabouts, Hongkong Chinese 
papers, according to local reports. 

; carried a Chungking dispatch 
stating that Wang had denied send
ing the peace-talk statement to 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. He 
was also said to have denied he 
would participate in the puppet re
gimes.

Meanwhile, Mr. Chu Min-yi, a 
member of the Central Executive 
and for long Wang’s close associate, 
was reported to have left his 
Shanghai home for Hongkong.

Mr. Chu’s relatives informed The 
China Press, however, that they 
could not confirm the report nor 
did they have any knowledge of his 
whereabouts.

Gen. Hsieh’s Comment
Joining the chorus of condemna

tion against Wang’s peace-overtures, 
Major-Gen. Hsieh Ching-yuan. 
famed Commander of the “Doomed 
Battalion”, in a public statement 
yesterday expressed the opinion that 
Wang’s desertion would have no 
effect upon armed resistance.

“Mr. Wang’s action,” he declared, 
“indicates the dying days of a few 
individuals whose determination 
had been shaken and helps to bring 
about a firmer foundation for 
political unity and the will to resist.”

In a joint telegram to Generalis
simo Chiang Kai-shek and the 
Central Executive Committee, local 
Chinese civic organizations urged 
the Government drastically to re
move elemdhts in the Government 
who advocate peace with the Japan
ese. They pledged again their sup
port to the nation for continued 
resistance,

Urged Wang’s Arrest
Expressing the opinion that dis

missal from Government and Kuo
mintang posts alone was not suf
ficient punishment for his “trea
cherous” act, the Shun Pao in a 
strongly worded editorial yesterday 
asked the authorities in Chungking 
to effect Wang’s arrest and bring 
him to justice.

Furthermore, the editorial assert
ed, not only Wang but also the 
whole “Wang cohort” should be tried 
for having violated the supreme law 
of the land against traitors.
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JAPANESE VAGUE 
ON MOVEMENTS OF 
WANG CHING-WEI

Questioned last night regard
ing the alleged arrival of Wang 
Ching-wei, recently rejected 
member of the Kuomintang, in 
Shanghai, aboard a Japanese 
destroyer, the official interpreter 
at the Japanese Press conference 
last night remarked vaguely, 
“Well, the Conte Rosso arrived 
in Shanghai on December 31;”
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The Readers\ 
Forum

Valiant Wang
To th© Editor:

The reading of the papers of to
day urges me to beg you to allow 
me a very little space in your im
partial papar to express my ad
miration for Mr. Wang Chin 
Wei’s valour in seeking ¿>eace. in 
the first place, tribute should be 
paid to Mi*. Wangs indomitable 
masochism in Iris heroic attempt 
to let his motherland be forever 
tantalized by hostile and sadistic?! 
invaders under the protest . of 
peace—a something which is very 
foreign to the Chinese heart, in I 
the second place, anyone who is! 
not preparing to commit suicide 
can no^ refuse to stare and gasp 
with wonder at Mr. Wang’s un-. 
conquerable fortitude in plunging 
himself into a position to be 
drowned by the popular hatred of 
all thinking chines* and in being 
practically d^f tp the end less 
threatenings of hot-headed ter
rorists. The reading of his hold 
.statements compels from me a 
feeling of admiration and a sense 
of surprise which mounts some 
how to a shock. For evidently he 
has not read Generalissimo 
Chiang’s refusal to consider Prince 
Konoye’s “peace” terms or he; 
would not be so much befooled 
and paralysed by poisonous pro
paganda. Or maybe he has read 
it; but on account, of having 
listened to Japanese propaganda 
too much, Mr. Wang has for
gotten and lost the ability to 
understand his mother tongue as 
well as the faculty to love his mo
therland.

I do not think it necessary for 
me have to resort to the old say
ing that we love peace, but we 
love justice •¿nor©and that all we 
want and fight for is the peace 
of justice. Still more unnecessary 
and perhaps unworth-while is to 
assail Mr. Wang’s appreciation of 
Prince Konoye’s proposal, as the 
Generalissimo has clearly explain-: 
ed what that means to us and de
finitely stated what road China is 
now and will be travelling.

Wha^ Mr. Wang’s intention or ! 
ambition really is I do not pre
tend to know and have no humor: 
to guess. AU that I want to say 
is that Mr. Wang can be befooled 
and paralysed, but not us Chinese 
students. And if the intellectual 
salt and moral elite of the coun
try may be justified to express th?. 
public will of the people as the 
Generalissimo has interpr®ted the 
Government,—in fact people and 
government in China are one at 
present—J. like to tell the English 
reading public that unless we have 
got, what we fight for. we will 
never give up. When l .say this: 
I feel four hundred millions of 
patriotic compatriots are at my 
back.

A CHINESE STUDENT. 
Dec. 31, 1938. ’
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Wang £hing.-wei Said to Have 
Planned Revolt in Yunnan

Conflicting Rumours Over Peace Message; ^Official 
Circles Doubt Authenticity; Expuls‘jn From Party

Hongkong, Jan. 2.
IVfR- Wang Ching-wei, Chairman of the Central Political Council 
IVA who was dismissed from all his party and Government posts 
last night, attempted to start a military revolt against Generalissimo 
Chiang Kai-shek in Yunnan province, Chinese reports said here 
today.

Mr. Wang was said to have attempted to take advantage 
of reported dissatisfaction in Yunnan province over the extent 
of military support being received there from Gen. Chiang’s 
headquarters in Chungking. Yunnan leaders were said to have 
urgently requested Chungking military authorities to strengthen 
Yunnan defences after the fall of Canton.

Mr. Wang, who was charged with1 
desertion and defiance of Government 
policy in Chungking last night, was 
said to have requested Yunnan mili
tary leaders to join with him in a 
revolt against Gen. Chiang to force 
an early end to the present Sino- 
Japanese war.

The Chinese reports said Yunnan 
authorities, although continuing to bei 
dissatisfied with the amount of mili
tary support received from Chung
king, refused to make an open break 
with Gén. Chiang. Consequently, Mr. 
Wang proceeded to Hongkong to make 
his break with thé Général isèimo 
known there.

Expelled from Party

Neutral observers here pointed out 
the possibility that the report had 
been circulated to emphasize Mr. 
Waftg’s “guilt’’ in opposing the set 
policy of the National Government 
regarding peace discussions with 
Japan. Some quarters doubted that 
dissatisfaction in Yunnan was serious 
enough to have invited revolt over
tures ffoih a man of Mr. Wang’s ex
périence. It also was pointed out 
that Mr. Wang’s connections in Chi
nese military circles, including Yun
nan, wére not strong.

Mr. Wang was expelled from the 
Kuomintang and all Government posts 
last night because of his statement on 
peace discussions released in Hong
kong last week. Mr. Wang advised 
Generalissimo Chiang to accept 
Japan’s three terms of peace as a 
basis for discussion if Japan agreed 
to withdraw all her troops from Chi
nese territory.—United Press.

Chungking Puzzled

Chungking, Jan. 1.
Chinese official circles decline to 

comment on the message alleged to 
have been sent by Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei to the Chinese Government. Gov
ernment circles declare that such a 
message was “never received here,” 
and that they have no means of know
ing whether the alleged message 
actually' emanated from Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei, or from other sources. 
Therefore they wish to clear up the 
point before making any official 
statement.

While it was not unexpected that 
Mir. Wang Ching-wei should make 
efforts to. negotiate a peaceful solution 
of thé Sino-Japanesê conflict, well- 
informed circles here express surprise 
that he should make such a move at 
this juncture.

Ever since the Lukouchiao Incident, 
andàlso later, prior to the fall of 
Nanking, and after the fall of Hankow, 
it is learned, Mr. Wang Ching-wei 
made suggestions of peace negotia
tion^

Each time, however, it is stated, he 
abided by the decisions of the Gen
eralissimo, and also of other Govern
ment leaders, who expressed detér- 
mination to Carry on the war of re- 
sistance.

Chinese circles consider that China s 
position today is very strong, in fact, 
stronger than at any previous period 
during the Sino-Japanese hostilities.

This they astribe to four factors: —
Firstly, the Chinese army has been 

completely reorganized, and redis
tributed for prolonged resistance;

Secondly, China’s financial position 
is much more secure as a result of 
credits from Britain and America;

Thirdly, China’s international posi- 
tioir is stronger, with “Britain and 
America becoming sceptical of Japan’s 
assurances to protect Third Party in
terests in China”; and

Fourthly, China is now more united 
than ever, with the South-west and 
North-west provinces “solidly behind. 
General Chiang Kai-shek in their 
determination to* resist Japan’s at
tempts to penetrate deeper into 
China’s interior. Conditions for in
sistence are claimed to be favourable.

Proposals Unbelievable
Chinese, circles here state that it is 

“understandable if Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei proposed peace negotiations im
mediately after the fall of Hankow, 
when the picture looked darkest for 
China, but it is quite unbelievable 
that he should talk peace now, when 
the situation is just turning for the 
»better for China.”

[ They believe that Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei’s move not ohly will not be sup- 
sported by the Government, but will 

also be vigorously denounced by the 
■entire nation. They add, however, 
that they still doubt if the message 
actually emanated from Mr. Wang 
Chihg-wei.

Mr. Wang to Be Expelled
An emergency joint plenary session 

of the Central Executive and Control 
Committees of the Kuomintang de
cided, yesterday afternoon, to expel J
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Mr. Wang Ching-wei. Chairman of the 
Central Political Council and Deputy 
General Executive of the Kuomintang, 
from the Party permanently. At the 
same time, a statement, addressed to 
the Chinese and foreign public, was 
issued, which vigorously denounced 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s so-called “peace 
movement*’ as completely violating 
Party discipline.

The statement reaffirmed the firm 
determination of the Kuomintang and 
the Chinese Government to follow the 
policy enunciated by General Chiang 
Kai-shek, in his address at the weekly 
memorial service, on December 26, in 
which he reiterated China’s intention 
to carry on her war of resistance to 
the end. Any person advocating a 
programme contrary to the principles 
contained in General Chiang Kai- 
shek’S speech, the statement added, 
would be opposed and denounced by 
the Kuomintang.

Leniency Move Vetoed

At yesterday’s meeting, General 
Chiang Kai-shek advocated a lenient 
attitude towards Mr. Wang, proposing 
that he be given friendly advice first, 
then a warning and finally be ex
pelled from the Party only if he did 
not heed the warning.

Despite this, however, Reuter was 
authoritatively informed that the 
Kuomintang leaders were “very in
dignant” at Mr. Wang’s “peace mes* 
sage” and unanimously adopted a 
resolution for his permanent expulsion 
from the Party. It was also stated 
that the Elder Statesmen, Messrs. Wu 
Tze-hui. and Chang Chi, who had been 
working for nearly a generation with 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei in the Kuomin
tang Revolutionary movement, were 
very bitter in their denunciation of 
him.

It was learned here that Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s message was dated 
December 29, but was circulated to 
the Hongkong press on the following 
day by Mr. Lin Peh-sen, a close asso
ciate of Mr. Wang, and reached 
Chungking yesterday morning. The 
Generalissimo immediately summoned 
a meeting of the Kuomintang leaders, 
despite the New Year holiday, at 
which he, himself, presided.

The National Government office 
also issued an official mandate, order
ing the arrest and punishment of all 
persons participating in regimes 
established by the Japanese, as 
“traitors.”—Reuter.

Mr. Chow En-lai’s Views
Mr. Chow En-lai, one of the most 

prominent leaders of the Chinese 
Communist Party, told Reuter today 
that the “peace move” made by Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei came as no surprise 
to him since, “in my twenty years* 
association with Mr. Wang, I have 
always known him to be a quitter.”

Mr. Chow, who will be remem
bered for the role he played in the 
Sian incident, said that Mr. Wang, 
during his entire political career, had 
frequently changed alignments.” Mr. 
Wang, he declared, had worked with 
the Communists at Hankow in 1927. 
had- joined the rebellion of Yen 
Hsi-shan and Feng Yu-hsiang against 
General Chiang Kai-shek, and had 
also joined iHu Han-min in the 
Canton revolt.

Every time, however, Mr. Chow 
3n-lai continued, Mr. Wang had 
'betrayed his colleagues as soon as 
.he going was difficult and, being an 
opportunist, had always pursued the 
Line of least resistance.”

First Moves of “Peace Talk”
Mr. Wang’s first move towards 

negotiation with the Japanese, ac
cording to Mt. Chow, was made in 
the interview he gave Reuter im
mediately after the fall of Canton, 
md just before the fall of Hankow, 
last October, when he made a state
ment expressing China’s readiness to 
iiscuss peace with Japan.

This statement. Mr. Chow pointed 

Hit, was vigorously denounced Iby all 
he commanding officers who par- 
icipated in a military conference at 

Nanyo, in Hunan, in November. Gen- 
*ral Chang Fa-kwei, who for many 
years was a close associate of Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei, and who was at 
present directing operations in 
Kwangtung. was among those who 
bitterly attacked Mr. Wang on that 
occasion.

Mr. Chow revealed that at the 
National People’s Congress, which 
met in Chungking in November, a 
close associate of Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei. in an address, said that assist
ance from Great Britain, the United 
States. France and Russia could not 
be depended upon, and that China 
must seek a peaceful solution of her 
conflict with Japan through the as
sistance of Germany and Italy. Mr. 
Chow also alleged that Mr: Wang had 
made overtures to the Japanese 
through his agent in Hongkong, who 
had “visited Tokyo at least once.”

Loss of Following Alleged
Mr. Wang’s action, he added, would 

neither affect China’s internal solidar
ity nor the strength of her resistance.

“Mr. Wang,” he went on, “has now 
practically no following in the Party, 
in the Government or the Army, ex
cept for a few associates like Tseng 
Chung-min and Chu Ming-yi, who 
never amounted to anything.” Mr. 
Chow En-lai expressed the belief 
that it was doubtful whether Ku 
Meng-yu or Chen Kung-po would 
join Mr. Wang Ching-wei.

In conclusion, he absolutely re
futed the rumour that Mr. Wang’s 
trip to Hongkong might have been 
undertaken on an understanding with 
General Chiang Kai-shek. “I know, 
and am confident,” he said, “that 
General Chiang Kai-shek has ab
solutely nothing to do with Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s action.”

London Surprised

London, Jan. 1.
Chinese circles in London are in

clined to regret Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
reported “peace” message to General 
Chiang Kai-shek, lest it should create 
an unjustified impression of disunity 
among members of the Chinese Cab
inet, Reuter learns today.

Leaving aside the dislike by Mr. 
Wang’s group of the Government’s 
association with Communists, emphasis 
is laid on the overwelming support 
given to General Chiang by all other 
sections of the Chinese people.

Attention is also drawn to General' 
Chiang Kai-shek’s emphatic repudia
tion of Japanese peace offers and the 
backing his attitude has received in 
China. The view is expressed that 
no compromise with Japan appears 
possible.

The idea of China joining an 
economic bloc with Japan and Man- 
choukuo is equally rejected, because 
it is thought that it would put China 
completely under Japanese control.

The strength of Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei’s following is questioned by his 
critics, but rumours that he might 
join one of the Japanese-sponsored 
governments in Nanking or Peiping 
are entirely scouted.

It is thought more probable that if 
the present move fails, he will try 
to get more favourable terms from 
Japan to submit to General Chiang 
Kai-shek.

Japanese Silent
TOKYO, Jan. 1.—(Reuters).— j 

Japanese officialdom declines at ’ 
present to comment on Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s alleged “peace” mes
sage to General Chiang Kai-shek.

Although giving it great pro
minence, the Japanese press has 
also hitherto been silent; possibly 
awaiting an official lead, in view 
of the fact that Mr. Wang Ching- 
wet Is said to have misrepresented 
Prince Konoye’s proposals bn 
several vital points.

9° r
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MR. WANG CHING-WEI 
IS EXPELLED FROM 

THE KUOMINTANG 
' * ..... ................—•—■ —.................

Emergency Session Held 
At Chungking By Chiang 

Kai-shek’s Instructions
Generalissimo Himself Presides At Meeting To 

Condemn Deputy General Executive For 
Making Peace Overtures To Japan

CHOW EN-LAI, RED LEADER, SAYS HE 
ALWAYS KNEW WANG AS “QUITTER”
CHUNGKING, Jan. 2.—An emergency joint plenary session 

of the Central Executive and Control Committees of the Kuo
mintang decided, yesterday afternoon, to expel Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei, Chairman of the Central Political Council and 
Deputy General Executive of the Kuomintang, from the Party 
permanently.

At the same time, a statement, addressed to the Chinese 
and foreign public, was issued, which vigorously denounced 
Mr. Wang Ching-wefs so-called “peace movement” as com
pletely violating Party discipline.

The statement reaffirmed thè firm determination of the
Kuomintang and the Chinese Government to follow the policy 
enunciated by General Chiang Kai-shek, in his address at the 
weekly memorial service, on December 26, in which he reiter
ated China’s intention to carry on her war of resistance to 
^he end. learnt here that Mr.

Any person advocating a pro- Wang Ching-wei s message was 
gramme contrary to the principles dated December 29. but was cir- 
contained in General Chiang Kai-«culate^, to the Hongkong press on 
shek’s speech, the statement added, following day by Mr. Lin Peh- 
would be opposed and denounced bse”’ a close associate of Mr. Wang, 
by the Kuomintang. y and reached Chungking yesterday

At yesterday’s meeting, General ■*m2Ining* ,? .
Chiang Kai-sh^k advocated a lenient ’ The Generalissimo immediately 
attitude towards Mr. Wang, pro- /ummoned meeting of the Kuo- 
posing that he be given friendly mmtang leaders, despite the New 
advice first, then a warning ahd Year ^holiday, at whibh he. himself, 
finally be expelled from the Party 
only if he did not heed the warn- u \ 
ing. ; u—’¿r

Despite this, howeyer, Reuter was 
authoritatively informed t««, .. ,
Kuomintang leaders were “very in-!' Smies established by the Japanese, 
dignant” at Mr. Wang’s “peace traitors. Reuter, 
message” and unanimously adopted? .
a resolution for his permanent ex-: ST
pulsion from the Party. '* j: CHUNGKING, Jen. 2.—Mr. Chow 

.It Was also stated that the Elder j;Enrlai, one of the most prominent
Statesmen, Messrs. WH ?hin4es*
Chang Chi, who had befcn wbi$wi|hfarty’ told Reuter to-daythatthe 
for nearly a generation with Mr.Oeace move ’ made by Mr. Wang 
Wang Ching-wei in the Kuomintang ■ Ching-wei .came as no surprise to 
Revolutionary movement. were since, in my 20 years associa-
very bitter In their denunciation of with Mr. Wang, I have always
him. . . known him to be a quitter.

■ \j; • The National
¡also issued an

>uter was ordering the arrest and punishment
that the all persons participating in re-

Government office 
official mandate,
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Mr. Chow, who will be remem

bered for the role he played in the 
Sian incident, said that Mr. Wang, 
during his entire political career 
had “frequently changed align
ments.”

Mr. Wang, he declared, had work
ed with the Communists at Han
kow in 1927, had joined the re
bellion of Yen Hsi-shan and Feng 
Yu-hsiang against General Chiang 
Kai-shek, and had also joined Hu 
Han-min in the Canton revolt.

Every time, however, Mr. Chow 
En-lai continued, Mr. Wang had 
“betrayed his colleagues as soon as 
the goihg was difficult and. being 
an opportunist, had always pursued 
the line of least resistance.”

Mr. Wang’s fir^t move towards 
negotiation, with the Japanese, acr 
cording to Mr. Chow, was made in 
the interview he gave Reuter im
mediately after the fall of Canton, 
and just before the fall of Han^ 
kow, last October, when he made 
a statement expressing China’s 
readiness to discuss peace with 
Japan.

This statement, Mr. Chow pointed 
out, was vigorously denounced by 
all the commanding officers who par
ticipated in a military conference, 
at Nanyo, in Hunan, in. November.

General Chang Fa-kwei, who for 
many years was a close associate of 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei, and who was 
at present directing operations in 
Kwangtung, was among those who 
bitterly attacked Mr. Wang on that 
occasion.

Mr. Chow revealed that at the 
National People’s Congress, which 
met in Chungking in November, a 
close associate of Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei, in the course of an address, 
said that assistance from Great Bri
tain, the United States, France and 
Russia could not be depended upon, 
and that China must seek a peace
ful solution cf her conflict with 
Japan through the assistance of Ger
many and Italy.

Agent’s Visit To Tokyo
Mr. Chow also alleged that Mr. 

Wang had made overtures to the 
Japanese through his agent in 
Hongkong, who had “visited Tokyo, 
at least once.”

Mr. Wang’s action, he added, would 
neither affect China’s internal soli
darity nor the strength of her re
sistance.

’‘Mr. Wangj* he went on,” has now 
practically no following in the 
Party, in the Government or the 
Army, except for a few associates 
like Tseng Chung-min and Chu 
Ming-yi, who never amounted to 
anything.”

Mr. Chow k En-lai expressed the- 
belief that it Was doubtful whether i 
Ku Meng-yu or Cheng Kung-i>p 
would join Mr. Wang Ching-wei.

In conclusion, he absolutelyrefut
ed the rumour that Mr. Wang’s trip 
to Hongkong might have been under
taken on an understanding with 
General Chiang-Kai-shek.

“I know, and am Confident,” he 
said, “that General Chiang Kai-shek 
has absolutely nothing to do with 
Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s action.”— 
Reuter.

Not Unexpected
CHUNGKING, Jan. 1.—While it 

was not unexpected that Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei should make efforts to 
negotiate a peaceful solution of the 
Sino-Japanese conflict, well-inform
ed circles here express surprise 

that he should make such a move 
at this juncture.

Ever since the Lukouchiao 
Incident, and also later, prior to 
the fall of Nanking, and after the 
fall of Hankow, it is learnt, Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei made suggestions 
of peace negotiations.

Resolved To Resist

Each time, however, it is stated, 
he abided by the decisions of the 
Generalissimo, and also of other 
Government leaders, who expressed 
determination to carry on the war 
of resistance.

Chinese circles consider that 
China’s position to-day is very 
strong, in fact, stronger than at any 
previous period during the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities.

This they ascribe to; four factors:
First, the Chinese Army has been 

completely reorganized, and re
distributed for prolonged resistance;

Secondly, China's financial posi
tion is much more secure as a 
result of credits from Britain 
America; v

Thirdly, ' China’s international 
position is stronger, with “Britain 
and America becoming sceptical of 
Japan’s assurances to protect Third 
Party interests in China”; and

Fourthly, China is now more 
united than ever, with the South- 
West and North-West Provinces 
solidly behind General Chiang .Kai- 
shek in their determination to 
resist Japan’s attempts to penetrate 
deeper into China’s interior—con
ditions for such resistance are 
claimed to be favourable.

Chinese circles here state that it 
is “understandable if Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei proposed peace negotia
tions immediately after the fall of 
Hankow, when the picture looked 
darkest for China, but it is quite 
unbelievable that he should talk 
peace now, when the situation is 
just . turning for the better for 
China.”

They believe that Mr. Wang 
Ching-wei’s move not only will not 
be supported by the Government, 
but will also be vigorously denounc
ed by the entire nation.

They add; however, -that they still 
doubt if the message actually 
emanated from Mr. Wang Ching- 
wei.—Reuter.

“Splashed” By~Tokyo Press
TOKYO, Jan. 1.—Mr. Wang 

Ching-wei’s alleged “peace” mes
sage to General Chiang Kai-shek 
was received in Tokyo early yes
terday morning, and was “splash
ed” in the morning papers.

There was no comment yester
day, iiowever, on the statement, 
owing to the fact that the Japanese 
nation was engrossed in New Year 
celebrations,—-Reuter.

Japanese Officialdom Silent
TOKYO, Jan. 1.—Japanese offi- 

ciahjomdeclines at present to com
ment on Mr. Wang Ching-wei’s 
alleged “peace” message to General 
Chiang Kai-shek.

Although giving j it great 
prominence, the Japanese press has 
also hitherto been silent, possibly 
awaiting an official lead, in view 
of the"f$£t that Mr. W^ig Ching- 
wei is said to have misrepresented 
Prince Konoye’s proposals on 
several vital points,—Reuter.
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Full Text Of Resolution1 

Expelling Mr. Wang
No Opinion Or Action Contrary To Policy Laid 

Down By Chiang Kai-shek On December 26 
Will Henceforth Be Tolerated

CHUNGKING, Jan. The Stand
ing Committee of the Central Ex 
ccutive Committee, at an extraordi
nary meeting yesterday, decided tc 
have Mr. Wang Ching-wei, Deputy 
General Executive of the Kuomin
tang, permanently expelled from the? 
Kuomintang and dismissed from all 
his posts, “for violation of dis-1 
cipline and endangering the Party 
and the ¡State.’’

This decision was later approved 
by the Standing Committee of the 
Central Supervisory Committee, at 
an extraordinary meeting.

The extraordinary meeting of the 
Standing Committee of the C. E. C. 
was presided over by General Chiang 
Kai-shek, General Executive of the 
Kuomintang, and attended by the 
following members:—Feng Yu- 
hsiang, Li Wen-fan, Chu Cheng, Ting 
Wei-fen, Tsou Lu, H. H. Kung, Sun 
Fo, Chen Kuo4fu, Yu Yu-jen, Yen 
Chu-tsiang, Ho Ying-chin, Tai Chi- 
tao.

The following were present as 
observers:—Members of the C. E. C.:

-Chiao I-tang, Chen Shu-jen, 
Chiang Po-cheng, Wen Lai-yu, Hung 
Lu-tung, Kan Nai-kwang, Hsiao 
Tung-tzu, Wang Lu-i, Chieu Ta- 
chun, Wu Chung-hsin, Ho Chien 
Fang Chio-hui, Ho Cheng-chUn, Li 
I-chung, Hsia Tou-yin, Hsiao Chi- 
shan, Hsu Kan, Liang Han-tsao, Fu 
Pin-chang, Chen Shao-kuan, Liu Chi- 
wen, Chen Cheng, Chang Tao-fan 
Wang Fa-chin, Chu Chia-hua, Chang 
Chun, Chen Pu-lei, Chou Chi-kang 
Tai Kuai-sheng; Reserve Members 
of the C. E. C.:—Chjao Ti-(hua, Chu 
Chi-chin, Wang Yiing-pin, Wang 
Mou-Hung, Chen Fang-hsien, Chao 
Yun-i, Lp Çhia-lun, Chang Cheng: 
Members of the C; S. C.:—Chiang 
Tso-<pin, Lin Sen, Tan Chen, Wang 
Tzu-chuang, Ho Yao-tsu, Yang ÊU, 
Wu Chih-hui, Lin Yun-kai, Chang 
Chi, Shao Li-tzu, Wang Chung-hUi; 
Reserve Members of the C. S. Ç.:— 
Wen I-yu, Ti Yin, Wang Shih-cHieh.

Text Of Resolution
The following is a translation of 

the Resolution adopted by the 
Standing Committee of the C. E. C.:

“Wang Chao-ming (Wang Ching- 
wei’s official name), entrusted with 
heavy responsibilities by this Party, 
has, at this critical stage in the war 
of resistance, left his $pst on his 
own authority, gone into hiding in 
a foreign land, and disseminated 
proposals contrary to the national 
policy.

“In a telegram here on December 
29, he expressed himself in favour 
of concluding peace with the enemy, 
on the basis of the absurd statement 
of the enemy Premier, Konoye, 

’ which aims at the fundamental ex
termination of our Country. At the* 
same time, he had the telegram pub1-’ 
lished in the newspapers. Nominally^ 
he was making a proposal to thé? 
Central authorities; in fact, however, 
he was aiming at shaking the con
fidence of the public. r '

“Colluding With Enemy” 

I President 
Commission, 
absolute confidence in the ultimate 
victory.

» “The wild ambitions of the enemy 
r,are to-day more obvious than ever, 
jand their methods of aggression 
^more cruel and inhuman. The en
tire country is, at the same time, 
more determined than ever to resist 
the enemy.

Wang’s Proposal Repudiated
“Wang’s proposal is not only re

pudiated by the Central authorities, 
but is also unacceptable tp the 
people throughout the country.

“During the period of hostilities, 
no citizen is permitted to make .any 
proposal contrary to the national 
wartime policy. The discipline of 
this Party also permits no member 
to express any individual views 
contrary to the formal resolutions 

. adopted by the Party or in violation 
of the rules of the Party.

“Wang Chao-ming’s action is ob
viously contrary to discipline .and 
detrimental to the Party and tfcc 
State. Since the great cause cz 
righteousness is involved, his action 
cannot be ignored.

“It is hereby .resolved that he 
(Wang Chao-ming) be permanently 
expelled from the Party and re- 

: lieved of all his posts, so as to en-! 
I force discipline and purify official-1 
dom.

“The people should bear in mind 
that the success of the campaign of 
resistance depends/ fundamentally J 
on unity of. ideas and. oneness of 
spirit ■ 

f‘In the 
often been 
aggression.
Dynasties (960-1126 A.D. and 1368- 

it643 A.D. respectively), for instance, 
though only a family or a dynasty, 
and not the nation, crumpled and 
collapsed, yet the fundamental 

_____ cause for their defeat lay in trea- 
“In his telegram, he sought to chery of a few unscrupulous court 

misrepresent the demands of the officials, and not in wint of spirit 
en£my. He did not hesitate at of ¡strength on the part of the peo- 
falsehood and misrepresentation on pie.
behalf of the enemy. He even at- ' —”—“—~

tempted to assist the enemy in 
¡■deceiving the people. So far as his 
conduct is concerned, he is guilty of 
colluding with and surrendering to 
the enemy. So far as the repercus

sions of his action are concerned, he 
is guilty of seeking to shake the 
foundation of the State.

“The campaign of resistance is 
launched in order to save the 

•country from extinction. More than 
ohe million officers and soldiers have 
been killed or wounded, and heavy 
sacrifices made by several million 
compatriots. These sacrifices have 
been made for no other purpose than 
fundamentally to frustrate the 
sinister plans of aggression of the 
enemy, so as to preserve and safe
guard, 
nation.

‘Tor
I people 
• and th

permanently, the life of the

more than one year, the 
have been united in spirit, 

the officers. and soldiers have 
manifested loyalty and bravery. 
The entire people have rallied 
under the direction of the General 
Executive of this Party and the 
President of the Military Affairs 

and have shown

past, our country has 
the victim of foreign 
In the Sung and Ming
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Subject (in full)..&*&&^ Dockyards (British) - transient »tai-kung* strile»

.. , , l), I» .&a.Q...Xen..Ke.n...............Forwarded by___ D»„.S»..£»„WilOOXMaae vy —--- '

With reference to the attached newspaper

translation in connection with a labour dispute in 

the Shanghai Dockyards* 640 Yangtssepoo Hoad, 

enquiries show that approximately 1*600 workers 

of the Shanghai Dockyards went on a "go-slow* 

strike at 6 a»m» July 29, to enforce a demand for 

an increase in wages» She; workers* however » 

resumed work at 7»16 a»m* the same day* pending 

negotiations wi th the management» 

Bio workers are at present carrying on

A. CL, (Special Branch)
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SUBJECT: Shanghai Dockyards - Chippers and
painters on strike

Some 200 chippers and painters who were employed 

as casual workers hy a number of contractors at the 

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd»* 640 Yangtszepoo Road* on May 5* 

went on strike on the morning of May 6* 1941 to enforce

a demand for an increase in their wages» The strikers 

were still out this morning»

The assistant manager Shanghai Dockyards Ltd» 

Mr» J.C» Amour was Interviewed this morning by members 

of the Special ''»•anch regarding the present situation 

of the strike» *ated that since all the worker*

on strike are casual labourers employed by contractors

:would go

¡workerst

intended

I increase

and not by the Shanghai Dockyards* the dispute would 

have to be settled by the contractors themselves» The

contractors were later interviewed and the following

articular* were ascertained *

ghai

workers

There ard roughly 1*000 chippers and painter* in 

. who are employed by various contractor* as casual

Nearly all of these workers are natives of 

Prior to March 24, 1941Kompo

#4 per diem» Since that date the

these workers were paid

workers have been granted

i.e. $5 per diem» Onan increase of $1 in their wages,

the night of May S, it was indicated by the chippers and 

painters that as a result of a discussion held by their 

labour union known as the "Chippers and Painters Union*

to

in

on

(address and particulars unknown), they 

demand* due to high price of rice* • 40% 

their pay* i»e» from $5 to $7, and that they , 

strike unless their demand was accepted. Mo

delegates have approached the contractors to
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SUBJECT;

submit this decision* but it is understood that this 

increase has been unanimously agreed upon by the 

workers. . ' •

The contractors of the Shanghai Dockyards* 

11 in number, stated that they were reluctant to 

entertain the demand of their workers for the following 

■T . two reasons* (1) the close proximity of the last

increase which was granted on March 24* 1941* and (2.) 

the high percentage of increase demanded. The 

contractors added that if they accepted the demand, 

they themselves would sustain a loss because the 

contract for the work on vdaich they are at -present 

engaged was agreed upon six weeks ago and cannot be 

altered.
Ho mediation was offered due to absence of 

any person to represent the workers. The contractors, 

however, promised to inform the Special Branch of 

future developments in the matter. - ■

The situation is being watched.



LIST OF CONTRACTORS OF SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS

Name of Firm
(1) Ah Zien ( fpj )
(2) Hsia Zaf Kee (<
(3) Ting Yoong Kee ("3 ’/u)

(4) Yah Kee ( )
(5) Ah Yang ( [ Pj'^)
(6) Yung Shing ( )
(7) Zung Woo ( I )
(8) Yee Dah ( K )
(9) Sung Yuen ( )

do) Wei Kee ( 4X/)
(11) Ah Sung ( < )

Name of Proprietor
Bao Tsung Pao (JjPj

Chwang Nyoh Zien

T ing Pao Keng ( X r>s
Loh Kyung Daung (;

Faung Tsai Yang ( /

Chu Ziang Sung 41
Chao Yuen Fah ( Mv 1W TV
Wong Han Ching ( Zf

Zee Ah Hwa (

Yang Sih Sung
« 'T > z# ¿L 

■■’4^2/ '
Wong An Sung ( ’T v /X**
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i p J
± Shanghai Dockyards Workers' Union - disffesal"OT“sèized 

Subject (in full)..........rrr?.......... ..............*.............................................................................. ..................................................................

documents«

Made ............. ....... .......... ......Forwarded by....... ............ .................^ilcox.........................

^dkl^
1 V.

Acting on instructions of A* C. (Special 

Branch), the documents and papers of the Shanghai 

Dockyards Workers* Union, which were seized at the 

Tsung Kiang Lodging House, No. 3, Lane 63 Rue Palikao, 

on April 23, 1940, were burned at Central Station 

on April 24, 1941. C.D.C. 85 Chiang Shao Ling



FORM NO. 3 File No..............
•• 50H '-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.1.Special Br.........
REPORT .......«•

„ .. , Shanghai Dockyards Workers* Union - disposal of seizedSubject (tn full)...................................................................................................................................... ..........................
documents.

Shanghai Dockyards Workers' Ln ion were seized at Rooms

Palixao and brought to the Special Branch, headquarters.

These documents have since been kept here and as they

(Special Branch)

On April 23, 1940, documents and papers of the

have not*been claimed, instructions are now solicited

63 & 78 Tsung Kiang Lodging House, No.3, Lane 63 Rue

Made" d...................................................Forwarded by---- .*1.1®.?.?..............................................

‘fritto their disposal
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Date...... ............ ....... i 9

Subject................68 Sing Kong Li, Yangtszepoo Road.

Made by.........D.i. Kao Yen-ken
Forwarded by. C.D.I. Tabrum

A ground-floor room of 68 Sing Kong Li,

Yangtszepoo Road was used as a meeting place for

members of the society of blacksmiths, employed in

the Shanghai Dockyard». This society was known as 

the "Lao Chun Day” (Group of Old Soldiers).

About three weeks ago, a dispute over 

gambling occurred in the premises. A fight ensued 

and furniture was smashed. Since this dispute, the

door of the room has been nailed and no further 

meetings held.

Enquiries show that this society is a branch 

of the "Shanghai Municipality blacksmiths* Union, 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce Building, North Soochow 

Road, which is registered with the "Bureau of

Social Affairs of the Shanghai City Government*. It

has some 100 members, each of whom paid $0.60 a

month membership fee The leader is Li Sih-yung

a blacksmith in the employ of the

Shanghai Dockyards, his deputy is Wei Keng-ling 

8111 ex-blacksmith.

It is also learned that some of its member» 

are concurrently members of the Ming Ziang c(u ) 

Lien Nyi Society, Lane 129, 30 Ford Lane. This

latter society is an organization óf followers of the

"Red Paung* who are known to be frequently engaged

to settle disputes by force 

and Chang Tsoo-ziang (

A.C. (S pecial Branch)

) are the leaders
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Subject 300 contract workers of Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. demand 

increase in ..pay.

Made ¿y. JPkS.I......Logan.......................Forwarded by.........rd.........................

At 4 p.m. to-day, May 15, one named

Ou Pao Yuan ( native of Canton, 
V

residing at No.512 Weihaiwei Road, claiming to

be a representative of approximately 500 Cantonese 

contract workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, 640 

Yangtszepoo Road, called at Headquarters and 

informed the Police that the workers had sent

a letter to their contractors - Kwang Yoh Chong

( Nyi Shing ( ) and Tuh Kee ^(j),

all situated at 640 Yangtszepoo Road, requesting

them to increase their wages from *$1.85 to $3.50 

per day.

On May 14, 1940, the workers received 

a letter from their contractors, stating that 

negotiations between the contractors and their 

workers will take place between 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. 

on May 16, on the Dockyards premises.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Subject. Shanghai ‘.Dockyards - Laoour situation.

Made by D.S.I. Logan D•I. OrawfordForwarded by.

or tne

turned

normalwork on May

now

With regard to the demands of the workers

wages instead of 15%increase offor an

granted and for the issue of pay for the period of

of the workers may be appointed

a new labour agreement with the

the management will be prepared to discuss the

workers’ demands

Industrial Section, called at the dockyard

and discussed with the management the issue of

retiring gratuities to the remaining 40 discharged

gratuities are to be issued A satisfactory

settlement of this matter has not yet been reached

(Special Branch)

20% in

Almost all workers, numbering 67b

Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road,

has been normal•for some time, new representatives

up for

strike, the management refuses to enter into

workers. The main dispute is over the number of

8 and 9. Situation is

At 3 p.m. May 7, Mr. P<Y. Koo of the

,te If / x"

who can negotiate

management and then

years of services, in proportion to which retiring

negotiations with the workers. It is the opinion

of the management that after the labour situation
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Subject. Shanghai Dockyards workers resume work

Made by.
D. S. I. Logan

For warded by. D. I. Crawford

In answer to a notice of the management, posted 

at 4 p,m. Uhy 6th, some 500 out of a total of 675 workers 

of the Shanghai Dockyardsr 640 Yangtszepoo Road, resumed

/

work at a.m. May 7th. 100 more turned up later

and arrangements are being made ’or their returning to 

work. It is expected that terms of working conditions 

will be discussed later on May 7th.

With re’gard to the discharged workers, the 

majority of the 210 concerned turned up and were paid 

off on May 4th, but the minority still refuse to accept 

the amount of retiring gratuities due to them pending 

a settlement by the Industrial Section, S.M.C.

On May 2nd, Fitter No.206 Sze Wei Ming

( fe R) ), one of the leading agitators, who was 

arrested by the Municipal Police on April 23rd in the 

French Concession and released on April 27th , wrote 

a letter to D.S.I. Kao, explaining that he was never 

concerned in any illegal activities and had the intention] 

of always listening to Police instructions. In the 

letter he finally announced that he swore to have nothing] 

more to do with the Shanghai Dockyards affairs or any 

other organizations and would confine his attention to 

his own professional business.
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The lockout of the Shanghai Dockyards 

continues this morning, May 4th.

With regal'd to the arrangements made by 

Mr. P.Y. Koo of the Industrial Section, S.M.C., for 

the discharged men to be paid off at 10 a.m. May 3rd, 

none of them turned up at the appointed time for the 

money due to them. At 2.30 p.m. May 3rd, Mr. P.Y. 

Koo approached some 100 workers gathered in the 

temporary office of their union on Yangtszepoo Road 

off Jansen Road. They put forward the following 

fresh demands

1. That a yearly bonus of three days wages be issued 

to the discharged hands, in view of the fact that 

they worked 3 months of the iurrent year, and they 

are entitled to ten days’ holidays with pay per year.

2. That the photons of the discharged uenbe returned 

to them.

3. That Ao receipt be signed by the discharged men when 

they receive their retiring gratuities-

4. That the 41 men who should be paid retiring 

gratuities according to the company’s regulations 

and re-employed when vacancies occur in the future, 

be paid off in a similar way to those di scharged 

permanently.
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At 4.30 p.m. ^ay 3, Mr. Koo referred the 

matter to the management. The latter became greatly 

dissatisfied and stated that unless the discharged 

workmen call for their pay within 24 hours, no 

retiring gratuities would be paid.

At 5.30 p.m. May 3, Mr. Koo approached the 

workers again and after lengthy persuasion, the 

majority of the workers agreed to withdraw their 

fresh denands. It was then arranged for the 

discharged men to call for the pay at 10 a.m.

May 4.

In view of the above developmen t , no 

date has been appointed by the three parties to 

resume negotiations in matters concerning the 

resumption of work by the approved men.

if &

D-C. (Special Branch)
D. S. I.
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Negotiations between the management and the 

workers* delegates were continued in the Shanghai 

Dockyards, Ltd», 640 Yangtszepoo Road, between 4 p.m. 

and 5.15 p.m. May 1, with MT. P.Y. Koo of the Industrial 

Section, S.M.C., as the mediator. It was agreed that out 

of the 231 undesirable workers, 21 will be reinstated, 169 

will be paid according to company’s regulations and re

employed when vacancies should arise in future and the 

remaining 41 will be discharged permanently. The 41 

discharged workers will be granted a special retiring 

.ratuity equivalent to 25 days* wages in the event of 

ir services being less than 3 years and 50 days’ wages 

the case of their services being between 3 and 6 years, 

was also arranged for the discharged men to call at 

the dockyard for money due to them at 10 a.m. Friday, 

May 3.
1 j E Mediation will be resumed at 3 p.m. Hay 3, when

.7 working conditions for these workers to be taken back will

| *■? be discussed and thereafter a date will be fixed for the

resumption of operations by the dockyard.

With regard to the nine persons detained by 

the Municipal Police for being concerned in the illegal 

detention of a foreman in a lodging house in the French 

Concession, they were released at 5 p.m. May 1, on the 

instructions of D. C. (Special Branch). Five of the 

nine persons who were not employees of the Shanghai 

Dockyards, Ltd., were released only after a guarantor . 

re-med Chiu Yuan-foh ), Manager of the Doong Foong
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Ziang Teaving Factory, 92 Shantung Road., signed, the 

attached guarantee forms.

The five outsiders and fitter No. 206 (a

leading agitator) were fingerprinted and found to have 

no previous Police record. Fitter No. 206 Sze Wei Ming 

was photographed for purpose of record in the event of

his being concerned in further activities of an undesirable 

nature

Before release, the five outsiders were further

interrogated. All admitted being agents of the Ministry 

of Social Affairs, National Government, Chungking, whose 

duty is to seek labour information in Shanghai and mean

while to make friends with the leading labour figures. 

They claimed that they had never received instructions to 

instigate labour agitation. In view of the Japanese

influence in Shanghai, they kept their identity as secret

as possible. All of them are followers of Chow Hsueh-siang 

), a committee member of the now defunct

Kuomintang-sponsored General Labour Union, who had, prior 

to the hostilities, influence over labour matters north of 

the Soochow creek. They have no office and their immediate 

superior is one Zung Zung-en, who keeps his movements 

secret. All reports, etc., were forwarded through Tu 

Yueh-sung’s residence, 216 Rue Wagner.

With regard to the document seized on the

person of Too Meng-ling ( ), one of the five

outsiders, relating to the names of 6 workers of the 

Wuchow Road P.T.D. Depot, Too explained that he intended
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to engage them to collect labour intelligence from various 

factories in the Eastern District, especially as to 

whether the workers have joined Japanese sponsored unions. 

A statement in this respect has been taken and is 

forwarded herewith.

| ' &

if
L-7 D. C.

I

D. S. I.

(Special Branch)



Date May 1» 1940.

. 4a,a Tse Ming —________» aged —30---- ,

a. native of Shanghai______ , residing at thé Shags hi ng Fellow
Elgin Rd.

Countrymen’s Association» having been engaged in 

labour agitation in the Settlement, was arrested by 

the Municipal Police and will now be released on a 

guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee that the 

above mentioned_ Zao Tse Ming will in future

refrain from all political and quasi-political 

activities and will confine himself to matters entirely 

unconnected with any political movement while he stays 

in Shanghai.

Signeda& Chopped: Chiu Yuan Foh. 

Address: 92 Shantung Road.

Position: Manager of Doo ng Foo ng Ziang 
Weaving Factory.

Witnessed:-
King Teeng-pang of Sung Lee Aerated Water Co. 
residing Lane 63, 4 Wuting Road.



Sate May 1* 1940

Loh Ser Tseng , aged 53 »

• native of Y u Y ao ♦ residing at 28 Jen Teh

Fang« Dslra Road.__________ having teen engaged la

labour agitation In the Settlement* van arrested by 

the Municipal Police and will now be released on a 

guarantee hereby given by me. X guarantee that the 

above mentioned _ Loh Ser Tsang will in future 

refrain from all political and quaai-political 

activities and will confine himself to matters entirely 

unconnected with any political movement while he stays 

in Shanghai.

Signed & Chopped: Chiu Yuan Foh. 

Address* 92 Shantung Road.

Vo sitien* Manager of Doo ng Foo ng Ziang 
f WegHng Factory.*itnenecdt- T|

King Tseng-pang of Sung Lee Aerated Water Co. 
residing Lane 63, 4 Wuting Road.

& ü 7 & <



May 1 , 1940

Hau Chih Sung , aged 42 ,

a native of Yu Yao , residing at 102 Zung Shing 

Fang, Ward Road having been engaged in

labour agitation in the Settlement, wan arrested by 

the Municipal Police and will now be released on a 

guarantee hereby given by no. X guarantee that the 

above mentioned Hsu Chih Sung will |n future 

refrain from all political and «unai-political 

activities and will confine himself to matters entirely 

unconnected with any political movement while he stays 

in Shanghai.

Signed & Chopped« Chiu Yuan Foh. 

Address« 92 Shantung Road.

Position« Manager of Doo ng Foo ng Ziang 
Weaving Factory.

witneaaedt-
King Tee ng-pang of Sung Lee Aerated Water Co., 
residing Lane 63, 4 Wuting Road.



pgf May 1, 1940

3z Chi Chong > aged 31

a native of Yu Yao_______ residing at 11 Chien l&ih Lee»

Rue Freiupt, F.C.________ _ having Wan engaged In

labour agitation in the Settlement, wan ar re eted hr 

the Itaniclpal Police and will new he role seed on a 

guarantee hereby given by mo. X guarantee that the 

above mentioned Sz Chi Chong will in future

refrain from all political and quasi-political 

activities and will confine himself to matters entirely 

unconnected with any political movement while he stays 

in Shanghai.

Signed & Chopped: Chiu Yuan Foh 

Address» 92 Shantung Road. 

Position: Manager of Doong Foong Ziang
Witnessed:- Weaving Factory.

reeidinff”?”Panf3ung 1x2(2 -Aerated Water Co.,refining Lane 63> 4 Wuting Road< »



Date 1/5/40

Wu Mang Ling » aged 29 ,

a native of Ningpo residing at 3.7 Tap r.an

Taung, Poo Tung 3d. F.C.. having been engaged in 

labour agitation In th* Settlement, wan arrested by 

the Municipal Police and will now be released on a 

guarantee hereby given by me. I guarantee that the 

above mentioned Wu Mg ng Ling will in future

refrain from all political and quasi-political 

activities and will confine himself to matters entirely 

unconnected with any political movement while he stays 

in Shanghai»

Signe die Chopped: Chiu Yuan Fob. 

Address 1 92 Shantung Bo ad. 

Positions Manager of Doong ibong Slang 
Weaving Factory.

ne seeds- King Tse ng-pang of Sung Lee Aerated 
Water Co., residing 63/4 Wuting Hoad.
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The following is the statement of WbO Mang Ling .......—............7U..S.T7 Logan
nntive nf taken hv me D.S.I. KaO Yen KSU

translatea’ J? , m ,,
at POliC.®. MgCS... ....on the...May..l4..19.4Q.,......and ijuagoeicd by.. Yjjng.

—My .name is Woo Mang Ling. I was arrested at Room
__ 1___SS Tsur^ Kiang No.3 Lodging House, Rae Palikao, French

i__ Concession, on April 23, whilst I was collecting
___I information from workers of the Shanghai Dockyards in

connection with their strike situation.
A notebook of mine was found in my possession

which contains names and addresses of 6 workers of the 
Wuchow Road p.W.D. Depot and with reference thereto, I 
beg to state as follows s-__________________________

Towards the end of February, 1940, acting on * 
instructions to enlist intelligence agents given me by 
one Zung Zung En -^ ), an agent of the Social

Affairs Bureau of the Central Government t to promote the 

People*s Movement in Shanghai who is my superior officer 

and who has a communication address at Mr. Tu Yueh Sung*s 
(77 } residence On Rue Wagner, French Concession,_____ |

. I wrote to my friend Cheu Kya Shing a "i

coolie employed at the East Asia Cigarette Factory,I 

Baikal Road, and residing at 61 Zung Zer Li, Baikal Road, 

stating that I wished to talk with him on important__________
matters.__________________ 777.' I

______ At about 2 p.m., March 3, 1940, I met Cheu Kya

Shing as appointed, at the offices of San Tai Company 
(.¿7 )« Room 321, 540 Ningpo Road, when X________ |

requested him to introduce some intelligence agents to I

me._______________________________ _________________________ MF
During the forenoon of March 10, 1940, I booked

. * ,» ...HL j--ii—.... ...........k
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The following is the statement of . .......................................... .....................................................

native of....... . ......................................................................taken by me............................................................................................

at.......................................on the......................................... and interpreted by.................................................. -

I , ■ , ___ I
__number of which I cannot recall» in the Ya

__ Chow j/a ) Hotel, corner of Avenue Edward VTT and

___ RuO de 1& Porte du Nord» T registered tnv name as Zi
— Hgoh Ming (^^? ). At 2 p.m« the same day» Cheu___

___ Ky& Shim Cgrne and crave me the names of 6 ao*ents who

I------------ ---- j. __ are all workers of the Wuchow Road p.W.D. Depot but______
the agents mentioned did, not present themselves.__Their

__ names.are ______ __ _____________________________________ ,j
------------------ 1 «_Sung Kyung Kung..........   J

c/o Lane 471/5 Yangtszepoo Road* 4
________ 2. Yee yUe. Sung_________ ,

c/o Lane 471/5 Yangtszepoo Road.

____________ 3« Lieu Siao Yoong______ (¿7 )»______________ |
c/o Lane 471/5 Yangtszepoo Road«

____________ 4» Tseu Dao Fu__________ 1»______________ ______

1__C t______ c/o Lane 471/5 Yangtszepoo Road«

5. Zung Kyung Fah ($L ___ |
c/o Lane 471/5 Yangtszepoo Road«

____________ 6» Tseu Loong Fu________ >»___________________
c/o Lane 471/5 Yangtszepoo Road«

Cheu Kya Shing stated to me/that I might communicate

with them by mail whenever necessary.
1 _________ Qn March 11« 1940» I wrote to them as directed,______ ■]

requesting them to come to the San Teh Trading Hong,1
1 <6

■ they failed to turn up and I did not succeed in contacting ■.................................. y

them thereafter. _________

(Signed) Woo Mang Ling.
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between 10 a.m. and 12 noon and oetween

3 p.m. and 5 p.m. on April 30, negotiations 

were carried on oetween tne management and the 

workers’ foremen in the Shangnai Dockyards, 640 

Yangtszepoo Road, witn kr, P.Y. Koo, industrial 

Section, Shangnai Municipal Council, as mediator. 

Pro clems relating to tne discharge of 300 workers 

were discussed and an agreement was reacned on 

tne following oasis t-

1. 10% of tne 300 disapproved workers will 
be reinstated.

2. 30% will oe paid off according to the 
company’s regulations (oetween 1 year’s 
and 3 years’ service «► a retiring 
gratuity equivalent to 25 days’ pay and 
oetween 3 and 6 years* - 35 days’ pay). 
The discnarged workers will oe given 
preference wnen future vacancies occur.

3. 60% will oe paid off for good according
to tne following scale »-

a) less tn an 3 years’ service - 25 deers’ pay.;
o) more than 3 years* service - 50 days* pay
c) more than 6 years* service - 75 days’ pay

A further meeting was arranged for 3 p.m. hay 1, 

when the classification of the 300 workers according 

to the aoove-mentioned percentage will oe decided 

upon.

It is learned that tne management has 

decided to settle tne discnarge proolem first, 

and after paying off the discharged hands on 

either Thursday or kriday, will discuss terms
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with tne foremen in respect of tne approved 

workers. It is tne intention of the management 

to have every thing settled satisfactorily oefore

tne dockyards will oe re-opened

pF D* C»( Special Branch).

" -M»» $
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Shanghai Dockyards
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DaK-^ril 30th> r940 ’

Forwarded herewith is a list of documents 

seized from Room 63 and 78, Tsung Kiang Lodging House 

Ko.3, 63 Rue Palikao, at 11 a.m. April 23rd.

The 20 prisoners have been interrogated.

Of these 20, 15 are workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, 

while the remaining five claimed +o be agents of the 

•Resident Deputy in charge of the People’s Movement 

in Shanghai of the Ministry of Social Affairs of the 

Central Government, Chungking” seeking for information 

regarding the labour dispute in the Shanghai Dockyards. 

When questioned, the foreman of the International 

Dockyards stated that he was brought to Shanghai from 

Pootung by a worker Ho. 116 Yih Ching Hwa ( )

and that the latter refused him permission to leave 

the lodging house above mentioned. Of the 14 v 

workers, only two are known to be leaders,namely, 

Sze Wei Ming ( ) and Zung Ping Kong ( )>

while the remaining 12 stated that they visited the 

rooms with a view to obtaining information as to when 
1. -* foreman,they could resume work. Statements of the/two^ 

leaders and five outsiders have been taken and are 

attached hereto.

Between 2.30 p.m. and 3 p.m. April 26th, 

some 350 workers of the Shanghai Dockyards held a 

meeting on a piece of vacant ground on Yangtszepoo 

Road off Jansen Road. Fitter Ho.116 presided over

Arrest of 20 strike leaders and

present labour situation.

Made by............ Lpgan ,Forwarded by. D. I. Crawford.
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the meeting. He informed the crowd that of the 11 

delegates, eight had been discharged and advised that 

the workers should unite and refrain from making any 

acrimonious charges against the delegates. He finally 

enquired whether new delegates should be elected. It 

then seemed that the majority of those present were 

willing to go back to work as soon as possible and they 

suggested that two foremen named Tang Miao Ts ( ^4" )
and Li Foh Sung ( ift Ï ), who are very much esteemed 

by the management, should intercede with the management 

on their behalf. It was also resolved that a further 

meeting be held at the same venue between 8 a.m. and 

10 a.m. April 28th.

Taking into consideration the possibility 

that those workers in custody who would be reinstated 

by the management might assist in bringing about an 

amicable settlement, eleven prisoners were released on 

April 27th, on the instructions of the D.G.(Special 

Branch).

Between 9.30 a.m. and 10.20 a.m. April 28th, 

some 220 workers held a meeting on a piece of vacant 

ground on "ï&ngtszepoo Road off Jansen Road, with Zung 

Ping Kong, one of the eleven prisoners released, 

presiding. It was finally resolved that a delegation 

consisting of Zung Ping Kong, two foremen Tang Miao Ts
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( A, ) and Li Fob Sung ( $ ) and a new delegate

named Chow Zung Liang ( '1‘- th ) (a fitter), should

call on D.S.I. Kao at Special Branch, S.M.P. Headquar

ters on the forenoon of April 29th and asketf for 

mediation. The workers had two demands t- 

1. That the management be requested to rescind the 

order discharging some 300 workers or reduce the 

number to be discharged.

2. That the management be requested to treat the 

discharged workers leniently in regard to retiring 

gratuities.

At 9.30 a.m. April 29th, Zung Ping Kong called | 

at Police Headquarters and reported proceedings of the 

meeting held on April 28th. He desired to know if 

the Police could do anything, assuring that the workers 

would be reasonable. Meanwhile he mentioned that 

Tang Miao Ts and Li Foh Sung, the two foremen aforesaid 

had been in touch with Mr. P.Y. Koo of the Industrial 
Section, S.M.G. and that instead of approaching the 

S.M.P. as resolved, they went to the Industrial Section. I 

It has been learned that Mr. P.Y. Koo had a 

private talk with Mr. Amour at the latter's residence on I 

the afternoon of April 28th.

On the afternoon of April 29th, Mr. P.Y. Koo
acted as mediator, meeting the management at the Dock 

Office, 640 Yangtszepoo Road and the workers’ delegates
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in the temporary office of the workers* union in an 

unnumbered house on Yangtszepoo Road off Jansen Road. 

The workers* demands are 

For those who are to be re-employed

1. That the management subsidize the workers’ union 

with $100.00 a month and the union consist of 

tradesmen and coolies, or in other words tradesmen 

and coolies be treated equally.

2. That an increase of 30% in wages be granted.

3. That pay for the period of strike be issued. 

For those to be discharged

1. That preference be given to those discharged in the 

event of vacancies arising in the future.

2. That those with under three years* service be given 

a retiring gratuity equivalent to 25 days wages, 

those with between 3 and 6 years* serttce be given 

50 days* wages, etc. (According to the present 

regulations, those under one year’s service will 

get nothing, those between 1 and 3 years* service 

will get 25 days, and those between 3 and 6 years* 

service will get 35 days.)

3. That pay for the period of strike be issued. 

After consideration of the demands, the management gave 

the following reply s- 

For those to remain in the dock

1. a) Thesmanagement will subsidize the workers* union 

with $100.00 a month. (This concession was
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already granted when the "unrecognized* 11

delegates were negotiating with the management)

b) Coolies cannot be allowed in the union, but as

a concession, the coolies will get three-fourth

2.

For

of the benefits to which tradesmen

instead of the two-thirds hitherto

are entitled

granted

That management will grant 15^ increase in wages

Kb pay will be issued for the period of strike

those to be discharged

3

1

3.

No

Preference will be given only to those discharged

at the outbreak of hostilities in 1937, when

future vacancies occur.

The management will grant 15 days* wages to those

with less than a year’s service and in the case

of others the old regulations relating to retiring

gratuities will stand.

No pay will be granted for the period of strike

agreement was reached and the mediation was

postponed to 10 a.m. this morning, April 30th.

2

The following nine prisoners are still kept
in custody s-

1 Sze Wei Ming Fitter No.206

2. Zau Sz Ming Outsider

3. Zi Chi Sung

4. Sze Chi Chong

»

«

5 Loh Ser Tsung
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6. Wu Mang Ling Outsider

7. Zien Ah Keng

8. Liu Keng Tu

9. Fu Ching Kao

Worker No.250

D. C. ( Special Branch ).



Liat of documenta seized at Rooms 63 & 78 Tsung Kiang 
Lodging House Ko. 3, 63 Rue Palikao (Temporary office 
of the ¿Shanghai Dockyards Workers’ Union), at 11 a.m. 
April 23, 1940.__________________________________________

1. * collection of Labour Statutes promulgated by the
National Government.

Rules promulgated by the National Government governing 
the labour agreement.

2. Draft of letters addressed to other labour unions 
soliciting their support to the Shanghai Dockyards 
Workers* Union.

3. Three account books of the Shanghai Dockyards Workers* 
Uni on.

4. List of names of the workers of the Shanghai Dockyards. 

List of members of the Shanghai Dockyards Workers* Union.

5. a chit book of the Shanghai Dockyards Workers’ Union.

6. A book containing brief records in connection with the 
labour dispute of the Shanghai Dockyards.

7. A diary kep ''v the Shanghai Dockyards Workers* Union.

8. Tour letters in English addressed by the management 
of the Shanghai Dockyards to the workers.

? 9. A letter dated April 22, addressed to Dai Ching Wen
( "fej 5L ), c/o one named Ling (*^L ), No. 45 Tuh 
Chong IA ( T ), Kwenming Read, by one Wong 
Tse Ming ( x % ), asking the former to hold an
interview at 120 Pao Yui Li ( ^ £ ), Rue du
Weikwei at 2 p.m. April 24.

10. A letter (undated) addressed to J£r, Zu Ya Ching by 
11 representatives of the Shanghai Dockyards Workers• 
Union requesting him to mediate in the dispute at the 
Shanghai Dockyards.

-y. 11. Two letters addressed by the Shanghai Dockyards 
Workers’ Union to the workers of the Shanghai Power 
Company and the Tobacco Products Corporation 
soliciting their assistance.

> 12. A letter,dated April 18, addressed by the Moller's 
Steamship company Employees' dub, expressing their 
sympathy towards the workers of the Shanghai Dockyards.

13. A bill of the Tso Yue Ghuen Restaurant dated 21/4/40 
to the amount of $66.57.

14. A draft of the regulations governing the formation of 
the Shanghai dockyards Workers’ Union.

15. A draft of the labour agreement reached between the 
management and workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, 
dated 1940.
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16. A copy of the terms agreed upon between the .Shanghai 
Dockyards and the Shanghai 4th District Shipbuilding 
Workers* Union in January, 1937.

17. S*our copies of an article in the form of a news item 
stating that the labour dispute at the Shanghai 
Dockyards is expected to be settled in a few days 
through mediation by Kr. xu Ya Ching and 2£r. Yuen Im 
Tung.

18. Paper containing records showing sums of money 
received from various departments of the Shanghai 
Dockyards (?) and a number of labour unions.

19. Papers containing records showing sums of money 
received from workers in the different departments 
of the Shanghai Dockyards (?).

20. Papers containing the names of workers in the various 
departments of the Shanghai Dockyards(?)

21. . Paper bearing signatories of a number of persons who 
appointed one named uhen Ping Kong ( ) to
be their representative.

22. Two copies of a reply from the management of the 
Shanghai Dockyards regarding a proposed labour 
agreement between capital and labour.

23. Drafts of a manifesto bearing on the development and 
mediation by the Municipal Authorities in connection 
with the recent labour dispute at the Shanghai 
Dockyards.

24. Two copies of the revised demands submitted to the 
management for consideration.

25. Translation of reply from the management of the Shanghai 
Dockyards to the revised demands submitted by the workers 
on liar ch 30, 1940.

26. Paper containing rough notes in connection with a 
conference held between the management and the workers 
representatives on March 29, 1940.

27. Paper containing notes in connection with the conference 
held between the management and workers' representatives 
on March 23, 1940.

28. letter from workers in the employ of Liddel Brothers 
to the workers of Shanghai Dockyards expressing their 
sympathy towards the latter.

29. Letter in English from C.A. Member of Thomson & Co.
to the Shanghai Dockyards Workers’ Union. C.A. Member 
has been invited to act as arbitrator in the recent 
strike.

30. A photo of a notification issued by the management of 
the Shanghai Dockyards•



31. Two note books containing the names and addresses of 
a number of individuals.

32. laper slips bearing miscellaneous notes on the recent 
labour dispute at the Dockyards.

33. One chop of the Shanghai Dockyards Workers* Union.

34. Three personal chops be.ring the following names : 
Zau Dz Ming ( )
Ching Wen Tsing ( jt- 11. )
? Hwa ( À )

35. Three newspapers containing an advertisement announcing 
the engagement of Lawyers Sz Yeu Pu ( M -¿P ) and 
Koh Sieu Ngan ( % ) as legal advisers of the
Shanghai Dockyards Workers’ Union.
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of .... _ .......... -.....
D.&.I. Logan

native of.....K^n8^Q»._CUeki.angx.............. taken by me ?*.®5?.?------- --- ----
v«U»V» OU

at. PoliceJidqra .»on theApr.H..26.,_ 1.94Q.«..and interpreted by..............................................

|---------------------------------------- Nyname is zung Ping Kong» I am 39 years of age._____

a native of Ningpo, married, and, residing at No. 3 Tai 
v£>t _____ .__________ Pen Li ), North Shanse Road.

___ I joined the old factory of the Shanghai Dockyards,____

I—- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 64.0 Yangtszepoo Road, as an apprentice in_ .1917 . and was________
I transferred to the new factory in 1932._ __ ._.

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ On March 14, 1940, about 50 coolies went on_______  - ,.|
strike to enforce demands for changes in shifts and a

rice allowance. On March 15« 1940. I and ten other___________

•representatives engaged Room 67, San Bang ) 1

|Lodging House, Rue Palikao, for the purpose of discussing .

•_______________ matters relating to negotiations with the management. 1

;Up to April 3, no settlement was reached» I
l._______________________ Kao Pah Shi ), Chief of the Organization I

|Department of the Eastern District Branch of the Chinese i

i___ _________Labourers* Welfare Association (127 Rangoon Road), often___________

visited us in the lodging house to collect information fl

I regarding tfre strike and to persuade us to proceed to the

I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Association, In order to avoid him, we, on April 4, 1940, |

*removed to Room 78, Tsung Kiang No. 3 Lodging House, Rue_____ j

;__ _________________ Palikao. inters, we..continued discussions re negotiations____ ___?
________ __ ________ with the management. As too many strikers came to enquire ___I 

I about the result of negotiations, we engaged another I

room, No. 63, in the same lodging house. Some time J

i ___________ _ afterwards, we requested MT*. Yuan Lu Tung, Chinese_____________|

j_________ _______ Councillor of Shanghai Municipal Council« to mediate in_______ I

_ __________________ the dispute but this was rejected by the management.__________
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of ..................  —............................ —.......... -__

native of.............................................................. taken by me..................................................................

at.................  on the.....................................and interpreted by..............................................

—M_J3_p..m»x. A£X11.22,WQrkerNo.„116.YlhChing Hwa 
(Jfi ) of the Dockyards, and worker no. 2 zee Chi

Kung of the international Dock in Pootung,

called at the lodging house»I do not know the reason 

of their visit.__ I asked Yih about the result of the

negotiations with the management and he replied that 

a further meeting would be held with the management 
the following day. T returned home at about 10 p.m.

At 9 a.m>, the following day, I went to Boom 63 of the

Tsung Klang Lodging House, where 1 was arrested by the

Police at 10.30 a.m.I know nothing about the case of 

detention which was committed by worker Ho. 116 named_______

Yih Ching Hwa._

_______During the strike in November, 1939, some 400

worXe?B„jo_ined the c&ine&e Labourers’ Welfare Asaoelation, 
and each of them paid an entrance fee of fl.00. Ag_______  

the association did nothing in that strike, we made no____  

contact with it in connection with the present strike.

---------------- At the beginning of March, 1940, copies o.f_a_-------------
proclamation of the "Bureau of Social Affairs* urging |

workers to register with the Bureau’s branch office in I 

the Chinese Chamber of Commerce Building, were posted 

in Yangtszepoo. Some 100 workers employed in different 

departments of the Shanghai Dockyards, effected registration^ 

I did not do so. ‘fhe registered workers have had nothing__
to do with the Bureau since the registration»I 

Signed & Thumb Printed* 
Sung ping Kong.
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The following is the statement of...S.Z.WeiMi.ng£'^^A^.-_^_ l-t_.............................—.................
D . S. I. Logan 

native of....P.Q0t.ung_,....................................... taken by nie. P.».?.jiI.»....K&.Q...Y®.D—K©Xl*--------------

at ?Qj.ic.e..Hd.qrs. ...on the...April...?.?.*... 19.40.end interpreted by..............................................

My name is 3z Wei Ming ( 7&> £ ). I am 26 years of

_____ _ __ age, a native of Pootung, married, and residing at Wo.20

---------- ------Yang Kao Zah. Pootung.. j

___________ In July, 1938, I obtained employment as worker Ho.__

----- - —206 a 11 ac he d t o the Dock Side Machine Department of the______ ;

_____ Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtsepoo Road, Up to March,_______ _

------------------1940« I was suspended for want of work on two occasions,______

--------each for a periQ(i Qf. .abaut ona GiQnth.--------------------------------- 

-------- —- _____ On March 13, 1940, the workers declared a strike_________ 

---------- -_._Qwing.to violation of the working agreement on the part.   J

----of the management. I was appointed one of the„ eleven.------  

---------—  representatives who. organized the .Shanghai.Docky.ards ...________ 1 

———. Workers* Union in a country house at Tsoo Ke Za ÇÀ _ _

------ Yangtsepoo._____.jj| 

_____ ——___ To facilitate communications, we on t he 16 th, Mar ch------------------ j 

-----------—.. engaged rooms 66 and 76 in the San Bang ( Jfl___ )---------......------—I

----------- Lodging House, Rue Palikao, French Concession.__ Zung--- ----- -------- 1 

- Ping Kong (ft- )» Yih Ching Hwg ).. .and_I------

--------- —— Myself always remained in the lodging house to arrange.................... i 
----------patters relating..to..negotiations, and to meet-mediators.---------------------I 

---------- --- The other eignt representatives taok charge cf the union---- _J
--- in Yangtsepoo, and controlled the activities of the _| 

 _. workers etc.__A communications.- group, undertook the trans---------- I 

------ -____ - fer of messages........................................      1 

---------_On April 4, we removed to rooms 78 & 63 in the___________ J

--------------Tsung Kiang Ho. 3 Lodging House, Rue JPa.1 i kao*-----------------  
--------- ---. because the two room3 in._the. San.Bang Lodging House wave-----------| 

found to be too small for the many callers and also
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The following is the statement of..................... ..................................... ......................................................

native of.................................................................. taken by me...... .......   —————————

at.............................. ....on the..................  and interpreted by............ ............... ..................

2

______________ because members of the Chinese Labourers* Welfare 

Association (Japanese sponsored) visited the rooms for ___

i the purpose of agitation» __ __________

___ I One day in April» I cannot remember the date,

( I felt that the dispute could hardly be settled and 

______ therefore I resigned from the post of representative and____

J__ returned to my home in Pootung» On the day after my

__ arrival atTootung, I received a letter» jointly signed

__ by _the_ ten, representatives» insisting upon my return on 

the ground that my resignation would, give the management

an impression that there was a split among the workers*__  

organization. I did as requested. At 8 p.m., April 22
Yih Ç^ing.Htta^^^'^iJ^aQÆQmpaîiied by Zee Chi Kung___

a representative of the workers of the.
International Dock» Pootung and Zee*s friend named Koo

)» visited Room 78 of the Tsung Kiang Lodging House

At that time there were more than 10 workers in the room 

fih reported on the negotiations conducted in the

International Dock and expressed the opinion that capital 

and labour could reach an agreement. The workers in the 

room felt relieved upon hearing his report» and left one 

after another. Yih» Zee, Koo (Zee*s friend) and myself 

remained overnight in Room 78» Yih left for Pootung 

about 8 a.m., the following day. I deny the allegation at_

thatIdetained..ZeeChiKung
Signed & Thumb-printed 
3z Wei Ming.
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The following is the statement of....... ............................................................................... . ..................
. D.8.I. Logan

native of.....Jl“^o!,..^ekiang,_______taken by nieJD«S. I.....Kao Yen Ken________
at?9.^^®®..^.%.r.s..‘?.on the April 25, 1940» an<^?i^^prmrdr by.-CJrSJÄ..®®?..Hwueh..Hua.

_ My name is Zee Chi Keng ( -4^ IL aged 48, a 

native of Ningpo, married, residing in the quarters 
of the International Hock in Pootung.

At about 6 p.m. on April 22, 1940, while I was 

in the International Dock in Pootung, one named Yeh Ching 

Hwa ( •3, ), who is worker No. 116 of the Shanghai

Dockyards, asked me to accompany him to the Tsung Klang 
3rd Lodginghouse ( IF - 7^ H ), on Rue Palikao.

I refused him at first but later I gave my consent as

I was under the apprehension that he might do something

unfavourable to me.__I accompanied him to Room No. 78

Tsung Kiang 3rd Lodginghouse on Rue Palikao»

______ I observed some 30 persons in the room« who reproached 
me for breaking the strike*_________________________ _____ _

---- ——-________ 1 was compelled to stay overnight in the company of | 
U__ £ '•____ Worker No. 116 named Yeh Ching Hwa and four others (|

I name s unknown). ? |

_________ _______ At 7 a.m. on April 23, I told Yeh Ching Hwa that

I____ _________________I wished to go home. He stated that I was not allowed____

to go until his return at 4 p.m. when he would receive i

instructions which would decide idiether I would be allowed _

to go home« __________________________________
Subsequently some 10 workers of the Shanghai_____ ;_____ J

^j| W
Dockyards arrived in the Room», 

____ At 10.30 a.m. I was arrested b.v the Police.------------- ——i

Signed and Thumb Printed»

Zee Chi Keng.
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...... Wu..Mang._I*.l.ng...(..^dL  ...X....................... .........
D.S.I. Logan 

native of......NlngpOijChekiang...............taken by me. D.S..I.....KaO...Yan.ifian________
at.... Police. .Hdftrs.On the.April264...1940..ait'J'ift§^^£i by...Cle.rk..Tan..Jisueh..Hua.

|______________ 'My name 18 Wu Mang Ling, aged 29, a native of

I________.________ Nlngpo. single, residing at Ko. 17, Tso Lan Taung
|( )> Po° Tung Road ( >& ), French______

Concession.________________ _______
I During 1928, I was a c .t. tee-man of the Hwa

®Zung Tobacco Factory Workers* Unx^x., Wayside Road and

; ' -________________ in 1932 I was concurrently a member of the Executive
1_____________________ Committee of the Shanghai Municipality Général Labour

j ~______________ Union._________ _____________ __________________
|In July, 1937, I was the Chief of the General 

i________ _______ Affairs Department of the Shanghai Labour Circles National

L_____________________Salvation Association. Following the outbreak of __ ___

;hostilities on August 13, 1937, I joined the Shanghai 

_____________________ Emergency Relief Committee, having been appointed to the

j—:--------- ------------------- ..a. secretary of the Repatriation Section of_________________

|____( )the Committee, Following the withdrawal of the Chinese

1_________________ National Army from Shanghai Area in 1937, I proceeded_____

L.. ________ _______ to the Cheng Hal District, near Nlngpo, where I served

In the General Labour Union in the capacity of Director

I_____________________ of Readjustment»______ - ■ _________
I In July, 1938, I proceeded to Yu Yao District ■

I___________ _________ (Chekiang), where I served In the capacity of Director
|--------------------------------of People*s Movement of the Salt District General Labour__

t______ s______________ Union of the Yu Yao District,________________________________
I returned to Shanghai in August, 1939, taking up 

L__________________ residence in the house of my relative named Lee on the

t  ________________ 3rd floor of premises No, 62» Loh An Fong, Avenue Joffre,
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The following is the statement of . . ...................................... ™............................. —..................

native of.................................................................taken by me.....................................................................

at...................  on the...................................... and interpreted by...................... ..........................

__ where I resided until December 18, when I rented a house

of my own at Ho* 17 Tso Lan Tsung, Poo Tung Road, Preach

Concession«__________________ |____________  ________

_________ Since my return to Shanghai in August» 1939, I__________

__ have been employed, as Secretary in the Office of the__________

^Resident Deputy in Charge of the People*s Movement in
' c ■ Shanghai of the Ministry of Social Affairs of the Central

Government, Chungking*._____ ___________________________________

______ __ Qn March 24. 1940, I observed in the newspapers the___

news regarding the strike of the workers in the Shanghai______

Dockyards._______ _ __________

_________The following day, I proceeded to the office of_______ ?

the Shanghai Dockyards Workers* Union off Jansen Road_________

for the purpose of obtaining information regarding the_____

strike, I was told by the workers that their representatives J
y O-_______ had booked a room in the San Ming Hotel, Rue Pajikao.________

Later I was acquainted with the affairs relative to the______
. strike by ZUNG PING KONG ( ^3 /$. ) and Sz Wei Ming________

)♦ st Room 67, San Ming Hotel, Rue Palikao._________ 1

________ At 9 a.m. on April 23, 1940, t proceeded to Room________

l ____ No. 63of the.Tsung Kiang 3rd Lodginghouse, Rue Palikao,L_-------
- ________ in order to gather Information regarding the strike in
(||||_________ the Shanghai Dockyards from Zung ®ing Kong, a striker of

the Shanghai Dockyard«, *a T tag the Secretary of the__________
Resident Deputy in charge of the People*s Movement in

Shanghai of the Ministry of Social Affairs of the Central

Government, I have to report to my super!or/s what I could.
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of......................................................... ................................ ..........

native of.

.on the

taken by me.

.and interpreted by

gather«_______ *_________

Ordinary information is collected dally by aome 

one who pays a daily visit to my house» In case of 

urgent information» such information may be sent to one 
named ZÜNG J~BN CEN ( ijt /|Z ), through the residence

of Mr« Tu Yoeh Sung ( fl ji ) » on Rue Wagner»__________

At about 10.50 a»m« I was arrested by the Police«

(Signed) Wu Mang Ling
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The following is the statement of.....—............................................................................ —.................
native of Yu Yao VW)» Chekiangtaken by me.2*®».?». .A®.©“?.»...P.*S*___

at -on the...AP.^A.A...?®.*.—A.?_~9.?and interpreted by.............................................

My name is Sx Chi Chong (5fej-A ^ ). I am 31 years 

of age» a native of Yu Yao (4^^), Chekiang, and married« 

I am residing at Wo. 11, Chien Wyih Lee, rtue Frelupt, French 

Concession.

Prior to the present Sino-Japanese hostilities, 1 

was employed in the Chien Bah Rice Hong at Wingpo. I left 

the position and came to Shanghai during February, 1940. 

Through the recommednation of Zau Sz Ming ('t ^4 ), I

obtained employment as Investigator of the Shanghai 

Inspectorate Office of the Ministry of Social Affairs of 

the Central Government, Chunking at a monthly salary of $3Cl

I do not know the office address but I used to send my

reports to Wo. 120 Pao Yui Li S ) Avenue Edward VTI 

from where the reports are collected by somebody

At the beginning of April, I went to Room 78, Tsung

Kiang Wo. 3 Lodging House, hue Palikao, for the purpose of

getting information regarding the strike at the Shanghai 

Dockyards. As I know Zung Ping Kong (pK M/K )• a worker

of the dockyards, he asked me to copy documents and to pay

accounts on his behalf. From the beginning of April to

April 23, I paid five or six visits to the lodging house

I was arrested there at 10 a.m., April 23

(Signed) .»♦
Sz Chi Chong.

Thumb-printed>
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1 - ' "...

, , Zao Tse Ming ( # % fa )
The following is the statement of . .,...............  —............................. —......-.........

, , . • S • I • Logan« D • S • I • Kao
native .......................................taken by me.....Q..>.P..* _____________________

‘..on the....^”5"..^.?..‘.................and bUExpoxiEid b> ............

My name is Zao Tse Ming, aged 30, a native of 

¡ Shanghai, married, residing at No.9, Sing Jao Zah,

Ltnghwa.

  ______ Tn 1930, I was the principal of Jthe Hwa Zung 

________ Tobacco Factory Workers* Children's Evening School, 276 

Wayside Road and concurrently secretary of the 4th District 
rr 

_____________ Rolled Tobacco Workers* Union^,

__________ Following the outbreak of the local hostilities

____ _ In August 1937, I served in the capacity of secretary in

 the Repatriation Section of the Shanghai Emergency Relief 

Committee, 1454 Avenue Edward VII. Following the with-

______________ drawal of the Chinese army at the end of 1937, I proceeded 

____  to Hankow, where I enrolled in the Political TrainIng

 Course of the Officers' Training Corps. After graduation 

from the Corps, I was detailed to Yu Yao, Chekiang, where 

I served in the capacity of Political Instructor with the 

rank of Major in the 1st column of the 6th Branch Company 

of the People's Anti-Enemy (Japanese) and Defence corps.____ |

_____ _________ Tn May, 1939, I served in the Yu Yao District 

______________________ Party Headquarters and subsequently served in the Yu Yao 

|__________________ Government in the capacity of a secretary. I

__ In February 1940, I returned to Shanghai and i 
I jpined the office of the Resident Deputy in charge of

Pedpie's Movement in Shanghai of the Ministry of Social 

Affairs of the Central Government.~ .

At 7 a.m. on April 23rd, 1940, I left Lunghwa -—   --------------------------------- -——----—
and proceeded to call on ZUNG PING KONG ( bl /K ) at______
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The following is the statement of__ ...................................... ................ ...............................................

native of..............................................  taken by me__ _____ _________________________

at.................................. on the.....................................and interpreted by.................................. .

- 2 -

No. 3 Tai An Li, North Shanee Road. Zung was absent and I 

was told by his wife that he had gone to Room 78, Tsung 

Kiang 3rd Lodginghouse ( 2,1 Rue Palikao.

At 9.30 a.m. T met Zung Ping Kong in Room 78, 

Tsung Kiang 3rd Lodginghouse, Rue Palikao and attempted to 

obtain information on the progress of the strike of workers 

in the Shanghai Dockyards.__________________________

I was not concerned in any activities in________ _
connection with this strike.______________________________

At 10*30 a.m. I was arrested by the Police*

(Signed)_ Zao Tse Ming

I ____ _____
I Ä 1 J&B a »
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The following is the statement of......... Dph.. Ser..Tseng...( _______1.........—................
D.S.I. Logan

native of Yu Ya.Q.» Che.fcla.ng, .......... taken by nie.D.S. I.«.. .KaQ..Yen„Kau------------
C.D.C. 360

atFp.l.i.ce .Hdqrs,.....On rhe April 26. 1940. ClerkTan.HBue_h.-Hua.

____ My name la Loh Ser Tseng ( f'f ), alias Loh   

__ Yung Ling ( Pl $ ), aged. 53» a native of Yu Yao,_____

Chekiang« single-widower« residing In the room above the __ 
kitchen» at Ho. 28» Jen Teh Mong» Dalny Road, off Ward 

Road... 

Before the outbreak of hostilities, I was employed 

in the Ginsen Trade Guild in Nantao. In the course of 

the local hostilities I served in the Southern District____

War Time Citizens* Service Corps.Following the withdrawal 

of the Chinese Rational Army from Shanghai Area, I took

___refuge in the Foreign Settlement for about 10 day8« after__  

my arrival in Yu Yao« I served in the Salt Trade Guild__

.... and concurrently served as inspector in the office of_______

Salt District Anti-gnemy (Japanese?) and Defence____________

Association« I resigned from these positions in September» 

1939, owing to a difference of opinion with the Chief of 

the Guild. Since then I remained unemployed in my native__

home until March» 1940 when I arrived in Shanghai in quest 

of employment._______-.jt________________________________ M______

During April, 1940» I joined the office of the 

Resident Deputy in Charge of People*8 Movement in Shanghai 

of the Ministry of Social Affairs of the Central Government, 

Chungking« through the introduction of one Zao Tse Ming_____

( q receiving a monthly salary of #46.00._________

I have never visited the office in question, therefore 

I do not know the exact location of the office, I__________

understand that this office is mainly concerned in the______
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The following is the statement of. 2 -

native of.

on the

taken by me

.and interpreted by

_ labourmovement, I have» however, never participated in 

any substantive work of the office as I .joined sama only

_ recently*___________________________ ______ _______

________At 9 a.m. an April 23, I met one Zee Chi Sung

( U * - ), who is my fellow provincial, on Ward and

Dalny Roads, He is now unemployed and what he is doing_

I do not know. I asked him where was he going and he____

_ stated that he was going to call on a friend in the Tsung
Kiang 3rd Lodginghouse (4s ~ %% ) on Bue Palikao.

I accompanied him to Room 63, Tsung Kiang 3rd Lodginghouse/

on Rue Palikao. About 20 minutes after my arrival in the 

hotel, I was arrested by the Police. I have never taken

part in the activities regarding the labour agitation in 

the Shanghai Dockyards.________ ;___________ ___________

(Signed )Loh Shou Tseng

Thumb-printed
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The following is the statement of......... ................................................................................. ............

native of Iue. ..Yao...... taken b n)e D. s.I. Logan,.. D.S. I >. Kao.
C.D.C.3G.Police Hdqrs. . 26-4-40. . • _ . ,at...................... ........... on the.................... ................ and interpreted by...........................................

My name is Hsu Chih Sung, aged 42, married, a 

native of Yue Yao, residing at 102 Zung Shing Pang 

Ward Road.

In 1932 I came to Shanghai and lived at the above

address for about one year without employment.Prom 1933

I was employed as a shop assistant for more than 2 years in 
Wei Tai Chong ( xl q ) Cigarettes & Money Exchange Shop, 

at the mouth of Yoeh Hwa Fang ( jfe iff ), Ward Road.

__ _________ In June 1935 I served as a member of the general

_affairs department of the Hwa Zung ( _ ) Primary School*

After the outbreak of the current hostilities I lost aty job.

In April 1938 I was employed as a worker in the Accountant_

Room of the China Import & Export Lumber Company at Yang-  

tszepoo Road with a salary of $30.00 per mensem and am 

still in this position._______________________________ _________

In November 1939, being introduced by my cousin |
' _ , i I

Chow Hwueh Slang ( ), I served as an investigator___
of the Shanghai Inspectorate Office af the Ministry of I

Social Affairs of the Central Government, Chungking with 1

a sa^-ary store than $10.00 per mensem. At 7 a.m.i

April 23ed, 1940 I recieved a telephone call from Woo Mong _ 

Ling- ( % j$i ) in Room 78 Teung Kiang No.3 Hotel. Rue.

Palikao, telling me to see him there at 9.30 a.m. that date.

When I arrived, Woo was not in that room. Led by worker----- 1
No.179 Chen Chih Keng ( ft n ft ) of the Shanghai Dockyards ; 
to Room 63, I met Woo Mong Ling who told me to accompany_____ I
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Dockyards Ltd., - Strike. Baid on Union Office

20 arrests

Made by.....•..Logan....................... porwarded by.....?—.............................. .

At 10.30 a.in. 23.4.40, Mr. Bonnyman, Manager

of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., telephoned to 

say that he was in possession of information 

to the effect that the chief leaders of the 

strikers had an office at Room 78 of the No. 3 
Chuen Kiang ( ^;’x ) Lodging House, 63 Rue Palikao, French Concession and that they had ordered the
No. 2 Fitter of the International Dock, Pootung, 

to come to the aforesaid Room on the morning of 

23.4.40 under pain of threats of violence in order 

to discuss the situation at the International Dock 

where the whole complement of workers have gone 

back to work. Mr. Bonqyman stated that he believed

that the strikers intended to attempt further 

intimidation of the International Dock, Footung, 

workers, in order to compel them to cease work 

again and so assist them in effecting a settlement 

of their strike in the Yangtszepoo Dock. It was 

urgently requested by Mr. Bonnyman that the Fol ice 

should raid the Union Office mentioned in order 

to avert further intimidation of the International 

Dock workers.

With the assistance of the French Folice, 

attached to Post Joffre, D.S.I* Logan and C.D.S. 

281 (Special Branch) visited Rooms 78 and 63 of the
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Ho. 3 Chuen Kiang Lodging House, 63 Rue Palikao 

and took into custody 18 persons together with 

a quantity of hooks, documents, etc. belonging 

to the Shanghai Dockyards Workers* Union as well 

as another two strikers who were keeping 

observation inside the door of the Lodging House.

The arrested persons, together with the 

seized documents etc., are at present being 

detained by the French Police for enquiries. 

Efforts are being made to have them handed over 

to the S.M.P. as soon as the French Police will 

have completed their enquiries.

Of the 20 persons arrested whose names 

are given hereunder, five are not employees of

the Shanghai Dockyards. One of these, namely

Wu Mang Ling ( ), alias Yang Ku ( • •
* T

is stated by Mr. L. Beattie of the Shanghai

Dockyards Ltd. to be an agent of the Company.

The French Police have been acquainted with this

fact. It has not been possible to investigate 

the antecedents of these persons but this matter 

will be gone into as soon as they are handed 

over to the S.M.P.

Here follows the names of the arrested

persons, viz t-
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1) Zien Ah Keng

* 2) Loh Ser Tsung

3) Fa Ah Ziang

4) Yu Pao Ding

5) Liu Keng Tu

6) Tung Ching Pao

7) Fu Ching Kao

8) Sung Ah Sung

( ) residing 31 Woo Foh Kung
alleyway, off Honan Rd.

( $ ) N.F.A.

( /$) ) re®icling at Szechuen Rd.

( £ J? ) residing at No. 3 Dah Chi
Li alleyway Canton Rd.

( ) residing at No. 6 Yu
Ching Li, Rue Palikao.

( ~fi- 7 ) residing at No. 32 Ta Li
\ Hong alleyway B*Well Rd.

( Fl ) residing at 6 Chung Nyoeh 
Y'5' v Faung, Canton Rd.

( ) residing at No. 114 Lao
L 1Ka, B’Well Road.

9) Tsang Oiing :.’0h( > -siding £».. H Hew

*10) Zi Kee Keng ( at i0°tunS-

11> Znne Chi Kenff ( ) ^»iding at 140 • 5 Ts Yan®11) Zung Chi Keng I Li, Rue Porte de I’Ouest.

12) Li Yoong Ku ( £ ££ 1 «Biding at Pootung.

t* { 4'i>iH2 ) residing at No. 101 Hong13) Li Zung Chong ( poh Lif°Sin2a Hoad.

14) Sze Wei Ming (folk ’reBidlng at i00tuns-
__v _ „ r Jttfc ) residing at No. 3 Ta Bn Li15) Zung Ping Kong ( North Shanse Rd.

a ,M { ) residing at 330 Bigin Rd.16) Zau Sz Ming
7- m,- o. i it i ) residing at Yoeh Hwa Faung,17) Zi Chi Sung ( i Ward

« zn_* t ) residing at No. 11 Chi*8) Sze Chi Chong ( Hyieh j^eiupt.
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19) Sung Ah Tsai ( fa fcj

20) Wu Mang Ling (
7

residing at No. 8 Chung 
Woo Tsung, Rue Bourgeat.

residing at juo. 17 Tsoh 
Yih Tsung, Route de 
Zikawei.

/ D.C. (Special Branch), 
r j*
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At 2.30 p.m., 22-4-40, Mr. Bonnyman and

Mr. Beattie, Manager and Works Superintendent, 

respectively of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., called 

at the Special Branch in order to solicit the opinion 

of the Police as to the advisability of adopting any 

or all of the undermentioned measures, via :-

(1) The Company to write a letter to the three chief 

strike leaders namely, Ho.116 Yih Ching Hwa 

( ), Ho.206 Sze Wei Ming (•$&£&)

and Chang Sian Dee ( 5k- '■*' ) notifying them

that they are dismissed and therefore ther^r" 

presence will not be tolerated anymiiere in any of 

the Company’s yards.

(2) The Police, with the assistance of the French 

Police, to search the rendezvous of the strike 

leaders at Room 78 of the Tsung Kiang Lodging

house, 63 Rue Palikao French Concession and 

seize all books and documents belonging to the 

Union which might be found there.

H.B. In this connection Mr. Bonnyman suggested that 

it is hot improbable that something like a bullet, 

pistol or dagger might be found which would justify 

legal action against the strike leaders.

It is known to the Police that one of the 

strikers who is an informer of the Company is a
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frequent visitor to the meeting place mentioned above. 

(3) Whether the Company should approach one Chu Yu 

Ching (Chinese character unknown) who is stated 

to be an influential official in Pootung and 

solicit his assistance in bringing about a 

settlement of the strike.

Chu Yu Ching is stated to have given a 

cocktail party at the Astor House Hotel on 

5-4-40, to which representatives of foreign 

firms in Pootung were invited. At this party, 

Chu Yu Ching promised the foreign representatives 

that he would do all in his power to protect the 

interests of foreigners in Pootung. The cocktail | 

party is believed to have been part of a campaign I 

to improve relations between the Authorities and 

foreign firms in Pootung with a view to persuading' 

the latter to pay taxes. Mr. Bonnyman was
I informed that the points raised would be 

forwarded in report form.

Meanwhile the general strike continues.

It is known that on 22-4-49, some 80 workers turned 

up for wozk at the International Dock, Pootung. This
I 

dock is now operating with practically full complement | 

while the labour situation in the Tungkadoo dock is 

also nearly normal this morning, April 23*d.
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Since the workers of the International Dock

(Shanghai Dockyards Pootung Dock) joined the strike

on April 16, the agitators among the workers of the 

Shanghai Dockyards are endeavouring to intimidate 

the labourers of the Tungkadoo Dock of the Company 

and to persuade them also to participate in the

movement. The ringleaders have a rendezvous at 

Room 78, Tsung Kiang No.3 Lodging House, 63 Rue 

Palikao, where meetings have been held from time 

to time. The chief agitator is reported to be 
No. 116 YIH CHING HWA (^ ) alias YIH MAO DEU

D. S. I.
D.C.(Special Branch).
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Subject strike at the ShenghHi Dockyard« Ltd«» 640» Yangtfi^epoo Hoad»

3ir,
The strike st the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangtezepoo Road, continued on the morning of iipril 
20th 1940.

No untoward incident was reported during the course 
of April 19th 1940.

At 5 p.m. April ¿tth 1940, some fifty strikers 

resumed night work et the International Dock.
A delegation of strikers from the International 

Dock will meet the management at 10.30 a.m. pril 20th 
1940, for a disouseion regarding the present position.

I am, dir,
Yours obediently.

D. C. (Dive.)

i>. C. (tap. 3*.) (?orw»rded direct)
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During the afternoon of April 20, three 

labour representatives of the Shanghai Dockyards 

named YIH CHING HSU ( ), CHEN PING KONG

(fi **& ) and SZE TEI MING &J ) called
upon one KOO CHING SUNG (>i f i ), chief of the 

Yang Ching Village, Pootung, and consulted with 

him on the strike situation in the Shanghai Dockyards. 

KOO CHING SUNG is stated to have told the three labour 

representatives to see him on the morning of April 22, 

and promised to accompany them to the Yangtszepoo Dock, 

640 Yangtszepoo Hoad, in an endeavour to mediate in 

the existing dispute.
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At 5 p.m., April 19, some fifty workers of 

the International Dock'resumed night work but ceased 

work early on the morning of April 20 as a result 

of pressure from the workers of the Yangtszepoo Dock. 

It was learned from Mr. BOKNYMAJT that the 

Company is considering posting a notice in the 

course of the next few days declaring a lockout 

and notifying the workmen that they have forfeited

their privileges and intimating that they may resume 

'rk on the Company’s terms.

D.C. (Special Branch)
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The 1,350 workers employed by tne Shanghai

Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road, tne International 

Dock, Pootung and lungkadoo Dock, remain out tnis 

morning, April 19. Endeavours are being made oy 

the strike leaders to induce the laodans on tne 

ferry coats of tne Company to join in tne strike.

D.C. (Special .Branch).

I
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On April 17, approximately 150 workers

employed in the Tungkadoo Dock of the Shanghai 

Dockyards Ltd., ceased operations as a result 

of intimidation by the fangtszepoo Dock strikers. 

They are still out this morning, April 18, but 

some 80 operatives working under contract system 

at the Tungkadoo Dock have not yet been affected.

The number of strikers has thus been

brought up to a total of some 1,350, distributed 

as follows :

Shanghai Dockyards,
640 Yangtszepoo Road. 1,000

international Dock, 
Footung. 200

Tungkadoo Dock. 150.
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Between 3.30 p.m. and 4 p.m., April 12* 

discussions were held in the Dockyards between 

the management and foremen of various departments 

in connection with the existing dispute. The 

meeting concluded without any result being reached.
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On April 11, a notice was issued by the 

management and posted outside the Dockyards, 

advising the strikers to resume work. .

It is learned that the workers will 

discuss the matter in their union office, 

Yangtsaepoo Road, to-day, .April 12.

The union now supplies the strikers with

free rice, and about 100 workers attend every day.

The representatives of the workers have

removed their rendezvous from the San Pang Lodging

House, 77 Rue Palikao, to the Tseng Kiang No.3
Lodging House (j^- ), 63 Rue Palikao.
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Reference D. C. (Special Branch’s) remarks 

on Special Branch report dated April 9, 1940, 

Mr. Koh Siu Ngao ( )» one of the lawyers

who wrote the letter to Nanfang Company, 137 Rue 

Marco Polo, asking that concern not to assist in 

breaking the strike of the Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd’s, workers, was called to Headquarters at 

5 p.m., April 10, 1940 and warned by Supt. Mason 

regarding the letter in question. In reply 

Mr. Koh stated that he regretted sending the letter 

and promised to be more careful in future.

At 5 p.m., April 10, 1940 three 

representatives of the workers, namely, 

Ho. 116 Yih Ching Hwa ( 

Mo.206 Sze Wei Ming ( 

No. 64 Zung Ping Kong ( 

called at the Special Branch and stated that they 

had approached Mr. Yu fa Ching ( and

Mr. Yuan Li Tung ), Chinese members of the

Municipal Council and asked them to mediate on 

their behalf in the present dispute between the 

Company and the workers and that these gentlemen 

had agreed to attempt mediation provided 

representatives of the company would agree to 

meet them somewhere South of the Soochow Creek. 

The delegates requested the Police to ask the 

company if it would agree to meet Mr. Yuan li Tung
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and Mr. iu Ya Ching. In accordance with the 

request of the delegates, Mr. Bonnyman was 

informed in terms of above. In reply he stated 

that the company would not accept mediation from 

an outside source. He stated further that he

had already received the resignation of the

delegates and that therefore they have no right 

to continue to attempt negotiation. In this 

connection he stated that according to his 

information Ho.116 Ylh Ching Hwa addressed some 

40 workers about noon on April 10, 1940 and 

informed them that he was negotiating with a 

Japanese Military policeman with a view to 

stopping the workers of the International Dock 

from continuing to work. Mr. Bonnyman's 

informant, however, is unwilling to come 

forward and testify openly against No.116.

G^QUG^

2 -

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Special Branch report dated April 8, 1940, 

together with attached letter which” was sent to the 

Nanfang Company by the legal advisers of the Shanghai 

Dockyards Ltd» Workers* Union, was taken to the M» A*b. 

Office by D. S. I. Logan at 2 p.m», April 9, 1940 and 

examined by Mr. Paul Tsiang, A/M. A», in order to 

ascertain if there is any legal ground for action by the 

Police against either the Workers* Union or the Latter*» 

legal advisers. After perusing the letter, Mr. Tsiang 

stated that in his opinion the letter did not contain 

any threats and that there did not appear to be any grounds 

for action against either the Union or the two lawyers

D. S. I.

D. C» (Special Branch)
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At 11.30 a.¡n., 8.4.40, Mr. Bonnyman, Manager 

of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., reported by telephone 

that his company had hired two welders from 

the Nanfang Company, 137 Rue Marco Polo but that 

they had ceast . to work for him after having 
received a lette* ?ron' Koh Siu ligao (3^ $ % ) and 

Sze Yu Foo (), lawyers engaged by the 

workmen's Union, asking them not to do anythin«? 

that would help to break the strike. D. &. I. Logan 

and C.D.C. 107 (Special Branch) with the assistance 

of the French Police visited 137 Rue Marco polo 

at 3 p.m., 8.4.40 and interviewed one Kan Cha Zien 

( is ), Manager of the Manfang Co., who stated 

that the letter in question had been delivered by 

messenger on 7.4.40 to above address. Mr. Kan 

handed the letter over to D.S.I. Logan on condition 

it will be returned to him should he ask for it. 

According to Mr. Kan, six persons claiming to be 

representatives of the strikers called at his home 

on the night of 6.4.40 and asked him not to hire 

any of his workmen to the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. 

as such action would help to break their strike. 

They did not use any threats or intimidation but 

appealed to him not to do anything that would 

prejudice their strike. From the description 

of two of the callers it would appear that they 

were No. 116 Yih Ching Hwa ( o-j ) and No. 206 

Sae Wei Ming
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Mr. Kan stated further that he frequently

obtained contracts from the Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd» but that he did not wish to become involved 

in any way in the current strike and had therefore 

withdrawn his welders from the Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd» A translation of the letter is attached 

hereto together with the letter»

'Y

D. S. I

D. C. (Special Branch)



Translation of a letter received by the San Fang 
Electric Welding Company, 37 Rue Marco Polo, from 
lawyers KOH SIU HGAO and SZE YU FOO, at 9 a.m. ,7/4/40

To Manager,
Han Fang Electric Welding Co., 
37 Rue Marco Polo.

Sir,

We beg to inform you of the following statement 

by our clients, the representatives of the Workers* 

Union of the Shanghai Dockyards :

“All legal cases relative to this Union have been 

referred to you for disposal. This Union is organized 

on a sound basis, whereby some 1,000 labour friends 

are safeguarded in connection with their employment. 

Reports have been received from workers that prior 

to the settlement of the dispute between the Union 

and the management, the Han Fang Electric Welding 

Company (engaging employees 

on behalf or the management. Such steps affect this 

Union to a considerable extent. Please send a 

written request to the Han Fang Electric Welding 

Company to cease forthwith such practice which is 

to the detriment of the Union, otherwise the Han 

Fahg Company will be held responsible for the 

extension of the dispute. Please convey the above 

to the Han Fang Electric Welding Company*11

We therefore inform you of the above statement 

in accordance with the request of our clients. You are 

requested to send members to our offices within two days 

to have a talk in order to avoid any misunderstanding.

(Chopped): KOH SIU HGAO, lawyer
£ 4 >

SZE YU FOO *

Office : 162 Avenue Foch.
Tel. Ho. 32390 - 7/4/40.
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In connection with the current strike in 

the above company’s Yangtszepoo Dock, Mr. 

Bonnyman, Manager, called at Headquarters on 

April 10, 1940, and stated that in his opinion 

the under-mentioned persons were the chief agitators 

among the strikers and that he felt that if 

something could he done to eliminate their influence 

on their fellow workers he felt sure that an early 

settlement of the strike would ensue*
(1) No. 116 Yi Mao Dao ij| -É/ 

alias Yih Ching Hwa M 4 i

(2) No.206 Sze Wei Ming
(3) No .1063 Chang Shao Dee(4L^' ) 

alias Dzang Ah Loh ( )

Mr. Bonnyman bases his views on confidential 

information received from a foreman, namely, 

Dong Miao Tse ) who was formerly a

member of the delegation which signed the last 

agreement on behalf of the workers. This person, 

however, is unwilling to testify openly against 

any of the agitators and, in any case, does not 

appear to be in possession of any tangible evidence 

that would justify legal action against any 

particular person.

Police enquiries indicate that the three persons 

named are the most active in agitating for a 

continuation of the strike and there is also some
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reason to believe that they have been soliciting, 

without success, assistance from certain Japanese 

in order to make an attempt at intimidating the 

workers of the International Dock, Pootung. They 

have, however, been extremely discreet and so 

far direct evidence against them has not been 

forthcoming.

D. S. I

D..C.(Special Branch)
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At 11 a.m, April 4, two delegates of the 

Shanghai Dockyards1 workers named Chen Ping Kong

•>and sz Wei *ing & /Jcalled 

at Special Branch and delivered a letter stating 

that the 11 delegates have resigned from their 

positions as workers* representatives, (full 

translation attached)

At 12 noon April 4, ten of the eleven 

delegates visited the Dockyards and notified the 

management in a like manner. While they were on 

the premises» some 200 workers gathered on a piece 

of vacant ground on Yangtszepoo Boad opposite the 

Dockyards with» it is believed» a view to safeguarding 

the delegates from being arrested by the Municipal 

Police. Some of these workers are reported to 

have stated that they intended to assault Mr. Beattie» 

the foreign supervisor. They, however, left quietly 

at 1 p.m.

On the afternoon of April 4, the management 

posted a notice to the effect that approved workmen 

might return to work under the terms of the old 

agreement plus an increase of 10% in wages, (full 

text mentioned in report dated April 4)

A meeting of workers was convened for 9 a.m. 

April 5, to take place on the same piece of vacant 

ground. About 500 workers attended, but owing to
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the failure of the majority of the eleven delegatee 

to appear, they dispersed at 11.30 a.m. without 

holding any discussions.

It is now learned that in order to persuade 

all workers to refrain from returning to work on 

the managements terms the union contemplates 

supplying free food to the workers with the 

accumulated union funds. The leading agitators 

are reported to be advocating that no assault 

or intimidation be resorted to in the vicinity 

of the Dockyards in the event of any worker breaking 

the strike, but that pickets be sent to such 

workers* homes to deal with the workers and their 

families.

D. C.(Special Branch).
UK
V **

D. S. I.



April 4, 1940

D. C. (Special Branch), 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

Sir,

We have announced the reply of the management 

received at 11.30 a.m. April 2, to the workers, who 

in turn declared that they cannot accept such terms. 

We, the representatives now feel that there is no 

means for "both parties to get nearer. We hereby 

beg to inform you that we have decided to resign 

our position as delegates. We repeatedly negotiated 

with the management in connection with our reasonable 

demands, but they were rejected, and therefore we are 

ho longer able to shoulder the responsibility of being 

representatives.

Delegates : Chen Ping Kong 
Chen Ding iU 
Yih Ching Hwa 
Sung Yao Chien 
Sz Wei King 
Woo Loong Kiu

Zah Te Ming 
Chang Ngoeh Zai 
Chang Yuan Fang 
Hau Yung Fah 
Ching Wen Tai ng

(All chopped with the exception of 
Chen Ding Fu and Ching Wen Using).
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Information has been received to the

effect that the strikers of the Shanghai Dockyards, 

640 Yangtszepoo Road, are continuing their endeavours

to induce the workers in the employ of the company’s 

Pootung Dock to Join the strike, and intend to carry 

out intimidation against those who refuse to do so. 

One TSANG SIAO DEE (f^_ % ), an electric welder

of the Shanghai Dockyards has been detailed by the

strikers to solicit the understanding of the

Chinese Police at Pootung in connection with the 

proposed intimidation. He is stated to be an 

ex-member of the Pootung Merchants* Volunteer Corps, 

and is familiar with a number of members of the

Chinese Police at Pootung.

D.C. (Special Branch). ZP

I DATE Xir
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Subi»-?-* Shanghai Dockyards - management sends ultimatum to workers.

Made by..... .P.’. S?..?..... Logan, Forwarded by.............

A copy of translation of the final amendment

to the draft agreement submitted by the workers to 

the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. has been obtained and 

is forwarded herewith.

f At 11 a.m. April 2, the management of the 

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 Yangtezepoo Road, sent

a reply to the workers’ demands to a hut situated 

off Yangtszepoo Road which is used as Union 

Headquarters. The letter, copy attached (Marked *3*) 

finally announced that the management commended 

all the conditions for the unqualified acceptance

of the workers within 24 hours, failing which it 

reserved the right to take what action it considered 

best to safeguard the real interests of its loyal 

workmen.

On the forenoon of April 3, No. 116 Sze Wei- 

mi ng one of the workers’ delegatee,

called on the management and requested 48 hours’ 

grace to consider the matter. Ji 24 hours’ grace 

was granted.

It is learned that following the receipt 

of a reply to its ultimatum, on April 4, the 

management proposes to issue a notice (copy attached) 

to explain the situation and announce that the 

company is prepared to re-employ forthwith a certain 

number of workmen who agree to work under the 

Company’s old conditions of employment plus an
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increase in wages of at least 10/6. unly approved men 

will be employed, while others not required will be 

given discharge allowances in strict accordance with 

the terms of the labour agreement obtaining at the 

time of their breaking the same. The company is 

also prepared to approve a really representative body 

of men chosen from those re-employed.

inquiries made on April 3 showed that the 11 

so-called delegates and a number of other agitating 

workers held discussions from time to time on April 

2 and 3 and finally decided on the afternoon of 

April 3 that the management’s conditions be not 

accepted. The two vital points of dispute are (1) 

the Company’s refusal to recognize inclusion of the 

coolies in the same Union as the tradesmen and (2) 

the Company reserving the right to effect dismissals. 

Most of the workers are reported to have stated to 

the delegates that should they be able to obtain the 

assistance of the Japanese to compel the workers of 

the International Dockyard, Pootung, to cease work, 

they are willing to remain on strike as long as 

required, consequently the delegates are still 

endeavouring to solicit that assistance. It is 

learned that the present temporary arrangement is 

that all workers should refuse to work in the dockyard 

should they be asked to do so and that strike-breakers 

be assaulted. It ie also stated that some 20 workers 

have expressed their willingness to the delegates to
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adopt a dare-to-die spirit to deal with strike-breaking. 

Information has been received to the effect that a letter 

will be presented to the Company on 4.4.40, intimating 

that the Company’s terms are not acceptable and that 

thereafter the eleven delegates propose to resign.

The situation ie being watched.

D.O.*'DW and Officer i/c Yulin Road have been 

informed concerning the posting of a notice by the 

Company and are taking the necessary precautions.

D.C. (Special Branch).
* . *I ♦



NOTICE TO THE HEGULAH WORKMEN 

OF 

SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS LTD.

As the Company believe the workmen are not being told 

all the facta by the eo-oailed Union Committee regarding the 

matters discussed at the various meetings in this office, 

the Company now make the following statementi-

The Company have never accepted the Committee of eleven 

delegates (consisting largely of unskilled, semi-skilled, and 

temporary workmen ) as true representatives of the workmen, but 

nevertheless have continued to listen to them in ordtr to 

negotiate, if possible, any of the first sot of demands and 

conditions put fbrward. Most of these first conditions wore 

rejected by the Company as being unreasonable and impossible 
the Company 

for any business concern to agree to, Ao Id the Committee so 

verbally an Saturday, 23rd March, and confirmed it in writing 

to than on 26th March, asking them to modify the demands 

sufficiently to enable the Company to compromise if possible • 

On Mar cm 27th, the Committee then requested a meeting 

with the Company and this was arranged for Friday, 89th March, 

when the Union Comalttee told the Management their modified 

and final demands« The Management asked the Committee for 

this in writing so that there Miould be no misunderstanding. 

The Committee at first refused but finally agreed, and eventually • 

the Company received the letter confirming the so-called 

modified demands. The Company’s official and final terms 

wore handed to the Union on 2nd April.

It is regretted very much by the Company that they cannot 

now make any further negotiation with the Committee as their
~ S 

conditions are unreasonable and we cannot comply with them, 

especially as wo know that the Committee told the workmen that 

the Company had practically agreed to most of the demands and 

conditions, whereas this is entirely untrue as no reply was
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glven on Friday and this can be proved by third parties.

Therefore the Company now feel that their regular workmen 

will read this notice with much interest, and they now wish to 

tell the men that the Company is prepared to re-employ forthwith 

a certain number of workmen of all trades provided they agree 

to work under the Company’s old conditions of employment, which 

includes an increase in wages of at least 10$ which the Company 

was preparing to grant Immediately before the strike. The con

ditions will be given later and contain other concessions. The 

Company will re-employ approved workmen as quickly as commercial 

conditions justify and the badge numbers of these approved men 

will also be given later. Approved men wishing to return under 

these conditions can notify the Company and employment will bo 

arranged for them, and the men will not lose any of their privilege* 

in the old Agreement. Other man not required will be given the 

discharge allowances In strict accordance with the terms of the 

Labour Agreement obtaining at the time of their breaking the seme.

In conclusion, fho Company would very much appreciate the 

assistance of the regular approved workmen by their forming a 

really representative body of men chosen from those re-employed 

to form a committee with whom the Company can settle various 

details from time to time.



1st April, 1$MO

Th« Shanghai dockyard« Union. 
. OM8B11.

Sirs,

We are in receipt of your final amendment 

to your draft agreement of Jarch 18th, which was handed 

to oar Mr« Beattie at 12.45 o'clock on Saturday afternoon 

th« 30th ultimo, and in reply we haw to state:-

(1) smMgtegjaitjmixffli.

There is no reason at all tor us to alter Um» 
clause as it stood in former agreements and which has been 

the custom now for many yearn« If Westasaa outside thia 

elans« do not agree they can seek anploynsut elsewhere« 

Me cannot agree to the »¡odi floation.

<«) SMJMBJm.
We would be prepared to contribute a sun of 

.100.00 ncmthly to th« Union towards the upkeep of an office 

provided Clause (1) ef the old agreement stands and that 

satis fast cry assurances can bo produced wdiereby the rnwgianj 

will not bo handlsapped in its busimos by the enistenoe 
■ i ‘ 
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of such a Union and that It will ba run for our mutual 

benefit, The remainder of the request cannot be conceded. 

The Company’s payment would only bo granted cm the under

standing that the Company’s Secretary had free access to 

the Union accounts and books in order to satisfy the Cos$>any 

regarding expenditure.

(s) aosas.
It is noted that additions instead of modifications

have been Introduced here. some reference was made to this 

subject on i rid ay last at the meting. The Coaqpany is not 

prepared to increase the 10 days Bonus as existing at present, 

but will favourably consider a possible increase in this 

after the results of th© curran financial year are known, 

but the total amount would not in any case exceed 16 days.

(4) r MMTM»

The Company reserves its present rights as clearly

stated In the old agreement under the heading "Dismissal ". 

The reasens eet cut by your advisers for the proposed 

stodl float! on ere not understood by the Company as they do 

not appear te have any bearing on the case.

<«> wriwrwr w *«)
The Ccupany cannot agree te any alteration of 

the conditions contained In the old agreement, as they are 

most liberal, and this applies equally to the part of the
clause regarding the discharge of hrtana fer business reasons* 

(6) K CUD AYS.

Ths Chesgpany is prepared to grant 10 holldaya 

cash year instead of 8 as at present, the other conditions 

to reimtn exactly as m the old agri—not*



(7) (8) (9) ACCIDWTS &. CuKPOSATXQK.
The Company is prepared bo partially grant the requests 

aa stated in the modified proposals, namely the $500.00 asked 

fbr la Clause 7 to be modified to ¿350.00. The Company 

considers the .400.00 asked for In Clause 8 is not reasonable 

as there is no graduated scale of service, but the Company 

would agree to adjust this on the Clause 9 basis. With 

regard to the request contained in Clause 9, the Company 18 

pleased to agree to thia in its entirety, but they desire 

to point out that the conditions are less favourable than 

those in ths old agreement. In addition, the requests as 

set out in your modified proposals are very confused in 

their arrangement. 

(10) APTOWI1BBB.

The Company agrees to increase Apprentices* pay by 

12 cents per day on the distinct understanding that they 

be not members of the Union until after completion of their 

S year apprenticeship. The other tors» of Apprenticeship 

to be all as per the old agreement, 

ill) STOPPAOB OF mi Qg «MO.

This appears generally to bo similar la sentiment to 

the strike clause in the old. agreement, but whether this 

is conceded to be so or not, the Coapany would not depart 

from the exact text of the old strike clause.

The Company notes the proposals under this heading 

with considerable surprise as the allowances paid under 

tbs old agreement are very liberal end aro undoubtedly 

far in excess of such allowances paid by any other industrial 

or naaiaipal concerns in Shanghai. Ths refers, in the
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ciroumstanccs, the Camper^ declines to depart from the 

general terms of toe old agreement, except with regard to 

the method of determining the basic price previously used, 

but which latter had been amended to suit the workmen's 

choice long before the strike took place.

(1») PAY FOR SXOKT WORK AMU 30HK 08 SUMPAYS.

The Company has considered thia request but does 

not find it reasonable, especially with regard to the half

pay for Sundays. This would appear to penalise the Coopany 

to the virtual extent of 26 paid holidays per year in 

addition to those already granted. With regard to the 

higher rates for overtiae requested, the Company is preparing 

to pay a substantial increase in wages to Workmen, and this 

is considered to amply meet the question of higher overtime 

rates.

(1) Ths Company would merely refer you to the reply 

to this demand contained in the Company's views as handed 

to you on saroh 80th, in which they pointed out the real 

reasons for the stoppage, and in thia connection wo would 

refer you to Clause (11) of the present modified proposals, 

which is self-explanatory.
(8) The Company was considering the question of an 

increase in wageo prior to the strike, and consequently io 

prepared to grant an increase of not loss than 1QJ& according 

to merit.
(3) The Company, after consideration, has decided that 

it would > -^s be woll received by the Wortansn If their Klee 

Allowance wore curtailed or abolished as suggested, and



would be prepared to grant 60 cents per day food allowance 

In place of the 50 ooata previously paid, together with 

the ordinary rice allowance.

(4) The Company are prepared to pay an Increase of SC$ 

on present dirty money rates.

WO draw your attention to our letter of the 30th 

ultimo and to the fact that the above reply Is the first and 

only reply which we have given to your final demands which 

you so reluctantly committed to paper on Saturday, and wo 

cannot refrain froan again reminding you that the Workmen 

were apparently deliberately misled by your report of the 

meeting in this Office on Friday last.

We commend all these conditions now for your 

unqualified acceptance within 84 hours, falling which wo 

must take what action re eonsIder best to safeguard the 

real interests of our loyal Wodcnsn.

Tours faithfully, 
SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS, LTD.,

Ilana ger.

jasAw



TRANSLATION

The following is the final amendment to the draft 

agreement submitted by workers on the afternoon of 

March 18. Please give a definite reply before April 3, 

1940.

Right of the Union

1. The Company must recognize the Union*s right to 

represent the workmen of the various departments* 

such as Fitters, Turners, Carpenters, Electric Welders, 

Foundry Workers, Electricians, Coppersmiths, and all 

coolies of the dockyards. In accordance with the 

provisions of the Chinese Factory Law, the term 

^workmen* denotes those who are either directly 

engaged or assisting in the productive services. 

Though the standard of education of the workers in 

the various departments is different, they are equal 

in respect of personality and human rights. Therefore, 

no difference shall be made relating to the rights 

and obligations of the workmen because of the 

difference in the standard of education.

2. The object of this Union is to devise means to
4

promote the welfare fer the workmen, and to promote 
good relations between labour and capital. The 

Company should grant the Union a monthly allowance 

of $100.00 and provide the latter with an office. 

Two members of the Standing Committee will work 

regularly in the Union offices to deal with labour 

disputes on behalf of the workmen, and they should 

be paid due wages by the company»

Bonus

3. The Company agrees to appropriate 65# of its profits 

for distribution among the workmen as bonuses. The 

minimum bonus to be received by workmen snail be equal 

to a su$ not less than half a month*s pay.

Termination of Service



Termination of Service

4. The Company agrees not to dismiss any workmen owing 

to business depression. However, the Company has 

the right to terminate the service of workmen for 

any of the following offences»- 

(A) Insubordination, 

(B) Theft.

(C) Continued or malicious breach of the Companyfs 
rules more than three times,

(Reason) : The prosperity or depression of trade of a 

company or a business shop is determined by its 

profits gained or losses sustained. For instance, 

a company, though it appears to be very prosperous, 

may sustain losses. Therefore, its business can be 

considered to be sound. On the contrary, a company, 

though it appears to be in a state of business 

slackness, may gain huge profits. Consequently, we 

cannot say that such company is in a state of 

business depression. Our company differs from other 

concerns. There may be plenty of work both day and 

night, when ships are required to undergo repair, 

and services will not be necessary when no one applies 

to our company for ship repairing. As a matter of 

fact, our company is not in a state of easiness 

depression but receives good profits every year. The 

4th condition is drawn up and based upon this reason, 

Work by Turn

When necessary in time of business depression, the 

Company may make arrangements for the workmen to have 

work by turn. The company agrees to guarantee 

employment to workmen for not less than 18 days in 
every 28 days, and to pay full rice allowance (for 

non-working days ??) • The work—by—turn system

shall only be applied when there is work for only half 

of the total up complement of workmen.



Leave

6. Workmen shall have ten holidays with full pay in

every year. Workmen who operate on holidays shall 

be given extra~dayts day; those working Tot night

shift on holidays shall be granted normal night

shift wages. The holidays are as follows»- 

January 1 and 2. Two days.

March 12.

Easter Holiday.

May 1.

October 10.

November 12.

December 25.

1st and 2nd days of the 1st month* Lunar New Year - 
two days.

Accidents and compensation

7 In the case of any workman who is injured in the 

performance of duty, the Company agrees to grant him 

medical expenses, and to pay him full wages and rice 

allowance for a period not exceeding three months 

during which he is under mddical treatment. If the 

workman is still incapable or permanently disabled 

or dies on the expiry of three months* period, the 

Company agrees to pay to his next of kin a

compassionate and retiring gratuity of $500.00•

The foregoing benefits will be granted provided 

the injured workman agrees to receive treatment 

immediately after an accident, at any of the

following hospitals»»

(A 
(B 
(C 
<D 
(E 
(J,

St. Lukete Hospital.
Lester Hospital, Shantung Road.
Paulun Hospital.
American Red Cross Hospital.
Tientsin Road Red Cross Hospital.
Blue Cores Hospital.

8. In the event of the natural death of any workman from

sickness or if he is incapacitated from active 



service through sickness and has to retire, the 

Company agrees to pay to his next of kin a 

compassionate grant of $400.00» Satisfactory proof 

concerning death or incapacitation of a workman 

must be submitted from a recognized and qualified 

doctor.

9. In the case of a workman who is incapacitated through 

old age, the Company agrees to pay him retirement 

allowance in accordance with the following scale»- 

Workmen of under 10 years* service» Hil. 

Workmen of aoove 10 years* service 
and under 15 years* service» $150.

Workmen of above 15 years* service and 
under 20 years* service» $200.

Wormen of above 20 years* service and 
below 25 years* service» $300.

Workmen of above 25 years* service and 
below 30 years* service» $400.

Workmen of shove 30 years* service» $500.

Apprentices

10. The Company agrees to pay apprentices according 

to the following scale»»

40 cents per day for the 1st year.
50 - - " ■ - 2nd •
SO • • • • • 3rd •
70 * * • • • 4th •
80 • • * * • 5th •

The Company may discharge any apprentice after 

five years* service, but has to give him a 

certificate irrespective of whether he is retained 

or discharged. The certificate should mention that 

he has served his apprenticeship faithfully end well 

and has become a skilled master journeyman at his 

trade. It will only be granted to suoh apprentices 

after they have thoroughly learnt their trade and 

their general conduct and behaviour while in the 

service of the Company, has been satisfactoqr. Should 



apprentices be retained In the service of the 

Company» after their apprentioeahip la completed» 

the Company agrees to increase their pay according 

to their efficiency«

Stoppage or work or strike

11« The Company should be Informed of any dissatisfaction 

on the part of workmen» and the workmen shnll not 

create a stoppage of work without first giving the 

company 48 hours' notice of any reason* In the 

event of a strike being declared without 

authorization» the workmen involved in the strike 

will automatically forfeit all the privileges due 

to them under this Agreement« Any workmen who are 

found wilfully or maliciously damaging the Company*a 

property or intimidating other workmen from operating 

ehall be dismissed from the Company's service» and 

forfeit all benefits due them«

In the event of a strike being declared by a number 

of workmen» the Company will not bo responsible for 

the payment of wages to those for whom work io nit 

available by reason of the strike« The workmen» 

however» will not be subject to such restriction if 

the company breaks this Agreement.

Rice Allowance

IS. The Company agrees to continue the issue of rice 

allowance to all workmen on the basis of the prices 

of "Kan Mee* of Changshu and Vusieh origin as 

published in the local "Sin Van Pao" every Monday« 

(If Changshu and Vusieh rloe io unavailable* the 

price of let cuality Saigon rice shall be taken as 

the standard«) 

The scale of rioo allowance is given below»-
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Price of rice Allowance

Prom $20.10 to $30.00 per “zar* $2 per week (6 working 
days) per capita.

Prom $30.10 to $40.00 per “zar“ $3 per week per capita.

Prom $40.10 to $50.00 per “zar* $4 per week per capita.

Prom $50.10 to $60.00 per “zar" $6 per week per capita.

The Company also agrees to continue the issue 

of rice allowance to apprentices, equivalent to 60% of 

the above scale.

Pay for night work and work on Sundays

13. The Company agrees to pay one and half hours’ wages 

for one hour’s night work and so on, and to issue 

a half day’s wages to workmen who observe Sunday 

as holiday. The Company will issue one and half 

tjx days’ wages for workmen working on Sunday.

Demands

1. Pull pay and rice allowance for the period of strike. 

2. Increase in wages by 50 cents per day per workman.

3. $1.00 food allowance for any workman when he is 

required to work at some other place and unaole 

to return to the Company for his meals but the 

rice allowance for that day shall be aoolished.

4. 20 cents of “soap“ allowance per day per workman 

employed in filthy work.



SPECIAL BRANCH

Date March 25.1940.__

Attached is an application received from :

Name of organization, .. L;
club, school, etc 4 Eleven representatives of workers of

the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.

Address ; . *,

requesting yt«wxka.KkuuxxtoDdxglrit the Special Branch to mediate

_in the dispute between the workers and their employers»
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DAT» 3°/ 3 %

wRl
At 3 p.m., March 29, 1940, the eleven 

representatives of the workmen called on the 

management of the Company. Mr. Bonnyman, Manager, 

addressed the delegates and drew their attention 

to the various instances of good treatment of 

the workers by the Company, e.g. provision of 

steam launches to transport the xvorkers during 

the first months of the local hostilities, the 

granting of a loan to the workers to tide them 

over the first few weeks of the local hostilities, 

etc., in order to refute certain allegations by 

the workers contained in a.letter addressed to 

the Board of Directors of the Company. The reply 

of the Company to the strikers’ demands was then 

discussed and the workmen verbally agreed to certain 

minor modifications in their demands. They also 

agreed to submit these modifications in writing to 

the Company on March 30, 1940. The Company’s 

reply to same will be handed to the delegatee on 

April 3, 1940. At 11 a.m., March 30, 1940, Mr. 

Beattie, Works Manager, reported that he had 

received information from a reliable source to the 

effect that shortly after 5 p.m., March 29, 1940, 

the delegates addressed about 100 workers on the 

result of their meeting with the management and 

in doing so misrepresented the reply of the 

management as being more favourable to the workers
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than it really was.

Efforts are being made to keep in touch 

with the workers and any information obtained 

will be reported immediately.

D.S.I. Logan, D.S.I. Kao Yen Ken and C.D.C.

30 (Chien Shun I’ang) were present at the meeting 

between the delegates and the management.

D. C.(Special Branch).

D. S. I.
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At 10 a.m., March 23th, 1940, the management

of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., received in the 

Company’s office, the eleven representatives of the 

workers and in general terms discussed the demands 

presented by the workers to the Company through the 

eleven representatives on March 16th, 1940 (Special 

Branch Report 20-3-40). The management informed 

the representatives that the Company’s written reply 

to the demands of the workers would be handed to the 

worxers’ representatives on March 26th, 1940. On 

March 22, 1940, Mr. Amour, Assistant Manager of the 

Company, requested the Special Branch to communicate 

to the workers* representatives the desire of the 

management that payment of two days* wages and rice 

allowance due on March 23, 1940, should be postponed. 

This was done and the representatives gave an assurance 

that the desire of the management would be complied 

with. However, some 100 workers turned up at 9.30 

a.m., March 23, 1940 with the intention to draw their 

wages. The management anticipating that this might 
happen made preparations to make paymen^when one of 

the workmen stepped forward to collect his wages, a 

coolie worker, Mang Ching Yue (Jl ), 42, 

Tsingkiang, 110 Zang An Li, Yangtszepoo Road, shouted 

instructions to him nerr to draw his wages and was 

immediately arrested by 2*. S. Phinn. ¿inquiries 

revealed that the coolie had been requested by the
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workers* representatives to relay the request of the 

management concerning postponement of payment to the 

various workers and that ne was merely doing this when 

arrested. He was released at 12.40 p.m. March 23, 1940.

It has been learned that the tef forts of the

strikers io persuade the workers of the Shanghai 

Dockyards Ltd. Pootung Dock to join in the strike have 

been without success.

Arrangements have been made to issue the

wages and rice allowance due to the workers at 9.30a.m., 

March 26, 1940.

D. 0. •D* and Inspector i/c Yulin Road have 

been informed.

D. 0. ( Special Branch )
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Between 4 p.m. and 6 p.m., March lk 

approximately 300 workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, 

640 Y’poo Road held a meeting on a piece of ground at 

the corner of Y’poo and Jansen Roads. Sz Wei Ming
•*$), Yih Ching Hwa ( $ ) alias Yih Mao Deu

(is and Zung Ah Kong ( three

representatives of workers of the ¡Shanghai Dockyards, 

spoke to the workers and announced the new demands which 

are to be submitted to the management. It was decided 

that a letter be addressed by fih Ching Hwa to the 

workers of the Shanghai Dockyards at Pootung asking 

them to appoint representatives to participate in 

discussion for a general strike. Should the letter be 

ignored, workers will be despatched to Pootung to

r~\ solicit cooperation.V JI
The representatives of the strikers are 

known to have established a rendezvous at Room 67, San 

Pang Lodging House, Rue Paliko.

I
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March 21, 40.

The Manager, 
Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 

S F A N G H A I.

Dear Sir

LABOUR DISTURBANCE

In reply to your letter dated March 19

1940, a copy of the Police Report requested will 

be handed to you this naming by D.S.I. Logan of 

the Special Branch

Yours faithfully:

Sd. K. M. Bourne 
CnMilssiaaer of Police

iw/
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Date. f

Subject (in full).........Shanghai Dockyards Ltd» «■> Strike* Letter requesting
.............. that copy..pf..Pplipe...^.pp.rt...b.e..fprT»rded..tp..Co^p.aayA...
Made by.....•.„5’PJK®.®........... Forwarded by ®hpt. ...J.»...Ifason............... .

With reference to attached letter, dated 
March 19, 1940, from the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 
requesting that a copy of Police Report on the current 
strike at the Dockyards should be supplied to the 
Company and Commissioner of Police's instructions 
thereon, a copy of Special Branch reports dated 
March 16, 17 and 20 is forwarded herewith.



PLEASE ADDRESS ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO THE FIRM AMD NOT TO INDIVIDUALS.

TELEPHONE: 50080 
PRIVATE EXCHANGE TO 

ALU DEPARTMENTS.

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS 
"DOCKS" 

SHANGHAI

Shanghai Dockyards Lip.
(INCORPORATED UNDER THE HONGKONG ORDINANCES)

CODES'* 
BENTLEY'S. 

BENTLEY'S 2N-P PHRASE.
BOE.

A.B.C. SW BW TV EDITIONS 
WESTERN UNION 

(SCOTT'S IOXH EDITION)

640. YANGTSZEPOO ROAD.
(P. O. BOX 704) 

SHANGHAI.

DOCKS:

INTERNATIONAL 
TUNGKADOO, 

YANGTSZEPOO NG I. 
YANGTSZEPOO NG 2.

MANAGER

J. A. BONNYMAN. M B.E.
SECRETARY 

A. G. RUTHERFORD

19th March, 1940.

Major K.M. Bourne, M.C.,
Shanghai Municipal Council (Police Force), 
185 Foochow Road, 
SHANGHAI.

Dear Sir,

With reference to the labour disturbances

we have had at Yangtszepoo during the last few days, 

we would be very much obliged if you could let us have 

a copy of the Police Report in connection with this, 

which would be for the use of the Chairman of our 

Company only.

Yours faithfully
SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS, LTD

Manager.

jab/nw
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Date..
....... ..... —----“'"‘”7îarch 20th 9 40

4J
Subject.. Shanghai Dockyards - workers present demands.

Made by..............For warded by.................

At 2.30 p.m. March 18, eleven workers 

claiming to represent all the workers of the Shanghai 

Dockyards, with the exception of foremen, called on 

the management at 640 Yangtszepoo Road. Apart from 

presenting signatures of some 950 workers who appointed 

them to be their representatives, they submitted the 

draft of a new labour agreement /for consideration. 

They were received by the manager, who informed them 

that the documents would be translated and passed to 

the Board of Directors, and should a reply come, the 

delegates would be informed through the Police. Mo 

time limit was given them.

Attached is a translation of the draft of 

labour agreement submitted.

D. 0. ( Special Branch ).



Translation of a draft agreement submitted 

to the management by workers of the 

Shanghai Dockyards on March -18, 19 40.

Agreement made this . *■>.* .22.... day of .. pay........

1940* between the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.* hereinafter referred to 

as the "Company”* end the union of workmen of the Shanghai 

Dockyards. Ltd.* hereinafter deferred to as the "Union ", whereby 

itiis mutually agreed as follows t- 

Right of the Union

1. The Company recognises the Union's right to represent the 

whole body of workmen with badges and recognizes all 

workmen, new and old* as permanent employees.

2. The Company agrees to grant the Unions monthly al~ 'nee of 

$150.00 for,its up-keep and to pay the wages of two memoirs 

of the'Standing Committee of the Union who will be appointed 

by the Union to deal with disputes between labour and 

eapital and to undertake regular work in the Union instead 

of performing work in the dockyards.

Bonus

3. The-Company agrees to pay each worman a bonus equal to one 
A 

month's pay at the endfof every year.

Termination of:t3ervlees^tlon

4. The Company agrees not to dismiss any«workman owingte

. business depression. •:. However *the. Company may terminate the 

service of workmen for any 0-f®the following offenoesd »wo 

sxci’lAj. Insubordination. ?th® end of'months» - if 

ie.afBV TheftsoiwdiBhoneetyently disabled -th»

^46) Continued, or maliaious breaah of the Compaiay*'s iriag 

general,rules.
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Work by turn

When necessary in time of business depression the 

Company may make arrangements for the workmen to have work by 

turn. The Company agrees to guarantee employment to workmen 

for a minimum of 18 days in every 28 days, and to pay half 

wages and full rice allowance for non-working days.

The work-by-turn system shall only be applied when 

there is work for only half the number of workmen.

Leave

Workmen shall have ten holidays with full pay in 

every year. If they work on these days, irrespective of 

whether it is day or night work, they shall be given extra-pay 

equal to 200% of their original wages.

The holidays are listed hereunder i- 

January 1 and 2.

March 12.

faster Holiday.

May 1.

October 10.

November 12.

December 25.

Lunar new year days, 1st and 2nd.

Accidents and compensation

7. The Company agrees to grant, in the case of* any workman 

who is injured in the performance of his duty, medical expenses, 

and to pay him full wages and rice allowance for a period not
A 

exceeding three months. At the end of three months, if the man 

is still incapable or permanently disabled or dies, the Company 

agrees to pay to his next of kin a compassionate and Retiring 

grant of $500.00.
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The foregoing benefits will be granted only if the 

injured workman agrees to receive treatment immediately after 

the accident, at any one of the following hospitals t-

(l) St. Luke’s Hospital.

(2) Lester Chinese Hospital.

(3) Paulun Hospital.

(4) American Red Cross Hospital.

(5) Red Cross Hospital, Tientsin Road.

(6) Blue Cross Hospital.

(8 ) In the event of the natural death of any workman

from sickness or if he is incapacitated from active service 

through sickness and has to retire, the Company agrees to pay 

to suck workman or his next of kin a compassionate grant of 

$400.00. Satisfactory proof of death or incapacitation must 

be submitted from a recognized and qualified doctor.

9. In the case of a workman who is incapacitated

through old age, the Company agrees to pay him retirement 

allowance in accordance with the following scale t- 

Workmen of under 10 years’ service : nil.

Workmen of above 10 years' service and under 15 years’ 

service t $150.

Workmen of above 15 Years' service and under 20 years* 

service : $200.

Workmen of above 15 Years’Service and under 25 years' 

service : $300.

Apprentices

10. The Company agrees to pay apprentices according

to the following scale »-

56 cents per day for the 1st year.

66 • * * * * 2ftd *

78 " * * " * 3rd "

$1.00 * * • • 4 th "

$1.30 * * » • Sth *



11. The Company may diecharge any apprentice after

five years’ service, but has to give him a certificate 

irrespective of whether he is retained or discharged. The

certificate should mention that he has served his apprenticeship 

faithfully and well and has become a skilled master Journeyman 

at his trade. It will only be granted to such apprentices 

after they have thoroughly learnt their trades and their 

general conduct and behaviour while in the service of the

Company, has been satisfactory. Should apprentices be retained 

in the serivere of the Company, after their apprenticeship is 

completed, the Company agrees to increase their pay according 

to their efficiency.

Stoppage of work or strike

12. The Company should be informed 48 hours beforehand

if the workmen intend to declare a strike owing to dissatisfac

tion. However, this notification is not required if the 

strike is declared owing to a breach of the agreement on the 

part of the Company.

Rice Allowance
13. The Company agrees to continue the issue of rice

allowance to all workmen on the basis of the prices of *Kan Mee* 

of Changchow and Vueleh origin as published in the local press 

on every Monday. If Munich and Chengchow rice is unavailable, 

the price of let quality Saigon rice shall be taken as the 

standard. The Company Agrees to pay full rice allowance to 

workmen who have been Mt of work for less than two weeks.

Stale of rice allowance

Price gf rloe Allowance

Prom 120.10 to >30 per *ser* >2 per week («working d8ye)per capita.
Prom |30.10 to >40 per "ear* |3 per week per capita.
Prom |40.10 to >60 per "ear" >4 • • • •



Price of rice Allowance

From $50.10 to $60.00 per *zarH $6.00 per week per capita.

The Company also agrees to continue the issue of rice 

allowance to apprentices, equivalent to 60$ of the above scale. 

Pay for night work and work on Sundays

14. The Company agrees to pay two hours’ wages for one

hour’s night work and so on, and to issue full pay to workmen 

who observe Sunday as holiday. The Company will issue double 

pay for work on Sundays.

Demands t-

1. Full pay and rice allowance for the period of strike.

2. Dismissal of the Russian watchman who tore up a notice

on March 14.

3. Launch service for workers residing this side of the 

Ifhangpoo.

4. Increase in wages by $1.00 per day per workman.

5. $1.00 food allowance for any workman when he is required

to work at some other place and unable to return to the 

Company for his meals.

6. 20 cents of ’’soap1' allowance per day per workman employed

in filthy work.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

4th REPORT

Subject trike st The bhanghei '•»ock^nrdR, 640, Tenetstepoo .tosh

Made by.... p.v.ftX.* ..Forwarded by.

ir,

The strike continued nt the Shanghai hockyards, 640, 

fttgUsepoo .‘toad, on Koren 18th 1*40»

To incident of an untoward nature occurred, during 

the course of the day.

itepresent .tires o: the strikers interviewed the 

wn^raent, during the afternoon, and presented six 

demands* £a*-|| demand® were written in Chinese, and th« 

maage.-nent inf©rasa the reoreeentstiire» tftMt, it would 

oe necessary to have these translated•

’so date w»E arranged for e reply to »y given*

X O ì X* *

o Tours obediently,

1.u,
D.0, (Diva.)

n.c. (sp.hr.) Forwarded direct
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Kii.hje.r.1 Shanghai Dockyards - workers declare a "tai-kung” strike.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................

___________ Forwarded by______J• ^sOn»______________________

Some l>000 workers of the Shangnai Dockyards, 

640 Yangtszepoo Road, declared a ”tai-kung" strike at 

11 a.m. March 14.

un March 12, 1940, tne unskilled workers 

complained that tne management failed to observe tne 

laoour agreement signed on Decemoer 6, 1939, in 

respect of the issue of rice allowance for the period 

of suspension of work. Ine agreement stipulates 

that rice allowance oe granted to tradesman during 

tne period of suspension of work out does not make 

provision for tne issue of rice to unskilled workers

during suspension. At 11 §,.m. March the 

leaders of tne unskilled workers attempted to post 

a notice in tne dockyard witn a view to calling -for 

a general meeting of workers to discuss tne complaint, 

out tne removal of tne notice oy a Russian watchman 

resulted in the latter oeing assaulted oy tne coolies 

and it would appear that tne fracas oetween tne other 

Russian watchmen and the coolies which followed the 

assault, precipitated tne strike.

At 3 p.m. march Ihj mt. p. i. Koo of tne 

Industrial Section, who arranged the signing

of the laoour agreement on Decemoer 6, 1939, attended 

and endeavoured to persuade the workers to assist in

IN-3ÏXE!'>
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the release of a Norwegian steamer from the dockyard, 

which was considered essential and urgent. xne 

workers refused to listen to nis advice and instead 

proceeded from the compound in front of the offices 

to the dockyard, intending to prevent the foreign 

staff together with a number of casual Russians 

from releasing the steamer. At this juncture the 

workers armed themselves witn sta'&s, iron bars, etc», 

and adopted a hostile attitude towards mt. neattie 

and other foreign employees.

Superintendent mason and u.S.l. Logan 

(Special branch) who were present,attempted to 

persuade them to desist out a scuffle oetween some 

of the men and certain of tne foreign employees 

developed in course of which a Russian watchman 

named Kriloff was struck a severe blow on tne head 

and fell to the ground, after which the workers 

retreated to the other end of tne dock. At tnis - •

moment D.S.l. Kao yen Ken (Special nranch), who was 

standing between the two parties, appeased tne

mob by addressing them at length and, in order to

lead the workers away from tne dock and thus

facilitate the release of tne boat, induced tnem 

to proceed to a compound in front of tne offices, 

which is some 250 yards distant from the dock, ine 

workers at the compound then elected a new delegation 

consisting of eleven persons, i»e» one representative 

from each department. ihe workers were persuaded
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to keep quiet in tne compound and tne delegates 
had an interview witn D.S.i. Kao in connection 

with their complaints. At the same time, efforts 

were continued without further interference to 

release tne steamer out due to technical difficulties 

this was not accomplished.

rhe following workers formed tne new delegation:- 

1 Mud Coolie Department: wo. 219 woo Loong-kiu
( I $ )

2. Motor Department: wo. 141 hsu Yung-fan
( Vi £ $ )

3. Dock Coolie (w.E.W.) Dept.: ho.137 Sung Yao-chien 
( it m 'i )

4» Dock Coolie(vulcan)Dept.: wo. 17 uhang hgoeh-zai 
( II t )

5. Copnersmith Department: wo.666 Uhang Yuan-fang 
(ft L f )

6. Electrician Department: wo.921 King wen-tsing 
( t £ ft )

7. Moulder Department: wo.870 Zah 'I's-mi ng
( t )

8. Pattern Maker Department: ho.1010 Uhen Ding-foo (fl H t )

9. vulcan machine Department:ho.64 Uhen ling-kong 
( ft fy )

10. Dockside Machine Dept.: jio.116 xih Uning-hwa
1 $ )

ho» 206 Sz wei-ming 
( )

During the interview, the delegates complained 
that the management failed to ooserve the labour 

agreement in respect of tne issue of rice allowance 

for the period of suspension and claimed that since
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the management had broken the agreement and in view 

of the present high cost of living, the following 

new demands would oe put forwardi-

1. That a flat increase of #1 per diem in wages ue 
granted»

2. That should work oe suspended, rice allowance and 
half pay oe granted for that period.

3. That all workers, regular or temporary, oe 
regarded as regular workers and entitled to all 
rights granted to the regular workers»

4. That no dismissal of workers oe effected»

5» That the services of lighters for the transportation 
of workers oe resumed,

6» That a monthly allowance of fl50»°°oe granted for 
the upkeep of the workers' union.

7. That double pay oe granted for December,

8, That double pay should oe granted for night work 
and work carried out on Sunday or, should there oe 
no work performed on Sunday, ordinary pay to oe 
granted nevertheless»

koilowing the abandonment of attempts to release 

the boat at the dock, the responsible memoers of the 

management returned to their offices, and as it was 

then 5»4b p.m. and too late to study the workers* 

complaints, it was decided to arrange a meeting with 

the workers' delegates at the office at 2,30 p»m» 

the following day, march 15, In order to prevent 

trouble prior to an amicable settlement, the management 
considered that the workers should stay away from 

the dock for the time being. D.S.i. Kao thereupon 

approached the delegates and made arrangements for 

the workers to leave the factory in a peaceful manner 

and also to stay away from work for two days. These
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arrangements have oeen satisfactorily carried out uy 

the workers.

At 2.30 p.m., Maron lb, tne eleven delegates 

had an interview with the responsiole memoers of the 

management. D.S.i. Logan and D.S.x. Kao also attended. 

The management explained that tne workers had uroken 

the agreement oy going on a “tai-kung" strike without 

giving 48 nours notice and that if the workers had 

any complaints to present, same should nave oeen put 

forward through the delegates who signed tne previous 

contract. ihereupon the workers stated that the 

workers no longer trusted the original delegates and 

declared that tne eleven people mentioned were appointed 
!
| as the new delegates. me management refused to 

negotiate with tne new delegates until the resignation 

of the old delegates is received and the names of the 

new delegates are constitutionally put forward, me 

workers thereupon stated that the matter would oe 

properly attended to and that they would return at 

2.30 p.m. .March 18. it is also expected tnat tne 

workers will submit tneir demands in writing.

D. C. ( Special branch ).
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iforkers in the employ of the Shanghai Dockyards*

640 Yangtszepoo Road have been promised by the manage

ment an increase in the rice allowance» Regular 

employees are to be paid §3.00 instead of §2.00 per 

week» and apprentices, §2.00 in lieu of $1.34, 

retroactive from January 31, 1940. The allowance 

will be issued on February 17.

The increase was granted at the request of 

workers in consequence of rise in the price of rice. 

It is learned that the workers intend to apply for 

a further increase in the allowance in view of the 

steady rise in commodity prices.

A.C. (Special Branch).

D. s.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL ^ifi R
Industrial Section Report

Name: Shanghai Dockyards
Nature of Business:
Address: 640 ^angtszepoo Road
Submitted by: P • Y • Koo

Application No : 
Cad. Lot: 
District: f 
Read by:

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

A meeting between the representatives of 

the management and its workmen of the Shanghai 

Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Load, was held at 4 p.m., 

to-day, December 8, 1939 for signing the new 

collective agreement made between the two parties. 

The Industrial Section representative was present. 

Owing to the difference of opinion on fixing a 

sliding scale of rice allowance, it was decided to 

postpone the signing of the agreement till next Tuesday, 

December 12.

Action arising:
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At 1 p.m. December 12th., 1939, the Chinese employees 

of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,64O,Yangtszepoo Road,eeased 

work and gathered in the back compound, and signified their 

intention not to resume until the management reached an 

agreement on the question of the "Rice Allowance."

At 2.30 p.m. December 12th., 1939, a meeting was held 

between the representatives of tne workers and the management, 

at which My. P.Y.Koo, 3.M.c/Industrial Section, and C.D. S. 

335, attached to Yulin Road Station, were present.

The representatives of the workers submitted demands 

very similar to those outlined in the report forwarded yester

day, and after lengthy negotiation,both parties agreed to the 

following "Rice Allowance"

(l)When the price of rice gauges from $31.00 to $25.00 

per picul, an allowance of $1.25 per week will be paid 

(2)$26.00 to $30.00, an allowance of $1.50 per week.

(3)$31.00 to $40.00, an allowance of $2.00 per week.

(4)$41.OC to $45.00, an allowance of $3.00 per week.

(5)$46.00 to $50.00, an allowance of $4.00 per week.

Apprentices will be paid 60% of the above allowances.

The new "Rice Allowance” will commence from December 6th. 

1939.

The night workers resumed as usual, and further trouble 

is not expected.
I am. Sir,
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Sir.

During the morning of December 11th.,1939, the Management 

of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,640,Yangtszepoo Road, completed 

arrangements for the representatives of the workers to continue 

the negotiations at 4 p. •. December 11th., 1939.

However, the representatives of the employees failed 
to attend th»;me»tih^j^» ,'|sl’renged.

At 5 so ember 11th.,1939, when work eeased for the

day, some COO odd. employee© gathered in the compound of the

Dockyards, and that ny agree to their demands
The workers ware addressed by W. P.Y.Koo, S.M.C/Industrial

section
December

and eventualiy dispersed peacefully, at 5,45 P*m.

after- agrseing to appoint representatives11th

to meet the/asr«wegerent at 1 s.fti. December 12th. ,1939.

It is learned that the representative® of the worker®
intend to submit a demand for the following rice allowance

for each employees*

(l)When rice
allowance

rang®® from $16.00 to >20.00 per pioul,an 
of fl.oo per week*

to $25.00, an allowance of 12.00 per week,
330.00 an allowance of 13.00 per week(3)$26.00 to

to

at the present Juncture

(«)$41.00 to 

(7)$46.00 to

(4)$31.00
(6)$36.00 to

(2)$21.0G

Mo.oo
$45.

$70.00

>35.00 an

an

an

an

allowance

allowance

allowance
allowance

of

of

of

of
Further trouble of a oerioue nature

Copy to»* ö»C. Div (Forwarded)D.ö.arlme, D.c.5/B(forwardod)

>4.00

$8.00

$6.00
$7.00

per

per

per
per

week

week*

week,
week*

is not anticipated

I am, sir, 
Yours obejüpntly,
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At 11.30 p.m. December 10th 1939, Mr. J. 0. Armour,

manager, the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtsaepoo Road, 

telephoned the undersigned to the effect that he had certain 

information which led him to believe that the workers intended 

to present further demands to the company, on December 11th 

1939.

It appears that the company had arranged that,on December 

8th 1939,the workers should sign the agreement, which was 

compiled at meetings hold between representatives of the company 

and the workers following the termination of the Strike on 

November 26th 1939. However, on the mentioned date the repre

sentatives of the workers refused to sign, on the grounds that 

discontent existed regarding the present "Rice Allowance*, 

which was considered to be insufficient.

Mr. P. Y. Koo, S.M.O./Industrial Section, was present at 

this meeting, but even this gentleman was unable to prevail 

upon the representatives to sign.

According to Mr. Armour, during the week-end the workers 

\ have held a meeting, at which they decided to present a demand

to the management for a much increased allowance, and setting 

a time limit of 48 hours for a decision.

Detectives have been detailed to endeavour to obtain 

information on the subject.

In the event of possible trouble at the Dockyards, the usual 

Police precautions will be adopted.
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______________________________________________________

The dispute between the workers end 

management of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 

Yangtszepoo Road was settled on November 30 

following mediation by Mr. P.Y.K00 of the 

Industrial Section of the S.M.C. It was agreed 

that the thirty dismissed workers be given a 

gratuity of $5.00 per year of service completed 

in addition to an annual oonus equivalent to seven 

days' pay for the current year. This gratuity 

will be issued this afternoon, December 1,

A. collective agreement has also been 

drawn up and will be signed to-day, oy represen

tatives of the management and workers. An' 

English copy of this agreement is attached herewith.

D. 0. ( Special Branch ).
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AGREEMENT made this Thirtieth day of November. One 

Thousand Nine Hundred and Thirty Nine, between the Shanghai • 

Dockyards Ltd., hereinafter referred to us the "Company", and 

the Workmen as defined in Para.l employed by the Company, 

thereinafter referred to as the i/orkmen”, whereby it is 

mutually agreed as follows: -

(1) The Company recognises the workmen's right to 

represent the fitters, Turners, Patternmakers, Coppersmiths, 
Metier K^p 

Electricians, Welders, and Permanent TleJtst Coolies employed 

in the Company’s various works.

Ko workman shall be entitled to tee benefits arising out of 

this Agreement until he shall have been in the continuous 

employment of th® Company for not less than 12 months.

(2J The Coffipany is prepared to pay to the Workmen a 

bonus at the end of the year, .provided the Company is able 

to pay a dividend to its shareholders. The amount of the 

bonus not to exceed Ten (10) days' pay.

(S) Ths Company agrees not to dismiss from its employ 

any workman without jjust cause. To make the definition of 

"just cause” thoroughly understood, the Company reserves to 

itself the right to discharge workmen for any of the follow

ing causes: -

1. Continued depresalon in trade.
2. Seduction it nmber of workmen due to x'e-arrangement 

of the Company's plants.
8. Insubordination.
<. Theft or dishonesty.
5. Inattention to duty.
S. Continued bad daily timekeeping.
7. Continued or malicious breach bi th» Company's 

general rules.

(4) Workmen in time of slackness will be suspended de 

in the opinion of the Company la requisite, but the Company 

guarantees employment to workmen for a minimum of twelve 

(12) days Ln each twenty-eight (88) days, and should the 

depression become protracted, the Company reserves the right 

to pay off certain workmen. Should it be necessary to do 

so, the Company will pay to such omni:
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Workmen of under one (1) year’s service:
the sum of 14 days’ pay*

Workmen of under tiiree (3) years' service: 
the sum of 25 days’ pay.

Workmen of under five (5) years’ service: 
the sum of 35 days’ pay.

Workmen of under ten (10) years’ service: 
the sum of 5Q days’ pay.

Workmen of under fifteen (15) years’ service:
the sum of 65 days’ pay.

Workmen of under twenty (20) years’ service.* 
the sisa of 80 days’ pay.

Workmen of under thirty (30) years’ service;
the suit of loo days’ pay.

Workmen of under forty (40) years’ service: 
the sum of 125 days’ pay.

The Company agrees that as far as possible two weeks notice 

will be given of its intention to pay off men, but this will 

naturally be subject to Immediate clrcurastances.

(5) The Company agrees to pay the workmen full wages 

in respect of Eight (8) days holidays during each year on 

such dates as may be mutually agreed upon.

Workmen employed on any such holiday will be paid an extra 

day’s pay.

Overtime if worked on these days to be at normal rates.

(6) The Company agrees to grant, in the case of any 

workman who is Injured in toe perfornuance of his uuty, 

hospital and medleal attention, and to pay hln full wages 

and Moe allowance whilst in hospital for a period not 

exceeding three (S) months. At the end of three months if 

the mar. is still incapable and permanently dsabled* the 

Cos^any agrees to pay him a Compassionate and Retiring 

Grant of >500.00 (Three Hundred Dollars) maximum, according 

to grade.

In the event of a workman being killed by accident 

whilst in the performance of his duty or dying as a result 

of an accident, whilst in the perforsianco of his duty, the



ACCIDENT Company agrees to pay to the workman’s accepted next of kin 
ALLOWANCES

of $400.00 (Four Hundred Dollars) maximum, according to 
(Contd.) 

grade.

Workmen who eventually die as a result of accident 

while on duty, will also be provided with hospital and 

medical attendance and full wages also rice allowance up to 

date of death, if this takes place with two (2) months, and 

after death the above-mentioned Compassionate Grant of 

$400.00 (Four Hundred Dollars) maximum according to grade 

will be paid.

It is to be understood that the foregoing benefits will 

only be paid provided the injured workman agrees to go, and 

does go, for treatment immediately after the accident, to 

any of one of the following hospital s:-

1. St. Iuka's Hospital,
8. Shantung Hoad Hospital,
3. Paulun Hospital,
4. American Hed Cross Hospital,
5. Tientsin Hoad Hospital,
3. sacred Heart Hospital (Yangtsxepoo) 
?. Blue Cross Hospital.

All the above conditions must be certified both with regard 

to time spent in hospital and time spent at workman's home 

by registered Doctor's certificate which must be furnished 

by the workman.

DEATH FROM (7) I® the event of natural death from sickness of any
SICKNESS

workman, or if incapacitated through sickness from active 

service and necessitating retirement, the Company agrees to 

pay to such workman or Ma accepted next-of-kin or legal 

representative a Compassionate Grant on the following basis 

according to grade:

In the case of workmen with less 
' than O year|F service: None

In the ease 3f Oumun' ***** "till;. 
ton (10) but uniter twenty (20) 
yesrN« service:

In *>• eN^Q.woJttaten
twenty (20) but under thirty (30) yaatff^MwibM W to $$0P



Satisfactory proof of death or of incapacitation must be sub

mitted from a recognised and qualified doctor.

APPRENTICES (8) The Company agrees to pay apprentices to any of the

trades mentioned:

28 cents per day for the first 3rear
3g « * « » second w
gg « h h n third ft

50 •» » *♦ i* fourth ft

65 " , i» n « fifth ft

The Company reserves the right to pay off any apprentice on

completion of 5 years' service, and will then furnish him a 

certificate to the effect that he has served his apprentice

ship faithfully and veil and has become a skilled Master 

journeyman at his trade, such certificates will only be 

granted to such apprentices after they have thoroughly learnt 

their trades and whose general conduct and behaviour, while 

in the service of the Company has been satisfactory. Should 

apprentices be retained in the service of the Company after 

their apprenticeship is completed, the Company agrees to 

Increase their pay according to their efficiency.

STOPPAGE OF (9) It shall be clearly under stood that ths workmen shall 
ffOfiK CB
WBIll Inform the Company of any cause for dissatisfaction, and 

shall net create a stoppage of work for any reason whatsoever 

without first giving the Company <8 hours* notice of their 

Intention to do so. further, that, in the event of an 

unauthorised strike taking plaee, the striking workmen will 

automatically forfeit all the privelogoa obtained under this 

Agreement and any workman who is found wilfully or maliciously 

damaging the Company’s property, or intimidating other work

man from working shall bo dismissed from the Ccsnpany's service, 

and forfeit any benefits due him, and, should any particular 

group of workmen or employees declare a strike which should 

result In interference with work which might have boon other- 

wise performed by other workmen who do not strike, the Qompeay 

will not be responsible for the payment of wages to any work-
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men for whom work is not available by reason of the strike.

(10) The Company will provide each workman with an 

Identification Card on which is to be stated particulars as 

to the name and age of workmen, trade and ticket number and 

date of ccmmenolng in the Company's employ, together with 

photograph. Duplicate copies of these Identification Cards 

will be kept by the Company for their records and the Company 

shall bear the cost of all cards.

(11) The Company agrees to continue the payment of Rice 

Allowance to all workmen on the basis of 33 cents par diem 

wl th a maximum of $2.00 per week of either 6 or 7 days, and 

20 cents per day for apprentices with a maximum of $1.20 per 

week of either 6 or 7 days. This allowance to be subject to 

adjustment from time to time in accordance with fluctuating 

price of rise. Adjustment to be made with each rise or fall 

of $5.00 in the price of rice. Rice prices to be determined 

from the Shanghai Municipal Council price index.

(12) It must be clearly understood that any legitimate 

grievance which the workmen may have must be brought to the 

notice of the Company only by the accredited representatives 

of the workmen as defined by the signatures to this Agreement, 

and no interference by any outside organization whatsoever 

will be recognised by the Company. Any changes in the per

sonnel of the workmen's representatives must be intimated to 

the Company immediately this alteration occurs, and these 

new representatives* signet urea must be submitted and attached 

as a codicil to this Agreement. . Mb
(13) In the event of mediation being necessary or advis

able in connection with the terms of this Agreement, it la 

agreed that a Mediator be Invited from the Industrial Sec

tion of the Shanghai Municipal Council.

iill!laiiisi
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(14) This Agreement shall be considered effective for 

two years from the date of signature, and shall cancel all 

previous agreements.

(15) If any discrepancy should occur in the translation 

of this Agreement into Chinese, it is agreed that the English 

version shall prevail.

Sig . d on behalf of Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.

. ............................... ....... By ...............................................
Manager.

Signed on behalf of the r opr e sestet Ives of «Workmen 
of Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. (who are themselves 
employees of the Company)

(English & Chinese)

Witnessed by the Representative of the Industrial Section 

of the Shanghai »inicipal CoWMil.
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On November 27, mediation was conducted by 

Mr. P.Y. KOO of the Industrial section of the s.M.C. 

in connection with the demands submitted by workers 

of the Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road, and 

discussions will continue to-day.

It is reported that a number of employees of 

the Dockyards are dissatisfied with the Eastern 

District Branch of the Chinese Labourers' Welfare 

Association, 127 Rangoon Road, for its failure to 

secure the immediate release of a worker arrested 

by the Municipal Police on the outbreak of the strike. 

On November 27, a fight took place between a worker 

and a labour representative in the premises of the 

Dockyards following an altercation over the activities 

of the Eastern District Branch of the Chinese 

Labourers' Welfare Association. The labour 

representative was of the opinion that the Branch 

has failed to convince the workers in respect of 

its power in bringing about successful results for 

workers involved in labour disputes*

D.C.(Special Branch).
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The workers of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,

640 Yangtszepoo Road, who declared a strike on 

November 22, resumed work on November 26.

On the forenoon of November 25, a meeting of 

representatives of workers was held in the Dockyards 

in the presence of Mr. KOO PING YUAN ).

Inspector of the Industrial section of the S.M.C., 

during which the following demands were put forwardt

(1) That no regular hands be dismissed without 
substantial reason.

(2) That in addition to the thirty workers discharged 
on November 18, those discharged between August 
13, 1937 and the present be reinstated.

(3) That in case of business depression, the management 
may reduce the working complement, but each 
employee shall be given work for at least 18 days 
out of 28 days (night shift excluded). If 
necessary, workers shall be discharged with 
payment of retiring gratuities equivalent to one 
month's wages for each year of service.

(4) That each worker be granted eight days’ short 
leave per year with full pay. Those who operate 
on holidays shall be given double pay. Wages 
due to workers who operated on holidays between 
August 13, 1937 and November 12, 1939 be issued.

(5) That a yearly bonus equivalent to two months' 
pay be granted.

(6) That workers who are injured in the performance 
of their duty be granted medical treatment at 
the expense of the management; those disabled 
be given a sum of $400 as a compassionate grant; 
and in case of those killed, • sum of $500 be 
granted to the legatees of the deceased.

(7) That in case of those workers whose death is the 
result of sickness incurred during duty, gratuities 
be granted to the legatees of the deceased in 
accordance with the following scale :

(A) No gratuity shall be granted to those with 
service less than five years;
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(B) A sum between $200 and $300 shall be given 
to those employees who have worked for a 
period not less than five years and not 
more than 20 years.

(C) A sum between $320 and $450 shall be given 
th those employees who have worked for over 
20 years and not less than 30 years.

(8) That an apprentice who works for over five years 
be engaged on a regular basis.

(9) That the money paid last winter by the workers 
for the loss of certain quantities of aluminium 
be returned by the management, and that in 
future no such payment shall be made by workers.

(10) That the regular hands be each granted $2.00 
every week as a rice allowance irrespective of 
the number of days on which a worker is actually 
engaged.

(11) That those workers residing in the area south 
of the Creek be accorded free transportation 
by ferry.

(12) That the workers be paid for the period of 
the strike.

(13) That TSANG TEH ZUNG ($M& ), the worker
arrested by the Municipal Police be released 
before the commencement of negotiations.

(14) That workers in the "Hydrant Room* be given 
equal treatment to that accorded regular hands.

The above demands were referred to Mr. ARMOUR, 

Manager of the Shanghai Dockyards who promised to 

convey them to the Board of Directors for consideration. 

He remarked that the workers would be given full pay 

for the period of strike provided that they agreed to 

resume work on November 26. This suggestion of the 

Manager was put forward before a meeting of workers 

held in the Doong An Lodging House, Lane 202, No.8 

Thorburn Road in the afternoon of November 25.
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On the advice of Mr. KOO PING YUAN, it was decided 

that all workers resume operations on November 26. 

Mr. KOO was requested to endeavour to secure the 

release of the worker arrested by the Municipal 

Police.

It is known that some 700 employees of the 

Shanghai Dockyards have joined the Eastern District 

Branch of the Chinese labourers* Welfare Association, 

127 Rangoon Road.

77 HjOrUn')
D. S.

D.C.(Special Branch)
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On November 23, about 500 workers employed 

in the Pootung Works of the Shanghai Dockyards went 

on strike thus bringing the total number of strikers 

up to 1,500. A number of them have joined the 

Eastern District Branch of the Chinese Labourers’ 

Welfare Association, 127 Rangoon Road. A secret 

rendezvous has been established in the Doong An 

(Jm ) Lodging House, Doong Boh Li, Thorburn Road. 

It is learned that one HAN POH LING ),

foreman, is responsible for collecting informatx<. . 

on behalf of the strikers from the management of the 

Dockyards.
On November 24, Mr. KOO PING YUAN (/M {ft ), 

Inspector of the Industrial Section of the S.M.C. 

visited the Shanghai Dockyards and the Eastern 

District Branch of the Chinese Labourers* Welfare 

Association in an endeavour to conduct mediation.

A meeting was scheduled for the afternoon of the same 

day, but failed to materialize as the workers could 

not submit their demands on time. Discussions will 

take place between representatives of strikers and 

the management this morning, November 25 in the 

presence of the member of the Industrial Section.

On November 24, ZUNG LAO DONG ),

who claimed to be connected with the "Asia Development 

Board" called at the Eastern District Branch of the 

Chinese Labourers’ Welfare Association and discussed 

the strike with one named KAO ( t%7 ), a member of
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the Branch.

At about 6 p.nu, MOH LING TSANG )»
f 

Chief of the Branch interviewed one KUBODA )

of the Japanese Special Service Section and requested 

( him to secure the release of the worker arrested by 

the Municipal Police in order to maintain confidence 

among the strikers.

Attached is a statement made by TSANG TEH 

ZUNG a dismissed worker of the Shanghai

Dockyards arrested by the Municipal Police on 

November 23.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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1
__________ My name is TSANG TEH ZUNG, age 38, native of 

Hsuchow. I am residing with my wife and, son at 294 

Pi ng Hang Road.

In 1925, I came to Shanghai and shortly afterwards 

joined the Shanghai Dockyards as a casual coolie at a daily 

pay of $0.40, About six months later, I was engaged as a 

regular hand and worked regularly up to November 18, 1939

with a daily pay of $0.85.
On November 16, the management issued a notice

announcing the dismissal of some thirty workers. I was

included in the list of workers dismissed. On learning_____

this news, we, the dismissed workers requested the__________

assistance of three foremen named LEE TSUNG ZIANG
TSOH HAI SUNG (£ ) and LOO YOONG TSENG ()

in an endeavour to secure our reinstatement. The three_____

'—A____ foremen interviewed the management on the afternoon of

November 16, but our request was turned down.

During the forenoon of November 17, LIEU SZE
lifSi ), a dismissed worker, and I accompanied by

three foremen named TSOH HAI SUNG, TONG MIAO TSE )

and SIAO NOH SUNG ) again interviewed the________
management but our appeal for reinstatement was rejected.

At 11 a.m., a party of four dismissed workers including
1

TSANG TSZ LING ( HAN YU JOONG ( ),

LIEU SZE and I proceeded to Pootung and applied for

assistance to the Chinese Republic Workers* League
ft"i____ :___ (folty > X—7*} ) (a Japanese sponsored
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1
organization which was active in the strike of the China

Printing and Finishing Company and closed on November 22).

The League officials referred us to the Chinese Labourers*

Welfare Association, 20 Canton Road. In the afternoon of

the same day, the four dismissed workers including myself

went to the Chinese Labourers* Welfare Association, 20

Canton Road, where we were received by one LING TSE CHHIN
(5^- "^1 ), who told us to report the natter to the

Bastern District Branch of the Association. We then

proceeded to the Branch at 127 Rangoon Road, when we made
a request for assistance to MOH LING TSANG (M )>

Chief of the Branch and one named KAO ( «^ ).______ KAO ____

__promised to write a letter to the management in respect_________
of our demand, and in the meantime advised us to join the_____1

Branch. All the thirty dismissed hands became members of_____

j Q______ the Branch on November 17, each paid $1.00 - 50 cents as

entrance fee, 20 cents for a badge and 30 cents as monthly

membership fee. I
On November 18, our services were terminated.---------- --- 1 ... ...... ........ ....—...... -------- -- --------------------- -— "
On the following day, the dismissed workers called1“ 

-- - - - - - - --at the Bastern District Branch of the Chinese Labourers*______

Welfare Association and enquired about the results of

nego+iationd. KAO told us that the matter had been taken

up by the Branch. He further instructed us to advise the

employees of the Dockyards to assist the dismissed workers

by making an appeal to the management.

Between November 19 and 21, a number of workers
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of the Shanghai Dockyarclsvisited the Branch and became 

members of the organization.____________________________

In the early morning of November 22, we, the 

dismissed workers proceeded to the vicinity of the Dockyards 

when we saw some 300 workers congregated outside the

i___________ premise a. we then shouted, as instructed by the Branch,

'■ requesting our colleagues to render us assistance in__________

f securing reinstatement. A police party subsequently arrived 

_ ______ ___________ and clashed with the workers, several of whom were wounded.__

-I saw one of the labourers receive an injury, whereupon I 

went to the Branch of the Chinese Labourers* * Wblfare

 At about 4 p.m., I proceeded to the Branch at

I______ ____________ Rangoon Road and saw a number of workers there. Shortly______
* _____afterwards, one named ZUNG ( ) and another Chinese C'J

________________ (names unknown) claiming to be connected with the »Asia________
I _ _______________Development Board* (»^ 1 an<* a cer^ain Consulate-______ I

I___ ________ ________ General (unknown) arrived at the Branch Office by motorcar.

; ;Association for the purpose of making a report on the________

_situation._________________________________________________________________________

At 10 a.m., snme 200 strikers assembled in the

_______________office of the Branch. They signed their names and paid_____

( ___________ membership fees. Altogether some 400 workers of the___________

___________________ Shanghai Dockyards are known to have joined the Branch.________

;__________ Afterwards, in company with a staff member of the

I________________ Branch (nanw unknown), HAN YU JOONG and I proceeded to the __
I____________________ Chinese Labourers*  Welfare Association, 20 Canton Road________

i________________for the purpose of reporting the dispute.________________________ •
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___ giey took me and. HAN YU POONS in the same motorcar in a_  

_ westerly direction to a place which is unknown to me»_________  

________________ In this place, they questioned, us about the strike ia the j I

Shanghai Dockyards. After a statement was made» we were______ J

promised full support in connection with our demand and 

_____ brought back to the Branch Office by motorcar. They took___  

notes regarding the names of the workers injured during 

the clash with the Police and then departed. 

______ On the morning of November 23, at 6.15 a.m., I

■went t* the Kung Too ( )• Teashop, Yangtszepoo Road,_

where I met HAN YU POONS. He handed over to me a letter, 

telling me that the same should be delivered to LI AH MAU 

), a foreman working in the Shanghai Dockyards. 

I arrived at the Dockyards about 6.30 a.m. but no workers 

were seen on the premises, whereupon I returned. On my 

f ______________ way back home, I was arrested by the lAinicIpal Police in _

the vicinity of the dockyards when the letter was found 

on my person.I do not know the contents of the let ter

as I ar? illiterate.



TRANSLATION OF A LETTER DATED NOVEMBER 23, 
ADDRESSED' TO ONE LEE AH MAU FROM THE EASTERN 
DISTRICT BRANCH OFFICE OF THE CHINESE 
LABOURERS* WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Mr. Lee Ah Mau:

This Association has been requested to 

mediate in a dispute between the worker’s and the 

employers of the Zeu Yoong Iron Works which has 

arisen as a result of the dismissal of 30 workers 

by the Iron Works. in consequence, a strike

was declared yesterday*

It has been ascertained that the workers 

in your department are still continuing operations» 

Therefore you are hereby requested to order those 

workers to cease operations forthwith and to give 

notice at the same time to VAN SIAO DEE, WONG ZANG FAH, 

CHI ZIANG and BOSS AR FANG, to do likewise.

EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH OFFICE OF THE 
CHINESE LABOIMRS’ WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Dated November 23, (year not given)

TRANSLATION OF A VISITING CARD

LING TSE CHUN
CHINESE LABOURERS’ WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Office telephone No. 19169- Residencial Telephone No.21560. 
No. 18212.



Mr. Lee Ah Mau:

This Association has been requested to 

mediate in a dispute between the worker® and the 

employers of the Zeu Yoong Iron Works which has 

arisen as a result of the dismissal of 30 workers 

by the Iron Works* m consequence, a strike

was declared yesterday*

It has been ascertained that the workers 

in your department are still continuing operations* 

Therefore you are hereby requested to order those 

workers to cease operations forthwith and to give 

notice at the same time to VAN SIAO DEE, WONG ZANG FAH, 

CHI ZIANG and BOSS AX FANG, to do likewise.

EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH OFFICE OF THE 
CHINESE IAB0WRS’ WELFARE ASSOCIATION.

Dated November 23, (year not given).

TRANSLATION OF A VISITING CAB?

LUG TSE CIUI

CHINESE LABOURERS’ WELFARE ASSOCIATION

Office telephone No* 1S169* Residencial Telephone N0.215S0.
No. 18212.
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Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE, 

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,

Shanghai,. ...IßV 2 3_r rj.^.......i93 &>....
To......................... ..........—.....................................

Det. Insp._ Crawford.

Herewith a letter and visiting

card found on the person of Chang T4h 

Sung, arrested this morning.

Yulnn^Road Station.
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Date
Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. - Strike situation

McKeownMade by.

Subject.

Police

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S• 1, Speci 11 Branch«^

REPORT j$Ser 24

Forwarded by

The strike situation in the Shanghai

Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Hoad, remains unchanged

with the exception

contract basis and

a di am?

that ten Chinese employed on a

fifty Russians newly engaged by

nagement are

On November 23, TSANG TEH ZUNG

_d worker, was arrested by the Municipal

working this morning, November 24

in the vicinity of the Shanghai Dockyards

On his person was found a letter addressed by the

Eastern District Branch of the Chinese Labourers' 

Welfare Association, 127 Rangoon Road to LI SIAO MAU 

( */• 4J ), a foreman of the Dockyards warning him

and his workers to cease operations.

In consequence of the arrest, the Branch of 

the Chinese Labourers* Welfare Association is said 

to have decided to prepare for a clash with members 

of the Municipal Police. According to its plans» 

an armed member of the Municipal Police will be 

attacked by ten workers, while a detective and an • 

unarmed policeman will be attacked by four workers• 

Th®’ Municipal police, according to the plan, will 
rk.be disarmed and put to death. The Branch is 

■ 
contemplating extension of the present agitation 

in the Shanghai Dockyards with support from the 

Japanese Special Service Section, Naval and Consular 

authorities and pro-WANG CHING WEI elements.

D.C.(Special Branch). D. S.
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Subject Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., - Strike'..of...worke rs

REPORT

The strike of the 1,000 employees of the

/fa*

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 Yangtszepoo Road^ 

continues to-day, November 23.

On the morning of November 22, a number of 

strikers demonstrated outside the Dockyards at the 

instigation of several dismissed workers. When the 

Police intervened the strikers attacked with stones 

and pieces of wood which they picked up in the 

vicinity. They also attacked the offices of the 

Dockyards and b^oke panes of glass. The demonstrators, 

however, were dispersed by the Municipal Police. 

During the melee, a number of the Police were injured, 

and four of the strikers. An S.P.C. of the Municipal 

Police is detained in the Police Hospital, while the 

four injured workers are detained in the Foo Ming 

Hospital, North Szechuen Road.

Subsequent to the disturbance, the strikers 

proceeded to the Eastern District Branch of the 

Chinese Labourers' Welfare Association, 127 Rangoon

Road, where a meeting was held. During this 

conference, nine "Picket Groups* each consisting of 

eleven members, were organized under the guidance of 

one named KAO ( ) of the Branch. These Picket

Groups will be responsible for preventing strike

breakers from resuming work and also collecting 

information regarding the strike. They are reported 

to have prepared banners and slogans for the purpose 

of staging processions.
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At 3*45 p.m. on the same day, a further 

meeting of strikers was held in the office of the 

Branch, when MOH LING TSANG ), Chief of

the branch, instructed the attendance not to request 

the intervention of outside organizations.

It is learned that the Eastern District Branch 

of the Chinese Labourers* Welfare Association has been 

promised support from the Japanese Special Service 

Section in the furtherance of agitation among strikers 

of the Dockyards, and if necessary, the issuance of 

monetary aids to the strikers. The Branch is said to 

have requested the Japanese Naval Authorities, through 

the Head Office of the Chinese Labourers* Welfare 

Association, to have a naval vessel anchored in the 

vicinity of the Shanghai Dockyards for the purpose 

of preventing workers from entering the works by river.

During the afternoon of November 22, two 

workers named HAN YU JOONG 2? ) and TSANG TEH

ZUNG ) visited the Chinese Labourers* Welfare

Association, 20 Canton Hoad, and made a report in 

connection with the strike. One ZUNG LAO DONG 
(/$ fy) )> claiming to be connected with the Shanghai 

Office of the Japanese sponsored "Asia Development 

Board* visited the Eastern District Branch of the 

Chinese Labourers* Welfare Association during the 

same afternoon and enquired about the strike.

D. S.
D.C. (Special Branch).
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Subject Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. - Strike of workers
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Vide Special 
Branch report 
20-11-39

Workers numbering some 1,000 in the employ 

of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 Yangtszepoo Road 

declared a strike this morning, November 22, as a 

result of dismissal of thirty-four hands on 

November 18 for slackness.

About 250 workers of the Dockyards are said 

to have joined the "Eastern Branch of the Chinese 

Labourers' Welfare Association* (Japanese sponsored 

organization), 127 Rangoon Road. On November 21, 

a representative of the workers named OONG ( 7j )

called at the Branch and requested that the Japanese 

authorities be approached with a view to posting 

two gendarmes at the entrance of the Dockyards to 

prevent strike-breakers from resuming work when a 

strike is declared. This request was refused by 

officials of the Branch who enquired in a veiled 

manner as to whether or not workers who have joined 

the Branch could engineer a strike within forty

eight hours. In consequence of this fact, a number 

of agitators held a meeting in the office of the 

Branch between 8 p.m. and 9 p.m. and discussed ways 

and means of declaring a strike in support of the 

thirty-four dismissed workers.

Attached are two pamphlets, together with 

translation, issued by the Chinese labourers* 

Welfare Association and distributed in the Shanghai 

Dockyards on November 17.

D. S. 7—
D. C.(Speoial Branch).



Tranaiation of a pamphlet entitled "The Ghinea«
Lab our er a* Welfare Association - An Elucidation1

THE CHINESE IÀB0UHEB8* WBLBAHB ASSOCIATION 
- AN ELUCIDATION

(1) This Association has been brought into being for the 

promotion of the welfare of the Chinese labourers 

who have been led astray in the past by the propaganda 

of the Three Peoples' Principles.

(2) Technical skill being the weapon of the workers» 

therefore we must devote our attention and efforts 

towards the improvement of technical efficiency in 

order to lay a good foundation for the reconstruction 

of a new China*

(3) The labourers must help one another in order to 

ensure unity.

(4) For the purpose of checking the tendency of expansion 

of the European and American influence in East Asia, 

we must direct our endeavours towards the early 

termination of the disastrous hostilities and the 

realization of a sino-japanese rapproahement.

(5) The aims and objects of this Association have been 

given in the foregoing. Since its inauguration in 

last autumn, the number of individual members who 

have registered with the Association, is now over 

100*000. A total of over 70 labour unions have 

joined the Association. It is very significant to 

note that the majority of the members of the 

Association are in the Internati oral settlement south 

of the Soochow Creek and the French Concession.

(6) In return for the favour and support given by those 

concerned, the Association is planning the establish

ment of medical services, employment bureaux, legal 

advice services, the teaching of Japanese language
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and the establishment of labourers* cooperative 

societies* etc.

(7) In conclusion* it is earnestly hoped that those 

who have the welfare of the workers and peace of 

East Asia at heart, will cooperate with thia 

Association for the salvation of their nation 

and for the salvation of themselves«

Organization Committee of the 
Chinese labourers* Welfare 
Association.

Dated the 28th Year of 
the Republic of China, 
(month and date not 
given).



A better addressed to Chinese labourers by the 
Preparatory Committee of the Chinese Labourers’ 
Welfare Association

Due to the decadence of Chinese morals and the 

degeneration of other Oriental virtues, the people of 

Cathay have, during recent years, been exposed to the 

wide spread influence of Communist doctrines, which, 

until the outbreak of the current hostilities, had taken 

an especially strong hold of millions of the Chinese 

labour population. The deplorable consequences are, 

as we witness to-day, the ruination of homes, and the 

unemployment of several millions of workers, whose 

present condition is indeed oomparable to the so-called 

hell-on-earth, since urgency of the situation demands 

an immediate improvement, for the good of all concerned, 

we have secured the approval and support of wealthy and 

influential circles for the organization of the "Chinese 

Labourers’ Welfare Association»* The a«eociation¿\aijns at 

increased technical efficiency in industry, the improve

ment of living conditions of workers, relief for the 

unemployed, and the establishment of oooperatives for 

the benefit of workers. In proceeding with our task, 

we are guided by the two principles given hereunder t 

(1) Internally, to revive ancient Chinese morals and to 
banish communist influences for the uplift of Chinese 
industrial circles.

(2) Externally, to maintain friendly relations with our 
neighbour country in order to contribute our efforts 
towards the establishment of lasting peace in Bast 
Asia.

fellow compatriots who are in the field of industry 

let us be firm in our determination and march towards our

ultimate goal
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Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinase language newspaper) i-
A?- U^(fíh) fltllMftM FftMLABMal Group To Ask Local Organizations 

£21. Aoalstanoe

The Shanghai Dook Yards» a British conaern, was 
established some 50 years ago and its business is v ry 
prosperous* The dook sustained no damage during the 
hostilities and it resumed operations during spring last 
year« At the end of last year» it made a profit amounting 
to |2»800*000« It employs some 1*700 workers« Due to 
the high cost of living following the outbreak of the war 
in Xurope* the management of the yards issued a rioe 
allowance to its workers* so there has been no dispute 
between the two parties«

Recently under the plea of bad business* Mr« 
Bonnyman* General Manager of the Shanghai Dook Y^rde,. 
dismissed 30 workers,including Chang Tuh-sun )
and Liu Hsueh-hai Mr)» who have worked for 20 to
30 years« The entire body of workers became dissatisfied 
and went on strike on November 22« A clash occurred 
between the British and Sikh policemen and the strikers« 

It is learned that the strikers have formed an 
"Appeal Group of Workers of the Shanghai Dook Yards'* ®nd 
have selected Chang Tuh*»eun» Chang Tuh«zung (|& ''Ift) * 
Liu Hsueh-hal and Han Ng00-lai (J^p i ) as representatives 
to submit appeals to local organisations* Chang Sz-ling

*£ &)» Ting Sz-yeu ( •££.)» Tsoo Hsueh-hai
( #, S’ >&■) and other injured workers have been removed 
to nospital for treatment*

Our reporter called on Mr* Beattie* British* 
Assistant Manager of the yards* who stated!« "Owing to 
bad business* the management discharged the 30 workers* 
The retiring fund for these workers has already been lQid 
aside* but nobody has come to take it* It is regt' «table

November 24» 1939* Morning Translation.

that the strike should have taken place* The wages 
of the workers range from #1.40 to over $2 per day 
and a rioe allowance is issued to them* It is to be 
hoped that strikers will send representatives to open 
negotiations with the management and the management 
sincerely desires the strikers to resume work at an 
early date**

According to a certain representative of 
the strikers, the business of the Shanghai Dock Yar ■ 
has not suffered and this can be proved by the dailj 
engagement of casual workers*

At 6 a.m. November 23* Chang Tuh-sun* | I 
a representative of the strikers, whilst jtalking on 11 
Yangtszepoo Road near "Foh Lai Road* (Iwfla !&■ ) * was I I 
arrested and taken away by many British policemen* ’ 
He has not yet been released*
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------ . s B registry

SPe cii

Date.. ®? y
gfoanghai. Dockyards Ltd. - Unrest among workers

S.l, 
REPORT

Made by. D.S. McKeown .Forwarded by y Ò. JL

On November 18, 1939, thirty-four workers 

employed in the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 

Yangtszepoo Road, were dismissed for slackness.

The workers concerned are said to have been connected

with the Dockyards for a number of years* and to have 

received no gratuity from the management as in the 

case of those discharged before the outbreak of the

Sino-Japanese hostilities.

i Information to hand shows that the management

informed the thirty-four workers of its decision to

¡discharge them a few days ago. Subsequent to the

¡announcement of their dismissal, the workers applied 
)
—‘for assistance to the Chinese Republic Workers*

League (Japanese sponsored.organization at Pootung), 

which referred them to the Chinese Labourers* Welfare 

Association (also Japanese sponsored) at 20 Canton 

Road. In reply, LING TSE CHUIN ), Secretary

of the Association, instructed the workers to bring 

the matter to the notice of the Eastern Branch of 

the Chinese Labourers' Association, 127 Rangoon Road.

At the instigation of the Eastern Branch of 

the association, the dismissed workers made endeavours 

to induce their colleagues in the employ of the 

Dockyards to become members of the branch, and as a 

result some ninety employees are said to have joined 

the organization. The members are required to pay 

30 cants each on joining the branch and in return 

each is given a membership badge.
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During the evening of November 17, propaganda

matter in the form of leaflets were distributed in 

the Dockyards. The leaflets purport to emanate from 

the Chinese Labourers* Welfare Association and are 

of a pro'Japanese nature.

On November 19, between 6.30 p.m. and 7 p.m., 

a meeting of workers of the Shanghai Dockyards was 

held in the office of the Eastern Branch of the 

Chinese Labourers' Welfare Association, 127 Rangoon 

Road. Those present were told that the organization 

would render adequate protection in respect of 

workers' privileges, and were advised to induce 

their colleagues to join the branch. They were also 

informed that negotiations would be carried out with
I 

the Shanghai Dockyards' Management over the 

reinstatement of the dismissed hands.

D.C. (Special Branch).
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Ch ineoe

Marne and Address Certifi-
------ Si^SSSE____ líate parity cate, no. Remark b

C.270Poetry Quarterly 
ÍK#^ >• 
14, Lane 643, 
Seymour Roed»

China Youth British
Room 529, House 128 
Museum Road«

C.293 Published by Mies Mary 
Hills« Present address 
unknown.

Modem China Chinese
21 Avenue Edward VII«

C.429 J.H« Howard (Publisher)

China Childrenf^^X^)» Chinese 
6, Min Tuh U, Elgin
Road.

C.444

I-Ling Chi ), Chinese C.450
Room 4, Yieh Yieh Bldg, 
Peking Road«

Famous Funnies(Z?M^J, Chinese C.469 
138 Ranking Road«

Present address unknown ,

Sic Chi Chow Pao 
(<#<<).
303 Honan Road»

Chinese C.489 Responsible person now 
in Hongkong; intends to 
resume publication as 
soon as he is back« A 
pro-Wang Ching-wei 
publication»

Chinese C.490

Pan , Yu eh Wen Chao Chineser> /? «£»• 
c/o St. John’s 
University, >s Zoh 
Bldg., Wanking Road.

Yuoh Oh ()• Chinese 
54, Lane 239, AvenuO Rd.

C«516 Publisher is a student 
of St« John’s University. 
May resume publication 
when ho oomes back from 
sumar holidays.

C.531 Best issue appeared on 
August 1, 1939»

Sun Sun Pictorial Chinese

♦th Sun Sun
Hé t

C.554 A monthly magazine 
published by Sun Sun Coy. 
First issue appeared in 
JUly, 1939.
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/ REPORT 

Subject......................................Re-registrationofnewapapers, etc* "

Made^j..........................and.......... _.................Forwarded by...................D«S«I« Golder

Herewith a list of Chinese owned and operated 

newspapers and periodicals which failed to apply for 

re-registration within the period prescribed»

Many included have ceased to exist, whilst other 

have temporarily suspended publication, in such cases 

immediate enquiries wil»l be made so as to bring the 

proposed index of local publications up to date»

With regard to those still in publication but 

which have failed to re-register, further instructions 

of the D.C. (Special Branch) are sought»

D. S. I.

C. (Special Branch)



Shanhaikwan Road*

list of,publications which have failed TO APPLY FQR BE REGI STl-tATION

frame and Address Certifi RfimaSksof Paper Nationality cate Nq»

Sin Ya Pao t Chinese C. 68 Out of publication
House 7, Uane 330, 
Yu Ya Ching Hoad#

Wu Feng , Chinese C. 74 - do •
Room 108, No.120
Nanking Road# 

Sin Pao () , Chinese C. 76 - do -
Kwangse Road corner 
of Swatow Road#

The News Digest , British C. 78 - do -
c/o University Press Ltd., 
1 Rue Montauban.

Standard (5^ , British C. 83 - do -
436 Foochow Road#

Chien Is *en Chinese C. 88 . *2zdo^'<.221 Shantung Road#

The Social, and,Economic Monthly ^W), Chinese C. 90 - do -
59 Hongkong Road# ‘

Current .Readings yly, 
169/4 ^arter Road# '

Chinese C. 94 - do -

The Success ,
440 Rue du Marche#

Chinese C.103 - do •

Tso Wen ^zu Hsiu(i|l^fr^), 
3, Lane 134, Avenue Road#

Chinese C.121 -do -

Whoope Weekly ,
138 Nanking Road. '

Chinese C.133

Room 7, 88 Nanking Road#
Chinese C.135 - do _

Saturday battler Chinese C.140 - do -

Route Pere Robert.
Tr anslati cm^Cri^i °

4 Sze *eh Li, Markham Road.
Chinese C.149 - do -

Commercial News ,*
House 20, Lane 153, "’*

Chinese C.153 - do -

Shanghai Life 
House 4, Passage 130, 
Route Frelupt.

Chinese C.154 - do -

Shanghai Fang FaoG^-^Hp^, 
9, Lane 247, barter Road#

Chinese C.165 - do -
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* Tsa Chih ,
c/o 294 Foochow Road.

Chinese C.156

Inn Tarn ,
161 Yue Ching Id, 
Tsepoo Hoad»

Chinese C.158 Out of publication

Ta Chung Wen HuaC^-V. X , 
c/o China Book Company, 
380 Foochow Road»

Chinese C.159 - do -

Wen Chai (^ <^^), 
Room 3, Ro.280 Peking Road

Chinese C.160 - do -

Compel ensd/ve Magazine 
Room 512, Ho.1454 Avenue 
Edward’ VII.

Chinese C.163 Banned and further 
issues to be seized 
by order of D. 0. 
(Special Branch)

The °a ' Periodical ( X/ ), Chinese 0*175 Out of publication
Room 5o Lloyd Road.

Siao Zuh TS (<7> ^T),
569 Szechuen Road»

Chinese C.184 - do -

54, Lane 483, *u Yuen Road.
Chinese C.186 - do -

Sung Li Radio Programme Chinese C.188 - do -

■CWn;
716 Canton Road.

Chinese C.190 - do -

Sung Suh Weekly }
Room 508, 470 Hankow Road.

Chinese C.197 - do -

Siao Kai Vuh (4> -ft ) 
728 Jess field Road»

Chinese C.198 - do -

Ts Tseng Pao 
7 Ziang Foh Li, 
Shanhaikwan Road*

Chinese C.203 - do -

Hoon^^oe ^eni-Monthly 

93 GardenT’errace, 
Rue Fere Robert»

Chinese C.206 - do -

Ta Ying Yeh Pao (-£ ,
1 Rue Montauban

British C.208 Certificate forwarded 
in for consideration 
vide «epcrt of 2-8-39.

Nyieh Yu Sun Huo% f&), 
Room 324, No.1454 Avenue 
Edward VII.

Chinese C.210 But of publication

M
Hsi Chu Sin Wan(^$4&N$, 

Room 9, 405 Tientsin Road.
Chinese C.211 - do -

Bah Ngoo Remi-Monthly(^J^-), 
569 Chekiang Road.

Chinese C.213 - do -

1 < Isui ^ee •‘•’sobn
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Tsui Vee Tsoong Sing 
(«1 ), 
216 Avenue Haig.

Chinese C.215 Out of publicatio,

Tzu Hsu eh ($ ,
400 Foochow Road*

Chinese C.217 - do -

Sing Pao
655 Hingpo Road*

Chinese C.223 - do -

Shi Chi ^Jonthly ,
241 Elgin Road.

Chinese C.224

Young Writers %'),
80, Lane 603, Connailght 
Road*

Chinese C.225 - do -

Good Friend ,
11, Lane 161, Burkill Road.

Chinese C.226 - do -

Siao ?ao
94, Lane 273, aochow Road.

Chinese C.229 - do *

Juvenile Reader C/7, 
8, Lane 1, Rue ^atard.

Chinese C.230 - do -

Candid Comment Chinese 
Edition (^7 ),
21 Avenue Edward VII.

American C.232 In
re-

process of
-regi strati on•

School News (% , Chinese C.253 - do -
3, Passage 88, Rte Grouchy.

Nyu Loh Jih Pao ,
222 Shantung Road.

Chinese C.235 Out of publication

Mei Chou Hsi Chu^íjK^, 
222 Shantung Road.

Chinese C.236 - do p

Education Weekly(^^4^¿fe) , 
541 North Shanse Road.

Chinese C.237 - do -

Children's Garden, 
6, Pao Ching Li, Tiendong 
Road*

Chinese C.238 - do -

The Surge MagazineC/#1 ), 
1321 Sinza Road.

Chinese C.244 - do -

Black Book (X/$ A ) 
34, Burlington Villa, 
Bubbling Well Road.

Chinese C.245 - do -

Min $ing Jih Pao r ,
Room 716, 113 Kiukiang 
Road.

Chinese C.247 - do -

Lien Ming "Dawn") ,
42, Lane 123, Park Road.

Chinese C.249 - do -

Siao Vung Wei ,
128 Bankow Road. Chinese C.250 -do -

"Tan Sin" (5^ , Chinese C.256 - do —
222 Shantung Hoad®
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Tze Idh Sgmi-Monthly
299 Hankow Hoad.

Chinese C.257 Out of publication

Sketch Weekly Chinese C.258 - do -
2, Lane 83, Yu Ya Ching Road» 

••Knowledge” Semi-Monthly(^^i), Chinese C.261 - do -
222 Shantung Road»

Jin ^ai Magazine t Chinese C.265 - do -
Room 508, 470 Hankow Road.

"Wei Ming” Semi-Monthly (), Chinese C.266 - do -
422 Hankow Road»

Fu Foong Ten-Day Periodical Chinese C.267 - do “

1468 Avenue ^*dward VII •
Poetry Quarterly (^7'^’ W ), 
14, Lane 643, Seymour Road»

Chinese C.270 - do -

Chung Cheu , Chinese C.271 - do -
621 Soochow Road.

Hai Peng Chinese C.272 - do -
Room 207, .368 Kiaigse Road»

Ny u Loh Pictorial Magazine 

138 king Road.
Chinese C.275 r. do -

Sin Nyi Ling (^4#), Chinese C.277 - do - <
6, Lane 183, Taku Road.

Yei Su ($7 ) | Chinese C.278 - do -
16, Lane 290, Lweichow Road.

Hsi Chu Magazine , Chinese C.279 - do -
212 Shantung Road.

Wu Yin Semi-Monthly CW"^ ), Chinese C.286 - do -
30, Lane 687, ^venue Foch.

Stoall World ( 4» , Chinese C.289 - do -
27, Lane 366, Elgin Road. 

Compilation & Translation Chinese C.290 Certificate
( ¿¡p W /? ), submitted for
Room 328,' Dz Zoh Building, renewal on
Nanking Road»

Chin. *outh ), British C.293
August 1, 1939.

Room 529, Museum Road»

e~^y Edition 
University Press ¿tdc,

British C.294 Out of publica
tion*

1 Rue Montauban.

Industrial and Commercial Monthly 
Review ( X ® ),

Chinese C.295 -

990 Changping Road.
"Tieh Han” Weekly ( fyK &} ), Chinese C.297

Room 218, No.620 Hanking Road«
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New Mode Pictorial ,
Office of Lawyer King, 
330 Szechuen Road*

Sin Tao Semi-Monthly (, 
138 Nanking Road.

The Sports News (), 
Boom 301, 59 Hongkong Road*

Sin Nyi Kwa Pao ( ,
514 Foochow Road.

Shang Hai Kyung ),
3, Lane 39, Amoy Road.

Hung Lao ( ,
23, Lane 461, Elgin Road.

Shanghai Pictorial ,
Room 304, Yien Yieh Building, 
Peking Road.

Yah Yue Weekly ),
Boom 417, 451 Kiangse Road.

U-Hwang Art DigestC^ M ,
Room 218, No.620 Nanking Road.

Tgung Seh PictorialC^ 
4, Lane 153, Carter Road.

Li Li Ten-Day Periodical (#1^4 kA3>, 

14, Lane 733, Haining Road.
Modern Weekly Cjfy ,
48, Lane 570, Haining Road.

Bao Keu Pih Lai It),
18, Lane 125, Park Road.

Good Taste Weekly (^'*¿4^^), 
424 Foochow Road.

Bee Semi-Monthly 
3, Lane 519, Connaught Road.

Nei Di Magazine
9, Lane 1216, Av. £dward VII.

The Lgrs & Eyes, of. the Wcrid

Room 412, 160. Ay.7Edward Til.
Siao Tsing,lttX-^ 

566 Hankow Road*
Mai Hua (£
8, Wenchow Road*

Yu Chow Pictorial 
8, Wenchow Road.

Yuan Miao Kwan ("^ ,
8, Wenchow Road.

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

Chinese

g Chinese

Chinese

Chine se

C.299

C, 301

C.306

C.307

C.310

C. 312

C.413

C.316

C.318

C.319

C.32D

C.322

C.325

C. 326

C.328

Co 330

C.331

C.338

Out of publication

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

- do -

Saldo -

-

- do -



Hsueh Deu Weekly )}
304 Kiangse Road«

Chinese C.339

Learning and Living C% & £ ), 
Ro cm 403, 495 Honan Road.

Chinese C.340

Mealing
Room 622-A, Bz ¿ph Building, 
Raking Road«

Chinese C.342

Tsao^Pao ( ) ,
57 ^singtao Road«

Chinese C.343

The Standard (-Evening Edition) 
181 Avenue ^dward VIle

British C.344

Shan, ghai Weekly ,
68 Honan Road«

Chinese C.346

Wu Kuo (-$ lS| ), 
222 Shantung Road.

Chinese C.348

Ta Foong (*£ ) •
7, Lane 23, Chekiang Road.

Chinese C.350

Shanghai PictorialC^-^d^'TX), 
222 Shantung Road«

Chinese C.352

Shan^iai Mirror, 
280 Kiaigse Road.

Chinese C.365

Lecture on Magic fpr Families

870 Avenue Edward VII •

Chinese C.375

Tropical Fish ,
Room 312, 1454 Av.Bdward VII«

Chinese C.382

V5Arl^ 1
6, Lane 293, Chungking Road«

Chinese C.389

Ta Hwa wan Pao ("A ,
222 Shantung Road.Foong Hu (

Chinese C.390

Foong Hu ( ^ ),
Room 213, 131 Hankow Road«

Chinese C.393

Great Wheel Monthly ( &0P ),
7, Lane 128, Chengtu Road«

Chinese C.394

Bah Loh Semi -Monthly 4- ,
4, Lane 140, Fokien Road. ’

Chinese C.395

Ta Ying (ff fjt),
2, Lane 256, Avenue Bubail*

Chinese C.397

Siao Yao A&),
9, Lane 507, Medhurst Road.

Chinese C.402

Modern Radio ,
356 Avenue Foch«

Chinese C.408

Movie Stories in Cartoon

149, Passage 30, Av.Bubail.

Chinese C.416
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Youth Daily News ( ,
Room 6, No.406 Tientsin Road.

Chinese C.417 Out of publication

Feng Ming Broadcasting Journal 
Room 9 , No.406 Tientsin Road.

Chinese C.426 - do -

The Great Age Pictorial 
( >> tH* ),
89 Foochow Road.

<9 Modem China (■0^.^^^^/),

Chinese C.428 - do -

Chine se C.429 J.H. Howard
21 Avenue Edward VII. (Publisher)

Ming Pao )» Chinese C.434 Out of publication
Room 216, 160 Av.Mward ”11«

Zung Dao Zing Kan ( A-Sll $ , Chinese C.438 - do -
25 Yung Shan Fang, Binza Noad.

China Children (Mr £ T ) , 
6, Min Tuh Li, Elgin Road.

Chinese C.444 - do -

Siao Hwa Pao (‘1’
8, Mln Tuh id, Elgin Road.

Chinese C.445 - do -

./ I~Ling chi >, Chinese C.460 - do -
V Room 4, Yien Yieh Building,

Peking Road.
Koo Woo Shih Chia , Chinese C.463 - do -
26 Swatow Road.

Chung Rao ), Chinese C.467 - do -
20, Yong Chih Li, Shantung Rd. 

Chi Yu Tea Chih Chinese C.466 - do -
262 Nanking Road.

\/ Famous Funnies Chinese C.469
. X 138 Nanking Road. 

\ L
Kat Lee News ( , Chinese C.475 Out of publicationRoom 203, 356 Peking Road.
Wen Nyi Chang Cheng(<^&<Ä.), 

Room 405, 210 Kjuklang Road«
Chinese C.480 - do -

Social News and Pictorials Chinese C.4B1
47, Dong Taung Fang,

~ VU.W *»

Bur kill Road.
ChineseKuo Chi Chow Pao 

303 Honan Road.
C.489

Home Magazine Chinese C.490
138 Nanking Road.

Mei Kwei Hua Pao (, Chinese
5-A, Lane 330, Yu ya Ching Road.

C.494 Out of publication ’

Ching Ming ), Chinese
Room 6, 405 Tientsin Road.

C.498 - do -
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Zi Pao ^ ),
23, Lane 41, Moulmein Hoad.

Chinese C.507 Out Of publication

Jazz Songs ,
405 Tientsin Hoad.

Chinese C.509

Dah Hao Lao (-tX ),

424 Foochow Road.
Chinese C.510 Out of publication

Pan Yueh W'erx Chao ,
c/o St. John’s University, 
Dz 2oh Bldg., Ngi king Hoad.

Chinese C.516 -do-

Siao Ping Luen (X Xf- ), 
Room 248, 170 Kiangse Road.

Chinese C.517 - do -
• a. •> !

\/ Yueh Ou (^^),
54, Lane 239, Avenue Road.

Chinese C.531 - do -

International Problems 
( & W tip Äh 
2, Passage 309, Rte Wtniing.

Chinese C.535 - do -

Ching Chi Curiosity),
Room 312, IßO^Av.Sdward VII.

Chinese C.541 - do -

V Sun Sun Pictorial ,
X 4th floor, Skin Sun Hotel, 
' Nanking Road.

Chinese C.554 First issue appeared 
in July. Published 
by **> Sun Company.

Nyieh Yu Yueh Kan d?# ^), Chinese 
A 30 Chang Shing Li, Boundary Road.

C.557 Out of pu "* cation



FOR M »
G. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

s.i,
REPORT

POLICE, 3. s. Ht-QjSIK
rx a ltd I

bpecia

Sublet (in fnll)

Date
.§h§J2Ehai J^ocfeards.. (British][ - ...Strike, o:^^

.„„‘.„.-„.tfimi.Qa.liefiL

38.

Made by. ap.-Yen-ken..... Forwarded by.

The sixty-five workers employed on ferry boats;

tug boats and salvage boats and also stokers of the 

Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road, who went on a 

rttai-kung” strike on the afternoon of December 31 and who 

failed to report for work on January 4 after the New Year 

holidays, resumed work unconditionally on the morning of 

January 5. The strike was declared in order to enforce 

a demand for an increase in the annual bonus, but the 

demand was not entertained by the management.

D. C. (Special Branch)^ Ml'



FORM NO. 3
G. 4W -38

r
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

S
REPORT

5»

Subject (in full)Chinese reporter warned for .supplying1

3. B. REGISTRY (

(

the "Morning Leader1* and other local Chinese newspapers*
Made ¿J.and Forwarded by...............

With reference to the attached translation of a

report entitled "The ‘Go-slow’ Strike of Shanghai Dockyards

workers“ published by the “Morning Leader“ QQ ) 

local newspapers on January 1» 1939t Yih Wei-hsiun (

and other

residing at House 103» Lane 56» Canton Hoad» the Pootung

correspondent who supplied the news in question» was interviewed 

at headquarters on the afternoon of January 4 and severely 

warned by D* C. (Special Branch) on the ground that the report

was untrue* iih promised to exercise greater care in

future*

D. C* (Special Branch)



• • - 

their bonuses have been doubled. Members of the crew of 

launches formerly were granted a bonus equlealent to two 

weeks* pay» but this has now been reduced to 6 days* pay. 

Casual workers were formerly given a bonus of one week’s pay» 

but now this has been cancelled. In the opinion of workers» 

such treatment is unfair«

After the management had announced the yearly bonus 

yesterday morning, members of the launch crews expressed their 

dissatisfaction and submitted a demand that in addition to 

the usual yearly bonus» an extra bonus equivalent to two weeks* 

pay should be granted as this year the business has been 

extraordinarily good. The management however agreed to 

give an extra day’s pay» bringing the bonus to 7 days* pay in 

all. the members of the crew were not satisfied and they 

limiotlately went on a •go-slow* strike« fearing that they 

might disturb peace and order» the management asked them to 

return to their homes.

the company possesses 17 large and small launches 

end employs more than 100 mon« All these men left the dockyard 

at 2 p.m. December 31. The management adopted a strong 

attitude upon learning that members of the crows had declared 

a *go-alow* strike. It is net known what developments may 

take place during the Mew year holidays«

The company employs about 1,500 casual workersJ 

they were given an annual bonus equivalent to one week’s pay, 

but as it has been cancelled this year, the workers are opposing 

the cancellation. It is reported that after resuming work'on 

January 4, the workers will demand the restoration of their annual 

bonus. There is an indication that the trouble may spread.

Mi
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( eu. .File ¡ -

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE}. r !
I S. ■->. HE-Gi&TRY i

S. 1, Speci/
REPORT

Subject. Shanghai Dockyards

Made ....... Kao ..Yen-ken

tai -kung" s t Yike -of -workers —

Forwarded

The Shanghai Dockyards, a uritish concern situated

at 640 Yangtszepoo Road, employs at present a total

complement of 1,500 workers, chiefly orass-fitters,

blacksmiths, carpenters and coolies, and approximately

500 of this number work in the company's dock at Pootung

It has been a rule that an annual bonus of one

week’s pay be paid at the end of the lunar new year to

those workers who are paid weekly, and one month's wages

to those paid on a monthly basis.

No objection to this rule was manifested by the

workers until the afternoon of December 31, 1938, when

sixty-five employees of the following departments declared

a "tai-kung" strike in order to enforce a demand for an

increase in the annual bonus to an amount equivalent to

one month's wages, instead of one week's as they were

previously paid.

13 ferry boats 50 workers

Tug boats

Salvage boats

Stokers

5

5

5.

H

tt

7hose workers have forwarded this demand

hat they had been paid on monthly oasis, out the management

on the pretext

pointed out to

for extra work

do not qualify

them that they had received additional wages

performed, while workers in other departments

for such treatment

In view of the firm stand taken by the management

the strikers are now demanding the payment of two weeks'



, File No..............
—fM-W SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
G. 1500U-l"<

.................................... Station,
REPORT 

Date.  io
- 2 -

Subject................................ ...........-.................................•...................................... . ............................................................................... -....................  'T

Made by........... :....................................................... Forwarded by.

pay as an annual bonus. The management apart from ignoring 

the demand, has refused to allow those strikers to carry 

out their work and are still out this morning, January 4, 

the period from January 1 to 3 being holidays.

D.C

W. À. to ©. O

(Special Branch).



Ref: No: Date...i.anUMX M».. 1940

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Inspection Report

Name: 
Nature of 
Address: 
Submitted by:

Shanghai Dockyards
Business:

640 fangtszepoo Road
P. Y. Koo

Appli catiòri'“Nò :
Cad. Lot:
District:
Read by:

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

Some 20 coolies of the Shanghai Dockyards 

( ^angtszepoo Road, were dismissed

by the management on January 23, 1940, because of too 

many coolies in the Yards. They requested the management 

to pay a retiring allowance of 25 days' wages in accordance 

with the Collective Agreement made between the Company tt 

the workmen on December 6, 1939.

The Industrial section was informed and requested 

by a workers* representative of the Shanghai Dockyards on 

the morning of January 23, to mediate the dispute. I 

called on the management in the afternoon of same date for 

investigation. Mr. Armour, Assistant Manager, stated that 

the Company decided to pay off 20 mud coolies but they are 

not included in the Collective Agreement, and so they are 

only entitled to receive e retiring allowance of 16 days* 

wages. After considering the present clrcuastanoea in 

that district, the management agreed to pay BO days* wages 

to the dismissed coolies. The coolies were satisfied with 

this arrangement and were paid off on January £5, 1940.

f’ Actipn . arising :



AdOOMSM node this sixUday of Dee—ftsr, One

Thaneand Mne Badrod and Thirty Nine, between the 

Shaatf-l veokyarda, IMkf hereinafter referred to as 

"the Cnapany*, enA the worknen as defined in Para X« 

onployed by the naspany, hereinafter referred to as 

“the wosta-n*, whereby it la ssftnally agreed as foilwet 

(1) Ths CM—yaay reeogileoa the Herl—en'a rlgft to 

represent the Bitters, Tumors, totter—knrs, Coppor- 

snitha, KleetrloiaM, welders, and Be—neat wertahop 

coolies —-toyed in the 0—-any’s ▼arlons Wwks.

No w—Eta—a shall be entitled to the benefits

OXSMISSAi

WORKMKM 
comim BY 
AGHBKMKW

BOWS

wsnssiw ■

arising ent of this igreonwnt —11 he shall hare boon 

la the o—itla— e—ployasnt of the —y for not 

lose than Oltao (IS) nenta—•

(S) the Oenvaay la —•< to pay to the Wortann a 

Bonne at tan enA of the year, provided the donye^ 
able to pay a diridend to Its shareholders« The aawnt 

of the banns not to ewes—I Sen (10) days’ pay«

(S) «he n—ey ay—e not to Al antes f— its ——ley 

any warta—n with—Et fast oa— • To sake the definition 

of —too W) taye la oash twenty il|rt (SB) tan. with



SUSPKMSIOH pay off eortaln worloMn. shoald it be neooaaary te 
(o««t»4)

da aat tta Coqpany Mil pay te auoh aval

uar taran of arar ene (1) and andar ttareo (4) yaara’ serrino» 
tita mr ir tMRfey-nii'MíaM* 
9^'

wertanra of erar three (1) and andar tire (4) nava* eervUet 
(fio non af tSipy Hn Wj ÜIB^ ÜR 

rorloraii of arar fiva (4) and andar ten (10) yoara' nervinos 
the mr of flfty (80) ¿aya« pay»

«orlaran of erar tea (10) and andar flftoen (14) yaam aarvieoi 
tba swr of olxtyawo (44) dayt* pay»

feriaran of erar fiftoan (34) and under Mnty (£0) yaara* 
nervinoi 
ttae ova of ol#fty (80) dayn’ pay«

writaen of erar twanty (10) and nadar thirty (40) yaara 
mMMb* 
the mr ©f tea bandead (100) laya* y^'

wortaten of ovar thirty (SO) and andar forty (40) yoara’ 
OOmOOl 
'iba aa* of ana handrod and teanty flvo 
(114) laya* w*

Sba rtanyny abroan tfeat ea fiar aa poealblo two (1) 
slwn af H^fifiaatlen te yay 

fMl—t luíJ — H1811J 8»fiJ■ i> *• laKlato

houdaxs (4) 9B tayMy agroaa W W ti* Mhmm mu vayan

MI MMb 4MÉMHI MI MQT 1MI MBtMBlljF B0PMA 
- avah ballday vtll So pald

aa oala<M^MM^'''

aooxmr («) a» laayaay agma te yraa8t la tba aaaa af aar 
axdMAMn*

woriBMa atoa la injvrad la tbo perfirtnaaM Km ««r, 

teaayttal and ardiñal attenOlea* and to yay Mm fidl vayna 

and rlao »11 narra tt miat la Meeyltal fir a ywM nat 

eneoadlny tfiMO (a) nanifie« at (fio and of IIupoo mmMmi 
H Hat aaa la etlll ineayalKlo aad yernaneaUy HMSlad* 

ÜMI tM 99f <Mtal S 0M(PMM1MMÍM MlA

arana af «nao BnaML Mía» (|MoM) anafina^ oMoritng

vMlot la tua yorfoianno» af nía «aty or ypdao aa a wnatt



I Mi
fags ••

AOCIDSBf of an accident, whilst in the perforaanae of his duty, th* 
1UOVAVCBS 
(coat'd) nanpany agrees to pay to the wcrtrauc's accepted next of kin

a sun of Four Hundred Dollars ($400.00) mxissm, according 

to grade*

Wertmen who eventually die as a result of accident

while on duty, will aloe be provided with hospital and 

nodical attendance and full wages also rise allowance up to 

date of death, if this takes place within two (2) months,

and after death the above-sentionsd Compassionate Orant of

Four Hundred Dollars (#400.00) naxisw» according to grade 

will bo paid.

It is to be understood that the foregoing benefits will 

only bo . —A provided the injured Work—,n agrees to go, and 

does go, for »reatwunt immediately after the accident, to

any one of the following hospitals*»
(a) St* lake's Hospital 
i b) ¿¡beataa# Road fiospi
'S1 
'O,i 
(f) 
(«)

¿¡haatua« Road hospital rawfrwwWaeifrtfral
ranriraw Red Cross Hospital 
yiaatein Asad Hospital sSSSi Mart Hospital (xangtsrapeo)

All the above ccnlitiens east bo certified bott* with

SHUSH F8OK 
sxoima

regrad to tins spent la hospital and tine spent at worknan’s 
hawo by registered Poster's sort! fl eats which west bo 
f i b ml A by

(▼) xa tbs sweat of natural death froa sfilmraw of any 
«ortamn, er if fnaapaeftoted through atohneea fM active 
service and neeooiltattng rati sfont, the Oarajaiixr ngraai to 
pay to arah »ortnraa or hto asorptod neat of kla er logoi 
iepiraiwtativo a n rags a mortu grant on the following baois

la the eara of wertnoa with lose 
than tea (10) yeara* oorvloot Mno
In ths oaao of Whora with over

service* w MM» W MUflO

fw tha fMaB lertraeojMM^B^
thirty (00) years« service #<80.00
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DWH FROM 
3100188 
(cent’d)
AFPOHTim

Satisfactory proof of death er of incapacitation

—st ba submitted fro» a recognised and %ualiflod rectcr.

(•) the P——ny agrees to pay apprentices bo any of the

tredos

third ■ 
foam • 
am *

the coopaay reserves the rtytt to pay off any 

apprentiee an oeeq^etlen. of five (8) yearn* eameo, and 

will then ftomidh him with a oertifieabe to the effect 

that he hae served his apprentleoahip fnlthfnlly and weXX 

and has beaane a skilled neater Joemsynan at his tredef 

sash eortif ieatea will an|y be granted to swah appr—OXe— 

after they have thoroughly learnt their trades and vhese 

general ■entovt and behawiour, ahile in the service of 

the SeMpany has bean —tisinetcry, Shanld ayyranttaoe 

be retained in the aerviao of the C—iny after their 

appr—tlaoahtp ia acnplobaA» the fl—pay agree« to inereaae 
IhMr pay^^^i^bo M efflelow^ , 

(») Xt «ball bo clearly and—stsad that the Wahnaa shall

soever without flrat giving the Oom—ay forty d# (48) 
hears* notleo at their leteatt— to do so« farther, that

striking Mama will ante—tically forfeit aXX the

Mm Io found wilfully ar nalioidaaly dssssgiag the fl«Mpany*e

be 01—tweed fren the flnapany*« scrvioe, —A forfeit any 
be—fit« dm him, and» thrall any parbiewlar group of 
Mm or enpleyoos declare a ihhn which shani* remit
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atril» •
IDKHTIFICa- <10) The dcsapany will provide a&oh workman with 
ties GARDS

on Identification Card on which la to be stated 

particular» as to the name and age of Wrtaaon, 

trade and ticket number and date of comsenclng 

In the Company’s employ, together with j^otograph. 

Duplicate copies of those identification Gards 

Maj. be leapt by to Company i®’ bheir records and 

the Company shall bear th® cost of all cards.

BICK (11) The Company agrees to continue the payment
ALWWOGE

of the dice Allowance to all Workmen cm the basis 

of t®.©0 (Two Dollars) per week of si tor fi er '/ 

days whan the average weekly price of first quality 

Ghi-nese rice as determined from the

-unici pal downs 11 price index, ranges from t31,00 

to M©*00 P®r picul Inclusive. 'fha Gmpuny further 

agrees to adjust thia dice Allewanoe in accordance 

with, the foliar ing table i-

■ r.21. v...; B5«Inclusive» 1»S© per san.

Pros tfideOO.^ ineluMve^ |1J|< £»r »*»♦ 

lias |S1»O© li |8.00 per nan.

PM >M»0Q |A©«|^^^|Miivo» ^^■B-per nan.

Frmp to HB.00 mslueivo.

Fma to t50»1^||ij^BBiw*WX'iW^Wr nan.

The Company further agrees to continue to pay the 
Allowance |^@xlnese Apprentices OWNhe

c< 99^ of 99>m n«|^|nod

agreed that aHlBdf wwbbefl

£** ftIMWinoes as set ftaHBOfeewe.i^il. rennin in
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ALLO® ASCE 
(cont’d)

GRIEVANCES

MEDIATION

VALIDITY OF
AQREMgW

XRGLISH À® 
CHINESE TOT 
OF THIS 
AG8ÉEMOT

FagS 6.

foxes for a parted of twelve months from the date 

of tills Agreement.

(12) It must be clearly understood that any 

legitimate grievance which the Workmen may have must 

be brought to the notice of th® Company only by the 

accredited representatives of the Workmen as defined 

by the signatures to this Agreement, and no inter
ference by any outside organisation whatsoever will 

be recognised by the Company. Any changes in ths 

personnel of the Workman's representatives must be 

intimated to the Company immediately this alteration 

occurs, and these now representatives1 signatures 

must be sutmitted and attached as a codicil to this 

Agreement.
(13) In the event of mediation being necessary or 

advisable in connection with the terms of this Agree

ment, it is agreed that a Mediator be invited fresa 

the industrial Section of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council.
(14) Mils Agreement (with the exception of Clause 11) 

shall be considered effective for two years from the 

date of signature, and shall cancel all previous 

agre«B»art^^\i

(IS) If any discrepancy should occur in the translation 

of this Agreement into Chinese, it is agreed that the 
Bnglldi version shall prevallB-'/
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Page 7»

Signed on behalf of Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd*

signed on behalf of the representatives of Workmen 
of Shanghai dockyards, Ltd., (who are themselves 
employees of the Company)

(English and Chinese)

7? /C |,¡S: ** rr MM

1
Witnessed by the aapresentativ® tho Industrial 
SMtlen of Wo Shanghai Muniolpal Council



F. F. 2.

Ref: No:

Name:
Nature of 
Address: 
Submitted

Date......... ?*•••*•* 12, 19S9

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL s c , f C 
t .• d ÌMfcS. b. D ffInspection Report i —Z—L_7ri^

Lpate___ / « /z 4 a
Shanghai Dockyards,
Business:

640 Yangtszepoo Road 
by: P. Y. Koo

Cad. Lot:
District: i)

Read by:

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

The workers of the Shanghai Dockyarda, 640 
Yangtszepoo Road, requested the management to increase 
the riee allowance due to the recent high price of rice. 
The Industrial Seation representative was requested by 
the management and the workers* representatives to 
mediate the dispute at 4 P»®«, December 11, 1939. After 
negotiation, no definite agreement has been reached.

Some 1,000 workers declared a "tai-kung* strike 
at S p.m., December 12, in order to enforce the demand in 
connection with aa increased rice allowance. After 
negotiations, the management eventually agreed to adjust 
the rice allowance in accordance with the following scale;

then the Average Weekly Weekly Riee Allowance Per
Price of Rice Varies as Week of either • «r f days

Under: ______to be as under:_______

Doeember IS.

Prom ; 81 tO ! ¡25 inclusive $1.50 per manw ; ¡86 to ! ¡SO • 81. VS 9t w
• : ¡51 to ! 35 * >8.00 n w

w < 36 to 1 ¡40 * Ì8.00 W It

* j 41 to i 45 * «3.00 » SV

44 to ! 50 * *4.00 W «V

AO a result of thia concession, workers were
satisfied; and agreed to resume operations to-morrow,

Deo usher 13,.1439.

A meeting between 'the representatives of the mana
gement and its workermen was held at 4 p.m«, to-day, December 
IS, st the manager*» office of the Shanghai Dockyards. A 
new oolleotivo agreement made between the two parties was 
signed by their representatives in the presence of the 
Industrial Section representative. The dispute la, therefore, 
settled.



F. F. 4-

Ref: No: Date.r

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL

Inspection Report (^Z)ots.

Name: Shunghai Dockyards, Ltd.
Nature of Business:
Address: 640 Yangtszepoo Road
Submitted by: ?. Y. Koo

Application No: 
Cad. Lot:

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

In connection with the retiring grant for the 
30 dismissed coolies, negotiation between the management, 
Messrs. J. A. Bonnyman & J. C. Amour, and the repreaepta- 
tires of the dismissed coolies, named Han Yu Feng (

), Kao Yu Tien ( fyj i- and Hwang Yuin Tai
( w. fa, Y ), took place at 4 p.®. to-day, November 30, at 
the Office of Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yengtszepoo Road. 
The management was willing to grant $3 per year according 
to the years of service, while the dismissed coolies 
insisted upon flC per year. Therefore the Industrial 
Section representative recommended a retiring grant of $5 
per year according to the years of service, which was 
likely to be acceptable to both parties. After persuasion, 
they all agreed to this #5 per year basis for the rotiring 
allowance of the 30 dismissed coolies, and in addition 
the annual bonus for 1939 - 7 days - was also granted to 
them. Cash payment will be made at 4 p.a., to-morrow, 
December 1, 1939.

Regarding the workaen covered by the new col
lective agreement, the workers* representatives agreed 
to leave out tbe ticket coolies as before, and they will 
bo treated with all the benefits provided in the agreement, 
except they will enjoy only two thirds of tbe discharging 
allowance. The new agreement will be signed when the 
copy of Chinese translation is ready in next wook.



Ref: No: Date. Nov mb ex’ 39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Inspection Report

Name; Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd.
Nature of Business:
Address: 640 YangtsaepOO Road
Submitted by: P. Y. KOO

Application No: 
Cad. Lot: 
District: 
Read by:

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

In connection with the amount of retiring grant 
for the 30 dianisned ooolies, negotiation between the 
aanageaent and the coolies concerned took place at 4 
O'clock, this afternoon, Novesber 29, 1939 at the Shanghai 
Dockyards, 440 Yaagtssepoo Road. The Industrial Section 
representative was present as mediator. The uississed 
coolies have reduced the amount of retiring grant to #330 
each. But the management insisted to pay the senior 
coolies a retiring grant of jloo each ana the other coolies 
#75 snob, or #3 per year according to the years of service. 
The age end years of service of the 30 dismissed coolies 
follow:

TICKET NO AGE YEARS Qi SERVICE

4

18

24. 
£7 
S3 
59 
60 
62 
75.
79 
80 
84 
95 
90 
93

100 
104.
Ill 
113 
123 
130. 
133.
140 
143 
143 
ISO 
134. 
1ST.

62
59
58 
62 
65 
41
58 
OS 
49 
41
49 
54
43.
48 
38 
SO 
49.
55
51 
49 
59
58 
57 
51

•W.
88.
43.
50. 

wMB
58.

35
32 
.30
.32
31

28 
22 
ao as
13 
22

30 
18 
32 
89 
32
20 
.25 
24 
81 
83

.IS 

.28 

.14 

.80 

.19 
.30

Action arising: Jf



Until 6:30 >•*>» no agreement han been reached on the 
amount of retiring grant for the dismissed coolies. A 
further negotiation will be held at 4 p.m., November 
30, at the same piece.

In regard with the workmen covered by the new 
collective agreement, the management recognises the 
fitters, turners, patternmakers, coppersmiths, electricians 
welders, and only workshop coolies, but the ticket coolies 
are not included and therefore they could enjoy only two 
thirds oi* the discharging allowance. But the workers* 
representatives insisted on the equal treatment of all the 
ticket coolies with the workmen as covered by the agreement 
This is the condition to be agreed by the both parties 
before the signing of the new agreement.
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INDUSTRIAL DISPUTF

The workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yang- 

tszepoo Road, are working as usual to-day, November 28, 1939.

A third meeting of negotiation between the 

representatives of the workers and the management was held 

at 3 O’clock this afternoon, November 28, st the office of 

Shanghai Dockyards, 640 ï8ngtszepoo Road. The industrial 

Section representative was present as mediator. The terms 

of a new collective agreement have been finally agreed upon 

by both parties. Copy will be available tomorrow.

This new collective agreement will be signed by 

the representatives of the management and its workers after 

the approval of the Board of Directors of the Shanghai 

Dockyards.

The amount of the retii*ing grant for the 30 dis

missed coolies has been considered by the management and 

the coolies concerned. The dismissed coolies requested 

that a retiring grant of 5400 in addition to two months* wages, 

while the management agreed to give a grant of 575 to gloo 

according to the years of service and wages. A further 

negotiation will be held at 4 p.m., November 29, 193$.
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INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

Some 1,000 workers employed the Shanghai Dock

yards, 640 Xangtszepoo Road, who declared a strike on 

the morning of November 22, as a protest against the 

dismissal of thirty coolies on November 18 and the 

cancellation of the collective agreement made between 

the company and its workers in March, 1937, resumed at 

7 a.m., November 26, 1939.

A second meeting of negotiation between the 

representatives of the workers and the management was 

held at 3:30 p.m. to-day, November 27, at the office of 

Shanghai Dockyards, 64o Yangtszepoo Road. The Industrial 

Section representative acted as mediator. host of the 

demands have been agreed upon by both parties with some 

modifications. A now collective agreement will be made 

after the terms have been carefully considered by both 

parties, which will be held at 3 p.m., November 28 at the 

same place. The 30 dismissed coolies eill be paid a 

retiring grant amount of which will be considered by the 

management and the coolies concerned. The meeting 

adjourned at 6:30 p.m. with satisfaction to both parties.
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INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

The strike of some 1,000 workers employed by the 
Shanghai dockyards, 640 Yangtssepoo Road, continues to-day, 
Nowember 25, 1939.

The representatives of the workers and those of 
the dismissed coolies met at 9 O’clock this morning 
appointing nine formal representatives, named Lee Fob Sun / 
< 1 ti i >» *• < /C & )» Woo Song Nien (J /f ),
Cneng Ah Kong ( Jfr M/ik), YinSfa You ( ¿A ), Chu aai sun
( £ I# £ ) * Sse Ah <Fu ( A fy), Shen hsioh Tsuen ( yf! / f ), 
and Kao ru Tien l fa agreed to request the
industrial Section represoatatiwe for mediation. They 
formulated the following demands on the basis of the collective 
agreement formerly in operation and submitted them to the 
management for consideration.

1. The management shall not dismiss^ ticket workers 
without cause.

2. The 30 dismissed coolies and those workers dismissed 
since August 13, 193?, shall be all reinstated.

3. in times of slackness the management shall allow 
workers to work turn and turn about at weekly periods, 
but each worker shall at least work 18 days per 
month excluding night work. If the depression 
becomes protracted, the management may permanently 
pay off certain workers, who shall be paid with the 
following retiring grant:

Those who have worked for a fall year, shall be paid 
one month's wages. Those who have worked for a 
full two years, be paid two month's wages, etc.

4. Ths management shall grant the workers eight days 
holidays per year with full wages paid, should it 
be found necessary for the workers to perform duty 
on the eight days holidays, the management shall 
pay them double wages la respect of such work. The 
management shall pay full wages of the above holidays 

Yippee August 13, 193^^

S. The weoagament shall grant as annual bonus of two 
weeks wages to the workers.
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6. The management shall grant, in the ease of any 
worker who is injured in the performance of his 
duty, hospital and medical expenses, in the 
case of any worker who is permanently disabled 
through injury, the management shall pay a 
retiring grant of >400. In the case of any 
worker who dies through injury, the management 
shall pay such worker's accepted next of kin or 
legal representative a compassionate grant of >5Q0

7. In the event of the death of any worker, the 
management shall pay to such worker's accepted 
next of kin or legal representative a compassionate 
grant on the following basis:

a. In the oase of worker with less than five 
years' service, nothing.

b. In the case of worker with service of over 
five years but under twenty years, 1200 to 
p300 according to the years of his service.

c. m the ease of worker with service of over 
twenty years but under thirty years, >320 
to >430 according to the years of his service.

8. The apprentices who have served over five years 
shall be employed as regular workers.

9. The management shell refund the sum paid by all 
the workers for the lead lost in the workshop in 
last winter.

10. All ticket workers shall be paid a rice allowance 
of >2 per week.

11. The management shall provide a steam launch for the 
transportation of those workers who are living 
south of the Soochow Creek.

12. wages shall be paid during the strike.

13. The worker, named Chang Teh Sheng, who has been 
arrested by the police, shall be released before 
negotiation.

14. All ticket workers and coolies shall be equally 
treated.

A meeting of negotiation between the representatives 
of the management and the workers took place at 11 a.m. in the 
manager's offlee. The Industrial Section representative was 
present as mediator. After negotiation, the management agreed 
to pay full wages to the workers during the four days of strike, 
being considered as intimidation by the 3o dissmissed coolies, 
on condition that they will resume work to~morrow morning, 
November 26. The demands submitted by the workers will be 
considered by the management and a definite reply will be given 
before next mooting, which will be held on November 27. The 
Industrial Section representative was requested by both parties 
to make arrangement for the early releasing of a coolie, named 
Chang Teh Sheng, who has been arrested by the polioo. The *



workers* representatives although agreeing to these arrange
ments, asked to refer the matter to the workers for 
consideration. They, therefore, requested the industrial 
Section représentative to meet the workers and dismissed 
coolies at 3 O'clock this afternoon.

A meeting of the workers and dismissed coolies was 
held at 3:30 p.m. at Dong An Hotel, Lane 202/8 Thorburn Road, 
the Industrial Section representative and two Chinese 
detectives from the police were present. After persuasion, the 
workers and coolies all agreed to resume work to-morrow morning, 
November 26, and at the same time to carry on negotiations 
with the management pending settlement.
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INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

Some 800 workers of the Shanghai Dockyards. 640 
Yangtszepoo Road, declared a strike at 7 a.a., November 
22, 1939 in order to enforce a demand for reinstatement 
of 3D work rs dismissed on November 18 due to the slack** 
nes of work at present. The strike was started by 
Intx vtion by these 30 dismissed workers who yesterday 
riot, d -oke windows and injured Detective Sub-Inspector 
j. ». -

There were 200 employees of contrators stayed 
away from work at the langtszepoo Dock this morning, 
November 23, In addition to 800 men employed the Shanghai 
Dockyards, intimidated by the action of the strikers.

I called on Mr. J.C. Armour, manager of the 
Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road, this afternoon 
for investigation. Ih*. Armour stated that there is a 
lull in the aetlvities of the dock at present, and so the 
management has dismissed 30 ticket coolies and a special 
sum to compensate the men for loss of employment has been 
set aside. The workers went on strike with no request made 
to the management and sent no representatives for negotiation. 
He hopes the workers will resume work as soon as possible and 
is willing to discuss with their representatives for peaceful 
settlement.

After learning the attitude.of the management, 1 
called on the foremen, Leo Fob Sun ( 4, ) and M.T. Dong
i /? 1 ) for investigation. They Stated that those 30
workers joined the Chinese Workers* welfare Association 
after their dismissal and probably some other workers will 
now follow them in joining the Association. They were asked 
to instruct the workers•representatives to call at the 
industrial Section.

Mr. Armour requested the services of the Section 
to find the undergoing causes of the strike, rrelimiaary 
discussions reveal*that the former collective agreement 
no longer operates, and certain former conditions of work 
no longer hold.
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Dockyard Strike Spreads To 
Include Launch Operators

. A complete shutdown of all~~ 
branches of the Shanghai Dock
yard, jnc., was predicated in in
formed labor circles here yester
day. The latest unit of the Brit
ish firm to join the strike was 
that of the steam launch oper
ators of the company and their 
aides.
Several scores in number, these 

operators and their crew ceased^ 
woik over the week-end and inform
ed their employers that they were 

'in sympathy with the dockyard 
I workers.

The strike thus far has not 
yet affected the Chinese office 
staff of the company but Chin
ese sources indicated yesterday 
that the closing: down of the 

i Yangtszepoo offices of the com- 
‘ pany might soon become a real

ity what with the Chinese staff 
already in a “state of uneas
iness?* 
In announcing their strike, the 

¿team launch operators and crew 
declared their sympathy with the 
dockyard workers who had preceded 
them in strike and expressed the • 
hope that the company would grant ! 
rav hikes to all of its Chinese em- I 
ployees;

Workers* representatives told The 
China Press yesterday they still 

I hoped that the management would 
continue negotiations with them. 
They again denied they had any 
"ulterior motive*’ other than ‘‘seek
ing what is equitable.”

The Yangtezepob docks of the 
company was the first to be affect
ed by the strike when 600 workers 
ceased work on March 14. After 
negotiations between the manage
ment and the strikers had broken 
down ?he International Dock and 
the Tungahdoo Dock joined the 
strike- »i

The number of workers of the 
Dockyards now out on strike nears 
1.500. The company’s appeal no 
“legitimate workers” to register 
earlier this month has proved uh-* 
successful.
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More Dockyard Workers Go
On Striké For Pay Hikes

Shanghai shipping may face con
siderable inconvenience^’ in securing 
repair facilities as several hundred
workers of the International Dock 
at Pootung, a subsidiary of the 
Shanghai Dockyards, Inc., went on 
strike yesterday.

I As a result of the new strike, the 
. Eritish-owned dockyards here are 
now at a complete standstill, their 

। Yangtszepoo plant workers having 
been on strike for more than five 
weeks.

Although official information could 
not be obtained, authoritative 
quarters yesterday stated that more 
than 1,500 men are now involved in 
the Dockyard strike, Including the 
men who suspended work yester
day.

Terms Identical
The same quarters revealed that 

the terms of the Pootung strikers 
are the same as those of the 
workers at the Yangtszepoo plant. 
Besides increases in wages, the 
strikers also demanded increases tn 
rice allowance.

Labor circles here indicated last 
¡week that the Pootung workers 
'would also join the strike and 
! rumors were rife on Monday that 
the Pootung dock had already 
suspended operations.

Early this month a series of con
ferences, held between the manage
ment and the workers of the Yang
tszepoo plant, resulted in a dead
lock. since then, the management 
has indicated its unwillingness to 
continue negotiations and has in
structed “legitimate” workers to 
register with the company pending 

| further development.
Wang’s Men Active

Charges that the, strikers at 
Yangtszepoo had been inspired by 
Wang Ching-wei’s Chinese Workers 
Welfare Association could not be 
confirmed although representatives 
of the workers admitted that a 
number of Wang’s men had been 
active in offering their services as 
mediators.

A representative of the workers I 
told The China Press yesterday that 
the two groups of strikers, at Poo
tung and Yangtszepoo, would take 
joint action in seeking satisfaction 
from the management He reiterat
ed that ho political motive was be
hind the strike.
■ Some 930 workers of the Yang
tszepoo plafit refused to work on 
March 12 when a Norwegian ship, 
the Femmoor, was scheduled to 
leave port for Rangoon.

It could not be ascertained yester
day whether or not the company 
would negotiate with the Pootung 
strikers.

Gas Co. Strike Ends
Several hundred workers of the, 

Shanghai Gas Company, who went 
on strike on Wednesday, have re
turned to their jobs at 2 p.m. yes- , 

( terday, a high official of the Com- 
pany told The China Press yester
day.

According - to $ the official, the 
workers have agreed to résumé work 
pending completion of negotiations 
between the management and 
workers’ representatives regarding 
the terms of settlement.
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Sympathy Strides Declared At 
Two Dry Docks In Pootung

Two more dry docks of the 
Shanghai Dockyards, Limited, stop
ped operations yesterday as the 
workmen walked out on strike after 
presenting demands for increase in 
pay and rice allowance and also 
pointing out that they declared a 
strike in sympathy with their fel
low workers of the Yangtzepoo 
Drydocks No. 1 and 2, who went 
cn strike on March 14, last, and 
since then had been locked out. |

The two docks affected yesterday 
were the International Dry Dock 
and the Tungkadoo Dry Dock, 
both in Pootung. The two docks 
employed in all about 300 me
chanics and coolies, as compared 

' with about 1.000 usually employed 
।at the Yangtzepoo docks.

It will be recalled that on 
■ March 14, prior to going on strike 
¡the workers* of the Yangtzepoo 
dock of the Company, staged a 
not outside the offices during which 
three Russian watchmen were in
jured. Units of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police had to be rushed 
to the scene to maintain peace and 

order. Negotiations were com
menced, but as no successful re-1 
suit was reached, the workers were 
paid off and locked out.

All subsequent negotiations be
tween the representatives of the 
workers’ and the management, 
have thus far failed to produce any i 
results. With the strike lasting over 
a month, it is alleged that attempts 
had been made to persuade the em
ployees of the other docks of the 
Company to join in the strike.

Finally the workers of the Inter
national and Tungkadoo docks in 
Pootung, presented almost identical 
demands as their fellow workers 
at the Yangtzepoo dock and went 
oh strike yesterday.

It is understood that representa
tives of the Industrial Section of 
the S.M.C. had been making 
efforts to arrive at some settlement 
of the strike at the Yangtzepoo! 
Dock. Mr. L. T. Yuan, Chinese 
member of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, had also been mediating 
between the parties, but ' thus far 
to no avail.
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GAS CO. MEN CEASE 
GO-SLOW JTRIKE

Assurance That Demands 
Would Be Considered

Given Employees
Approximately 340 employees in I 

the head office of the Shanghai Gas 
Company, Ltd., 565 Yu Ya' Ching, 
called off their go-slow strike at 3 
o’clock yesterday afternoon after 
an agreement with the manage
ment that their demands sub
mitted on April 17, for an increase 
in wages and issue of a rice' 
allowance, would be duly con
sidered .

A definite reply was not given 
the representatives who called on 
the management, but * the represen
tatives were informed that a satis
factory reply involving such an j 
issue could not be given within the 
time stipulated by the employees 
apd the workers agreed to return 
to their duties with the issue under 
negotiation.

It is understood the demands 
ask that wages be increase by 30 
per cent; an issue of rice allowance 
when the price is over $20 a ‘*zar;” 
no deduction of wages on holidays; 
no dismissal of workers without 
special cause; payment of a dis
charge allowance, and the issue of 
a bonus at the end of the year 
equivalent to one month’? wages.

It is learnt that the workers of 
the Yangtzepoo Branch of the 
Shanghai Gas Company are also 
submitting demands on the same 
lines.
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Gas Co. Labour
Trouble Averted

Dockyard Workers 1 
Still Striking

After having been on a “go-slow” i 
.nke since early yesterday morn- 
ag, workers employed at the | 

main plant of the Shanghai Gas Co. 
Ltd,. Yu Ya Ching Road, resumed 
work in full at 3 p.m., although their 
demands for an increase in salaries 
of 30 per cent., which had been sub
mitted to their employers on Wednes
day, have not been met.

The would-be strikers, it was 
learned, agreed to resume work yes
terday afternoon on the understanding 
that the management would negotiate 
with the workers’ representatives. 
Negotiations are said to be already 
m progress.

Meanwhile, no change is reported 
in the labour situation at the Shanghai 
Dockyards, Yangtszepoo, where, it will 
be recalled, a strike broke out on 
March 14, resulting in a lock-out being 
declared by the management after the 
strikers had injured three Russian 
watchmen and had staged a riot. Talks 
are said to be going on daily between 
the workers and the management but 
no satisfactory solution had been 
arrived at by late last night, :

Police from Yulin Road station are 
still on duty on the premises, although I 

•the strikers have made no further ' 
' attempt to create trouble.
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Mare About Dockyards

Strike Said 
Spreading Tn 
Pdotung Area

C7
Reports that wor at the 

Pootung plant of the ’hai 
Dockyards, Inc., also hay. *•* 
on strike, could not be asv 
tained from authoritative quar
ters yesterday.
An official of the Company, 

Interviewed by The China Press 
over the telephone, indicated his 
unwillingness to discuss the situa
tion by withholding information on 
the reports.

The unconfirmed reports /firs^ 
reached stock brokers in the city? 
who noted during the morning: 
session of the Shanghai Stock Ex
change considerable fluctuations in 
the shares of the company due to 
strike rumois.

The strike in the YangtszepoO 
plant of the company, which .Is now. 
more than one month old, was still 
at a deadlock. Both officials thel 
company and representatives of the I 
workers saw no prospects of an 
early settlement.

Several hundred workers of. the) 
Soo Sih Slaughter House on North 
Chengtu Road yesterday demanded 
that their wages be increased;!! 
was reported that their monthly 
earnings amounted to about $20 per 
worker.

The workers were also stated?!? 
have urged pork shopsand pork 
stall keepers to increase the* deli
very fee from 15 cents to 30 tents 
per head as from April 16.
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Dockyards Still Out

Wang’s Union 
Makes Offer 
To Mediate 

tfNmW ■fr

Labor union officials of the 
Warg Ching-wei clique here 
have openly tendered their 
services to mediate in the dis
pute between the Shanghai 
Dockyards, Ltd. workers and 
the management, according to 
the Central China Daily News, 
Mr. Wang’s mouthpiece here.

The Chinese daily reported yes
terday that representatives of the 
“Shanghai Labor Movement As
sociation” called at the Dockyards 
office ;in, Yangtszepoo and were 
received by officials of the com- 
pany.

After presenting a series of de
mands allegedly given to them by 
the strikers, representatives of the 
association withdrew on being pro
mised that the offer to mediate 
would be studied by the company.

The new demands were stated to 
include the following:

1. An increase of $1 per day in 
the workers* wages;

2. Issue of one month’s pay as 
annual bonus;

3. Double pay for night shifts;

4. Full pay for the period of the 
strike;

5. An assurance that no workers 
will be discharged during slack 
season.

Company officials and responsible 
quarters, meanwhile, indicated that 
no attempt had been made to open 
negotiations between the workers 
and the management.

A notice appeared in several 
Chinese dailies yesterday stating 
that two lawyers, Messrs Sze Yao- 
fu and Koo Siu-yen, had been 
retained by the dockyard workers 
as their legal advisers.
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Dockyards Reported Hireing 
Russians To Break Strike

Russian strike-breakers may • 
scon be employed by the Shang
hai Dockyards, Inc., as the 
company continued to refuse to 
negotiate with the workers, 
The China Press learned from 
a reliable source yesterday. 
Demanding increases in wagss 

and rice allowance, the workers of 
the company’s Yangtszepoo plant 
have been on strike since March 
14. Workers of other branches of 
the British firiri joined the strikers 
at strike last week, the last group 
to strife? being the company^ 
launch operators.

Persistent rumors that the strife 
¡would soon be settled, which circu-j 
lated yesterday, could not be coft-i 
firmed at responsible quarters, it 
was stated that the condition fe- 
imained unchanged, with ’the 
management refusing to reopen 
¡negotiations with th? workers. 
| Several Chinese dailies yesterday 
morning carried the story that an 
agreement in principle had been 
reached between the management 
and representatives of the workers. 
This report was considered^ un
founded in view of the fact that 
no negotiations had been in pro
gress since early this month.

A representative of the workers ! 
stated yesterday that attempts were! 
still being made to persuade the • 
company to continue negotiations i 
and that the good offices of neutral 
quarters, possibly the Industrial 
Section of the SMjC., might be 
solicited by the workers with a view 
to settling the six-week old dispute.
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French Police Arrest
Alleged Agitators

International Dock Strike 
Called Off

A group of agitators, believed to 
| have been behind the strike at the 
Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 Yang* 
tszepoo Road, were arrested in the 
French Concession yesterday and are 
being detained by the French police. ! 
Shortly after the arrest of these men j 
it was announced that the strike at ! 
the International Dock, a subsidiary I 
of the Shanghai Dockyards, in Poo- 
tung, had been called off and that the 

| strikers were returning to work.
The Strike at the Shanghai Doekr 

yards, however, still continues, al
though there are hopes that it may 
be settled very shortly. Three Rus
sian guards were injured when the 
strike began on March 14, a crowd i 
of about 500 labourers becoming out 
of control and attempting to wreck 
the plant. Emergency calls to the 

i police brought a strong force to the 
| scene and a dangerous situation was 
averted.

Since that time the men have been 
on strike and there have been piany 
conferences between their represent- , 
atives and the management without j 
any successful result. Some time , 
later 50 men at the International i 
Dockyards in Pootung went bn strike 
and negotiations were started be
tween management and men. Follow
ing yesterday’s agreement normal > 
docking facilities will be available on 
the Pootung side of thé river.
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Makin# Progress

Dockyard Men 
To End Talks 
With Company

Negotiations between the manage
ment of the Shanghai Dockyards, 
Inc., and its/ workers, who have 
been striking since March 14, are 
progressing most satisfactorily, ac
cording to authoritative circles last 
night.

Although the company has not 
yet agreed to all the terms de
manded by the workers, it was be
lieved that an agreement might be 
reached before the week’s end.

One of the issues still not yet- 
settled concerns the recognition of 
the workers’ union, which it was 
strongly suspected, is a unit of Mr. 
Wang Ching-wei’s ^‘Shanghai Labor 
Movement Association?’

It was established, however, that 
the company had agreed to sub
stantial increases in the workers’ 
wages. and rice allowance. The 
demand that workers on the night 
$hift be given double- pay has also 
been accepted.

Prediction that the strikers would 
net return to work before the end 
of the week was made by the same 
circles last night. Chinese sources 

I indicated that work would prob
ably resume at the Yangtszepoo 
plant of the company early next 

| week.
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'Renegade Union9 Seen Behind
Strike At Dockyards’ Plant

The hand of the so-called 
China Laborers Association, 
alleged to be a Japanese** 
sponsored body, Was seen by in
formed quarters yesterday be
hind the ’ week-old strike at 
the Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd.

Reliable observers reported 
that a minority section of the 

“ strikers was following the 
orders cf the “Renegade Union” 
in an attempt to forestall a 

* settlement of the dispute. It
wasvsaid that they prevented the I 
majority of the workers from 
settling the controversy with 
their employers.
No settlement of the strike was i 

seen yesterday, and it is believed ' 
that the workers will not return to [ 
their jobs fcr several days more at 
least. Negotiations were not in 
progress yesterday, it was said, the 
Company officials. still being re
ported to be studying the list of f 
seven demands issued by the, 
workers. .

Demands Studied
The demands included requests 

for an increase in salary and rice 
allowance, no work on Sundays, ten 
days’leave With pay for all workers, 
and ëdual treatment for both new 
and old workers, as well as dis
missal’of the three Russian watch
men who were the center of a near
riot at the Company’s plant last 
Thursday evening.

Gates of the firm still remained 
closed yesterday to all the strikers.

The China Laborer’s Association 
strang into the limelight in Dece

mber, when it was alleged to have 
¡instigated numerous strikes. Work
ers of the ¡Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd. 
were then said to have been organ
ized by thé “union” when labor un
rest last enveloped the plant.

Create Trouble
Motive of the “union,” it was 

alleged, is to create trouble at for
eign industrial and business enter
prises, and to make it as difficult 
as. possible for such for
eign firms to carry on in their re
gular routine. Workers who have 
sincere grievances against their 
employers are said to have been 
intimidated in past month by re
presentatives of the “union.”
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Agitators Riot 
Near Dockyards

Brick Throwers Halted 
In Yangtzepoo'

By SMP

Eight hundred workers of the 
Shanghai Dockyards were not on 
the job this morning, frightened 

| to attend the Yangtzepoo dock 
' following intimidation and a brick 
i throwing episode in which a dozen 
office windows were smashed by 
heavy bricks.

Shanghai Municipal Police soon 
settled the affair, without any 
baton charge, although one Sikh 
constable was slightly hurt. The 
800 were expected to be back on 
the job this afternoon, joining the 
700 who refused to be intimidated 
this morning.

Dismissed Men
The trouble was started by a 

group of 34 dismissed workers.! 
who went to Yangtzepoo Road 
this morning to try to persuade 
the workers to go on strike. Of 
the 34, only about 10 were noted 
to be actively trying to encourage 
the strike.

This was started around 6.45 
a.m., and a party of SMP was' 
soon on the scene from Yulin 
Road, following a phone call by 
the management.

Brick Throwing
The agitators hung around | 

' until 8.30 a.m. when, seeing that 
¡their efforts to prevent operations 
i at the dock that day had not 
i been successful, they started 
i throwing bricks at the office 
windows.

| A telephone call brought police 
reinforcements from the Eastern 
Depot and from Yangtzepoo Sta
tion, and by 8.45 a.m, all was 
clear, after a bit of a scuffle be-

i tween police and the agitators.



March 23, 1940 Morning Translation

*' Sin Shun iao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) l-

Another Version

The Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd« at 640 Yangtszepoo
Road, employs more than 1,000 workers« Owing to the 
rejection by the management of their demands for better 
treatment, the entire body of the workers declared a go-slow 

V strike on Mhrch 14«
Although the workers had repeatedly submitted 

their demands through their representatives, the management 
refused point blank to accept them, even refusing to 
interview the mediators« Besides appealing to the various 
public bodies for assistance, the entire body of the workers 
are determined to defend their rights to the end.

I



f

March. 23,1940. Morning Translation.

Ta Mei Pao and Sin Wan Pao s-
SHANGHAI DOCKyARDSSTRIKaRSTQ NBGQTIaTB WTTH tfAWAWg: T 

TO--DAX
Since the go-slow strike was declared by the 

workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd«, mediation by the 
S..M*C* between the workers and the management has been 
opened on two occasions. The manager, the assistant manager 
and the engineer of the company took part in the first 
negotiations. These first negotiations proved unsuccessful 
due to the breach of the signed agreement by the management* 
13 fresh demands together with another five subsidiary 
demands submitted by the workers were later considered 
acceptable by the management who passed them for decision by 
the Board of Directors. A reply will be given to the workers 
within two weeks* Both sides will continue negotiations 
to-day* The workers are insisting upon the following demands 
submitted by thesu-

(1) Issue of three days* pay and seven days’ 
rice allowance during changing shifts.

(2) An universal increase of rice allowance by 
^1 a week in accordance with the rule previously existing*

(3) An universal increase of ^1 in each worker^ 
daily pay*

(4) Supply of #150 as monthly subscription to 
the Workers’ Union*

(5) No dismissal of workers*
(6) Payment of workers’ pay for the period of 

the strike*
Other demands were laid down separately by the 

representatives of both sides, relating to workers* pay for 
holidays and Sundays, night shifts, apprentices’ treatment 
and compassionate funds*



Chine se-American Daily News »-

Bugour Of Participation Of In Shanghai Dookyards

Seven days have passed since the commencement 
of the strike declared by the workers of the Shanghai Dock
yards« Ltd* Though the workers have submitted seven 
demands to the management« no reply has been given up to 
the present* It is strongly rumoured that the reason for 
the strike not yet being settled is owing to the participation 
of a "China Workers Association* iïi X A£)• This 
Association prevented the majority of the workers from 
resuming operations. It is said that the aim of this 
Association is to pranote difficulties in all local forei&i 
industrial concerns to stop same from development*



I

Mar oh 22, 1940 Morning Translation

Ta Mai Pao «-

S TRIKE AT SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS, LTD,

Since the go-slow strike declared by the 
workers of the Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd« on March 14, 
following the clashes between the workers and the Russian 
watchmen there, the situation has become serious as both 
sides insist on their own attitude.

It is learned that 13 demands were submitted
by the workers for better treatment together with another 
5 subsidiary demands. To-day being Good Friday, di' sot 
negotiations will be held to-morrow by representatives of 
both the workers and the management, A representatives
of the Industrial Section of the 8,M,C, will also be present 
at the meeting to offer mediation,* x. a _ _ _ _ * Z___ xx,It is further learned that the oause of the
dispute is the breach of the agreement by the management 
which was signed last November by representatives of both 
sides, The workers, however, are soliciting sympathetic 
assistance from various circles.



March 21, 194C Morning Translation

Sze Tei Wan Pao of March 20 ?

STRIKS AT SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS STILL IN PROGRESS

The whole body of workers, about 1,200 in number
at the docks of the British-owned Shanghai Dockyards at the 
corner of Yangtszepoo and Dalny Roads* declared a strike 
five days ago as the management not only failed to put the 
previously signed agreement into effect but intensified the 
tasks of the workers and did not pay the rice allowance due. 
The particulars are secured by this newspaper as follows s-

The workers felt unable to maintain their living
as they found that the management h-.d broached the signed 
agreement, intensified their work and failed to pay the rice 
allowance. On March 12, representatives were sent by the 
workers to negotiate with the manager, but no result was 
obtained after successive requests by the workers»

On March 14, the representatives intended to
hold a meeting of the entire body of workers to discuss 
the matter. However, notices regarding the meeting which 
were posted in the compounds by workers were torn down by 
No. 114 Russian watchman and a clash ensued. The workers 
at once sent five representatives to negotiate with the 
management, but they were ignored» Russians were thm 
temporarily employed by the management to take over the work 
with the result that the workers became more dissatisfied» 
A clash was again created and lasted for about one hour» 
On advice given by Sub-Inspector Kao Yen-keng of the S.M.P. 
on his arrival at the scene, peace was restored nnd all 
workers returned home to await a settlement»

At 2.30 p,m. March 15, eleven representatives
were sent by the workers together with Sub-Inspector Kao 
Yen-keng nnd Mr. Grubb of the S«M.P» to open negotiations 
with the management. The management insisted that three
out of these eleven men be not permitted to act as
representatives or participate in the negotiations, nnd 
that written demands should be sent by the eleven 
representatives to continue negotiations at 2.30 p.m. March Id. 
It is learned th" t the management stated that they would 
not insist so much on their point of view rs to cause the 
situation to become more serious. Three new representatives 
were appointed, making eleven in all, and written demands 
were '’Iso made. Sub-Inspector Kao Yen-keng will bo 
required to negotiate with the management this afternoon 
(Maroh 20).

According to the regulations of the Shanghai
Dockyards, wages are paid at noon on the 16th dny of every

• month» On March 16, all workers wont to get their pay as 
usual, and good order was maintained during the proceedings. 
The policemen present also showed their satisfaction.
After the workers got their pay, a general meeting was held, 
and seven demands were agreed upon to be submitted to the

A management. The management is waiting for the mec ing
of the directors When these demands will be brought up for
discussion. The workers, however, are continuing their 
strike pending a settlement.



According to information given by the 
representatives to this newspaper, the oause of this dispute 
is the difficulties of living the workers are experiencing* 
The demands submitted to the management were made in 
expectation of sympathy. Unfortunately successive demands 
failed to bring results. The management, besides ignoring 
the workers, employed Russians to take over the work nd 
accordingly clashes occurred. The workers hope that the 
dispute will be settled swiftly and that sympathetic 
assistance will be granted by various circles, t
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November 28, 1939 * Morning Translation*

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese-owned Chinese language newspaper)

NEGOTIATIONS PROCEEDING OVER SHANGHAI DOCKYARDS
STRIKE

As a protest against the dismissal of 30 
workers by the management and the action of the Police in 
placing under arrest,without cause one of the workers named 
Chang Tuh-zung (Jpc the entire body of workers of
the Shanghai Dockyards, a British concern at No»640 
Yangtszepoo Road went on strike at 7 a.m* November 22»

It is learned that after necessary 
arrangements had been made with the management on several 
occasions, officials of the S.M.C. and those from the 
Central Police Station on November 26 interviewed thé 
strikers and advised them to resume work for the time 
being as they would give them a reply in a few days after 
they had taken up the demands of the strikers with the 
management•

The worker Chang Tuh-zung who was arrested 
by the Police on November 23 was released one day prior 
to the date of resumption of work by the strikers*

Sin Wan Paoi
Retiring Gratuities Issued to Discharged Workers

Through the good offices of the authorities 
concerned, the strike of workers of the Shanghai Dockyards 
in Yangtszepoo Road has been settled» On November 26 
the strikers resumed work* while the management issued 
retiring gratuities to the discharged operatives»

s



Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following article 
Written by one Yin Chi *T

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards

I am not * worker of the Shanghai Dockyards 
nor I connected with the strike in any way. In 
view of the fact that the strike is one of a very serious 
character, I want to place the question before the 
publin in the hope that suitable measures may be t°ken 
to deni with the strike»

The excessive oppression of workers by the 
capitalists is, no doubt, the principal cause of the 
strike. A factory th .t is making a profit of some 
$3,OCO,CCO o yg^r should accord a little better treatment 
to its workers, but this has not been Cone for the 
management h°s been oppressing the workers* In view 
of the existing situation, the workers made many concessions 
such ns agreeing to the dissolution of their labour union 
«nd the cancellation of compassionate grants to the 
workers* The management, however, causes further 
oppression of the workers whenever the latter make 
concessions* This gave rise to a strike by the workers 
some time ago*

The present strike arose over the dismissal 
of sone 30 workers. The request of the workers that 

. the management adopt a system of arranging hands to 
work by turns was rejected* The workers finally 
asked for the issue of a repatriation fee to the discharged 
workers, but this was also rejected* The management 
told the representatives of the workers who made the 
appeal that if the workers went on etrike, the management 
would immediately ask the S.M.C» for protection* In 
view of the failure of the last strike, the strikers 
this time surrendered/to the "Chinese Workers Welfare 
Society" ) although they realize that
this is not a good step*

On the morning of the strike, the S.M.C*, 
upon receipt of a report from the management, sent a 
party of British policemen to the dockyards for 
protection nd a clash took place.

In view of what has happened in the strike 
of workers of the China Printing and Finishing Company, 
the management of the Shanghai Dockyards should give 
soije small allowance to the strikers. Meanwhile, the 
strikers should not surrender to the "X" party, but 
should appeal to the 3*M*C. or request prominent social 
leaders to mediate* The S.M.C. and prominent local 
residents should do their best to help the strikers in 
finding a satisfactory solution of the strike.

Efforts should be made to prevent any 
thiid party from making use of the strike opportunity. 
It is to be hoped that various local circles will lose 
no time in devising ways and means to find a settlement 
of the strike*
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sYu^inBoed ow .ig^nAa jr--4«j ^46/40^ .« ^dPebruary 9th 1942.

3K>f ¿sods 'io ¿«me s lii® «:/ rurf ni asaiaetq
Change of M&nageaent of the Shanghai 

aaJlu , “xovewcff x-uob next Kirf bsarperaiir ev«
Dockyard Company at 64C Yangtszepoo RO^d. 

»0^ bS>WoXI.S SMSw an itJSTfiS wel s mt 

syce« « g^| t# orfT

&4j^aqthe evenlngagjpf tbe 9-2-.42,: iitr. Beattie manager 

p ni r 3>U x Q/ the Jghanfehai pof,kyai^ (<Btd. »■ At ¡640 Yangtszepoo 

Ro&d reposted by te^ephenre to jYuliw Bo-&d Station that 

the raan&genent of the aforementioned dockyard had 

been taken over by the gwna^ement of the Konan Docks.

On being interviewed by the undersigned, Mr. 

Beattie stated that at about 11 a.tn. 9-2-42 a party 

of Japanese arrived at the Shanghai Dockyards by 

launch, the head of the p»jrty ianedlately proceeded 

to ’!r. Beattie’s office anfir-Ao^^latter they had 
come with authority to take .OMeWilthe^^agement of 

the Dockyards on behalf of the Konan Dockyard Company. 

They then called the wholeidf Ifh>4 -AtAff together and 

a proclamation was read over in which it was stated 

that from date tfr<{ «MMhMjgdiwBgVb &£, Ohc/jKonan Docks 

would be in complete eon£rol of the~Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd.. The foreign employees were then told that their 

services would not be required after the handing over 

had been completed. The Chinese employees were told 

to leave the premises and return for work on the 

morning of the 17-2-42.

At about 12.20 p.m. same date a deputation from 

the Chinese staff visited Mr. Beattie’s office and 

demanded payment of wages due to them, it was explained 

to them th&t the late management was unable to pay 

them any money until they had cow>e to some arrangements 

with the new management, the workers however were not 

satisfied with this reply and although they were 

pursuaded to leave the premises, at about 3.3q p.ng



• Sfeoí a;'í sHíid assist&nt manager, was leaving ¥he

premises in his §/®ar a «rowel consisting of about 1qq 

workers prevented him from doing so, however, after
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being held up for a few minutes he was allowed to go.

The foreign members of the staFf have been
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Yulin Road

3rd.

385/41.

Miso. 325/41.
«J?/) , zi
¿J v 7 fj 
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November 18th, 1941.

Strike at the ^hnnghaj Dockyards 640 Yt ngtsepoo

Road.

C.D.S. 235 reports that between 3 and 4.4a p.m.

on 17-11-41 all foremen from various departments were

sumr oned to the manager’s office and the following scale 

of increase in wages was announced.

Wagee ranging from ¿1,00 to ¿1.56 per day increase will 

be 1005?.
Wage Jf&uging from ¿1.60 to $2.20 per day increase will be 
50%.
Wage ranging from $2.20 and upwards per day increase will 
be 33-»

The rice allowance was formerly $21.00 per week 

which will be reduced from now on to $15.Oo per week.

The workers shew no dissatisfaction ’ uring the 

day on 18-11-41.

rouy to Social Branch. (Direct)



Miso. 32C/41

2nd

yuiin Road Police 328/41 Bov emb er 15. 1941

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyard8,64O

Yangtszepoo Road

Sir

C.D.S. 235 reports th^t 1.300 strikers including 

fitters, blacksmith and coolies returned to work in 

the Shanghai Dockyard & Engineering Works, 640, Yang- 

tszepoo Road, unconditionally at 7 fua> 15-11-41.

Representatives from strikers of the various

'^departments entered into negotiation with the ma nag e- 

ent between 9 and 11 a.m. 15-11-41. however, no

efinite settlement has been reached. Negotiation 

between both parties will be resumed at 2 p.m. on

17-11-41,

Sen.Det. i/c.
D.D.O. *D*Div

Copy for Special Branch (Direct)



Mise. 32J/41

Yulin Road Police Wu.

B44ÌML m»f\
S. «. REGISTRY I

No. 3. ß. fÌ?

¿^ute... .................................
I November 14, 194]^

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards, 640

Yangtszepoo Road.

Sir,

At 3 p.ra. 14-11-41, a telephone message was 

received from Mr. L. Beastie, manager of the Shanghai 

Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road, reporting having some 

trouble with hi® workers.

0.D.S. 235 and the undersigned enquired, and 

ascertained that the workers, numbering approximately 

1,300 fitters, blacksmiths and coolies etc, had con

gregated outside the office of the above address, and 

demanded a bO/» on both their wages and allowances.

The management refused to enter into negotiation® 

with the workers until they returned to work. The 

workers refused, finally leaving the premises, at 

5 p.nu 14-11-41 with no untoward incidents occurring.

In the meantime the management had posted on 

the factory gate, the following notice: "On the 6-11-41 

representatives of the workers discussed with the manage 

went, a demand for an increase of wages. However as 

the price of commodities are now unsettled, but likely 

to decrease in the near future, because of S.M.C.

control, the management will not increase wages until 

the commodity prices become stable. Should the prices

however, continue to rise, an increase of wages will

be granted a® from 5-11-41, and ehould the price® 

decrease, the present wage standard will remain.**

(Direct).



G?7oo-li-39. Instituted 12-24

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE Miso. 325/41.

-------- ...............   Division

R°ad......Station ......... H.OV.®.fflb.®.1i...1l?....i9*.1.*..

Time and date reported3?*™*14“ 11‘"41*I'ime and date S. B. informed.

Time and date strike commenced....^ ......... .....................................................

By whom reported Beattie, manager, Shanghai Dockyards, 640 T’Poo Rd.

Trade or profession of strikers, fitters, blacksmith, coolies etc.

Number of strikers..^»3oo*.Male 1 ’3°°*....Female ...".......Apprentices..........."...............

Employer’s name, address and business . Th®. Shan^ai. Docky^dB...^?.\.»...6*0........ .....
Yangtszepoo Road.

Union to which strikers belong...... . ............................ ...... .... ...... ............ .............. .....................
r,„,„ , * -i □ j j . . Workers demand an increase ofCause or strike and demands made by strikers___ __ _____________ _____________ ________

50% on both their wages and allowances.

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence... A>M. 14*11-41»..............................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike.......... **.........

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 

_The management demand the return of the strikers.. to.work»_____ 

__ before ..negotiations arediacussed» ..... ....... .................. ...........

Names and addresses of strike leaders Unkn own at presen t»  ....................................

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration........... ....................................................

Meeting places of strikers....... ............. ...........  .......................................................

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike__ .....................................................
If 11»Particulars of literature »(if any) circulated relative to strike............ T............. -....

H il Name and addy's of printer of such circulars..........•..................................................
hl. . jf. , .. DeteotlTee warned to keep the dockyard underMAti^ffaken by --------------------------
w|et^ating Officer.... .......................................................... 236»-------

J/.... ...................... -...... .................. ........
Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general u



Yulin Road

3rd«

385/41.

, ^JKiso. 325/41.
ÏW// f À

/'Q

November l^th, 1941.

,4

'trike at the Sh.,nghaj Dockyards 640 Yangtsepoo 

Road.

Sir,

C.D.S. 235 reports that between 3 and 4.4b p.m. 

on 17-11-41 all foremen from various departments were 

sumr oned to the manager’s office and We following scale 

of increase in wages was announced, 
wages ranging ft-om W>00 t0 pM increa8e wlll 

be loo£.

Wage hanging from $1.60 to $2.20 per day increase will be 

be^33?an^^n^ ^ron $2.20 and upwards per day increase will

The rice allowance was formerly $21.00 per week 

which will be reduced from now on to $15.00 per week.

The workers shew no dissatisfaction curing the 

day on 18-11-41.

D.D.O.*D”

S. D* i/o.

gopy to Special Branch* (Direct)





Norember 17» 41.

A. G. Rutherford* Esq.*

Shanghai Dockyard'!,

640 Yangtszepoo Road.

Sir,

Translation as requested is attached 

herewith.

Yours faithfully,

Assistant Commissioner 
(Speeila Branch).

ft A. (Orin*)



trahblatiom

M o T I c s

hovem be r 14» 1941.

With reference to the demands submitted to the 

management by the foremen representing the workers, we 

hereby make an announcement ae followet-

On fcveraber 4» when holding a meting with the 

management, the foremen brought up for discuseion the 

demands of the worker« for wage increases. The 

management promised to consider the demands, but, owing 

to the difficulty in formulating measure« at that time 

when the prices of commodities were changing rapidly, 

they requested the lrf>our representatives to wait for 

some time pending the result of the efforts diioh were 

being made by the 8.M.C. in suppressing hoarding and 

profiteering by Chinese «nd other nationals.

The managsnent hereby make «n assurance that 

whatever readjustment measures are decided upon in 

future they shell be retroactive from Ibvember 5, the 

date of submitting the demands. The workers therefore 

will not suffer any loss for the period of waiting for 

a settlement. The management also wish to ««sure the 

workers that a decision regarding thia matter will be 

made as soon as the prices of food end other ooaesoditiee 

have shown tendencies of stabilisation.

Although the cost of living has dropped slightly 

during thia period of negotiations» ths manarament are 

Paying ths workers according to the existing scales and 

are refraining from making any changes for ths time being. 

It is expected that the local market will aeon Mash 

an agreeable stage and in thia event further mootings 

of both parties will be convened in a few days for joint 



discussions for a settlement. It is necessary that 

all workers should remain at work peacefully during 

the present period of negotiations so as to facilitate 

a settlement.

for Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.
(Signed) (?) J. a. Bonnyman

Manager.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
===== ij

REPORT ON STRIKE 7 /%_________ Ml sc. ~73Ti57Tl.
.........."D”.................Division —— -

Yulin Road........ Station .November 6 th,I9 41.

Time and date reported.6...P.«.n?.»....6.T.ll.r.4'iime and date S. B. informed.......... ........................

Time and date strike commenced....? ............ ........... ....................

By whom reported D>S. 235

Trade or profession of strikers.....
7 0 Number of strikers........ ’

2545 • Male_____ ____Female__________ Apprentices....................
it i 5 J, ii- Tsang Zung Tai ) and TsangEmployers name, address and business___________________ _____ '...y____ _____

Zung Zien Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yfpoo Road

Union to which strikers belong.
Demanding an increase of 120 % in 

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers........ .............. ................ ............................
wages.

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence....

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike.... ..... -I

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers f 
Reusing.. .to c on si de.?...the. a.^ye. demand

Names and addresses of strike leaders.

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration

Meeting places of strikers.

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.

Name and address of printer of such circulars...... ................... .........................

cautions taken by Police......... .......................... .........  -......................

gating Officer.... _!• Lee_Yee..T.PP.g235ft

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



3rd

¡MFWl
* 1 REGISTRY 1

Ya lift'Rd------- j4— '
X #71

May 19 th, Z*41.

Resumption of ork by Employees of Ah Yang General Contractor

No» 9» Jansen doad»

D»S« Faecoe

At 7 a»m» 16-5-41, twenty employees of the above

general contractor, resumed work, at the daily rate 

of $6.00, this representing -.n increase of @1*00 per 

day»

kt 7 a.m* 19-5-41, a further one hundred workers 

appeared for work at the lockyard» and have resumed 

work on the hove o- sis.

The workers went. baöK to jorx the wishes

,j -4 of the '•Chipper® Union* who h a urged at least an
/6. At

increase of >1,50 per day.

I r it is understood thot the remainder of the strikers

•are al&o cesirour of returning to work, but at present, 
' I

their services re not required*



Continued strike by Employees of Ah Yang General contractor, 

No« 9, Janaen Road.
0.8. 143 pascoe.

Sir,

Fur‘her enquiries have been made a* Hie Shanghai 

Dockyards, 640 Y&ng+szepoo Road, and when i* was ascer

tained, tha* the three hundred strikers are s*ill out.

The workers did appear for work on the 9-5-41, under

♦he impression they bad been granted an increase of >1.60 

per day. On learning of ‘heir inia+uke, they ‘■hen approach 

ed *he management of 'he dockyards, who however, informed 

♦he strikers tha* the wage oues*icn was a matter for the 

con*rac‘or8. The workers weix ’^en believed to have

contracted the con‘r und whereas some of the

D.D.O. *D”Div,

contractors involved, wished to give the $1.5u increase,

/he majority vetoed it.

It has also been learned +ha* approximately one hun

dred and fifty coolies have been employed by outside cont

ractors, and are now performing the work of Hie strikers

a* >6.50 - >7.0 0 per day
ü



Mies. 125/41.
MSIFM. ■

Yulin Road. ^EQiSTFiY 
May ^»r

Strike By ’’’emporary Workers of Ah Yang General Contractor,
No. 9 Jansen Road.

D,S. 143 Pascoe.

Sir,

At 8.30 a.m, 7-5-41, a telephone message was recei-

D,D,O,*D*

Special Branch

ved from Mr. 1». Beattie of the Shanghai Dockyards 64o 
Yangtsepoo Road, reporting having trouble with sane of 
their temporary contracted workiftA,

C.D.C. 262 and the undersigned attended, and ascer
tained that at 7 a.a. 6-5-41, approximately throe hun
dred ship chippers and scrappers, had gone on strike, 
"hese workers, however, are not directly employed by 
the Shanghai Dockyards, but by a contractor, one named 
Ah Yang, No. 9 Jansen Road, to whom a demand for an 
increase of pay, from the present rate of $5.00, to $7.00 
was made on the 5-5-41.

On meeting with a refusal they declared a strike, 
and did not attend work on the 6-5-41.

In the meantime, the Shanghai Dockyards wishing to 
urgently finish one of the ships lying in drydock, per
suaded about forty of their painters to do the work of 
scrapping. On finishing the scrapping, the painters could 
then proceed with their normal occupation, b^ finishing 
the job, by painting, 
. ’’he chippers and scrappers heard of this plan, and(Forwarded direct) 
at about 8 a,m, 7th inet a large number arrived outside 
the ma ingate of the abovementioned dockyards, ’’hey then 
threatened the painters with dire results, should they 
continue, the painters refused from further scrapping,



F. 19
G. j60.li.39. Instituted 12‘24

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE Ki*O. 12S/41.

..... ............ ............ Division
. Tulin R0Qd...........Station .........May7th............ 19.. .41*

Time and date reported...®i?9...a.t.®.«....?*^J^i?%nd date S. B. informed..X.Qfc4.Q..a»nU...?“6«41.

Time and date strike commenced....? 6-.—41................ ............................... ...................

By whom reported.......»«..?*!*....?«®ttt«» aittn^ai. ^ c^a rd®.^ Road.

Trade or profession of strikers.......<**PP»8^ ^PP? ®.’.................................. ...........

Number of strikers....^9?.........Male..........Female................... Apprentices...........................

Employer’s name, address and business.. Ah X«"«... R0*

Union to which strikers belong....-------..---- ---------------- --- ----- ----- --------------- ----------
Cause of strike and demands made by strikers. »«rk«r« d«W„d . « «rf »2.00 pu

day» (prewent wage is $5*00 per day)»

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence__ ........................ ................ ..................... .

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike____ ........................       .....................................  A

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers
Kile

Names and addresses of strike leaders.........

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration........Ki.l#

Meeting places of strikers.......... ............................................... ...................

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike..........

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.....Mil*....

. Name and address of printer of such circulars......MH*................

& B^tautions taken by Police....... M.1.1«....................... ..................

* Investigating Officer......... D*.®.*

Subsequent reports same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



FORM NO. 3 
6. 6511-1-38

M i8Cs File-No.229/40. >
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE _.iAM6HM WIWM.HU6E

4 th REPORT Dat^O- Jufe j

<s+rike of Contract Workers at the Shanghai DeekyatrdB
Subject (in full)....................... '"""'” "- -A. . . . . . . -

Ltd. 640,

M.d. by....--.- Jb&SsJ»» .F orwarded Fy

Sir,
7Y>e 330 strikers returned to ivork on the morning 

of June 25th 1940, following tne receipt of an increase 

of go cents per day in their wages.

Yours obedi?ntiy>



F. 19
G. 15OO-1-38. Instltuttd '2‘24

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE 

REPORT ON STRIKE 
................ T®*................ Division......................................................................... liiSG» 33 40» 

.......................................... Station ................  
Time and date reported..I?5.ti..T2.V.™.$.^?../rime and date S.B. informed..../. 

Time and date strike commenced... ........ .......................................

By whom reported... ..................................................................................................
_ 1 £ £ 4. 1 _ Silk weavers»I rade or profession or strikers............................................................................................................

Number of strikers....... 26» Male .?.?•......Female ...........Apprentices.............Z..____

Employer’s name, address and business......

Factory, Lane 540, Houne 73*81, W&rd Road# 
/ 

Union to which strikers belong ......f...........................................................................  . ...................... 

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers__ ...:Lf?..l^A.Y.^ .̂.........

but amounts u**t specified.

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence...J.UJ13...24.tth..l§.4.Qa...............................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike..............Zl................................................... ................................................................... .......

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Names and addresses of strike leaders___Bur-.Yue-Li>ut—
....... ..........................................................
Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration...^.......................

Meeting places of strikers............. ............................................... -......

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike.^.......

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.... /--....

Name and address of printer of such circulars........ ................    -......

Precautions taken by Police...J>§.........................

Investigatpgpflicer....... ......................................................................................... ..... .....................

---------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------
^bs^aent reports on'thT'Ihme strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



FORM NO. 3 lilac!.<---- ^JVo. 22^/40.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

nHANSHM MUNICIPAL ?$ HJ 
.„Xu.lijaBofcd. .^Stakion^

3rd REPORT

Subject (in full) °f'..9.?“*”“ ‘ .........

640, Yangtszepoo Road*

Made by D-S.I« 8WII........................ Forwarded >X gj. V - -

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd, 640, 

Y&ngtszepoo Road, continued on June 25th 1940.

ITo untoward incident occured during the course of 

th£ dny*

s. D. i/c

d.d.o.*d*

p.C. (Dfvs.)
J

D.C* (Sp.Br.) Forwarded direct.



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39

ATo.J22.9Z40.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^—------------ ■ ■ ■

JSMMKMMMkflUS
2nd REPORT

q trike of Contract Workers at the Shata^ai Dockyards Ltd.,
Subject (in full)

640 tszejjoo Road

n q I. Rose
Made by....................

.Forw

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangtszepoo P.oad, continued on June 24 th 1940.

No untoward incident occurred during the course of

the day.

D.D.O. *D"

D.C. (Divs.)

D.C. (Sp.Br.) Forwarded direct.



FM. 2 
G. 40M-1-40

Mlsc.^ ao222/40
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POttCE------  »

rWKMMMLSI^’i
REPORT

Subject.

Made by.

.....Strike

J54QYangtszepoo ..Road

....D.S.I.Rqss, .Forwarded by......

Sir,
At 7,40 *,m, June 22nd 1940, F.S. 334 Kay telephon* 

ed to Yulin Road Station to the effect that employees at 
the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 640, Yangtssepoo Road, had 
ceased work to enforce a demand for 1noreased wages.

Detec tires visited the scene, and enquiries aecer* 
tained that at about 7 a,to. June 22nd 1940, sone 330 
workers employed in the capacity of painters andxwippas 
had ceased work in an attempt to enforce a demand Mt 
increase of $1,00 per day in wages, /

The strikers are employed through the agency of 
contractors, and are at the present time in receipt of 
a daily wage of $2.50. A few days ago they requested the 
contractors to increase their wages, and the inorease 
not being forthcoming they ceased work.

At 0 a.m. June 22nd 1940, the strikers dispersed, 
and no untoward incident occurred.

The workers employed by the management of tie 
Dockyards are not affected up to the present time.

Police have been detailed for duty at the scene to 
prevent possible acts of intimidation,

Special Branch informed,
I am. Sir,
Yours obediently,

D.D.O.’D’Bl».
D.C.(Divs).
d.c. qgigu



F. 19 , .
G. i5OO-'i-38.’Instltuted ,2*24

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
Mist« 229/40«

REPORT ON STRIKE
................*■?.*...................Division

........Y»lin..R©ad........Station .............

Time and date reported.?.*®9*i.®?„??*®Tfi?fle and date S.B. informed....®.*.^?..

t- j j x -1 j ? 22~6*40»I ime ana date strike commenced.................... ................................................................................

By whom reported............................................................................................................................
Trade or profession of strikers.....??.^.?.??3^...^™...?^^.?.?^?™................................................

Number of strikers.....???.?. Male.....???.?. Female ...............Apprentices.... /...________

Employer’s name, address and business..... .....................................................................................

Yangtezepoo 3?*?*....

Union to which strikers belong..../..................................................................... . ....................

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers.^^^.!l?...??T...4.!??.?®!i?.?...??...*?.5.*..*t...?^?.__

day

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence.................................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike...Q.a

increased wages«

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers 

wo *9..^..?. .̂............................................................

Names and addresses of strike leaders........... ./.. ............. .... ................. .............

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration....Z........:..................................................

Meeting places of strikers.....Z........ .....................................................—..........................

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike........ .................. .............................
Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike....Z..........................................

Name and address of printer of such circulars.../................................................................ ..........

Precautions taken by Police....?®.4A?.?..R9®^®^...®A-?.9ft^^.......... -.......... -............................

Inves.igatm/ojhcer.............MsSsJM». . «»S................. ...............

mnwietA. reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



G.X«:24<r SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT I y.^. T j 4 —-¿fr

Subject..............nnr.Mt.jmna!]is...1tift.>ArkftM..ftt--tiie..flh».neh»4.lMi«M!U!!jUi.A12GiX2l__
640 ,.. Ya.ng.tB.3ep.QQ.. Road •.

Made by DaSaXA .Baas... .Forwent •^rX w*jimjtj-

sir,
At 10 n.m. June 7th 1940, MT. J.A.Bonnyman, 

Manager, vhe Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtssepoo 
Road, telephoned Yulin Rend Station and requested the 
attendance of a detective in connection with unrest 
existing among th® Chinese workers of the company.

In response to this messare the undersigned 
interviewed ’Jr. Bonnymsn, who stated, that he had 
received information from a reliable source in Shanghai 
which could be considered practically official, to the 
effect that agents of the Wong Ching Wei regime were 
taking an activ® interest in the labour situation in 
the company, and that further trouble was to be expect® 
ed on June 16 th 1940.

It was also learned from *xr. J.C.Amour, Assistant 
Manager, that t^e workers whom the company dismissed 
following the roc ent strike, some 260 in number, were 
intimidating the re®employed workers, and endeavouring 
to force them to pay ten days wages to each of the 
dismissed employees, MT. Amour emphasised that this 
question of payment to the dismissed workere was a 
private affair, and the company did not wish to become 
involved in the met ter.

Efforts were made to elicit from Mr. Bonnyman 

the source of hie information, regarding agents of 

Wong Ching Wei taking an interest in the affairs of 

the Company, but the gentleman was not in the least 

enlightening on the subject»

However, it transpired during the course of the



FM^ 2 
G. 40M-1-40

File No...........—
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..........................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.19

Subject...........................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by..... ........................ Forwarded by     ............................................... '.............................................

-2*

interview that the management of the Company have not 

yet had the re-engaged workers sign the new agreement» 

the management ncst-poning this event from time to time 

on various pretexts, for reasons known only to them* 

selves. It is now desired to have the agreement signed 

on the morning cf June 8th 1940, and arrangements have 

been made to this effect.

It is believed that the manat,ernest anticipate the 

workers either presenting further demands or refusing 

to sign the new agreement, and are endeavouring to 

again Interest the Police in the dispute without reveal 

Ing the real reason.

According to C.D.S. 23b Tsang Job Chung, attached 

to Yulin Road Station, the re-engaged workers have 

approached the management on a number of occasions and 

entered a reque t to sign the new agreement. However» 

the management have refused on every occasion. This has 

had the effect of raising the suspicions of the workers 

and has made a nether somewhat disgruntled* The deteC« 

tive does not anticipate any dispute over the signing 

of the agreement on June 8th 1940»
The alleged intimidation of the present workers 

refers to an agreement reached between these workers 
and some forty strikers who were definitely dismissed. 

It was arranged through the agency of one of the re* 
engaged workers na^^d&i Kiang ) that these dis

missed strikers would be paid ten days wages after the 

re*engaged workers resumed. The re-engaged workers have



■’•««•w« SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Station,

REPORT 
Date.................... -............. z9

Subject.......................... .................................... J

Made by........................................... Forwarded by....................................................................................~|

-3-

failed to pay th© agreed monies» and this has led to 
some friction.

In addition to the friction over fee wages 

another source of trouble is the fact feat during fee 
strike one of fee strikers named Lee Bur $ ' ) 

engaged one named Zu ng (ft). employed by the Japanese 

Military Police, Pingliang Road, to give them protec« 

tion. This Zung has not yet received payment» and as Le< 
Eur was not re*employed by the Company he is now en

gaged in endeavouring to compel Zung Ah Kiang ..

to have fee re-engaged workers pay to fee Military 

Police employee a sum of money sufficient to cover his 

expenses.

The detectives have no information regarding fee 
activities of agents of Wong Ching W®i in the aifair* 
Sept» i&son, Special Branch» informed.

I am» Sir,
Yours obediently,

D»D.O.*D"D1V.
D.C.(Divs).
D.C. (s/b)forwarded direct.



FM 2
G, 90M-1-39,

Subject.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B. REGISTRY

~-0L'~t3FpnpT £\xte «=?.<•' £~—REPORT p-

Strike st the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 646, Y*ou*tfciiepQQ._xtoad.

Made by...............P.».x-.s.I.*dOS8
Forwarded <byj..

Sir,

n May 14th. 1940, a notice was posted outside 

the Country House, off Jansen Road, which was formerly 

used by the strikers oi' the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640, Yangtszepoo Road, as their Headquarters,

The notice claims that one named Dong Miao Ts 

betrayed the workers during the strike, and 

threatens him with death if he should again visit 

the Headquarters,

This Dong Kiao is is employed as a foreman in 

the Dockyards, and was one of the delegates who 

negotiated a settlement of the strike,

Enquiries were made in the vicinity, but no infor

mation could be obtained regarding the identity of the 

person responsible for posting the notice,waic.i has 

been destroyed.

Translated copy attached,

1 am, dir.

Yours obediently.

D.D.O.“D"Div.

D.C.(Dlvs.)

D.C.(S|B)(Forwarded direct)



Notice posted outside Country House, 5ff Jansen Road* 

Fellow-workersi W must have prestige* vie must not 

act as "running-dogs” for foreigners, as Dong Miao Ts 

(, the traitor, who returned to work today. He only 

stayed with us for one week* He is not our friend* Money 

is his God. He also received bribes from the workers,and if 

the bribe was not forthcoming, he would speak evilly of the 

man to the foreigners. Do you know where his property comes 

from? Most of it was bought by bribes received from us* 

formerly on the occasion of each Festival, he would demand 

that we give to him the sum of at least ;20.00 each, as a 

gift.

./hen the present strike comonoed, owing to the High 

Cost of Living, we submitted demands to the management for 

increased wages. Dur actions were opposed by Dong Miao Ts» 

who stopped us from doing so, and has caused many workers to 

be dismissed, especially those who failed to give him gifts 

in the past, ^e alone can now steal property from the Company, 

and dispose of it as he wishes. ■ile has caused the dismissal of 

more than 1,000 wotkmen, of who over 200 cannot maintain a 

living#

If he ever comes to our place we will not excuse him, 

but will show him our power and will not let him return. He 

should prepare his coffin, a® he will surely be dead at an 

early date* He has enjoyed much pleasure in this world, but 

he will be repaid in the next.

It will be noticed that the "running-dog” of Dong Miao 

Ts is Zung Ping Kong Hsu Ah Kong <(^?$>wh0 w111

return to work with him*

Whoever shall tear down this notice is a "Running-dog”

of Dong Miao Ts



V
form no._3_ J • 1
* 65" ’’3’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLlW^X © ReG'^Y I

tfo \

39th*EPORT

Subject (in full) Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,Le40, kangtszepoo Road.

Made by. .P, .S* I.,....RP.8.S.». .Forwarded V

Sir
Almost a full complement of employees have

resumed work at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd», 640,
Yangtszepoo Road, and so far no untoward incidliei' 
has occurred

The situation in the Dockyards can now be con-
sidered as normal

I am, Sir
Yours obediently,

D.D.0.*D*Div.
D.C.(Divs.).
D.C•(S/b)Forwarded direct•



FORM NO. 3
G. 5OM-1-4O

38111 REPORT

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards T ***jL8a01T Y>n<T-t*T?y?

Made by. D«S«1« Roes Forwarde,

Sir,

Approximately 500 employees are at work in the 

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 640, Yangtezepoo Road, this 

morning (May 8th 1940)«

Ko untoward incident occurred during Lay 7th 1940 

further trouble is not anticipated«

I am, Sir,

. & 
fa rf u

Yours obediently

D,D«O."D*Division

D.C«(Divisions)

I)«C« (Specia 1 Branch) Forwarded direct



FORM NO. 3
G. 65M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

37th REPORT ¡MflY 7th, 7’. ¿0. ¿¿¿>

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., C 1oL Yangtonopoo JKpqd j
Subject (in full)

Sir,

The greater majority of the strikers at the Shanghai 

Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtszepoo Koad, resumed work this 

morning, May 7th 1940.

A check of the returned workers has not yet been 
completed.

I am, Sir,

D.D.0.wD'’

D.C. (Dirs.)

D.C. (Sp.Br.) Forwarded direct.



I

Miso .File No..l&Q/W.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Yulin Road fr, .  Station, 
36th. REPORT. _

Date thj.......t g 40 •
Subject Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtszepoo Road,

Made by........D»h?.,.I. ..Rosa •......................Forwarded .....

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 1

Yangtszepoo Road, continued on May 6th 1940,

Ko untoward incident occurred during the course of 

the day.

At 4 p.m. Kay 6th 1940, the management posted a 
M <Ç 

notice calling upon all permanent who had not yet 

registered to do so immediately•
I

Subsequently a further notice was posted to the 

effect that work would be resumed, on the morning of 

May 7th 1940.

I am, Sir, 1

Yours obediently,

-7^ ।
D.D.O."D”Division. |

D.C.(Divisions)•

D.C.(special Branch) Forwarded direct«



FM, 2___
G, 90M-1-3T

^tle'No. 1
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s 0 "

33rd REPORT Tp^ay 4th.

trit? ♦• th® hanghei dockyards td.j 64C# Yan.-’te-epoo kond*

iuGISffi’T 
6^1})^/^ 
Station,

Subject.

D*3*I
Made by.... Forvoarded by..................__ ....................________ ....

1?-.

The strike at the hanghai .'.©ckyards Ltd*, ~40, 

Ybngts .epos iXoad, c-- txnucs thi® morning,» ...?y 4th 1940*

Ko untowf-ca inoiient was reported during May 3rd 

1940.

Tn® retiring gratuity wg not pi id on Kay 3rd 1940* 

the management informing the worker® due to be campul« 

gorily retires that the gratuity would be paid for a 

ter® not exceeding fifteen years service*

This dispute «feu the auh/ect of further nc go lotions* 

by t’r* p*Y, Koo* >»...C•/Induetriel feotion* during the 

afternoon of Ya't .¡rd 1940, «p- th« nsanagement eventURlly 

»greed t- adhere to the. original conditions of settlement* 

under «inch the compulsorily t*etired workers 'would be 

paid a gratuity of twenty-five days wages for e&ch three 

y©i;r® service»

'’’hi? aanageaent agreed to pi,y the gratuity between 

10 w*a* and 12 noon 'ay 4th 1940.

I am* Sir>

Yourrf obediently*

b*S*4*"S«

J.C. Uivs.)

• ( p* ^r.) (yorwerded direct)«



FM„ 2 
G, 9OM-1-39

Strike Fit thfv
Subject.............. ...... ....... ...........

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. .
.1“™"..?.?*?. ....¿Stati&i, 1/0

S4th RFPftBT 'ûtî8ey 5th. » ' "* "«Or
Data,.-...................—..........1 9 -—J

h^-n^hal Dockyards Ltd .,640*ft-n£tr::epco Raad»

Sir •

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd*, 

€40, Yar».'t&..ep .e Road, continued on Hay «tii.1940»

R'e untoward incident occurred curing the course 

of the day.

Jtetwen 10 «!«'?.» and 4p.»n. 'ey 4th. 1.940, 164 

of th® discharged workere visited the Dockyards and 

received the gratuities due to then;»

ore 56 workers have still to receive payment»

X am, Sir,

Tours o bed i ently,

Ô.D.C,’’D,*

D.o.(Dtvs)

D. C • ( d/B )ynrwar-.;e direct»



_ -2____  Mi sc. pfie]\jo10Q/40 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

YU.lln.RQad___Station,
---- report Date......May 5rd> f 40

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd*,640,Yangtszepoo Road.
Subject.. .. .................................................................................................................................................................

.. , , D.S.I.ROSS
Made by........... ...................................

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640,Yangtszenoo Road, continues this morning, 

May 3rd. 1940.

Ho untoward incident was reported at Yulin 

Road Station.on May 2nd. 1940.

There is no further development to report 

in connection with the present negotiations.

D.D.0.»DM

Yours obediently.

I am, Sir,

D.C.(Divs.)

D.C. (s/B. )j?orw rded direct.



FM, 2
G, 90M-1-39

Mise. Plie No.10&40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...Yu.Un. Road....
35th. REPORT 
-------------- Date ...May.-.êlht.

.Stgùbn,^

.4—zp 40

Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd'. 64 0, Ya ng te k, ep oo

Road.
Subject.

Sir ,

O.D.S. 235 Tsang Foh Chung,) .attached 

to Yulin Road Station,hue learned that representatives 

of the group of strikers whom the management of the 

Shanghai Dockyard? Limited wish to re-employ,will 

contact Mr. f.Y, 7o , S.y.CL Industrial Section, on 

'May 6th. 1940, and request him to negotiate with 

the management on their behalf.

It was also learned by the detective that these 

strikers not intend to return unconditionally, 

as the management believed they would, but the basis 

of their requirements is not known.

D. ' .O.”D”Div.

I ara. Sir, 

”'urr obediently.

D.C.(Divs.)

D.C. (S/b)Forwarded direct*



—f JL... 2— MiSC. File
G. 90M-1-39 L * -SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. W |

.......

? report . .^y.An^LL:,5p
Strike at the Shanghai Dockyard8 Ltd., ¿40.Yangtszepoo Road.

Subject...  ........ ......... ..............................______________________ _____ ...................................................... ....

D.3. I.Rose
Made by................... Forwarded Fÿ

Sir,
The strike at the Shanghai Dockyard«* Ltd., 

640, Yangtssepoo Road, continues this morning, May 

2nd. 1940.
No untoward incident was reported during the 

course of May 1st. ,1940.
Mr. P.Y.Koo, S.M.c/lnduetrlal Section, continued 

to negotiate in the strike on May 1st. ,1940. The 

management have now agreed to re-employ 21 of the 

strikers whom they previously agmewd to dismiss, 

and will give another 169 strikers preferential 

conslderation as vacancies arise in the future. 
It has been decided that 41 strikers will be 

permanently dismissed by the Company.
Arrangements have been completed whereby the 

discharged workers will be paid the gratuities due 

to them, at 10 a.m. May 3rd. 1940, at the Dockyards.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

D.D.O."D*Div,

D.C. (Dirs.)

D.C.(S/B) Forwarded direct.



J I t/
6-F9Vi-39 ’ [ «13e. Pile ^.:.WyA^ri

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B. REGISTRY ;
... I

REPORT n^ten-fe-^* 1 2 3

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangtszepoo Hoad, continues this morning, April 30th, 

1940.

No untoward incident was reported during .aprii 

29th 1940.

Luring the afternoon of April 29th 1940, Mr. P.Y.Koo, 

S.M.C./industrial Section, contacted some of the st-'kers 

and acted as an intermediary between them and the manage

ment.

Mr. Koo succeeded in separating the workers into two 

groups, i.e. (1) Workmen whom the management desre to 

re-engage, and (2) Workmen whom the management refuse to 

re-employ.

New demands were submitted by the two groups, and 

replies given by the management, as followst- 
Group No. 1 (Workmen).
(1) The company shall recognize that the Labour Union 

has the right to represent the workmen of the 

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., including the coolies,

(2) Increase of 30% in wages be granted.

(3) Wages and Rice Allowance during the strike should 

be paid.

The management gave the following reply to these 

demands,

(1) The company recognizes the Labour Union of the 

Workmen, but not including the coolies. 

The coolies shall enjoy 75% of the privileges 

provided in the agreement instead of 66% as 

formerly.

j- Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtszepoo koad~s—

Made by......?-S-I. Ross Forwarded



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.................................... Station, 
REPORT 

Date .............................19

Subject. ...................... .................................. ................................................................................................. ..................... ..

Made by........ ........    Forwarded by................................................................... .................. .............

(2) Increase of 15% in wages will be granted»

(3) No wages or Hice Allowance will be paid for 

the period of the strike»

Group No. 2 (Dismissed Workers).

(1) The dismissed workers be given the preference 

when vacancies occur»

(2) Discharged allowances be granted« as follows!** 

(a) Workers with under three years service« 

twenty-five days wages»

(b) Workers with over three and under five 

years service« fifty days wages»

(c) Workers with thirty years and over« 

250 days wages»

(3) Wages and Rice allowance to be paid during 

the period of the strike.

The management gave the following reply to the 

above demands1-

(1) The company will be prepared to give preference 

of re-employment to approved men now discharged« 

who were in the employment of the company on 

August 14th 1937« but at the same time reserve 

the right to employ new men»

(2) The company will not depart from the Discharge 

Allowance conditions as laid down in clause 4 

of the old agreement, except that in the case 

of workers not qualified the company is pre

pared to pay fifteen days wages»

(3) Wages and Rice Allowance will not be paid for 

the period of the strike»



FM, 2 
G, 90M-I-39 File No...............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
...............................Station,

Date................................19

Subject. ................... ................. ................... ..................................................................................................................................................

Made by.................................... ................................Forwarded by........................................................

The negotiations will be continued during April 

30th 1940.

It should be mentioned that in connection with the 

above negotiations the Assistant Manager, Mr. Armour, 

had a meeting with Nr. P.Y. Koo and three foremen of 

the company at his home, on the morning of April 28th 

1940.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

D.D.0.HD''

D.C. (Divs.)

D.C. (special Branch) (Forwarded direct).



FM, 2
G, 90M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S- 3 RÊGtSTRV

27th. REPORT , n 4o~

Subject.......Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd», 640, Yangtszepoo Road

Made by__ D*S «I» Rqsr ,F orwardei AVS.pl?,

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangtezepoo Road, continues this morning (April 27th 1940).

No untoward incident occurred during the course of 

April 26th 1940.

The lodahs and crews of the launches operated by 

the Company resumed work during the morning of April 

26th 1940.

At 2 p.m. April 26th 1940, some 200 to 300 of the 

strikers held a meeting at the country house off Yang** 

tszepoo Road, to discuss the present strike situation. 

The men agreed to return to work immediately if the 

management would re-engage all the strikers, but failure 

to do so would result in the strike being continued, it 

was also agreed to approach three former representatives 

named Lee Noh Sung ^°ng Miau Tsze and

rfoo Soong Ling (^'J^^')» and request them to intercede 

with the management. At the close of the meeting it was 

decided that a further discussion would be held at 10 a.m. 

April 28th 1940.

D.D.0.*D"Division

D.C. (Divisions)

I am, Sir

Yours obediently,

D.C. (Special Branch)Forwarded direct.



J . : — » pallet?
s,Toii-i-af i ¿IKÉec*» /^//^ A'í>..1.0.0X4P*

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. > ~

/Station, /¿fiY 
26U1.REPORT ■ ... n¿.. .'

Date.. AP.f1 JL .2® t h t._¡ g 40 •

Subject..__?.^r.ike..at the Shanghai popkyardB Ltd., 640, Yungtereooo Road •_____

Made by..... 9*8 ,..l*...RQS.e.,. Forwarded by............................................__ _ ._____________ ______

D,»,0,»P«9iv, 

D*0»(D1vb) . 
D.C,(s/B).

?orwarded <-Ur at

Sir,

The strike at the shanghai Dockyard® Ltd., 640, 

Yangtssepoo Road, continues this morning, April 26th 

1940,

Ho untoward incident was reported during the 

cource of April 26th 1940,

On the morning of April 2bth 1940, the ¡nanagenent 

of the Dockyards posted a notice contelaiag a list of 

all employee?- whom the company desire to re-engage, 

and calling upon these workmen to register within the 

period of seven days, or forfeit all privileges pre

viously enjoyed.

The list containa the timber® of six Hundred 

odd workers, which is sore three hundred short of the 

number employed prior to the strike.

Th© Special Branch is already in poesceeior- of a 

copy of the notice and a Hot of the.numbers of the 

workmen.

In connection with the re-employment of these 

workers, the striven» iwv© posted a notice outside the 

entrance to tiie country house, off Yangtezepoo Road, 

which they use as. a headquarter^ calling a meeting of 

the strikers betwu&n 2 p.m. and 3 p,m< April 26th 1940, 

on the vacant piece of ground at Jansen and Yangtezepoo 

Roads corner, to discus® this latest development.

I am, dlr.

Zo-ir© sai^ntly.



FORM NO. 3 
G. 50M-1-40 <Ü8C •/'#«. /Va.lQO/40. >■ • i

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 5n s 3 ?

...XullWJtëadL.jUM i

40.24thREPORT

Subject (in full).....Stj.ike.at. ..the...Shanghai. DQC.kyJar.d8..Ltd*^..640..YanitB^ejpQe.&aad.

.ForwardedMade by___¿¿.JBftO

Sir ,
The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.« 640.

Yangtezepoo Road, continues this morning. April 23rd.
1940.

Ho untoward incident has been reported.

I am, Sir.
Yours obediently,

D.D.0."D*
D.C. (Divs.)
D.C» (Sp.Br.) (Forwarded direct)

/



Made Ay

[»!«• 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. f, „/

d

Xu A.j / >

¿Q.V» RKTOBT , ,et 40
Ddtr ....’i....*”.“.*..*...19

Strike- at the Uhanghai Dockyards ltd.,44C,Yangt»sepoo Road»

0.3,I.ROOS Forwarded Av

INDEXby I 
(co ) R GISTRY 
cateB-/ z 4^ 
.............  i.

Sir,
The u li' । *> ■' .. L l*x < ■ ai it) xxg h >A l aJov ,y ax . o «u td. , Ó4 0, 

YUngi-sxopoo Ru«d, continue* this u or. i i ng, ax y lot. 1340.
■40 untoward incident waa reported during the 

coure-5 of Apr .1 30th. 1040.
<r. P.Y.Koo, G.,». I*'Industrial See tian,continued 

Mb negotiationc with th® management and the strikers, 
and,aux .ng the afternoon of April 30th.1940,succeeded 
in reaching a eat.’ *ment with the body of strikers whom 
the manngement did '^eir® to further employ(eosae 200 
in nutnber).

The terms oí the settlement ar® a? follows}«
(l)The dlemlesad nnx kc¡ s will b«' divided into 

thr«? proupe.
(S)flroun Mo. 1 ,cor;Gl»ttnc of 10JC of the strikers 

whom it, pT"'OP rt to dismiss,will be re« 
emrlcyrd by the Company.

(5)®roup N". 2, consisting Of SO®' of the same 
strikers, will ye paid a Discharge Allowance 
in accord®,ncc with the terms of the agreement 
wndor which they were employed prior to the 
ntrlko, and will be given preferential treatment 
when oren®ion erices to engaf vorkere in the 
future.

(4)croup Wo. s, consisting of 6^M of the strikers 
in the same category .will b® permanently 
dismissed. They will be paid a Discharge 
Allowance of 2& days‘pay for each three years 
of service with the Company.



—£& I— File No..................
6 90M 39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.......................................... Station^

REPORT 
Date...........................................i g

Subject......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... -

Made by.....................................................    Forwarded by................... . .......... .......... .................. ............... . .......... . ..........................

The management and strikers 
to these ter:4 , and arrangement 
to pay the Allowance,

D.D. 0. "IM’DiV.
D.C • (Dive.)
D.C.(S/B)(Forwarded direct)

have bot; agreed 
8 are now under way

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently,

-7i^-



EM, 2
G. 90M-1-39

f Mi sc.100/40. /
shanghai MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Yulin Hoad ........................ -—Sratiag/, ,
Date APril 29th *40. 

-, I9
28 th.report

Subject. Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtszepoo Road.

Made by.....U*S.aX.h..JRQB.8 .Forwarded

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangtszepoo Rad, continues this morning, April 29th 

1940.

Mo untoward incident was reported over the week-

end.

At 9.30 a.m. April 28th 1940, some 2S0 strikers

held a meeting at the Country House which they are

using as a Headquarters, off Yangtszepoo Road near 

Jansen Road, and discussed the present position.

During the course of the meeting the majority 

of those present expressed dissatisfaction with the 
leadership of Fitter No. 116 Yih Mao Dao <4 ¿ft, 

and on a number of occasions bodily harm was threatened 

the man.
One of the delegates named Zung Ping Kong ($«/>) 

resigned his position. He was arrested by the French 

Police on April 23rd 1940, and informed the meeting 

that he had suffered sufficient in the interest of the 

cause.

Before the meeting terminated the strikers selected 

three foremen and former representatives named Lee Foh 

Sung Dong Miau Tsze and woo Soong

Ling also a fitter named Zung Lisng

and instructed that they visitei- the Special Branch, 

Police Headquarters, on the morning of April 29th 1940, 

and request Det. Sub. Insp. Kao, to intercede with the 
management on their behalf.

These delegates have been instructed to request



*• M • 2___
G. 90M-1-39

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No...........—

Subject.. .

REPORT
.....................................Stationy

Date......................................i g

Made by
.Forwarded by.

Det. Sub« Insp. Kao to assist the strikers in connection 

with the following two pointsa

il) Request, the management to reconsider the order 

regarding the dismissal of a large number of the 

strikers, and if possible to reduce the number of 

dismissals to a minimum.

(2) Request the management to grant gratuities to those 

workers who are dismissed after reconsidération*

Many of the strikers expressed the opinion that 

work should be resumed immediately and unconditionally, 

and that the management should be permitted to select 

whichever workers they prefer«

It should be mentioned that during the afternoon 

of April 27th 1940^a few of the strikers visited the 

Dockyards and registered to resume work under the new 

conditions of employment»

D»D»O.hD* Di vision,

D*Ct(Divisions)«

I am, Sir,

D»C,(Special Branch)Forwarded direct«



FM, 2 
G. 90M-1-39

'ilec*
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^ VJ 

Yulin Hoad
23rd + REPORT

Subject.. .
Strike at the shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,640, Yangtazepoo aoadi

Made by. D.S.I.Roee .Forwarded __

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640, Yangteeepoe Road, continues thia morning* 

April 22nd.,la40.

Ho untoward incident has been reported.

One named Keo Shing Sung in charge

of the Police t Yang Ching )V1llage,Pootung,

will interview the management of the Dockyard© this 

a.m., in an attempt to arrange that negotiations 

be started with the striker®.

I am, Sir, 

Yours obediently,

—-
D^>.O.*D"D1V.
l).C.(D1VS.)

D.C . (s/B)Forw'.rded direct.



FNI, 2___
G, 90M-1-39 1

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. W7,nf, >
.....1 ■—ZyfcS

24 th, rn 4Pt ’25th REPORT

Subject, strike i t the ..hcnglici :^ckynrde Ltd,, 640, Yangtsaepoo Hoad,

The workers of the .Shanghai ookytiruc Ltd,, 640,

Ysngtaaepoc bond, remained on strike this morning (24«4*  

*D*

(sp.Br«) 'Forward© i direct)

1940).

The rajority of the employees of the Intern« tione 1 

end Tung«>Ka»Deo Docks, branches in Pootung, hove reoumed 

work, «nd the altuatiogat these two docks is practl*

c« lly nor:, al.

The management have arranged to commence work onw 

Japanese ehip whi«lf they expect to tie up alongside the 

>oakyerds, daring the afternoon of th® 24*4*1940,

Kr. Bcnnjrracn, zi.mger of th« dockyards, is contem*  

plating posting a list of workers whom the company 

desire to re*en®ege,  and giving a times llpit of one mek 

during which 'Mwee employees eno register*  failure to 

<© so during tho st*ted  period to result in the fcr^it 

of «11 privileges prcviounly enjoyed, v
1 am, hir,

lours ooedithtly.

(five.)



___ t-M, ' 2
G, 90M-’

Hl BO« File A7o..100/40

20th REPORT

Subject. ¿Trike at the 3hanghai Dockyards Ltd., 64O<»» YonjitB^eoco Ho

Made by ® •?. . Forwarded Dy

Sir,

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyarde Ltd«, 640, 

Yangtszepoo Hoad, continues this morning, April 18th 

1940.

The workers at the company's dockyard at Tung-Ka-ioo 

ceased work on April 17th 1940, apparently in sympathy 

with the strikers.

It has been learned by C«D«S. 235 that Fitter No« 116 

Ylh Mao Duo ■J/'X ) contemplates approaching the

Chinese members of the office ataff and lodah's of the 

company’s launches with a view to having them Join the 

strikers. The actions of Ylh Mao Dao will be closely 

watched, and if he makes use of intimidation to obtain 

the desired res* It Police action will be taken«

I am, Sir,

D.C. (Special Branch) direct



Strike at
Subject............. ..........................

J , DeS el «ROSSMade by................ ....... .............. For warded

Sir,
The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 

640, Yangtszepoo Road, conti-nues this morning, April 
17th.,1940.

it about 9 a.m. april 16th.,1940, some one 
hundred and fifty of the strikers, led by Fitter 
No. 116 Yee Mao Dao ),visited the International
Dock, Pootung, under the same ownership, and intimidated 
the workers therein employed into joining in the 
strike«

According to the management of the Company, 
Fitter No. 116 Yee Mao Dao was successful in obtaining 
the assistance of one named Koo Ching Sung(Chinese 
characters not available),the Chief of the Yang 
ChingO^/S )Village, Pootung, in this new development«

D.D.0.*D''Div.
D.C.(Divs.)
D.C«(s/b)(Forwarded direct)



FMit
G, SOM-. .. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. J

REPORT
Dat

--R0&4.Subject.

Sir,

The strike at th© Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

64OjYangtszonoo Road»continues this morning, the 

16th. of April 11'40,

Xo untoward incident has, ft- far,occurred» 

On April 16th. ,1940, the mam ’ent of the 

Company received a letter from Mr. u . .’»e 'fang 

( ) ,in which the gentleman stated th&t he

had been approached by the strikers and requested 

to mediate in dispute. He accordingly offered hie 

services,if the company wsr« prepared to accept 

his mediation.

It is the intention of the management to 

turn down the mediation of Mr. Yuan«

I am, sir.

Yours ob diently.

D.D.O. *D*Div.

D.C. (Divs.)

D. C.(s/B)forwarded direct.



G, 90M-
MjdGa File No...

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLiqESUAIHWAI MIRIWAl WJ<Ji
Yiilln o.'SXfZ/UzT J

-April 15W»
Strike at th® Shanghai ^ekyerds Ltd •, 640, ’^ngteaeoop Hoed« i

REPORT
Dai

Subject.

Made by. D.S.I. Jto.08» Forwarde

Sir,

Th® strike at th® Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.«» 640» 

Yangtezepoo Road, continue» thia morning, April 15th 

1940.

Bo untoward incident has been reported«

At 13.30 a»m. April 13th 1940, the san&gm&nt 

net three foremen of the company• The present posi

tion of th® strikers w.a discussed, but no decision 

of any Inportanoe reached«

I sun, air.

Your® obediently,

D« D«0.’,DmI)1t.

ö«C« (Mrs«) *

D«C« (sZb.) «?orwr<led direct«



—M18C. File 2VO..100/40* 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.....Xhl.l??...Hoad.. .Station, 
16th REPORT A n

Subject strike ®t the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangts~epoo Road.

Made by.......Pftâ.1*. ,Fornoarded

ir,

The strike at th® Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangts:epoo ao--d, continued this «•!£• 13*4-1940«

So fur, no untoward incident has been reported.

It has been learned that the strikers have formed 

a new group of eleven delegates acceptable to the 

management. These delegates, who are headed by three 

foremen named (1) E.T. Dong ( |j Vi )♦ (2) ¿'.S. Lee 

('t ) and (3) d.L. «io© (^45 will meet the 

management, at 10,30 a.m. -ipril 13th 1940,

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

xi.C, (Divs.)

D.C. (Su.Br.) forwarded direct



15th REPORT

Subject., strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtezepoo Road

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, i a WASTRY

a^nrggCTy.

Made by.......i’jSjI-.R.?®?. Forwarded try:

Sir,
The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, 

Yangtszepoo Road, continued this A.M* 12-4-1940.
So far, no untoward incident has been reported.

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently,

D.D.0."D"

D.C. (Divs.)

D.C. (Sp.Br.) (forwarded direct)



V
y- Wieo• Pile No.IM/.W'

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE... u .W !7 4^p.y I

14th REPORT Da(e AkÌHÌ
ijfll.':   **-•***“• ■»-^•■‘■J“«»'1r'

Subject Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 640, Yangtezepoo Road»

Made by.....^aS.».I.»...RQSJIm............................Forwarded

Sir

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640

Yangtsr.epoo Rood, continues this A.M» 11*4« 1940

Me untoward Incident has occurred

It has been learned, by C.D.S. 235, that the

strikers approached Kr. C»A. Member, a former manager

of th® Dockyards, and requested this gentleman to 

negotiate in the dispute. However, the management are

not prepared to accept the mediation of Mr» Eomber, who

is on the point of leaving for Hongkong

The management of the Dockyards are contemplating

posting a notice outlining the conditions under which

the company is prepared to ..strikers to return, and

notifying them that failure to accept will result in

(Be closure of the plant»

?

D.D»0.»D*Dir

I am. Sir»

Yours obediently»

D.C.(DiVs)

D.C•(s/b)Forwarded direct

i:ÄW/z/* &----- 1
- - - • ■ ■ I ■ ■ ~"~1---------



f ..Mi •
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. i

l.ith REPORT , . , .'Jl.
Dat^.±S>llk^A9..I9 40 •

Subject., strike at the uter.g,hai ..'OCkytr^s rid»» 640» Y«n7?lTzepoo tood»______

(Sp.3r.) (.Forwarderi direatj



FM, 2
G, 90M-f

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Subject.............?tr*ke j

Yulin Ito; 
^¿; s: S;

.Shanghai dockyards Ltd..640/ ¡Ynn

18th. report

Made by... ....... For warded by.

3irt

The strike the Shanghai Soakyurds Ltd*f

640f Yangtasnpoo ioadt continued this 

(8/4/1040) « ■

3e rt inaid^nt ’han b^en

rep&rV *

n the j thr S/WUsdC, aorw ninety
odd etrlkere hwM a meeting i® the catmtry house off 

Ycingta -epoo Head t the ^.en hnv^ their tetdquartitrsf

and dieaunwd the present nitiuition»

Arran^netite have been .wde to supply the 

strikers with food from the above headquarter©tand 

in this connection three stoves have been erected 

autaide th€ hous^e

I nmt Str#

Yours obediently>

D • 3 • (5/B J ( /orvmr i on , d 1 rec t.X



FM, 2
G, SOM-i-rS^

Mise» File No.-Uli 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

llthREPORT

Subject strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.? 640

Made by.....P »6 . .1....il?.SB

ir,

The strike at th'-- 1» • ckynrds Ltd., 640,

Yantts ,epoo Hoad, continued on ^pril 5th 1940» 

$o untow- rd incident occurred during the course of

rhe Hti'lkri'G railed to hold the proposed meeting, 

t 9 8« :• <*pril òth ±94 0»

Yours ooedi e nt 1;/

( Di vs . )

D.C. (Sp»'-»r.) J*or./arded direst.



G, 90M-l<39
11180. 100/W

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL^g^ At i* *ìUfiE  
ùValili èpÓ^^STRY

Mr,

Th® strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640, Yangtszepoo Road, continued on April 4th.,1940.

®t 12 noon April 4th.,1940, ten or the delegates 

of the strikers visited the Dockyards and notified 

th® management that they had resigned their positions 

as representatives of the strikers, owing to their 

inability to negotiate such a settlement of the 

dispute as would be acceptable tn the workers«

tn the afternoon of April 4th.t1940*the 

^anagwent oi the rookyards posted a notice outride 

the entrance to the premise®$ to the effect that 

employee» failing to mum work unconditioncxlly 

would be dismissed and new hands employed to-’replace 

■ notice also gnve warning that the demands

kM . nreeented would not be considered*, but th* t an• *

increase of iO^ would to Wftfcere resuming.

a detailed translation of th. notice io in 

possession of th® Jpsoial Branch.

At 6 p.m. April 4th 1940, C.D.u. 23& obtained 

information to th® effect that the strikers intended 

to hold a meeting at y a.m, pril 5th 1940, at a 

country house at »anssn .;nr.d and Yangtsxepoo Hoad 

corner, to consider future action.

The special ;r®h$1ii wae iii-f©r®e^;\'reg?’-'din® the 

pronosed meeting.

All due precautions have i>en adopted oy Officer 

i/c, Yulin Hoed station«
I an. Sir,

Youre outd&rnvly,

10th« REPORT

Strike
Subject__ ...............

hangh&i ’’ockyards Ltd., <540

Made by...

.C. (Div®«)

.C«(Sp. Hr.) 
direct.



Mi ac . File No..1QQ/40. 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...... .Tii.iL?...™.—.Station,
9th REPORT . .... ,A

Date.J?— .i.A..— i g *

Subject.. Strike at the shanghai Dockyards Ltd.* 640, Yangtezeppo itofry.............

Sir,

The strike at the 

Yangtszepon Hoad, stil 

.April 4th 1940.

No uatoward inci'i’ 

strike started*

III

8$fft

4

/ $
if y
v D * D • 0 * *1) •’

D.C. (DlVSe)

D.C. (bp.Br.) (Perm* rd

Shangha i Doc^ards Ltd • t 6 40$

.1 continued on the morning of

nt h>%3 been reported since the

I a?nf Sir# 

Yours obediently,

cd direct^

........ ....-...-.. ;....... ............................ ■..'..J



FORM NO.4. 
6. 6511-1-*' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI

„Z1
X REPORT

Made Hoss Forvoaft

sir.

The strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 640,

Ysngtszepoo Road, still continues«

Ho untoward incident of any kind has been reported«

On the afternoon of ¿¿arch 29th 1940, representa

tives of the strikers again met the management, and 

had a further discussion regarding the demands .hen

the discussion terminated, it was agreed that a further

wet i ng would be held, on April 3rd 1940

D.s.l. Logan and D.S.I« Kao, Special Branch, 

were present at th® meeting«

J. am, Sir,

Yours obediently,

D«C, (Divs).

D«C« (s/a)«Forwarded direct



FM. 2, 
G, 9 0M-1-7j9

Ml ec • Fiie ^100/40 .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

6thREPORT
. 11H .jld •..... Station,

Date U&r.Ç.h...27.th,...J9 40.

Subject.. ..^rike.et the'..¿hanghai■....dockyards,...640,...Yongts :\epoo Road.

sir.

The strike at the Shanghai bockyards Ltd», 640, 

Ysngts?.epoo Road, continued on March 27th 1940»

..t 9.30 a.m. March 27th 1940, the management paid 

to the strikers outstanding wages. Some 596 workers 

attended and received payment, >ut some 140 odd failed 

to attend. The usual Police precautions were adopted, 

and no untoward incident occurred.

t 10 a.r*i. March 27th 1940, the management of the

company received a number of the strikers delegates, and 

handed to them a written reoly to the demands submitted, 

in which was also expressed the views of the management

on the strike and the events 1' tiding thereto, a copy 

of thii reply, written in Cninese, was obtained from 

the management, and nao been submitted to the special 

Branch for favour of translation.

Th® management of the hanghai bockyards Ltd., 

have received, certain information to the effect that 

Coolie Bo, 112 Lee Taung Kwel ( 'x ) Is th® leader 

Of a band Of strikers which is engaged in intimidating 

employees who prefer to resume work, efforts ar® now

being made to apprehend this coolie, for questioning.

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently»

D.D.0."D"

D.C. (Divs.) D.C.(sp.Br.) .’orwarded direct.

A



™. f Mis 3. File No......LOP/*©
G 90U , /9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

YUlin Road
..................................... Station^

7th.report March 24th., 40
Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road.

Subject....................................................

Made by. I.Ross .Forwarded

Sir,

The strike at the shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640»Yangtszepoo Road,still continued on the morning 

of March 24th.,1940.

On the morning of March 23rd.,1940, representatives 

of the ©trikern held a further meeting with th© manage

ment t. discuss the demanda. Jhen the meeting terminated 

it wag agree« that a reply would be given,by the Company 

I on March 2Gth,1940. D.S.I.Logan and D.3.1.Kao,attached 

to the special Brannh, were present at the meeting.

At 10 a,m. March 23rd.,1940, F.S.263 Phinn

and F.P.3. 788 brought to .Yulin Road Station one 
z.

named Mang Ching Yue (^•43'7^)42, Tsingkiang,110,3ang 

An Li, Yangtszepoo Road,one of the strikers, in 

connection with an attempt which he made to prevent 

workers from collecting wages.

The man was questioned by detectives, and it 

was found impossible to obtain evidence to prove 

a charge of "Attempted Intimidation". He w-?s permitted 

to go,after detectives attached to the Special Branch 

had also questioned him.

D.C.(S/b)Forwarded diroot•



JilUZ/-. M10O. File No.lQii/AQ,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

 &uoi  ..Station^ 
5th REPORT................................. »1«. yinDate. i 0 *

Subject .Irl Vr.t...n 'QOkynrdB, 64G, Ynngtazepoo .¡Obd...........................

Made by. .. 1?. - .. .....Forwarded

óir,

The employees ci the Shanghai Dockyard® Ltd., 640,

Yiin-tn e;oo .'toed, remained abluent fro.i work on the

?’o development in the trike occurred during the

It hna been learned, by C,D.¿.. ¿35, th t the strikers 

are ’»■¡king use oí a room in a country etyle houoe, off 

Yungtszepoo ne- r Janaen to^d, t.a « seating <>l*.oe.



?
FM, £y

G, 90M-1-39

jrd.REPORT

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI

.Forwarded

Subject Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«. 640
-i- 9

-Road

Made by.....J«...?®.®.®

O i r ,

The employees of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640, Yangtszepoo Road, still remained on strike on 

the morning of the 18-3-1940.

Uo incident of an untoward nature has occurred 

since the strike started, on the 14-3-1940.

On the afternoon of the 16-3-1940, some 830 

workers visited to the Dockyards to receive their 

wages. The D«O«*D".Division arranged for additional 

Police from ,>ayside and Yangts^epoo stations to be 

present, and the payment was completed without incident.

The D«0. and D.D,O."D" Divisions both attended, 

and directed the Police activities.

I am, Sir

Yours obediently,

D.D.0.*D"

D.C .(Divi.

D.C • (s/b) . Forwarded direct

(a.a.) rusisti

DATE



U'JWAi FtLICE
m- y * liisC

6 !,0“ S3’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE., , /< L L. i

.... . .C. j
2nd REPORT J. . ..... . >

Date..>■*rch Idth» f94OT

Subject trike at the Shanghai .¡jockyerds Ltd., 640 Yen; taxepoo ¿pad.«_________

Made by....?• i>.».I «... Ho 3».

j ir.

The (¿trike of employees at the Shanghai hockyards

Ltd., t>40, Yun ta;epM Hoad, continued on the Lo-3-1940.

No untoward incident occurred during the course of

p.m. 15-3-1940, eleven representatives of the

visited th- -dockyards vith a view 1 opening

negotiation!’ with tht iu-te^cHent, but the latter refused 

to recognize nine cf thate del g&tes. he m*eting was 

then postponed to ¿.30 p.m. 18-3-1340.

( fficers ttnehed to the Special Branoh ¡.tt^nded»

(/1 vs .)

. C. (&p.3r.)



■™-. KZ. MIbc. File No..1S1Q/.&Q,G QÛU-liiQ 9SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
......!ÎÙÜkJJi..RüUâi..Station,

REPORT »
Da^-.liarch-lSth»--/? 40»

Subject .»trike.atthe^.hanghal.,.Dockyarila—Ltd.^.-û4(lt.Yangtacapao -Road«------------------

Made ¿y...D»S-«l.—RO-SS-. .Forivarded

At 12.30 p.m« 14/3/1940» a telephone message 

was received at Yulin Road Station from a Russian 

Watchman, employed by the shanghai Dockyards Ltd«» 

640» Yungtszepoo Road, to the effect that the 

management expected trouble during the afternoon« 

detectives attended the premises» and found 

that the greater majority of the workers were 

attending a meeting to discuss better conditions 

for the employees» and failed to resume work«

The Special Branch was notified» and Supt« 

Mason» D.S.I. Lagan» and D«S.X« Kao attended with 

a view to ascertaining the nature of the trouble» 

and the possibility of arranging a settlement«

The employees failed to resume work following 

the tiffin interval» so the company engaged a 

numbertof Russian employees to assist the foreign 

staff to float the s.s. "Fernmoor"» then in dry«* 

dock for repairs.

At 3.30 p.m. 14/3/1940» a further telephone 

message was received to the effect that a riot was 

in progress at the Dockyards«

A party of Police» with Xnsp. Brownrigg i/c«» 

immediately proceeded to the scene«

Upon arrival it was learned that the strikers 

had attacked the foreigners and the Russian eaployeeo 

when 'attempt was made to float the ship«

As a result of the fight which ensued» the 

following foreigners sustained injury».



—J File No.................
G 90M ‘39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...................................  Station^

REPORT 
Date./ 9

Subject....... ....................................................................................................................................---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Made by___ ................................... ..................................Forwarded by................................ ............................................................

-2*

(1) Mr« J«C«Amour« Injury to leg«

(2) Mr« J«Smith« Injury to leg«

(3) V.G. Tebanoff. Stab wound left thigh,

two scalp woundst 
Bruises and wounds 4-ft

hand« Detained in the

General Hoe >it;>l«

(4) G«L« Nazarenko. Two scalp wounds«

(5) 1.3« Vokoff. Contusion left arm

and shoulder«

(6) V.R. Juk. Cut left temple,

contusions left leg» 

arm and back«

It also transpired that» at 11.50 a«m. 14/3/1940»

R.P.,;. 114 Paueoff, renewed a notice posted by the 

workers calling a meeting« He was attacked by four 

workers» and sustained injury to the left eye. 

(Vide K.I.K. 4B8/40).

The strikers handed to D«S«I* Kao» and rr. Keo 

(S«t'.C. Industrial Section) the following list of 

demands, which were fors'ikated at the meetings* 

(1) Increase of 31«00 per day in wages.

(2) Klee allowance and three days wages to be paid 

to each employee during suspension of work«

(3) All workers and coolies to be regarded us

peraanent employees, enjoying full priviligee.

(4) No dismissal without Just cause.



G, 90M-1-39
File No................

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............................... ....Station^
REPORT

Date ............................i g

Subject. ........................................................................................................................................ .........-..................

Made by. .Forwarded by.

*3*

(5) The services of the eteam launch for the 

transportation of the workers to be resumed.

(6) Monthly allowance of 4150*00 to be paid by 

the firm for the upkeep of the union.

(7) An extra months wages to be paid to each 

employee, &c an Annual Bonus, in December.

(8) Sine hours to constitute a full day’s work.

(9) Double pay for night work and Sunday. If no 

work on Sunday, workers to be paid ae usual.

At 6.30 p.m. 14/3/1940, after persuasion by 

D.S.I. Kao and fir. Koo, the strikers left the 

premises. They stated that work would not be 

resumed for two days, and at 2.30 p.a. 15/3/1940, 

delegate® would interview the management.

In all 930 employees have ceased work.

It was learned that the cause of the strike 

originated from a dispute between the oanagement 

and fifty coolies who were suspended work. The 

latter claimed they were entitled to the payment 

of rice allowance, and the management denying the 

claim. This resulted in the meeting, which terminated 

in the strike.

Th® D.0."D*DlVision, D.D.O.*D*DiVision, Supt. 

Mason, Special Branch, Sub. I nep. LCgan, special 

Branch, Sub. I nep. Kao, special Branch, Mr. Koo, 

S.M.C. Industrial Section, attended.

The D.O.”o-Pivision arranged for the attendance :



-FW-. .?£_ File No_________
G 90M-1—39 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................... Station^
REPORT 

Date.i g

Subject......................................  .....................................................................................................................................

Made by........ ........... -.............. ............................ For warded by..........................       ......

-4*

of parties of Police from the deserve Unit (£aet). 

.«ayside station. Ysngtezepoo station, and Yulin 

Road Station.

a party of Police is on duty at the premises.

C.D,O."D"Div,

D.C . (Div). %/

D.C• (s/B|Porwrded direct•



G. 1500-1.38. Instit'lted 12 >

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE
==========^^ Kisc. 100/40«

......................................... Division

........ItalinHoad.........Station  15 th!$?.•_
Time and date reported..._12.».3Qjlj«ffi*..A.^mie *and date S.B. informed..?..?*?*...................

Time and date strike commenced.................................................................................................

By whom reported.... ....................................................................................................................

Trade or profession of strikers.....................................................................................................

Number of strikers.....$30...... Male .930........Female Z............Apprentices Z...............

Employer’s name, address and business..T^..Sl|fM5|ghai..J^ftJ^arda...LW >.t_.64O9........

..... .................................. .................................................
Union to which strikers beIong.Tl^a..P.^^P.a.®.® .......

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers....?^®!?.^.?..?.???..

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence ....Z..Z......*...........................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike....B.lA.f..........................................................................................................................

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Bile .......................

Names and addresses of strike leaders../....,................................................... ..............................

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration...............
...Chinese .......................................................

Meeting places of strikers....A.™...???®?.?.?-.????.*.............................................
Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike..../................................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike..... ./............... 1...*C-------------

......... :..... ;..... .........H.... . i
Name and address of printer of such circulars..........Z..................................... ........
Precautions taken by Police.... J8?.fWrt.aa#.................................... .............................................

I nvestigarin^ Officer........ .&».$ . .25.®*............. .............................
_______ _....................................

«ubs^uent reports on tgisr -trike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



G, 90M-1-39
M180. File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
YUlin Road

REPORT Date^^.^.^^

/ 3 I/o
Subject Twenty-One Coolies Suspended Employment At The Shanghai----------- ;

Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtsrepoo Road

Made by. .. F or war de d by. *__

Sir,

Op the 27-2-1940, the management of the Shanghai 

Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtsxepoo Road, suspended ten 

carrying coolies, owing to slackness of work«

A further eleven coolies are under notice to 

cease work on the night of the 1-3-1940, for a similar 

reason.

The ten coolies who were suspended on the 2J2-1940, 

refused to col the wages due to them.

In the meantim^, they approached a foreman, named 

Fah Lau Kyi and insisted that he should

approach the management on their behalf, and enter a 

demand for the payment of twenty-five days wages, in 

lieu of notice.

It is the custom in the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

to pay a bonus to employees who are discharged owing 

to slackness of work, but due to the fact that these 

coolies have not been discharged they are not consider

ed to be eligible for the bonus.

The foreman, Fah Lau Kyi, refused to approach the 

management in connection with the demand, and this 

resulted in four of the coolies attacking him inside 

the Dockyards, at about 1.30 p.m. 29-2-1940. The fore

man sustained slight injury, and was discharged from 

। p&TE / ’ / A*/
l._------- —

hospital following treatment.

Detectives attended and took the four coolies 

responsible for the assault into custody. They are 
(1) iong Sung Kung( i , (2) Pan Soo Slangd^JH^)» 

(3) Pan Yang Pau (|| and (4) Pau Zane Kune(# ilfo



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

.......... ............................... Station^

REPORT 
Date.ig

Subject................................. ....................................... ..................................................................   —.................................

Made by................ .................  ... ..............Forwarded by........................................... ...........................................................|

-2-

The four will be arraigned before the

Courtt on the morning of the 1-3*1940t on a charge

of Assault. (Vide 408/40 Y. Hd. Station)•

I am« Sir»

Yours obediently«

D.D.0.”D* Division



F M , ¿2
G, BOM-1-3 9

. G • ‘

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

Subject. Rnrest among the workers of the Shanghai

.. .X.¥.?: jit? *...... Station.,

141 SC. File No-M/AO 
POLICE.

640, Yangtssepoo Road»

Made by.

irt

It has been learnei from a reliable source 

that, at 6>30 n the 23rd♦ February 1940,

seven employees of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd», 

640, Yangtssepoo Hoad, visited the Chinese workers1 

Welfare Association, 127, angoon Road»

o discussion was held regarding the possibility 

of obtaining an increase in wages, or allowance, 

owing to the rise in price of commodities»

Wo decision was reached, beyond the proposal 

to hold a further meeting in the near future, and 

to endeavour to have a more representative gathering*

It should be mentioned that, on the 6/2/1940, 

the workers made representations to the management 

for an increase in the rice allo ance.

Cn the 17/2/1940, the management agreed to grant 

an increo e in the rice allowance of ^1«00 per week 

to each employee,retroactive from the 31/1/1940, 

and this increase has already been issued*

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently।

L'.D,0."D"Dlv. ——)

D.C.(i)ivs.)

D.C(s/B )(Forwarded direct)



G, SOMM-aV No.- tr
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICH. X » *,

REPORT
fl '

n /»* ISbImpu &t.x.-H.:T n 4

Subject ^nr®8t arnone the Workers of the Shanghai Dockyards "Lt<T; 
6 4 f>, Yang tszepoo Road.

....... D,g. I... „?««?.•
Made by...............

J

.Forwarded by.. <

Sir,
At 11 a.m. 6*»2“194O, two representatives of the 

employees of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtsze- 
poo Road, named (1) Lee Fob Sung and (2) Tang
Teu Tszef/'^'^'^), interviewed the management and made 

representations for increased rice allowance, on the 
grounds that the price of the commodity had not exceeded 
|40.00 par picul.

The management pointed out that the 8. M.C./Indue trial 
Section still quoted rice at >40.00 per picul, but the 
representatives insisted that the price was much higher.

It was decided that the management would Investigate 
the matter, and inform the workers regarding their 
decision before the 17-2-1940.

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently.

Copy to:
D. D.O.’•D’Division.
D.C. (Divs.)
D.c. (Sp.Br.) (Forwarded direct)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

CORFIDSNTIAL 20 th.REPORT

Misc./^/^ /Vo.
POLICE. îl :

n], Dec. 28th77 ^¿9^Y

Subject Str ike_at the Shangha.i Dockyards ^tdj^ 64^

Made by...............D..S-..I*Ro.S.S. Forwarded by

Sir,

On the afternoon of December 27th.,1939, 

a notice was posted outside the entrance to the 

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,64O,Yangtszepoo Road, by some 

person unknown.

The notice is signed by Moh Ling Tsong ),

Chairman, and sealed by the Chinese Workers’Welfare 

Association, and dated December 26th.,1939*

A translated copy of the notice is attached, 

and it can be seen that the Association claims the 

recent strike was settled with the assistance of 

that organization, and requests the workers to call 

at the Association Office, 127, Rangoon Road, on either 

January 1st. or 2nd.,1940, and pay their membership 
fees.

The notice has been forwarded to the Special 
Branch for information.

I am, Sir, 

Yours obediently,

D. D. 0. "DttDiv.

D.C.(Crime)

D.C.(s/b)(Forwarded).



Translation of a Notification posted outside the premises of the

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd. ,640,Yangtszepoo Road»

Chinese Workers’Welfare Association,Eastern District 

Branch.
Notification No. 2»

The labour trouble in the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.. , 

is nor; settled. Workers employed in the Company have 

been given better treatment by the Management.

It is the desire of the Officials of the Association 

to remind the workers of the firm that the trouble was 

settled.with the assistance of our Association.

If it is the desire of the workers to have the present 

conditions maintained permanently,it will be necessary to 

retain the services of our Association. In this connection the 

fees of the Association should be fully paid up to date.

We request the workers to attend our offices, at 

Rangoon Road, on the 1/1/40 and 2/1/40, and pay the fees 

for the month of January 1940.

(Signed)Moh Ling Tsong, Chief Official.

Chopped:The Chinese Workers’Welfare Association 

Eastern District Branch.

(Dated) 26/12/39.



a Mi sc, 269/39
- raaiVp......,.,- t

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLK®. ' c ;.
Yulin

CONPID’KT AL 19th, —— ----- -----------------&------ REPORT De- 13th# Z3-?,^/

„ Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd,,640,Yxngtszepoe Road.Subject...........................................................................................................  5..............

Sir,

At 4 p. n, December 13th., 1939, a nesting was 

held between representatives of the workers and 

the JUnagoment of the Shanghai Dockyards, during 

the course of which ttie representatives affixed 

their signatures to ths ’’Nov/ Conditions of Service"

Mr, r.f,Koo,3. ;.C, Industrial Section, and C.D.S. 

235, attached to Yulin Road Sta1 ion,attended the 

meeting.

I

Th- meeting concluded with mutual expression^ 

of goodwill, and further trouble is not anticipated 

for some time,

I am,Sir,

fours obediently,

i

D,D.O.*D*Division,

D.C, (Crime)

D.C,(Divs,)(Forwarded)

D• C. (Spec ial Branch) (T-’orwarded)



FORM NO, 3_
G. 6 5A-1-3 9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

15 th REPORT

Mise. Ffc JVo.^.69/^9.
POLICE. WWl

.< i
...„.^in^d^/,0^^^ |
Dtf^...Pg.Çiy....?.n.d.t. j..3^

Subject (in full) Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd»,, 640Yungtszepoo Ro»d.

Made by...^' ®.® .Forwarded by. 5.4®. I'

Sir,
At 4 p.ra. December 1st 1939, the thirty**!*our dismissed 

employees visited the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., and received 
the gratuities alloted to them — ranging from ^75.00 to 
¿105.00. No untoward incident occurred«

I am. Sir,
Yours obediently,

D.D. o. ”D"

D.C. (Divs.)

Copy sent to D.C. (Sp.Br.) direct.



FM. 2 j 
G. 5000-9-S8

Miso < rFile~ No. <¿69/39.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. J^LGJSTftY

’«REPORT Ds„ December

Subject.......Strike at the! 3h»nghai Dockyards Ltd. , 640 Yengtszepoo Road.

biade by....P*.‘I/ROBS...... .....  Forwarded **ï)p I ?-»

Sir,
Between 4.30 p.m. and 6.30 p.m. November 30th 1939, a further 

meeting was held between the management of the Shanghai Dockyards 
Ltd., and representatives of workers and dismissed workers.

The most important question under discus unn was the subject 
of the gratuity to be paid to the dismissed wtxv ’.as the 
workers now operating refused to sign the new agreement pending 
settlement of this point.

It was eventually agreed by the management and the two par
ties concerned that a gratuity of ^>5.00 be paid to the dismissed 
workers for each year of service. This décision means that the 
management will have to pay the thirty-four workers sums ranging 
from 3?5.OG to ^185.00.

Arrangements have been m»de to pay these gratuities at 4 p.m.
December let 1939, at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., and the usual 
dice precautions will be maintained.

In connection with the new agreement negotiated between the 
gement and the present workers, the last outstanding point 

in this connection was also discussed and settled when the manage 
went agreed to pay an annual bonus equivalent to one week’s pay 
to every worker, at Chine«® New Year.

The meeting was attended by Mr. P.Y. Koo, S.M.C./Indus trial
Section, C.D.S. 281 of the Special Branch, and C.D.3. 236 attached 
to Yulin Road Station.

Cta November 30th 1939, the situation at the Shanghai Dockyards 
Ltd., was normal, and following the successful conclusion of the
negotiations no further trouble is anticipated.

D.D.0.*D* ■
D.C. (Dive.)
Copy sent to D.C. (Sp.Br.) direct.
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Mllsd; 'File No.JàSS/3^^ 
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lóthREPORT „ ‘ — irD«M...Hoy.?....3Othj....i9 39.
„ ,, , Strike nt the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.Subject.___________________________ -------------------------------------- 640 Yangtszepoo Rond.

Made Forwarded

Sir,

The Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., continued to operate normally 

during November 29th 1939.

At 4 p.m., the same day, the management and representatives 

of the workers again met on the premises of the company. A 

written agreement of working conditions ■ as prepared, and agreed 

to by both parties, but the representative® of the 'workers 

refused to affix their signature pending, the settlement of the 

dispute with the thirty-four dismissed employees.

The management held a further meeting., at which six repre

sentatives of the dismissed employees were present, & offered

to them a' fixed scale of bonuses, 

refused the amounts offered, and 

The meeting was finally adjourned 

30th 1939.

The dismissed employees 

demanded sums much in excess, 

to the afternoon of November

D.D. O."D*

D.C. (Diva.)

Copy sent to D.C. (Sp.Br.) direct.

I am, Sir,

Tours obediently.



FORM NO. 3 
G. 65M-1-39

iliac. Fi
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. .

Xulin...q4.*...
12th. REPORT

Subject (in full)-

Date..'.

Stike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.
64O.YsngtazepGO Road

Datev •
D.S*I'Ro.®?

Made by......—.............
Forwarded by

Sir,
The conditions at the Shanghai Doc'ey arda Ltd., 

have practically returned to normal, only a few of 
the employees not having returned to work.

The negotiations between the management and the 
employees were continued on the afternoon of November 
28th.,1939, and with the exception of two points both 
parties ore in »ntire agreement*

Negotiation will be continued on the afternoon 
of November 29th., 1939, when it is expected that 
agreement will he reax bed on the outstanding points*

D.D.O. *D"Div.
D. C.Diva.
Copy forwarded to ip.Br.direct*

I am, sir,

Tours o^edjiently.



FM, J _
G, bOM-l-i39,V SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

11th» report

Mise. 269/39,bile
POLICE. ,, g.STHY I

I ■ o fi-W I
Yu|-^n—R-oad—Ì 
©X-j- ^9VA...3.7.th.;.,-z9 39 /

Subject............ -...............................
stike....?.lJk?®...^®n£Ìl®l..Ì9Ckyard8..Ltd,461QJXangtL8z.ep.oo-.RQacL-_______

Sir,

On November 27th.,1939, with the exception of 

twenty employees the Shanghai Dockyards had a full 

complement at work.

At 3.30 p.m. November 27th.,1939, Mr. J.0.Armour 

and Mr. L.Beattie, representing the management, met 

representatives of the workers, and discussed terms 

for the settlement of the strike. The conference pro

gressed favourably, and was adjourned to the afternoon of 

November 28th., 1939, when it is believed that a settle

ment will be reached.

Mr. P.Y.Koo,Inspector of the Industrial Section 

of the S.M.C.. and C.D.S. 235 attached to Yulin Road 

Station, were present during the negotiations,and 

will also attend on November 28th.,1939.

Copy to!

D.D. 0. "D"Div.

D.C.S. "Crime*

D.C."Divs.*

D. C.(*Sp.Br.*) (Forwarded)

I am. Sir, 

Yours obediently»



F. F. 2.

Ref: No: Date November 24, 1939

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL COUNCIL
Inspection Report

Name: Shanghai Dockyards, Ltd.
Nature of Business:
Address: 64u Xangtszepoo Road
Submitted by: P. Y. KOO

Application No:
Cad. Lot:
District:
Read by:

INDUSTRIAL DISPUTE

The strike of some 1,000 workers employed by 
the Shanghai Dockyards, 640 Yangtszepoo Road continues 
to-day, November 24, 1939.

I called on Kr. J. 0. Armour at the Shanghai 
Dockyards this morning. It was reported that some 8u0 
workers have registered in the Chinese Workers’ Welfare 
Assoc let ion, 127 Rangoon Road, and a small group asking 
the Chinese Republic Workers’ League at Pootung for sup
port.

The Industrial Section representative was 
requested by workers to see them at the Chinese Workers’ 
Welfare Association to arrange the time fox* negotiation 
with the management. 1 met th® Chief of "astern Shanghai 
Branch of the Chinese Workers’ Welfare Association, *<”r. 
Mob Ling Tsang ( A ), and a group of workers of the 
Shan, hai Dockyards at'1127 Rangoon Road at 12 O’clock this 
noon. It was arranged that the workers will appoint their 
representatives and bring their demands to the management 
at 3 p.m. for negotiation.

No workers’ representation appeared at the time 
as it was arranged. It was reported that the workers were 
not able to appoint formal representatives and to agree 
on the demands to be submitted to the management. They 
requested to postpone the meeting at 10:30 a.m. to-morrow 
morning, November 25, 1939.

November 25, 1939. •

Foreman Lee Fob Seng telephoned to the Induetrial 
Section this morning indicating no agreement on workers* 
representation had been reached last night. The dismissed 
coolies are demanding that mediation be conducted by the 
Special Service of the Japanese »aval Landing party: but 
regular workers desire the services of the industrial Section.



FORM NO. 3 
G. 65M-1-39 cuana>uai Mi.ec. File 7Vo..2<5.fiZ39.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE’ I f ?.I m1Gt ।
......i».U ,n„ RQud.i'zm^. > <K V

Subject (in Shanghai Dockyards Ltd, 5*10 Y^ngtsy^pooRoad.

lOthREPORT

A/aJg Z>y..-P* ?* *? ..............................Forwarded^

Sir,

On the morning of November 27th 1939, the Shanghai 

Dockyards Ltd., had almost a full complement of employees 

at work.

No unusual incident occurred during th-, «orning.

T an, .Sir,

Yours obediently,

-7^

d.d.o. *d*

D. C. (Divs.)
Copy sent to D.C. (Sp.Br.) direct.



>; Ml8C . Fiie No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE!^ s 5. __ '

Yukln-.^-Oad ^^o«, L /J
9th. REPORT Date.......

Subject.......Strike.at M.e.a.srs.....Shanghal.,.Di>gkyar..d.s..Ijt.d...4. 64.04...Yang.t8.z.ep.Q.o..Rpad,.

Made by. D..S».X.R0fl8.  ..... ...... . ..Forwarded by........-..

Sir,

During the course of November 26th 1939t in all 

749 permanent workers of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.t 

resumed employment. There was practically a full 

complement of casual labour. It is thought that the 

absentees were unav/aie of the settlement of the Strike, 

and their presence is expected on the morning of November 

27th 1939.

Nc untoward incident of any kind occurred during 

the course of the day.

I am, Sir,

Copy to D.D.O.*D"

Copy to D.C.Crime

Copy to D.C.Div.

Copy forwarded to D.C. (Sp. Br.)



FORM NO. 3 Mi sc. pne n0' 269/39
6 6S"-'-M SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

^-.report '>!
Strike at the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd.,640 Yangtszepoo Rd.

Subject (in (till).......................  ................. . ..................... . ............. .......... ............................... ............ . .......... .....

_ , , D. S. I.Ross
Made by............................................... ..Forwarded

Sir,

At 7 a.m. November 26th., 1939, the greater 

majority of the workers of the Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd., resumed employment.

No untoward incident occurred.

Copy to D.D. 0. "D*Div.

* * D.C.Dlvs.

* * D.CIRime,

* * D.C.(s/B.)(Forwarded)



- Wise. File No. 269/39 .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

YuXln -Road■■■■Station,
7th. REPORT ,Q

Date.......„26.I.“.». / p 39
Subject................Strike at...theS.hanghai...D.ackyar.da..Ltd.^...64.04...YangtSL8epoo Road.__ __

Made by..............D»S. I.RCSS........Forwarded.................

sir,
At 10 a.m. November 25th 1939, eight representatives 

of the strikere attended the office of the Shanghai 
Dockyards Ltd., 640, Yangtszepoo Road, and held a 
discussion with the management. During this discussion, 
which was conducted in the presence of Mr. P. Y. Koo, 
Inspector of the Industrial Section of the S.M.C., 
C.D.S. 2R1 attached to the Special Branch, and C.D.S 
23C attached tc Yulin Road Station, the representatives 
tabled fourteen demands. A translation copy of these 
are attached.

The management agreed to give sympathetic considera
tion to the demands, but informed the representatives 
that they could not discuss these before Monday, Novem
ber 27th 1939.

The Company, however, agreed to the 12th demand, 
i.e., the payment of wages during the stoppage, if the 
workers »less the thirty-four dismissed* resumed employ
ment insnedlately and continued during the period of 
mediation. The representatives stated that they were 
not empowered to agree to this condition. However, at 
the behest of Mr. Koo and the detectives, they agreed 
to call a meeting of the strikers during the afternoon, 
and ascertain their views on the subject.

At 3 p.m. November 25th 1939, the representatives 
met the employees In Room No. 15, the Doong An( |^| )

Lodging House, Lane 122, House 6, Thorburn Road. After 
a lengthy discussion, during which Mr. Koo and the 
detectives urged the men to resume work during the



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................  Station,
REPORT 

T)ate...............................19

Subject............................................................................................................................................................

Made by. Forwarded by...............................................

mediation, the employees finally agreed to resume work 
at 7 a.m. November 26th 1939.

After this decision had been reached, représenta» 
tives of the diemiseed employees approached Mr. Koo and 
requested his assistance in negotiating with the manage
ment for the payment to them Of a bonus.

The representatives also requested that Mr. Koo 
use his influence to hate the Police release from custody 
one of the strikers named Chang Tuh Sung( 
arrested by Tulin hoad Station detectives on November 
23rd 193?. The D.C. (Sp.Sr.) subsequently released this 
worker, at 7 p.m. November 2bth 1939, after administering 
a severe caution.

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently,

JLjTta-oe.

Copy to D.D.O.«D*
Cony to D.C.Div.
Copy to D.C. Crime.
Copy forwarded to D.C. (Sp. Br.).



Translation of Fourteen Demands Submitted by 

the Strikers of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 

640, Tangtszepoo Road.

1. The permanent employees of the Company will not be liable 

to dismissal without aufficent cause.
2. The thirty-four dismissed ernployece^re-lnstated, and the 

employees dismissed following the outbreak of the 31no- 

Japanese Hostilities should have right to seek re* 

engagement.

3. If the Company intends to dismiss employees owing to 

slackness, the system of alternative shifts should be 

commenced, but each employe? should be given at least 

eighteen days work in every twenty-eight days (night 

duty not to be included). Employees who are dismissed, 

owing to slackness of work, should be granted bonus of 

one month’s salary for each year’s employment.

4. Employees are to be granted it least eight day's holiday 

every year, and to be paid. If the employee continues 

to work during the holiday double wages should be 

granted. Payment should else be mode for holiday's since 

the beginning of the Bino-Japaueae Hostilities.

5. At Chinese Hew Tear, each employee should be granted a bonus 

of two Weeks* wages.

6. If the employee is injured during the course of employment, 

the Company should accept responsibility for the payment 

of medical and hospital expenses. If the employee is



permanently disabled during the course of employment, he 
should be given a grant of $400 cash. If the employee 
is fatally injured during the course of employment, the 
Company will give his family a grant of $500 cash.

7. When an employee dies, or cannot work any further owing to 
ill-health, the Company will pay him, or his family, the 
following grant

(a) No grant to be made for less than five years 
employment.

(b) Employees with over five and less than twenty 
years service, a grant of $200 to $300 cash.

(c) Employees with over twenty and less than thirty 
years service, a grant of $320 to $450 cash.

fl. Apprentices who have served a five years apprenticeship,
are to be considered and paid as qualified tradesmen.

9. In future deductions will not be made from employees'wages
in connection with any case of theft occuring in the firm. 
Mongys deducted in connection with the theft of lead last 
Winter to be refunded.

10. Permanent employees to be granted a bonus of $2.00 per week, 
owing to the present high cost of rice. This bonus to be 
paid even if a full week has not been worked.

11. Employees living in the part of Settlement, south of the 
Soo chow Creek or in the French Concession, to be granted 
free transportation to and from their employment, on board 
the Company's launches.



12« Employe®» to be paid their wages during the time of the
strike*

13. The arrested employe«, named Chang Tuh Sung(
to be released» before the demands are considered*

14» Employees in the Pump Room will be considered as permanent
workers*

(Signed) The Representatives.



Jii so . Fite Wo.- 269/39 •
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D«z^...Max^..2»£h4;...io*139j.4—-
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Subject (in full)......¿trike.at-.Jlie..J.^.^X.?PcKX«r4.8,.. 64C..Yan£t§zepoo.jloBd*........Z"z'

Made by......p? .?•?.•..J.t®?.?. __ Forwarded by. J.XSlV..».

Sir,

The situation at the Shanghai Dockyards, at 8 a»ia, 

November 25th 1939, remained the same as on the previous 

day» No strikers were seen loitering in the vicinity of 

the ."orke, and no untoward incident occurred»

D.C» (Divs.)

D.c. (Sp.Br.) copy sent direct



dStrU M18C. FileNo.2M/M.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

YUlinRoodStation,
5th. REPORT

Date...........HQT.-24.ttV <39 •
Subject....................Strike..at...tha..Shanghal.J)aciky.ar.da..Ltd..>..d4D,—Yang.tszepoo..2Qad^----

Made by................D.-S.-X«- HOOfl........ Forwarded s1•.

sir.

During the course of November 24th. 1939, only a 
few Chinese employees continued to work at the Shanghai 
Dockyards Ltd., and they were assisted by 50 Russian's 
whom the management have engaged to operate the pumps.

Mr. P. Y. Koo. Industrial Section, S.M.C., contacted 

a few of the strikers. Ee has arranged for a meeting to 
be held between the management of the company and 
representatives of the strikers, at 10 a.m. November 

25th, 1939, to give the latter an opportunity to table 
and discuss any demands likely to make.

I am, Sir,
Yours obediently.

Copy to D.D.O.
Copy to D.C.Div.
Copy to D.C.Crime
Cony forwarded to D.C.fSp.Br.)

D.C.fSp.Br


S'Br hECiiSTHY (

¡WU^-W^^

Subject. . Strike at the...Shanghai.Dockyards ...Ltd..,„640..Xa^ts^jop Ttoad.«

Made by. .. P.’.£*..??... *®?«. Forwarded by... ip-.

Sir,
The position in the Shanghai Dockyards strike is 

the same as yesterday. No untoward incident occurred
during this morning.

am, Sir,
Yours obediently.

D. D.0.»D’’
Copy sent to D.C. (3p.Br.)
D.C. (Divs.)



fm. 4 MIbg • Fife
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Yul4a.AQ«4.... Station,
3rd. REPORT

Date.....llQ.Yi 9 39 •

Subject----------- Btr±ka„at...tii£i..Bhaxigha±..JiQGkyaxd.a..JAd.*.5.4.Q..Yaxig.t.fi2.epAP Ro.aiU.____

blade by............ .D.S.al..—RQD.Ua. .Foraarded

Sir,

During the course of the day It was learned that the 

management of the changhai Dockyards Ltd., on making a 

check of the workers, discovered that some further five 

hundred Painters,Carpenters and 'Mason© etc. had failed to 

report for work at 7 a.m. 23-11-39, making a total of 

approxlnately 1,500 absentees. Mr. L. Beattie (Superintendent) 

when interviewed, stated that he had received certain 

information that at 6.30 a.m. 23-11-39 an unknown coolie 

wearing a Chinese workers welfare Association Badge entered 

the Docks, and intimidated several of the boiler-makers, 

also that a letter had been received by the Launch Lodah’s 

threatening them with violence should they still remain 

loyal to the Company. A translated cony of the letter le 

attached.

It has been ascertained that the management have engaged 

thirty-five Russian employees In plaoe of some of those on 

strike, and that they Intend to post a notice urging all 

other workers to return to work. A translation of which is 

hereto attached.

Mr. Beattie further stated that commencing from 6 a.m. 

24*11*39 the management had decided to run two launches from 

the Customs Jetty to the works, to enable workers who wished 

to clntinue work do so.

It was observed that between the hours of G a.m. and 

8 a.m. 23*11*39 two members of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party were posted on sentry duty at the main entrance to 

the Docks. It le believed that these guards will be main

tained for the duration of the strike.

%25e2%2580%2594RQD.Ua
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date

Station,

19

Subject....................

Made by................................. ■...............................  Forwarded by.........................................................

-2.

On th« afternoon of the 23-11-39, the management oucaeed- 

•d in contacting a contractor, and arranged with him to hare 

bome forty of the striking rivetters work during the night* 

This proved to be a success and the men worked without 

interference*

The strikers have elected one member of every ten as a 

representative. These representatives held a meeting during the 

course of the morning in the Chinese workers welfare Association 

and made a decision to arm themselves with choppers, axes* iron 

bars, etc* , to enable them to deal with blacklegs* Kuseian 

workers* and if needs be the Police.

During the afternoon* four representatives were selected 

to attend a conference in the Head Office of the Chinese workers 

welfare Association* 20* Canton Hoad* and to report the result 

of the conference to entire body of representatives on the 

morning of 24-11-39. Three of the representatives who attended 

the conference are known to be (1) Tsang Yoh Zai( i 

(2) Woo Zung Ts( £ and (3) Hr Yoh Voong(

It has been learned that some thirty add employees of the 

Shanghai Dockyards Ltd** registered with the Chinese workers 

welfare Association shortly before the dismissal of the thirty* 

four employees. In the meantime the majority of the workers 

have now registered with the Association* A fee of 91*00 is 

charged to register* and of this sum only SO cents goes towards 

the actual registration* 20 cents is charged for the Union 

badge* while the remaining 30 cants goes towards the payment of 

the workers representatives.

During the day a strong party of Police was posted outside



FW- { File No.................
6-80M-‘-3* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Station, 

REPORT
Date............... .......................... 19

Subject.. ...-------------

Made by. ............................... -................ —..........Forwarded by---------- -....................................... ........... ..------- ---------

-3-

the Docks, to prevent any untoward incident* This preoau 

tion will be continued during the night. 

Arrangements have been made with Central Station 

to ensure that protection will be given to workers who 

wish to board the launches with a view to resuming work. 

Detectives from Yulin Road Station will also be present. 

Close contact has been maintained with the P,A, to

the D.C, (Special Branch) regarding the strike,

I am, Sir,

Yours obediently.

D.D,O,”DN,

D.C. (Divs.)

Copy forwarded to D,C. (Special Branch),



tt HUM it -M.
If ttt UHiMI PWtrart*.! Mil

In ooanootion with the unauthorised stoppage of work 

in thio yard yesterday» the Ooapany hereby strongly advise 

all workmen to return to duty without further loan of time 

and wages» because no stopping from work will have own 

the emaileel benefit for the discharged ooolle froa the 

Company«

Booauoe no many untnie stories are being spread about» 
the Company hereby make it clear that those soolls workmen 
have been discharged only in accordance with the Company's 
regular policy» and under exactly the same conditions of 
pay and compensation as their fellow oooliea recently in 
Company's Pootung thrd. Their wages and compensation are and 
have been ready for payment einoo Saturday» but sons of the 
coolies nave foolishly made trouble over the matter» have 
oorloualy deusagod the Company's property and behaved like 
children« Therefore» the Company is sure that all loyal 
workmen will not listen farther to the trouble makere» but 
return to duty without delay and so keep up the good 
friendship between the workmen and the Company«



Translation of a Letter Addressed by 

Strikers to launch Ia.odah*s of ths 

Shanghai Dockyard*a Ltd»«

Hot dated»

To the Launch Laodahs,

This letter is being addressed to you owing to the 

Factory pressing the innocent, discharged workmen, and 

all workmen are not satisfied, so they have acted» It 

is hoped the various Laodahs, to assist each other, will 

stop running tne launches temporarily, on account of 

brotherhood and to recover the welfare of the workmen.

This is only a letter of advice at present» If you 

do not awake, there will probably be ordure» It will then 

bo too late to repent. This is a reminder»

'lud hopper and 
Sheerlegs the same

(Signed) By this association

Envelope printed: CHINESE WORKERS WELFARE ASSOCIATION, 
EASTERN BRANCH“' SHANGHAI*
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2nd REPORT

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE?!
S. B. REGISTRY

..
/f 0

Date -

Subject—S„tr.ik.e...g.t.. the 3hHnphai Dockyards. 640 Yoncteaep.0.0 Jtoad«.l"7~” ..

Made ¿y„.Jl».3».Ia...iia8a.. .Forwarded

Sir,
Wane of the strikers resumed work ut the shanghai Dockyarde 

Ltd«, on the morning of the .’3-11-1939. No untoward incident 
occurred.

Up-to-date no repreeentatiene h-re been made to the manage
ment.

It has been learned that, on th*» ¿-11-1939, agitators 
visited the International Dock, the rootung property of the 
Shanghai Dockyar, Ltd., end made efforts to have those employee® 
strike. These effort«» ■*t with failure.

Yours obediently,
I am, Gir,

D.D.O.”D’*
D.C. (Sp*Br*)

D.C. (Di*8*)



6 ijw-T-aS. In”',ut'd >»♦

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

REPORT ON STRIKE
........... ...... Miso« No. 269/39

......................................... Division 

...Ifc.l.i.n ..Road..............Station ............193 ®*-

Time and date reported.6?.?.l®®?.?2“?A*.?flme and date S.B. informed.?...P.*..®.*....??*?.?"?®?.

Time and date strike commenced.....?...®.?.!?*...?.?".?.^..?.?®.?.__________

By whom reported...

Trade ^profession of strikers....?A^A?.^.®

Number of strikers.A.QQP.»......Male...A.Q.Q.Q.»......Female..... ./........ Apprentices........Z————

Employer’s name, address and business...T.h6__Shftnghal pOCky^dB Ltd# t _______ 

640f Yangtezepoo Road#

Union to Which strikers belong.. Chinese _ Wfare Associat

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers...?^?.!^.®.®^....?.?...?.^...¥—___
employees? on November 18th, 1939« (See Miso« No# 

266/39 YUlin Road Station#)

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence........ .•____________________ ________

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 

of strike_____ ...^.At................................................'•

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

...............................Ka..dLewands..pr.eaeat.adJt.........................................................................

Names and addresses of strike leaders..................JLLL#................. ..............._.......

.. .............
Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration....At. ..py.SJB.On.t...unknown............./((

Meeting places of strikers....Tjtie...Ghln.ene.'Aojr.k.ers. .ljftl£ake..AaaouaiatixuL................. 
127, Rangoon Road«

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike....Wil........................------------

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike...?6®^.l«.t8..A®8U0d..bX..th.<..

............. ..................................................... ...............
Name and address of printer of such circulars........ .0?S™own.,......................   |

Precautions taken by Police__ .P^.l^...Qr...P.R110..e...fi.Qa.ted..a.t ..preisiafta«.-----------.¿.4^

Investigafin^ Officer.

A

.....JMa£u.iMNIl...

ikyP» 8. Coleman
same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use.



>4* ' Ml SC . File 2Vo...aft8Z39 .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Yulin..Road......5z«z»o»,
REPORT

Date.... Jj9X*...22nd,... i $>39 •

Subject.____ S.trlkA..at...thja..Shanghal..Do!?.kyarjl»...L.td<»...64.Q,..Yangti»Aep.QO.RoaA»................

Sir:

On the 18-11-1939, the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 

Yangtszepoo Road, dismissed thirty-four employees, whose 

services the company considered to be undesirable.

Following their dismissal, the employees registered 

with the Japanese sponsored Chinese Workers Welfare Associa

tion. Following their application to the officials of the 

Association that they should mediate in the trouble, the 

workers were assured by the Chairman, Moh Ling Tsong( 

that he himself would contact the management* and 

arrange a settlement of the dispute.

At 6.54 a.m. 22-11-1939, a telephone call was received 

from Mr. L. Beattie, Superintendent of the Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd., to the effect that the dismissed employees were prevent

ing the other workers from entering the Docks.

in response to this message, a party of Police attended* 

and upon making enquiries were informed by the dismissed 

workers that they thought their dismissal to be unfair, and 

they wished tp persuade the remainder of the employees of the 

firm to strike in sympathy.

In all some three hundred workers were congregated on 

Yangtszepoo Road, outside the Dock entrance of the company, 

at 516, Yangtszepoo Road. Amongst the crowd was seen a number 

of the dismissed employees, and It was observed that a large 

number of the workers were wearing Union badges issued by the 

Chinese Workers .‘/elf are Association.

Mr. Beattie was Informed regarding the assertions of 
wrongful dismissed, and at his request the Police Informed 

the dismissed employees that if they selected three or four 

representives to visit the office at lu a.m., the management
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would investigate their grievances, but only on the under

standing that the present employees who were willing to 

continue work would not be prevented from doing so«

The greater majority of the dismissed employees, and

their supporters, favoured this suggestion, but three of their 
^»Member (1) Chang Tse Lingf^-^^), Dock Coolie, Ho. 27, (2)

Chang Teh Sung(^$t> ^), Coolie, Ho. 140, and (3) *su She

Ching , Coolie, Ho« 86, objected and adopted a hostile

attitude« They demanded that the entire body of employees 

proceed to the Chinese Workers Welfare Association, and started 

to intimidate workers who attempted to enter the premises«

The Police endeavoured to curb the intimidation, and this 

resulted in the above three named coolies, leading an attack 

on the Police party with stones, blocks of ice, cooking bowls, 

buckets, and wooden stools, which they picked up from nearby 

shops.

Eventually the greater part of the workers dispersed in 

an Easterly direction along Tangtezepoo Road to the Chinese 

Workers Welfare Association, 127, Rangoon Road. When passing 

the offices of the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd«, 640, Yangtszepoo 

Road, an employee named Hou Shu 2ei( Coolie, Wo. 134,

blew a Police whistle, and ineited the workers to throw stones 

at the office windows, which resulted in numerous panes of 

glass being broken, but no injuries were sustained by the office

staff.

During the attack on the Police, a number of officers 

sustained bruise^of a minor nature, not warranting medical 

attention, but S«P«C« 457 was unfortunate enough to receive 

injuries of a more serious nature from flying missiles« He
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was sent to the Police Hospital« where he was ordered to he 

detained* His injuries are described:** "Laceration of face 

and forehead and wild contusion of chest**

A check of the workers revealed that some 300 of the 

Permanent Staff had already commenced work. Almost 700 workers 

had failed to start. The contract workers were present as usual 

At the tiffin hour interval* the above mentioned 300 workers 

left the premises and failed to return.

Demands have not as yet been presented to the management» 

and the attitude of the latter appears to be that they will 

not re-*engage the dismissed employees under any circumstances« 

and should other workers become members of the Chinese Workers 

Welfare Association« they will be Instantly dismissed*

On the 17*11*1939« literature of a pro-Japanese nature 

urging the workers to become members of the Chinese Workers 

Welfare Association was distributed at the Works* At an early 

hour this morning* some unknown persons pasted a poster on the 

wall of the Works* which urged the employees to strike in 

sympathy with the dismissed workers* A translation of this is 

attached hereto.

Detectives are now making efforts to trace the ringleaders 

in the strike.

A strong party of Poliee has been posted on duty at the 

premises.

The D.O.*D"D1vision was Informed, and attended the scene*" 

Reserves of police were summoned from the Reserve Unit ( 

East)« and attended the scene*

Dot* Insp. Crawfond, Special Branch« Informed.
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TrsmUUOT of * Poster found outside

the Shanghai Dockyards Ltd., 640 Yangtssepoo Road

Through the diligent work of the faithful employees, the 

Shanghai Dockyards has been developed into a great concern. The 

management, instead of remunerating them, has dismissed some of 

the workers, regardless of their long service, ranging from 10 

to 40 years. We spent our youth in the service of the company, 

and now when we have become aged, we are dismissed. Where can 

we find jobs, especially at the present time, when the cost of 

living has greatly increased. How can we support our families? 

We are unable to solve the trouble and, therefore, request the 

rest of the workers to render us some assistance« You are also 

liable to be dismissed in the same manner* Please don’t work 

until the management promises to reinstate the dismissed workers. 

Recognise the Union and the rights of the representives of the 

workers, and also have the management provide a guarantee that 

in futur^no workers will be dismissed without any reason.

/ /
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Air,

At 10>05 a.r, 18/11/39, a telephone message was 

received at Yulin Hoad station fro r* L* Seattle^* 

♦ orks Superintendent, Messrs The Shanghai Dockyards 

Ltd., 640 Yangtszep'o Road, reporting unrest amongst 

employee©•

Enquiries ascertained that, owing to slackness 

of work, the Company had decided to dismiss 34 employees 

at 5 18/11/39* Lome 1,200 permanent ?nd 1/2,000

contract workers are employed by the Company* The 

most undesirable of the former group was selected for 

dismissal, and were informed to this effect a few day©

The 34 dismissed employees left the Dockyard, at 

5 p*m* 18/11/39, and no untoward incident occurred, 

beyond the fact that they did not collect their wages* 

During the afternoon of the 17/11/39, the company 

learned that pamphlets had be^n distributed amongst 

the employees, and a leaflet issued by the Chinese 

.orkers’ Welfare Association was picked up in a workshop*

Two Japanese subjects had been seen walking through 

the dockyard on the 17/11/39, and the management suspects 

that these persons had possibly been resnonsible for the 

distribution,although it is a common occurrence for 

Japanese seamen to walk through the dockyard to reach 

a ship«

The company wishe to retain possession of the 

pamphlet for the purpose of forwarding it to the British 

Consulate* A translation of the leaflet was obtained,and
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enquiries by detectives learned that the dismissed 

employees have already registered with the Chinese workers* 

welfare Aaeocintiont187 iai. ’oon Road» and the literature 

was issued by the ©rganisaV «

b Detectives sill be kept < uiiy. at the >ockyard

for a few days«

JX,JD.O»wD»mv.

I*.C. “Crime" 

.C.(Spr.Br.) r
■.C.fTiv.S») /
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issued by the Chinese gorkere*welfare Association

to labourers*

Sine the outbreak of the 1937 hostilities» millions of 

labourers have been rendered unemployed» and have become 

so poor that they cannot support themselves and their 

families* as if they have been put in hell« This is 

entirely caused by communism in our country» as we Chinese 

people have never suffered from the present agony since the 

establishment of Taoism by donfucious*

The object of our aesication iss-
(l)’i’o unite all the labourers» render mutual assistance»

eliminate the Communi stic Party» and seek the welfare
for the workers* so that we can spend our lives 

happily

(2)To improve the friendship with the neighbouring 

country of the same race and literature* so as to 

establish the foundation of peace in the Orient*

Dear labourers* make your mind to go along the road 

to glory» Don’t deviate*

Chinese Worknrsl*^elfare 
Association*
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*!5?J.** ®f book entitled "Duty of Young Men*

and Fanur^tii by. P. b* McKeown.

On the fftornmg of January 5 Special branch detectives

visited five bookstore» and »cited 64 copies of a book 

entitled "Duty of Young Men* ) published by the

Managing Office of the "Hew« Digest* i •*

117 Avenue adaard VII. Detail» ef the visit» are given 

bel ov> i -

Bum and Add re»» 
tf amtitn

Visited By auiMjf

1) Kwong. Min .bookstore F^<on»
296 Foochow Moad.

D.3. Pitta 
and C«D«C» 
360 Sung 
Shao-oen.

1 Copy

2) Far lastem Magasine 
MfeMb.

378 yooohow itoad.

D.S. Hide 
and C«D.3.
24 Hsu Jih- 
sin-

33 copies

China book Uospany

360 roochow ¿toad«

D.S« nocking 
and U*D»0» 
280 11 Kai
feng,

2 •

4) Hain Tolng Mi «a
WB’i-l

D»3, MoKeoan 
and C.D.C. 
230 Chang 
Yoh.

27 •

5) W*n fuh Books tor«

680 avenue Moad«

D.S.I. lagan 
and C.D.C.
368 11 Kwang- 
sai*

1 e

FILE
Mb D. 3.

D. C» (Special hr

UtiJklrn j

I o.. I
^14^0 •

*...—
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The attached translation of extracts is made from

a book entitled »Duty of Young Men* published by

the Managing Office of the »News Digest* at

No'117 Avenue Edward VII. The attached book was purchased 

by C.D.C. 230 Chang Yeh for $0.30. Copies of this book 

are on sale at the following bookstores»“

F. A, »0 O

1) Kwong Min Bookstore )»
296 Foochow Road.

2) Far Eastern. Magazine Company

ad.

3) China Book Company

380 Foochow Road«
4) Ven Tuh Bookstore ( ¿At# ), 

680 Avenue Road»

5) Hsin Tsing Nien Bookstore

231 Yu Yuen Road«

D. S.

D' C. (Special Branch).



EXTRACTS FRGT A BOOK ENTITLED. THE "DUTY OF YOUNG

PUBLISHER» Library Department of News Digest 

SAT-KS OFFICE» Managing Office of News Digest« No« 117 Avenue 

Adward VII.

Page 14

Shanghai is an occupied district surrounded by 

the enemy« Our students have not suffered painful oppression 

as have students in the other occupied areas because of the 

existence of the foreign Settlements« Thus we can still sing 

our national anthem and read the original classics« Many 

students of middle schools or primary schools have been driven 

like a flock of sheep to the place appointed by the enemy and 

traitors to salute the *five-barred flag** to sing the s«»called 

•national song** to hear the enemy and the traitors apeak on 

Sino»Japanese friendship,.... Is it not sad to see those 

youths and students as if they were being driven to the 

guillotine? Must we shout for resistance only when we 

ourselves are being made to suffer?

Far singing a national anthem* a school master 

has been arrested* schoolboys under ten beaten* many were 

killed and some were buried alive« All thia happened in 

Sooohow after August IS last year« Should not these facts 

awaken us? Then, why have the students and youths of Shanghai 

failed to organise? In the interests of our country and for 

your own sake, organise at onoel You should do your beat to 

display your democratic spirit »»» to struggle without fear of 

outside forcesi 

Page 15 .
On December S last year* afger a big parade 

along Nanking Road* human heads and hands began to appear 

here and there* and hand«grenades were thrown at various
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newspaper officers while the Settlement authorities were 

threatened also« Shia widespread terror was intended to 

crush the national salvation movement and the patriotism 

of our countrymen« Our work, is to o^B®nize ourselves 

and strengthen our units« We adopted many ceremonial 

forms to arouse the patriotism of 4,000,000 people of 

Shanghai, and made the Settlement authorities know the 

^might of the Chinese« Thus» with the co-operation of 

I the Settlement authorities* we have strengthened our 

Hpeople*s resistance to the devil« With the help of our 

comrades in cultural and newspaper circles and the support 

of patriotic movements by the 4,000,000 inhabitants of 

Shanghai, we have organized a thrift movement and an offer 

gold movement, shifted our industries inland and repatriated 

youths to the interior.

We have not yet fulfilled our national duty

Women are still the chief consumers of enemy goods todays 

this is the first reponsibility of the people of Shanghai, 

especially ladiesI There are still many Chinese employees

of foreign firms haunting dance halls and amusement resorts; 

this is the responsibility of the students and youths of 

Shanghai! And there are also many countrymen, who, driven 

by their need for a livelihood, have shamelessly joined the 

enemy and thus became traitors and spies} this is the 

responsibility of the cultural youths and workers of 

Shanghai! Pu Siao-en has been put on the stage; this is 

the responsibility of the youths of industrial and 

cmnmeroial circles«

Students and young men should organize cultural 

groups and work for the defence of their country« They 

should go to guerrilla areas to assist in P°lital propaganda«
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June 19* 1939. Morning Translation*

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese»owned Chinese language newspaper)!

Die Great Western Rtad Sub-Station of the 
Western District Branch of the Shanghai City Government was 
unlawfully closed by the British military authorities on 
January 5« As its existence is necessary for the 
maintenance of peace and order in that area* the Branch 
Police Bureau the other day detailed policemen to re-open 
the main gate of the sub-station» This met with unlawful 
interference from the British defence force and a tense 
situation ensued»

Subsequently* an agreement was reached between 
**Hiu-Keh*, the Officer-in-Charge of Bubbling Well 

ice Station* and Wong TUh-ling ), the Chief of
we Brenoh Police Bureau» n

It is learned that at 1.20 p»m» June 18* the 
British soldiers were completely withdrawn, while the 
barbed wire barricades were voluntarily removed»

On June 18, Sergeant Ma Wen-sin (x W ) and 
nine polios constables from the Zikwroi Branch Police 
Bureau wore detailed to the sub-station.
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Memorandum on shanghai City Cover ulteo16.IJ|ljfie JI&.. 
Sub-Station Great Western and Col nubia Roads

 Çî ate . ,cY.f

On June 17, 1939, information was received by 

the Municipal Police to the effect that members of the 

Shanghai City Government Police Bureau had gained 

entry into the sub-station situated at the junction 

of Great Western and Columbia Roads, by breaking down 

the rear door. This act was in contravention of a 

decision of the British Defence Sector Commander and 

the British military were informed, following which a 

guard was left outside the premises«

At 1*57 p.m. the same day a further message 

was received stating that a large party of Shanghai 

City Government Police Bureau personnel armed with 

rifles and ’’mausers“ had arrived at the sub-station, 

and that several police constables were engaged 

demolishing the barbed wire barricades erected by 

the British Military at the front entrance of the 

station, whilst the remainder were deployed along 

the foot-path on either side of the roadway. 

Immediately following receipt of this message, the 

Commissioner of Police, and senior officials of the 

Municipal police were informed; the Reserve Unit 

was called out.

Pollowing the arrival of Police and British 

Military details, the officer in charge of the 

Shanghai City Government Police Bureau personnel was 

advised to withdraw his unit into the sub-station; 

Superintendent Wong of the same body was later 

interviewed, when he was informed of the British 

military requirements by the Deputy Commissioner 

(Divisions). After subsequent negotiations with
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Major Ashmore, Brigade Major, it was decided to allow 

the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau to function 

provided (1) that no police use the roadway outside 

the station; (2) that police patrols use the rear 

door and side entrance during the course of their 

duties. These conditions were referred to Lieut.- 

Colonel Igarashi, who after consultation with 

Superintendent Wong, agreed with the provisions. 

The latter officer revisited the sub-station later 

the same day and instructed the staff accordingly.

Pollowing the acceptance of the terms by 

the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau Authorities, 

the British military removed the barricades from the 

sub-station.



Memorandum on City Government Police Bureau
Sub-station Great Vester* and Columbia Roads

On June 1?, .MP, 1 si eras tian was reoeivod by 

the Municipal Police to the effect that member» of the 

Shanghai City Government Police Bureau had gained 

entry into the sub-station situated at the Junction 

of Great Western and Columbia Roads, by breaking down 

the roar door. This aot was in contravention of a 

decision of the British Defence sector Commander and 

the British military were Informed, following which a 

guard was left outside the premises«

At 1»57 p«m, the same day a further message 

was received stating that a large party of Shanghai 

City Government Police Bureau personnel armed with 

rifles and *naueersw had arrived at the sub-station, 

and that several police coms tables were engaged 

demolishing the barbed wire barricades erected by 

the British Military at the front entrance of the 

station, whilst the remainder were deployed along 

the foot-path on either side of the roadway. 

Tmmodlately following receipt of thio message, the 

Commissioner of Police, and senior officials of ths 

Municipal Polios were informed} the Reserve Unit 

was called oat« 

yellowing the arrival of Police and British 

Military details, ths officer in charge of the 

Shanghai City Government Police Bureau personnel was 

advised to withdraw his unit Into the sWb-statloni 

Superintendent Vong of the came body wag later 

interviewed, when he was informed of the IrltiCh 

military requirements by the Deputy Commissioner 

(Divisions)• After subsequent negotiations with
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Major Ashmore, Brigade Me J or, it vag decided to allow 

the shanghai City Government Police Bureau to function 

provided (1) that no police use the roadway outside 

the stationj (2) that polioe patrols use the rear 

door and side entrance during the course of their 

duties. These conditions were referred to Lieut.- 

Colonel Igarashl, who after consultation with 

Superintendent Wong* agreed with the provisions. 

The latter officer revisited the sab-station later 

the same day and instructed the staff accordingly.

Following the acceptance of the terms by 

the shanghai City Government Police Bureau Authorities 

the British military removed the barricades from the 

sub- s ta ti on



Memorandum on Shanghai City Government Police Bureau
sub-station Groat Western and Columbia Hoads

On June 17, 1939, information van received by 

the Municipal Police to the effect that members of the 

Shanghai City Government Police Bureau had gained 

entry into the sub-station situated at the junction 

of Great Western and Columbia Roads, by breaking down 

the rear door« This act was in contravention of a 

decision of the British Defence Sector Commander and 

the British military were Informed, following which a 

guard was left outside the premises«

At 1«57 p«m« the same day a further message 

was received stating that a large party of Shanghai 

City Government Police Bureau pereonnel armed with 

rifles and “ma user s’* had arrived at the sub« station, 

and that several police oom tables were engaged 

demolishing the barbed wire barricades erected by 

the British Military at the front entrance of the 

station, whilst the remainder were deployed along 

the foot-path on either aldo of the roadway« 

XuMdiately following receipt of thia message, the 

Commissioner of Police, and senior officials of the 

Municipal Police were informed^ the Reserve Unit 

was sailed out«

yellowing the arrival of Police and British 

Military details, ths officer in charge of ths 

ghangbai City Government Polloo Bureau personnel was 

advised to withdraw his unit into the adb-station) 

Super intendant Vong of the seem body was later 

interviewed, when he was informed of the British 

military ro<alrmnonts by the Deputy Commloslouer 

(Blvisions)• A/tor suboetuent negotiations with

I
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Major Ashmore, Brigade Major, it wag decided to allow 

the shanghai City Government Police Bureau to function 

provided (1) that no police uae the roadway outside 

the stationj (2) that police patrols use the rear 

door and side entrance during the course of their 

duties* These conditions were referred to Lieut.- 

Colonel Igarashi, who after consultation with 

superintendent Wong» agreed with the provisions* 

The latter officer revisited the sub-station later 

the same day and instructed the staff accordingly* 

Boj.lowing the acceptance of the terms by

the shanghai City Government Police P ,_xu authorities 

the British military removed the barricades from the 

sub-station.



Jtaaorandum on iMighai Govornmsnt Police Buraau
Sub-Siatl®n Groat Western and Geiuhlda Roads

(m Juna 17, 1939, i of orna t ion van reeelvod by 

the Municipal Police to the effect that members of the 

Shanghai City Government Folleo Bureau had gained 

entry into the sub-etatien situated at the Junction 

of Great Western. and Columbia Beads, by breaking down 

the roar door. This act was in contravention of a 

decision of the British Defones sector commander and 

the British Military were informed, fo lowing which a 

guard wag left outside the premiaos. 

At 1»1T p,m, the same day a further Message 

was received stating that a large party of Shanghai 

City Government Folios Bureau personnel armed with 

rifles and ’mauoers" had arrived at the oub-statlon, 

and that several police constables were engaged 

demo 1shing the barbed wire barricades erected by 

the British Military at the front entrance of the 

station, whilst the reminder were deployed along 

the foot-path on either side of th® roadway, 

Tnmedletely following receipt of this message, the 

Commissioner of Police, and senior officiale of the 

Municipal polios were informed} the Reserve Unit 

was caled cat, 

yellowing the arrival of Felloe and British 

Military details» the officer In charge of the 

Shanghai City Government Felloe Bureau personnel was 

advised to withdraw his unit into the sub-station} 

Superintendent Wong of the osmo body was later 

interviewed, when he was informed of the British 

military ro<ulr«eents by the Deputy Gonmlosloner 

(Divisions), After subsequent negotiations with
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Major Ashmore, Brigade Major« it was decided to allow 

the Shanghai City Govextaaent Police Bureau to function 

provided (1) that no police use the roadway outside 

the station) (2) that polios patrols use the roar 

door and side entranee during the course of their 

duties* These conditions were referred to Lieut»« 

Colonel Igarashi, who after consultation with 

superintendent Wong* agreed with the provisions* 

The latter of floor revisited the substation later 

the same day and instructed the staff accordingly.

following the acceptance of the terms by 

the shanghai City Government Police Bureau Authorities* 

the British military removed the barric&dvs from the 

substation*



Memora udum on shanghai City Government Polio« Bureau
Sub-station Croat 'Western and Columbia Bonds

On June 17, 19S9, information was received by 

the Municipal "jlioe to the effect th»t Members of the 

Shanghai City Government Pol loo Bureau had gained 

entry into the sub-station situated at the Junotion 

of Great Vestem and Columbia Roads, by breaking down 

the rear door. Thio act was in contravention of a 

decision of the British Defence sector Commander and 

the British military were informed, following which a 

guard was left outside the premises»

At 1.57 p.m. the game day a further message 

was received stating that a large party of Shanghai 

City Government Polios Bureau personnel armed with 

rifles and "mausors" had arrived at the substation, 

and that severs, police constables wore engaged 

demolishing the barbed wire barricades erected by 

the British Military at the front entrance of the 

station, whilst the remainder were dep eyed along 

the foot-path on either side of the roadway. 

Immediately following receipt of this message, the 

commissioner of Police, and senior officials of the 

Municipal Police were informed; the Reserve Chit 

iw-u sailed out.

Pollowing the arrival of Poxieo and British 

Military details, the officer in charge of the 

shanghai City Governs*nt Polios Bureau personnel was 

advised to withdraw his unit into the atfb-stationi 

duperintendent Vong of the same body was later 

interviewed, when he was informed of the British 

military requirements by the Deputy Commiooioner 

(Btvlolono)» After subsequent negotiations with
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Major Ashmore, Brigade Major, 1% was decided to allow 

the iihanshai City Gorerimant Police Bureau to function 

provided (i) that no police use the roadway outside 

the station; (2) that police patrols use the rear 

door and aide entrance during the course of their 

duties« These conditions were referred to Lieut««* 

Colonel Igaradhi, who after consultation with 

¡superintendent Wong» agreed with the provisions« 

¿11» latter officer revisited the sub*»station later 

ths same day and instructed the staff accordingly« 

yo. lowing the acceptance of the terms by 

the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau authorities» 

the British military renewed the barricades from the 

sub-station«



Moanoraruhuu on shanghai city Covernm»at Poli«® Bureau
Great Vectors ant CoinMUs Hoads

On Jun» it, IMG, information was received by 

th® Municipal Poli«® to the effect that mosdmrs of the 

Shanghai City Government Poll«« Bureau had gained 

entry into the sub»station aiturn ted at the junction 

of Gnat Vectors and Columbia Hoads, by breaking down 

th« rear door* this act wag in oontmvsstien of a 

decision of the British Defence sector Ce—Under and 

the British mi Utary wars informed, fo; lowing which a 

gnard was loft outside th® premises.

At 1*S? p*au ths same day a further message 

was received stating that a iarge party of Shanghai 

City Govommsnt folios Bureau personno armed with 

rifles and "saucers*’ had arrived, at the sub-station, 

and that several po-iao constables wore engaged 

dame ishing th® barbed wire barricades treated by 

the British Military at ths front entrance st ths 

station, whi 1st ths remainder wore deployed along 

ths foot-path on either side of the roadway* 

Tsseiftn tsly following receipt of this message* th® 

Commissioner of Psxioe, and senior offieiai® of ths 

Municipal Polios were informed) ths Heserve Wait 

was «ailed oat*

following th® arrival of Boil«* and British 

Military details, ths officer in charge of the 

Shanghai City Government Polite Bartau personas: wag 

advised to withdraw his unit late the sub-iit&tlon) 

Superinteadent Meng of th» «am» body was lator 

interviewed, when he wag informed of the BriUoh 

military petutr—nto by the Deputy Caimrl ssiotmr 

(Mvisione) • After suhmuoat negotiations with
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Major Ashmore, Brigade Major, it was decided to allow 

the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau to function 

provided. (1) that no police use the roadway outside 

the stationi (2) that polios patrols use the roar 

door and side entranee during the course of their 

duties« Those conditions were referred to Lieut«* 

Colonel Xgarashl, who after consultation with 

Superintendent Wong» agreed with the provision*» 

The latter officer revisited the *ub**tation later 

the same day and instructed the staff aecordlngl/* 

following the acceptance of the terms by

the sflwnflfrat City Government Police Bureau Authorities» 

the British military removed the barricades from the 

*db*stati**n»



COPY

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

June 18, 1939.

SHANGHAI CITY GOVERNMENT SUB-STATIOy* GREAT WESTERN ROAD.

The status of the City Government Police Sub-Station at 

the Junction of Great Western and Columbia Roads yesterday 

became the subject of negotiations between the S.M.P. and the City 

Government Police. These negotiations have now been concluded to 

the satisfaction of both parties.

The British troops in whose defence sector the sub-station 

lies have been withdrawn from the immediate vicinity of the sub

station following the successful conclusion of the negotiations 

between the respective police authorities.

The City Police are to be permitted to occupy the bjtilding 

with police constables. They have undertaken not to function 

outside the front of the building adjoining the Municipal road 

and that for their movements they will utilize the side entrance 

having access into City Government Territory . In consideration 

of this undertaking the barbed wiring has been removed from the 

front entrance bf the building.



(immutimi» I
S.B. REQ1STBY

(Date —•---------—~*“r

Sin Shun Pao IJapanese-owned Chinese language newspaper) I- 
ii. i (Ay tsusg^uma, on mwt saju

The sub-stati on on car eat <estem Road of 
the Western Branch of the Police Bureau of the Shanghai City 
Government was illegally closed by the British Defence Porse.

As a result of the undaunted spirit on the 
part of the police officers of the Western District Bureau, 
the sub-station was restored to its former condition on 
June 18« - i k

It is learned that Liang Hung-tse(jftw&), 
President of the Executive Yuan of the “Reformed Government" 
has sent a telegram of encouragement to Mayor Pa Siao-en in 
connection with the re-opening of this sub-station«

I
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Settlement ~1
Is Reached

OnStation
City Government Police 

Will Not Function On
Municipal Roadway

Aft^r lengthy, negotiations *** 
«w/4 vp'jterday morning Saturday and ye^X Municipal 
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Police Sub-station "Kgain 
Occupied By Chinese

Junction Of Great WesternAnd Columbia Roads 
Scene Of Parleys Yesterday; Police Leave 

On Request; Amicable Settlement Seen
A certain amount of tension £ 

prevailed in the western outside I 
area yesterday, following the re-1 
occupation by the City Government! 
Police of the Sub-Station at the 
juction of Great Western and 
Columbia Roads at about mid
night on Friday night by way of 
the back entrance. The station* wag 
closed Carly this year by the Bri
tish Military.

Tension reached its peak shortly 
after 2 o’clock yesterday afternoon 
when, in addition to about 40 fully! 
armed City Government' policemen, 5 
who were in the Sub-Station and | 
vicinity, another 60 rnen cross- withdrawn by 4.40 p. m., several 
ed Great Western Road, from the e remaining On guard outside , the

[their own territory.
I ■ At about 3.45 yesterday after
-noon, British Military trucks drove 
I tip with barbed wire and iron rods. 
The British soldiers immediately 
commenced to nail up the sub
station door ; and ^windows and 
drove rods 'into the ground in pré
paration to barricade the station.
• Shortly after 4 o’clock the 
order was cancelled, in view, it is 
understood of the favourable pro
gress of negotiations. The British. 
Tummies removed the bàrbed wire 
and iron rods. Most of the British 
troops and Settlement Police were 

several

Fah Hwa Village East, and /joined 
them. The few sentries of the East 
Surrey Regiment and the Settle- 
Police, who were on guard outside' 
the station at the time, were re
inforced, and, upon fhe . request of 
the British Military the City Gov
ernment Policemen Withdrew..

Negotiations were being carried 
on from early morning until late 
last night by Inspector F. W. 
Dudley, officer in-charge of Bub
bling Well Police, and Colonel 
Wang, officer-in-charge of City 
Government Police in that area 
With a view to coming to an under- 

^standinig.The negotiations were

police station to see that no City 
¡Government policemen operated 
along the Settlement road, which 
is in the British Defence$ector.

Ranking officers of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police headed by Deputy
Commissiònertì M. Smith, o.b.e., 
and Assistant Commissioner A. H. 
Samson were on the scene, in addi
tion to "’Major R. H, Ashmore, 
British Brigade Major, and Major 
S. - R. Hunt, Liason Officer with 
diè Japanese Forces?

It is uhderstood that the British 
Military? maintain that the City 
(government police cannot func-

-t * • ition along a Settlement Road inbeing conducted by the Shanghai I the Britjsh Defence Sector and
Municipal police on behalf of the 

/British Military, bjo settlement 
was reported as Colonel Wang had 
to report to his superiors, but it is 
understood that that the City Gov
ernment police Mve been asked not 
to use the frdnt door on Great 

¡Western Road but the back door in

have requested the City Govern
ment to keep the door of the Sub
Station leading on to Great Western ; 
Road closed.

f British officials last night were 
confident that-an amicable settle
ment would be agreed upon.
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TSinor Incident at j 
“Ta Tao” Station

British Troops on Duty | 
On Great Western Road; 
Negotiations Under Way!

Men of the East Surrey Regiment, 
were on duty on the South side of ’ 
Great Western Road near Columbia > 
Road up to a late hour last night, ' 
opposite the “Ta Tao” police station 
which members of that force opened 
at 6.10 a.m. yesterday, after it had 
been barricaded off in January by 
order of the British Military authori
ties. Negotiations between the Brit
ish Command and the Japanese 
authorities were -understood to have 
been under way since late yesterday 
afternoon with a view to coming 
to some agreement, and indications 
were that an amicable settlement of 
the fate of this station would be f 
reached probably some time today.

As will be recalled, the station 
was barricaded off in such a manner 
as to close any exit unto Settlement 
roads and the “Ta Tao” authorities 
were given to understand at the 
time that the front door could be 
used by uniformed men, as this was 
contrary to previous agreements 
made between the authorities con
cerned. i«

Ta Tao Police Enter, Leave

Yesterday’s incident started when 
at 6.10 a.m., * a number of Ta Tao 
policemen opened the barricaded 
front-door and established themselves 
in the station. The British mili
tary authorities in whose sector that 
part of the Settlement is situated, 
¡were informed and a steel-helmeted 
party of soldiers was posted near 
the building, the Ta Tao police
men being asked to leave, which 
they did.

No untoward incident occurred 
until 1.50 p.m. when two truck-loads 
carrying 60 members of the same 
force, armed with rifles and pistols, 
arrived and walked across to their 
station,’ after British sentries had 
been withdrawn. Troops were again 
rushed to the scene and following a 
conversation between a British officer 
and the Chinese officer in charge of 
the policemen, the latter withdrew, 
marching along Great Western Road 

• in an easterly direction.
At 3 p.m. Major-General F. K. 

Simmons, Commanding Officer of 
British Forces in Shanghai, arrived 
at the scene and remained a few 
minutes, talking with officers stand
ing near the police station whilst 
two Japanese military photographers 
were busily engaged in taking pic- 
tures from a distance, particularly' 
of the sentries in front of the station i 
F.nd the four truck-loads of British ; 
soldiers along Columbia Road.

The Reserve Unit of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police had also been order
ed to stand by at Bubbling Well 
Police station, but was not sent to 
the scene as their services were not 
required. Amongst police officers 
who were there at various 
times during the afternoon, were 
Major K. M- Bourne, Commissioner. 
Capt. H. M. Smythe, Deputy-Commis
sioner in charge 'of Divisions and, 
Assistant Commissioner A. H. Sam
son who is temporarily in charge of 
“B” Division.



Wiring Countermanded

At 3.45 p.m. barbed wire was un
loaded from military trucks and a : 
group of twenty soldiers donned 
leather gloves to erect another bar
ricade. They had hardly begun their 
work, however, when they were 
ordered to stop and the barbed wire, 
was removed.

At various intervals during the 
afternoon, Japanese officers in plain ‘ 
clothes and uniforms, passed the i 
scene in motor-cars but none of them 
alighted.

At 9 p.m. yesterday evening, three 
British sentries were stationed on 
the other side of Great Western Road, i 
whilst one foreign and three Chinese! 
members of the S.M.P. were on duty i 
in front of the building and a tent 
had been pitched in a British-owned 
garden on the south side of Great 
Western Road, where British soldiers 
detailed for duty at that point made 
themselves at home.

The immediate vicinity of the 
station was devoid of pedestrian 
traffic although this ’had not been 
closed and a barbed wire barricade 
had been placed at the entrance of 
the alleyway adjoining the station, 
although it was so placed that per
sons living in the lane had free 
access.
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Wa Tao Polich 
Patrol Evicted 
On Brenan Rd.
British Military Unit

And S.M.P. Squad 
Make Request

An armed patrol composed of 
members of the Ta Tao police w 
evicted from Brenan Road, near 
Edinburgh Read, early last night, 
by the British Military authorities 
and the Shanghai Municipal Police, 
squads of both bodies making their 
appearance on the scene simul
taneously;

It was learned from authoritative 
sources that the Ta Tao policemen 

| left immediately after they had been 
¡requested to do so by a British senior 
.military officer, and that they,main
tained a friendly attitude through- 

■out the negotiations.
The incident occurred it aboatto 

p.m., when a number of Ta Tao 
policemen were observed patrolling 
Brenan Road. A truck containing 
a British military unit and a closed 
police van suddenly drove down the; 
road> and stopped near a numbed of 
the Ta Tao police. Tommies and 
foreign‘ members of the S.M.P: lined 
the sides of the read while an army 
officer spoke to the puppet officials.

After a brief conversation, the Ta 
Tao police left Brenan Road and 
entered Japanese occupied territory, 
through a nearby lane.

Added Significance

Added significance to the action 
of the British military authorities; 
yesterday is given by the recent ob
jection raised by the commanding 
officer of the U.S. Marines, Colonel | 
J. C. Fegan, against the invasion of 
the U.S. defense sector ’ by plain
clothes Japanese military policemen, 
and the ejection of a party of them 
on Sunday by Marines and mem
bers of the Shanghai Municipal 
police.

Although it was announced bv 
the Shanghai Municipal Council 
yesterday that no formal protest 
had been lodged by Colonel Fegan 
against the irregular entry of the 
Japanese military police into the 
Settlement area, contrary to th: 
understanding reached between the 
S.M.P. and the Japanese naval, 
nilitary and diplomatic authorities, 
it was reported that feelings ran 
strong , in Marine headquarter: 
against what was believed to b: I 
the CounciFs acceptance of Jap
anese action.

The Council yesterday issued an
other communique in regard to the 
agreement reached with the Jap
anese authorities, stressing the 
integrity of the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police within the Settlement.

Despite this announcement, how
ever, it has been ascertained tha 
Japanese military plainclothes police 
have made Several raids in the 
Settlement, arid at least twelvt 
Chinese have been - 4‘kidnaped” 
without permission of the Settle
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Shanghai Special Municipality 
Charges S.M. C interference

The Shanghai Municipal Council 
; has again assumed a “challenging 
altitude in interfering with the 
functions of the Greater Shanghai 

: Special Municipality” the “Tairiku 
Shimpo” charged yesterday.

According to the daily, Mr. R. W, 
Yorke, Assistant Commissioner of 
the Shanghai Municipal Police has 
informed the chief of the western 
district section of the Greater 

i Shanghai Special Municipality that 
[ he had been ordered hereafter to 
! prohibit entrance and passage of 
| police constables of the Reformed 
| Government into alley-ways j>n 
j both sides of extra-settlement 
¡roads. ,

Questioned on receipt of a re
port of the order, Mr. Fu Siao-en. 
Mayor of the Shah^iai Special 
Municipality, sought, confirmation cf 
the report from Mr. C. S.. Franklin, 
Chairman of the Shanghai Municip

al Council, who said he had not 
heard of it, but would inquire into 
it, the daily s^id.

Adding further fuel to the con
troversy,. the journal asserted, it 
was rumoured that at meeting a few 
days ago,' the Municipal Council 
had adopted a resolution stating it 
would not recognize collection of 
salt taxes by the Reformed Gov
ernment pn extra-settlement roads. 
This action would lead to non-, 
recognition of not only salt taxés 
but of every. other tax, the daily 
contended.

At a time when the closure of a 
western district police sub-station 
lias not been settled, this attitude 
of the Municipal Council is raising 
trouble without . came, the daily 
said> adding that it is now receiv
ing serious consideration from the 
Reformed Government. /
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SMC Action On Alley»,

New Uproar
^The Shanghai Municipal Coun-
cil has again assumed* “chalteng- 
Ing attitude, in interferring with 
the functions. of* the “Greater 
Shanghai Special* Municipality” 
th$ “Tafriku Shlmpo” charged to
day/ / 3;?' <* ' rf -

According to the daily. Mr. R.
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"POPULAR BRITAIN,LOCK STRAIGHT AT THE ■

The Tairiku Shimpo publishes the 

following leading article under the above headlines-

As reported yesterday, the British 

authorities are continuing to adopt a violent attitude towards 

the Shanghai Special icunicipal Administration in the Settlement 

as well as on extension roads. The British authorities closed 

a sub-station of the Shanghai Special Municipal Administration 

Police Bureau on Great Western Hoad and insulted the five 

barred flag and recently the S.M.C. authorities instructed a 

Divisional Officer not to permit any police constable of the 

Shanghai Special Municipal Administration Police to enter the 

side walks of extension roads. It is further reported that 

the other day the S.M.C* resolved not to recognize the 

collection of the salt tax on the extension roads by the 

Shanghai Special Municipal Administration*

The responsible officials of the 

S»M*C* hold different opinions in regard to the policy to be 

adopted by the S*M*C* for a majority of the officials are 

British who eventually decide the policy and the British 

Government policy is responsible for the Municipal attitude 

which is the same as the British attitude towards China and 

Japan* Why has Britain adopted such attitude?

The situation in Central China has 

greatly changed as a result of the fall of the wuhan. There 

is no doubt that Britain is bewildered over the flight of the 

Hational Government to a corner in Szechuen. Prior to the 

outbreak of hostilities Central China was regarded as a 

field for an international economic war, but as a matter of 

fact it was occupied by SB» Britain and behind her came 

Germany, Prance and America* Britain's rival was Japan 
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for Japan had expanded her influence to Manchuria, North

China and the iangtsze Valley and this no doubt caused anxiety 
her 

to/economic influence. as a conasiuence, Britain,

with the secret support of other Powers, began actively to 

promote an anti-Japanese movement which was responsible for 

the present situation«

It is Britain which has made China 

depend on European and American help to oppose Japan; she is 

directly responsible for the Sino-Japanese hostilities. The 

result of the war instigated by the British is the introduction 

of the influence of the Chinese Communist Jarty, backed up 

by Soviet Russia,into North-West and South-.«est China, Sinkiang 

and Kansu, although Britain and other Powers co-operating 

with her do not like Soviet Russia« The British policy, which 

is aimed at seizure of the Par East, is the cause of the 

present situation»

Britain should observe the present 

situation carefully. Even if the Yangtsze River is thrown 

open immediately it is plain that Britain cannot retain her 

former position because of the priveleges and rights she had 

secured before. A complete change has taken place in the 

Far Eastern situation and the fact that fighting is still 

going on must be taken into amount. Yet theyBritish are 

adopting such a childish attitude in the International 

Settlement. we are compelled to regard it as an act to 

enlarge their ambition.

whatever may be their motive, the fate 

of the Foreign Settlements is like a burning candle in a 

blowing wind. Japan has already declared in the Diet that 

she will cancel her extraterritoriality in China* The existence 

of Foreign Settlements in China 4s- harmful to her. The 

•Reformed Government* is gaining strength daily and the solution 

of the problem of the Foreign Settlement is only a question of 

time. If Great Britain wishes to maintain her pride of being the 
possessor^ of a vast territory, we advise her to co-operate with 
the *Reformed Government*. It is not too late yet for her to do 
this.
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S.M.C* ADOPTS STRANGE ATTITUDE»SHANGHAI SPECIAL 
MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION POLICE NOT ALLO.ÆD TO 

ENTER EXTENSION ROADS

At this time when the incident 

concerning the closing of a sub-station of the Shanghai 

Special Municipal Administration Police Bureau on Great 

Western Road has not yet been settled) the S.M*C. is following 

blindly the attitude of the British authorities and is 

attempting to obstruct the activities of the Police Bureau 

of the Shanghai Special Municipal Administration on Municipal 

roads in the <*estern District*

On January 25 Mr. Yorke, Divisional 

Officer of “B" Division, informed the Chief of the western 

District of the Shanghai Special Municipal Administration, 

that he had been instructed not to allow police representatives 

of the “Reformed Government" to patrol roads unoer the 

jurisdiction of the Municipal Council*

On. receipt of this message Mayor Eu 

communicated with Mr. Pranklin, Chairman of the S.M.C., who 

stated that he had no knowledge of the instructions and that 

he would make enquiries.

According to information received 

¡from a certain source, the Council has decided not to allow 

the "Reformed Government" to collect the salt revenue tax 

on extension roads* The "Reformed Government" is considering 

the situation*
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January 27» 1939« Morning Translation»

Sin Shun pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper)«
SHANGHAI SPECIAL MÜNICHAL GOVERNMENT CONSIDERING 
THE ADOPTION OF ACTION TO COUNTERACT 

OPPRESSION BY THE S4C.C.

A few weeks ago* the authorities of the 
International Settlement and the British Defence Force 
unlawfully closed a sub-police station of the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government on Great Western Road* 
This action is a deliberate intent to obstruct the 
influence of the •Reformed Government* and the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government» However* another dispute 
has since arisen between the 8»M*0* and the •Reformed 
Government*. On January 25 the Inspector-in-Charge of 
Bubbling Well Police Station sent a note to the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government through the Shanghai Western 
District Branch of the Japanese Special Service Section* 
infoxming them of an official intimation to the effect 
that no policemen employed by the Shanghai Special

,% %Municipal Government are allowed to cross Settlement roads» 
Upon receipt of this notice* Mayor FU Siao- 

en opened negotiations with Mr» Franklin* Chairman of the 
8»M«C«* who stated that he had no knowledge of the affair 
and that after enquiries he would give a reply» According 
to information received* thè S.M.C» has decided not to 
recognize the collection of the salt revenue tax by the 
•Reformed Government*. Therefore* it ia anticipated 
that in future the 8*M«C» will obstruct all tax collections 
by the “Reformed Government*. At present the Shanghai 
Special Municipal Government and the "Reformed Government*» 
with their Japanese advisors» are considering the 
adoption of positive steps to deal with unlawful oppression 
by the 8»M.C.
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T'LJ CICSING OF A PAH D/O POLICE STATION ON GRu/T '■£STERN 
ROAD

Following the closing by the British defence 
force of a sub-police station of the Shanghai special 
-¿iinicipal Government at the corner of Great iestern Road 
and Cclur.bia Road in the extra-Settlement Roads area in 
the .estern District of Shanghai» Loo Ying ( Jj. )> 
Co . iseioner of the puppet Police Bureau, aaasa report 
to ayor Fu oiao-en who subsequently lodged protests with 
the British Consulate-General and the S.M.C.

t Of late, it has been widely reported in
e**“*** J panese circles that the sub-police station hsd already 

ri?.unied functioning and that the Shanghai Special 
-¿i .icipel Government was collecting taxes in the western 
-»r .a.

Our reporter made an investigation in the 
district and found the said sub-polioe station still 
closed, while the punpet policemen who had beer staying 
in a snail house next to the station had disappeared* 
Thus the Japanese reports are all untrue*
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Ref. fto....

Shanghai Municipal Police, 

.... Jôœiæor......XU... 193.9.?..

SUBJECT

Glasin*; uQan of GreatWesternloadSub-yollce Station 
by British Military Authorities

The Commlssionei’ presents his compliments

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

i. Copies of translations of Japanese newspaper cuttings.

2.

3.

4.
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•’T/áíE DEFINITE -X-JPJ towards bhitwps CHALLENGE-LIKE 
ACT : JAPANESE '““5 PT. ETTING AÍ THE 0V3ñ rftUDffiCE
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The incident caused by the unlawful closing 

of a Chinese sub-police station on Great Western Road 

on the orders of the Commander of the British Defence 

Force must be interpreted not only as wilful disregard 

of the Shanghai Special Municipal Government by the 

British authorities but also as a challenge to Japan 

which is supporting the Government. Five days have 

elapsed since the incident took place, yet the Shanghai 

Special Municipal Government has not taken any steps 

through over-prulenes. The delay in taking proper steps 

is causing a section of educated Chinese and Japanese 

residents to hold the view that effective and suitable 

steps should be taken immediately in order to give a 

lesson to Britain for she is growing too presumptuous. It 

is Mid that the Shanghai Special Municipal Government 

will lodge a strong protest with the British authorities 

after a careful investigation has boon made. A pre-war- 

established police station has been closed by force and 

delay in dealing with the unlawful action of the British 

soldiers would mean tacit consent, far this reason, both 

Chinese and Japanese residents are holding strong views 

about the matter. It is reported that a number of 

Important Japanese and Chinese residents arc considering 

the holding of a mass meeting to eneourage the authorities*
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"MAJOR ASHMORE*S STATEMENT ; BGLISH I'A.-ER zUBLISHEb 
COBTRADICTORY STATEMEW ; BRITAIN*8 AUDACIOUS ATTITUDE"

High officials of the "Reformed Government," 

Japanese residents and Chinese supporters of the "Reformed 

Government" have become highly indignant over the closing 

of a Chinese sub-nolice station on Great Western Road. 

On January 9, the "China Press", an English language 

paner, bluntly nublished an article containing a denial 

of our renort on the violent action committed by the 

British soldiers.

According to the article of the "China Press", 

Major Ashmore, Commander of a section of the British 

Defence Force, on that day stated as follows regarding 

the incldent:-

(1) The closing of the nolice station was not 

effected by the British soldiers but by the nollce officers 

of the station.

(2) That no nhotogranh of Premier Konoye was 

seen on the wall when the British soldiers left (?) entered) 

the station.

(3) That there certainly was a five-barred flag, 

but a British soldier carefully took it down and handed it 

to a Chinese police officer.

(4) That no nolice officer was assaulted.

Thus Major Ashmore has denied everything. 

However, a reporter of this naner has seen with his own 

eyes a five-barred flag which had been hacked to nieces 

and a nhotogranh of Premier Konoye soiled with mud. Does 

Major Ashmore mean to say that all this had been done by 

the police officers of the station? A nolice officer informed
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our reporter that he had been kicked by British soldiers* 

What about this? Major Ashmore is not a soldier| he is 

a liar who cannot distinguish blank from white* It la 

to be hoped that the Shanghai Special Municipal (/orernstent 

will lodge a strong protest as early as possible and our 
authorities* at whom mud has been thrown» should take 
immediate and suitable steps in the matter*

Certified true copy
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«TAKE DEFINITE STERS TOWARDS BRITAIN’S CHALL
ACT : JAaSESE’THWLB JBETT1W XT Tlffi <5VEfc
-------------- 'OF TIffi AliTO^mES*------

The incident caused by the unlawful

of a Chinese sub-police station on Great Western Road 
[jiiAHGiUi mu

on the orders of the Commander of the British D&e&c REGISTRY

Force must be interpreted not only as wilp^1'& Regard
[Date........ Z....S>_ / 39

of the Shanghai Special Municipal Government by the

British authorities but also as a challenge to Japan 

which is supporting the Government. Five days have 

elapsed since the incident took place, yet the Shanghai 

Special Municipal Government has not taken any steps 

through oven-prudence• The delay in taking proper steps 

is causing a section of educated Chinese and Japanese 

residents to hold the view that effective and suitable 

steps should be taken immediately in order to give a 

lessen to Britain for she is growing too presumptuous. It 

is said that the Shanghai Special Municipal Government 

will lodge a strong protest with the British authorities 

after a careful investigation has been made. A pre-war- 

established police station has been closed by force and 
delay in dealing with the unlawful action of the British 

soldiers would mean tacit consent. For this reason, both

Chinese and Japanese residents are holding strong views 
about the matter. It is reported that a number of 
important Japanese and Chinese residents are considering 
the holding of a mass meeting to encourage the authorities.
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•MAJOR ASHMORE’S STATEMENT : ENGLISH PAPER PUBLISHES 
COmjgTCTdHg SUMCOT : BRTTinrrS AUDACIOUS ATti&jde"

High officials of the "Reformed Government,” 

Japanese residents and Chinese supporters of the "Reformed 

Government“ have become highly indignant over the closing 

of a Chinese sub-police station on Great Western Road« 

On January 9, the "China Press," an English language 

paper, bluntly published an article containing a denial 
of our report on the violent action committed by the 

British soldiers.
According to the article of the "China Press," 

Major Ashmore, Commander of a section of the British 

Defence Force, on that day stated as follows regarding 

the incidents-
(1) The closing of the police station was 

no,t effected by the British soldiers but by the police 

officers of the station«
(2) That no photograph of Premier Konoye was 

seen on the wall when the British soldiers left (? entered) 
the station«

(3) That there certainly was a five-barred 

flag, but a British soldier carefully took it down and 

handed it to a Chinese police officer«
(4) That no police officer was assaulted* 

Thus Major Ashmore has denied everything« 
However, a reporter of this paper has seen with his own 

a 
eyes/five-barred flag which had been hacked to pieces 

and a photograph of Premier Konoye soiled with mud* Does 

Major Ashmore mean to say that all this had been done by 
the police officers of the station? A police officer informed
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our reporter that he had been kicked by British soldiers* 

What about this? Major Ashmore is not a soldier; he is. 

a liar who cannot distinguish black from white® It is 

to be hoped th^t the Shanghai Special Municipal Government 

will lodge a strong protest as early as possible and our 

authorities, at whom mud has been thrown, should take 

immediate and suitable steps in the matter*
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Great Western Road Outpost ’of the Western jksti’-ic-t—
"'Branch"of'”’th’e”Tb’l”i'ce"Bureau”"o’f'”fhe””,fSHanghaI’”O'i’ty-----------

Government1' - closed by British Military

Made and...... . ... ..... .....Forwarded by...... ................. Crawford.

The Great Western Road Outpost (No.1173 Great

Western Road) of the Western District Branch of the 

Police Bureau of the »Shanghai City Government" 

(92 Jessfield Road) was closed by the British Military 

on January 5, 1939. This outpost was first established 

sometime in 1930 by the former Shanghai City Government 

and staffed with one officer and some ten constables. 

The staff of the branch police offices within the British 

Perimeter were disarmed by the British Military during 

August 1937, when the Japanese Forces continued their 

drive on Chapei, but the disarmed members were allowed 

to stay on the premises until November 1, 1937 when they 

evacuated. When the so-called "Shanghai Dao Dao City 

Government® (now known as "Shanghai City Government«) 

was inaugurated in December, 1937, the outpost in 

question was again occupied by the Police Bureau of the 

said government and has since been functioning until 

its recent closure by the British Military.

(Special Branch).
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| Ao Protest Made Yet | 

On British Closure | 
Of “Ta Tad” Station

Up to a late hour last night no 
protest has been received by the 
local British authorities ' from 
the “Provisional Government” 
with regard to the closing of a 
nuppet police station on Great 
Western Road by the British 
military.

It is believed, however, that if 
such a pretest will be made bv 
the Nanking nuppot regime, it 
will be ignored.

It is further reported that a 
note, the nature of which was 
not disclosed yesterday, was

• received ’ by • the British Consul- 
General from “Mayor'* Fu 
Pdao-en, huad of .the ‘ Muni
cipality of Greater Shanghai.”

A party of East surreys closed 
and barred a “Ta Tao’’ police 
post on Great Western Road, 
near Columbia Road, on the 
morning of January 5. The pest 
was closed, it was stated, be
cause it was on a Settlement 
Road and consequently well 
within the British defense sector.
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"SHANGHAI special municipal government lodges a strong 
PROTEST WITH"BRITISH CONSUL-GENERAL AGAINST ■ 

UNLAWFUL ACT OF BRITISH SOLDIERS1*'

In connection with the unlawful action 

of the British soldiers in closing a police sub-station on 

Great Western Road, Mr. Fu Siao Bn , Mayor of the Shanghai 

Special Municipal Government, lodged a protest with the 

British Consul-General on January 10. On the evening 

of the same day the Mayor called on Mr» Franklin at the S»M»C» 

and requested him to settle the incident amicably» Mr» 

Franklin; replied that the S»M»C» had nothing to do with the 

incident because it was caused by British soldiers alone»

It is expected that the Shanghai

Special Municipal Government will lodge a strong protest 

with the Commander of the British Defence Ponce in a day 

or two»

Tairika Shimpo

"Reformed Government1* to adopt strong attitude towards

unlawful action of the British?soldiers in Shanghai 

A telegram from Nanking reports that

upon receiving a detailed report from the Shanghai Special 

Municipal Government on the unlawful closing of a police 

sub-station on Great Western Road in Shanghai by the British 

troops, the "Reformed Government* has become highly indignant 

and resolved to adopt a strong attitude. Consequently, the 

Minister of Foreign Affairs has decided to lodge a strong 

protest with the British authorities in Shanghai» The "Reformed 

Government" will adopt strong measures should Britian regard 

the "Reformed Government* as a puppet and ignore established
Jz/^ifacts, or take action obstructing the development of the
Z . W

Government*
A ■

à/W, iih-
P. A. to ft C.<8l»
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POLICEREPORT ON
STATION CLOSING

NANKING, J8n, io.-A report 
CreL«M «>Fl‘ f1'“"'0”' Mayor of 11» 
Great» Shanghai Special Municipal- 
ty, concerning the closing of » 

police sul>-«tation by the British 
miUtary authorlties^rShanghai. has 
been received by Reformed Govern- 
ment officials and they are studying 
the matter, it was announced this 
evening.—-Dornei.
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Hongkew Paper 
Claims British 
Army “Bandits”
Military Authorities 

Stand By Statement 
In CHINA PRESS

Charges made by the Hongkew were trying to justify their action 
Japanese daily Tairiku Shimpo that‘-by insulting the five-barred flag of 
British soldiers in closing the “Ta ’ the ‘Reformed Government’ atop
Tao” police station at Great West- ; 
orn Road last Thursday had com
mitted “banditry” were ignored 
yesterday by the British Military 
authorities.

British army chiefs, it was learned: 
last night, had nothing to add to 
the statement published yesterday 
morning in The China Press 
on the matter, and they could see 
no reason to discuss it further.

In an interview with The 
China Press, Brigade-Major B. 
H. Ashmore previously denied 
that alleged vandalism had been 
committed by troops in his charge 
during the closure of the station. .

It was denied that a five-barred 
Bag was tom up, and that a clod! 
of mud had been flung at a picture 
of Prince Konoye, said by Japanese 
newspapers to have been hanging on 
the wall of the station.

Carried Out Quietly
It was also stated .that the closure 

of the station had been carried out 
quietly, and during the performance 
of their duties, the British soldiers 
had maintained most amicable rela
tions with officers of the “Ta' Tao” 
government.

The . station was closed, it was 
pointed out during the course of 
the interview, because it faced an 
outside road within the British Mili
tary sector.

Japanese Attack
The Tairiku Shimpo yesterday 

bewailed the attitude taken by the 
British military authorities concern
ing the closing of the Great West
ern Road sub-police station of 
“Greater Shanghai Municipality” 
last Thursday.

Branding it as “banditry,” the 
newspaper stated that the British 
military authorities, by contending 
that Britain did not recognize the 
“Greater Shanghai MunicipaUty,”

the police sub-station.”
“How can they possibly explain 

their generosity in allowing the sam<? 
flag to be hoisted atop the Customs 
building on the Bund?”, the daily 
queried. “They maintain the 
illegality of the location of the 
oclice station on an extension road, 
then why don’t they close up the 
Japanese gendarmerie sub-station on 
extension roads in Western Shang
hai?” asks the Japanese editorial.

Survey Given
Giving an historical survey of the 

acquisition of the extension roads, 
the Japanese daily pointed out that 
legally, the Shanghai Municipal 
Council was not empowered to ex
ercise administrative rights, includ
ing policing and t axation, in alley- 
ways and lanes abutting upon ex
tension roads and over the houses 
on arid facing these streets, mot to 
speak of the roads proper. >

“The British authorities committ
ed vandalism under the pretense 
that they executed a right dele
gated to. them. They r¿seated to 
violence without any notice- what
ever’to the Municipal Council auth- * 
oriti-es, and we are at a loss to find , 
Letter terms than to describe their, 
action as a grave insult which can
not be ignored in the light of law 
as well as morally,” declared the 
daily.

“The incident concerns directly; 
the ‘Greater Shanghai Municipality,’ I 
which it is hoped, will take appro
priate measures against the ^British 
authorities. We woyld like ^notify’ 
the British authorities that we 
Japghtsp„the closest friepd 61 
the ‘Reformed Government/ have a 
strong, determination, and are fully 
prepared'to deal with'wrong-dcers 
It all depends on the future attitude 
cf the British' authorities/’ boneluded 
the* Tairiku Shimpo.



January 10, 1939. afternoon Translation.

News Digest and other local newspapers »-

h<tJ0B 4.8HM0RE»8 STATEMENT ON THE CLOSING OF POLICE 
STATION ON GRE.iT WESTERN BO^D,

In connection with the action of the 
British military authorities in closing the Western 
District Police Station of the Police Bureau on Great 
Western Road near Columbia Bo.ad on the morning of January 5, 
the Japanese newspapers in Shanghai have been publishing 
articles attacking the action of the British military 
authorities and declaring that the destruction of the 
photograph of Prince Konoye, the former Premier of the 
Japanese Government, constituted an insult to Japan.

On January 8, Major Ashmore issued the 
following statement on the closing of the police station 
in question •-

* 0n the morning of January 5, acting on 
orders, I proceeded to the Western District to close the 
police station of the Police Bureau. I led a party 
to execute the order. It was the policemen themselves 
who removed their uniforms etc. I was present at the 
time but I did not see any photograph Of Prince Konoye 
nor of any other printed photos or documents.

• as to the five-bar red flag, the British 
soldiers handed it to a policanan. **t the time of 
closing the house, the British soldiers did nothing 
insulting to the policemen or embarrassing to them. 
Deputies of the Japanese newspaper organizations took 
photographs of the place and made an investigation} they 
may know the truth. Whet is being said in the Japanese 
newspapers is entirely untrue. It is reported that the 
bogus government will lodge a protest with me and this 
may probably materialize.

• I did meet a Japanese gentleman who asked 
me to give a reason for closing the police station.
I told him that as the site of the police station of 
the Police Bureau is located in the Settlement and 
furthermore as the place lies within the defence sector 
of the British defence force, we had the right to close 
it and its closing was not improper. I told the 
Japanese gentleman that the British soldiers have 
always observed neutrality in their defence sector 
since the outbreak of local hostilities in 1937 and 
no army of any nationality were allowed to pass through 
this sector. On the withdrawal of the Chinese forces 
from Shanghai, the Chinese soldiers that sought shelter 
in the Settlement were allowed to pass through the 
British defence sector only after they had been disarmed. 
This is impartial. It would be too far fetched to say 
thet the closing of the police station was directed 
against the Japanese.•
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afternoon Translation,

News Digest end other local newspapers »-

1UJ0B „SHMOBB^S STATEMENT ON THE CLOSING OF POLICE
STATION ON GBEuT WESTERN ROrtD*

In connection with the action of the 
British military authorities in closing the Western 
District Police Station of the Police Bureau on Great
Western Bo cd near Columbia Bo ad on the morning of January 5, 
the Japanese newspapers in Shanghai have been publishing 
articles attacking the action of the British military 
authorities and declaring that the destruction of the 
photograph of Prince Konoye, the former Premier of the 
Japanese Government, constituted an insult to Japan, 

On January 8, Major Ashmore issued the 
following statement on the closing of the police station 
in question »-

•On the morning of January 5, acting on 
orders, I proceeded to the Western District to close the
police statioi. f the Police Bureau, I led a party 
to execute the t. *r, It was the policemen themselves 
who removed their v ’-forms etc, I was present at the 
time but I did not see any photograph of Prince Konoye
nor of any other printed photos or documents,

•ms to the five-bar red flag, the British 
soldiers handed it to a policanan. ¿»t the time of
closing the house, the British soldiers did nothing o v.
insulting to the policemen or embarrassing to them, < $
Deputies of the Japanese newspaper organizations took p < $
photographs of the place and made an investigation) they 5 \5 j 
may know the truth. Whet is being said in the Japanese J c" 
newspapers is entirely untrue. It is reported that the / y 
bogus government will lodge a protest with mo and this N* 
may probably materialize, r x -

•I did meet a Japanese gentleman who asked 
me to give a reason for closing the police station, 
I told him that as the site of the police station of 
the Police Bureau is located in the Settlement and 
furthermore as the place lies within the defence sector 
of the British defence force, we had the right to close 
it and its closing was not improper, I told the 
Japanese gentleman that the British soldiers have 
always observed neutrality in "their defence sector 
since the outbreak of local hostilities in 1937 end
no axmy of any nationality were allowed to pass through 
this sector. On the withdrawal of the Chinese forces 
from Shanghai, the Chinese soldiers that sought shelter
in the Settlement wore allowed to pass through the 
British defence sector only after they had been disaxmed. 
This is impartial. It would be too far fetched to say 
that the closing of the police station was directed 
against the Japanese,•
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"CLOSING OF CHINESE POLICE STATION ON GREAT 

^ESTEkN ROAD BY BRITISH SOLDIERS"

A representative of the Shanghai

Special Municipal Government requested an interview with 

Major-General Telfer-Smollett commander of the British 

Defence -core, on January 5» but the request was rejected» 

On January 6, the representative was received by Major 

Ashmore.

In the course of the interview, 

Major Ashmore stated to the representative that the police 

station in question was closed because it was located 

on a Municipal road,which is not a Chinese administrative 

area for it is located in the British sector» furthermore, 

the Shanghai Special Municipal Government's Police Bureau 

is not recognized by Britain»

The representative stated to the 

British officer that the police station in question had 

existed at that place prior to the hostilities and that 

the station had been taken over by the new city government 

for more than a year» He asked on what ground the

British authorities, without giving any notice beforehand,had 

closed the station» He held the British authorities 

responsible for the humiliation caused to his national

flag»

it was the right of

station at any time

was no necessity to
that

investigation would

The British officer replied that 

the British authorities to close the 

when found necessary and that there 

give notice beforehand» The 

as r egards the flag affair an 

be made»



January 9, 1939

TAIRIKJ SHIMPO 

“ffARNING TO BRITAIN AGAINST HSR BANDIT-LIKS ACTION”

ihe Tairiku Bhimpo publishes the following leading 

article under the above headlines-

On January 5 an armed British force violently 

and forcibly closed a police station on Great Western Road« 

This station was under the control of the shanghai Municipal 

Government of tne ^Reformed Government*« Stating that 

they were acting under orders from Major-General ielfer- 

Smollett Commander of the British Defence .¡force, a number 

of British soldiers burst into the police station, forced 

the members of tne station to move out, assaulted and 

kicked a constable named Chang because he had demanded the 

reason for their action, threw into the mud the photograph 

of Premier Kono ye which was hanging on a wall, tore a 

printed copy of Premier Konoye’s declaration, flung the 

chairs, tables, and other furniture out to the porch, 

lowered a five-barred flag from the top of the station and 

hacked it to pieces« After thus behaving like bandits, 

the soldiers left the place«

This action was committed by the Shanghai 

Defence Jtorce of Great Britain which has always been proud 

of its good behavior) it was carried out on the orders 

of the Commander.

The police station on Great Western Road was 

estabiisned several years ago by tne national Government 

for the maintenance of peace and order in that district* 

Sbllowing the outbreak of hostilities, Shanghai fell into 

the hands of the Japanese Imperial army. On December 5, 

1937 the Shanghai Dah Dao Government was formed, since 

when the police station in question had been maintaining 
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peace and order in that district for three years as a 

police station of the Bah Dao Government. Thus, the 

authorities of the various Powers as well as the b.M.C. 

had recognized tne existence of this police station# 

This station nad won tne highest respect and confidence 

of the people in the district.

The British authorities resorted to armed force 

in closing this police station because it stood facing 

an extension road. The action was taken in the belief 

that tne extension roads areas are being treated in the 
way 

samaras tne International settlement is being treated.
1850

During the Tai ping ite bellion of/the Settlement 

authorities planned to expand the settlement by building 

extension roads and the Land itegulation was revised in 

1866 when the authorities secured rights to build extension 

roads without limit. Krom the very beginning the autho

rity of the S.M.C. on the roads nad been limited. lhere 

is no clear legal stipulation by which the S.M.C. 

authorities may exercise police authority, collect taxes 

from houses adjoining extension roads and. from houses 
located on them. “ r$Jj^aexamina ti on of tne various issues 

raised Initnepast regarding extension roads, we fimd 

oodt that they had been handled in accordance witn 

precedents which had been created improperly by the 

S.M.C. in favour of foreign interests, This was 

possible because of the weakness of the Chinese 

Government of those times*

The National Gove rment has already moved into 

mountainous Szechuen Province and now controls a few 

provinces only) it has,in fact, be come a local authority*

A "Refoxmed Government" has been formed in 
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Central China and in this area the people are able to lime 

peacefully and conduct business in safety* when the 

situation had improved, the British authorities exercising 

the police authority entrusted to them, and without giving 

any notice to the S,M»C,, committed an act in which force was 

used and whicn is no different from the act of a bandit. 

This is a.contemptuous act from the moral and the legal 

points of view. 

The British authorities maintain that they have 

not yet recognized the "Reformed Government", Then why 

did they permit the Customs to hoist the five-barred flag? 

They argue that existence of the police station on that site 
was illegal, Then^Jid they not raise any question about 

the existence of the substation of our Gendarmerie on an 

extension road in the western District? The "Reformed 

Government* was formed in close friendship with Japan, It 

bfes not been in existence very long, but with tne assistance 

of Japan it is daily making great improvement in all 

directions. Die British authorities, who are not blind, 

must be aware of tnis, They have a full knowledge of the 

true situation, yet they have committed such an act. We 

can only regard it as a British challenge, as an attempt to 

bring contempt upon Japan and in the hope of restoring the 

waning influence of Great Britain and France in the Foreign 

Settlements and to extend their power over the xangtse River 

■one,

Britain has hastily concluded that Japan is face 

to face with a crisis because of the change of Cabinet, 

After consulting with America, she made a small loan to the 

National Government to encourage the anti-Japanese regime; 

she believes that China has completely recovered her fighting 
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power. In view of all tnis, we conclude tnat Britain took 

this action in contempt of Japan, believing tnat Japan is not 

in a position to interfere with the activities of anti

Japanese elements in tne Foreign settlements or with the 

assistance rendered to the Chungking Government by Britain« 

.Naturally tne Shanghai special Municipal 

Government is much concerned over tne incident and will take 

proper steps with tne British autnorities. we wish to notify 

that should the British authorities adopt an unsatisfactory 

attitude over tne incident, our authorities, as close friends 

of the “Reformed Government*', are determined and prepared to 

deal with the offending party.
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MAINICHI

VIOLENT ACTION Of BRITISH SOLDIERS» INFINITE 
STEE> ^arrantkd

The Shanghai Mainichi publishes 

the following leading article under the above headlines»

On January 5 a number of British 

soldiers attacked a Shanghai Special City Administration 

Police sub-station on Greet western hoad and forcibly 

closed it down* further chey humiliated a national flag 

and threw Premier Konoye*s photograph in the mud. Not 

only the Shanghai Special City Administration but also 

Japan is concerned in this incident. we do not know 

what step our authorities are going to take regarding 

the incident* but we are highly indignant. 

We are informed that the reasons 

given by the British soldiers for the Great Western 

Road incident are as followss»

1. They do not recognize the shanghai Special 

City Administration Police Bureau,

2, They do not recognize the location as Chinese 

territory,

3, The police station is situated on the boundary 

road, 

further they stated that no one has 

a right to interfere in the matter because the British 

army has full power to close the place at any time deemed 

necessary. It is a highly impolite expression from 

British troops who claim to know the meaning of courtesy, 

‘ Ti*e outside road question has been regarded as a most 
' //^ difficult problem to solve from a legal point of view.

_ for this reason, the matter was settled politically
P, A.» O.J?- Br’4

oil following negotiations held between the Chinese authorities 

and the S,M.C, However the police station in question 
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was established when the national Government was in power, 

and when the military operations in shanghai were over 

the Ta Tao Government retained the police station and 

later the Shanghai Special City Administration took it 

over from the Ta Tao Government. The British soldiers 

have closed the station without giving any notice beforehand 

We regard this as a deliberate action of the worst kind 

on the part of the British soldiers. ¿.specially 

considering the violent manner of their action, the 

Japanese authorities should take a definite step*

we do not consider this incident as a 

mere small matter,but regard it as a policy adopted by 

Britain to assist Chiang Kai ¿»hek and to oppose Japan* 

We do not know whether it was done by the British soldiers 

to please anti»Japanese Chinese, to humiliate the new 

regime in Central China and the Shanghai Special City 

Administration or to despise Japan. At any rate the 

incident cannot be overlooked by the Japanese authorities. 

The British authorities may attempt to make the question 

more complicated by bringing up the legal aspect of 

outside roads, but we must put this aside. Our authorities 

must first solve the question of violent action of the 

part of the British and Americans*

British authorities* violent action

On January 5 a number of armed 

British soldiers arrived at a sub-police station of the 

Shanghai City Administration on Great Western Road. 

Stating that they were acting on orders from the British 

Commander, the soldiers forcibly closed down the station. 

This incident is being watched with serious concern because 

it is a challenge by the British soldiers to the "Reformed 

Government* and the Japanese authorities.
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On the afternoon of January 7, I, 

a reporter of this paper* visited the scene of the 

incident created ty British soldiers to make an investigation 

Upon being informed of the violent act of the British 

soldiers from a Chinese eyewitness who is living in the 

vicinity of the scene I could not help from bee ome^highly 

indignant against the British soldiers»

Alas! Policemen assaulted* Premier Konoye*s 

photograph thrown in the mud* five barred flag lowered« 

The police station on Great Western

Road was erected several years ago to preserve peace and 

order» On December 5 last year when the Ta Tao Government 

was formed the Police Station in question came under its 

control» The police station was recognized by the 

authorities of various Powers as well as the S«mZc»
According to eyewitnesses and a police 

officer named Ghang Chien Ching* at about 10 a«m. January 5 

about 20 British soldiers carrying rifles with fixed bayonets 

arrived at the station and stated that they were acting 

on orders from Maj or-General Telfer-Smallett. They then

requested Chang Chien Ching who was on duty to vacate 

the premises» They assaulted the officer as the latter 

refused to obey their order* took off Premier Konoye's 

photograph which was hanging on the wall and threw it on 

the mud* tore down the printed declaration of Premier 

Konoye* removed all furniture outside the office* lowered 

a five barred flag from the top of the house and nailed up 

the door» They then left the place at ll»30 a.m. jfter 

pasting a notice to the effect that the closure was carried 

out by order of the British Army« All furniture was placed 

near the p'Hpch of the office and a number of British soldiers 

guarded the place» when I attempted to take a photograph

I was prevented by the British soldiers
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MAIKICHI

“BRITISH AUTHORITIES VIOLENTLY CLOSE DOO TA TAO POLICE 

STATION ON GREAT WESTERN ROAD1*

Great Britain nas been actively engaged during the 

past few years in creating a rupture between Japan and China. 

She caused much indignation among Japanese people and Govern»» 

ment by rendering assistance to the Chiang Kai Shek regime 

following the outbreak of hostilities.

On January 5 the British authorities closed town 

a Ta Tao Police station on Great Western Hoad by means of 

force and in the name of the British army.

The Branch Police station on Great Western Road 

was in existAnce prior to the outbreak of hostilities and the 

house number plate war affixed by the former City Government* 

Thus the existAnce of the branch police station on Great 

western Road was an established fact recognized by the various 

authorities as well as by the S.M.C*

At 10 a*m. Sanuary 5 several armed British soldiers 

suddenly appeared at the police station in question and on 

the orders of General Smollet they closed down the station 

on the ground that the station is located on the boundary line.

After unlawfully removing the police officers and 

the furniture from the station, and lowering the five barred 

flag, the soldiers left the place.

/I Highly indignant over the action of the British

Ayt/'* Zz’’ soldiers, the police officers of the station reported the
’ /fa incident to Police headquarters* The action of the British 

soldiers is regarded as a challenge to the “Reformed 

Government* and the Japanese authorities.
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Developments in the incident will be watched with 

great interest because the authorities concerned will lodge 

a strong protest after a careful investigation has been 

made? they will adopt suitable and effective measures should 

tne offending party fail to reflect on their conduct*

»Authorities concerned hold conference to 

bring about a definite solution»

The authorities concerned held a conference until 

late at night on January 6 to consider tne violent action 

of the britisn soldiers« They state as follows

"The incident is now under investigation« It 

is truly a most regrettable matter for Japan and Britain* 

tfe have been adopting a careful attitude to avert incidents 

for the sake of international friendship, but this time we 

are resolved to settle the matter definitely, for we cannot 

overlook the incident as it was created in the name of a 

Commander-in-chief. The British authorities have committed

numberless unlawful acts themselves betraying confidence 

placed in them« ’áfe believe that the time has arrived to 

give a lesson to the British authorities for they seem 

to hold tne view that such violent acts would be overlooked«*

TAIRIKU SHIMPO

»STRANGE ACTION 0? BRITISH ADTHQRITIEbt

SUB-STATION OF SHANGHAI MUNICIPALITY 

POLICE BUREAU CLOSED FORCIBLY* 

reformed government to lodge strong protest«*
At 10 a.m« January 5 a sub-statidn of tne 

Shanghai Municipality Police Bureau on Great western Road 

was closed by the British Authorities« This sub-station 

had been in existence prior to the outbreak of hostilities* 

The house bore a Chinese number plate. Uie British
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authorities as well as the S.M.C. have always recognized 

the existance of the sub-station as an established fact» 

On January 5 by order of General Snollet of the British 

Fefence Force, the police officers of the sub-station were 

requested to leave the place, the furniture was removed 

outside the station, the five barred flag was lowered, and 

tne station then was closed, Their step was taken on the 

ground that the station is situated on a boundary road. 

The Shanghai Municipality authorities have decided

to lodge a strong • protest with the British authorities 

against tneir unlawful action.



Mainichi: January 7, 1939*

“SELFISHNESS BEVEAT-ED IN S.M.C. YEARLY REPOBT“

The Mainichi publishes the following leading 

article under the above headline«*

Yesterday the S.M.C. published a yearly 

report on administrative work done in 1938. After 

reading the report on matters affecting Japanese, we 

had a feeling that the S.M.C. is putting us back too 

much, thereby giving one an unpleasant feeling.

There are several matters in the report open 

to discussion. Regarding the question of Hongkew, the 

S.M.C. expressed directly and indirectly some ill-feeling 

against Japan. We think the S.M.C. is acting selfishly 

when expressing itself in this way. Upon the outbreak 

of hostilities, the S.M.C. abandoned all its administrative 

work in the Hongkew area and took over a part of the 

administrative work in that area through the good will 

of the Japanese authorities when Shanghai was occupied 

by the Japanese forces. The S.M.C. seems to be 

unnecessarily cherishing ill-feeling against Japan over 
on 

the matter and should reflect/its conduct. It is all very 

well to be sentimental, but they must consider what the 

situation would be had Hongkew been thrown open immediately. 

At present all sorts of anti-Japanese activities are taking 

place on the south side of the Soochow Creek, although 

the situation in the French Concession is more serious. 

Dii-H pg 1938 more than 20 anti-Japanese acts of terrorism 

took place on the south side of the creek and the measures 

adopted by the S.M.C. to deal with them were not satisfactory
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to the Japanese authorities» The opening of Hongkew may 

mean an expansion of the area for anti-Japanese activities» 

From the military viewpoint, Hengkew is an important area 

and for this reason it cannot «^et^openiZ. Furthermore, the 

S.M.C. will have to face a number of difficult problems 

should the Japanese completely reopen Hongkew» Thus, it

is unwise on the part of the S.M.C. to express dissatisfaction 

with Japan over this matter»

We are not satisfied with the S.M.C. treatment

of the interned Chinese soldiers in 1938. Properly speaking, 

the Japanese should demand that the S.M.C. authorities hand 

over the interned soldiers and execute them» The S.M.C.

is treating them too nicely. This eventually caused them 

to create an unhappy incident in the course of which one 

of them wav killed and the S.M.C* had to pay a sum of 

$1,000 as a compassionate grant» The S.M.C. is treating 

anti-Japanese Chinese too kindly. Besides ¿this, there are 

a number of other unsatisfactory incidents. We do not wi sh 

to make trohble with the S.M.C. by pointing out every 

one of them, but in the yearly report we observe that 

the S.M.C. had selfishly expressed dissatisfaction with 

Japan, therefore we hope that the S.M.C. will reflect instead 

of expressing dissatisfaction with Japan»
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"SKLPISHMflSS IM S.M.C« YaABLY HEKhgM

The Malnichi publishes the following leading 

article under the above headline»-

Yesterday the S.M.C. published a yearly 

report on administrative work done in 1938» After 

reading the report on matters affecting Japanese» we 

had a feeling that the S.M.C. is putting jocs/xback too 

much» thereby giving one an unpleasant feeling«

There are several matters in the report open 

to discussion« Begarding the question of Hongkew, the 

S.M.C. expressed directly and indirectly some ill-feeling 

against Japan« We think the S«M«C« Is acting selfishly 

when expressing itself in this way« Upon the outbreak 

of hostilities, the S.M.C. abandoned all its attain! strati ve 

work In the Hongkew area and took over a part of the 

administrative work In that area through the good will 

of the Japanese authorities when Shanghai was occupied 

by the Japanese forces. The S.M.C. seems to be 

unnecessarily cherishing ill-feeling against Japan over 
on 

the matter and should reflect/its conduct« It is all very 

well to be sentimental, but they must consider what the 

situation would be had Hongkew been thrown open immediately« 

At present all sorts*of anti-Japanese activities are taking 

place on the south side of the Soochow Creek, although 

the situation in the French Concession is more serious« 

During 1938 more than 20 anti-Japanese acts of terrorism 

took place on the south side of the creek and the measures 

adopted by the S.M.C. to deal with them were not satisfactory
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to the Japanese authorities» The opening of Hongkew may 

mean an ex ansion of the area for anti-Japanese activities» 

From the military viewpoint, Hongkew is an important area 
and for this reason it cannot yet^ppeneA. Furthermore, the 

S»M»C» will heve to face a number of difficult problems 

should the Japanese completely reopen Hongkew» Thus, it
is unwise on the part of the S»M»C» to express dissatisfaction 

with Japan over this matter»

<¥e are not satisfied with the S.M»C» treatment

of th® interned Chinese soldiers in 1938» Froperly speaking, 

the Japanese should demand that the S»M»C» authorities hand 

over the interned soldiers and execute them» The S.M.C»

is treating them too nicely» This eventually caused them 

to create an unhappy incident in the course of which one 

of them woe killed and the S»M»C. had to pay a sum of 

$1,000 as a compassionate grant» The S.M»c» is treating 

-inti-Japanese Chinese too kindly» Besides^this, there are 

a number of other unsatisfactory incidents» We do not wish 

to make trebbio with the S»M»C» by pointing out every 

one of them, but in the yearly report we observe that 

the S.M.C» had selfishly expressed dissatisfaction with 

Japan, therefore we hope that the S.M»C» win reflect instead 

of expressing dissatisfaction with Japan»
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Police StatiorJ 
Closing Rouses 
Nippon Papers
Alleged Vandalism Is 

Refuted By British 
Authorities

Denying allegations in the local 
Japanese press that mud was 
thrown on a picture of Prince 
Ayamaro Konoye, former Premier 
of Japan, last Thursday when 
British troops closed the police 
sub-station of the “Greater Shang
hai Municipality," Brigade Major 
B. H. Ashmore yesterday emphasiz
ed that there were no pictures ip 
the sub-station at the time it was 
closed.

“I was in {personal charge dur
ing the entire time that the dis? 
mantling of the station was being 
carried out," -he said, ’“And the 
actual work was done.by ‘Ta^ 
Tao’ policemen themselves. They 
showed nb resentment,

“No picture of Prince Konoyc 
or anyone else was in evidence.”

Flag Carried Away
Replying to the Japanese press 

assertion that a five-barred flag 
of the “Reformed Government” was 
tern to pieces, he stated, “The flag 
was noticed just as everyone was 
about to depart and as an act of 
courtesy a British soldier took it 
down and handed it to the ‘Ta Tao’ 
policemen ifitact.”

To the charge that a Chinese 
Constable cf the “City Government”
service was beaten by several British 
soldiers, Ma jor Ashmore declared 
‘The dismantling of the station 
was carried on An perfect order
liness and no one was molested.

The Japanese journals are fur
ther repotted by a semi-official 
Japanese news agency to have 
devoted much space and to have 
severely criticized the British au
thorities for what they termed 
the “arrogant” attitude of Brigade 
Major Ashmore when he received 
the representative of the “Greater 
Shanghai Municipality.”

Japanese Called
“I received a Japanese gentleman 

when he called at the British Mili
tary Headquarters to ask our rea
sons ioi* closing the police sub« 
station,” Major Ashmore said, “and 
I told him that the station was in 
the British defense sector and abuts 
on a Municipal Road. I explained 
that the sub-station was closed 
chiefly for these reasons.

“The display of a five-barred flag 
iin the British Defense Sector, I 

pi further told him, might be a source 
f .of provocation and was considered 

undesirable by the British Military 
Authorities.

I “Then I pointed out to the Jap
anese gentleman that at the out
break of the hostilities in 1937, the 
British troops had disarmed the 
Chinese troops in this district for 
the purpose of protecting the lives 
and property of foreigners and Jap
anese alike.

“In consequence of this previous 
action, I then carefully elucidated 
to my caller, that the British Mili
tary Authorities do not recognize 
the Tao Tao* police in this area.

“The discussions were carried on 
in an atmosphere of courtesy and 
friendliness.”

“This act of vandalism should 
be answered by decisive steps on 
the part of Japan,” the Shang
hai Mainichi is reported by 
a Japanese neVrs agency to have ! 
declared in its editorial yesterday.

“It can be said that the British 
authorities resorted to action of 
the most malignant kind,” the 
Nippon journal is reported to have 
continued.

“The ¿British Authorities,” 
Major Ashmore stated, “in closing 
this police sub-station in no way 
directed their action against the 
Japanese, gn the contrary they 

the logical prodeedurein 
vleW -Qf Jheir former adtidh 1 in" dls- 
armin-gC^^ 
soldiers of the N atlonal Govern -

* ■ ------------------- -—

Referring to traditional British 
politeness, the. Shanghai Mainichi 
concludes stating, “Unlike the 
actions of a trivial nature which 
have taken place in the past, this 
incident can be viewed dn the same 
light as the ‘assist Chiang Kai- 
shek and resist, Japan’ policy which 
Great Britain has been pursuing.

“At any rate this episode of 
British violence is one>that should 
not be passed over lightly by 
Japan.”



NORTH-CHINA daily news,

Charges Against British

Soldiers Refuted
“Ta Tao” Station Closed 
Without Incident

Charges disseminated by the local 
Japanese press that the small party 
of British soldiers which closed a 
“Ta Tao” police station in Great 
Western Road last Thursday, tore a 
“Reformled Government” flag to 
pieces, threw mud at a photograph 
of the former Japanese Premier, 
Prince Konoye, and beat one of the 
Chinese constables attached to the 
station, were categorically denied 
yesterday by the British military 
authorities.

Major B. H. Ashmore, Brigade 
Major of the British Forces in 
Shanghai, who accompanied the 
party of soldiers when they closed 
the station because it was situated 
actually on a. Shanghai Municipal 
road, said that the closing was 
effected completely without incident, 
the Chinese constables leaving, the 
premises without a murmur. He 
denied emphatically all three al
legations made by the Japanese press. 
There was no tearing of flags, no 
mud-slinging and no assault on “Ta 
Tao” constables.

The closing of the station and the 
reasons therefor were accurately 
reported in the “North-China Daily 
News” on Friday, it being emphasized 
that everything went smoothly and 
photographs being published showing 
the neatness with which the contents 
of the post were placed outside the 
building by the evicters.

FILE7
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' Closure of Police
Station Resented

Japanese, Chinese Said 
To Be Considering Action 
Over British Move

Interpreting the action taken by 
the British soldiers in closing the 
Greater Shanghai Municipality police 
sub-station at Great Western and 
Columbia Road on Thursday morn
ing as “a direct challenge to their 
competence/* Japanese and Chinese 
authorities were reported by the 
“Shanghai Mainichi” yesterday to be 
incensed by the action.

The British action was described 
as “illegal” by the Japanese daily, 
which stated that the police sub
station had been established by the 
former Greater Shanghai Municipal
ity before the present hostilities, and 
was recognized as such by Settle
ment and other foreign authorities. 
The police station bore a house 
number of the Greater Shanghai 
Municipality and not that of the 
S.M.C.. the paper declared.

Japanese and Chinese authorities 
concerned were still carrying out an 
investigation with a view to assum
ing a “decisive attitude” toward the 
matter, the ‘Mainchi” stated.

Inasmuch as the step was carried 
out under the orders of Maj.-Gen. 
A. P. D. Telfer-SmoUett, Command
ant of the British Military Forces, 
the matter cannot pass unnoticed, 
the Japanese and Chinese officials 
were said to have declared in discuss
ing the action on Friday night, ac
cording to the daily.
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Protests Not 
Expected On
Station Case

British Military Await 
No Repercussions

From Puppets

No protest from the “Ta Tao 
Government” or its Japanese spon
sors has been lodged over the 
closure by the British military of a 
puppet police station on Great 
Western Road at the Columbia Road 
intersection. Nor is any protest 
expected.

British military authorities con
tend that the station was located 
within the British defense sector, 
being off a Settlement road. There
fore, it is held, the British military 
were well within. their rights to 
close the station without consulting 
apyone in advance.

The station was closed by order 
of Major-General A.P.D. Teller- 
Smollett Thursday - morning by 
Major B. H. Ashmore, Brigade 
Major of the British Forces here, 
and a party of soldiers of the East 
Surrey, Regiment.

The station, a single-story build
ing, was at the time occupied by 
several puppet policemen,. all in 
civilian clothes. These offered no 
rts'ntance and lef£ quietly when 
ordered to do so.

For nearly -DO minutes the Tom
mies were engaged in sealing up 
W premises. They removed the 
furniture, bedding, uniforms, cloth
ing, batons, and everything else in 
the building and piled all articles 
up neatly outside ,.on the pavement. 
The doom and windows were offered 
and locked, while those windows 
facing the country were sealed with 
barbed wire.

Notices in Chinese and English 
were posted. These notices, an
nouncing that “This house has been 
closed by order of the British 
Military Forces,” were still there 
yesterday.

Miscellaneous furniture was still 
on the street yesterday»
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Ta Tao Police:
Recent Action a Wise Move
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—'The action of the British 

military in closing the Ta Tao police 
station at the end of Columbia Road 
is very welcome, and as I presume 
that Edinburgh Road is likewise in 
the British Defence sector, perhaps 

baleen tQ remove 
the Tah ’fap' policeman who, ~in 
resplendent uniform^ stands around 
oh Edinburgh Road ¿¿tween Yu Xjlen 
Kpad- and Brenan
'tie serves no usefuT^Urpose what

ever, has clearly no legal right on 
a Settlement road, and moreover, I 
apt informed that he levies . illegal 
dues on the poor Chinese shopkeepers 
in the vicinity.

Edinburgh Road.
Shanghai, Jan. 6.
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“‘Ta Tao” Station 1
Shut by British

Soldiers Leave Little in 
Great Western Road Post; 
Uniforms Put on Road

Because it was actually on a Settle- 
ipent road within the jh Military 

i defence sector, a stat ' of the so- 
called “Ta Tao” police, hi ^reat West
ern Road at Columbia Ro< d, was 
closed by the British military yester
day morning.

“Closed” in this case meant a 
thorough job. A party of British 
soldiers of the East Surrey Regiment, 
accompanied by Maj. B. H. Ashmore, 
Brigade Major, arrived at the scene 
at 10 o’clock to carry out Maj.-Gen. 
A. P. D. Telfer-Smollett’s orders. 
They found the one-storey building 
occupied by a group of “Ta Tao” 
policemen, all in plain-clothes. These 
offered no resistance, and left quietly.

The entire eviction and sealing-up 
took about an hour and a half. All 
the furniture, bedding, uniforms, 
clothing, batons and what-not of the 
“Ta Taoists” were carried out of the 
rooms and placed in neat piles out
side the walls. The main barred door 
was carefully closed and locked. 
Other doors and windows, including 
those facing the countryside behind 
the station, were closed and barbed 
wire was draped over them in 
thorough fashion.

Notices Posted
Then notices, in English and Chi

nese, Were posted prominently on the ■ 
entrances. The announcement in > 
English read: “This house has been 
closed by order of the British Mili-! 
tary Forces.” I

All this having been accomplished, I 
and the “Ta Tao” defenders of the 
law having wandered off, the party1 
of British soldiers departed, leaving 
behind only the ghost of a police 
station.
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This ‘‘Police Station” Is Only a Memory Now
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Sped

REPORT

-iM’rwtriwTs. a. registry

Date. •

Subject (in full)
on December 22.

Made ....................... and,............................... Forwarded ¿y...-G*D»l..Dosa.-.......................................................

With reference to the article entitled "Sale of 

kapa at a School* published by the "Ta Ying Yeh Pao"( )on December 22, 1938, Mr. Chien Tan-sun )» Chinese

editor of the paper, was interviewed at headquarters on 

December 30 and warned that the publication of articles of 

this kind is highly undesirable.

In reply, Mr. Chien explained that the article in 

question was contributed by one named Shih Chung-yen ( ),

but he is unable to produce him.

On January 5, the paper published the following 

correction *-

-pc (yß)



Deoember 23» 1938» Afternoon Translation»

Ta Ying Yeh Par on December 22 published
■written by One Shih dhung-yen

SALE OF FAPS AT A SCHOOL,

the following article 
»-

was crowded withThe office of the school 
teachers» Suddenly* a pair of "living devils* entered* 
one of whom held a large -iisitTng card, while the other 
a leather bag»

These two dwarfs are so fat that when they 
wal xed they seeme~d?~To~l>e' moy irig^^kW~ 
dressed in foreign clothing arid spoke Chinese. The visiting 
card bore the following inscription »• "The Dah Chung K>T'1 
Refoxmed Society Shanghai Branch and J’ *
Peiping Branch. Telephones« 5558 and 3362»* lx

One of the men opened the leather bag and ^ook,....„ 
out a map entitled. "The latest detailed map of Sou th-£40^ 
North China* and in small characters: "Celebration of^the (i 
inauguration of the New Chinese Government*» jpw

•$5 a map. You must buy ten copies of the “Ar-J' 
map.* said one of the dwarfs v

"Your maps are out of date. Ours are the 
latest maps. Fahy schools have bought our maps*.

A book was then taken out and shown to us»
It revealed that a number of schools have already bought 
the map. We all left the office* leaving only a coolie 
behind. An hour elapsed, but the devils were still there 
waiting for a customer. Pupils became somewhat afraid 
upon seeing the devils for their faces had turned very 
fierce.

•Better to waste some money to get rid of 
these two devils*, suggested somebody.

S
As a result, three maps were bought for #15* 
hereupon the devils left«
people living in the Settlement under the 

protection of friendly nations cannot avoid being deceived 
by small devils. We hope that the Settlement authorities 
will be firm in order to preserve their dignity.
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Standard and other local newspapers ,

COMPLAINTS ABOUT a MAP
Six important bodies, including the 

District Association, the National Chamber of Conanerce, 
the Education Society and the Citizens' federation, have 
sent the following letter of protest to the American 
Consul-General in Shanghai, the American Chamber of 
Commerce and the R*C*A* Victor Company over the issue of 
a ridiculous map by the last named

"We have to inform you that in the world 
map for radio amusement and education recently issued by 
the R*C*A* Victor Company, an American concern, the 
following three errors were detected»-

“(1) Manchuria is called a State*
“(2) The abolished five-barred flag is 

depicted as the Chinese national flag instead of the flag 
of white sun against a Blue Sky.

“(3) It uses different colours for the 
various Chinese provinces*

“We hare to request that the mistakes be 
map with 
so as to

protest* 
reply»-

instantly rectified and that the sale of the 
the above mentioned errors should eease 
maintain Our friendly relations."

Upon receipt of the letter of 
the R*C*A* Victor Company gave the following 

“Your letter is to hand and we are surprised 
to learn of an issue of maps by our company. Ever since 
its inauguration in China about forty years ago, our 
company has been dealing specially in radio receivers, 
gramophones and gramaphone records. We have never issued 
or sold any maps*

“The cause of the present misunderstanding 
may be due to the fact that several years ago we received 
several sample copies of maps for radio amusement from 
a certain advertising company in the U*S*A* They were, 
however, considered improper and a telegram to this effect 
was sent to the company asking it to cease printing these 
maps* All the samples We received were destroyed* We 
are totally at a lose to understand how they heve re
appeared. It may be due to the activities of certain 
unscrupulous elements who are purposely creating trouble* 
H& have never issued such maps and hope that the public 
will not be misled by them*"

Enquiries made by this paper, however, 
showed that these maps must have been printed after 
November of the 26th Year (1239) of the Chinese Republic, 
because the Peiping Provisional Government was inaugurated 
on December 14 of the same year when the abolished five- 
barred flag was taken into use* Moreover, the puppet 
“longolian-Sinkiang Yederatioft* was established on 
November 23 of that year and it Was apparently for 
this reason that the territory of Mongolia was printed



in a different colour in these maps» Therefore» it can 
not be true that these maps were printed several years 
ago as alleged by the R.C.A* Victor Company» because the 
advertising company could not have anticipated by several 
years the use of the five-barred flag by the Peiping 
Provisional Government. It is learned that local public 
bodies are continuing their investigations into the case.

The following notice published by the 
A»C*A. Victor Company appears in the "Standard" end other 
local newspapers to-day:-

*We were much surprised to read an 
article 1. he 'Standard* yesterday to the effect that 
our company *. ' published a map which is being sold at 
|0.25 a copy* This company has been in China for more 
than 40 years and deals exclusively in radios» gramophones 
and gramophone records. We have never Issued or sold 
any maps. There is absolutely no truth in the allegation 
that we have issued or sold maps. Lest the public be 
misled by this report» we publish this notice for the 
information of the general du bile."



Mei Pao and other local newspaperss |7 SEP. 1938 RÆ 

OlfilCULOJJSJUS
A world map for "radio amusement and 

education" was recently issued by R.C.A. Victo: Company» 
356 Peking Road* In this map China is shown in green; 
the Three Eastern Provinces in light yellow and labelled 
"Menchukuo", while Mongolia is coloured light red to show 
that Manchuria and Mongolia do not belong to China* On 
the sides of the map are printed flags of various nations 
The abolished five-barred flag is shown as the Chinese 
national flag and placed below the Japanese flag*

This map is publicly on sale at the company 
at 25 cents a copy*
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Police Sub-Station in Pootung raided by armed group

c According to information received, at 11.30 p.m.

August 21, a group of some 100 armed men, under the disguise 

of vegetable hawkers and led by 5 or 6 guides, visited the 

Police 3ub-3tation at Yang Sze Chao ), Pootung.

They asked for Chang Pah Liang ( ), Acting chief

and concurrently head of the administrative section of the 

Sub-gtation. Chang Pah Liang, however, was absent as he 

had returned to his home in chapei. At that moment, two 

sergeants of the Sub-Station named Liu Tseng Chun )

and Wang Ching Piao ( J- ) raised an al am and were

shot dead by the intruders. The aimed men then took away 

with them 2 rifles, 1 pistol and some 90 rounds of ammunition. 

The Sub-station oft he Amed Police Corps at Yang Sze Chao 

which is under the charge of one zau Lau Fong ( )

was subsequently raided byt he amed group, who took away 

7 rifles from the Sub-Station. The Amec Police corps is 

under the command of Liu Teh Zung ( ).

1
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Central
14/7/41

A Japanese Gendarme was shot in 
.______Pootung»____________

At 7.20p.m. on 14/7/41,a telephone message

was received at this station from 1?«P.S*8S3(Section II) 

B.Kogure reporting that a Japanese Gendarme had 

been shot at the Floating Restaurant,The Bund 

and requesting the services of the S«M«C .Ambulance 

to the spot.

C.l.Hoddy, D.P.S.urme and F.S.798(Section XI) 

H.lmatake proceeded to the Floating Restaurant 

immediately where the Japanese Gendarmerie stated 

that this shooting affray had actually occurred in 

Pootung.

Prior to the arrival of these officials,the 

victim,one of the Japanese Gendarmerie,was conveyed 

in an ambulance to a Japanese Military Hospital in 

Civic Centre by two Japanese Gendarmerie accompanied 

by F.P.S.833.

in the hospital,an army surgeon disclosed 

regarding this matter the following only:-

“ssrgeant K»Hakaguro,age 28,Japanese»“
In summing up information received by police, 

the victim was walking on Tongchong Rd.in Pootung 

together with another military policeman at about 5p.au 

on 14/7/41 when some Chinese approached them from behind



and fired two shots at them. One of the bullets 

penetrated the chest of Sergeant K«Hakaguro while 

th® other was without effect.
The assassin managed to make good escape 

from the scene«
The victim was removed In a motor*-launch to 

the Floating Restaurant where the S.m.C. Ambulance 

attended«

Official statement unobtainable due to the 

prohibition of this matter.



ì? 7 lu
July 15, 1951/

Attempt on Life of Japanese Gendarme

At about 5 p.m. July 14, 1941, a Japanese 
Gendarme, whilst on patrol duty in the vicinity of the 
Japan-China Cotton Mill (6 ), Pootung Point,
Pootung, was fired at by an unknown desperado, the 
bullet striking him in the chest. The assailant made 
good his escape. The life of the victim, it is learned, 
is not in danger. Following the occurrence, a search 
was immediately conducted in the vicinity by the Japanese 
Gendarmerie but no arrest was made.
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REPORT nl^uhe 13 Z?
Date^.,^,............

Subject (in full).......Temp orag.y...S.uape.Pai.Q.n—Qf—Business..by„.th^^r^^^i-Ha- " ...........

...................................... l£atcJti..ilcwaj3y______________      1 

Made by.. P^.5.-ii.®_n_.?.i.h --- -----...Forwarded by.............Wil.QQX____________________ _

Owing to interruption in the supplies of raw materiel 

the Great China Match Company( ¿.‘f’ + XOiZ ) in 

ILoh Ka Doo(l^ wL )« Footuug, has temporarily sue- 

pended "business for a period of two weeks as from June 

10, 1941» The more than 800 male and female workers 

in the employ of the company will be issued a rice 

allowance of nl<zhJ per day during the period of 

suspension. Th® issue will be made once every five 

days*
■ -I

Bra nch).

ID



1st Company of the Asia Rehabilitation eerd- —-—
National Reconstruction Army

« /Ìcl-ì’lC’ì-o N V-

Some 100 soldiers under the command of

Jhen Zung ) of the 1st Company of the Asia

Rghabilitation and National Reconstruction Army,

No. 19, Lee Yen Ko Ka, Nantao, have recently been

disbanded by the Japanese Military Authorities.

The cause of the disbandment of Chen's 

army, it is reported, is due to the fact that

Chen has been in contact with Zee Hocng Pah

an ex-guerilla leader who operated

in Pootung and who surrendered to the Japanese

during 1939. In December, 1940, Zee Hoong Pah’s 

men committed several robberies in Pootung, which 

became known to the Japanese Military Authorities 

who immediately sent four Japanese officials and 

a Chinese interpreter to make investigations 

among Zee Hoong Pah’s detachment.

Upon their arrival, two of the Japanese

(Vide Special 
Branch Report 
dated 3/1/41)

officials and the Chinese interpreter were killed 

by Zee’s subordinates. This action on the part 

of Zee's men aroused the anger of the Japanese 

authorities, who immediately despatched soldiers 

to arrest Zee Hoong Pah and his men, but they 
in

scattered a nd are/hiding in Pootung.

Zee Hoong Pah approached Koo Yu Sung 

alUMy who was formerly an interpreter in the 

employ of the Japanese Special Service, to bribe 

Chen Zung with $40,000 if Chen Zung would recommend 

Zee for the post of Vice Commander of the 1st 

Company of the Asia Rghabilitation and National



2

Reconstruction Army together with his subordinates 

serving in the army.

The Japanese Military Authorities came to 

know of the contact and dismissed Chen Zung.
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CONFIDENTIAL

January........6, 1941 .

To. Secretary & Commissioner General

/
The Commissioner of Police presents Ms compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned’documents.

Reference No:- 8948

Subject Close of ferry jetties by the
Japanese Soldiers

Enclosures Copy of a Police report

For Information. No action required



Close of ferry jetties by the Japanese •StrtdTITITT'

On the morning of December 31, 1940, the

Japanese Military authorities in Pootung instructed all 

the jetties where the ferries ply between, such as 

Kaochao, Tungkou, Ching Nang, Nan Moo -oac and chow 

Ka Doo to close. Only Tung Chong Hoad and Gee Chong 

jetties are open which are in the Japanese Naval

Defence ar e a »

It is learned t tiie troop under the

command Pah ( commander-
in-chief of the Self Defence Corps Chuensha

Pootung 500

and during 1939, surrendered to the Japanese

when they were re-organized into Self Defence oorpe,

killed tne interpreter and two of

soldiers.

region for

are now in

s at Dong Mo Ch

nave become lawless.often robbing and

On December 27« 1940, they robbed the
kidnapping

village

;, Pootung and at 8 p.m» on December

the Japanese authorities despatched an interpreter

our Japanese soldiers to the Headquarters of the

the incident, but the soldiers of

) to investigate

this defence corps

the lour Japanese

Those soldiers immediately vacated that

San Tsao ( £ ), Nanwei where they

hiding The Japanese Military in conjunc-

tion with some 500 soldiers belonging Ting Sih San

launched attack on these renegades on December 31

1940 in order to clear them out and in consequence

they closed all jetties



Octooer 2b, 1940

Footung Southern District Administrative Office - 
Registration of Public Bodies____________________

The Pootung Southern District Administrative 

Office of the Shanghai City Government, Pootung, has 

issued a notification to all public bodies in Pootung 

that they must apply for registration as from October 22. 

Application must also be made when meetings are being 

held.

This action is the outcome of all public bodies 

in Pootung sponsored by the «ung Ching «<ei crique, 

ignoring the orders of the City Government authorities 

in Pootung. The situation is being watched and the 

reaction to this latest order will be the subject of 

a further report.

%
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H e a d quarters

jQc.toher.......11.,.......19 .

To.

The Secretary & Commissioner General.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No:- D.3948.

Subj ect pootung Southern District Administrative
Office - Examination of textbooks and 
arrest of primary school principals.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.
For information. No action required.

IL®



m,..

F. 20Z.A
G. 1000-^10.

Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

October11,j_ g 40

The Superintendent of
S. M.

Education Department, 
C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Wo : - D. 8948.

Subject :- Pootung Southern District Administrative 
Office - Examination of textbooks and 
arrest of primary school principals.

Enclosures

Copy of Police Report.
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S. 1. Special..^anch./^Z/o^z ..

REPORT Dz?/<?..Q.^Abfe¥~Ajr^rrT9 40.

Subject.. .JPo.o.tung. Southern.JM.stri.ct...Administr.a.tiYe....Q£f.Lce...“.iE3aminatiQn..Qjf.............
textbooks and. arrest of primary school principals

Made by..... D^I-« - Pan Lien..Pih........ Forwarded¿y...___ D.«...I.»....G5®Wfor.d,.......

During the past week, thirteen primary school

principals have been arrested in Pootung by the pootung

Southern District Administrative Office because they

have been using textbooks in their respective schools 

which a re alleged to be of an anti »Japanese nature.

They were subsequently handed over to the pootung Office 

of the Japanese Gendarmerie and it is learned that three 

of the 13 arrested principals have since been sentenced 

to three months imprisonment.

The Bureau of education of the Shanghai City

Government have had printed a limited number of textbooks 

for use in the primary schools situated in the Japanese 

occupied areas. The number of copies printed are only 

sufficient for allocation to those primary schools which 

are administered by the Shanghai City Government and the 

private primary schools are therefore unable to secure 

any copies of such textbooks.

Consequently, the private primary schools 

obtained textbooks printed by the Shanghai World Book

stores, which were authorised for use in primary schools 

by the Ministry of Education of the Nanking Government 

(New Central Government)» The pootung Southern District 

Administrative Office nevertheless took exception to' the

use of these textbooks and arrested the 13 primary

school

(Special Branch).

principals for using them»

D. I.



CTJ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ■ ' Vh’
Section I, Special Branch

REPORT D^.^.^?.b.e..r:.^>7940. '

Subject (in full) Japanese Special Service Department -

transfer of Liaison Officers.

Made by......J/. .Pan Men-p.ih.................Forwarded by..............D.....S.....l*..kQgeD.‘..................... „.....

Mr. Hashimoto (-'¡^p h Liaison 

Officer of the Southern Pootung Section of the 

Japanese Special Service Department, was, on 

September 19, 1940, transferred by order of the 

Department to the Poh Jao Section, near Minghong 

where he will hold a similar position. Mr. Shimizu 
( 7^ ), foimerly chief of the Consular Police

in Nanking, has been appointed to fill the position 

vacated by Mr. Hashimoto.
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CONFIDEa 11 AL A, J t Jtw '
FileNo...^ÜtL

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. U.^ L?
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action I, Special

REPORT 40 •

„ , Sait Administration of the Ministry of Finance of the Nanking
Subject.............................................................................................................................................................................................................

Government - Establishment of Tax Police Corps in Pootung.

Made by  R:.A/...pan Lien-pih.  Forwarded by.........?... ...A..A.A0.eA.

X”
On September 11, 1940, the Salt

Administration of the Ministry of Finance of 

the Nanking Government established, a “3rd. 

Battalion of Tax Police Corps of the Salt 
Administration of the Ministry of Finance” 

with headquarters in the Chang Ka Sz Tang

( ) Temple at Siao Zah Jao

( /Ji Ching Joeh ( ) Road,
JL3t| - a j-1-

Lai Nyi Doo ( jfy] with one
Chang Chuen ( ), as Chief. Chang

is a native of Nanking, aged 40. Prior

to the “September 18 Incident”, he was Chief 
thof Judicial police of the Shanghai District

Court. The Battalion consists of three
companies of 108 members each} each company

consists of three platoons of 36 members each.

The particulars of the different units of
this Battalion are given hereunder

Name & Rank No. of
of Chief Men

Chang Chuen ( 3®
of 3rd Battalion. 1

Place where 
stationed

Lee Tsao ( ) 36
of No.l Company and 
concurrently No.l 
Platoon.

Chang Ka Sz Tang 
Temple, Pootung.

Tung Ker Yah Sz Dien



- fm. 4 File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................................Station,
REPORT

Date................................19 
- 2 -

Subject...............................................................................................................................................................................

Made by....................... .......................................................Forwarded by.......................................................................................

Name & Rank of Chief No»of Men 
-u. m ,

Tsai Sing Wen ( <+ jr ) 36
of No.2 Platoon. 'J* z

Chow Zu an Ching ( 36
of No.3 Platoon. J n. I

Wong Chuan Ching 36
( J_ ) of'No.SB
Company, and No.l Platoon.

Place where stationed

Yang Ching ( -•? )
Village, Pootung.

Dong Jao ( )
Village, Pootung.

in 3ung Wong Temple
( f J K) ), Chow
Poo * Village
Pootung.' J ™

Ning Ching ( 1± ) 36
of No. 2 Platoon.
Tseo Sao Ching ( ft 'W&) 36
of No.3 Platoon. ,x y '
Woo Yue Zung ( ) 36
of No.3 Company aind 
concurrently No.l Platoon.
Huang Yue Zung ( ) 36
of No.2 Platoon. ’ * L
Yang Wen Cheu ( ) 36
of No.3 Platoon. *) ** y

Poh Tsai ( )
Village, Pootung’.
Sanlintang ( 2 tfj/% >»
Pootung. Q
Tatwan ( A. $] ) Village
Nanwei, Pootung.

Tukiahang ( )
Pootung.
Hangtow (
Pootung. 1 ~

D. I.

D. C. ( Special Branch ).
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T7¥mI SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. p y
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REPORT >!tirnO+ io aai■WL-T* U * • lirx.-rir^

Subject............ ............................................................................................................................................................................

A/ a de by......?.® H.. Ii 1 ?.O.. .Pl ..........................For warded by..............P •. 3 •. i _♦..... X*Q _S .8 0

Mr. Chang Zang Tseng ( j ), formerly

in charge of the Branch office of the Pootung 

Bank in Pootung, was appointed, on August 17, 1940, 

by Tsu Ngoh Tseng ( ?_• ), Chief of the

Pootung Administrative Office, as Village Chief 

in the Tung Chong Road. Area, in succession to 
Huang Pao Kong ( 'gj’ -W )• He will not attend 

his office in Pootung but all affairs will be 

dealt with by his elder brother Chang Zang Kwei 

( ~ )• Chang is a native of Pootung, aged

about 40. He is at present employed as ’’Chief 

Foreman” by the China Navigation Company (B. & 3. ). 

Prior to the current hostilities, Chang was the 

Chief of the 6th Squad of *Footung Merchants* 

Volunteer Corps”, Standing Committee member of the 

Dong Zuan ( ) Free Coffin Distributing Centre,

Pootung, and important member of the Pootung Fire 

Brigade.

I file

ÖEXED BY
* ) REGISTRY



fm. z .% bile No..............
shanghai municipal police.

3. 1, special Branch

REPORT ..... 40 *

Subject.........Kidnapping in Pootung..............................................................................................................................

Made by..... S’.^n.. Lie_n_ P_ih_........... Forwarded by...................................

At ¿bout 2 a.m. > August 17, 1940, Yang Kyung 

Kai aged about 30, a native of

Chinkiang, Kiangsu, was kidnapped from his home 

at No, 19, Poo Tung Lee, Tung Chong Road, Pootung, 

by three male Chinese, two of whom were armed with 

pi stols,

Yang, it is learned, has been dealing in 

heroin in Pootung since the outbreak of the 

Sino-Japanese hostilities in 1937, and has amassed 

a large for tune.

Information to hand indicates that the 

three kidnappers wefe led to Yang’s home by a 

girl of about 13 years of age, under the guise 

of being heroin purchaser/.

On August 18, the Pootung Police Bureau 

arrested one named Chang Zu ng Fah ,

a loafer, who often visited Yang’s address for 

narcotics, on suspicion of having connections 

■with this case. The Police authorities there 

are endeavouring to effect Yang’s release.

D. I.

D. C, (Special Branch),
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
I -v / r *fo. ~ i

s-

Date....... Angliat...5*— i p 40
Subject r eigngo dpwne. i n_ Ppo tu ng..- .. j>riv at_e!. wa t c.^ej^

the control of ..the Bureau»

G. 40M-

REPORT
i"8ï 'Bi"yTï?

Made by.....P.Î.Î.»....??.1? Lien Pih Forwarded by. D. I. Cr awforrd

The Pootung Police Bureau of the Shanghai

City Government about one month ago informed the

managements of all foreign owned godowns in Pootung

through their godown keepers to the effect that

the private watchmen in their employ should be
Information.

Commr. of Police.

¿fo I

n. c. (sa b.

placed under the control of the Pootung Police

Bureau and renamed police-watchmen,

Up to the present, only one foreign

Messrs. Mackinnon Mackenzie & Company, 27

has taken heed of the instruction and the

watchmen and one sergeant employed

at Pootung Point have been renamed

and are under the direction of the

concern,

The Bund;

12 private

at their wharf

police-watchmen

Police Bureau

in Pootung. They wear the uniforms

Bureau and receive a monthly

addition to

sergeant is

included)

pay of

supplied by the

$35 each in

a rice allowance

paid $60 a month

of $5 while the

as wages (rice allowance

They are now paid direct by the Police

Bureau which receives the wages from the company

Enquiries at Butterfield and Swire Company,

Ltd., JTench Bund, ascertained that the verbal

instructions are correct, but they do not intend

taking any notice of the request in the meantime

D. C.(Special Branch) D, I
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REPORT

pol,c&5. b. D.-W --
Dat19 40 *

„ ,. Japanese Special Service agent assassinated in PootungSubject...... ............................ ......................................... „.

m , D.I. Pan Lien Pih „ ... D.I. CrawfordMade by....... .............................................  r orwarded by..........................................

At about 8 p.m., July 8, 1940, HUANG YUIN 

DI® ( seere^ agent in the employ of

the Southern Pootung Section of the Japanese 

Special Service Department, was fatally shot by 

three male Chinese at the home of his concubine 

on Tu Dee Dong Ka, Yang Ka Zah, Pootung Point.

Huang Yuin Det. aged 41, formerly a loafer 

in Tsungming, formed a guerilla unit following 

the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese hostilities in 

1937 and was soon promoted to the position of a 

Company Commander. In Autumn, 1939, he

surrendered to the Japanese Special Service Depart

ment and was subsequently appointed a secret 

agent attached to the Southern Pootung Section of 

the Japanese Special Service Department. A number 

of guerilla members operating in the Tsungming area 

have since been arrested by the Japanese authorities 

as a result of information supplied by the deceased 

secret agent and it is believed that his death was 

brought about by his former associates.



July 8 40

Rice Situation in Han ta o and Pootung.

Nantao

The supply of rice in Nantao is monopolized 

by the Nantao Ming Sung Rice and Paddy Association, 

377 Min Kuo Road, Nantao, which was formed in 

March, 1940. This Association is sponsored 

principally by the Mitsui Bus san Kaisha and 

Mitsubishi Shoji Kaisha, which finis are the agents 

pennit ted by the Japanese authorities to purchase 

rice in the producing areas.

The Association at present distributes 

a total of some 70 bags of rice (See Mee),a total 

of 7 tons, to rice shops in Manteo every day. 

There is a stock of approximately 500 bags stored 

on the Association premises. The Association 

obtains its supplies from rice stored in Japanese 

godowns in Hongkew.

Rice Shops purchasing supplies from the 

Association must first deposit with the Association 

a minimum sum of Yen 500, and each shop receives 

a quantity of rice equivalent to 90% of the value 

of deposits.

Although according to the regulations of 

the Association, purchases of rice are not 

permitted from sources other than the Association, 

the rice shops are at present permitted to buy rice 

from fanners bringing the grain from suburban 

cities. Purchases are also made from dealers in
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the Settlement and French Concession. During 

the past week approximately 160 bag* of rice were 

daily transported to Nantao from the foreign 

controlled area*.
The prices prevailing in Nantao are a* 

follow*

See Mac
Wholesale price - $67*60 per ”zar" 

detail price • 668.50 • *

Foreign rice of poor quality brought
Cm th* ____________

Retail price * 860.00 per "sar*

150 rice shops bordering the ¿hangpoo M 

in Pootung are now supplied with lice (See Mee) 
fro« Japanese godown* in Hongkew by Japanese finas 

These shops are supplied collectively with 1,000 

"sara* of rice daily* She prices prevailing are 

as follow* »•

Wholesale price • $66.00 per "aar*
Retail price - $67.00 * •

ns »-ven rice shop owners in Pootung who 

were arrested by the Japanese authorities Ch 

charges of instigating a suspension of business 

by tbs rice shops in Pootung, were released on 

July 5, IMO. It is reported that during their 

detention, they were questioned end de taint d in



3

Hongkew*
There i e no rice thriving from the hinterland 

of Footung.
The etocke of foreign rice «tored in 

foreign owned godown» in Foot'.mg ere estimated

to he i-

Chi Chong Wharf* ¿aotung 3*000 hags

MacKonsie Wharf* Footing 9*900 *

Butterfield and Swire 
godowna in Footling

29*000 w
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S'
Section I, Speé^aî' aragofe.*^^^,*

REPORT ,5?°**----- iârîë......In"
Dat\z.........*9*

rice shops resume business.Pootung situation

Made by____P.?...i^h .i*.i®.??7.pih.«........Forwarded by....____ ....... i.î.._ .9?®?.?.®.^

Cemutr. of Police
Sir:

Inf ’ W ’linn.

D. C. (S>. Br.

i

Æ /

The 150 rice shops in Pootung, which 

suspended business on June 11, 1940, resumed 

business on June 14 on the instructions of the 

Japanese Military Police and the Pootung 

Administrative Office.

At 4 p.m. June 13, ten representatives 

of the rice shops were called to the Chen Chuoh 
Road ( £"J & ) Headquarters of the Japanese

Military Police, Pootung, where they were lectured 

on the importance of maintaining the rice supply 

and instructed them to resume business. With 

regard to the question of the transportation 

of supplies, the rice shop owners were informed 

that they purchase their supplies for the time 

being from the Yang Sz Jao area (opposite 

Kaochongmiao, Hantao) and transport their 

supplies by road instead of by creeks.

A notification instructing the rice 

shop owners to resume business was also posted 

outside the Pootung Administrative Office, in 

which the Administrative Office states that 

protection will be accorded bona-fide rice 

dealers while transporting rice supplies.

At about 2 p.m. June 14, 1940, the 

Japanese Military Police stationed at Pootung,



hM 2 File No.................
,«• 40"-'V- SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................................... Station^
REPORT 

Date.„.ip
- 2 -

Subject.................................................................................    _..............

Made by....................................................................................For warded by........................................................................................................................

arrested one WONG PAO KONG ( jd ft ) > the 

proprietor of the Wong Tsung Kee ( )

Rice Shop and Chairman of the ’’Rice Merchants’ 

Association* at Pootung and six other rice 

she*» owners on charge of instigating the recent 
of

suspension/business by the rice shops in Pootung 

with the intention of creating a monopoly in 

the rice trade. These people are still in 

custody to-day 16th June 1940.

/c
D. I.

| D. C. ( Special Branch ).

t V
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REPORT
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Made by D.T. Pan T.isn Pih.................Forwarded by.......P.»....I«...C.r.ai?X.ßTÄ*.

On June 11, 1940, some 150 rice shops in

Pootung suspended "business because of the lack of

supplies

Information has been obtained that theInformation.

'mmr. o] Police.

5 * .
supplies while en route

controversy is awaited by

(Special Branch)

suspension is really a form of protest and is due to

the forcible purchase at $37.00 per "zar" by the

Japanese Military Water Police of half the supplies

when discovered which the rice shop owners are

transporting from the Sungkiang and Minghong areas by

boat. The owners also state that there

protection by the Pootung Administrative

collect a levy of $0.40 per "zar". The

is inadequate

Office who

rice shop

owners have already appealed to the Japanese Military

Water Police through the Administrative Office for

the abandonment of the forcible purchase of such ríce

bringing further supplies

A settlement of the

the shop owners before

to Pootung.

D I
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Subject----- ---- Exhib.itiQn...Q.f...CbiJnfiAe...§nd..J.ap.ane.s.€!..xia.ija.t.i.ngs..Jand......

............... Calligrapby...ixi..^fi.Q.feing.t

Made by........•...Pa.n.X.ien. .Pih..........Forwarded by.....D.;...1.-....Qf.^.QX'A 

f'

Under the auspices of tie Pootung 

Southern District Administrative Office and the 

Pootung Section of the Japanese military Special 

Service Department, am ’»Exhibition of Chinese 

and Japanese Paintings and Calligraphy” was held 

in the Ming Sing Theatre between 10 a.m. ano. 5 p.m. 

on March 7, 1940. Some 40 large sizt photographs 

of Japanese factories and schools were on display 

but there were no exhibits of painting or 

calligraphy. The photographs were generally 

inscribed "Japan's contribution towards International 

Culture."

About 2C0 persons attendee the function, 

comprising for the most part children resicing in 

the vicinity.

The exhibition concluded on March 8, 

1940 on which date a closing ceremony was held at 

2 p.m. Some 200 persons including representatives 

of the various administrative offices in lootung 

and members of the Japanese Special Service organs 

in Pootung attended. At the close the following 

slogans were shouted:-

1. Enforce the late Dr. Sun 'fat-sen's 

Pan-Asianism.

2. Support Mr. Wang Ching Wei and his 

peace, anti-communist and national reconstruction 

policy.
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3. Support Mr. Wang Ching Wei for the

realization of trae democracy.

4. Support Mr. Wang Cning Wei and the

return of the Government to the Capital.

5. Support Chairman Wang for the

establishment of a new Order the orient.

D (Special Branch'

D. I.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.»
Section I, Special Branch.¿¿//¿/

REPORT February 19, 40.
Date...........................  -19

Subject Pootung Southern District Administrative Office — propagandaweek held in Pootung between February 12 and 18, 1940.

Made by.................. Forwarded by....................

The ’’Propaganda Week” sponsored by the

Vide Special Branch report of 17/2/40.
Pootung Southern District Administrative Office and the Japanese Special Service in Pootung, which was not carried out fully in accordance with the programme as mentioned in a previous report, was concluded on February 18 with the holding of a meeting in the Ming Sing Theatre ( , Tung Chong Road, Pootung.This meeting was attended by some 100 persons consisting of Japanese Military and Naval officers in Pootung and representatives from Pootung Chinese official organs, and’was presided over by Tsui Ngoh Tsung ( /£- 2. ^ ), Chief of the Pootung Southern District Administrative Office. Speeches of the usual pro-Japanese nature were delivered by a number of those attending, after which a dinner party was held. Paper posters bearing the following slogans were posted on the walls of the premises(1) Welcome participation by Japanese military and Japanese civilians !(2) Establish a new order in East Asia I(3) Support the forthcoming new Central Government !(4) Establish a basis for national salvation and anti-communist work !

D. I.A. C. ( Special Branch ).
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propaganda, week.
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The Pootung Southern District Administrative 

Office, in conjunction with the Japanese Special 

Service Section in Pootung, is conducting a 

propaganda campaign in Pootung for the improvement 

of '‘Sino-Japanese friendship", from February 12 

to February 18, 1940 in accordance with the 

following programme which was decided upon at a 

meeting recently held by the Pootung Southern 

District Administrative Office.

(1) Members of the "Friendly Army* 
(Japanese Army) may visit various 
amusement resorts in Pootung freely*

(2) Members of the "Friendly Army" 
patronizing restaurants and food 
shops shall be given a 30/? 
discount on the charges.

(3) Delegates be sent to Japanese wounded 
soldiers* hospitals for the purpose 
of comforting the inmates with 
foodstuffs etc.

(4) Delegates be appointed to various 
village guilds to deliver lectures 
on the following subjects

Sino-Japanese rapprochement.

Anti-Communist and National Salvation
>*o rk.

Support of the forthcoming new Central 
Government.

Establishment of "New Order" in Ee.st Asia.

Up to February 16, no propaganda literature had

appeared and no delegates attended village guilds

to deliver lectures.
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It is learned that a social meeting 

sponsored by the Japanese Military and Chinese 

residents will be held in the “Sino-Japanese 

Friendship ulub" on Footung Highway, Pootung, on 

February 18, when a dinner will be given to the 

Japanese and Chinese representatives.

A. C»(Special Branch)»
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Made by__ ................ ..................................................Forwarded by........................................ .....................................................

On and from February 15, 1940 no entrance 

passes or citizens’ certificates will be required 

in the area in Pootung at present under the control 

of the 4th Detachment of the Japanese Special Naval 

Landing Party which is bounded on the south by the 

Chang Ka Pang Creek, and on the East by the Yang 

King Creek, on the north and West by the #hangpoo 

River.

A. C. (Special -Branch).

Ja.Eane.se
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Section I, Special firhnwh*- I 

report n<tM January 21*0,,

Shanghai City Government - to register poor people.

Made by. D’ IUen-pih... ......Forwarded by................. Il . ..Ç.yawfoM.

On January 19, copies of a notice purporting 
to have been issued by Tsu Ngoh Taung ( 3- W ) »
Chief of the Pootung Administrative Office of the 
Shanghai City Government, were exhibited in Pootung 
notifying poor people living in the area to register 
with the Administrative Office or with the various 
town and village guilds before January 25, in order 
to facilitate the distribution of articles for winter 
relief by the authorities.

D. I.

A. C. ( Special Branch ).
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REPORT , /
Date. J ah J---- HÛU^.9.40*

Subject. Pootung Southern Dietrict Admin letratiy.e Off ice„„- ..Q.Tgani.ae.e...a 
relief committee for the poor in Pootung*

Made by. D.I*. Pan Lien Pih .....  Forwarded by.......DjtI.*...Grawfp.rd

For the purpose of relieving destitute people 

numbering some 300 or 400 now being sheltered in the 

Mackenzie & Co.’s Godown* Loh Ka Ts Pootung,

the Pootung Southern District Administrative Office has 

organized a relief committee with Tsu 1 Tsung
^ ), the Chief of the Administrave Office* as 

Chairman* The expenses of the committee are defrayed 

from funds contributed by supporters to the committee 

and also from the collection of a surtax of 25 cents on 

every *zar* of rice bought by rice shops in the Pootung 

Southern District* This amount of money was found 

insufficient for the purpose and on January 10, the 

committee screened motion pictures in the Gee Chong 

Godown* Tung Chong Road* Pootung* but only about $40 was 

obtained*

D* I.

D* C. (Special Branch)*

! INDEXED BY 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATE// / / I r,
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Pootung Administrative Office - Registration

of rice shops in Pootung 
......................... .........................................

Made by. P’.i.? .............Forwarded by...... .Sr*!...-. 
  /

On November 27, a circular notice was issued 

by the Pootung Administrative Office of the "Shanghai 

City Government" instructing all rice shops in 

Pootung to register the stocks held by them with the 

authorities. The notice states briefly as follows : 

"The recent increase in the price of rice 

is found to be due to the hoarding and 

manipulation by traitorous merchants. As rice 

is the essential food of the people, it is 

deemed a necessity to check such unlawful 

practice by the merchants. Notice is hereby 

issued that with effect from December 1, 1939, 

every rice shop must report to and register 

with this office in advance the quantities 

of rice to be purchased for checking purposes." 

Enquiries show that this step has been 

taken by the Pootung Administrative Office with the 

intention of facilitating the collection of a tax. 

Although the rate of levy is not mentioned in the 

notice, it is however, known that a sum of 30 cents 

will be collected on each picul of rice. The 

Administrative Office will issue receipts against 

payment of such tax which will grant them the 

transporting of their purchases without interference 

from the police.

D.C.(Special Branch).
D. I.



D.C. Special Branch.
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The Southern Pootung Merchants’Federation was formally

inaugurated at a meeting held between 1 p»m» and 4 p.m., on

January 6, 1939, on the former site of the Y.M.C.A. on Tung

Chong Road, Pootung, under the supervision of Mr. Sih Ching 

Tsung ). Chief of the 3rd Section of the Bureau of

Social Affairs of the * Shanghai City Government.* About 30

persons attended the function, including the followingt-

Ho Chi-fah ( ) : Chairman of the Federation; a
native of Ningpo, formerly a fore
man in the employ of the Kung Dah 
No» 2 Cotton Mill; at present owner 
of the San Tai(^ tfr ) Coal Hong, 
Tung Chong Road, Pootung.

Tsai Ling ( ) t Vice-Chairman of the Federation;
medical practitioner by profession»

Tsu Ding ( : Standing committee member of the
Federation; Chief of the Pootung 
Branch of the Great People’s 
Association( X & )•

An executive committee of eight persons including Ma Tung

Hai a loafer in Pootung, and a supervisory committee

of four persons including Wong Kwei-ling interpreter

in the office of the Pootung Brandi of the Japanese Gendaimerie, 

were established while Mr. Watai ( ), Chief of the Pootung

Branch of the Japanese Gendarmerie, was invited to serve in 

the Federation as Senior Advisor

While delivering his speech during the inaugural ceremony, 

Tsu Ding stated that the Chiang Kai-shek Government has been 

attempting to further its own ends by sacrificing the Chinese 

people; that Japan has taken up arms to exterminate Communism 

I for the salvation of the Chinese people and that the real

W. A.
aggressor nations are Great Britain, France, the United States 
B?.)
of America and the U.S.S.R. aj f* p

Ik
D.C.(Sp. Br.) D. I



Eastern Times and other local newspapers »- /-/ (/7/yJ

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BEING F0B1ED

The Shanghai Special Municipal Government 
is contemplating the formation of a Chamber of Conmerce 
in each of the districts surrounding Shanghai« They will 
be placed under the control of the Political Affairs 
Administration of the district. A General Chamber of 
Commerce will also be formed to supervise the other chambers» 

f\a a Chamber of Commerce was inaugurated
' X yesterday in Pootung with one Ho Chi-fah ({cf ), native 

1» /!/ oi Nlngpo, formerly an interpreter to the Japanese Naval 
>/ v Landing Party, as Chairman, and one Tsai Ling ($ ) as

his deputy. This Chamber will collect a monthly subscription 
from the shops in the district.

It is learned that similar chambers will 
be formed in the Western District and in Nantao.
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1 __________ r

POLICE HEADQUARTERS, 

HONG KONG.

27th. January 1939.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter 

No.S.fi. D895O (G.) dated January the I3th.I939, and to inform 

you that we are in receipt of the following information 

concerning Mr.Robert George Witchell.

Mr.Witchell left Hong Kong per S.S."Empress of Asia* on 

25.11.38, booked to Shanghai. He was accompanied by Mrs. 

Ursula Lloyd, a British Subject, with whom Witchell appears 

to have been on rather intimate terms. Mrs.Lloyd was booked 

through to Yokohama, and it appears that Witchell also 

continued the journey to Yokohama with her. Confirmation has 

been received here that both Witchell and Mrs.Lloyd sailed 

from Yokohama for Honolulu on 8.12.38. per S.S."Chichibu Iferu”.

It is also knovun that Witchell is in possession of a 

valid British Passport and that he obtained a temporary 

visitor's visa for the U.S.A, on 25.11.38,the date of sailing.

I have the honour to be, 

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

p.Commissioner of Police.

The Commissioner of Police,

Shanghai.

WES;FIT

No.S.fi


i,„ 1' ' r ’ ■ File No.............
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Police., enquiring., whereabouts. of. .Bobert..................

........     /................ A
Made ¿y....P.*.S.*..I.«...Logan...... .Forwarded by......THalt'....’. .....¿Lt.jTz

With reference to Special Branch report on the 

subject of above, a coded telegram was received from 

the Hongkong Police at 5 p.m. 14/1/39, which was decoded 

by Mr. Ford, Vice Consul, H.B.M. Consulate-General, and 

reads as follows

"With reference to my letter of December 29th 

and my telegram of January 11th Witchell known to have left 

Shanghai for Yokohama and Kobe

C.I.D. Police”

Continued enquiries have up to date failed to 

ascertain the name of the ship on which Witchell left



1

S3.

JayyiaTy 13» 39.

Acting Contniesioiìer of Police,
Police Headquarters, roseioX

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir»
I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter dated December 29, 1938 and your cablegram 
dated January 11, 1939 in regard to the whereabout» 
of Mr. Robert George Michell and in reply forward 
herewith copy of a Police report on the enquiries 
wade.

Any further information will be forwarded on 
receipt.

I have the honour to bo, 
Sir»

Your obedient servant,

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

C—feeioner of Police.

TP/
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Please prod«. this to™ m eo.rrecttoe lS|â«ÊlSS8«jlt»*l«l»ÎÎ*»R*«
with any enquiry respecting this telegram



CONFIDENTIAL
S.l, Special Branch, 

January 12, 1939.

Letter from Hongkong Pclice enquiring whereabouts of 
Robert George fltcholl, 30, British.

With reference to the attached letter, dated December 29, 

1938, from the Acting Commissioner of Police, Hongkong, to the 

Commissioner of Police, Shanghai» enquiring the whereabouts of 

one Robert George Witchell, age 30, British, employed as a 

clerk in the Ffeasport Office, Hongkong, who left Hongkong for 
Shanghai on November 26, 1938 in the s.s* *finpress of Asia** 
having been granted 12 days’ casual leave, enquiries confirmed 
that Witohell arrived in Shanghai on November 27, 1938, having 
travelled from Hongkong first class in the s.s. "Stress of 
Asia*. It was learned from the local office of the Canadian 
fticific Steamship Co. that Witohell gave as his address, 392 
Route Ferguson, Flat 4 (Tel.75836), which is the residence of 
his aunt. This lady upon being interviewed, stated that she 
had received a letter from Witchell’s mother in Hongkong askii^ 
for information concerning his whereabouts but denied having 
seen or heard anything of him in Shanghai. She stated that she 
had reason to believe that he would avoid meeting her as she 
was usually severe with him on account of his escapades with 
women. She made toe request that her same should not be men
tioned in any report as she did not wish to bo associated with 
her nephew in any way, especially as her husband is employed as 
a teacher in the S.M.C. BJuoation Department.

Witohell's wife (registered at H.B.M. Consulsto**Genersl) 
who reside« at Apt. 5, 377 Avenue du Roi Albert, when interview
ed expressed surprise upon learning that her husband had ooms 
to Shanghai and stated that she was unable to give any infom»- 
tion that would assist in treeing his whexwabimts. She stated 
that she was living apart from him in oonsequenoo of his habit 
of oonsortlng with other women. She was aware that he was 
heavily in debt in Hongkong, but had r^ulor^F received her 
monthly allowance of HK.^160.00 per month up to the end of
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October. The November and December, 1938 and January 1939 
allowances have not been received. In this connection it is 
noteworthy that on November 23, 1938, Mrs. Michell addressed 
an urgent telegram to her husband threatening to take legal 
proceedings against him should he fail to remit the overdue 
allowances. As he left Hongkong on November 25, 1938 it would 
appear that his departure may have had some connection with the 
receipt of the telegram mentioned. Besides the telegram, Mrs. 
Mtchell addressed several pressing letters to her husband 
which, combined with the telegram and alleged debts, may have 
made him decide to abscond.

At 4.30 p.m. January 11, 1939, a coded telegram was 
received from the Hongkong Police, which was decoded by Mr. 
VJ. Molau^hlin, Vice-Consul, H.B.M. Consulate-General, stating 
that Mtchell is suspected of having misappropriated a number of 
blank Hongkong passports from stock.

It is reasonable to suppose therefore that Mtchell contem
plated absconding and, having access to the Hongkong blank pass
ports would have experienced little difficulty in forging one 
or more, doubtless under an assumed name or names.

A photograph of Mtchell was obtained from his wife and 
several copies made. These have been shown to the various hotel 
and boarding house managers as well as to shipping agents but 19 
to date no useful information concerning Witchell has been 
obtained. Examination of the various shipping lists show that 
Mtchell has not left Shanghai by ship under his own name bht It 
is quite possible that he may have departed under an assumed 
name and using eno of the misappropriated passports which, with 
his special knowledge acquired in course of his employment as 
passport clerk, he could with little difficulty forge, 
inquiries have been made at the various Consulates in Shanghai 
but the officials were unable to identify the photograph of 
Mtohell. It is likely that if he applied for a visa to enter a



blanks misappropriaueu -* ---------------------
Vi it shell stated that she knew that her husband would not scruple 

to accept money from women and nuoted an instance where he had 
accepted money from a woman believed to be the neice of a Swiss 

Consul in Manohuko with whom he had cohabited in Hongkong.
This lady, whose name is unknown, is stated to be an American 

citizen. In view of the fact that he is stated to have been 

heavily in debt it is strange that he should have travelled on 

the n&npress of Asia* first ss instead of tourist class - 
Enquiries continuing.

Car Uf tod trua gftgg



memo.

^•C. Special Branch.
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REPORT S/T ...... /paie | January 12, t ? 39 m
Subject Letter .from. Hongkong.. Pol ice.. enquiring., .......................

................. .Geo.rge..Mitch.ell4...30^..British.  ............................................  /............. . -. q. 

Made by.......?/.?/.?..•..... Logan....................... Forwarded by..........

With reference to the attached letter, elated 

December 29, 1938, from the Acting Commissioner of Police, 

Hongkong, to the Commissioner of Police, Shanghai, 

enquiring the whereabouts of one Robert George V/itchell, 

age 30, British, ©ployed as a clerk in the Passport Office, 

Hongkong, who left Hongkong for Shanghai on Nov© be r 25, 1938 

in the s.s. •’Empress of Asia** having been granted 12 days’ 

casual leave, enquiries confirmed that ’.iitchell arrived 

in Shanghai on November 27, 1938, having travelled from 

Hongkong first class in the s.s. ’’Empress of Asia.” It 

was learned from the local office of the Canadian Pacific 

Steamship Co. that Witchell gave as his address, 392 Route 

Ferguson, Flat 4 (Tel.75836), which is the residence of 

his aunt. This lady upon being interviewed, stated that 

she had received a letter from Witchell’s mother in 

Hongkong asking for information concerning his whereabouts 

but denied having seen or heard anything of him in Shanghai- 

She stated that she had reason to believe that he would 

avoid meeting her as she was usually severe with him on 

account of his escapades with women. She made the request 

that her name should not be mentioned in any report as she 

did not wish to be associated with her nephew in any way, 

especially as her husband is ®i ployed as a teacher in the 

S.M.C. Education Department.

Jitchell’s wife (registered at H.B.M. Consulate- 

General) who resides at Apt. 5, 377 Avenue du Roi Albert, 

when interviewed expressed surprise upon learning that her 

husband had come to «-»hanghai and stated that she was unable
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to give any information that would assist in tracing his 

whereabouts. ohe stated that she was living apart from 

him in consequence of his habit of consorting with other 

women. She was aware that he was heavi ly in debt in 

Hongkong, but had regularly received her monthly allowance 

of HK.$150.00 per month up to the end of October. The 

Novenber and December, 1938 and January, 1939 allowances 

have not been received. In this connection it is 

noteworthy that on November 23, 1938, Mrs. Witchell 

addressed an urgent telegram to her husband threatening 

to take legal proceedings against him should he fail to 

remit the overdue allowances. As he left Hongkong on 

November 25, 1938 it would appear that his departure may 

have had some connection with the receipt of the telegram 

mentioned. Besides the telegram, Mrs. Witchell addressed 

several pressing letters to her husband which, combined 

with the telegram and alleged debts, may have made him $$ 

decide to abscond.

At 4.30 p.m. January 11, 1939, a coded telegram 

was received from the Hongkong Police, which was decoded 

by Mr. W.J. McLaughlin, Vice-Consul, H.B.M. Consulate- 

General (copy of decoded transcript attached hereto) 

stating that Witchell is suspected of having misappropriated 

a number of blank Hongkong passports from stock.

It is reasonable to suppcs e therefore that 

Witchell contemplated absconding and, having access to the 

Hongkong blank passports, wouldhave experienced little
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difficulty in forging one or more, doubtless under an 

assumed name or names •

A photograph of Mitchell was obtained from his 

wife and several copies made. These have been shown to 

the various hotel and boaruing house managers as well as 

to shipping agents but up to date no useful information 

concerning Mitchell has been obtained. Examination of 

the various shipping lists show that Mitchell lias not 

left Shanghai by ship under his own name but it is quite 

possible that he may have departed under an assumed name 

and using one of the misappropriated passports which, with 

his special knowledge acquired in course of his employment 

as passport clerk, he could with little difficulty forge. 

Enquiries have been made at the various Consulates in 

Shanghai but the officials were unable to identify the 

photograph of rfitchell. It is likely that if he applied 

for a visa to enter a foreign country he would do so urder 

an assumed name. In this connection it would be possible 

to make definite enquiries at the various Consulates if 

the serial numbers of the passport blanks misappropriated 

in Hongkong could be obtained. Mrs. Witchell stated that 

she knew that her husband would not scruple to accept money 

from women and quoted an instance where he had accepted 

money from a woman believed to be the neice of a Swiss 

Consul in Manchukuo with whom he had cohabited in Hongkong. 

This lady, whose name is unknown, is stated to be an American 

citizen. In view of the fact that he is stated to have
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been heavily in debt it is strange that he should have 

travelled on the ’‘Empress of Asia" first class instead of 

tourist class« Enquiries continuing.

A ■ .
(Special Branch)
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Please produce this form in connection 
with any enquiry respecting this telegram
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POLICE HEADQUARTERS,

HONG KONG.

cgp/aht 29th December, 1938

CONFIDENTIAL

Sir

I have the honour to request your assistance

in tracing Mr. Robert George WITCHELL, a British subject, 

30 years of age, who is employed as a clerk in the 

Passport Office of this department. He left Hong Kong 

for.Shanghai on the 25th November, 1938, in the S.S. 

’’Empress of Asia” having been granted 12 days’ casual 

leave. He has not yet returned to duty, and although 

he has already long over-stayed his leave I have re

ceived no word of explanation from him.

I understand that Mr. Witchell’s wife, Mrs. 

M.K. Witchell, is living in Shanghai at No. 377 du 

Roi Albert, Appartment 5. It is possible that she 

may be able to give some information concerning her 

husband although I understand that they have recently 

not been on best of terms.

I shall be very grateful for any assistance 

you can give me in this matter.

I have the honour to be, ----- 1

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Act. Commissioner of Police.

The Commissioner of Police

Shanghai Municipal Council

SHANGHAI.
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wUHGHW Mt’HICIPAL POLICE"
S. O. REGISTRY

No. S. B. DJÎ1ZL____
..   I— — iHMHHlIIWO1__ :___ r

pâ/i> October 20, 1938.

(Special Branch) Office Notes

D.C. (Special Branch),

Information has been obtained from a very reliable 
source that a Mr.. Rad.icaAi-or-deBrand.za, Italian subject, 
living at Room 403 of the China United Apartments, Bubbling 
Well Road, is at present engaged in the supplying of aero
planes to the Japanese Authorities. The parts are shipped 
to Dairen where they are assembled and not to Japan. He 
represents the firm of Breda. The firms Breda, Caproni and 
.Fiat are, it is believed, about to amalgamate in the Ear 
East, and Mr. Radical! may be appointed as representative 
in Tokyo.

It is further learned that a Mra x- « -x- <_by marriage, Italian by birth, her «.British
is a very important personage in thi« -^en .name being Azaretti 
secretary-mistress to Mr. Caviin business. She is 
for the Fiat Company. Both retuL.E East representative 

ned recently from Tokyo.
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S. O. REÄÄTftY

CHINA press.
DEC 20 1938

«TtJ • . w~wnç--. •IL hiñese baidj 
Giving Money 
To Pay Debts 

"

Great enthusiasm has been shown 
by Shanghailanders in the move- 
ment for $1 contributions to the 
Government for the repayment of 
the Chinese national debts, a Chin
ese repprt said yesterday/

Led by General Hsieh Ching- 
yuan, famed commander of the 
Lone Battalion which for five days 
defied Japanese heavy artillery fire 
ip a Chapei godown, a large num
berof local Chinese residents were 
said to have made their contribu
tions.

Some of the contributions, the 
report said, were sent to local 
Chinese newspapers which ana. act- 
ing as agents of the Central 
others were sent direct to the bank ( 
office.



December 21, 1938. Afternoon Translation.

Chinese-American Daily Hews • -

school teachebs take ohth of loyalty

To demonstrate their unity as well as loyalty 
to the Party and the nation, teachers of various grades 
of schools in this locality have promoted an *educationai 
employees’ oath-making movement.*

Xt is learned that since the promotion of 
this movement in September this year up to yesterday, 
many schools have joined the movement. The presidents 
of the schools have filled the following form on behalf 
of their respective teaching staff •*

•I swear will all sincerity that X will deal 
with education absolutely in accordance with the aims 
and purposes of education as promulgated by the 
national Government j X will never register with the 
puppet organisation nor will X accept any appointments 
or subsidies from it. Should X ever violate this 
oath, X am willing to undergo the most severe 
punishment from the people and the Government«*



Standard and other local newspapers €- li/iAfJf (Rft

THE DOLLAR LOAM REFUND MOVEMENT

In connection with the H Loan Refund
Movement, the Shanghai Municipality Educational Circles' 
Thrift Movement Acceleration Conmittee yesterday issued 
the following open letter addressed to educational circles«

"China's position in the family of
nations has been greatly elevated because of her prolonged 
resistsnce« Democratic nations are in sympathy with her 
and are rendering assistance« Though the efforts of 
our Finance Commission, America has agreed to extend to 
China credit for Gold 185,000,000, while -Britain has 
also promised to approve a loan of £10,000,000« With 

„these large credits, there will be great improv an ent in
« i ^China's military and economic strength« In the meantime, 
\ V* wa should do our utmost to show ourselves worthy of 

their sympathy and help«
"The American and British credits

amount approximately to Chinese 1460,000,000« These 
loans can be immediately repaid if each of us contribute 
&• As this movement has now been voluntarily started, 
ws should assist this movement« It should not prove 
a difficult task«for the only thing we have to do is to 
curtail unnecessary expenses«•"



*. I Pile No.... „ ' v
¿risoqofcs , SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s. KY j

S • 1, Sp ecigl;; Br^ch-.^^R^""'/''^

REPORT

Subject The Dollar Loan Refund Movement in local middle and primary

schools, /

Made by. Forwarded by.......Ç/.

Reference the attached translation of an extract from

the News Digest January 10th issue on the subject of the 

Dollar Loan Refund Movement in local middle and primary 

schools and the query of D.C. (Special Branch) appended 

thereon enquiries were made and the following ascertained.

This movement was first voiced by Hwang Zao Yung 

Principal of the Ghun-Yi Middle School , Dzu Soo

Building, Lane 353, Nanking Road, who was formerly a member 

of local Tangpu and an officer of the Bureau of Education.

He, however, was reluctant to commence the movement personally 

on account of his past service with the Kuomintang authorities

and, therefore, forwarded the stipulation to the Shanghai

Municipality Education Association which is in charge of

Mr. Li Tsao Kwan ^ ) » President o? the Chiaotung Univer

sity, and has a communication address established in the 

Shanghai Girls* University, 451 Taku Road. At the instance 

of this Association, the following organizations unanimously

agreed to first foster propaganda through the newspapers as

a preliminary step towards the consumât ion of this scheme:-

Name of
Organization Address

Chinese Private 
Schools* Asso
ciation , 
(> )
^/Kc-oA-é—ô $8 M

Min Kuo Mid
dle School, 
1/289 Wei
haiwei Road.

Officer i/c Remarks
Feng Ih Sien,? '
Principal of Members of this 
the Min Kuo Association con- 
Middle School, si st of private 
and supervisor middle & primary 
of the Shanghai schools in the 
Children Edu- Settlenent and 
cation Publica- French Concession 
tion Society at In the middle of 
Lane 152, House Oct., 1938, this 
6, Chengtu Rd. Association des- 
He was a member patched a letter 
of the Shanghai to the Education 
Municipality Dept, of the S* 
Anti-Japanese M.C. requesting 
Movement in that the grant s- 
Shanghai follows in-aid for 
ing the Chinese schools



File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Station,
REPORT

Date. 19

Subject.

Made by. Forwarded by 
- 2 -

Name of 
Organization Address Officer i/c Remarks

Wanpaosan Incident 
in July 1931.

. be issued in 
cash instead 
of "Wei Wah* 
cheques.
(Vide Special 
Branch reports 
dated 29/10/38 
& 15/11/38).

Shanghai 
Municipality 
Middle School 
Teachers & 
Staff Employees 
Federation .

Min Kwang 
Middle School. 
2 Kiaochow 
Road.

Zi Tsuh Hsiang 

principal of 
the Min Kwang 
Middle School.

No record in 
Special Branch 
against this 
Federation.

Shanghai 
Municipality 
Middle Schools 
Society

Shanghai
Middle School

Zung Tung Woo -do

Rue du Marche
Principal of 

. the f0 rego ing 
school. He 
received in 
the beginning 
of 1938 threat
ening letters 
on 3 occasions 
warning him to 
refrain from 
conducting anti
Japanese propa
ganda in his 
school. (Vide 
Special Branch 
report dated 
25/3/38).

Shanghai Mini 
cipality Mid
dle Schools 
Proctors 
Association,

Shanghai 
Private 
Middle 
School, 
460 Cheng- 
tu Road.

Tseu Zu Tsoh
(Him).
Proctor of 
the Shanghai 
Private Mid
dle School.

-do-

In the attached translation six organizations are mentioned

as cooperating with the Shanghai Ifiinicipality Educational

Association in promoting the movement Two of them, the

Shanghai Middle Schools Federation and the Shanghai Municipality

Primary Schools Education Society, are unknown to the Police



rM , * File No..............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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and have not "been located.

Up to the present no definite plans regarding the 

collection of funds have been decided upon but it is learned 

that the above organizations vzill discuss same during meetings 

to take place in the near future.

This movement will be kept under observation and anything

of interest will form the subject of a fresh report

\ i\‘/
<*■•’ . ‘ D.C. (Special Branch)

«% r
I

D. S. I. ,/7



News ZUgest and other loc»l newspapers »•

THS DOTJh^R LOTffl HOT? MOWjHT

The Shanghai Municipality Educational 
Association is co-operating with the 'Shanghai Municipality 
Private Middle Schools* Society h
the Shanghai Municipality Middle Schools' federation 
(£ ¿9# )• the Shanghai Municipality Middle
Schools’ Society the 'Shanghai
Municipality Middle School Teachers and Staff Enployees* 
federation the 3heiighai
Municipality Middle School Instructors' association4 .

and the Shanghai Municipality Primary J 
School Educational Society in enforcing
the *Xbll£r Loan Refund Movement*»

Ths Association has issued an open letter 
urging all members to support the movement»





WCT/ »
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G^seoo-r* M SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIC£. 3. c.

S. 1, Specife^^.aii^//^^/-" $qI 
REPORT I / 7___/’

Dat'gr^^OSXJ. T&l . I9 39. <
Subject............"The Voice*. alleged TrotHWigtS Organ - enquirieaj.re...... ............... .........

anonymous letter To Police dated January 9, 1939.
........... ■ ——— --...........................................—..........^................/.....     a...... 
Made by.......................Forwarded by...Qt—e/....'. ........Co...S?»i 

With reference to the attached anonymous letter 

alleging that *The Voice,* a half monthly publication, and 

“The Charge,* a secret national salvation periodical, are 

published by Trotfcyists at Ho .99 Ssu Wen Li ()> 

Sinza Road, discreet enquiries have failed to confirm the 

correctness of the infomation.

The publication *The Voice* is being published 

from the above address by the following three students, 

the first named being the person mentioned in the letter as 

editor of the magazine in question »-

Chow Chung Hsien ()IH^K ), a student of the Dan Hwa 
College, corner of Tatung and Avenue Roads.

Wong Sung Yoh (X % ), a student of the Chung 
Hwa Ho.4 Vocational School, Pootung Guild, 1454 
Avenue Edward VII, and a member of the Executive 
Committee of the Students« Association formed by 
the foregoing school (Vide Pile Ho.D8589 - report 
dated 3/10/38 (flagged)).

Song Ting (¿3* ), a student of the Chung Hwa
Ho.4 Vocational School.

The trio are full of the usual youthful enthusiasm and 

I in promoting the publication of the magazine, they appear 

to be endeavouring to foster propaganda among their school

mates in order to draw their attention to the critical 

situation of the country. There is no evidence to show 

them to be Trotskyists, however. The magazine is still 

in course of organization and its first issue will be 

published on February 15 to be sold at five cents per copy. 

The above students are conducting the publication quite 

openly and are making arrangements to register the periodical 

with the S.M.P.

The periodical will contain articles on economic



_ FMr 2 i 
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File No...........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................. .......................Station^

REPORT
Fiate................................  t ç>

Subject  ..........................................................................................................................................................................................................-——

Made by. Forwarded by.

and political problems and it is expected that articles of 

a mild national salvation nature will also be introduced as 

the three promoters all entertain the view that students 

should be convinced that China can preserve her existence 

only by fighting to the bitter end and that she cannot

deviate from this course without surrendering part or whole

of her sovereignty.

It has not been possible to confirm the report that 

the "Charge*} a secret national salvation periodical,

is also published by Chow Chung Hsien or his associate 

promoters of "The Voice". This publication is definitely 

not a "Trotskyist organ. The Trot&yists or the 4th 

Internationalists are at present adopting an anti-Chiang 

Kai Shek, anti-Communist and anti-Capitalistic outlook

whereas the publication "Charge" is a strong supporter of the

- friii

policy of the National Government (Vide Special Branch 

reports dated 8/11/38 and 16/12/38). A copy of a Trotskyist
•X'

mosquito newspaper entitled "National Salvation Youth* which 

was obtained during the course of enquiries into the present 

case and which contains anti-Chiang Kai Shek, anti-Communist 

and anti-imperialistic propaganda is attached herewith

i-vK

together with a summary translation of its contents.

Enquiries are proceeding with a view to locating 

the publishing address of the periodical "Charge."

D. S. I.

è

- 2 -

D.C. (Special Branch)



Summary Translation of the contents of "National Salvation 
Youth*, issue No.9, dated 27/11/38.

1. Article entitled "What did General Chiang Kai-shek tell 

the people in his manifesto?" which denounces General 

Chiang for having cheated the people. It asserts that 

the loss of one city after another and one province 
army

after another by the Kuomintang/in the current hostilities 

is the result of their non-cooperation with the labourers 

and the farmers, and that General Chiang has deceived the 

people by describing defeats as strategic retreats.

2. Article entitled "Why we have failed in the war?" which 

declares that to rely upon U.S.S.R. and Great Britain in 

the present war of resistance will convert China into 

another Abyssinia or Czechoslovakia. Great Britain made 

no manifestation when Canton was captured by Japan. 

Instead she had detailed Sir Archibald Clark Kerr to 

see General Chiang presumably for peace terms. Throughout 

the hostilities, U.S.S.R. practically remained passive 

except for creating a small incident at Changkufeng.

The only way to win the present struggle is to arm the 

people and lead them to fight a revolutionary war.

3. Article entitled "Where will U.S.S.R. go?" which asserts 

that Stalin’s peace principle has been shattered by the 

Uunich Conference. Stalin, it continues, has maintained 

his rule by utilizing his "G.P.U.* and gold Roubles but 

this will not hold the situation long and a revolution 

upsetting his regime will come in due course.

4. Article entitled "Patriotic Youths go to the Interior* 

which criticizes the youths who proceed to the interior 

to join guerilla corps, stating that they have not viewed 

the situation from the proper angle. It is a folly to 

expect that guerilla units would be able to recover 

Shanghai or any other cities. They should get into 



- 2

contact with the labourers in Shanghai and secure 

connections between the labourers and the guerillas - 

their uninn will produce a power which will eventually 

pull down the Japanese Imper jâ-ists.

5« Article entitled "The consciousness of Communists* 

which denounces the communists for condemning the 

"National Salvation Youth" as a Traitor paper or 

Trotskyists' paper.
Three articles urging local labourers intf^ttàng those of

1
lithe Shanghai Tramway Co. to demand better treatment from 

their respective managements.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

COMMISSIONER’S OFFICE

Translation oy Anonymous letter.

January .?.>................... 193..9.t

To

Police Pepartment,

Shanghai Municipal Council.

Sirs,

It is learned that "The Voice", a half

monthly publication, is bein '’ published in the 

designated reception room of House No. 99, Ssu 

Wen Li Alleyway, corner of Slnza and Tatung 

Hoads, under the auspices of Trosky!sts who 

also surreptitiously issue a publication entitled 

"The Charge", Chow Chung Hsien being their editor. 

Besides, the address is a rendezvous for about 

ten persons who hold a meeting on every Sunday 

between 9 a.m. and 12 o’clock noon.

Th reporting the foregoing to you, it is 

requested that discreet inquiries be made and 

that registration of "The Voice" be refused.

(Signed); "Shanghai Citizen".

S.K. HO: 
No. 15.
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With reference to the attached translation of an 

extract from the newspaper Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned 

Chinese language newspaper) dated December 22, 1938 on 

the subject of the Kuomintang and Communist Party in- 

Shanghai and the query of Commissioner of Police appended 

thereon, careful enquiries have elicited that the New 

Fourth Army has a representative stationed in Shanghai 

but he maintains no office ae alleged by the newspaper. 

This representative is changed from time to time in order 

to avoid suspicion.
Jf

There is no truth in the information that Chow

Shao ), better known as Tseu Zao Kee,

ie the Chief of the Shanghai Office of the New Fourth

Tseu is not a communist but works for the cause, 'Aris 
imiis ’J 

s’ s'&W national salvation. He was one of the most prominent

^^agaaagjjg^national salvation movement leaders in Shanghai in 1937.

In June 1937, he founded the Shanghai Amateurs Travelling

Group (Vide File D.7944 attached) and in August the same 

year he organized the Cyclists* National Salvation Group, 

the object of the latter organization being to deliver 

messages for the national salvation associations (Vide 

File D.8039-A/33 attached). Following the withdrawal 

of the Chinese troops from Shanghai, Tseu left this city 

for the interior together with a number of other national 

salvation workers and, from a reliable source, it is 

learned that he never returned to Shanghai.
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Despite the fact that leaders of the Kuomintang 

and Communist Party are in close cooporation with one 

another, since the outbreak of the current hostilities 

there has always been in existence a certain amount of 

friction between those members, but it is not so serious 

as claimed to be by the Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned 

Chinese language newspaper). This state of affairs is 

not denied by either the Kuomintang or the Communist 

Party and the Japanese authorities are aware of it.



December 22, 1938» Afternoon Translation.

Sin Shun Pao (Japanese owned Chinese language newspaper) »•

KUOMINTANG AND COMMUNIST PARTY IN SHANGHAI

In an interview with foreign newspaper 
reporters» the spokesman of the Japanese Military Press 

Section stated that an important organ of the New Fourth 
Army has been established in the Foreign Settlements. 

According to reliable information secured from Euotnin 
sources* (Slow Shao-chi($ whe, prior to the^
outbreak of hostilities* was1 the leader of the Cui 
Circles* National Salvation Association, is the Chi 
of the Shanghai Office of the New Fourth Army

In order to counter-act the activ 
of the Shanghai Office of the Three Principles Youth 
Corps, which was inaugurated two or three months ago and 
which has been oppressing the Communist Party* Chow Shao- 
chl is endeavouring to revive the Shanghai Students' 
National Salvation Association* but his efforts have not 
bean successful for the students are indifferent towards 
his oownmlstle activities*
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At 11 a.m. January 19» 1939, Capt. L. Cronmiller, Jr., 

Law Officer, U.S. fourth Marines, called at the Special 

Branch and made the following complaint »-

Recently a Russian Jewess, namely, Dora Eethir 

Gurevich, age about 24, brought a civil action in the local 

U.S. Court against U.S. Surgeon Lieut, ^we^, Room 813, Park 

Hotel, charging him with having raped her in Hankow in 

March, 1938 as a result of which she became pregnant. The 

charge was dismissed by the U.S. Court on January 11, 1939. 

Since the latter date Surgeon Lieut. Powell has been 

molested by means of numerous telephone calle received at 

his room in the Park Hotel from unknown persona, both male 

and female, who without making direct threats of physical 

violence against him, succeeded in injecting a certain 

menacing tone into their communications. These communications 

never come to the point but usually lake the form of t-

*1 want to see you on the Bund immediately, it is important 

that you come right away* etc.

Bequests by Surgeon Lieut. Bo well that the speaker 

should come to see him in hie room or state his or her 

identity always resulted in the individual concerned hanging 

up the phone.

Capt. Cronmiller stated that he did not wish any 

Court case to ensue as Surgeon Lieut. Powell had suffered 

enough embarrassment already but wished to know if steps 

could be taken to put a stop to the systemised molestation.

There is good reason to believe that a sister of

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. J

s.l, Sped al..J3r.anch.
REPORT January..l&..i5 39. '*

Subject____p*s* Surgeon Meat. Powell, Boon 813, Park Hotel - Mole a t at i an

___ by means of menacing telephone call a« etc

Made by.......D.S..lA....I»0gan. .Forwarded by..
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an official of the Standard Oil Co«, Pootung, and hex "brother 

who wae recently released from Ward Road Gaol, namely,

v the Per8one responsible for
the molestation« Surgeon Lieut. Powell it in considerable 

fear of physical violence as the Gurevich family has 

rather a shady reputation locally«

Owing to the difficulty of effectively checking 

*-elephone calls to a place like the Park Hotel it was 

augk. 'ted that Lieut« Powell should make arrangements to 

have all telephone calls to the Park Hotel referred to 

Tel. No.78005 (Capt. Cronmiller's private telephone) and 

that arrangements should be made with the Telephone Co. 

to check all calle to the latter number and thereby trace 

the identity of the persons annoying Lieut« Powell, after 

which it should be possible to warn the persons concerned to 

desist,

Drsii.

Br,) D.C. (Special Branch)

J



’ *File No
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.* ■ ' . . J tinjSection 1, Special‘¿: 

REPORT January 20

Subject (in full) A*S?...Surgepn,^euj;... Powell, Hoorn 813, Park Hotel « 
molestati on by means of menacing telephone calls, e^G>

FOC^NO. 3 
G. jfëVl-39

Made
.Logan Forwarded by.

With reference to special uranch report on the

above subject dated 19*1.39, and O.C. (Special Branch;’s 

memo, dated 20.1.39 attached thereto, tiapt. ,i>. Cronmiller

Jr., law officer, fourth U.S. Marines, was informed 

along the lines indicated in D.C. (Special Branch)*s
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439 INST.12-31
1000^4-38 f Mise. 81/39*

Report sent with.. 
Special Branch.

Ten pamphlets, handbills or

Where found ! ^Yunnan Road.n<ar i Time f°und

, Ht-QiSTF Y
---------Afe #-*-0^4==  ̂-

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Shopping Centre
Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 

etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.)

Arrests or not, if so how many? Kil

Signed.............................................................T C*De8< 149* 
for C. L etc. ........  .... Station.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under

J*n. 27th. 1939.
Date...............................................

Dropped on pavement
Commemorating the Annivenaxy ef the 1932 Hostilities



F- 439 Ingt, 12-31.
T. H. 10^12-31.

Central Mise. 70/39

Report sent with .. . § 
Special Branch.

pamphlets, handbills or newspapers to

28/1/394.3Ca DateWhere found I Kiangse Hear Cant jnTime found

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Business Section

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. ——

How distributed ? 
(If known). Posted on electric standards.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). Anti Japanese.

Arrests or not, if so how many ?

Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? *)S

(J

Date 28/1/39
Signed

D. S.
for C. I. etc. i/c.___ O^ntl^X—Station.



F. 439 
T. H.

Iim, 12*31.
ÎW^k. 12-31.

80Report sent with---- ..------------------------------------- ..pamphlets» handbills
Special Branch.

i or newspapers to

Where found Bonking near Kiangs > ¡ftp16 f°und 6a46a«^eDate 28/V39
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Uio^pinc centre.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known). Found Aying on roadway.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc).

Anti «Japanese.
C '____________

Arrests or not, if so how many ? hone. /n
Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 

mill worker etc.)
- 1

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? /> „ ’M

Date
28/1/39

Signed- . -“g

for Ce I. etc. i/Ce__ -------------------- Station.



Miao. 79/39.
Report sent with...................J*__________

Special Branch.
-------pamphlets,

Where found ffgj1 J« »•«? | Time found 3 p.B. 1 Date 27-1-39.
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

On Nanking Road near Kin Va Ka.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. 4

How distributed? 
(If known).

Probably from the Wing On Reef Gardan«
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) pro-Gorernment.
Arrests or not, if so how many? Kll# ¡75^ su

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) »11. /T/----- ’

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

27th,193B<
Signed........................ ■'D^S.T,*
. r T-. ■ .,.... a.to. "at;'”“

J or C .Z..^. iA. .iawWUi............... Stationi



12-31.
H2-31.

Report sent with...
Special Branch.

Time found |
Where found Klangse Road Mar 

7oochow Road«
Character of place where found, (industrial, 

residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

handbills or newspapers to

8.S0p«a • Date 24-1-39.

Reapao talla.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

Wear China Drvalopaaat BtUdlAg

How distributed Î 
(If known).

Posted on electrics pales.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc). Antj«JaPanaa>,

Arrests or not, if so how many ? in.
Class of man arrested ? (Student, coolie, 

mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Date w
Signed

for G £

Station.



F, 439 INST, <2-31.
IO 00^3-38

Miao. 36/39.

Report sent with..............JS.O.UX*.................... .
Special Branch.

Where foundT sinza Dlatrict. 
__ 1_________ 1 1

Time found 12 .45am j&Date 27.1.39.
____________ Ijjypfltn j______ I— -----------

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

Various roads in Sinza District

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. *•

How distributed? 
(If known). Posted on walls and electric 

_ ____________poles . ________
Nature of Document.

(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Pro-Government•

Arrests or not, if so how many? .

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.) __« ’ ■ (jL 2a

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code? J *

7 77'
i ...... (Q

4. fe *-* «.g-c^ . /te?*.. Station- 
'$. >■ titA IK^'ih



F. 22 F
G. 150M-1-38

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:- Station.

_ _______________________________ Januaty---- Ute—J$> 3q.
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
5.00 to 7.00 a«m* 

2É/1/39.

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day Detective office«

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Anti Jupaneae find yatriotic pcaiphleta found»

At 9.50 p.m. £7/1/39 ir.3. Eojko brou.jht to the 

Station 11 pampalets which he found posted on electric 

light poles elong B’well and Yates Koeds.

At 11.05 p.m. 27/1/39 U.i’.3.«a 1107 and 2500 

brought to the station 50 pamphlets which they found 

posted on walls of buildings along Moul me in and b*^ell 

Roads.

At 6.20 a«m. 28/1/30 3.1. MOffet brought to the 
Station 27 pamphlets which he found posted on walls 
along Race Course and Yu Ya Ching Roads.

All of the above pemp Piets are of a pertriotio and 

anti Japanese nature.

They are attached hereto together with a special
form for information of the Special Branch

1 Son* Det. 1/c.
K 

9 *• °’ 'Äfe
Officer i/o» Special Branch.

D.S. 193.

111 si / 1 /



F. 439 INST. 12-31.
,00ft 3738

Signed.

Report sent with---------- ---- ---------------- ---------- pamphlets, ~
Special Branch.

Where found 1 Mong rariOUS TOBdS Time found 10p»a>. | Date 27/1/39 
lw (»1- R4* _______________ L BiiATto

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood).

aw» 
meaidentlai & Baainess.

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc.

How distributed ? 
(If known).

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Patriotic and anti Japanese»

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mill worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Z)^.... 28/1/39. for C. Z. etc. .....  ...Station,



39 INST. 12-31
100(^.3-38 Misa* 81/39

Arrests or not, if so how many?

Report sent with........51?.____________ pamphlets, to
Special Branch.

Where found 1 Nanking Road near I Time found 4.20am Date
1 1___________________ -J----------23"1"39.

Character of place where found, (industrial, 
residential, respectable or doubtful 
neighbourhood ).

Shopping Centre*

Near School, Factory, Military Camp, Mill 
etc. «•

How distributed ? 
(If known). Dropped on pavement.

Nature of Document.
(Communist or Anti-Government etc.) Anti "Japanese.

Class of man arrested? (Student, coolie, 
mil] worker etc.)

Charged under what Section of C.C. Code?

Date.Jfan •. 2 8th, 1939 • for C. I. etc. i/Ct
..... 'feOUaa....... Station.
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FORM NO. 3-
G. 65M-1-39 *

No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE, s. B. RuG£* iRY

Section 1, ®peci
REPORT

Subject (in /MZZJ.....A^.V®ytls®.™.Qnt...^P.earing. in Personal. Column of .JTprth-.Ghina

bdade by D»o* PlttS .Forwarded by.

The attached advertisement was handed to the

North-China Daily News by a responsible foreigner 

on the understanding that the name of the person 

inserting it was not revealed to anybody.

Kr. R.W. DAVIS, manager of the journal, 

when interviewed, however, stated that hr.J.B. 

POWELL of the China Weekly Review, could give 

further details in regard to the subject matter of 

the insertion.

In view of the fact that Mr. DAVIS gave this 

information in confidence, however, Mr. POWKLT. has 

not been approached.



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS»

JAN 24Ï939

WARNING. Chinese young women
— who are being recruited for Man- 

chukuo, with promises of lucrative posi
tions with firms of a certain nationa
lity in Htinking, Mukden and Harbin, 
should beware of tragic consequences as 
those responsible have other objects in; 
mind. Readers should show this to 
their Chinese associates. -855
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G, 9OM-1-39 SMANGI

—- - - - - - - - - - - - -  œiF*l
IN FID E N TIA LJ
-MUNICIPAL -POLICE, o „ n

' L 5< /L /,/ ♦___/-/---- -
Section 1, Spec Aal,anch ■?

REPORT ~
Date.. £ § b r u|jfy.. IQ.,. t9 39

Subject.....New.Year. Gold.Dedi.cation...Campaign.

Made by. P.»I?....?»» Lien-pih Forwarded by.

With reference to Special jotanch report dated 

January 25, 1939 and the memo of the D.C. (Special 

Branch) relating to the hew Year Gold Dedication 
Campaign, the "News Digestd^ )*, a foreign owned 

local Chinese**language daily, published on .February 10 

a notice to the effect that "up to January 31, 1939, 

a total of $5,127.64 has been received and remitted 

through the hank of China.* Bo mention is made to 

whom the money has been remitted, and enquiries made 

at the newspaper office brought forth an evasive 

reply and that the money had been dispatched for 

refugee relief. This does not appear to be the

truth because, according to information ffom a

confidential source, the money has actually been

remitted to the headquarters of the hew Fourth Army

operating in the areas abutting the Shanghai-sanking 

Railway line.

"The Standard," "The Ta Mei Pao", and "The Shun

Pao", foreign owned local Chinese-language dailies,

have also received small donations from various

individuals and because of the smallness of the sums

FILE

they were handed to the "News Digest" and included in 

the sum of $5,127.64 as published by the latter 

paper.

D. I.
1 C.<SPBr 

p .a D.C. (Special branch)



’MEI RH I - PAO* dated 10.2.39 
(The News Digest)

’MEI Hi I - PAO’dated 24.1.39 
(The News Digest)
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G. 55NM-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE 
S«l» Special 

REPORT

MURtCIPWL MUtt

Jjait..... ................-~~"zl

Subject........^^■.JgJ^...9p2A..^.d.icat_i_on Campaign in progress.............................................

Made .Forwarded by

In the middle of January 1939» a contribution

campaign known as the "New Year Gold Dedication Campaign'*

( 4 was launched under an atmosphere of

utmost secrecy by members belonging to the local cultural

circles (women's and vocational)» who have communistic

and leftist leanings. The object of promoting this 

campaign is to bring the local Chinese citizens into the 

practice of thrift and of contributing the money which 

might otherwise be spent unnecessarily in social items

between relatives and friends during the new year period«

The date for the start of this campaign has been set

between January 16 and 31» 1939» during which period

the people in general may send in their contributions

to the offices of any of the four foreign-owned local

Chinese-language dailies» namely the News Digest 
the Standard ( Ji izj, the Ta Mei Pao ( A 

and the Shun Pao ( W if/ )• Those donors will be

issued with a receipt and their names will be published

in a special column of the dailies in due course«

Searching enquiries have thus far failed to 

ascertain the true identities of the prime movers of the 

campaign» but it has been learned that memiographed sheets 

(specimen attached) have been printed for dissemination 

amongst relatives and friends« These sheets contain 

instructions as to the procedure to be adopted in this 

gold dedication campaign and is as follows t-

1) Persuade your relatives and friends to dedicate the 

amount of money they may spend by indulging in



File No...............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....................................... Station,

REPORT 
Date__________________ 19

CB)
Subject...................... ........................................................................................... . 

Made by.—
.Forwarded by.

social items usually connected with the new year 

period»

2) Contributions may be sent to either the Shun Pao, 

the News Digest, the Ta Mei Pao or the Standard, 

all of which have been designated as receiving 

agents»

3) Receipts will be issued by the newspaper offices 

concerned and the names of the contributors will 

be published in due course» The names of the 

contributors may be kept out of the papers if so 

desired»

4) On January 31, 1939, the date for the termination 

of the campaign, the total sum received by the 

various newspaper offices in connection with the 

present campaign, will be delivered to a bank 

already designated for the purpose»

5) The Gold Dedication Campaign commences on New Years 

Day and will conclude on January 31, 1939*

It is to be noted that these memiographed sheets 

make no mention of the purpose to which the money collected 

will be used, but according to information received from 

reliable sources, the money in question will ultimately be 

remitted to the Headquarters ofjthe New JburthAjamy 

through a reliable bank by the four local Chinese dailies 

mentioned»

D« I.

D.C« (Special Branch)





'/ ft v ONFID. *ial ;
T^r' I S> °M SMAMPn ^'%.-r^stry 1

y^^,- REPORT n<2M February .3
Subject—ff.QggbQ i.9A^Aofi...4.at e d _ .23-i - S 9 from the It al i an Co ns ul ate - Gene r al...........

................£25oe£»iB&.Velichansky. A.......... yy-..........  n
4,...&Si°“SI,------- ............................... ...............................G"’

—--------- J---------- .—
Enquiries show that Mina Mikhlia VELICHANSKY, age 

about 25, Russian of Jewish origin, arrived in Shanghai from 

Manchuria in 1931 together with -her mother, Mrs. S.S, Velichan

sky,47, a widow. The latter conducted a licensed boarding 

house at 23 Chusan Road from 1932 to June,1937 and is now re

siding at 7 Route de Grouchy, Apt. 10«

Miss Velichansky is known to have been employed as 

a shop assistant with tfhiteaway»Maidlaw & Co.,Ld. ,98 Nanking 

Road, from 1932 to 1934,during which period she resided with 

her mother. Marly in 1934 she married one Mr. a. Meyer, a 

French citizen of Jewish extraction, who for many years has 

been in the employ of Sennet Freres, Jewellers, 307 Hamilton 

House, following their marriage Mr. and Mrs Meyer went to live 

at 209 Embankment Aiilding.

It appears that some time in 1937 they separated, 

after which Mrs Velichansky-Meyer resided with her mother un

til 14-7-38 when she left for Singapore in the s.s. * Conte 

Verde". When booking her passage she was in possession of a 

passport or some other document of identity issued by the lo

cal French Consulate-General. She is believed to be employed 

with a firm in Singapore,her present address in that city being 

given as 8 Institution Hill (?)•

Neither Mrs Veliehansky nor any member of her fa

mily are known at the Russian Emigrants* Committee, 118/1 Moul- 

mein Road, or at the Council of United Russian Organization 

(SQR0),8 Avenue Dubail, with one of which public bodies local 

Russian emigrants are usually registered. However, Mrs S.S. 

Velichansky registered with the French Police in 1938 as a Rus

sian emigrant. There are reasons to believe that the Velichan-



fm. 2 File No.............
g RB? SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Station, 
REPORT 

Date......................... —.Tp
-2-

Subject.......................................................... ..........................................................................................................................

Made by________________________________ Forwarded by........................................................................................

sky family were originallycitizens and that they re

nounced their allegiance to the Soviet government upon arrival 

in Shanghai and took out emigrant papers at the Shanghai City 

Government Police Bureau,Aantaot As this bureau ceased to 

function following the occupation of Shanghai by the Japanese 

troops, no official information is available regarding this 

point,

•<hile in Shang ai neither Mrs Velichansky—^eyer nor 

any member of her family came to the notice of the Municipal 

*01ice in connection with any activities of an"undesirable na

ture.

1

iiu

C, ( Special Branch ).

i

B, S, I,



1

Shanghai,

J .T l s;;.:
S. C. REGISTRY 

j 

Januar^?! ra",~,"T9 3 9 11 (TTIT)^

i *■

Sir ,

I should be grateful if you would kindly let 

me have all possible information concerning Mrs. Mina 

Mikhlia Velickansky, a Russian emigrant, born in Chita 

(Siberia) on September 24th, 1914, holding a French 

Certificate of Identity issued in Shanghai on July 5th, 

1938.

Thanking you in anticipation,

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

■frour obedient Servant, 
At\A VA V>

Consul General for Italy.

To the Commissioner of Police 

Shanghai Municipal Council 

LOCAL



. — (

S. B. REGISTRYks. a.D.-W-,1U..L-.

January 25, 39.

The Consul General for Italy, 
Italian Consulate General, 

8 H A N G H A I.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter No.142 dated January 23, 1939 (X7II), 

and in reply have to infox* yea that the natter is 

receiving attention the results of which will ho 

ecsomnieatod to you in due course.

X have the honour to be,

Sir,

Tour obedient servant,

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Coonissioner of Police,

CHI/,



39February

The Consul General for Italy* 
Italian Consulate-General* 

SHANGHAI.

Sir*

I have the honour to refer to

your letter No. 142 dated January 23* 1939* 

and to forward herewith for your information 

a copy of confidential police report regarding

Mrs. M. M. Veil chans Icy •

I have the honour to be*

Sir*

Your obedient servant*

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.





FM. 2 ■
G. 55M-I-38

HSM I 
i

v VI* %. Mi St | -
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^.

i S. B.RË0B)
Section 1

REPORT
Da,

Subject........Lane 33. 10 Chang Ka Zah Road, off Carter Road**'"RtmiUWiei! U1

Made by

_________________ Tao Chien-hwa,

5«SAI.»...KH.O..Ye.n~k.?.n...........Forwarded

With reference to the secret national salvation

periodical «Labourer* dated January 1, which gave an

address of an alleged traitor named Tao Chien-hwa

at Lane 33, 10 Chang Ka Zah Road, enquiries have been made

at this address and reveal that Tao Chien-hwa removed from

the house mentioned about one month ago. Two old ladies 

now occupy the rear upstairs room of this address, one being 

the mother and the other, the mother-in-law of Tao Chien-hwa.

It is known that Tao and his wife visit this address

frequently.

Tao Chien-hwa now resides at 569 Chekiang Road and

operates the «Jui 

forms the subject

Sz Trading Company« , which
of anothea^Special Branch report dated

January 20, 1959. It is reported that he concurrently holds

x. the position of a staff employee of the 2nd Department of the 

y/«Bureau of Social Affairs of the Shanghai City Government* 
' (Reformed Government).

In 1930, he served in the Publication Section of the 

Political Department of the Military Affairs Commission of

the Rational Government at Ranking as a writer. In 1936, 

when General Chiang Kai-shek was detained at Sian, he was 

requested by General Tsai Ching-chun, then Commissioner of 

the Police Bureau of the Shanghai City Government, to 

proceed to Sian and negotiate with General Tan Dzu-sing 

() in charge of the 10th Cavalry Division then 

stationed at Sian, who was an intimate friend of Tao, for

the release of the Generalissimo.



fm. 2 ’ File No.............
G 55M '38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Station, 
REPORT

• Date................................19
- 2 - 

Sub j ect.............................................. . ........... ........ ...............................................................................................................................

Made by..............................................................Forwarded by............................... ........ ...............................................

Tao Chien-hwa has an elder brother named Tao Sih-sung 
( a7 ^), who was well-known as the commander of 

guerrilla warfare units in Pootung. Tao Sih-sung’s men 

are believed to have joined forces with other groups 

operating there but Tao himself is in Hongkong.

D.C. (Special Branch)





CEP/I *

G. 5SM-I-3G SHANGHAI,MUNICIPAL POLICE.
J?ÄL PCU»

” ^’B/RCGISTRY \

REPORT
S.l, Speclal.JBranch'z.xmx, 

Olirte____________L
Date^^^Ml^9Z9

^^•ort Japanese Real Estate Owners movements on the Municipal Land Tax.

Made by......?*.?. Kan»ehita .Forwarded by <3 ,

With reference to the attached cutting from the 

North China Dally News and translation from the Shanghai 

Mainichi regarding the attitude of local Japanese real 

estate owners towards the Municipal land tax, I have 

to state that as reported in the newspapers, committee 

members of the Japanese Real Estate Owners' League in 

Shanghai, which has some forty members, held a meeting 

at the Japanese Club, Boone Road between 6 p.m. and 9 p.m. 

on January 14 with a view to discussing the matter of land 

tax required by the Municipal Council.

During the course of the meeting It was decided that 

a petition be made to the Municipal Council to cancel the 

tax on land situated in the Settlement area North of the 

Soochow Creek for that period between August and December* 

1937. As was done with the house tax In the same area.

Another decision arrived at was that a petition be made to

the Municipal authorities to effect a re-assessment of

the land values. The present Municipal rate on land is 

levied on the basis of assessment which was Instituted 

several years ago, while the conditions have changed 

greatly as a result of the recent hostilities. It is their 

opinion that the land values should be reassessed taking 

into consideration present circumstances«

These petitions are stated to have been made to 

the Municipal Council through Mr. Mizuta, a Japanese member

of the Land Committee of the S.M.C. and he is negotiating 
-Vi th the authorities.

D.C. (Special Branch). D. 8.



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS,

JAN 1 6 7939
Japanese Seek Tax 
Moratorium

Cry Revived to Lift Burden 
Of S.M.C. Land Charges

Reviving a cry of a year ago in 
revised form, Japanese property 
owners on Saturday launched a cam
paign for a moratorium on the pay
ment of land taxes to the Shanghai 
Municipal Council for a period up 
from Jan. 1, 1938 th June 30, 1M1, 
the Shanghai “Mainichi” revealed 
yesterday.

Also advocated at a three-hour 
meeting of the Shanghai Japanese 
Real Estate Owners’ League on 
Saturday, the daily said, was the re
assessment of land values owned by 
Japanese. The present rates, it was 
said, were imposed in 1936 on the 
basis of a survey dating as far back 
as 1933.

Originally, the Japanese Real 
Estate Owners’ League last January 
advocated the non-payment of land 
taxes, but the movement failed be
cause by the time the action was 
proposed some of the landowners had 
already paid their rates, the 
“Mainichi” stated. In normal con
ditions, Japanese paid $350,000 a year 
to the Council in land taxes alone, 
the newspaper reported.

Admitting that the realization of 
the landowners’ demands.would bring 
but little economic advantages here, 
the Japanese daily said that the Suc
cess of the negotiations would bring 
a favourable reaction in Japan pro
per.

Claims for consideration by the 
Council are based upon the “new 
circumstances” which have taken 
place here as a result of the “Valuable | 
sacrifices of the Japanese Army and | 
Navy,” according to the “Mainichi.” I



MAINICHI

JAPANESE MOVEMENT TO POSTPONE PAYMENT OF LANE 
TJtt AND TO REVISE UiW

At 6 p.m. January 14 the director* 
of the United Association of Estate Owners in Shanghai 
held a meeting at the Japanese Club« Among those present 
were Mr« Hayashi, Chairman of the Association and Messrs 
Shimosato, Takexnatsu, Honda, Orida, Ashizawa, Makise and 
Ohta.

The meeting resolved (1) that 
payment of land tax be postponed and (2) that a request 
be made for the revision of the Municipal rates«

The meeting also discussed 
the policy tote adopted in these-matters«

Japanese who own land on the 
north side of the Soochow Creek pay a land tax of Yen300,000 to the 8.M.C. every year. In January, 1938 the land
owners asked the S.k«C. for exemption from the land tax, but the S.M.C. could not agree because a section of 
the owners had already paid their tax. The Japanese 
landowners have now resolved to submit another proposal 
to the effect that the payment of their land tax be postponed 
for three years( namely to June 30, 1941).

It was also resolved that the 
8.M.C. be requested to revise the Municipal rate whidx ware made in 1936 on the basis of the investigation made 
in 1933.

In connection with the land 
tax question, Consul-General Miura has been requested 
to do his best to give effect to the resolution because 
it would affect Japanese interests greatly. As regards 
* standard of land tax.Mr.rMizuda,* Japanese membof of 
the land Commission of the 8.M.C« will be requested to 
do his best in the interests of Japanese.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP

■ Sp. Sr. registry,.........OFFICE

, FILE NO....?.8984(0) .__

SUBJECT:

U# S* Mar i r i e s re activities of

their ners’6nn^f and|possible espionage by U* S. 

■ s i n Shanghai.

PARTICULARS OFFICE FILE NO.

...................y.....................................................................................................

.........................Caiwk/vvuW

INSTRUCTIONS SEE OVER

-g 
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SHANGHAÏ MUNICIPAL POLICE. POUfîÎ'l
«3. ftfcÆrSTRY !

C. S. 6, Spec ial Branch.,
REPORT Di?/tf...Oc^ober_6^^..4ôL«„„if’

Subject (in full) U.S.Marine and Naval Personnel Registered in. gb reign Lodging

.Au.?i.n£..§.ePMember, 1940.

Made by.... U.S, Hoc king, Forzvarded by.........

Herewith an amended list of U.S.Marine

and Naval Personnel registered in foreign lodging houses 

and private hotels in the International Settlement 

during September, 1940. It must be pointed out that 

information contained in this list is obtained through 

sources not always to be relied upon, nence details 

concerning women are often incomplete and in many cases 

cannot be vouched for as authentic.

D. S.

D.C.(Special Branch).



I I

LIST OP U.S, MARINES AND NAVAL PERSONNEL REGISTERED IN FOREIGN 
LODGING HOUSES AND PRIVATE HOTELS IN THE INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT 
DURING SEPTEMBER 1940.

Branch of Room Additional occu-
Name Service. Addreea No. pant of Room,

J. C. GWALTNEY. U.S.M.C. 1/1025 Bubbling 
Well Rd.

12 Brings different 
Russian cabaret 
girls to his room 
from time to time.

W. SMITH. -do* 3/1025 -do* 6 Has a Eurasian 
wife arid 5 cnildren

L.P.GERSCH -d o- 3/1025 -do- 8 Visited regularly 
by a good type og 
Chinese cabaret 
girl of about 18 
years.

V.M. ALEXANDER -do- 6/1025 -do* Recently left this 
address with British 
wife, 20,steno
grapher with Yee 
Tsoong Tobacco Co. 
fox unknown local 
address*

S.G.TEL3KAS -do* 6/1025 -do* 3 •Mrs.Telekas* who 
claims U.S.nation
ality but is 
Chinese in appear
ance.

2. W. KAHN U* S. N. 14“16/1025 ado- 21 Dolly Cning,ltt, 
Chinese, white recent
ly gave birth to a 
son. She has no 
occupation.

BIRON.

to 
co to 15/1025 -do* 7 A Qhinese woman,aged 

29,who claims to be 
his wife*She came fr. 
Tsingtao 18 months 
ago and has no 
occupation

L. A. BRYAN U.S.M.C. 24/1025 -do* 7 Frequently visited 
by a Cantonese woman, 
about 28,of whom no 
particulars are known.

D.S.TERVOLIS U.S.M.C. 24/1025 -do- 10 Frequently visited by 
a Korean girl of 
about 19 with no 
occupation*

SARGENT(13t Bat.
•B* <0 )

-do» 38/1025 —d o* 2 Someti-nes visited by 
a Russian girl,about 
41, with no apparent 
occupation*

W.3.HARRISON -do* S2/1O25 -do* 5 Miss Shirley Zung,25, 
Chinese« No particular^ 
of woman available.

J.MORROW -do» 96/1025 -do* 6 Sometimes visited by 
Chinese women of 
prostitute class.



2

Name

Gr* j?ORBST

Branch at’ 
Service.

U. S.M.C.

Address.
Room 
No.

Additional occu
pant of Room.

121/1025 Bubbling 
Well Rd.

11 Miss Cnang Hauen 
Lin,18,Chinese, 
dancing partner at 
Paradise Ballroom.

J. C. RAWLS -do- 126/1025 -da- 7 Miss Caen Su Chen, 
28,Chinese, no 
occupat ion.

ROGrlSRS» -do- 126/1025 -do** 5 Visited by a 
Chinese female, 
aged about 25, no 
apparent occupation

A. GAL IN IS -do«» 2/15 Carter Road. 7 Miss M.W.Lieu,20, 
Chinese, formerly, 
employed at Eddiffs 
Bar. She is expect
ing a child.

We A* Brown -do- 6/15 -do- 7. Miss Chun Siau May 
22,Cninese »tele
phone operater, 
not working.

N.C.DIIDISY U.3.N.
("Luzon")

6/15 -do- 11JL Mary Wong,23, 
Chinese,no occu- 
pati on.

L.LEWIS U.S.N. 6/15 -do- 3 A Filipino woman 
reported to nave 
come from Manila. 
No occupation.

B.FOLEY U.S.M.C. 6/15 -do- 10 Room occupied by 
a "Miss Wong", 
Chinese,Foley 
visits her occa
sionally.

T.H.GUNNIN -do«» 70-72/41 -do- 12 Miss Bva Lieu, 
Dancing partner, 
at the Majestic 
BalIroom.

R.B.L.BEASIBY -do— 70-72/41 -do- 13 Miss Lee Sung,26, 
Chinese.dancing 
partner at the 
majestic Ballroom.

P.ANDBR3ON -do- 82-84/41 -do- 4 Miss Hu Cnung Sen, 
28,Chinese, no 
occupation.

R.CARLSEN ~do— - do - 1. Miss Hong King Yu, 
24, Chi nese,no 
occupation.

J. WILLARD -do— - do - Left recently for 
an unknown address 
on B’Well Rd.with 
a Miss Wong,Chines

R.D.WBIGBL -do- - do - 2 Miss Betty Wong, 
30,Chinese, no 
occupation.



. i

Name

F.T.STOLLBT

Branch of 
Service

U.S. M.C.

- 3 -

Address.
Room 
No.

Additional occu
pant of room»

82-84/41 Carter Rd. 11 Mi ss Chen-Sen Tin 
18 »Chinese,no 
occupation.

M.S. WILLIAMS Jr. -do- - do - 14. Miss Lee Ah Poh, 
26,Chinese» no 

occ up at ion.

P.P.HALBY -do» 446-8 Seymour Road. 16 Miss Mary Leaf» 
26,Chinese, former 
cabaret girl,not 
working.

F. P.GANB6Y U.S.N. 462-4 -do» 2 Miss Lum Lin Yan, 
28, Chinese, no 
occupation.

A. S AC HER U» S*M* C« 462-4 -do- ,1b Miss Wong La Lee» 
23,Cninese, for
mer oar girl. 
Not working.

A. 3TANKATI3 -do- - do-- 17 Mrs. V.Deeran,23, 
Russian, No 
occupation.

M.W.FRELCHER -do- 1 Pacific Gardens. 23 A Chinese girl» 
not working,parti» 
culars unavailable.

3.P.YAGER -do- - do 17 A Russian woman» . 
no particulars 
availaoie.

M.C.HALCOMB -do» 2 do - 9 Visited by a 
Chinese named 
“Lucy*,age about 
35,amah by pro
fession.

J.Y.DOWNEY -do- 2 - do - 2A Visited by a Por
tuguese named 
*Nina*.office 
worker at Relian
ce Motors.

J.HALLADAY -do«* 2 - da - 2B Visited by a Por
tuguese named, 
"Lisa",offi ce 
wo rker.

P.W. LEININGER -do» 2 - do - 10 Vi si ted by a 
Chinese woman, 
doout 26,no par
ticulars available

J.J.JOBS? -do- 3 - do - 12 Chinese woman aboil 
25,no particulars 
available.

J. M. DAVENPORT -do- 3 - do — 14 Mi sb Wong Hung 
Ying,21»Chinese.

1 J. HALCOMB -do» 3 » do-»- 15 Miss Chang Yu Mai 
23,Chinese,

>.A.FRAGER g .1 -do«* 4 - do - 16 Miss Zau Yao Ken, 
24,Chinese.
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Name
Branch of 
Service. Address»

Room Additional occu-
No» pant of room»

R.RUSSELL U* o • 11 • C • 4 Pc,tciiic Gardens» 5. Miss Za Yuen Ying, 
2&,Chinese ,former 
dancing partner, 
not working»

A.PLOKYANOVICB; -do“ 4 - do - 21 Miss Annie Wong,24, 
Chinese, former 
dancing partner, not 
working.

K.E. BRACKLEY -do- 7 do 10 Chinese woman about 
24,with 2 weeks 
old baby.

A.GIDDENS -do- 11 do 4 Miss Wong Chao Ching 
26,Chinese.

H.D.HALWARSON. -do- 11 - do - 15 Miss Cheng Kwan 
Tseng, 20,Chinese.

Registered in room 1, 3 Pacific Gardens, is a 

Japanese woman, An J?u Tsen Tse, 32, reported to be waiting 

for a member of the V.S.N. named C.B.Banieis who is at present 

out of Shanghai»

In room 1, 4 Pacific Gardens is another Japanese 

Woman, Ebitani Kimiko, 35, who is also waiting for a member 

of the U,S»N. , names unknown.



G, 90M-1 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICEE Sfij 
c. s. 6, sp e.ç.i^^jjgganck.

REPORT
Date..

MIIWCiPÀL ’4 Y L 
W^Sl

Subject....U.S.Marine and...Naval..Persç.nne.l..Re.gis.tej?e.d...in...F.Ç>re.ign..LQdgirig..HQuse&.......

............... and. Private ...Hotels.Du ring. April, .1940.!______________________________________ 

blade by....Mi.SC.he nko........................Forwarded by.........Q.dp.t.-...113.8.011.j.............................................. ..

Attached herewith is a revised list of

¿° s f-f. Qty^

U.S-Marine and Maval Personnel registered in foreign 

lodging houses and private hotels in the International 

Settlement during April, 1940. The particulars 

contained in the revised list of the personnel concerned 

were obtained as the result of discreet enquiries among 

the house keepers, Chinese servants, and from details 

appearing on the usual lodging house slip filled in by 

each occupant*

It should be mentioned that the information 

supplied in the list cannot be definitely relied upon 

in view of frequent changes which occur in the relation

ship and residence of the personnel and the girls 

concerned, and is passed on in so far as such information 

was available in the course of this enquiry.



¡EMW ¡¿ST OF MiKWPa Aíro NAV.b psiwnww- i^iisa,8SD J KSr.IM LOTOIW BOOSB8 ATO PMWW WT " *T 

amrw rernwnrc mana aphll. iímo.

UK ADDRESS j ^KS&QBWb^9iBU|CEJKU
S* P' ----------

E.E.HUGHES U.S.» 941 Bubbling well Bd. 308 1-3.99 Klee FUMXKO SUZi<At39,Jo anee*.
L.P.GERSCH 84 U.S.M.C. 3/1025 —do» i-lMO. Living wltM d CM.no» ftaalw, 

(particulars unavsilaBlw) •
M.L.STHINGEli 22 -<U -do- 12 »•1*39 ■ioo.Woi« Kwei Yiag» Chine».
L.WATSCH 24 6/1025 -do- 7-8^8 Beported to be visited by a Chine» 

girl (name not in#«).
Gerald F.DAILY 27 U.3.H. 1/1025 -do- Visited by a f«n ale (particulars un

available).
W.L.ROSS 27 *”í* 17/1025 -do- 3 10-12-39 Hiss Kin Kin Chum ,24, Korean«
L.A.BRYAM 29 U.S.M.C. 24/1025 —do- 7 1-9-39 Registered alone.
M.TSCHETTEH 39 -do- 10 So4*49 -do-

Z.KO» 21 u.s.s.*
"Isabel"

14-16/1025 —do— 21 l»7-39 Hiss Dolly Ching, 17, Chine»«

R.H.BURKS 34 U.S.S. 
"Oahu"

-do- 22 2-18.39 Miss Wong Tea Mei, 81, Korean«

J.G .HASTIE 22 u.s.s.
"Guaní"

24/1025 -de- 6 22-3-40 Mrs.Gladys Hastie, 18, A»rican.

Willi» E.HARHISO.37.U.3.M.C. 52/1086 -do— 6 8-13-39 Miss Shirley Jung, 26,Chine».

2XHDM U.S.H. 15/1025 -do- 7 11-8-39 Mrs.Mary Biron, 89, Chine».

STEVEM G.TELEKAB U«S.mc. 96/1025 —do— 6 7-3-40 Beported to be visited by a Chine» 
girl who is living in H<mgkev dis*
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328 A® SERVIQU. HttMl
JM MORROW 50 U.S.M.C. M/iaat Bubbling *11 m

L.G. BRIGGS U.S.*. 440 sfynour Road.

Leo KUBIAK U.S.M.C. —do—

h.aXessisb -A- 464 -do-

F.P.HAIBY 27 446-48-do-

R.CARLSCM at -dB*

91«n O.MoKAY 37 —do-

Mb imi® 34 -do-

M.MANDEL 39 466 Seymour Road.

E.Ray WARREN 84 4M 8»m 462-4 -do-

J.A.HUGHES aa U.S.N.Hosp , -4o-

F.P.Ganley 34 U<Ö.N. -do—

August SACKER 36 U.S.M.C. —do—

J.C.Guseman, 24 w«» -do*

E.A.CRAIG 28 •Am —do-

Charles, A. ELLIOTT. 38 •»- -do~

O.UDSXQMUriAK. 37 U.S.». —do—

J.MUNZ 86 U.8.M.C. -do-

R.C$CHESMORE 81 ■^•0—



9

6

9

5

16

7
10

25

22

4

2

£ £

17
9

10

24

27

12-4-40

16-6-39

1-9*30

16-12»39

7-10-37

6-9-39

16-9-39

16-9-40

1-7-39

19-11-33

26-4-39

1-7-39

16-1-40

16-2-40 v

16-3-40
6-1-37

10-3-39

3-4-39

10-1-38

Begistsrsd alone.

Bollil Cheng, 31, (21mm, 
Living with a Portngueso girl« 

Mies Lee KM M*i,Chinese.

■is« Mary Leaf, 26, Chinese.

Miss Song King Th,84, Chinese.

Mies Mary Lee, 23, Chinsss« 

Registered alone.

Living with a Huaelan girl« 

ms« Lee Sal MM , 24, Chinese.

Mrs. J. A. Hug he a.

Ini Lin Yen, 29, Chinsss«

Miss Wong Lee Lee, 23, Chinsss. 

Mrs« J.C.Gusenan«

Miss Tsai Chih Mm,26,Chinsss.

Miss Terasako Miyaho,97,Japansss 

Mre.Betty Schaffer, 24,Gernen.

Living with Mrs. J. Muns (reported 
to be of Japanese extraction)«

Miss IrensKo,20, Chinsss.
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Sài®
BRANCH Of 

SERVI»

Ä.E.KEMJER U.S.M.C. 7 Pacif le Gard® s.

Rulph BEES SI NG —do— —do—

M.P.GIÄS2NER 29 —do— -do-

R. E. BATTEILE -do-

Joe BIKOWSKI —do— —do—

C.B. DANIEL 40 Ü.S.N. 3 Pacific Gardeas

P.Z.SXMMONS U.S.B. —do—

Jack ZUCKER 38 U.3.M.C. —do—

James R. TALBERT. 21 —do— -do-

Robert E.BEASLEY 22 —do— —do—

R.RUSSEL 33 -dO- 4 Pacific Gardens

Adolf ILORYANOWISH. 20 —do— -de

Al .GIDDENS 41 —do— ll Pacific Gardens.

T.P.McIEAN 29 —do— —do—

E. ROBINSON 27 -do- -do-

Thos .MISCHENKO 25 -do- —do—

H.D.HALWORSEN 22 -do- —do—

H.W. WALKER 26 -do- 5 Pacific Gardens,

James CHAIKIEY 21 —do» 2 Pacific Gardens.



84-4-38 Mn.A^.Ccnpir.

24-11-39

14-2-40

4-IMO

23-2-40

1 15-10-39

8 5-»0-8»

• ».3-40

14 11-7-38

16 8L»fr40

5 2L-L-39

21 20-11-39

4 1-4-40

fi 1-10-39

10 27-2-38

14 20-10-39

14 20-11-39

• 14-8-38

Hai Mora Lee, Chinese.

Mrs.M.P^llessner(BeHù*toa to 
be Portuguese).

Miao Mary Young, Chinese.

Mias Mary Lee, Chinese.

Mies An Fu Teen Tse,32,Karova.

Miss Man Sen, 3|,Japaneso.

Miss Wong Mei Man,Chinese.

Mies Wang Hung Ying, 21,Chinese

Miss Liu Li Wo, 16, Chine so.

Hiss Sah Yuan Young, 28,Chinese

Mies Annie Wong, 84,Chinese.

Miss Wong Cha Ying,88,Chinese.

Miss Marito Shina, 29 »Japanese. 

Megis tersa alone.

Mm Lee Lee Ma,23,Chinese.

Mies Chen Kwong Tseng,80,Chinees

MN.1.W. Walker, SS&Mported to ho 
Mission).

10 14-3-40 Registered alone.
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NAME IKKM

Raymond HARKINS 21 u.s.m.c. 2 Paci fie Gardena.

Joe HOUDAY 29 -do- «-de««

F. YAGER 31 —do- 1 Pacific Gardens

P.COOKS. 32 U.S.N. -do«-

11. W. FULCHER 38 U.S.M.C. «da»

R.M.M4GIIL 26 -do- -do-

P.G.ANDERSON —do— 82-44, Lane 41, Carter M.

J.WILLARD —do— «-do**

J» L. HEENESSE Y U.S.B. «-do—

R.M. SEALES —do— -do-

R.CARLSEN U.S.M.C. —do—

J.H.GURNIN 28 ~do>. 70-72,Lane 41,Carter Road

A .G ALIBIS 38 -do- 2/15 Carter Road.

R.M.HAYNES U.S.N.

R.E.BOIB 22.U.S.S."Luzon".591/178 Bubbling *11 ».

\.C. WINDSOR 22 Ü.S.N.

9'„ACKEL 28 U.S.M.C. -do-

R*“JOLW£L 24 »do» 1280 Avenue Road.



WH mm < OBigaui, ocmarn or
mHgg. bIEBKQH mHuOCBuOEESESKi,

10 18-3-40 Registered alene.

s® »88»" —de—

17 3-0-38 Mrs .F. Yager (BumMI te to

19 10-7-88 MisS.Chei M.Choig,88, 
China le

23 81-8-38 vi«» Lee San Met ,39, Chine se.

• 6-4-40 Registered alene.

4 5-3-40 Mias Ba Chung Sen, 88, Chines^

18 1-4-40 Mm Wang Mei Lee,81,Chinese.

» 10-8-40 Mm Yang Yu Chang, 24,Chinese

17 15-8-40 Miss Yieh Siu Cbm g, 88, Chine a» i

6 15-4-40 Mss Bung Siu Cheng,21, Chinese

18 1-3-40 MM Eva Lew,88,Chinese.

8 15-12-39 Mm Mu Lien, Chinees.

7 Mm Meuye»4hl-LieB,23, 
Indo-Chinese.

271 12-11-39 Mm Tala Bogdan, 88, Russian.
888 10-8-40 Miss.Lydia G.Chereatohkina, 18, 

Russian.
215 1-8-39 Mm Galina M.Yavorskaya,Russia*.

• 16-8-38 Miss Leh Mei Mei, 85, Chinese.



' I Memorandum.
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Form 420 
T.H. 2Q0Q 1-85.

f
HANGHAl MUNICIPAL POUCE.

HEADQUARTERS
File Nou-----

Reference Slip from Deputy Commissioner
(Crime Branch.)

To: INSTRUCTIONS t

D. 0. (Divisions)
D. 0. (J.)
D. 0. (O.)
D. O. (Special Branch )
A. 0. (S.)
P. A. toO.P.
Personal Assistant (C.B.)
D. D. O.“A ” Division

„ “0” »

For necessary action
Furnish data
Investigate and report 

Note and file

Note and return
Submit recommendation

For further report
For opinion
Reply to writer direct

Supt I/o C» 1
O. 2

C. 3 
0.4 
0.5
Grime Registry

Pass & return
Paes Diaries to me

4STANT

5MAÏ 1939 I
CalUaifrwRi 111 ;..

Tft OepBty CommtssoBer u riwj

Date

Noted and 
Returned

For File

Date.

Date ;



File No.....tv.^ tf tSHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLIGE^v^M ?<$♦/,Wj 
.l-Louza^'t

REPORT nfe^y

"SECRET INFORMATION". Brothel.at No^loFand 65Q.___ »

Weihaiwei Road. Submitted April 14th^l939.

Sir,
With reference to the above, I respectfully beg to 

submit further information on the subject.
On the 28/4/39, D.I. Tabrum attached to Bubbling 

Well Station telephoned the undersigned stating, that a Russian 
named, Alexander Geller, who gave his residence as, No. 650 
Weihaiwei Road, reported to him through D.S.I. Goloobkoff, that 

^TOwniwmii uh hl iwiKcrr^ 
one of three Korean prostitutes of the above address is suffering >

/ from Venereal Disease of the throat, Geller stating, that this 
girl had requested him to help her be freed from prostitution, 
therefore under the circumstances, he reported the matter.

D.I. Tabrum requested information, if any, concerning ; 
the type of premise, the undersigned duly informed him that 
this particular house was under investigation, therefore Geller 
was referred to the undersigned who has completed investigations, |

The following has been ascertained. A verbal 
statement was first taken down in English by the undersigned, 
then translated into Russian by D.S.I. Suhoff, read over by 
Geller who stated the contents were correct and he signed the 
statement accordingly.

The woman who Geller refers to as "Mama", the 
undersigned has ascertained this person to beTh® 
Korean’s name who is stated to have sold the three girls to 
Gorskaya is not known, or, how much she paid for them.

The house is definitely rented by Gorskaya and that 
Semonoya is the mistress.

•NMMMMMMt
Geller has been in the employ of Gorskaya for 

several years. His business is that of handyman at both houses.

• hill«'



6^5^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.......................................Station,
REPORT 

Date........................................19

Subject... Continuation Sheet No. 2.

Made by. Forwarded by.

Prior to this business, Geller was employed by the 
Russian Club at Yates Road, (Now defunct), and was arrested 
within the said club on the 21/10/31., on a charge of Public 
Gambling, and sentenced to 2 months imprisonment.

Attached is a retake of three portraits of (1) Ruba. 
(2) Yosiko. (2) Marigo., reproduced by the Fingerprint Bureau.

The house at No. 650 Weihaiwei Road, has been kept 
under observation. This place is frequented by servicemen of 
the Italian and U.S. Forces and civilians, the U.S. Forces 
in the majority.

Three doors are utilised, situated front, side & 
rear.

Before a person is admitted, he is‘scrutinized 
through a peep hole at the door.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant.

Sub-InspectorD.O. Division.



FORM 40

G,F’? SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

/ REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of. ................................................ I
native^Qj^8-^^^^»-_____ taken by SUb-Xnspt.

the...A/k/SD*. __and interpreted

My nameis Alexander Geller, age 43 years. Russian, 
Slagle, Accountant, residing No. 650 iffeihaiwei Road. I have 
been a resident at this address for 1 year & 7 Months, and 
occupy a room situated first floor rear for which the rent is 
$15 per month. ...........

The chief tenant of the house is one named, Zeana_
Semenova, Russian._

Semonova prior to residing at No. 650 Weihaiwei
Road, resided at No, 634 Burkill Road. At this place she was_
the mistress of a massage establishment that operated as a cloak 
to cover up the business of prostitution.

______ The house at Burkill Road was actually owned by one____ |
 \ r ; named, Varvara Gorskaya, Russian, who resides at No. 52 Love_____ |

-________ Lane. j
_During the early part of 19^»:

„'/ ? ,, at Burkill Road closed and subsequently transferred to No. 65©
¡ffeihaiwei Road, but taken over by Semonova., a

At Weihaiwei Road, there are 12 rooms, occupied & I
____________ utilized as hereunder:-

I
Ground floor, 1 Dinning room, 1 Sitting room, ,|

. _____________|1 Massage Room, 1 Bed-sitting room
{utilized -by Semonoya) . >: ■.

RR..-/ : ■ ■First floor, 4 Bedrooms, 2 front, 2 rear,
’ ■ ■ Second floor. ■. 4 Bedrooms, 2 front,- 2,rear.

- R This house is utilized under the same conditions as___j
at Burkill Road, wMassage - estab^sh^ent,H
in various papers, which is a cloak for prostitution.______ _



FORM 40

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...........C.bR.tipuation. Sheet No,_J..«..............

native of...............---.....-.————.........taken by nie..........................—

at__ ...__ ■BBBS|L.. on the..... and interpreted by—.......................................................................

In a<^i on to Mrs Semopeva and myself residing at 
No. 650 ffeihaiwei Road, two other Russian women and three 
K or e an women reside, These women are connected with the 
Establishment that is conducted on immoral lines. After 8 p,m, 
daily, several other Russian women assemble for the same 
business. _

The Korean women names are known as:-
(1)___Ruba. (2) Yosiko.{3) Marigo, 
These 3 are stated to be sold to a Russian woman who

t hey ball WM am a", who purchased them from a male Korean about 
la years ago.

Ruba is now suffering from Venereal Disease of the 
throat, brought about by continually being compelled to submit 
to the sexual desires of clients in the form of * FELATIO " 
(Consummation of the male organ through the mouth).

Ruba has complained to X# the mistress, who still
insists that she carry on. Therefore, she has requested me to
help her that she man free herself from such a,life. 

The establishment at No. 650 Weihaiwei Road, is in
someway connected with No, 52 Love Lane. At the latter place which 
is conducted on similar lines as Weihaiwei Road, the mistress 
namely, Varvara Gorskaya, has assembled many Korean women, and isK • 1 . •*\ ■■■ ■ ip jv , vWI
on friendly tenns with a Japanese Consulate official named, 
Kobayashi,Room No. X,0^- Japan esa ISons&lAlf^ ■

_ According to Japanese Consulate rules, only one 
girl, Japanese or Korean is pennitted at No, 52 Love Lane, 
Periodically, Japanese Consulate officials visit the estab' ien



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...... .9..?.P..t.i.^]l.®ÎÀ9P....?he et...NÄ*—Sa

native of............................................................ . .taken by me.............—...............................................

at........................ on the...........and interpreted by...................................................................

Pfrior to visit, Kobayashi will telephone and inform Gorskaya, j
the time of visit. Gorskaya will then send all the girls, one
except the/permitted, away from the house, with the instructions
to return later. This procedure I know is true, for I have || 
heard instructions issued by Gorskaya at the time I have been__
visiting the house

This is my t-?e statement 
igned.

Alexander Geller



FORM40

viacrsT SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement .... _______________________________

native of......______ .-..„-...„.„..taken by me.... ______________________—

.on the___ .1.*.? *..?>i^...„-„.„„and interpretedat.

TO JLtu —P*4..r------

[ X 4» Hvu>4A/ yauuM 4l ^xtAtUxuV

Aj> Avo
to VwtfAo KQUOXUMiUw Uu»<4hU|0U

luyVudQm.ft, Ha/ IktO fttudaXtv? P»^ , Oocuuou i ^<<x>u)u Hq^CjLA/
P*^| R> »umUm. ^<uua^ Hum &Xu4u.mL> KaZu JUfluttAAxkaw

^(X/Am^mAUXx^ia JU>AA4«C<Km> Muoax? ^Rl^etuuV \X*aAu.m1/ Ra^&L(MU 
’LmWCbA RxU/XaJL . KiHw^aAJb ‘UlJUaw_ HAU S’ X Jl*X* ¿auAV.______

tftMMMv uopyeuMV» ft**_
^flu^uuuv P*^* ixuMQ ^au»t|tLvvvo av Ut^xXc^gKo ^uu/ IkSt)_____

ftjtMjlaixvf P»^t <ky/w xLaAWaA* . ______

Au

>W6UI<O

, M/ I T<MavvuamaaA/___________________ -

I KzWiyveuwttV C|UX W CuObvJtufU^ f Qtouu«^U|

Juia/vu.

-4



7 FORM 40 
’G. 44M-1-39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

native of...................................................................taken by me.................................................................. .....

at..................................... on the................................  and interpreted by..................................................

HUM ?

AO jhUW. )<&

I4XÄ/ fr'ST) P<

- HmO



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
»FORM 40 

Ö. 4<M-1-39

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.---- -------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------

native of.. ................................................................ taken by me......................................................................

at _ ............. ...on the........................................ and interpreted bj..................................................



J.R. Myers Mentioned on confidential list 
(Special Branch Registry) of 
Americans who we ghown to 
associate with, or support, 
Jananese females.

S.E. Riekett - ditto -

H.D. Jones - ditto - Also on record in 
C.S. 6, as being production 
Manager of Messrs. Bakerite Co.

C.C. Anderson An unemployed man of this name was 
arrested with his wife, and charged 
with conducting public gambling 
at 9 Yuhang Road, February 16, 1933. 
He was aged 37 in 1933 and appeared 
before American Consular Authorities 
(H-305/33).

J.F. Cleary Vo record

E.D. Brennan It

L. Chiurco 11

C.V. Hein

V.P. Clark

C.S. Neely

H

C.V. Conaway Mentioned on confidential report 
(D.9239) as being formerly connected 
with Associated American Industries Ltd.

'S'

u >



REPORT
Date.

SubjectSk^.....

1939

AL POLICE. s J5.ito. o* **•

Made ¿y..U»_S, _Mi........ enko .Forwarded by..........

G. SOM-t

p39.
al Personnel Registered in Foreign Lodging Houses

I beg to forward herewith revised list of 

U.S. Marine and Naval Personnel residing in foreign 

lodging houses in the International Settlement during 

May 1939.

The information contained in the revised list 

was obtained by the undersigned and C.D.S.24,Hsu Cheh 

Hsxn, after lengthy and discreet enquiries had been made 

among the house-keepers, as well as by questioning of 

the Chinese servants in their employment, and by means 

of obtaining additional lodging house registration slips 

of the persons concerned.

In view of the delicate nature of the enquiry, 

great discretion was exercised in order not to hurt the 

feelings of the people concerned, or to arouse unnecessary 

suspicion. The enquiry was rendered the more difficult 

by frequent changes which occur in the relationship and 

residence between the girls and the U.S.Naval and 

Marine Personnel.

In addition to giving particulars of the name, 

age, branch of service, date of registration of the 

U.S.Naval and Marine Personnel concerned, the revised 

list gives the name, nationality and other details of 

each female person with whom the Personnel is occupying 

room in so far as such particulars ascertained in the 

course of this enquiry.



REVISED LIST OF U.S» MARINE AND NAVAL PERSONNEL REGISTERED IN FOREIGN LODGING HOUSES ITT THE INTERNATIONAL

SETTLEMENT DURING MAY, ' 9 3 9

NAME Aiffi BRANCH CF ADDRESS RÇ i DATEOF ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM,
SERVICE REGISTRATION IF ANY REGISTERED

PEKARICH 42 U.S.M.C. 1266 Avenue Road l.A. 6-2-37 Miss Ruby Pan, Chinese

KEIN, T. M. U.S.M.C. 1266 Avenue Road 9 Miss Liang Pau Tsung, Chinese

COLWELL, H. 24 U.S.M.C. 1280 Avenue Road 9 12-1-39 Mrs.
name

Helen COLWELL, Chinese (Chinese 
not available)

CLOUD, Q.R. 22 U.S.M.C. 2/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 4 21-1-39 Miss 'Wang Yin Nee, Chinese, Daicing 
Partner

HENDRIX, A.K. 25 U.S.M.C. 3/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 13 9-30-38 Miss Yue Long, Chinese

FUELZKE, F. 23 U.S.N. 
•

6/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 3 8-3-38 Miss Haruka Mokoyama, 20, Korean

CAMPBELL, A.F.. 40 U.S.M.C. 17/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 1 2-10-38 Miss Kou Ah Ming, Chinese

POORE, G. H. 25 U.S.M.C. 15/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 5 1-2-39 Mrs. G. H. POORE, Eurasian

1



NAME AGE BRANCH OJ 
Service

? - ADDRESS ROOM
NUMBER

HICKMAN, E.P. 35 u.s.n. 52/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 3

WEBB, R. J. 22 U. S .N . 52/1025 Bubbling Well. Rd. 2

CORDONIER, Joe 26 U.S.N. 52/1025 Bubbling Well Rd. 5

BQZYCHI, T. 30 U.S.N. 121/1025 Bubbling Well. Rd. 6

JONES} H. D. 41 U.S.N. 941 Bubbling Well Rd. 106-7

TARDY, 0. U.S.N. 941 Bubbling Well Rd. 119

HUGHES, E.B. U.S.N. 941 Bubbling Well Rd. 308

ADAMS, J. Go 24 U.S.M.C..178/591 Bubbling Well Rd. 272

JACKEL, C.j. 27 U.S.M.C..178/591 Bubbling Well Rd. 283



ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM,
IF ANY REGISTERED

DATE OF 
registration

6-4-39 Mias Yoshiko Nakamura, 22, 
Japanese

24-12-38 Miss Alia, 20, ^hiñese (Further 
particulars unavailable)

15-4-38 Miss Liona Lee, 24, Chinese

7-5-38 Miss Lily Chang, Chinese

2-1-39 Mrs. JONES, reported to be Portuguese

19-4-39 Mrs. 0. TARDY, 32, Japanese
(reported to be legally married)

1-3-39 Miss Fumiko Suzaka, 30, ¿apáñese

16-8-38 Reported to be visited by a Korean 
girl, (name not knowi)

1-2-39 Mrs. Jackel, 27, Ossian



NAME AGE BRANCH OF 
SERVICE

ADDRESS ROOM 
NUMBER

ERVIN, J. S. 31 U.S.N. 101-103/591 Bubbling 
Well Rd.

6

HARTMAN, J. 31 U.S.N. 2/15 Carter Road 7

SATTERFIELD, James 39 U.S.M.C. 2/15 Carter Road 3

MC GRAW, W.B. 40 U.S.N. 82-84/41 Carter Road 4

HOOPER, C. 30 U.S.M.C. 8/215 ^edhurst Road 18

JOHNSON, W.R. 34 U.S.M.C. 1 Pacific Gardens 7

COOKE, P. 30 U.S.N. 1 Pacific Gardens 19

WRISTON, L.S. 30 U.S.M.C. 1 Pacific Gardens 14

FULCHER, M.W. 36 U.S.M.C. 1 Pacific Gardens 23

3



DAXff QF_ ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM, 
REGISTRATION IF ANY REGISTERED

14-12-38 Miss Chang, 30, Chinese

14—4—38 Kirs. J. HARTMAN, Chinese or
Filipino, reported to be in possession 
of an American passport

17-4-30 Miss Ernie Tong, 39,Chinese, with 
child, 12 years of age

10-4-39

10-12-38

Living with a Chinese female who is 
registered under the name of Mrs. 
Me GRAW. Efforts to obtain correct 
name proved abortive
Reported to be living with a Portuguese 
woman (name not known)

3-12-38 Reported to be living with a Portuguese 
woman (name not known)

10-7-38 Miss Chen Tah Ying, 25, Chinese

23-3-39 Living with Portuguese woman (name 
not knowi)

4-9-38 Miss Lee Tsai Lei, 26, Chinese



NAME AGE BRANCH OF ADDRESS ROOM

CLEMENTS, A°

SERVICE

U.S.N. 1 Pacific Gardens

NUMBER

9

GOSS, G.E. 23 U.S.M.C. 2 Pacific Gardens 10

HAIGLER, W.D. 25 U.S.M.C. 2 Pacific Gardens 9

HAYNES, Ray M. 22 U.S.N. 2 Pacific Gardens

SIMMOliS, F.L. 30 U.S.N. 3 pacific Gardens 1

HARKINS, Raymond 20 U.S.M.C. 3 Pacific Gardens 9

TALBERT, J.R. 21 U.S.M.C. 3 Pacific Gardens 14

DORMAS, N.A. 35 U.S.N. 3 Pacific Gardens

CONLEY, W.C. 27 U.S.M.C. 3 Pacific Gardens 5

4



DATS OF 
REGISTRATION

ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT of ROOM, 
IF -YyY HEGISTERED

Miss Marry Oben, Chinese 

1-6-38 Rents room alone but according to confidential
information is regularly visited by a female 
(Further information unavailable)

1-8-38 Visited by a Russian woman (name not known)

10-4-38 Miss Ngu Yen, 23, Anamite

14-8437 Miss Kiwaye Naito, Japanese

22-3-39 Miss Sung Ming Dèe,-, 19, Chinese

11-7-38 Miss Wong Heng Ying, 21, Chinese

7-11-38 Miss Mitsuko Kosaka, 28, Japanese

12-24-38 Miss Wong Siao Mei, 28, Chinese



NAME

RUSSELL, R 

WALKER, H.: 

MfiBLEY, W. 

GANLEY, F. 

ROBINSON, 

WALTON, M. 

LINDERMAN, 

HALEY, H.P 

MILLER, R.

ABE BRANCH OF 
SERVICE

ADDRESS

33 U.S.M.C. '4 Pacific Gardens

M. 26 U.S.M.C. 5 Pacific Gardens

L. 22 U.S.M.C. 5 Pacific Gardens

P. 34 U.S.N. 7 Pacific Gardens

E. 27 U.S.M.C. 11 Pacific Gardens

c. 23 U.SMM.C. 11 Pacific Gardens

Otti U.S.M.C. 446-448 Seymour Road

• U.S.M.C. 446-448 Seymour Road

J. U.S.N. 446-448 Seymour Road



boom DATE OF ADDITIONAL OCCUPANTOF ROOM, IF
REGläfffiÄfrlON A&Y REäfST^W

7 21-1-39 Miss Za Yuan Yien, 28, Chinese

9 19-2*38 Mrs. TALKER , 23, reported to be Russian

15 10-9-38 Miss Zang Mei Lee, 24, Chinese

Living with a Chinese who is expected to 
arrive shortly from Macao

10 27-2-38 Miss Chang San Noe, 23, Chinese

11 & 16 4-12-38 Miss Hsia Nee Nina, 25, Dancing Partner, 
working in Majestic Cafe

15-5-37 Miss Kim Yung Sze, 41, Korean

16 7-10-37 Miss Mary Leaf, Chinese

2 1-12-38 Miss Yih Poong Ping, 21, Chinese

5



NAME AGE BRANCH OF ADDRESS Roai DATE OF ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM,

MANUEL, A.C. 40

SERVICE

U.S.M.C. 456 Seymour Road

NUMBER

3
REGISTRATION IF ANY REGISTERED

1-7-38 Reported to be residing with a Russian

CARLS®, R.

CHESMORE, R.E. 21

U.S.M.C.

U.S.M.C.

446-448 Seymour Road

462-464 Seymour Road

7

27-9038

woman

Voong Chin You, 20, Chinese

Miss Irene Ko, 20, Chinese

OUTLER, F.W. 32 U.S.N. 462*464 Seymour Road 7 27-12-38 Miss Anna Wong, Chinese

ELLIOTT, Chas A.

DZIONCUAK, P.L. 277

U.S.M.C.

U.S.N.

462-464 Seymour Road

462-464 Seymour Road

9

10 10-3-39

Miss Terasako Miyako, 27, Japanese

Living with Miss Belley Sc hoff er, German

BURKE, A.F. 27 USS.N. 462-464 Seymour Ro'ad 8 17-3-39 Living with Miss A.T. Konovalova, Russian

RAY, Ï.E. 24 U.S.M.C. 462-464 Seymour Road 19-11-38 Lee Sai May, 24, Chinese

HUGHES, J.A. U.S.N. 462-464 Seymogr Road 4 Living with a Portuguese woman 
(name not known)

6



6 '»oii-i 3ii * ^4 File No................
HSU/ SHANGHAL^JttflUCIPAL POLICE.

tion 1, Spe.Qi.a.l..Branch/$iiZ44^
Report . ., „ -Q\ V^i***^ Date. ..April.....26».i939.

Subject............Numbers 650 and 108, Weihaiwei Road,.................................................................

Made by. . D, S ,...Pavlpff .Forwarded by.....

Premises Ko. 650« This house is run by V.

Gorskaya» naturalized Japanese subject of Russian origin, 

who is better known under the name of Viola Smith. In

addition to this place she also operates two brothels 

namely»- Kos. 50-52 Love Lane and Kos. 91-97 Fearon Road. 

The former is managed by Viola's paramour, Evgeny 

Scherbak and the latter by a Russian woman named E. 

Savchenko. The brothel at 650 Weihaiwei Road is managed 

by a Russian female named Xenia Simonova, while the 

premises at 91-97 Fearon Road are registered under the 

name of Simonova and not Gorskaya. It is believed that 

Viola has yet another establishment on Boone Road in 
which some 30 girls of Korean nationality are kept« "ihis 

tsU
place is mainly patronized by Japanese Army. Viola is 

the sole proprietrix of all above mentioned brothels. 

After the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese 

hostilities locally, Viola started a transport company and 

is reported to own about 30 motor trucks which do business | 

in the Japanese occupied areas. She is also engaged in a**. 

import and export business, and for this purpose she has

an office in the Liza Hardoon Building, Nanking Road, the 

firm being known as the Oriental Trans-Pacific Syndicate. 

Judging from the foregoing it is apparent that Viola is 

financially well off.

Premises 108. According to information to hand, 

this business is run by a Russian woman named Clavdia 

ZAKIS who arrived in Shanghai from Tsingtao towards the



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.........................  Station y
REPORT 

Date................................ i o 
- 2 -

Subject........ ......................................................................................... ......................... .......................... .................

Made by. ................. ................. ............. .Forwarded by........ ...........-................... ......... ................................. ..............................

end. of 1930. For some time she was connected, with 

a brothel at 1-2 Fearon Road, which was then operated 

by notorious white slave trafficker 9 A.0. Vigovsky, 

who left Shanghai for Dairen in December 1938. During 

the course of investigations, Mrs. Zakis was indirectly 

approached and during the conversation it was 

ascertained that she resides on the premises together 

with her husband, K. Zakis, and her child. Also that 

there are six other rooms, four of which are at present 

occupied by foreign females.

Enquiries at the Revenue Office show that for 

the past four years, the Municipal taxes on the 

premises in question have been paid by MT. K. Zakis.

Enquiries have failed to elicit any 

information that any persons of American nationality 

are connected with the above establishments.

D.C. (Special Branch)



FM. I

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE,

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL,



Fm. I

Memorandum.
POLICE FORCE,



FM, 2 File No*............
’•/.’“f” SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...L^U^a.........Station,

REPORT April 14th, rn 39.
_ .. . SECRET INFORMATION. Brothels at No. 108 & 650 Weihaiwei Road. **•
Subject......... _______________________________________________________

Made by. SukInSJt -...Varnaen-.....

Sir,
With reference to the attached Memorandum 

from the D.C. Special Branch, concerning premises No. 
108 & 650 Weihaiwei Road, I beg to report the 
foilowing 
Premises No, 108.

æhis house is a Regimental Brothal supervised 
by the British Military Police, for the exclusive use 
of British Forces, and has been in existance since 
1932.

The establishment is known to be conducted by a 
Russian woman named, Irina Stavitsky, who assembles 
7 Russian women.

Stavitsky prior to becoming proprietress of this 
establishment was a prostitute under one named, Vigovsky, 
Feron Road,

The undersigned was always given to understand 
that this establishment is owned by Stavitsky, who had 
a certain sum of money advanced to her at the outset, and 
is known to be living with a man name unknown, believed 
to be an American citizen.
Premises No. 650.

*his establishment is owned by one named, 
Gorskaya, Russian, (Japanese subject), professionally 
known as “Viola”, who conducts a brothel at No. 50-52 
Love Lane, and resides with one named, Eugene Scherbak, 
Russian.

No. 650 is managed by a Russian woman named,



w : FM< 2 File No...........
“ ’’“‘‘T’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

 Station, 

REPORT 
n x. • .. m . K n Date........................................¿9Continuation Sheet ^o. 2. 

Subject. ................................................................................................................. -................................................................

Made by.. . Forwarded by______ ____ —

Semonova, who has under her care 7 or 8 females of 
Russian and Korean nationality.

The establishment has operated at No. 650 
Weihaiwei Road since July 1937. Prior to that date, it 
was located at No. 634 Burkill Road,

In addition to the establishment being 
conducted as a brothel, massage may be obtained, and, 
from authentic sources, the undersigned has ascertained 
that many clients are "Sadists”, whose sexual desires 
may be satisfied by various lewd acts rendered to them.

It can be definitely stat ed. that these 
not establishments are/operated with Chinese interests, but, I 

the information that there are two .American ex-service
men, the undersigned has been unsuccessful in 
substantiating the belief.

The undersigned respectfully draws attention 
that there is a file at Headquarters, concerning Viola 
subject "Suspected Poisoning".

Continued enquiries will be carried out, 
should further information be forthcoming, a further 
report will be submitted.

I am, Sir.
Your obedient servant.
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1

FORM NtL-3. 
G. &UM-1-39

.. Marine and jb»;Subject (tn full)............................

.... File
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICEj

1 IHwwIw * 
c. s. 6, Sp ec ial... ir.aac.hj®,.

Dah

lavai. Personnel Regi8-t.ar.ed...inS&.8!^'ign.^Zodgi

REPORT

?o use..during. Apr ilj|...1939t.

Made by.....P’.^» Mischenko .Forwarded by InSflS-C.fcO.r.

I beg to forward herewith a list of U.S.

Marine and naval Personnel registered in foreign 

lodging houses in the International Settlement during 

April, 1939, giving particulars regarding their names, 

ages, branch of service, address,(including number of 

room and names of persons with whom sharing same) as 

well as the date of registration.

D.u.(Special Branch).
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INTERNATIONAL SETTLEMENT DURINGPERSONNEL REGISTERED IN FOREIGN LODGING HOUSES. IN THELIST OF U.S.

t»«
gggÿ
MARINE AND NAHAL

APRIL, 193 _9

wm ¿S3 BRANCH OF ADDRESS ROOM DATE OF ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM,
o ?^s0 -\

SERVICE NUMBER REGISTRATION IF ANY REGISTERED

llg CLOUD, C.R. 22 U.S.M.C. 1/1025 B’Well Rd. 4 21-1-39
BILL, Smith 45 U.S.M.C. 3/1025 B’Well Rd. 6 9-12-37
HENDRIX, A.K . 25 U.S.M.C. 3/1025 B’Well Rd. 13 9-30-38
FUELZKE, Fred 23 U.S.N. 6/1025 B’Well Rd. 3 8—3—38 11AR1JKA, Mo koy suiia 20* Kopman
CAMPBELL, A.jP. 40 U.S.M.C. 17/1025 BSWell Rd. 8 2-10-38
POORE, G.H. 25 U.S.M.C. 15/1025 B’Well Rd. 5 1—2—39 Mrs. POORE
HICKMAN, E.P . 35 U.S.N. 52/1025 B’Well Rd. 3 6-4-39
WEBB, R.J» 22 U.S.N. 52/1025 B’Well Rd. 2 24—12—38
CORDONIER, Joe 26 U-S.N. 52/1025 B’Well Rd. 5 15*4-38
BOZYCHI, T. 30 U.S.N. 121/1025 B’Well Rd. 6 7-5-38 »

JONES, H.D. 41 U-S.N. 941 B’Well Rd. 106-7 2-1-39
TARDY, 0. U.S.N. 941 B’Well Rd. 119 19—4—39
HUGHES, E.E. U-S.N. 941 B’Well Bl. 308 1-3-39 Mrs. HUGHES
ZIKMEND, A. 29 U.S.N. 934 B’Well Rd. 65 29-10-38 Mrs. ZIKMEND,

0IÈ
NARGAARD, R.U. 33 U-S.N. 934 B’Well Rd. 23 15—4—38 1



NAM& AGE BRANCH OF 
SERVICE

ADDRESS ROOM
NUMBER

DATE OF 
REGISTRATION

ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF
IF ANY REGISTERED'

HUGHES, J.P. 25 U.S.M.C. 178/591 B»Well Rd. 272 16—8—38

ADAUS, J.G. 24 U.S.M.C. 178/591 B»Well Rd. 272 16-8-38

JÄCKEL, C.J. 27 U.S.M.C. 178/591 Bhfell Rd. 283 1-2-39 Mrs. JACKEL, 27
MAY, E.S. 42 U.S.M.C. 121-129/591 B’Well Rd. 9-3-38

ERVIN, J.S. 31 U.S.N. 101-103/591 B’Well Rd. 14-12-38 Mrs. ERVIN, 28

SLOCUM, S.A. 35 U.S.M.C. 1094 Avenue Rd. 16-1-39

ALLEN, F.B. 22 U.S.M.C. 1182 Avenue Rd. 28-12-38 Mrs. ALLEN, 19

CHENEY, O.W. 26 U.S.N. 1182 Avenue Rd. 3 1-1-39

SONNENBERG, W.R.30 U.S.M.C. 55-57/1220 Avenue Rd. 18-1-38 Mrs. SONNENBERG

TIDMORE, E.A. 33 U.S.N. 6-50-54/1220 Avenue Rd . 28 22-8-38

BURNS, L.A. 33 U.S.N. 1/1220 Avenue Rd. 6-8-38 family

STWART, ». 32 U.S.M.C. 1/1220 Avenue Rd. 25-8-38

LENGUEL, N-P. 31 U.S.M.C. 1/1220 Avenue Rd. 3-11-38

PEKARICH 42 U.S.M.C. 1266 Avenue Rd. 6-2-37

COLWELL, R.F. 24 U.S.M-C. 1280 Avenue Rd. 12—1—39 Mrs. COLWELL

GEIST, C.A. 32 U.S.N.R. 1280 Avenue Rd. 1 7-8-37 Mrs * GEIST, 25

DKODA, Stephen 46 U.S.M.C. 1434 Avenue Rd. 30—11—38



NAME AGE BRANCH OF 
SERVICE

ADDRESS

HARTMAN, J. 31 U.S.N. 2/15 Carter Rd.

SATTERFteLD, James 39 U.S.M.C. 2/15 Carter Rd.

GRAVES, J.A. 31 U.S.N. 44-46/41 Carter Rd.

Me GRAW, W.B. 40 U.S.N. 82-84/41 Carter Rd.

HOOPER, C. 30 U.S.M.C. 8/215 Medhurst Rd.

JOHNSON, W.R. 34 U.S.M.C. 1 Pacific Gardens

COOKE, P. 30 U.S.N. 1 Pacific Gardens

WRTSTON, L.S. 30 U.S.M.C. 1 Pacific Gardens

FULCHER, M.W. 36 U.S.M.C. 1 Pacific Gardens

HENNESSEY, J. 28 U.S.N. 1 Pacific Gardens

GOSS, G.E. 23 U.S.M.C. 2 Pacific Gardens

HAIGLER, W.D. 25 U-S.M.C. 2 Pacific Gardens

RAYNES, Ray M. 22 U.S.N. 2 Pacific Gardens

SIMMONS, F.L. 30 U.S.N. 3 Pacific Gardens

HARKINS,. Raymond 20 U.S.M.C. 3 Pacific Gardens

TALBERT, J.R. 21 U.S.M.C. 3 Pacific Gardens



ROOM 
NUMBER

7

DATE OF
REGISTRATION

14-4-38

17-4-38

2 24-1-38

4 10-4-39

ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM» 
IF ANY REGISTERED

Mrs. HARTMAN, 33

Mrs. F.A. SATTERFIELD, 39, 
Chinese & Miss Ernie 
SATTERFIELD, 12

SUMITA, Kuni

Mrs. Me GRAW

10-12-38

3-12-38

19 10-7-38

14 23-3-39

23 4-9-38 Lee Tsai Lei, 26, Chinese

1-3-39

10 1-6-38

9 1-8-38

10-4-38 Miss Ngu Yen, 23, Anamite

1 14—8—37 NAITO, Kiwaye, 29, Japanese

3 22-3-39 Mrs. HARKTNS, 20

14 11-7-38 Wong Heng Yuing, 21, Chinese



NAME AGE BRANCH OF 
SERVICE

ADDRESS ROOM 
NUMBER

DORMAS, N.A. 35 U.S.N. 3 Pacific Gardens

CONLEY, W.C. 27 U-S.M.C. 3 Pacific Gardens 5

RUSSELL, R.J. 33 U-S-M.C. 4 Pacific Gardens 7

WALKER, H.M* 26 U.S.M.C. 5 Pacific Gardens

MOBLEY, W.L. 22 U-S.M.C. 5 Pacific Gardens 15

GANLEY, F.P. 34 U.S.N. 7 Pacific Gardens

BUSSKIN, A.Z. 45 U.S.M.C. 77Pacific Gardens

ROBINSON, E. 27 U-S.M.C. 11 Pacific Gardens 10

WALTON, M.C. 23 U.S.M.C. 11 Pacific Gardens

REIDY, J.J. U.S.M.C. 12,14,15/20 Seymour Rd. 5

LINDERMAN U.S.M.C. 446*448 Seymour Rd.

HALEY, H.P. U.S.M.C. 446*448 Seymour Rd.

MILLER, R.J. U.S.N. 446-448 Seymour Rd. 2

MANDEL, A-C. 40 U.S.M.C. 456’ Seymour Rd. 3

CHESMORE, R.E. 21 U.S.M.C. 462-464 Seymour Rd.

BOUSE, C.D. 39 U.S.N. 462-464 Seymour Rd.

OUTLER, F.W. 32 U.S.N. 462-464 Seymour Rd.



DATE OF ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM.
REGISTRATION IF ANY REGISTERED

7-11-38 KOSAKA, Mitsuko, 28

12-24-38

21-1-39 Za Yuan Yien, 28, Chinese

19*» 2*» 38 Mrs. WALKER, 23

10-9-38 Zung Mei Lee, 24, Chinese

23-1-39 Anna Wong, 25, Chinese

27-2-38 Chang San Noe, 23, Chinese

4-12-38

7-8-37

15—5—37 Mrs. LTNDEBMAN

7-10-37

1-12-38 Mrs. MILLER, 26, Chinese

1-7-38

27-9-38 Irene Ko, 20, Chinese

5-12-38 Yeh Yu Choy, 33, Chinese

27-12-38 Mrs. OUILER, Chinese



NAME AGE BRANCH OF 
SERVICE

ADDRESS ROOM
NUMBER

BURKE, A.F. 27 U.S.N. 462-464 Seymour Rd.

DZIONCZTAK, P.L. 27 U.S.N. 462-464 Seymour Rd.

ELLIOT, C«A. 27 U.S.N. 462-464 Seymour Rd.

RAY, W.E. 24 U.S.M.C. 462-464 Seymour Rd.



17-3-39

10-3-39

DATE OF 
REGISTRATION

ADDITIONAL OCCUPANT OF ROOM, 
IF ANY REGISTERED^

5-1-37 L1IYAK0, Jerasoko, Japanese

19-11-38 Lee Sai May, 24, Chinese



Porter DILLEY, American, about 35-40 

years of age, is according to enquiries, a newsreel 

cameraman who wanders from time to time to various 

parts of the globe securing pictures of travel and 

scenic interest to be made up into what are commonly 

known as screen travelogues. When he has obtained 

sufficient material he returns to the United States 

where he moves from town to town giving lectures on 

the various phases of life in foreign lands which he 

has visited, utilizing, of course, his films.

He has no connection with any Hollywood Studio 

or any American publication. He is said to make a 

fair living from this type of business which he has 

followed for years.

Prior to arriving in Shanghai on January 19, 

1939 in the s.s. “President Pierce" from Kobe, he 

spent three to four months in Japan taking moving 

pictures with the permission of the Japanese Government. 

In this connection it is believed he was subsidized to 

a certain extent by the Japanese Authorities to secure 

films of the country having a big interest for the 

American public. In Japan his address was Dai Ito 

Hotel, Tokyo.

While in Shanghai he resided at the Havy 

Y.M.C.A., Szechuen Road, but made very few friends 

here.



G, bOM-l-ÿÿ

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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- 2 -

Forwarded by.

Date.

On February 6, 1939 DILLEY was arrested by

members of the Japanese Naval Landing Party for 

taking pictures on Chapoo Road Bridge, but was 

released shortly afterwards, when he made it known 

that he had secured permission from Captain NISHIHARA, 

Naval Spokesman at the Press Conference to take 

pictures in the area north of Soochow Creek.

DILLEY left Shanghai for Manila in the s.s

••President Taft* on February 17, 1939, from where 

he is expected to return in a leisurely fashion to 

America for the purpose of giving another series of 

lectures.

His home address is reported as being
Ic/o 827-P -*P. Street, "X 

f Bakerfield, \

Careful investigations made by this office

have shown that DILLEY has never had any connections

with Room 405, 210 Kiukiang Road, which is the office
A

of the "Alexander Publishing and Printing Company,*

the sole proprietor of which is a young American of 

radical tendencies named Alexander Hassler BUCHMAN. 

As far as can be ascertained DILLSY has never met 

BUCHMAN, either in Shanghai or in the United States 

and he certainly never visited the office in Kiukiang

Road during his stay in Shanghai

D.C. (Special Branch)
D. S
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THH CONFIDENTIAL
SHANGHAI ICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, SpecialBranch
EPORT

File No.

DateHHaxifàa.....S&^------- 19 39

Subject.. H.KS.....Kaxy...jax.TJaarviaemeji..-—CeH^-isLttexaon.
E.E. Gourley, J.R. Meyers^, E..E...Rickett and jr, H§Jie.t.t./p..

, D.S.I. Logan Made by...... . ........................... ............. Fornoarded by.

The following is the result of enquiries 

conducted by the Special Branch regarding the five 

U.S. Navy Ex-servicemen named below x- 

(1) C.H. Patterson, Passage 606, House 21, Avenue Joffre.

Enquiries reveal that Patterson, who is a 

heavy drinker, resides at above address together 

with his wife, a former dance hostess named Raisa 

Y. Flicker (Russian Jewess) and his mother-in-law. 

On 18-3-39, Patterson, giving his initials as E.H., 

applied to the French Police for permission to 

operate an employment bureau at Passage 26, House 613, 

Avenue Joffre, but up to date the French Police have 

not granted his application. It is of interest 

to note that one Sergey Ivanoff Mamontoff (Russian 

of ill repute) some time previously applied for 

permission to operate the employment bureau in 

question but hie application was not entertained by 

the French Police as there is good reason to believe 

that the employment bureau is financed by certain 

Japanese for the purpose of obtaining Russians and 

Chinese for employment in Japanese controlled areas 

and also as a base for certain other less desirable 

activities. It is stated that Patterson has been 

promised a monthly payment of $50.00 for acting as 

the nominal head of the employment bureau and that he 

will have little or nothing to do with the actual 

running of the concern.



fi/ z File No,...............6 90M,-37 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........................................... Station,

REPORT 
jgj Date..................... .....................19

Subject

Made by.....................................................................................Forwarded by .............. .................................................................... . .................................

It has been reliably learned that all expenses 

connected with the bureau are being defrayed by one 
George Wai (•dM^ ), Korean, stated to be a drug 

smuggler and agent of the Japanese Intelligence 

service, who is also a partner of H.A.Ifeays,American 

citizen, in the Tai Hsing Company» 299 Szechuen Hoad. 

This concern 1» "eputed to be working in close 

collaboration with the Japanese Intelligence Service« 

There is nothing to prove that Patterson is cognizant 

of the connection between Mamontoff and Wai and the 

Japanese but it is a fact that he is willing to lend his 

name to a venture sponsored by these doubtful 

characters«

Both Mamontoff and Wai came to the notice of the 

Police for the part they played in procuring one 
f 
I Vladimir Alexandrovi.tdU Jfoskvine (Russian) to manufacture B ... ... ■<,> 1
B a time bomb which was exploded at the entrance to a 

newspaper office in Shanghai an B7-3-38«

(2) E.E« Gourley, Lane 1061, House 111, N. Szechuen Boad. 

Enquiries reveal that Gourley, who ie an ex«U«S.

Navy serviceman, has a Japanese wife living at Lane 1061, 

House 109 (not House 111 as stated in attached note) with 

whom he resided until sometime in November, 1938, when 

he ie stated to have left Shanghai to take up a 

position of some sort with a large Lace Goods concern 

either in Swatow or Hankow« He ie stated to be 

drawing a salary of Mex. $600.00 per month from hie 

present employers and to be supporting his Japanese



2 File No..........
6 90M,'39> SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.........................................Station, 

REPORT
(3) Date--------- -------- ----

Subject..

Made by................................................................Forwarded by...........................................................................................

wife» Hie postal address ie c/o the U.S.A.
Consulate, at either Swatow or Hankow (most probably

OR W the former). Nothing derogating to Gourley’s 
character is known to either the Settlement or 
French Police.

As far as can be ascertained* Gourley retired 

from the U.S. Navy in May, 1930 and took up residence 
in Shanghai. He was employed in MR various bars 
in the French Uonceesion Until February. 1934* when 
he purchased the »New Sunlight Bar». 863 North 
Szechuen Hoad from a Japanese subject named T. 
Oehima. Gourley personally operated this bar until 
December 1936. when he was compelled to close it down 
owing to bad business.

In February. 1937. he applied for a Tavern licence 
in respect of premises 615 Szechuen Hoad, but hie 
application was refused due to the proximity of the 
premises to the Navy Y.M.C.A.
(3) J.R. Meyers, Passage 360/3 Avenue du Hoi Albert, 

French Concession.
Knquiries concerning Mbyere have failed to 

obtain much information concerning hie movements. 
There is no record of him in the files of the Ftench 

, or Settlement Police. He ie unemployed and pays
a monthly rent of $60.00 for hie room at above address. 
A rumour, current in certain circles in the French 
Concession, to the effect that Meyers hae been interesting
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himself in transactions in opium, lacks confirmation. 

As far as can be learned, Meyers does not habitually 

consort with any particular woman.

(4) E.E. Bickett, 51 Canton Boad.

Enquiries revealed that Bickett resides with his 

Chinese wife and two Eurasian children at Lane 64, 

House 3, Route Pichon. He is unemployed and though 

a member of the U.S. fleet Reserve Association, rarely 

visits the Association’s Club at 106 Peking Boad.. 

There is nothing on record concerning Bickett in the 

files of either the French or Settlement Police* 

(5) W. Hallett, Passage 697, House 1, Avenue Joffre.

Enquiries revealed that Hallett occupies Boom 5 

of a Chinese owned Boarding House at Passage 697 (not 

Passage 693 as stated in attached note), Avenue Joffre, 

House 1, where he lives with a Chinese female. 

Hallett, who is a heavy drinker, is unemployed. During 

April, 1937, he was living with a Chinese female at 

Lane 108, House 7, WUchow Boad. In November, 1938, 

Hallett applied to the S.M.C. Bevenue Department for 

a position as Pontoon Supervisor but was not accepted. 

In 1934, he was registered with the Salvation Army 

Employment Centre where he was well spoken of by the Staff 

Apart from hie habit of drinking heavily and consorting 

with Chinese females, enquiries have failed to reveal 

anything detrimental to hie character*

With the exception of Gourley, four of the five 

persons mentioned on attached note reside in the French

L.



*———-— File No,.................
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

____________ ________ Station, 
REPORT

(5) D‘U------------------------- -- -------
Subject................................................................................... ................................................................................................................

Made byForwarded by.......................................................................................

Concession.

In the course of enquiries at French Police 

Headquarters, it was learned that a request for 

information concerning the five persons in question 

was also received by the French Police, consequently 

all information obtained was mutually exchanged»



PATTERSON OiH., CW, F-4-D, F.R.
606 Ave. Joffre Apt. 21.

GOURLEY E.E., CMM, F-4-C, F.R.
• 1061 North Szechuen Road House 111.

MEYERS, J.R., CFO, F-4-D, F.R. 
360/3 Avenue Du Roi Albert.

RICKETT E.E. MMlc, F-4-D, F.R. o
SI Canton Road, Aew./v!

HALLETT W. GM2c, F-4-C, F.R.
-6G3 Avenue Joffre House 1.
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Subject. J AM3St> IRBY

Made by. P?. Henchman .Forwarded by__ ....................................................................Z.

JMSftJBLJxIne„.. Qlit »an of united States of

America, was born in the state of Kentucliy in 1890. 

He is reported to have served in the U.S. Army during 

the Great War and after the war joined the U. S. 

Marine Corps. He was eventually transferred to 

Shanghai where he left the service in 1930.

Following hie discharge, Irby was employed 

as manager first at Brownings Cafe and then at the 

Savoy Hotel, both in Hongkew district. He remained 

at the Savoy until the outbreak of hostilities in 

1937, when he obtained the managership of the 

Crystal Cafe, Route Chu Pao San; he is still employed, 

at a rate of $140.00 per mensem, in this capacity.

Irby resides with his Cantonese wife and two 

children, at No.1240 Rue Lafayette where he is chief 

tenant. Also occupying this residence is his wife's 

si ster.

There is no reference to Irby in Police

records.

D. S.
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17. S. Sailors’ Transfers Ari 
LJJ Objected By Wives
Japanese Women Protest Against Navy Husbands 

Being Sent Home, Leaving Them Behind
Without Chance Of Going To States

Modern “Mme. Butterflies” in | ferrlng~~our husbands dust because 
Shanghai are up in’arms over the I they are married to JapaneisiFgyfe”; 
short-term transfers of their “Cap- a spokesinan~Ior the discontented 
tain Pinkertons.” [ wives told a reporter of the “Main-

If the U.S. Navy Department does ichi” at a conference on Saturday, 
not heed the appeals of Japanese 
wives of American sailors and stop four 
transferring them before the ex
piration of their periods of service 
in China, a series of > blasted: 
romances such as the one described 
in Puccini’s famed opera may be 
witnessed in Shanghai, it was in-i'of the men with Japanese wives 
dicated in an article appearing in have been ordered to leave before 
the Japanese daily 
yesterday.

Japanese wives of American 
“Gobs” are launching a campaign, 
to voice a concerted protest against 
the action of the American naval 
authorities which threatens to 
prive them of their mates, 
paper said.

There are quite a number

‘Some of us have been married 
years and have children. 

Formerly qur husbands could pro- 
long* their stay here if they asked 
for permission after two years of, 
service: time here.

“But now since last month, some;

Mainichi”; i their two-year terms were up.
“We simply can’t understand this 

because things have changed so 
• suddenly and our husbands’ requests 
¡to get their service time here ex- 
¡tended have been turned down by 
the Navy officials.

“This Is A Cruel Thing” ,
“This is a cruel thing to do to 

us, and they seem to be shaking

de- 
the

There are quite a number pt^ .
Japanese girls in Shanghai who3 these orders only for the sailors 
have become the common 
wives of American sailors, _______
journal stated. The girls say the with girls of other nationalities are 
recent orders of the American ^staying right here when they want 
naval authorities regarding trahs-g to. The sailors who are marrieiLm. 
fers of sailors appear tobe :direct-|cbbiffi girls are not ¿affected by 
ed against those who have Japan-k these new transfeV ~nrders 
ese. wives here, according to thefj ~We caa^<«nderstand“it. It looks 
“Mainichi.” as if it was done deliberately

Naval Regulations ' by the American Navy officials.”
American naval re$platioasb a group of Japanese wives met 

usually allow sailors to remain mi at a tea roGm on Bubbling Well 
the Orient for a period pf two Road on Saturday to air their 
years which can be renewed on ievances names wer<e

«Inarv Wm by the journal ae Mm. Clara 
Uyehara, Mrs. Margaret 6ki, Mrs.cedure, many sailors in Shanghai »»i 4.

have been transferred one by one j^0^ Nakata and Mrs‘ Catherine 
since last month, the joumaljstated ;: Even if they are married, accord-

Several groups of Japanese wives to the laws of the United States, 
are meeting to have heart to heart they cannot go to America with 
talks on ways and means to save ^beir husbands because of immigra- 
their romances from being ship- restrictions, the paper pointed 
wrecked, according to the daily.
. W African Mavy ~ .. '...........

law ¡who ere withx Japanese girls.
the “Our husbands’ chums who are

wrecked, according to the daily.
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30/11/36

Im
Chen K*Um1

Ag& Nationality »aploymeot Ho.of room Supported by or living with

»1 Chinese Unemployed 4 Hwa Bee Avenne. 3 Dave Aldridge, U.S.M.C.

^k'>. *w 19 « • 3 Hwa Kea Avenue. 12 A.J. Schmits, U.S.A. Augusta.

c. k. soe 23 • « -do- 5 Y.8. Watt, U.S.A. Augusta.

Mary Laa 27 « • 37 Hwa Bee Aronne. 6 J.C. Guacman, U.S.M.C.

Ah Paa »0 • • 52 Hwa Kee Avenue. 1 J.I. Casey, U.S. Navy.^„

Lee Sh Lee 30 Banning Partner, -do-
Charleaton. Cafe.

5 Joe Cordonier, U.8. Navy.

Lae I«« 22 • Dancing Partner, 121 Hwa Koo Aronne. 
at enteret on 
Rue Chu Pao Sm.

6 T. Bosychi, U.S. levy.

Lee Teai Lei 26 • Unemployed. 1 Pacific Gardens. 23 M.W. Fulcher, U.S. levy.

Wong Bang Yning • • 3 Pacific Gardena. 14 J.K. Taltert, U.S.H.C.

Znng Kai Lee 22 • • 5 Pacific Gardena. 16 W.L. Hobley, U.S.M.C.

Tsai Lein Tin 22 • B 11 Pacific Gardena. 11 W. Paster, U.S.M.C.



!■& JMl MMM*.
<*•* awB i|pS Chine®« Unomployed

Lind Da« Wong • •

Uutf Leaf 26 « «

Hoong Bing Leaf. at « *

24 e

Iren« Ko 20 • w

lani« Tong • w

Tang Hui Foong 25 • w

K*IMB/Bao 20 • •

X1M Mao « •

Mr». J.s. Irwin « N

jjjb Ton 23 Anamite e



Aitam He. of room 8nmrtod by or

11 Metric Gardens. 10 E. Robinson, U.

440 Seymour Bead. 6 St. Roberts, U.

446-448 Seymour Road. 16 H.P. Haley, 8.8

-do- 26 N.C. Gobart, U.

482-464 Seymour Road. 22 W.E. Bay, U.S.Ji

-do- 27 R.E. Cheemore,

2/15 Carter Road. 3 J. Satterfield,

L.41.H.82-84
Carter Road.

14 H.C. Spencer, U

1.41.H.82, 83
& 84 Carter Road.

2 C.W. Wftrd, 8.8.

—do— 4 W.B. McGraw, U.

-do- 10 J.S. Erwin, U.S

2 Pacific Gardens. 11 R.M. Haynes, 8.

living wit*

8.M.C.

8.M.C.

.M.C.

8.M.C.

E.C.

U.S.M.C.

U.S.M.C.

L8. Navy.

Navy.

8. Navy.

I. Navy.

8. Navy.



ïsa. èü Satioaality Employment

Mr«. W.I. »Hirer 22 Japanese Unemployed

H*ruko Mokoyama II « .

Sachiko Yaauba 25 n •

Mieau>Snaia. 23 » •

Mitauko Koaaka 28 M n

Kiwaye Saito 29 • «

Kuni Sanità 27 ♦ w

Yayoi KurIhara 31 • w

Terasoko Miyako 27 * w

Kinubo Yamashita 27 • «

R«klko Haraguchi 28 ü •

Aiko Kim Korean w

Li Zing Yi » «

Canadi Lae • e
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Ho.of rooa

4 Hwa Kee Avanue. 4

6 Hwa Kee Avenue. 3

15 Hwa Kee Avenue. 15

2 Pacific Gardena. 5

3 Paeifie Gardena. 1

-do-

L.41,H.44-46 2
Carter Road, 

-do- 4

462-464 Seymour Hoad. 9

Supported l>y or IfMntfwlth

W.H. Dallive^

Prod Sue lake, U.S^Jto^.
x 3

J.P. Tenny, U.S. HCflijr?’^-
-1

H. Angier, U.S. Havy.

H.A. Doraaa, U.S. Havy.

f. L. Simaone, U.8. lavy.

J.A. Grave a, U.S. Havy.

J.y. Thoapaon, U.S. Havy.

Chaa. A. llllot, U.8.H.C.

-do- 4

-do- 7
15 Hwa Kee Avenue. 7

1 Pacific Gardena. 9

2 Pacific Gardena. 4

A.Z. Hathaway, U.S. Havy.

A.V. Lane, U.8. Havy.
T.K. Brannock, U.S. Havy.

P.O. Cauoey, 
U.S.8. Sacrcuaento.

A. Shooahan, U.S.M.C.

.¿Ih...--
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CAMERA OPERATOR'S REPORT AND CERTIFICATE
FNOUIOT NO. F r D
REEL NO.

______________ FNOOUOTION MTN______________ momHUAZA______________________
STANTÌO1

l0sU> ^/^^Z^Newpl ricini r\
WITNI LZ

FINISHES! IOM.I _____ >. i7> - stoo co
TOTAL NO. OF NOUNS «• 17• -? ?¥/ CO ll3<f
TOTAL NO. OF IMA6E8 I3±í 3i_ JC> -S ei’>3 let?S'

APFRSVESl fsaBS=:!5a^^

tt.

1.

1.
ONOS ''I
WITH! J d g?y^co___ _________

NOTIFICATION

m MCMvwr* mmm aiqvb uh howhhkh wi .
________ ___________________ ailu^dlcdL »74^^-

(OATH ItlSNATURt OF CAMINA OFINATOR)

FOUR NO. M FU INI *'•’ 01-3«»
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